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PROVERES AND COMMON SAYINGS OF THE CHINESE.
By Rey. Arracr H. SHITH.

{Continued from page 419.)

MANY proverbs of this class contain direct quotations.
‘Su Chin is Se Chin still—the clothes are changed, but notthe man’ RT K BHA A). A celebrated

statesman of the Contending Kingdoms. While struggling as a poor
scholar, his mother, his brother, and his wife all treated him with
contempt. When subsequently he became a Councillor of the Six
States, and returned to his home with all the seals of office dangling
from his girdle, his whole family repented their former behavior, and
were greatly ata loss how to atone for 11. On that memorable oc-
casion, he is supposed to have uttered this saying, and the one quoted
by Mr. Scarborough, No. 2630, ‘When one is poor his parents dis-
own hun; when he 1s rich, relations revere him.’ See also Mayers’
Manual, No. 626,

‘The ministers of every dynasty will be like the Emperors of that
dynasty’ (— BH Ft - — Hf This saying 15 attributed to Lan Lo
(‘H #2), the precocious boy-minister of Chinese history 260), who
at the age of twelve years was entrusted by a King of one of the
Contending States, with an important message to another sovereign.
Yo his master’s natural apprehension lest Jax Zo should after all fail,
he 1s said to have made this reply, signifying that if the Emperor is a
man of preeminent ability, his purposes will be accomplished, even
with ministers of no extraordinary talent. He calls whom he pleases,
and those whom he calls must please him. In the present dynasty, a
descendant of the famous Ch'in Huei (Ze 4), (see Mayers’ Manual,
No. 783), whose name hag been covered with obloquy becanse he
counselled peace with the northern barbarians, became Senior Wrangler
(HR JC). The Emperor said to him: “Your ancestor in the Sung



dynasty was a traitor; see that you do not resemble him.”
tinguished scholar aptly cited in reply, the words of Han Zo: ‘ Each
dynasty has ministers who are like its Emperor,’ q.d. my ancestor may
have been in fault—but then the Sung Emperor was a different person
from the present occupant of the throne. Mr. Scarborough (No. 2090)
quotes this saying without explanation, and effectually eliminates all
its meaning, by the-translation: “ach dynasty has its Sons of Heaven
and its ministers.”’

‘The imsect can fly but ten paces, but lot him attach himself to
the tail of a noble steed, aud he may co a thousand miles’ (8% 78 H
3+ OAT oR Be BN - H.,). Lins saying is credited to Chao Iukang
Vin (#8 £E jal), the founder of the Sung dynasty, who is a conspicuous
character in Chinese history, and who has given his name to the Chao
Wang (#8 +), River in northern Shantung. The expression 1s used

in self-depreciation, and has become a synonym for sycophancy—to
attach oneself to a great man’s frain.

‘Shall I suffer another man to sleep under my bed?’ (FL 4 > P,
a. 72 fs a BE =F.)- This 1s another utterance of the first Emperor
of the Sung dynasty. The words are said to have been quoted by the
Emperor Tuo Kuang, im conversation with one of his ministers in
regard to the demands of the British governinent, at the time of the
war of 1842. —

‘Chu Hai Ch'en divorcing his wife—spilt water hard to gather
up’ (Fe EG fk Se, BE ak BE AX.). This was a scholar of the Han
dynasty, who was so poor as to be obliged by day to gather fuel for a
living, and to study at night. His wile regarded jis prospects as
hopeless, and asked to ‘ be excused ’—in other words, to obtain a re-
lease from: her husband, that she might remarry elsewhere. In spite
of the urgent entreaties of Chu Mai Chten she perststed in her request,
and was accordingly divorced. By the time he had become Senior
Wrangler, his wife was reduced to begging for a subsistance, and
implored her former husband to receive her again as Ins wile. He
replied by telling her to pour water upon the ground, which she did,
when he ordered her to gather it up, adding that when she had done
so, her prayer would be granted. Hence the expression ‘spilt water
hard to gather,’ has become a synonym for the trreparable past.

‘Will your Excellency kindly enter the jar?’ (282 A #). A
certain Emperor had a minister who was guilty of high crimes and
misdemeanors.’ Instead of punishing him directly, His Majesty com-
manded an official of less rank than the offender, to contrive in some
way fo administer a reprool. The difference in the rank of the officers,
made this an extremely difficult undertaking. The lesser officer, how-
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ever, called upon. the minister, and related 2 supposititious case of an
official who had been guilty of certain grave offences, and inquired
what should be done to such an evtl-doer. Lhe Minister, wnsuspicious
of the snare laid for him, declared that a great jar should be prepared
full of oil, into which the culprit should be put, and then fire should
be applied until he was cooked. Upon hearing this sentence, the
crafty interrogator replied: ‘ Will your Excellency please to enter that
yar 2 The words are used, as equivalent to the answer of Nathan to
David: “Thou art the man!”

‘A large granary robbed of a chestnut—a floating leaf from a
preat tree’ (A Bik —- i BM — K.). This refers to an ineident
in the wars of the Three Kingdoms, when Chu Ko Liang (38 3 52)
told Chou Yu (J ig) that two persons dismissed trom the vast bost af
their command, and sent to the eucmy, would be no more missed than
a chestnut from a granary, or a leaf from a tree.

‘Plentiful as the seeds in a cart-load of grain’ (#4 ey = ,).
This is another splinter of the stories of the Dhree Kingdoms. Litt

Chang (Bl ft) was governor of Seu Ch'uan (2 JI[) and despatched
Chang Sung (if HB) to the Capital (FF 2) to see the prince Jan Hsien
Ti (ie BK A). Chang Sung was a great scholar, and a person of great
importence. Before obtaining an audience, it was necessary to see
Tsao Tsao ( $A) whose well known brusque manners so offended
Chang Sung, that he contrived—more Chinese—to revile and abuse Zo‘ao
Ts‘ao, yet in such oblique fashion, that the latter, although deeply
exasperated, was quite at a loss fur a reply. Chang Sung was a person
of far too much importance to be scerctly put out of the way, and no
obvious method of retaliation presented itseli. When Chang Sung
took his leave, 7s‘ao Zs'ao deputed another scholar pamed Yang Hsiu
(48 {2) to do the proper honors. The two fell to discussing various
subjects, but Yang Hsiu’s scholarslip, although great, was unequal to
the demands of Chang Sung. Among other subjects, the art of war
was introduced, and Yang Hsiu exhibited with pride a three volume
treatise on military subjects, which had been composed by Zs‘ao Ts‘ao
himselt. This work being submitted to Chang Sung, he glanced at tt,
as he rapidly turned over the leaves, and exclaimed contemptuously :
‘Tsao Ts‘ao never wrote this; it was done ages ago by a mere child—
and is of no merit whatever.’ Yang Hsiu demanding his authonty
for such a slander, he replied that in Sst every httle boy could
repeat it. ‘Then,’ said Fang Hsin, ‘do you repeat ib, and I will listen.’
So Chang Sung—~—who in reality had never scen the book before in his
life—began at the first chapter and repeated the whole three volumes
from beginning to end without missing a single character. In China,
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nothing could more securely establish the claims of any one to vast
scholarship, than such a feat as this for in this country the man who
remembers everything, is the man who knows everything.* Yang
Hsix was astonished beyond measure, and exclaimed: This book 1s
indubitably the work ot Zs‘ao Zs'ao, For you to have committed 14 to
memory at a glance, is 2 proof of your transcendant abilities. Pray how
many scholars can Ssu Ch'uan produce, who are like you? ‘Tike me 2?’

replied Chang Sung scorntully, ‘Like me? Why persons ot sy abilities
are as plentiful in Ssu Ch'uan, as the grains in a cart-load of millet!’

‘Tip us the wink, said Iron Staff Li,
Then i'l) cheat you, and you'll cheat me.’

Pk 45 2s, 1c HE He,
er eh Fe Ae. Te HA Fe TP

‘Li Iron Staff,’ or the ‘Iron Staff Teacher’ (2% #5 46 4£) was one
of the Exght Immortals (/\ {if}. See Mayers’ Mexuai, No. 718.
According to tradition, he was much grieved at the infatuation of the
human race, especially in the mad race for wealth. The purport of
the satirical advice im this couplet, is that since everything that exists
was bestowed by Heaven, such distinctions as and. twune are
entirely arbitrary, and at longest can not outlast the lives of the pre-
sent owners. Let us then shut our eyes, and cheat and be cheated as
much as we ¢an. b

Many sayings belonging to this class, are merely suggested by the
well known characteristics of some rndividual, and bave no relation to
apy particular incident. Lhus is ‘ dleng Chiang and Lau Hai travelling
in together—ihe Weeptng accompanies the Laughing’ (st 3 gh 2 Bil
ve: , SE ity ee SE BG.) Meng Chiang was 2 woman of very ancient
times, Who was au expert weeper. Liu Hai, a reputed Chinese Democ-
ritus, was noted for his laughter. These characters, supposed to
have lived centuries apart, are linked together to denote the union of
smiles and tears.

‘Chou's dog barking at Yao—each follows his own master’ (47
I St, & FS HL =E.). Chou was the celebrated tyrant whose crimes
put an end to the Shang (or Yin) dynasty, p.c. 1123; while Yao (who
died much more in2n a millemum previously) ‘stands at the dawn of
Chinese history as a model of all wisdom and sovereign virtue.’

* The high estimate placed upon this faculty of absorbing infermation accurately by a
mere glance, is illustrated in the saying; ‘A, quickness of perception which renders
one able to recite, whatever has once met the eye’ (ia 8 74 a fi He HF.)
So also: ‘Reading off the inscription on a stone tables, while passing on horse-back’ (3e Bi As these inscriptions often extend to hundreds of
charactera, this feat is regarded as evidencing abilities which ‘beat the world’
(36 tit Se
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‘Chang Fei selling hedge-hogs—2 mighty men whose wares wound
the hands’ (oe Fe WH A ok & FL =.). Chang Fei—the com-
panion of Liu Pei and Kuan Yi—already reterred to—was wealthy,
and far above the need of peddling porcupines for a living. His well
known personal prowess, and the danger of offending him, have given
rise to this saying. It is applicable, for instance, to a magisttate of a
dangerous character, whose underlings it is not safe to provoke.

‘Chang es catching a mole—the big eye staring at the little eye’
(FE Te eo EK BL GR oy» AR Chang Fei is said to have had
large eyes—those of a mole are smail. This is applied to two persons
both of whom are-at their wits end because their plans have miscarried,
and they have nothing left but te stare at each other.

‘Speak of Ts’co and he appears’ (30 & 22, IB Bi F.).
The famous general who overthrew the Han Dynasty, 1s ‘the most
prominent character in the great drama of history forming the epoch
known as that of the Three Kingdoms.’ Such was his strategical
ability that 16 was asif one had but fo mention his name, and lo he
appeared, as if by a descent from heaven,

‘Ts'ao Ts'ao buying a horse, wishes te see its mother’ (#2 F
Ee BE +.). It is probable that this saying arose by mistake

from another, of similar sound: ‘ Buying a horse at the manger-—look
at its mother’ (UR BeOS. BH Ff.) ie. the demerits of children
seen In their parents.

‘Eating the food of Wang Mang, but entering the kingdom of
Lin Asia’ (1 EFF AS oR, Be BH 5 BL.) Wang Afang belonged to
the Western Han, and Ziu Asiu to the Eastern Ilan. (See Mayers
Manual, Nos, 418 and 804). Many who received emoluments from
the usurper Wang Bang were secretly in the interest of Liu Hatu, by
whom the government was at length seized. Used of double dealing.

‘Let a dog bite Fan Tan and no one cares; but if a scorpion sting
Sith Cinng sympathizers come in such crowds as to break down the
doors’ (ify Be Fz J SE A OB, 2 yO He oR FS.) Han Tan was 2
scholar, ideally poor, blessed with a great number of children, who all
rose to distinction in high office.. Shik Chinese Croesus—
of the Sung Dynasty, a merchant whose money-making capacities are
the envy of thousands. Many wonderful tales are related of his in-
exhaustible wealth, as that in rivalry with a petty potentate he covered
the streets for forty with brocade, beating his rival by ten 2; thaf
he gave as a present a coral tree, seven ells high (the King being only
able to produce one of three ells high); and that he bought a beautiful
girl for ‘ thirty six measures of fine pearls,’ a bargain which turned
out badly, as the Viceroy threw Stik Chung into prison to get this
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maiden, where he died. Hence the proverb: ‘ Where now is the wealth
and prestige of Shih Chung? But Fan Ten having such sons could not.
he called poor’ (4 42 EO i] #7 Sa FAB B.)- In the
following verse, the opposite fortunes of Fen Tan and Shih Ci'uag are
contrasted, as well as those of several other individuals, all of whom have
been already mentioued, except P'exrg Tsu (3% il, See Mayers’ Manual,
No. 561) a mythical personage whose life was laid out on the antediluvian
plan, and who is fabled to have Lived eight hundred years :-—

‘Kan Lo was young when up he sprung an Officer high of State,
But the evil star of old Tu Ya till eghty made him want.
Peng Tse. appears eight hundred years before he fades from view,
Yen iZui retired (J mean expired) at the age of thirty two.
Now Fau Tar he was horribly poor, but Shih Ch‘ung rich was he,
‘Lhe Diagrams Hight interpret Fate according to Heaven's decree.’Tee SR eee A BR,

SO FA i.
‘Wishes dropping to the bottom of the river; Wild Geese alighting

on the ground; The Moon obseured ; Flowers put to shame’ (7% &.we eG A. BE These expressrons embody allusions to several
celebrated Beauties in Chinese history or legend. We Pou Heit (5
Ff #F) of the kingdom of Ch‘u (48), [See Mayers’ Mania’, No. 879 3
in his flight to the state of Ww (Yh) 1s said to have seen a beautiful
woman by the river side washing clothes. The fish tlluminated by the
light of her resplendent countenance, were dazzled, and sank to the
bottom. The same story is told in regard to Hsi Shih (PR Hh) the
famous beauty of the Yueh (i) state. See Mavers Afarual, No. d71.
The of the Wild Geese, 1s one of the tales connected with the
name of Chas Chiin (IB 9), See Mayers’ Hannal, No. 45. After she
had been taken captive by the Northern Barbarians ( 4) she im-
plored a Wild Goose to take a letter to the Emperor Han We fi
(vee Tt AG) which she tied to the foot of the bird, by whom it was
faithfully delivered in the Emperor’s Palace. This letter, declaring
the inflexible resolution of his favorite concubine to put an end to her
life, and thanking the Emperor for his kindness to her, so affected
him, that he soon aiterwards died of grief!

Tt was Ying (22 8) who, in a contest with the Moon, forced
that Juminary to pale its ineffectual rays and hide lis face. See
Mayers’ Manual, No. 792.

The Beauties, who in their walks in the gardens caused the flowers
to lose their color, were Zico Ch'an (98 #8), [See Mayers’ Manual, No.
669] and Yang tuei Fei (HS $8 4B) the concubine of Afing Wang (BR B)
of the Ttang Dynasty. pee Mayers’ Manual, No. 887.

‘Hearing with her eyebrows, and speaking with her eyes—that
was Li Chu’ UB M oad, & & This was the concubine of
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Shik Chiung (4q 2) previously-reterred to, and she was the one who
was the means of his rum, as already related. The Prince envied
Shih Ch‘eg the possession of a concubine at once so beautiful and so
wise, and easily contrived a way to cbtuin her by the imprisonment of
her master.

‘The unselfish man with the Tron Face—that was Pao Cheng’
(OF Ty ie BF ry A. BE DK.). his was e stateman of the Sung Dynasty
[See Mayers’ Manual, No. 539 | who never smiled m his life. He was
upright and disinterested, but so immobile of countenance, that he
gained the soubriquet of the Tron Face, which has become « synonymfor unselfishness. ~

‘Submission to the T'ang Dynasty on two occasions’ (— 3 FF Ap).
This saying refers to an meident in the life of Li Aft (2s #), [See
Mayers’ Afanual, No. d39] who 1s said ty have gone with Chin ChUung
(# HF) and others, to cast in his lot with the founder of the Tang
Dynasty, buéi turned aside after going a part of the way, At a later
period he went again. The expression is used as @ circumlecution to
indicate that.a thing has been done éiice, or that it has been unneces-

sarily repeated several times.
‘They are a well matched pair—Zvi Chung and Yu Hun’ (44 ij

> El — FBP fas Hi .,). These were two wicked ministers of Choze
Wang (4F ) whose evil reign closed the Shang Dynasty. they are
regarded 2s ideals of all that is bad in ministers. Lhe expression 1s
used of two persons irredeemably vicious.

‘A line on the ground—friendship broken’ (gi) $4 #8 J Zp). This
saying refers to'a story related of Viteh Fei (7 FE) of the SungDynasty.
See Mayers’ Manual, No, 928. In early life he was poor, having been
driven trom his home by devastating flvods. He afterwards studied
mihtary science, and taught ten pupils bound to him by an oath of
brotherhood. When the whole region in which he lived was reduced
to destitution by famine, his ten pupils came to the abode of Viieh Fei
with their horses, to pay him a visit until times should mend. Yueh
fet entertained them as well as he could, thouch with such evident
difficulty, that his ten pupils deliberated how to assist him.
of paying for their board (at famine rates) up to date, and betaking
themselves with their horses elsewhere, they decided to black their
faces and turn highway robbers. Lhis intention was carried into effect
by the plunder of a company of merchants, the avails of whose goods
were presented to Yueh Fei with the statement that the ten had all
been to their original homes, and (like Ananias aud Sapphira) sold
their possessions. Now Yueh Fei was a man of great sagacity, whose
experience of life had probably taught him that persons who would
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come to live upon @ ‘sworn-brother,” in a year of famine, bringing
their horses with them, would be quite capable of stealing, and of lying
about if atterwards. He saw through their tale, challenged them with
its falsity, and wrung from them a full contession. He then made a
short speech, worthy of 2 Sunday School Supermfendant, on fhe im-
propriety and folly of breaking the laws of the land, and concluded
by drawing a line on the ground with his spear, intimating that his
friendship with them was terminated. This done, he mounted his
horse, and rode away weeping, without even settling the account of
his late boarders.

‘The Jade restored ummnyjured to the state of Chao; Pearls return-
ing to Ho Pu’ (5e & bir fA. A TH TK Loe first clause relates to
an incident of the Lich Kuo {Hil fi). A precious jade seal (+ HE) had
fallen into the bands of the State of Chao (#8). The Prince of Ch'in
{) in the hope of gaining the treasure by guile, offered twelve cities
as an equivalent for its possession. The ruler of Chao understood the
plot, but could not refuse the exchange. No one wished to go upou
the dangerous errand which was involved, until a man named Lim
Hsiang Ju (RR 4H fo) came forward, and offered to take the gem to the
King of CAt‘in. The jade which he carried is in some accounts repre-
sented as 2 false one. When the delivery of the cities was refused,
the original gem was restored perfect and uninjured to the ruler of
Chao, without prejudice to hus digmty, by the skill of Lin Hsiang Jt.
See Mayers’ Manual, No. 393. Ho Pu Hyien (4 7 9%) a city within
the jurisdiction of Canton, is noted for its pearls. When the District
Magistrate is upright and pure, the pearls are produced in abundance.
If, however, he should be avanctous the supply ceases. The saying
quoted, reters to Afeng Ch'ang (ef), [See Mayers’ Manual, No. 490 |
whose virtuous rule brought back the pearls which had been driven
away by the extortions of his predecessors. The words are used of
lost things restored.

‘Bearing rods on his back, and asking for punishment’ (28 3p
a: ht FE) Thus saying relates to the same Lin Hsiang Ju mentioned
in the Jast paragraph. He was of humble birth, and had been a slave,
but his great abilities secured him employment. His success in the
difficult matter of the jade seal, raised him to the highest rank. The
chief military counsellor of the ruler of Chao, Lien P'o (#& A) was
angry at this promotion, and threatened to beat Zin, if he met bim iu
public. Knowing this, Lin avoided Lier Po. When asked why a
Minister of the highest rank, as he now was, should fear a military
man like ter P'o, he replied smiling: “The only security of the State
of Chao against its is in its civil and military officers. Civil
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government tranquillizes a State, military rule settles a Kingdom
(X He FH, BBE TE B.)- The military administration of Chao is
vested in Lier Po, and its civil administration is im my hands. if
we should come to a rupture, disasters to the country would speedily
epsue. If I was not afraid of the King of C4'vn when he refused to
exchange the cities for the jewel as he promised, it is not likely that
I fear Zier P'o, and why should I imperil great interests for the sake
of a private grudge, for every state is superior to his in strength.”
This patriotic reply was reported to Lien P‘o, who was thus led to
reflection, and became so ashamed of his behavior that he came to the
door of Lin Hsiang Ju with a bundle of rods bound to his bare back,
and there knelt, requesting punishment. Lhis resulted in a permanent
friendship between the General and the Statesman !

‘The beneficent league of Ch'in and Chin; the indissoluble union
of the iamilies of Chu and Ch'en’ (2 2 Be , Fe Be BE The
states of Ch'in and Chin were incessantly at war, but at last made a
treaty of perpetual peace. The families of Chu and Ci‘en, belonging
to one of the Contending States, lived in a place called Almond Flower
Village (45 7E $F), where they. were the only persons of wealth. In
consequence of this, each family contracted marriages only with the
other, so that in time the house of Chu and that of Ch‘'ex became
inextricably interturned. This saying is employed iu forming matri-
monial engagements, vows of friendshtp, &c., to indicate the permanent
nature of the contracts.

‘BKven He and Huan can not cure one of worms in the heart’
(Fy i Bh rs These were two famous physicians of the
Chin state, whose skill was ‘so great that they could almost bring the
dead to life. Yang (36) 1s a diseasc caused by worms in the heart.
The Impenal Dictionary of ‘ang Hs wforms us that in ancient times
persons who ‘lived in the grass’ were extremely hable to this form of
attack. Hence when asked as to ones health, 16 became customary to
reply: “J am not troubled with worms” (# 38). According to popular
belief, however everyone has worms in the heart. When they are at
rest they cause no disturbance, but the least motion generates disease,
often ending fatally. The saying is used to show that an evil heart
can not be cured.

“When the disease has entered the /fao-mang there 1s no help forABS The rwer of Chin fell dangerously ill.
A Minister went to the State of Cin to invite Ho and Huanr* to come
and treat the case. Before the physicians arrived, the Prince of Chin

pies,

* Others say that it was Pien Ch'ias (Fe #5) who was called in. See Mayers’ Jfarual
No. 653, 2.
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dreamed that he saw two little men of an extremely malevolent ap-
pearance, coming out of his own nose. They sat and frolicked upon
the bed, and held a professional consultation. ‘Before long,” said
one of them, “ Ho and Huan the famous physicians of Ch'in will be
here, and then we shall be out of business. “No fear of that,” said
the other, “ we can hide under the Aao (#) and over the many (
properly huang) where the doctors can not find us. AS soon as Hea
arrived and felt the pulses of his distinguished patient, he unhesitat-
ingly affirmed that nothing could be done for him, for the disease had
entered the ifco-mang, which 1s explained as being maccessble to
acupuncture, because a membrane covers the heart which no one dares
to pierce. The ao is immediately under the heart. The saying is
used of anything incurable.

‘So handsome as to have truit thrown to him, enough to fill his
chanot’ (32 1 2 A H.). This reters to P'an An (FR RK) of the
Sung Dynasty, the must beautiful youth known to Chinese history or
legend. Whenever this Apollo appeared upon the streets in his car-
riage, the women gazed upon him with admiration, and threw pears,
peaches and other fruits, so that his cart was filled with them. Tse
expression 13 used in praise of masculine beauty.

‘Yen Ying oi the Ch‘: State, killed ‘three counsellors with two
peaches’ (3 3 > = HE He = .). The Duke of Chi made a great
teast tor his Ministers. Two magnificent peaches were offered by the
prince to the two who according to their own estimate were most worthy
ot theyn. generals haying given an account of their ments, the
peaches were adjudged to them. After the peaches had been eaten,
another general came forward with 2 narrative of bis merits, which
proved to be so much preater than those of the others, that the first
two ministers were filled with mortification, which they exhibited in
the characteristic Chinese method, by suicide. Upon this, the third
general, indignant that his comrades should have been sacrificed to a
peach, died himself! This plan is said to have been arranged by Yen
Ying, [See Mayers’ Manual, No. 917] because he perceived that the
influence of the three generals over the ruler of C4% was becoming
unduly great. Hence of one who contrives a plot to injure several
persons at once, 16 is said, ‘ He manages to ruin three worthies at the
same time.’ om

‘There are only two busy people in the world’ (FF BG iA
i. ,)- It is one of the many incidents related of the Emperor Chien
Sung, that he was once walking on the city wall ef Peking, when look-
ing down upon the multitudes pournng through one of the principal
gates, he asked Wang Hs: (3 BR) how many people he supposed there
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were in the world. As census reports were comparatively unknown
150 years ago, if is not strange that Wang Hs: was unable to answer
specifically, yet he replied that after all there are only two men hving.
When the Emperor inquired how that could be, he explained that one
is named Fame (4%) and the other Gain (Fj). The saying 1s used to
judicate that these furnish the sole underlying motives which really
influence human conduct.

‘Han Hsin though defeated an hundred times, by a single battlo.
established his merit; Pa Wang though an hundred times victorious,
by a single battle ruined Ins country and lost his hfe’ (aa 42 Fy Ar.—~ HR. coe Rr lao .). For an account of Hap
Hsin see Mayers’ Manual, No. 146. Reference has been already made
to Pa Wang. See Mayers Manual, No. 160d. His great stature, his
coarse manners, and his savage brutality, have given his name an un-
dying immortality of intamy. Pa Wang, it is said, was only a Monkey ,
washed and dressed (9 E J5 i HE i EH B..). Hits bad qualities
have been explamed by a fable similar to that concerning Romulus
and Remus, as in the following lines :—

‘The origin of old King Pe was like no living thiug—
Of Dragons bors, by Tigors nursed, and screened by wing;
He learned when grown to man’s estate the snear and sword to wiold,
Prepared agaiust ten thousand foes alone to take the field,
Then having learned the martial art, he Ieft the castern shore
Bight thousand pupils followtog on when Pa Wary went before.
Ho would net heed the warning words of Fan Tseng to his cost,
Ang thus a thousand victories, ajas! were wholly lost.’SS. HEF PES B.

HK MA Be a. ~— it ABREG Ree RE. PBT.
AFFRBEME. Wt & FTF ISR.

‘The tyrant Chow perished in the year Chia while the good founder
of the Chou Dynasty established his kingdom in the very same year’(af DB Eo A BS. This saying is used to show that a
particular year is in itself neither good nor bad, but that success or
defeat depends upon the character and actions of men themselves.

‘ Like sitting on a cushion of needles—like nettles in one’s back’
(in AB St $k, 2 Ae PE #7,,). This refers to a notorious robber and pirate
at the beginning of the present dynasty, named Chou Pin Lung (ii) RE
FE) who abandoned his evil ways, and was rewarded with the post of
captain of the guard. In consequence of his merits in this capacity,
he was promoted to be a general. associates in office all despised
him on account of his antecedents, and this circumstance, torether
with his unfamiliarity with the ceremonial of ofiec, soon Icd him to
petition the Emperor for leave to give up his post, and retire to his
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native village. The expression is used to indicate that one is ill at
ease, in consequence of incongruity between his own character and his
surroundings.

a

‘When the nest falls, there areno whole eggs’ (7 i 3% 52
This was the wise remark of 2 lad in the time of the Three Kingdoms,
whose father was condemned to death, and who refused to fly, as
escape was impossible.

‘When a dog bites Li Tung Pin, it is because he does not kuow
a true man when he sees one’ (Su Be BW BH ae ey A.).- Li
Lung Pin was one of the most famous of the Taoist patriarchs, and
one of the Hight Immortals. See Mayers’ Bfanual, No. 467. The
saying 1s used of & good man, who is misunderstood.

‘It you were Chang T'ien Shih and Li Tien Wang combined, I
should not be afraid of you’ Rt -B aE K fg, 2s £, RGA
TH.) Chang Ten Shik has been already referred to. (Mayers’
Manual, No. 35) Li Tien Wang or No Cha Tai Tau (36 PE fe FF) is
represented as existing at the time of the founding of the Chov
Dynasty. According to the popular belief, he held in his hand a Pa-
goda, butin Mayers’ Banual (No. 520) this is explained as. hav-
Ing been a mistaken interpretation of the thunder bolt which he gras-
ped. golden pagoda, seven inches in height, was capable of flight,
and could be expanded to the altitude of eighty feet, after. which it
would return fo its original proportions. On this account Ne Che is
often called the Heavenly King who supports the Pagoda ($6 #$i +X). The book mm which legends relating to Li T*ien Wang are
popularized is called the Feng Shen Yen I (4¢ yh te BE) ¢. ds ‘The
Fictitious Account of the Deification. of gods’—by Chiang Tai
Kung (4 Je DZ) who is the Hero. [tis a kind of Taoist Wonder Book,
as Tull of fables as the Travels of Baron Munchausen, and its title, like
the name of that adventurer, has come to be a synonym for extravagant
mendacity. The last two characters of this title—referring to the
unreality ot theatrical representations—are sometimes used alone in the
sense of false, as im the saying, Chiang T’ai Kung making obeisance
[to the symbols which confirmed him in office] as General—pure
stult,’ BRAT hh iz Lhe meaning is, thaf this is one of the idle
stories of the Idle Story Book, but as in many other current Chinese
sayings, the underlying assumption is wrong. This yoeident 18 said
to be historical—while most of the others are fictitious.

‘Accomplishing one’s work by means of others’ A ge at 268, .).4

Weng Chang Chitn (de 3 3H) whose name was Wen (fh XL)
was & prominent man in the State of Ch's (xi). He had a great num-
ber of fricnds and adherents wathered about him, to a total of three
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thousand, cach of whom had his own abilities, and who were divided
into upper, middle, and lower classes. When it became desirable for
the Prince of Ch'i to make a league with the ruler of Ch'u (4)
since there had been a long-standing enmity between the two poten-
tates, it was necessary that the ambassadors should be men skilled
both in civil and military affairs. [he enterprise was entrusted to
Wén, who was to be accompanied by nineteen others selected from
among his three thousand guests. He succeeded. in selecting nine-
teen (including himself) but although he scrutinized the list of the re-
maining 2982 persons in quest of another ambassador, he scrutinized
it in vain, for the abilities of the greater part of Zen Wen’s ‘ puests’
do not appear to have been of a diplomatic nature. At this point
one of the ‘third class guests’ whose name was Mao Sui (3 came
forward, and proposed himself ag a candidate for the vacancy. At this
proposition every one laughed heartly, for Hfao Sui had no ablities,
either civil or military, whereas the service in hand required both,
and his" principal achievement im iife hitherto, had been fo eat and
sleep. Never a word had he spoken—never a plan had he conceived.
Tien Wén’s knowledge of men.was great, but Mao Sui was so in-
ferior and generally unprepossessing im appearance, deing singularly
lean withal, that Zien Wén had never estimated him at a high rate.
Afao Sui then spoke two or three sentences to d'ien Wén, who
promptly assented to Ins offer. When the diplomatic party were
admitted to an interview with the King of Cthu none of them could say
a word, and for the space of more than fen days the proposed treaty
made no progress whatever. But one day dfao Sui at an interview
with the King, held such an arrogant demeanor, and used such loity
language, that the King of C'ie« was much pleased, and at once as-
sented to the treaty, which was immediately signed. Thereupon Hao
Sui not unnaturally observed to the other nineteen ambassadors, “Of
what use zs your civil and military abuity, when it may be said of
you that after all you do your work by the aid of others’(f A
mH & 4) His diplomatic compeers, upon this, confessed their
212] ¢. The patient Reader who bestows diseriminating attention
upon the minutise of tales of this sort, will receive a vivid impression
of the trivialities and inconsequential absurdities of Chinese history,
as seen in some of its popular aspects. The expression cited, is used
of those who follow after and share in the glory, when others have
done the work.

val

‘With the body of a Sheep, clothed in a Tiger’s skin merits can
never be achieved. The hair of the Phoenix united to the liver of a
Chicken, can not accomplish results’ (*%# GFREBABE ES
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jl SE SE This couplet was made at the expense of Yuan Shao
(E73) [See Mayers’ Manual, No. 967] who was unsuccessful in his |

military adventures. Chun Xo Liang (already mentioned) is said to have
remarked of troops of Yuan Shoo, under the leadership of Z‘ao fue,
that they were an assemblage of Ants or a gathering of Crows — (B&
we SB & zw F)}—formidable only m appearance, but dispers-
ed as soon as collected. This last expression 1s used of friends, who,
though numerous, are not to be depended uponin an emergency.

‘Although there may be thousands of words under his pen yet 1f-
in his breast there is no skill in plan, if1s not true scholarship’ (2
TRA TE. SPER -—RSERS th.) This is one of se-
veral sayings attributed to Chu Ko Liang, in reference to a Minister
of the Eastern 2s.

‘When half the empire of the Ming Dynasty has been lost, still
to utter the yu character ’ (KW Ag ir hz T> A 03 & A Fo)
This saying refers to the troubled days of the Emperor Ch'ung
Cheng ( = fj } when the Ming Dynasty was drawing to its close. The
rebel Zi Tzu Cheng (38 8 had taken so. many cilies, and so much
territory, that the [Emperor was in despair, and continually burned
incense and resorted to divination, to ascertain the will of Heaven in
regard to the domain of the Mings—whether it was to be divided or
not. Heaven responded by giving him the Yu #4 character, whereupon
the Emperor was greatly pleased. One Minister, however, fell to
Weeping upon hearing this announcement. The Emperor, 1n surprise,
inquired the reason, and was reminded, in reply, that the characters
Ta Ming KF WR, ‘Great Ming Dynasty,’ when reduced more than half,
formed the Yu character [the first two strokes of the fa character 7*
and the gies FA of the following character, forming together the Px
4q character]. Here was, therefore, reason to fear that the rebels
had already seized more than half of the Empire. The subsequent
suicide of this Emperor, by hanging, when the rebels reached the
gates of Peking, showod that this was a true estimate of the political
condifion of the Empire.

‘There is only one great stroke of luck in the world, and that was
bought up by Wang Hua Evh’ (tk CRAPO Ae RELAws It is populary believed that because the Emperor Cheng
Té (jE #§ the cleventh of the Ming Dynasty) had no son, he was
accustomed to make secret excursions, in disguise, among the people,
on the plan of the Caliph Haroun al Raschid, with a view to finding
some pericctly filial son whom he could adopt. Roaming about in the
garb of a beggar clad in straw, he offered to sell himself, declaring that
if any orphan would purchase him for a father, he would exact no
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purchase money. Everyone ridiculed thts absurd proposal, but a poor
and fatherless youth named Wang Hua actually came forward, and
took the beegar for ius father. The latter tested Wang Hua’s con-
stancy to his newly formed filial relationship, by an hundred different
experiments, but Wang Hua proved adequate to them all. At last the
Mimperor took his treasure to the palace, and made him his successor
on the throne, when he became known in history as Cia Ching (3% 5H)

‘The és character when analyzed, discloses a Prince on this
side and on that’ (fj °4 tk B) BAGS Z.). Lhe Emperor Cheng
7Té, as mentioned above, had no son. When dangerously ill he cast

-about, to think who of all his numerous nephews would do for the
throne, but he could fix upon no one of them who was at all suitable,
for those who were not stupid were vicious. At length, however, he
recollected a youth whose connection with the imperial family was ex-
tremely distant, whose father held office in Ssu Ch‘uan. - This lad was
only eighteen years of age, and had accompanied his father the pre-
ceding year upon a visit to court, where he attracted the favorable
notice of the Emperor, who now conceived the idea of sending for him
with a view to make him his suceegsor. His majesty, not unnaturally,
feared that should this purpose become known, the nearer members
of the imperial family would contrive some way to put the lad out of
the way, before he could reach Peking at all. Cheng Té therefore re-
sorted to cratt. He sent a message to the young man’s father, an-

nouncing that his son, upon his last year’s visit to Peking, had been
found to be guilty of certain disrespectful behavior to his own father,
and ordering the latter to send his son to the Capital, to receive some
admonition from the Emperor. Neither the lad nor his father could
iorm the least idea what this strange order signified, po thought of
the Emperor’s real purpose having entered their minds. On parting
with his parents to be conveyed by ‘flying carts’ to the court, the youth
wept, and proceeded upon his solitary journey filled with sad fore-
oodings. At an inn upon the route where the animals were fed,a
person who tells fortunes by the analysis of characters, (7M) %% 89 4
fH) happened to attract the young man’s notice. He immediately
resolved to try his fortune, and wrote the character meaning “to ask,”
(én Je}) which he presented to the fortune-teller to be interpreted, in-
quiring what should be the outcome of this sudden summons to Peking
—whcether auspicious or otherwise. The skillful analyser of characters
at once pronounced the omens most favorable, on the ground that the
character (aén }), consisted of two characters for Prince (chiin #)
one oneach side |, BE HH]. Aithough the young traveller was wholly
unprepared to credit such a divination as this, he was easily persuaded
to promise that when he became a Prince, he would send for the
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tortune-teller to be his Minister. After the young man actually became
Emperor (taking the style of Chia Ching & 3% ), this promise was
redeemed, and the diviner, whose name wasYen Sung (Be 3) became
a most important Minister, but so bad a one that his Imperial Master
was obliged to starve him fo death by compelling htm to beg with a
silver bowl; as related in a preceding paragraph.

These sayings 1m regard to the origin of a famous Ming Emperor,
with their variveus inconsistencies and absurdities, furnish a text fur
repeating and emphasizing some observations which have already been
elther explicitly made, or implicitly suggested. The great foes to cor-
rect historical knowledge among the common people in China, in ad-
dition to the ever-present ‘struggle for existence’ which frequently
renders any kind or degree of education an utter impossibility, may be
said to be three. First, the almost infinite voluminousness of such
historical works as pretend to fulness, as well as the barren meagerness
of the smaller compendiums, Their vast extent places the standard
works of reference quite beyond the means of any-but the comparatiyve-
ly rich. Imagine a state of society, where in a county (Hsien District)
inhabited by thousands of scholars, there is ‘nown to be only one Histo-
cy (Ht 32) a work in seventy cases (é'ao), consisting probably of four
hundred or five hundred volumes, sufficient in bulk for one or two
cart-loads, and no part of this histroical wilderness, accessible to
outsiders on any terms whatever! No wonder the Chinese proverb
runs: ‘If one wishes to be acquainted with the Past and the
Present, he must read Five Cart-loads of books,’ (2 @ ff @ #
Amt A work corresponding to the “ Childs’ History
of England,” in which every important event 1s accurately noted
m its order, the connection between events clearly shown, and
the whole presented im en interesting, compendious and attractive
manner, would be of the greatest possible assistance in contributing to
a popularization of historical knowledge in China. Aids of this kind,
however, so far ag appears, are absolutely lacking. Another enemy
to popular historical knowledge is the little books so often cited, called
Light Literature (FA 9), frequently based upon some historical or
semi-historical occurrence, in which, however, all but the meresé out-
lines are nof seldom periectly unhistorteal. The plots are woven with
exclusive reference fo making an exciting narrative. Thus a circum-
stance which in a standard epitome of history, (4 $€) would perhaps
be summarily dismissed in fo lines, may be amplified in Light Lnter-
ature Into an entertaining volume. A. popular story of this sort, has
an immortality ofits own, and will penetrate in every direction where
true histroy can never reach. The other enemy of real historical
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knowledge is bwo-faced—the omnipresent Theater, and the all-per-
vasive Story-teller, The Chinese are indeed the most patient of au-
ditors, bué not even a Chinese audience could be expected to listen
with to the dulness of an ordimary Chinese history. The
‘Theatrical representation, as well as the narrative of the Story-teller,
are free and unfettered. Lhey can staré anywhere and go everywere,
can make everything out of nothing, and hike skillful conjurers, can
bring the most astonishing things out of a place which is visibly
empty—to wit, their mouths. The consequence of these conditions
is, that accurate information on historical subjects is by no means
so easily obfamed in China as might be expected from the number
{absolutely gveaf although always relatively small) of reading
men or ‘scholars’ whom wb is practicable to consult. The ordinary
school-master may be said to be a kind of a mean between the more
accomplished scholars above them and the positively or compara-
tively uneducated masses below them. Yet an ordinary sehool-
master, faken at random, might not perhaps be able to give exuet in-
formation, say in regard to the era of the Contending Kingdoms. ‘Lhe
‘‘Memortals of the Contending Kingdoms” (® fq he has not
improbably read, buf that was a long time ago. With the “ Spring
and Autumn Annals” of Coufucius ho may be familiar, although
this is by no means certain, as that work is said of late years to
be much neglected. The Contendmg States were about twenty in
number, and in reading the Annals of twenty different states, it is
dificult even for the memory of a Chinese teacher to remember at
all times which is which. Besides this the knowledge of ancient
geography which most Chinese possess is almost certain to be con-
fused and imperfect. A graduate of Cambridge University, whose
tine had been chiefly given tor mathematics, might nog pass a good
examination upon the details of the Saxon Heptarehy, although the
Saxon Heptarchy is from five hundred to a thousand years nearer to
our times than is the epoch of the Contending Kingdoms. Yet
whatever his knowledge, or iguorance, we can not conccive that tho
Cambridge man’s acquaintance with the History of England should
have been derived, partly from tales which he had heard his evand-
father repeat, as they had been told by Ais grandfather, partly from
recollections of historical plays, and the rest from the perusal of
Such productions as Jane Porter’s “Highland Chiefs” or Louisa
Mihlochs’ “Court of Henry the VIII.” Yet instances to which
this supposititious case would form no very distant analogue, might
be easily ctted in China. the Chimese are at once the most learned
and the most ignorant people in history.
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ABTUDY ON THE ¥FYIH KING.
1. The Yi King. Translated by James Legge, Oxford : 1882.
o. Mutationwm Liber. Cursuse Literature Stnace. Yor, IIL., pp. 520—619.

P. Angelo Zattoli, S. J. Chang-hai: 1880.
&. A Transiaton of the Confucian Yik King, or the ‘*Classie of Change.’

By the Rev. Ganon McClatchie, N. A. Shanghai: 1882.
4, The Quarterly Review: July, 1892. Art. ¥.—Clhinesa Literature.

PEW books have occupied the attention of so many students as
the volume of the Chinese classics which is designated “‘The Yih

Kimg” or the Book of Changes. Dr. Lecce having stated the fact that,
quotations from 218 commentators on this work are found in the
imperial Kang-ht edition of it, says, “I may venture to say that
218 are hardly a tenth of the men who have tried to interpret this
remarkable book, and to solve the many problems to which it gives
rise.”’ The fact that we have four translations of it into European
languages—three of which have appeared within the last ten years—
is evidences (of the interest with which it is regarded by students
in the West.

The appearance of Prof. Leacer’s Translation, with its very
valuable Introduction, gives all persons greater advantages for un-
derstanding this book than they have hitherto had. We propose in
thig paper to present from Dr. Leear’s introduction some ot the views
which he, after a long and laborious study of the work itself and
some of the standard Chinese Commentaries on it, holds in regard
to its antiquity, the authorship of its several parts and its general
meaning; and also the opinion of others on some of these poimts.

he Yih King comprises four integral parts, viz: The 64 lneal
figures of Fux-u1, the explanation of these figures by king Wen, the
explanation of these figures:by the duke of Caow, and the Appen-
dixes, styled the “Ten Wings,” which are commonly ascribed to
ConFrucics. If 1s thus seen that the several parts are of different
gates. I'vH-a1 lived, according to Dr. Leds, p.c. 3322, according
to Mr. Mayers and the other authorities 3.c. 2852. King Wen
made his explantion u.c. 1143; the duke of CHow, some thirty-four
years after kmg WEN wrote his, say B.c. 1108; and the Appendixes
were written say from Bc. 485 to 400.

In most of the Chinese editions of the Yih King parts -of the
Appendixes are printed im continuity with the explanations of king?
Wen and the duke of Crow; the other parts of them are printed in
separate chapters aifer the whole 64 figures have been explained.
All the'translators have conformed ther translations to this, the
most common arrangement of several parts, But Dr. Leace has
separated the explanations by king Wen and duke of Cuow, which
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he styles the Text, from the Ten Wings, which are ascribed tO
Conrucius, and has arranged them all under seven Appendixes.
Thera are evident advantages from this arrangement, as 1t keeps the
writings of the different authors separate and distinct.

Dr. Lecce describes the Yih King as consisting of “a text im
explanation of certain lineal figures, and of appendixes to it;” and
expresses the opinion that the former was composed in the twelfth
century 8.¢., and that the Appendixes were composed between six
and ‘seven centuries after the Text. He then gives the following
‘ seconnt of what we find in the Text, and how 16 1s deduced from
** the hgures :—

‘The subject-matter of the Text may be briefly represented
“as consisting of sixty-four short essays, enigmatically and symboh-
“ cally expressed, on important themes, mostly of a moral, social, and.
‘€ political character, and based on the same number of hneal figures,
“‘ each made up of six lines, some of which are whole and the others
divided.

“The first two and the last two may serve for the present

‘asa specimen of those figures: ann
a

The Text says nothing about

their origin and formation. King Wiin takes them up, one after
“ another, in the order that suits himself, determined, evidently, by
* the contrast in the lines of each successive pair of hexagrams, and
“ gives their significance, as a whole, with some indication, perhaps, of
* the action to be taken in the circumstances which he supposes them
“ to symbolise, and whether that action will be lucky or unlucky. Then
“theduke of Kau, beginning with the first or bottom line, expresses,
“ by means of a symbolical or emblematical illustration, the signt-
“ ficance of each line, with a similar indication of the ‘good or bad
“fortune of action taken in connection with it. The kimg’s inter-
pretation of the whole hexagram will be found to bein harmony with
“‘ the combined significance of the six lines as interpreted by his son.

“Both of them, no doubt, were familiar with the practice of
divination which had prevailed in China for more than a thousand
years, and would copy closely its methods and style. They were
“ not divimneg themselves, but their words became oracles to subse-
“ quent ages, when men divined by the hexagrams, and sought by
‘‘ means of what was said under them to ascertain how it would be
with them in the future, and learn whether they should persevere
“in or withdraw from the courses they were intending to pursue:
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“Twill give an instance of the lessons which the lineal figures are
““ mane to teach, but before I do so, it will be necessary to relate what
‘is said of their origin, and of the rules observed in studying and
“ interpretimge them. Yor information on these points we must have
‘* yecourse to the Appendixes ; and in reply to the question by whom
‘and. in what way the figures were formed, the third Appendix
‘supplies us with three different answers :—

The Iith paragraph of Section ui [of 38rd Appendix}
DY sn

“*Anciently, when the role of all under heaven was in the hands of
‘ P&o-hsi, looking up, he contemplated the brilliant forms exhibited in
“the sky; and looking down, he surveyed the pattern shown on the
“earth. He marked the ornamental appearances on birds and beasts,
‘and the (different) suitabilities of the soit. Near at hand, in his own
person, he found things for consideration, and the same at a distance,
“ In things in general. On this he devised the eight lineal figures of
“ three lines each, to exhibit fally tlie spirit-like and intelligent opera.
tions in and to classify the qualities o€ the myriads of things.’

* Pao-hsi 1s another namefor Fi-hsi, the most ancient person-
‘age who 1s mentioned with any definiteness in Chinese history,
© while much that is fabulous is current about him. dis place in
“ chronology begins in 3c. 3322, 5203 years ago. Ke appears in
“this paragraph as the deviser of the eight kwa or trigrams. ‘Khe

“processes by which he was led to form them, and the purposes
“which he intended them to serve, are described, but in vague and
“ weneral terms that do not satisfy our curiosity. the eight figates,“ however, vere, ——,, — rr,"

9 ang === ——; called ‘kien, tui, li, dtu, sun,
“khan, kin, and khwang; and representing heaven or the sky ;
“water, especially a collection of water as in a marsh or lake; fire,
“the sun, lightning; thunder; wind and wood; water, especially as
“im rain, the clouds, springs, streams in dofiles, and the moon; a hill
“ or mountain, and the earth. Lo each of these figures is assigned
“a certaim attribute or quality which should be suggested by the
natural object it symbolises; but on these attributes we need not
** enter-at present.

Lhe 70th and 71st paragraphs of Section i give another
account of the origin of the trigrams :—

“*TIn (the system of) the Yi there is the Great Hxtreme, which
~ preduced the two [ (Elementary Forms). These two Forms produced
“ the four Hsiang (Emblematic Symbols); which again prodaced the
“eight Kwa (or Trigrams). the eight Kwai served to determine tho
“ good and evil (issues of events), and from this determination there
ensued (the prosecution of the) creat business of life.’
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«The two elementary Forms, the four emblematic Symbols,
“and the eight Trigrams can all be exhibited with what may
“ be deemed certainty. A whole line (————_———-) and a divided
‘© Tine [ } were the two I. These two lines placed over
‘themselves, and each of them over the other, formed the four
oo SS OS _
‘Lhe same two lines placed successively over these Hsiang, formed
“the Kwa, exhibited above.”

“Tt is a moot question who first multiphed the figures from the
“ trigrams universally ascribed to I'i-hsi to the 64 hexagrams of
“the Yt. The more common view is that it was king Win; but
“ Kd Hsi, when he was questioned on the subject, rather inclined
‘* to hold that had multiplied them himself; but he declined
“ to say whether he thought that their names were as old as the
“figures themselves, or only dated from the twelfth century B.c.
“I will not venture to controvert his opinion about the multiplica-
“tion of the figures, but I must think that the names, as we have
“them now, were from king Win.”

“{un) The 73rd paragraph of Sectioni, with but one paragraph
hetween it and the two others which we have been considering, gives
what may be considered a third account of the origin of the lineal
heures :—

‘Heaven produced the spirit-like things (the tortoise and the
“ divining plant), and the sages took advantage of them. (lhe opera-
" tious of heaven and earth are marked by so many changes and trans-
~ formations, and the Sages imitated them (by means of the Yi). Heaven
bangs oat its (brilliant) figures, from which are seen good fortnne and
~ bad, and the sages made theic emblematic interpretations accordingly.
“ Tbe Ho gave forth the scheme or map, and the Lo gave forth the writ-
~ lng, of (both of) which the sages took advantage.’

“The words with which we have at present to do are—
“The Ho (that is, the Yellow River) gave forth the Map.’ This
map, according to tradition and popular belief, contained a scheme
which served as a model to Fi-hsi in making his 8 trigrams.. Apart
“from this passage in the Yi King, we know that Confucius believ-
‘ed in such a map, or spoke at least as if he did.* In the ‘ Record
‘ of Rites’ it is said that ‘the map was borne by a horset ;’ and the
“ thing, whatever it was, is mentioned in the Shi as still preserved
“at court, among other curiosities, in B.c. 1079.1 The story of it,
as now current, is this, that ‘a dragon-horse’ issued from the

* Aualects, IX, viii. T Li Ki, VITI, iv, 16. + ShQ, V, xxii, 19.°
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‘* Yellow River, bearmg on its back an arrangement of marks, from
“which Hi-hsi got the idea of the trigrams.

“ All this is so evidently fabulous that it seems a waste of time
¢ to enter into any details aboat it.

‘““My own opinion is, that the second account of the origin of
“ the trigrams and hexagrams is the true one. However the idea of
“ the whole and divided lines arose in the mind of the first tramer,
“we must start from them; and then, manipulating them in. the
‘‘ manner described, we arrive, very easily, at all the lineal figures,
‘and might proceed to multiply them to billions. We cannot tell
“ who devised the third account of their formation from the map
‘ or scheme, on the dragon-horse of the Yellow River. lis object,
“no doubt, was to impart a supernatural! character to the trigrams
“and produce 2 religious veneration for them.”

But all the work of prince Khang or king Win in the Yi thus
“ amounts to no more than 64 short paragraphs. We do not know
‘what led bis son lan to enter into his work and complete it as
“ he did. Tan was a patriot, a nero, a legislator and @ philospoher.
“ Perhaps he took the lineal figures in hand as a tribute of filial
duty. What had been done for the whole hexagram he would do
‘ for each line, and make 16 clear that all the six lines ‘bent one
“ way their precious influence, and blended their rays in the globe
of light which his father had made each figure give forth.

At length I come to illustrate what [ havesaid on the subject-
“ matter of the Yi? by an example. Ik shall be the treatment of the

* seventh hexagram which king Win named
“Sze, meaning Hosts.

* The hexagram Sze is composed of the two trigrams Khan and
“ Kbhwin [the latter placed above the former] exhibiting waters
“ collected on the earth ; and in other symbolisms besides that of the
‘* Yi, waters indicate assembled multitudes of men.. The namo >
which king Win gave the figure shows, however, that he saw in it
‘the fendal hosts in the field.

“Looking again at the figure we see that it is made up of five
divided lines and of one undivided. The undivided line occupies
“‘ the central place in the lower trigram,—tho most important place,
“ next to the fifth, in the whole hexagram. It will represent, in the
“‘ language of the commentators, ‘the lord of the whole figure,’ and
“ the parties represented by the other lines may be expected to be
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‘of one mind with him or obedient to him. tHe must be the leader
“ of the hosts. If he were on high, in the fifth place, he would be
‘¢ the sovereign’ of the kingdom. This is what king Win says:—

‘¢t Sze indicates how (in the ease which if supposes), firmness and
“ correctness, and (a leader of) age and experience, there will be good
‘ fortune and no error.

The Duke ot 2f4u expands 1¢ thus :—
© ¢Vhe first line divided, shows the host going forth according to the

‘“ rules (for such a movement). If these (rnles) be not good, there will be
The second line divided, shows (the lender) tn the midst of the

hosts, Theve will be good fortune and no error. The king has thrice
“conveyed to him his charge. The third line, divided, shows how the
‘hosts may possibly have many commanders :—(in such a case) therewill be cyil. The fourth tine, undivided shows hosts in retreat: there
oe no error. The fifth line, divided, shows birds in the fields which it
“dg advantageous to sieze (and destroy). There will be no error. If the
‘ oldest son lead the bost’ and youuger imen be (niso) in command,
however firm and correct he may be, there will be evil. Lhe topmost
‘live, divided, shows the great ruler delivering his charges (to men who
“have distinguished themselves}, appointing some to be rulers of
‘< states, and others to be cluefs of clans. But sinal] men should not be
‘* employed (in such positions).’ ©

The above is a specimen of what I have called the essays that
make up the ¥i of Kau. So would king Win and his son have had
all military expeditions conducted in their country 3000 years ago.

“ze is a fair specimen of its class. [T'rom the other 63
“ hexagrams lessons are deduced, for the most part equally good
“and striking. But why, it may be asked, why should they be con-
** veyed to us by such an array of lineal figures and in such a farrago
“ of emblematic representations? It is not for the foreigner to insist
“ on such @ question. The Chinese have not valued them the less be-
* cause of the antiquated dress in which their lessons are arrayed.
“‘ Hundreds of their commentators have evolved and developed their
“meaning with minuteness of detail and a felicity of illustration
“that leave nothing to be desired. Itis for foreign students of
‘‘ Chinese to gird up their loins for the mastery of the book instead
‘of talking about ij as myaterious and all but inexplicable.”
See pp. 2 to 26.

In the third chapter of his: introduction Dr. presents his
views of the authorship of the Appendixes and their contents.
He says :-—

are reckoned to be ten,and called the Shih Yior ‘Ten
Wings.’ They are in reality not so many; but the Text is divided
“nto two sections, called the Upper and Lower, or, as we should say,
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“ the first and second, and then the commentary on each section is
“made to forma separate Appendix. J have found it more con-
“venient in the translation which follows to adopt a somewhat
‘ different arrangement,”

Prof. Lecce arrangesthe “Ten Wings” underseven Appen-
dixes, dividing some of them into two sectious. The authorship of all
the Ten Wings has been ascribed to Conrocius by the Chinese com-
mentators and by all the translators except Dr. Leear. He thinks
from an examination of the fifth, sixth, and seventh wings which
are comprised in his third and fourth Appendixes, that he finds 1n-
ternal evidence that they were not prepared by him; and thus, having
fixed a donbt of his being the author of these three, he concludes he
is not the author of any of them. Yet he says, ‘I do not doubt,
‘ however, that they belong to what may be called the Confucian
“period, and were produced some time after his death, probably
© between p.c. 450 and 350.” died g.c. 478. Dr. Leeae
states that all the Appendixes have been ascribed to Conrocius with
nearly the same unanimity as the text is ascribed to king Wen and
the duke of CHow.

The historian whose ‘Historical Records’ appeared
100 years before our era, expressly ascribes them all to Conructus,
except the last two, which he does not mention atall, and this was, no
doubt, the common belief in the fourth century after the Sage’s death.
And this continues to be the “all but unanimous opinion of Chinese
critics and commentators” to the present time. Whether Dr. Leacr
has succeeded in setting aside this opimion, which bas come down
through these more than 2000 years, .every sinologist will judge for
himself. The testimony in favour of the behet that Conrucius was the
author of the Appendixes is more rehable than the testimony: to the
authorship of the Text which Dr. Leaor accepts as rehable; because
the Appendixes were written somuch nearer to the time of the
preparation of reliable history. The opimon does not imply that
they were written cut in full by his own pen, bat that they contain
his views and teachings, in regard to the Text, as he had taught them
to his disciples. We refer our readers to Dr. Lecce’s book for his
clear statement of the contents of the Appendixes. pee pp. 31

Another point on which Dr.Lecor differs from the Chinese com-
mentators and other foreign authorities is the question of the antiquity
of the Yih King. P. Recis states that the “ Y-king is the first and most
ancient of all the Chinese Books which are styled classical.” Canon
says, “The Yih king, or Book of Change, is regarded
by the Chinese with peculiar veneration, nob only as being the most
ancient of their classical writings,” é&c. The writer of the article in
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the Quarterly Reciew says, “Thus, though Chineso historians are
<¢ doubtful as to when aud by whom the, Yih king was written, com-
* mon consent proclaims it to be the oldest work in their literature.”
While Dr. Legos writes :— “ The Shi is the oldest of the Chineso
© classics, and contains documents more than a thousand years earlier
“ than king Win. Several pieces of the Shik King are also older than.
anythiag in the Yt; to which there can thus be assigned only the third
‘¢ nlace in the pointof age among the monuments of Chinese lhiera-
ce ture. ?

On this point, which Dr. Lrace moots, there is some facts to
sustain the positions which the different disputants occupy. It being
readly admitted by all that some parts of the Shi and She areolder
than the explanations of king Wen and the duke of Cow, no one
contends that the explanations of the figures are older than these parts
of the Shfiand the She. But as lineal figures are the basis of the
Yih King, and are an essential part of the book; and as these are
admittedly of/er than any document in the Shi: by a thousand years,
according to Dr. Lrear himself, it would appear that the Chinese.
are correct in their universal agreement in regarding the Yih King
as the oldest monument of Chinese literature. It is not, however,
supposable that these lineal figures existed in the long interval from
the time of fuH-HI 8B.c. 2852 to the time king Wen wrote his
explanation B.c. 1143. (bts most reasonable to suppose |that some
explanations were handed clown with them either oral or written.
It is also most probable that king Wen embodied the most of these
traditionary explanations in what he wrote. On this surmise there
are iound in the Yih not only lineal: figures which have come
down from the highest antiquity of this nation but the substance
of the traditionary explanations of them. The reasons which
sustain this surmise are these: These figures were regarded with
great veneration or superstition at even that early period by the
people. ‘hey were used, as there is every reason to believe, in
divination. It is not supposable that any one, however honored among
the people could have substituted sew explanations to figures so used
and so superstitiously regarded. It is, however, a very probable sur-
mise that one so regarded as king Wen could cnlarge and fix the
traditionary explanation so that it would be accepted as the authori-
tative one.

In an article in the Quarterly Review for July, 1882, on Chinese
Literature, the writer gives his opinion of the Yih King thus :—
“ Legend attributes the basis of the work which consists of eight
“diagrams of whole and divided straight lines, to the Emperor
or Mib-hi as he is also called, who is said to have reigned
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‘6 From 2852 to 2787 3.c. These eight diagrams, by means of new
‘ combinations of their parts, were multiplied into sixty-four hexa-
‘* grams. But by whom this was done is a disputed point. Some

“native authoriizes say that the new: combinations were designed
“by Mib-he himself ; others, by Shin-nung (B.c. 2737-2697); some,
“by the Great Yu, who drained off the water of the flood (s.c.
“ 2200-2205) ; and others again, by Win Wang (s.c. 1231-1135).
““Qne of the sixty-four hexagrams stands at the head of each
‘chapter, and is followed by a few sentences which form the
“ original text. With regard to the authorship of these sentences,
“also, authorities differ, but there is good ground to believe that,
“at they were not by Mih-hi himself, they were the work of a
‘* contemporary. Following the principal sentence of the text and
“interspersed with the remaining paragraphs, come commentaries
“ (Iwan and Seang) which are attributed by many Chinese writers to
“Win Wang and his son Chow Kung respectively, though modern
“‘ critics incline to the belief that Confucius, who also wrote a com-
‘mentary on the whoie work, was their real author.

“This uncertainty as to the authorship of Fis king finds its
“ counterpart im the doubts which exist as to its meaning. ‘The
‘philosophy of the Yih hing is deep,’ is the favourite evasive
““ reply of Chinese scholars, when asked to explain its drift. ‘That as
6 early as the Chow Dynasty 1122-255) it was regarded as a
“ work on divination there can. be no doubt; and when the Emperor
“ Shi Hwang-ti 221-209), in order to check that learning
‘“ among the people which he feared might make them brood over and
“discuss his mandates, ordered the destruction of all books except
* such as had reference to divination, medicine and husbandry; the
“ Yih king was saved as belonging to the first category. Authors
‘fin subsequent times have discovered that it bears a moral and
* political meaning ; and vague generalities, such as that it ‘embodies
“ tne virtues of Heaven and Earth, the brightness of the sun

“and moon, the order of the four seasons, and the good and evil
* fortunes pertaiming to gods and devils’ are employed to conceal the
‘ prevailing ignorance of its contents. The meaning of the text, ag
“understood by this last School, has lately been ably and faithfully
set forth in tho translation of Yih king by Dr. Legge, which forms
“the sixteenth volume of Max Miiller’s ‘Sacred Books of the East.’
‘* Those who take a pleasure in seeing how

‘Mens infirma hominum cosli perrumpere claustra
Cum studet, in tenebras precipitate roit’

‘‘ will be amply gratified with the contents of this volame, which while
* it illustrates the ingenuity of native scholars, fully justifies our
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‘¢ ramarks on their failure to understand the true nature of the work.
‘¢ Neither, then, as toitsauthorship nor its meaning do Chinese

“ writers speak with any certainty. Probably ne book in the world has
been so largely commented onas the Yih hing, and certainly no
“ book has kept its own secret so close and for so many centuries. The
* riddle has been before the Chinese literary world for more then three
‘ thousand years; it has exercised the imgenuity of the keenest intellects
* of every age; and it remains at the present day as much a mystery aa
“ when, according to current belief, Win Wang sat poring over the
* original text in his prison cell. This uncertainty is suggestive of the
“probabilty, that the true explanation of the riddle lies beyond
“ the ken of the critics and the commentators. lt is impossible to sup-
“pose that, had they been in possession of the full materials for
“* investigation, they would one and all have failed to arrive at the true
“ conclusion of the matter. Recent research has shown that this pro-
* bability may be accepted asa certainty, and the key to the mystery,
*“ which was been beyond the reach of Chinese scholars who know no
“other language than their own, and who are but very imperfectly
acquainted with its archaic form, has within the last few months
* been revealed toa Wrench scholar, M. Terrien de La Couperie, who,
“ bringing bis knowledge of the ancient languages of Babylonia to
“ bear on the question, has opened the seals of the book which has
* been practically closed for upwards of thirty centuries.

“* But this discovery is buta part, anda small part, of the revelation
made through the same instrumentality of the origin of the people
“and language of China. The long interval between the arrival of the
“ Caimese in China and the beginning of a connected history of the race
“ has served to obliterate among them all traces of their origin ; and,
“ though it is a recognized fact that they wero immigrants from a for-
“eign land, there exists no legend, much less any record, of whence
“ they came. But they came asa civilized people. They possessed a
knowledge of writing, of agriculture, and of astronomy, and they

were versed in the art of government. Before such civilized
“ ivaders, the aborigines, who were not themselves without some

culture, were destined to give way and wero forced to accept with
“ the yoke of the Chinese the language they brought with them.
‘ This it is that has betrayed their origin, and by means ot which
Wwe are able to trace them back through the misty ages of anti-
quity to the regions of Susiana. The Akkadian syllabaries

“ brought by George Smith and others from Babylonia furnish an
identity of words and hieroglyphs, which shows beyond reasonable
doubt an unmistakable affinity between the written characters

“of that region and of ancient China. We have no intention of
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“introducing here long lists of words to illustrate our assertion,
‘* but those intersted in the subject will find the question worked
“out in a paper by M. Terrien de La Couperie, lately printed in the
¢ Journal of the Society of Arts”

‘* But the cuneiform syllabaries have done more than furnish:
“isolated instances of identity. A careful investigation into their con-
tents undertaken by M. Terrien has been rewarded by the discovery
* of fragments identical with the Y2h ting in the Akkadian language.
“From these it appears that, instead of being entirely a work on
“ divination, or the depositary of any deep philosophical lore, it con-
‘* tains syllabanies illustrating the meaning of the word or words
“ following the diagram at the head of each section. Other chapters
consist, some of astrological formule, some of ephemerides, and
** some of ethnological facts relating to the tribes of the country, but
“ all'taking the form of vocabularies, and therefore insusceptible of
‘* translation in the sense in which every commentator from Confucius
“ downward has attempted to deal with them. To those unacquainted
“ with the history of Chimese words, it Will appear passing strange
“ that in the time of Confucius the original sounds of the written
“characters should have undergone so complete a change that the
“text of Vik king should have become unintelligible. Yet so 16 was,
“and the truth 1s confirmed by the fact that successive commen-
“ tators have shown an increasing inabililty to understand its mean-
** ing. Not only were the words changed, but the characters which
‘“ represented them underwent transformations. There can be no
“ doubt that a large number of the characters in the Ku Wan or
“ancient writmg, were used phonetically, and that, after the long
night which settled down on literature befuré the time of Confucius,
‘these, owing to dialectical inflaences and phonetic decay, having
‘lost all traces of their original value, re-appesred as unintelligible
“ sipns on the revival or learning. The history of the first Han
** Dynasty (3.c. 206-20 A.D.) gives some curions details of the efforts
‘ made, at the time of which the historian wrote, to encourage a study
‘¢ of the written characters and to recover the old sounds. A law was
‘made, we are told, that_at the periodical examinations any youth
‘“who was able to write nine thousand characters was to be made
“a royal historiographer, and that those who showed themselves
** proficient in the six different forms of characters should receive
“appomtments as presidents of boards, historiographers, court
“ annalists, and legal Instorians. lt was further enacted, also,
“ that any officia lusing any incorrect characters in an address to the
‘throne was to be degraded. Notwithstanding, however, every
‘effort to recover a knowledge of the ancient characters, there
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existed so general an ignorance of their sounds, that it became
necessary to have recourse to the scholars ot the neighboring state
of Toi, among whom still lingered a tradition of their value.

‘ But prior to this, and before the time of Confucius, the pages of
“ the historians showed large lucane, testifying to their mability to
“ reproduce the ancient characters. Already at this period the large
« seal characters invented by Shi Chow (about B.c. 827-782) had come
into vogue, and widely as these differec, we are told, from ancient
‘texts which were subsequently found in the wall of Confucius’s
‘ house, they. suffered a still further deterioration during the T’sin
“ Dynasty (8.c. 255-206), when, in obedience to the necessity arising
“ from further phonetic changes which had taken place, the lesser sea}
‘¢ character was designed and brought into general use. Yet another
“ change took place a little later, when the Zi shu or official writing
‘was introduced, which again in turn gave place, after numerous
** modifications, to the characters as we now have them. Enough has
‘been said to show that, far from possessing that immutability
‘* generally attributed to them, Chinese words and characters have
“ from time to time undergone many and great changes, and viewed
“ in this ight 1t becomes quite intelligible that the Yzh sing presented
difficulties to Confucius which he was unable to explain.

“ Recent scholars have shown conclusively the common origin of
“the Babylonian and Chinese civilization, and the relation existing
between the Chinese andthe Akkadian written languages. ....

“Abundant evidence might be adduced from the true meaning of
the Yih king, to show that this, the earliest extant Chinese work was
“of foreign origin. The probability is, that the first immigrants into
“ China brought it with them from the cradle of their race, or at all
‘ events trom their latest home. Chinese records speak of Naib-
“ wangti (t.e. Nakhonti) and his immediate successors as the author’s
“of numerous works, and if we are to accept the authority of the
Ts'o chuen, there did exist in the time of Chtaou kung 1052-
“ 1001) works of which they were believed to be the authors, and
“which were written in a character that was unintelligible to all
** except a few scholars. Weare told that on one occasion the King
“of Ts’oo, pointing to an official named I Siang, said, ‘There is a
“ good historiographer ; he can read the “ Three Fun” (said to have
“ been written by Mib-hi, Shin nung, Naihwangti), the.“Five Tien”
“(by the succeeding five Emperors?) the “Eight Sih,” and the
“Nine Kew.”’ And in the official record of the administrative
" system of the Chow Dynasty (a.c. 1154-255) it is mentioned that
‘the Recorders were charged among other duties with that of
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“ prescrving the ‘books of the three great sovereigns and of the five
“ rulers.” ’—Quarterly Review, 1882, pp. 124-183.

It will be very easy for M. Ternen tofurnish indisputable
proof in support of his opinion that the Yih King is a monument of
a literature existing im Central Asia before the ancestors of the pre-
sent Chinese came to China, and was brought with them at the time
of their emigration, or received from there at some subsequent pe-
riod, but of which fact no record is found in Chinese history or le-
gend. It isin this way: Are the eight original trigrams, or any, or all,
of the 64 hexagrams, which are an integral part of the Yih King, found
in the Akkadian syllabaries which have been examined by him’? If
they are then he has only to produce them to satisfy most persons
that this fact establishes the origin of the Chinese figures; for it
would not be supposable that such arbitrary figures could be found
among two adjoining peoples and not have a common origin. But
if none of the lineal figures are found among these ancient records of
Babylonia then it will be doubted whether the fragments which
M. Terrien has found “ are identical with the Yih King.” The pas-
sare on the 129th page of the Review does not make it clear whether
such figures have been found or not. We therefore wait with great
impatience the appearance of the promised translation of the Yib King
which is to be made with light derived from these Akkadian re-
cords. We call M. Terrren’s attention to this particular point, and ask
him to furnish his readers with such figures as he may have found.
The reason why the fragment, indentical with the Yih King will not
be satisfactory apart trom any of the figures is this: The Text of
the Yih is so differently understood by all those who have translated
ii that the fragments will not agree with these translations. tt M.
TERRIEN gives us a translation differing yet again from those already
made and agreeing with “the fragments,” it will not be considered
satisiactory for obvious reasons. But if he can present any number
of the trigrams or of the hexagrams then the matter will admit of
no dou bt.

This would not appear to be the time to express a final opinion
of this book which is regarded with such « high degree of reverence
by the Chinese. Still, while waiting for the promised-translation of M.
and Prof. Dovctas, we may make some remarks which will
remain true under every circumstance. The high estimate in which
it 1s held by Chinese rests upon no solid foundation, for all the
translators agree in the opinion that there is very little of philosophy
or science in its pages. This reverence for it is based first upon the
grcat antiquity of the figures and their supposed supernatural origin,
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second, because of its use in divination and the widely held opinion
that a complete knowledge of it would enable the fortunate possessor
to forte!l all future events. By a@ more influential class it is held
that it contains “‘a deep philosophical lore” which would contribute
largely to the greatness of all successful students of its pages. ‘This
impression in regard to it was fixed in the minds of the Chinese bythe saying of “If some years were added to myself i
would give fifty to the study of the Yi.” But none of these considera-
tions commend the work to the foreign student as of special

value. Besides the fact that it has been used for more than 2000 years
for the purposes of divination must lead all considerate minds to re-
gard it as having exercised but little influence for good upon the
great number of students who, during these long ages, have poured
over its pages with untiring assidunity. It may be most ear-
nestly desired that some work would be prepared and received by
the people which would be indeed a mine of true philosophical and
scientific lore, and which would come to hold the same place in the
reverence of this people as the Yib King has so long held, and from
which the students thereof would obtain a correct knowledge of
philosophy and science, arts and religion.

We have purposely not spoken of the several translations, In
the nature of things, the usual principles of translation cannot
be appled to writings which are enigmatical and designedly ex-
pressed in symbolical language. Dr.- Legos says of his first trans-
lation, made in 18054, “I endeavored to be as concise in my English
as the original Chinese was. I followed in this the example of P,
Reors and his coadjutors in their Latin version. But their version
is all but unintelligible, and mine was not less so.”—Preface, p. v.
Canon McCiatcmre says: “This is the key [Comparative Mythology]
which J have applied to open the mysteries of this interesting
Classic.”—Preface, p. v. Using this key to interpret its mysteries
Canon McC.atcuis wrote what he conceived to be the meaning
of the enigmatic language. And none will accept his meaning
but those who have the same conception in their own minds.
In regard to the principles which guided him in this translation
Dr. says: “It is vain therefore for a translator to attempt
a version. When the symbolic characters have brought
his mind en rapport with that of his author, he is free to render
the ideas in his own or any other speech in the best manner that
he can attain to.”—Preface, p. xv. A translation made on such a
principle does not give the reader what is written in the original, but
the conception which the translator has of the meanin g of the enigina-
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tical and symbolic language In other words it is an exposition not a
transiation. A literal translation of the Yih King would necessarily
be in a great measure unintelligible, because in the original it is en-
1-matic. Translations made with the view of giving the meaning
of the emgmas will be different, the one from the other, because
each translator has a different understanding of the enigmas.
Readers will accept or reject the several meanings according to their
own conceptions of the original.

A STUDENT.

CHINESE EMIGRATION.

()UB steamer was lying in a port of south China, discharging rice
brougot from Shanghai, and taking on board cargo for Europe.

On the morning of the third day numbers of Chinamen, with small
quantities of baggage, began to take up their station on the covered
wharf alongside of which our ship was placed. By about nine o’clock
the wharf was crowded, leaving only room enough for the coolies to
pass along with loads of goods which were being rapidly dropped
down into the capacious hold of the vessel. Till noon and even
later the loading went on, with no interruption other than that caused
by one or two rushes made for the ship by the waiting Crowd. These
rushes were promptly met and successiully resisted by the officers
and crew, some of whom, it was noticed, were armed with short sticks
resembling policemen’s batons as to size and shape, but which were
10 reality only pieces of fire wood selected from a pile of bundles which
had already come on board and been stowed on deck. Rough and
ready however as these truncheons were, they did good service, and
though not harshly used, kept the decks clear till the loading would
be completed. Rumour had got about among. us, the European
passengers, that the cargo would be all in by sometime shortly after
midday, and we were waiting about to see how our Chinese fellow-
passengers would get on board. About half-past two in the afternoon,
we were suddenly startled by a noise as of hundreds of voices shout-
ing simultaneously in great excitement, and mixed with it the rush
and trampling of many feet. Hurrying to the saloon door we found
a deluge of frantic men rushing along the planks leading to the ship,
jumping from the end of the gangways on to the deck, and stream-
ing down the hatchways into the hold, and in afew seconds the flood
of human beings had spread itself over the whole of those parts of the
ship which had been abandoned to it. The clamour and bustle
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seemed if anything, to increase, and the babel of sounds was deatfen-
ing, coming up even from the under saloon through the gratings. of
the ventilators. The eagerness of the Chinese to get on board was
intense, aud they carried everything before them by mere weight
and numbers, coming in not only by the entrances prepared for them
but pouring over the bulwarks where that seemed a more direct way.
A most easily exnbarked cargo was this living freight; those on duty
with their short sticks had only to cease defending the ship and -m
poured the flood of men. The first thing many of them did on coming
on board, was to throw downa mat on the first space of unoccupied
deck they found, and they would then stand by contentedly regard-
ing the rush of men with dirty feet passing over their mat, and
trampling it into unsightliness, seemingly not annoyed at the des-
truction of the mat, es long as they could thus claim for their use
on the voyage the place it covered. A vast deal of bustle took
place m getting on boardthe baggage they had with them. For
eight Hundred men the whole amount was very small, but in the
terrible hurry 1n which all was being done, the embarkation of the
baggage was aconiusmg business, all the more so as the owners
seemed anxious lest, when they were engaged over their goods, some
one else should occupy the positions which they had claimed. There
were a good many bamboo chests, but the bulk of the possessions of
these passengers seemed to consist of baskets of provisions, cooking
pots and little stoves, water im wooden casks and earthenware jars,
of which last one broke in coming on board, charcoal, fruit such
as oranges, and, 1n one or two iustances, small coops with live
chickens. —

It soon began to appear that the immense hurry and rush with
which ail the coming on board had been marked was not uncalled for.
Jn about half an honr, or perhaps forty-five minutes after the
pangway had been abandoned to the waiting crowd, the steamer
began to cast off from the wharf and swing ont to her anchor. ‘The
embarkation had not yet been completed, but what remained had to
be done by means of small boats, and involved a good deal of
dangerous-looking climbing on the part of the passengers, and a
good deal of troublesome hoisting of their belongings. On returning
to the saloon we found that, while we had been staring at the stam-
pede, the British Consul had arrived and left cards for the lady pas-

As soon as all the Chinese seemed to be on board measures
were taken to inspect them. They were. all sent up out of the hold,
massed on one part of the ship, and made, one by one, to pass in re-
view before the assembled officials, the British Consul standing and
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counting, himself, each one as he passed, and stopping the procession
now and again to question some boy or other emigrant whose case
seemed to call for remark. The Chinese officials, of whom two were
present, one representing the local Jand authorities, took the inspec-
tion more easily, one of them sitting quietly on a folding chair which
his attendants had brought with them, and both of them leaving the
real work of inspection to their underlings. Behind these officials, at
the place of inspection, stood a few Chinese, said to be on the ont-
look for fugitives, but the review passed quietly off and no fault
was found with any of the eight hundred who were leaving their
country. In the whole company there were only three children and
five women, one of these last being recognised by the by-standers as
having displayed great trepidation as she came, with hurrying yet
hesitating step, up the sloping plank which formed the narrow bridge
over the yawning chasm between the wharf and the ship's side. The
passengers passed muster al! right. The personal counting even of
the exact British Consul failed to make out one tco many, the
doctor detected no symptoms of disease, the sixteen Chinese cooks
were called up and put in an appearance, the cookmg ranges stood
in an imposing row close at hand, the other arrangements and
provisions seemed to give satisfaction, and the Customs’ officials,
British and Chinese, after making their adieus and wishing us a
good voyage, descended to their boats and pulled away. Getting
up our ladder and anchor we stood out mto the river, and, after
watching the intricacies of navigation in piloting a large ship
through a crowded anchorage in aswift current, we found the shore
of China‘rapidly receding, and were at full liberty and leisure to
realise our position.

On coming from the north towards this Chinese port rumour
began to be current among the crew that we were to take on some
seven hundred Chinese passengers. Immediately after our arrival
we found the report confirmed, and among the evidences we had of
its truth were men setting up cooking ranges on deck, and a foreigner
engaged with measuring tape and note-book calculating the
superficial area of the deck and holds, after deducting the space
occupied by steam winches and other encumberances. Report too
had it that for every nino superficial feet of area we were entitled
to carry one passenger, and we soon learned that the inspection and
numbering of the crowd on board resulted in our being declared to be
@ few within the number which the vessd might legally carry. And
so there we were with some 798 (seven hundred and ninety eight)
Chinese and 97 (fifty-seven) Europeans—a boatload of 855 (eight
hundred and fifty five) in al). Going down into the hold—the fore-
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hold especially—was an impressive sight. The whole of the um-
mense space seemed occupied with reclining human beings, here and
there could be discerned a long line of baggage, the top of which
was also covered with men. The smell was strong, the heat op-
pressive, and the fluttering ot the fans, which every one seemed to
possess, made the place seem as if it were an Immense cave whose dim
depths were filled with bats about to take wing when distarbed by the
entrance of the visitor. Here and there might be seen a COM pany
lying round a lamp smoking opium, and as the eye became more
secustomed to the darkness the sides of the hold could be seen to be
hung with parcels and baggage suspended on sticks inserted in the
open plankwork which protects the skin of the ship from being
damaged by the cargo. The passengers were evidently pleased with
their quarters and had laid themselves down over the entire space ;
leaving no lanes for walking, so that comers and goers had to make
their way out and in by treading on their neighbours’ mats. Though
so closely packed, these nearly eight hundred men behaved very
well during the eight days they were on board. It says a great
deal for the peaceable nature of the Chinese, that though they must
have been a great inconvenience to each other, not more than once
in two days did disagreements among them go so far as to give rise
to fights in which wounds were received which needed surgical skill to
dress them. Only one man’s case seemed alarming, and he came along
the deck, as was remarked, “ bleeding like a pig” from a wound in
the head, and on another occasion, four men presented themselves
together, with bleeding evidences of a fray. All that we could
learn about these cases was that they had originated in one man
occupying the place or drinking the water belonging to another.
Quite as likely, however, the quarrel arose from gambling, which on
account of being @ fruitful source of trouble, was strictly prohibited,
but no doubt indulged in, as it is an amusement dear to the heart of
Unhinese under most circumstances, and possessing attractions almost
irresistable to men situated as our companions were. Thongh I
went among them frequently and at unsuspected times, I saw very
little of this vice among them, and it was quite wonderful and
pleasant to see how harmless and quiet these hundreds of strong
men were during the days and hot nights while they were crowded
together tn enforced idleness. Jn the day time they used to swarm
up out of the holds and perch, like birds, on any little projection
or slope that afforded firm footing, and, though most of them were
labourers, a few could read, and some of them J found engaged with
Gospela and Scripture parts, with which they had been supplied
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before coming on board. As their language was of the -south, and
mine of the north, I was able to hold only very limited conversation
with them.

The only periodical excitement they had was the serving out of
rice, &c., at meals, which was accomplished in an orderly manner by
an arrangement of tallies. One of the sixteen cooks would seat
himself on‘the rail of the ship just beyond the immense pot, his
back to the ocean and his face to the company, and, as each basket was
presented, he would dig up, with a spade, the proper allowance of
rice, deliver it into the basket, and the bearer would go olf seeming-
ly satisfied. One little excitement, which came in by way of an extra,
was a fall of rain which cleared the decks somewhat, and was a draw-
back to the pleasure of those who had secured deck places, but it did
little harm, as there were awnings all about and some of the men
actually went and stood under the streams of rain water that poured
down where the canvass coliected it. S

To the officers and crew engaged in the nayigation of the ship
this crowd of men everywhere among their feet must have been a
great annoyance, but it was very pleasing to see the patience and
gentleness with which the Chinese passengers were as a whole treated
throughout the entire voyage. One day there was an unusual stir
among the crowd and we found that their tickets were about to be
taken. Agents, under whose care, evidently, they shipped, supplied
each man with the necessary paper ; it was collected in due form and
found all correct, except 1m the case of one or two, for whom a
compromise was arranged or for whom a friend paid.

Arrived at Singapore, the officers of the ship having already
collected tickets, the landing of the passengers was a matter which
concerned themselves and their agents only. The agents took posses-
sion of the gangway and collected tickets from the men ag they
went ashore, enforcmg their demands by physical forces when
necessary, one man in particular coming in for smart and rough
handing:

Of the whole company, some two hundred who were bound for
Penang, were let down the other side of the vessel imto boats, con-
veyed away beyond our sight, and, when the steamer was about to
leave, reproduced in the same manner as they had disappeared.
Whether this disposal of our fellow-voyagers was for the com-
fort and economy of our companions themselves, or to secure the
rights of the shipping ageats who managed them, was not quite
manitest.

After passing Penang and getting rid there of the last China-
man the ship was much more comiortable, and we could breathe
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more freely. When that crowd was on board the thought would
from time to time amse what could be done with all our passengers
should fire break out or the ship be wrecked? As long as they were
on board it seemed too solemu @ subject even to speculate about, but,
after the danger of such a disaster was over, it could be talked
about calmly. The problem to be solved was how to save the lives
of 855 personsin six boats, the aggregate carrying capacity of
which might amount to three hundred orthree hundred and fifty?
What was to become of the remaining five hundred? Some seemed
to think that in the event of being compelled to leave the ship the
Europeans would have, with loaded revolvers, taken possession of a
boat and gone off, but to this there are two objections, first that if
would be too cold-blocded 2 device to attempt, and second that the
attempt would have been useless—it might be made, but with small
chance of bemg successfully carried ont in the face of a mob so fran-
tic as our crowd of Chinese would have become if persuaded that
their lives were really in danger. After seeing the tremendous
rush of that exght hundred coming on board when the contention
was only about the choicest place for a week’s bed, no one would
hops to accomplish much by holding out against them when the rush
would be for life. Tbe most sensible theory as to how it would be best
to act should such a dire emergency arise, was from a quiet man, who
said the safest way would befor the Europeans to stand quietly by
let, the Chinese take the boats, then, when the desperation was over,
try to make up 2 raft and so escape.

But considered from any side itis still presupposed that of the
800 a large proportion would perish, and the question arises should
steamers be allowed to go to sea unprovided with boat accommodation
sufficrent to float passengers and crew in case of disaster’ And beit
remembered that this ship, which went to sea with 850 men and bd
boats was, in no particular, disregarding any law. There was nothing
underhand about the arrangement—no evasion of any kind.
There was the previous careful measurement of the space, the notifica-
tion as to how many Chinese it was lawful to carry, and the careful
counting atterwards—all was done according to law! But is not the law
deficient? Jt things go on thus it is to be feared that public atten-
tion may be called to it by some great disaster; but why should not
suco steps be taken as would anticipate the possibility of such a
disaster’

As fo the commercial aspects of Chinese emigration much
might be said. There 2re those who don’t want the Chinese to come
to their country because the Chinaman would reduce wages. There
are others again—fhe capitalist for instance—who would welcome
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him for that very reason, and his plea is that the Chinaman would not
reduce wages so muchas draw to and keep in the country. manu-
factures which have gone or are going to other countries, which can
turn out goods cheaper because wages are lower. The capitahst is
fast inclined to regard Chinese labour pretty much as a new factor 10
trade, and, while admitting that Chinese labour. would temporarily
affect the existing interests of some classes, just as railways and
power-looms affected stage-coaching and hand-weaving, contends
that in the long run cheap Chinese labour would increase the wealth
and prosperity of any country in the same way as they were increased
by the introduction of the locomotive and other steam machinery.
If however any one does not wish Chinamen to leave their country
and invade other countries, let him bear a hand and assist missionary
enterprise in China; for as soon as that great country 1s Christian-
ized and enlightened enough to set about developing its resources,
there will be good wages and wealth for the Chinaman at home, and.
he will be under no necessity of going abroad. In some places
might spring up industrial and mining centres where there are now
only a few goat-herds living in miserable huts, and were the resources
of the country only fairly developed it would not be too sanguine to
expect that three men would be able to live in comparative wealth
where one now drags out bis existence in poverty. If therefore any
one has an objection to the Chinaman going abroad let him send
the Gospel to China, as being the most direct way of making that
country so attractive to its inhabitants that they will be likely to
stay at homo.

But there is a distinctly religious side to the question of Chinese
emigration; and it 1s earnestly to be hoped that if they are permitted
to enter any country they may receive fair and just treatment, and
be allowed to see Christianity bearing itself with a friendly aspect
towards them. Sending the Chinese to foreign countries is doubtless
one of God’s ways of sending the Gospel-to China, and if even a fair
proportion of these emigrants were to return to their native land
impressed with the sincerity of Christians they had met abroad, and.
fesling that they had been treated kindly in the land im which they
were strangers, a powerful gain would have been accomplished
towards the ultimate conversion of China. Nor is it too much to hope
that of those who go as adventurers to Christian lands many
should return themselves Christian, and become sources of Christian
to others.

HOINOS.
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NOTES ON THE HISTORY OF BUCHOW.
By Rey. A. P. PaRgKen.

TY.
THE HILLS.

hulls m the neigaborhood of Suchow are invested with consider-
able interest in connection with the History of Suchow. The

region west of the city, on the shores of the Great Lake is quite
mountainous. The mountains, or, more properly speaking, the hills
vary from 200 feet to 1100 feet in heigat, according to barometrical
measurement of a number ot them that I have made. Many of them
seem to be composed mostly of gramte, covered in many instances
with a thin layer of clayey soil which supports a scant growth of
vegetation. In others limestone abounds. Groves of small pine trees
cover the sides of some of them, but there are no extensive tracts
oi large trees. Forests would doubtless grow on many of the
hills in the course of time were 1b not that the trees are always cut
down for fuel after having attained a few years’ growth. Even the
grass and weeds are taken off for the same purpose, so that the
hills generally present a barren appearance. On many of them
huge boulders of solid granite jut out above the surface, weather
beaten and bare. From many of them, stone of a superior quality
for building purposes is obtained.

Many of these hills are named for various animals. One is called
“Tiger Hill,” another is called “Sheep Mountain,” and a kind of
white porcelain clay that is obtained there (4 #£) is said to be the
brains of the sheep ! A third, having a striking resemblance to a
crouching lion, is called “Lion Hill.” Two others are said to be
the.‘ Dragon Mountain” and the “Elephant Mountain,” thongh
not commonly called by these names; but they represent, or are,
the bodies of these animals. Onthis account stone quarrying in
most of the hills is strictly prohibited—that is in name. It 1s com-
monly believed by everybody, officials and people, that quarrying
mm. the hills is the same as digging into the bodies ‘of the animals,
which would, in some incomprehensible manner, bring great cala-
mity on the country. But I have heard that the fears of the officials
on the fung shus question are very materially allayed by a douceur
from those who wish to quarry stone. As a matter of fact, vast
quantities of limestone and granite are quarried there every year.

One of the most famons of these hills in the aunals of the
country Wa, is called Ling Yien (“Spirit Peak”) Hill. It is
situated near the town of Muh-tuh, about 10 miles south-west of
Suchor, There are many ancient remains and historical associa-
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tions (zy fk) connected with it. On its sammit Hoh-li, the king,
built his summer palace and divided his time between it and his
palace in the city. The following is a translation of what the
History says about, it :— It is situated 30 i south-west of the city.
It is 3,600 feat high. Formerly it produced a kind of stone
that was used for making inkstones [a kind of argillite or shale]
hence it was called Inkstone Mouutain. According to the History
of Yiieh there was e@ stone wall or fortification on this hill, hence
it wes also called Stone-wall Mountain. It was on this hil! that
the ‘king of Yitieh presented Si-she [the famous female beauty |
to the king of Wu. There is a stone image of a horse on this hill
that has the appearance, at a distance, of carrying 9 nider. Near
by 18 a stone target. The highest peak is called the Harp Stand.
Fan Ch‘ing-ta says: Looking down from this summit and viewing
the Great Lake and the two Ftung Feng Islands m the lake, the
appearance is as if showers of green jadite were falling upon forests
of jadestone growing in a world of white silver. Gome on east
from the Harp Stand you pass the Horse Road. Still east of this
are three pools called the Inkstone Pool, the Playflower Pool, and
the Moon Pool. According to the History of Wu there 1s a pool
on this hill that never goes dry, and in it is a kind of vegetable
which if eaten 10 summer will counteract the heat. Near by this
pool are two wells, one of which is circular and the other octagonal.
The former is named the Well of the King of Wn, and the other the
Well of the Abbot Chi-tsih. South of these is the Han K'ung Pavilion2S of this is the Ling Yen monastery, near
which 1s a brick pagoda of the same name......A little south of this is
the Resounding Sandal Piazza ($B RE jas). On the east of this is
the Hundred Step Street, near which is to be seen the Stone Tor-
toise and the Stone Lohan [disciple of Budda. | There are tracks
of a man and woman in the solid rock there, which are said to be
the tracks of Fu-ch‘ai (king of Wu) and Si-she. On the south of the
street 1s the Cave of Si-she, where the King of Wu imprisoned Fan-
li (the ambassador from Yiieh). On the right of the cave ls 2 stone
image of a sleeping cow. On the right and left were the two oar-
boat harbors, where the king of Wa is said to have amused himself
with the dragon boat. Below these is the Subtle Serene Fountain,
which was opened (4%) by a scholar of T'ai Tsang during the Ming
dynasty. This fountain may be seenata distance of several 7 from
the Kao Ki said—The Spiritual Mount [referring to the hill
under consideration] excels in wonders and abounds in beanties, and
stands forth as if it were not willing to be placed onan equality
with its numerous neighboring peaks.”
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‘There are also many strange stones on tt.
Kia Tsing of the Ming, many quarries have been opened in this hill,
and three-tenths of these curious formations have been taken away,
In the 41st year of Wan laa certain official named Ma Cli-tsung
took possession of the rocks 10 this hill, in the name of the govern-
rent, and forbade turther quarrying or private trade in them forever.
The emperors K‘ang-hi and K‘ien-lung both visited this mountain
and established temporary palaces on its summit.”

According to the above account, this tll is 3,600 feet high. J

measured it with an aneroid and found it to be 557 fect high above
the level of the plain. (Juite a difference ! The Chinese must have
measured, or more likely guessed at, the distance up the side of the
hill. One of the priests in the temple on the hill was very much inter-
ested in my barometer, and thought it very strange that I could
measure the height of the mountain with it. He immediately jumped
to the conclusion that there must be some occult: science connected
with if, and thought that I could also, by means of it, penetrate into
the secrets ot the future, for he asked me xf J could also tell him when
that place would again revive as a resort lor worshippers and plea-
sure-seckers—when the temples and pavilions, &c¢., would again be
built up and take the place of the present ruins. He seemed a
hitle dubious as to my sincerity when I confessed my inability to
tell him the date of the “ good time coming.”

It is said that the emperor K*ien-lung occupied the Harp
Stand—a flat rock some 8 or 10 feet aquare—and played the harp
while looking out over the Great Lake. Tfence the name. The
mortices in the rock are still there where stood the posts of the
pavillion under which the travelling emperor played the harp 98
years ago. The brick pagoda, above referred to, was bult by Sén
Ch'én-yin in $78, in memory of his sisters, queens of Wu and Yiich.
The same priest, already mentioned, told me, evidently with tho
utmost faith in the truth or his story, that this pagoda was built by
@ fairy all in one might, and that afterward a fuiry cut out the inside
rounding it into the shape of a cylinder, and that this also had been
done in one mght! The knavery and credulity of heathenism are
astonishing.

Ihe shape of the inside of the pagoda, evidently corresponded
originally to that of the outside, that 1s octagonal, and it seems to
have had some woodwork about it, banisters on the outsido and
stairways on the inside for each storey, but it has all been burnt or
taken away, and the projecting corners on the imside have been cut.
out, 80 that it now has the form of a hollow cylinder. This may have
been done by the priests fortheir especial purpose of imposing this

4.J

Rnyt since the time of
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fairy story on the credulity of the people, and thus gain notoriety
and make money, or it may have been done as a military measure

during the civil war, so as to prevent tho pagoda being used for a
lookout station. The pagoda has 8 stories and is about 150 feet high.

Near the pagoda are extensive rnins where stood the palaces of
the kings of Wu and Yiieh, and the “ travelling palaces” (#7 &) of
the emperors K‘ang-hi and K‘ien-lung. A. wide paved walk leads up
the side of the hill which was prepared expressly for K‘ien-lung’s

On the south slope are pieces of broken-down. walls, around
what was some 400 years ago, an extensive pleasure garden. The
cave of Si Shi isa very small affair—being evidently an artifical
excavation in the solid rock, and only some 12 or 15 feet deep and
about the same height and width. The stone Lohan 1s a very
striking representation of a Buddist priest m full canonical dress,
and the belief is general that it is a natura: formation. But it 1s
more probable that art has assisted nature in the production of this
wonder. The same may be said of the stone tortoises. Not far from
the latter is a level place called the Earth Drum, because a stamp
with the foot there produces a considerable resonance, as if there
were & hollow space underneath. The Resounding Sandal Piazza
was made by preparing an extensive platform of cedar timber on the
side of the hill, and covering if with earth, so as to make 1t appear to
be a natural formation. Si Shi and other inmates ot the harem were
made to walk ou it for the amusement of the king, and it resounded
to the steps of their feet.

In front of the Ini is a canal running straight out south
towards the Great Lake. The common name is Arrow Creek,—
bacause ol its straightness. But its original name was the Plucking
Fragrance Way, and was opened by order of Hoh Li. This king
had flower-gardens on the Fragrant Mountain (# {lj} on the shore
of the Great Lake, and was wont to send beautiful women in boats
along the Fragrant Way to bring him flowers from the. gardens.

About seven miles 8.W. of the city 1s a range of hills some
three or four miles long, bearmg various names. The highest is
called Yao Peak in the History, though it is commonly called the
Seven Sons’ Hull (- -— Ij) by the people. It is said that in the
time of the emperor Yao, when the floods prevailed, the people of
Wn fled to the top of this hill for safety, hence it bas also been
named the Flood-escape Hhil. North-east of the Yao Peak is the
famous Hung Shan lj), to the cast slope of which the city of
Suchcw was removed by Yang Soh, leader of the Imperial forces,
about a.D. 085, when the old city was captured and held by
the rebels.
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The most easterly peak of this range of hills is called Léng-ka
Hill or Shang-fang Hail (& FH tly). It is about 250 feet high. On
ita summit is the Léng-ka or Shang-fang pagoda, a brick structure
seyen stories high, which was built in the 4th year of Ta Yih of the
Sui, 4.p. 609. The wood work on it has been long since burned or
taken away. There were a Buddhist Monastery and a temple to the
Wu Trang Shén (F 38 HH) or Five Communicating Gods there,
bat these have been destroyed, and only ruins remain.

The Wu Ttung are clessed with evil spirits (3) WH) and the
worship of them is regarded by the generality of the Chinese as
heterodox or superstitious (¥ jG). It seems a little odd to find
the heathen Chinese talking about false gods and superstitious wor-
ship. One would think that where such credulity exists as is capa-

‘ble of accepting as true the mass of absurdities and fantastic non-
sense connected with what are regarded as true and proper objects
of worship, that nothing in the shape of a god could be too foolish
or extravagant to command belief and worship. But it is a fact
that thers is @ distinction even in Ching between the true and
the false gods, the true, in general, being only those recognized or
appointed by imperial authority, while all others are false.

The origin of the worship of the Wu Ttung dates from the time
of Hung Wu of the Ming, some 500 years ago. The emperor Hung
We, had a dream, it is said, in which five spirits appeared to him
demanding a gift or benefit of some kind, and he told them to go to
Kiang-nan, of which Suchow is the capital, and get whatever they
wanted. They were the spirits of soldiers, and the story has it, that
their appearance to Hung Wu in a dream was something very much
in the nature of highway robbery, and Hung Wu, being afraid of

_ them, sent them to Kiang-nan to get rid of them. On this dream of
the emperor becoming known, certain Buddist priests, together with
& number of sorcerers of Suchow, took advantage of it and started
the report that the Wu T'ung bad come, according to the decree of
Hung Wu, the Son of Heaven. They (the priests and sorcerers)
proceeded, accordingly to build a temple for the worship of the Wu
Mung on the Shang-fang Hill, and gave out that the Wu T'ung
could cast spells over people, and could also bring riches and honor
to all who worshipped them and hence must be conciliated by
worsbip and offerings of money, &c. It was also stated that the
We Tung principally wanted beautiful women for wives in the
infernal regions, Hence when they had selected a pretty woman:
they would throw a spell over her and she would sicken and die, and
ber spirit went to be a wife of the Wu Tung. According to the
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History this form of superstition was very rife during the reign
of K‘ang-hi 200 years ago, and really serious consequences resulted
from it. It came to such a pass that whenever a pretty woman in
the region around the Shang-fang Hill fell ill from any cause, usual
or whimsical, the people immediately said that the Wu T'ang wanted
her for 2 wife, and had cast a spell over her, and if she died, the
parents and relatives, instead of mourning her loss, rejoiced that
they had been so distinguished as to be called on to furmsh a wife
for the Wu Tung, and believed that great prosperity would result to
the family. The people seem to have been completely infatuated
with this absurd delusion, while the priests and the sorcerers reaped
a rich harvest. So serious had matters become, that in the 24th
year of K’ang-hi, the Provincial Governor T‘ang Ping (43 3), deter-
mined to put a stop to it. He accordingly had the images pulled
down, the wooden ones burned, and the mud and stone ones thrown
into Stone Lake at the foot of the hull. He also had the temple torn
down, and the timbers used te repair one of the government school
buildings im the city. There is a long memorial from governor T*ang
to the emperor, printed in the History, in which ho relates with great
disgust, the miserable superstitions of the people, and how that
wicked and designing men had imposed on the ignorance of stupid
men and women 3 iF) ‘to both get gain for themselves and
corrupt the morals of the people. He states that in obedience to
imperial command he had, at stated intervals, instructed the people
in the precepts of the Sacred Edict [a book contaming moral
precepts prepared by the emperor K‘ang-hi] and had aiso done his
utmost in various ways to reform the morals and manners of the
people, having among other things to this end, forbidden women
going into the temples to worship. As aresult of his efforts for
more than a year, he had noticed a very decided improvement in
the general conduct of the people,—women had entirely ceased
their visits to the temples, and the sounds of bachanahan revelry
in the public pleasure resorts were seldom heard. He tells of his
destruction of the temple of the Wu T‘ung, and begs the emperor
to issue an edict forever prohibiting the revival of this wicked
superstition.

Whether the edict was issued or not, does not appear, but after
the righteous T'ang left, the superstition again became rife, and in
subsequent years was again repressed in a somewhat similar manner.
But it seems impossible to root 1t out entirely, as there 1s a temple
to the Wu Tung still standing at the foot of the Shang-fang Hill;
although the people of the present generation do not seem to be so
carried away by this miserable delusion as their fathers were.
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The Cha Ngoh Hill is 15 & south-west or the city. Its shape
very much resembles a lion lying down, and hence it 15 commonly
called “Lion Hii,” Wang Liao, king of Wu, immediate predeces-
sor of Hoh Li, and who was slain by him {Hoh Li}, was bumed on
this hill. On the side of the hill is a large stone that is said to be of
meteoric origin, and to the east is a canal called the “ Fallen Star
Creekr,”? There 1s a curious tradition given in the History, and said
to have been handed down from ancient times, to the effect that this
hill once stood in the Great Lake, and that when Yii the Great was
rerulating the waters of the empire, he dragged this hull eastward
out of the lake, and placed it in its present position. On the south
and west of the hull, there are said to be two smaller hills contaimmeg
stones of the shape of coulis of rope, and it 13 averred thet Yu used
these to drag the hil! with. Petrified ropes |! There 18 a shallow
place in the lake which is said to be the former base of the hill, and
a long deep place leading from this in the direction of the present
position of the hill, is the ditch or sluice along which the hill was
dragged ! Many years ago there were two rocky promimences on
the hill- which were said to be the “ lion’s ears,” but they have been
long since quarried away a

Beside those already mientioned, there are 80 or 90 more prin-
cipal hills and mountains described in the History, included in the
three districts in which the city of Suchow is situated. These, besides
a great number of smalier hills and peaks all have names derived
from some natural peculiarity, or from some temple built on them,
or from some historical or legendary association. ‘The Hill ot the
Goddess of Mercy (28 # Ulf) takes its name from the fact that a
temple to that goddess is built on it. {t ig 2lso called W hetstons
Hill because stone for whetstones 1s obtained there.

The Balance Hull (FE 48 ply) holds the graves of the Fan (7)
family of which Fan Wen Chen Kung (36 & JE ZS) was the most
illustrious member, and hence it 1s now commonly known as fan
Men Hill (7% 34 up) Lhere are many natural curiosities on this hull, .
buch as the Lotus cave, the White Cloud cave {a partiy natural and
partly artificial excavation in the side of the hill some 20 feet deep),
the Pencil Peak, the Rock Gulch, the Sleeping Dragon Peak, the
Lake View Stand, the Turban Peak, Lake Mirror, d&c.,—all of them
curious natural formations, which have been thus named for somo
peculiarity in their shape, position, &c.

The Si Hill qf) is situated west of the town of Muh-tuh,
on the shore of the Great Lake, and near it is the temple to Wu Tz-
si, who was executed by Fu-ch‘ai, king of Wu, and his body thrown
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into the canal at that place. Years after his death the people of Wu,
sorrowing over his untimely end, and the calamities which had
befallen the country throagh the king’s refusal to follow the advice
of the faithful Tz-si, built a temple there in honor of him and the
hill takes its name from the temple.

Some 80 i west of the city is the Flowery Hill (# j{j), which
takes its name from the story that in the 2nd year of Tai K‘ang of
the Tsin, a.p. 282, a thousand-leaved lotus flower grew on it. Near
the Fan Fén Hill is the Gold Hill, where it is asserted that gold was
obtained during the ‘I'sin and Sung dynasties. No gold is to be
found there at present, however. Anciently there were many
natural cunosities on this hill, but they have been all destroyed.
A large part of the hill, which seems to have been one sohd mass of
granite rock, has been quarried away. Granite of a very supenor
quality is obtained there for building, street-paving, mill-stones, &c.
Hundreds of men are constantly at work quarrying the stone-
The work is all done with hammers and iron wedges. A row otf
mortices, about a foot apart and one to three inches deep, is made
where a block of stone is to be split out, steel wedges are placed
in the mortices, and the workman strikes them alternately heavy
overhanded blows with an iron hammer having a limber wooden
handle to prevent jarring the hand. After many vigorous blows
have been dealt, the stone begins to split along the line of the
mortices and soon comes loose. They are able to split this stone in
pieces of any length or thickness almost hike splitting timber.

About fitteen miles south-west of the city is the K‘ung-lung
Mountain (2% lj), which is perhaps the highest hill—1,100 feet
high—and also the most noted place of worship in all this region.
Great crowds of people from far and near go there during the
third and eighth moons to worship at the Taoist temples on the hill.
It is said that Ch‘ih Sung-tz (#f #4 ), a rain-priest in the time of
‘the emperor Shen Nung, s.c. 2,700, (cf. Mayer’s Afanual), lived on
this Mountain. On the summit are the supposed ruins of the
Ascending-fairy Stand, and of the Sublimating Elixir Stand (4H J5
%) where Chih Sung-tz is said to have practiced his magical arts’
There are several springs in this mountain whose waters are said to
be unfailing. Formerly there was 2 Buddist temple on the moun-
tain, but for some reason the Taoists have obtained possession of
the place and have built extensive temples there. On the shore of
the Great Lake not far from K‘ung-lung Mountain is the Copper
Well Hill, where copper is said to have been mined during the Tsin
and Sung dynasties.
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But the time would fail me to tell of all the noted hills in the

neighborhood ot this city—of their natural and artificial curiosities,
their ancient remains (7 Bf), their legendary and historical asso-
ciations, &c. Lhere are many of them, and the history connected
with them 138 interesting. There they stand—the everlasting hills—
silent but mighty witnesses of the littleness and the transitory
character of all things human. Magnificent palaces, grand towers,
holy temples and strong fortifications have been built on many of
these hills during the 3,000 years that this country has been in-
habited by civihzed man. But time has destroyed them all, and
only heaps of ruins remain where once shone the splendor of kingly
courts. The buildings that now occupy some of the ancient sites
are mostly but the work of yesterday. A hundred generations of
kings and courtiers, nobles and peasants, have come, played their
little parts, and passed away, but the hills, the handiwork of God,
endure, outlasting the mightiest works of man.

ROMANISM IN CHINA.
By Brv. W. 8. AMWeEnrt.

PROTESTAN TS may always find something of value to learn
from the history of Romish Missions. Kispecially is this true in

China, where they have precedence in time and methods of operation.
If anywhere Romish principles have had the fullest scope for develop-
mont and their legitimate fruits have been made apparent, it is cer-
tainly in this Empire. In the space alloted to ug we shall endeavor
to present a few facts and suggestions under the following heads:—

I.—What the Romainsts have done in China.
II.—lLessons to be derived from their success or failure.
ITI.—The attitude which Protestants should have towards them.
Ist. It is safe to say that Roman Catholic Mission have done

much in China. There is abundant evidence that at a very carly date
Romish priests had penetrated the distant East and brought back
valuable information. Before Marco Powo was born, it was the
friar Cazpint who gave to Europe the first rational account of the
Mongol nation. Although he personally never visited China, yet he
was the first European to give an account, from hearsay even, of the
* Celestial Empire” or to make mention of that mysterions individual
Presrer Jonny. It was a friar Rogeiquis who made Europe acquain-
ted with the fact that the Caspian Sea was only a Lake and was not
Connected with the Northern Orcan. He also gives quite full infor-
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mation of the Nestorians confirming the witness of the stone tablet
found in Hsi An Fu nearly 400 years later. A writer in the Kdsn-
burgh Review suggests that ib may have been about this time that the
Romisk priests or the Nestorians, gave to the Mongols ther wntten
language, the alphabet of which is the same as the Manchu and is
supposed to be of Syrian origin.

But the first systematic missionary effort began with Jouy
Corvin, who established himself in Kawhalik, the capital of Cathay,
as early as a.D. 1295. Though opposed in a very unchristian way
by the Nestorians, who were powerful in the city, he overcame ail
difficulties and secured the final trinmph of bis mission. Tho record
of his life, though meagre, shows him to have been a man of superior
talent and courage as well as humility, the three qualities which
combined in him to make a missionary of the: kind which poured
forth in such numbers from the Irish and Scotch monasteries of the
Middle Ages. He speaks meekly of his not having heard from
Rome or his own Order for twelve years, and his consequent
ignorance of all Western affairs. He is “gray-neaded, but not
because of age.” He announced to the Pope the baptism of six

‘thousand persons, who might have numbered thirteen thousand but
for the calumniations of the Nestorians. He built two large churches,
instructed one hundred boys in Greek and Latin, and trained some
to chant. so beautifully that the Emperor was a frequent and
delighted listener. Though alone and so variously occupied he
translated the New Testament and Psalms into the Court or Tartar
language, ag well as several devotional works. In 1880 this devoted
missionary died, being Archbishop of Peking. The records of the
future alone will reveal the real value of the labors and sufferings of
this manana his successors. In the confysion and tumult which
followed the dissolution of the Yuan dynasty, the Christians shared
the fate of their protectors and were involved in the common ruin.
As the new Chinese dynasty, the Ming, desired to stop all communi-
cation with foreign countries, the mission was finally extinguished
and nothing further was ever heard from the Archbishop and his
associates, and no traces remain of their labors. Perhaps if thei
efforts had been expended in converting the common people rather
than in seeking the favor of the great, their good works might have
remained to the present day.

Another period of Romish Missions begins with Matreo Rucer
and his co-laborers, who entered China, at Canton, in 1o8!. His
restless spirit could not be satisfied until he had reached the
Imperial Capital. This he succeeded in doing after fourteen years
of patient and persevering effort. Here he was successful in. carry-
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ing favor with the eunuchs, the practical rulers of the Empire.
By his many valuable presents, the songs which he composed and
sung, and by his instructions in geography, clock-making, &c., he,
with the other fathers, soon became possessed of extraordmary in-
fluence, and signal favors were granted to them. Members of the
Han-lin were glad to work with them and they were on intimate
terms with the literati. A mission was established and many
brilliant conversions took place. All are acquainted with the case of
Dr. Paut, a celebrated convert, a literary man of high reputation,
as well as a fervent Christian, who finally became one of the mgh
Ministers of the impure. He was a statesman and author, as well
as a man of eminent piety. ‘He had in his palace, a small oratory
fitted up with taste and simplicity, to which he gladly retired in
moments of leisure to devote himself to prayer and meditation; and
régularly every morning, before going to preside in the Court of
Rites, he was in the habit of giving half an hour to pious exercises
ip the oratory.” (Huc.)

But the descendants of Dr. Pavt have long since fallen into
poverty and apostacy. In 1848 the Abbe Huc endeavored to find
near Shanghai the tombstone and triumphal arch erected to the
great man’s memory, but would have failed had not a convert
drawn his attention to a broken pillar, saymg, ‘‘ This is the burial
place of the famous Dr. Patt, a high minister of the last Emperor
of the dynasty ot Ming.” While the Abbe was repeating a prayer
tor the dead; some peasants passed by squalid, ragged and filthy,
the remnants of the great man’s family. The histoman ot Romanism
in China does not seem to be sure whether some of Dr. Paur’s des-
cendants were rescued by the Jesuits or not.

- In 1625 the discovery of the Nestorian Tableé was of great
assistance to the mission. in 1628 Father was introduced
to the Emperor by Dr. Pavt. The Jesuits hoped that the Emperor
would prove to be a modern Constanrive, but in this they were dis-
appointed. However, learned Chinese converts were Presidents of
Supreme Courts; besides these there were fourteen Mandarins of the
Han-lin college, ten of the first literary degree, eleven of the second
and three hundred third-class graduates who were received as
Christians in Peking alone. More than one hundred and forty
members of the Imperia) family were baptized, as well as forty of
the principal euauchs. Dr. Leon, a native, was skilled in: most
branches of European learning. He translated the six Books of
Euclid, and published many independent volumes of mathematics.
More than fifty treatises, religious and scientific, passed through his
hands and received the final touches from his pen. But even great.
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and good men dice. “Few men” says Dr. GoTzLaFF concerning
Riccry “ever lived who did so much in so short 2 time.” Fathers
Ricci and Scrat, Drs. Pavt and Leon and other supports of the
work passed away. Persecutions broke out. Shepherd and flock
were scattered to unite after the storm, or when the Kmperor saw
ht to smile upon them. But itis not necessary fer us here to enter
upon the history of those: vicissitudes. The crisis was reached in
[724 when Yune Cxene issued a deeree against the missions.
Succeeding Emperors followed in the-work of repression and the
mission steadily declined in influence and numbers. It was not till
1780, two hundred years after Ricct commenced at Canton, that they
tounded a school to train young men for the priesthood. The
hostile edicts had prevented the increase of foreign priests and they
hoped to train natives for that service. From that time to the pre-
sent the number of native priests has nearly kept pace with the
foreign.

It is difficult to secure statistics of early Roman Catholic work
in China. It is not till 1820 that reliable information begins
te come to ight. By the persecution under Yun Cnzene, Du Harpe
says that more than three hundred churches were destroyed and
more than 300,000 Christians were abandeoned to the heathen. In
1820 we are informed on good authority that there were x China
6 bishops, 28 priests, 80 native priests and 215,000 converts includ-
ing 7,000 at Macao. In 1839 the number is stated to be 8 bishops,
of foreign and 114 native priests and 303,000 converts. As reported
at the Shanghai Conference, in 1870, the number of priests, native
and foreign, had more than doubled, being 392, converts 404,530.
In 1881 the figures, said to be correct by the Hongkong Register
were as follows :—Bishops, 41; European priests, 664; native, 559 ;
colleges 34; convents, 84; converts had increased to 1,092,818.
But what figures can be relied upon? Dr. Wueeres in his Foreigner
tn China, for about the same period, reports 460 foreign and 500
native priests and only half a million adherents. But it 13 very easy
fo double or quadruple the number of converts by counting the
children. No doubt many.additions were made to the number of
foreign priests in 1881 by the operation of M. Ferry’s Educational
Bill in France by which more than 800 Jesuits were sent adrift. The
writer is acquainted with one cathedral in North China where there
are twenty-one priests, most of whom are recent arrivals and are
unable to speak Chinese.

But you desire a reply to the question, what have the Romanists
done ¢ It is not enough to say that much has been done. What
can be pointed to as a direct result of their work, indicating the
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lifting up of this people of Sinim to a higher civilization f (Freat and

good men have been among them. Some of then scientific works,
perfected by learned Chinamen, have found their way to the Imperial
Library. Some of their devotional works will long be nambered
among the classic literature of the Christian church. Negatively,
they have not given the New Testament entire to the Chinese.
Portions have been translated and expounded. Their best works on
the Bible, according to Dr. Brincman, are two—Holy Sertptures
Truthfully Explained and The'Ten Commandments Correctly Expounded.
Both of these worls were written before 1642.

But we ask, what salutary influence has emanated from them as
a, Christian Church during their 300 years of occupation? It is a
Romanist traveller who tells us that the 7,000 Roman Catholic Chris-
tians at Macao are ‘‘as a whole more indolent and more uninteresting
than their heathen countrymen. They are no more cleanly in their
habits, pure in their lives, or industrious in business.” Take a re-
presentative casein Chibli province. The church was planted by M.
Ricer himself. A fine cathedral has been erected. Lbey own more
than a thousand acres of land, have an orphanage echool for young
and old students, and, most notorious among their pagan neighbors,
they possess more than a hundred horses and mules. One benefit
accruing is that the Chinese are tamilarized with the idea of
foreigners, though very few of them ever saw one even in native
dress. The very existence of such an institution must of necessity
have some influence. This mfluence 1s apparent in the fact that hun-
dreds of people almost within sight of this cathedral, are acquainted
with if as the # ##, and could not direct you if you inquired for theKk &. Though in some villages the cross is visible over some
chapels, yet the small schools are supported by the Bishop, and the
Christian adherents seldom reach a dozen families. In many villages
the Church is entirely extinct, and in others the followers are the
descendants of Romanists and not recent converts. The writer has
met not a few who had joined the church for no other purpose than to
secure assistance in troublesome laysuits. Ripa, a Catholic writer,
thus flagellates his own brethren :— There is scarcely a missionary
who can boast of having made a convert by his own preaching,
for they merely baptize those who have been converted by others.”
He afterwards assigns another reason for their not preaching better,
saying, that up to his time “few of the missionaries had been able to
surmount the difficulties of the language so as to make themselves
understood by the people at large.” With respect to regions where
Romanists are numerous, we think it may fairly. be said that the
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converts are more intelligent than their pagan neighbors. But can
any one, however charitably inclined, with the facts well known to
all before him, say that the. teachings of the priests legitimately
developed, tend to lay the foundation of a progressive civilization !
The population of Annam may be called Romanized, we cannot say
Christianizéd. But in what are they superior to the heathen ?
Contrast them with the Karens of Burmah, who, though poor, have
their own schools and contribute annually four +housand dollars for
the support of the Gospel and who send their own preachers to the
regions beyond. We would conceal nothing that has been done by
the Romanists nor in any wise pervert facts. Their industrial
schools are worthy of praise. Fine buildings adorn most of the large
cities of the Empire. Many of the priests have exhibited remarkable
constancy in danger and persecution. One of their own writers
says, “If our European priests would conduct themselves with less
ostentation and accommodate their manners to all ranks of society,
the number of converts would be immensely increased. The dittu-
sion of our holy religion in these parts has been almost entirely
owing to the catechists and to other Christians or to the distribu-
tion of books in the Chinese language.” It is common to draw 32n
unfavorable comparison between Romish and Protestant mussion-
aries, showing the greater self-denial of the former. To be sura
they live, at present, more in the interior than Protestants do, and
return less often to their native land; but Romish priests are not
supposed to know anything about native land, or home, or friends.
By their vows they lose their identity, changing their name, and
from their youth are educated to know nothing but the Church and
her prosperity. The domestic side of their nature hag been, or Is
supposed to be, crushed out and can make no demands for itself.
The residences of the priests are plainly furnished, indicating, by no
means an unusual economy, but rather the absence of the judgment,
taste and deft fingers of the gentler sex. We have never yet seen
a priest whose appearance indicated nightly flagellations or whose
penances impeded a good digestion.

And. What lessons can be learned from the history of Catholic
Missions in China ? The danger of compromise with heathen rites
and ceremonies is made very clear. Ricet and others of more recent
fimes go so far as to allow. Buddhist emblems to be put on Christian
gravestones. In the cemetery near Peking these pagan emblems
can be seen on Rucci’s own tablet as wellas upon the tablets of
those who recently have died. Although the Pope decided against
Riccr and his co-laborers, and as a result certain changes were made,
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yet enough heathenism has been left in the shape of images, foreign
candles, processions, Chinese demigods turned into Romish saints, to
nullify any truth which may be communicated. The Sabbath can be
distinguished from no other day in the week only by the fact of
attendance at church service, after which secular occupations may be
resumed as usual. Again, the evil is apparent of endeavoring to
convert the Chinese to a Church rather than to Chinst. That this 18
a real danger is shown by a writer on Romanism who says, “The
experience of the priests has shown that however numerous or
zealous their converts may be, the presence of Kuropean pastors and
overseers 1s indispensable to their spiritual prosperity.” What 3800

years of Protestant labor will develope in China, no one can predict,
but if after three centuries of effort by precept and example, a con-
gregation or community can not stand alone, when can it do so!
Protestants may well learn to beware of human artifices to attract;
and emphasize what is better than rapidity of increase, namely
permanence of impression. Such discipleship to Christ, such spiri-
tual and social regeneration should result from Christian teaching,
that Christiamty shall not remain a foreten importation, but shall
become native tothe sou in which it is planted, producing its own
institutions and traditions. Dr Caristiies has this sage remark,
‘That we be on our guard not to Europeanize the native disciples
lest we isolate them trom the great mass of their countrymen.”
Men should be converted, not to this ism or to that, to this Church
or that teacher, but to Christ as a living Head. Three hundred
years of such instruction and discipline should give to China
a Church, however large or sinall, at least independent and
ageressive.

3rd. What should be the attitude of Protestants towards
Romanists ¢ It certainly cannot be one of mutual fellowship. Let
us first consider their attitude toward Protestants. This is seen,
in part, by the issue of a proclamation mm 1846 by Loupovic,
Bishop of Shangha: warning the faithful against reading Protes-
tant books. A few quotations from this umque production will
indicate the general spirit of Romanism, which is not confined to
China alone. The Bishop writes:—“‘In the beginning our Lord
Jesus Christ himself established the Church, a most righteous and
perfect Church, one only and not two Churches. He then gave
power to the chief of his disciples, Holy Peter, to receive and pass
on the succession, saying ‘I have prayed for thee that God would
forever preserve thy faith.’ his successors have handed
down no other faith, and the faithful everywhere all follow the
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commands of the Supreme Pontiff, on which account all who heartily
unite with the Pope are one; but such as do nof give heed to
the injunctions of the Supreme Pope are heretics.” He then pre-
hibits in strong terms any Romanist from reading these dangerous
books, saying “ But the heretical books of which we have just spoken
are of one and the same class with corrupt and obscene writings ;
and a friend to religion must in no wise either receive them for
personal use or hold them im possession, because all corrupt and
obscene works are of the Devil and both the distributers and
recipients of these works are without doubt the children of the
Devil, and all such will mevitably go down to hell.”. The above
quotations embrace only a small portion of this remarkable effusion.
The spirit of the Inquisition is apparent im every lme. The same
Bishop was not above circulating the stale slander that Protestantism
began with the withdrawal of Heury vir. from Rome because the
Pope would not grant him a decree of divorce. The most ignorant
Romanist, however litle he may know of the tenets of the Church, yet
is acquainted with the above fact, and also that Protestants area
divided into many little sects with no approach to unity. The
writer was once accosted by a priest wlule strolling outside the wails
ot the city of Pao-img fu (ft iE HF) who began the conversation
by asking why we came to China. On informing him, he agam
asked 1f we did not know that this province belonged to them, the
Komanisis £ He was told that there were a few at least im the
Province who had not heard of Rome or her teachings, or even of the
Lord of Heaven, and it was these we were desirous of instructing.
Other questions were asked concering the “little sect” to which we
belonged, but to the question addressed to him as to which Romish
Order he belonged no reply was given. Adverting to the divisions
between Protestants, we mentioned that the history of Romanism in
China did not show perfect harmony amoug the Orders in his
Church, which are as much “sects” as the different branches of
Protestantism. Jesuit, Dominicans Franciscans and other Orders
have developed mutual hatreds and attacked each other with: a
ferocity which history, we think, does not reveal among Protestants.
No topic was touched except such as he introduced and yet through
the whole conversation, there was an ill-diseuised contempt for
those who differed in religious opinions from himself.

in the same line of argument is a small pamphlet “printed by
authority” at Shanghai, without name of author or date of composi-
von, entitled Sixty Nuts fo Crack, or Sixty Assertions of Protestants
refuted and condemned by clear and express texts from their own Bible”?
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The author divides all men into Romanists and Rationalists. Not
to follow the Pope and all the rites of the Church is to reject
Scripture and become a Rationalist. It would not be worth while
to notice this pamphlet at this time, only as it seems to illustrate
the spirit of Romanism in China.

Though this may be the spimt of Romamism, shown even to the
extent of refusing to sell their books to Protestants, yet we think
the Protestant attitude should be one entirely different. Nothing
permanent has ever been gained by bitter controversy or bloody per-
secution. The blood of Sir THoxas “the foremost Englishman
of his age,” still stains-the pages of Protestant history in England.
It is not probable that the Pope will again endeavor to exterminate
Protestantism with fire and sword, as in the days of WILLIAM.THE
SILENT. Perhaps hired assassins will never again have state autho-
rity to destroy the noblest spirits of the age in the name of religion.
But that Romanism and Prostestantism must some day come
face to face and struggle for the supremacy we believe to be as true
of this old world as it is of the new. So long as secular weapons
are not used, the victory must decide for the party which manifests
most perfectly the spirit of the Master. The Chinese are not slow
to draw distinctions based upon our professions and the teachmg of
the Bible, nor do they hesitate to openly distinguish real frends
from avowed ones.

Bunyan represents the Pope as a withered, toothless old man
sitting af the mouth of a cave cursing the passers-by. This repre-
sentation would be more appropriate for the nineteenth century.
Rome is no longer the religious capital of the world. The sceptre
of secular power has passed from the Pontiff’s hands. The KEncy-
clicals are no longer subjects for state debate and anxiety. The
friends of the Pope cursed him in making him infallible and show
their faith in the dogma by leaving the infallible to ‘his fate.
His threat to leave Rome, if executed, would be the confession of
deteat. A. new era would then begin for the oppressed millions ot
continental Europe and hope would illumine their future. The
mineteenth ceatury, which thén being the ending of the old would
also be the beginning of the new dispensation, for its missionary
record is already more marvellous than that of any century in
history,
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IS MORPHIA VOLATILIZABLE ?
Br De. DuDcEon.

AT the late annual meeting of the Anti-opinm Society in London,
the Secretary read a letter from Sir Grorer Birpwoop acknow-

ledging his error in supposing that morphia was not smokable
because not volatilizable. If was upon this supposed property
that he based his strong assertion of the absolutely harmless nature
of the vice. Until the analysis of Professer Sir GEORGE
Biepwoop had vehemently doubted that morphia could be smoked.
He not only gave permission for his letter of retraction to be
publicly read, but at the same time promised to do further penance
by communicating the results of Prof.- exper:ments to
the Zimes. The analysis for morphia was made from half of a
wooden stem of an opium pipe brought trom China. The pitch-like
incrustation on its inner surface was the substance tested. It was
said to be from the mouth-piece end of the stem. c¢ he mncrustation
resembled in appearance the hard pitch-like deposits commonly
occurring in tubes carrying the smoke of substances undergoing par-
tial combustion and partial distillation and was about the thickness of
a, shilling. The incrustation consisted of black resens rendering’ the
operations for the extraction of any active principle of opium tedious
and troublesome. A substance was, however, finally isolated,
having all the characters of the chief narcotic principle of opium, that
is of morphia. It was in fact morphia.” Such was Prof. ATrrreLp’s |
report. Prof. Jamcrr, of Owen’s College, Manchester, likewise re-
ported that from his investigations he was enabled to say in the
most positive manner that in opinm smoking there is unquestionably,
an introduction not only of the products of decomposition of
morphia, but actually of morphia itself, mto the smoker's organism,
and that. opium-smoking is, as has been generally supposed, but one
form of the opium habit. Dr. Kans, of New York, also sends a letter
to the Anti-opium Society in which he says that a final and conclusive
proof of the volatilization of the active alkaloid of cpium m smoking
the drug is the fact that the fluid secretion of opium-smokers con-
tains morphia in quantity sufficient to readily yield to the commonest
tests, and he adds the further proof that the painful and distressing
symptoms or abstimence from the pipe, yield with the utmost readi-
ness and completeness to smal! doses of morphia, t.e. doses about
equivalent to the quantity estimated to be in the system by the
quantity found in the secretion. He calculates the amount entering
the system by the amount in the twenty-four hours’ secretion. This
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he has proved and re-proved repeatedly. He hkewise states that
Reve, @ French chemist (quoted by GuaLer in “ Principles of
Therapeutics,” p. 107, found that the smoke of opium when used in
a Chinese opium-pipe “contains almost all the alkaloids of opium
and especially a great deal of morphine.” Dr. KANE also refers to
Dr. ARaMaND’s use of the opium pipe for the alleviation of pulmonary
affections (quoted by Gusier) and his own experiments with the
same agent in various diseases, and the experiments of ReGinaLp
THOMPSON with opium cigarettes, as also the observations of Mapican
on landanumized tobacco, all of which prove conclusively that
morphia does enter the system in the opium smoke through the
lungs and acts on the system and is eliminated as such in the fluid
secretion.

But after all is it quite certain that morphia is volatilizable f
Hitherto we have been taught to regard it as not volatilizable.
Is it necessary to be volatilizable to make opium-smoking injurious?
Does opium contain no other deleterious substances’ Is morphia
alone the one injurions ingredient in opinm? Could morphia be
extracted from the opium and the opium yet satisfy the smoker's
craving’ In other words does the habit which requires daily satis-
faction depend upon the presence of the morphia, and is the yim or
craving formed by this substance and this alone? That morphia
will satisfy if administered by the mouth we know, as witness the
morphia powders and pills of some of the Shanghai druggists which
meet with a ready sale. Are the empyreumatic products of opium,
the result of the combustion and the natural volatile oil which 16
contains, not suffictent to account for all the effects of opinm smok-
ing? But does the presence of the morpiua in the crust in the opium
Pipe or ashes really prove that morphia is volatilizable? Is the
morphia not decomposed in the combustion ! Or if volatilzable is ib
not probable that it is all or very nearly all imhaled by the smoker,
who draws it in in a series of pecuharly rapid and unbroken whiils,
much like wgorous snufing when applied to odours? We are not
told that the smoke has yet been analysed, for the presence of mor-
phia here would be conclusive. It is to be observed also, and this
1s an all-important point and one which has been quite overlooked
in the experiments, that at least 307 of the prepared extract runs
into the pipe head in a liquid state during combustion and is not at
all consumed, inhaled or decomposed by the first burning. It is
this which makes the ashes of the first burning so strong and valus-
ble and which alone are able to satisfy the habit of the confirmed
victims. And to make an extract of the desired strength for ordinary
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smokers, preparers of the drug find it necessary to mix ina certain
proportion of ashes, It 1s extremely doubtful whether there is any
prepared extract sold now which is not so manufactured. I do not
speak of privately prepared drug—the practice here will be guided
by the smoker’s views and purse. A habit formed and requiring
to be satisfied by ashes is looked upon with some dread.

We have still our grave doubts about the volatilizability of
morphia, and the whole subject demands the fullest investigation.
To avoid all error a pure specimen of opium, one Indian and one
native Chinese, should be taken, dried to the necessary inspissation,
carefully weighed, smoked in a clean pipe, the smoke passed into a
receiving vessel, where it could be condensed and afterwards ex-
amined by the tests for morphia. I'he same process should be gone
through with the ashes—those in the pipe head and the incrustations
along the shank of the pipe. It 18 to be observed also that Bast
Indian opium as compared with Turkey opium used in Europe
contains but a small percentage of morphia. It does not pay
Buropean manufacturers of morphia to import Hast Indian opium.
The native Chinese opium, with which the Indian drug is now so
largely adulterated, is still poorer in morphia. In the Western, and
to a large extent also in the Northern, half of the Empire the native
is exclusively smoked.

In regard to the richness of morphia, the various kinds stand as
tollows :—-The opium of Asia Minor is equal to that of Europe, yield-
ing about 1d per cent of morphine. Egyptian opium has usually
been found very much weaker in morphine than good Smyrnz.
Persian opium appears extremely variable, in consequence of the
practice of combining it with sugar and other substances. It is, how-
ever, sometimes very good and does not fall very far short of Turkey
opium. last Indian opium is remarkable for its low percentage
of morphine. Lhe long period—always three to four weeks—-during
which the juice remains in a wet state is supposed to exercise a
destructive action on its constituents. The Bengal opium is manu-
factured so as to contain 30 per cent of water. ‘Lurkey opium does
not lose more than about 123 per cent in drying previous to
pulverization and for other pharmaceutical purposes. According to
ATWELL, Benares opium only yielded between 2 and 3 per cent of
morphia. Wath regard to the percentage of morphine in Chinese
opium calculated on the dry drug, the opium examiner to the Benares
opium agency, Mr. Sazerrarpd, gives for Szechuen opium, 2°2; Kwei-
chow, 2°5; Yunnan, 4:1; Kansuh, 5'1 per cent. Dr. obtained
in 1852 from dry Szechuen opium, 3°3, aud from Kweichow opium
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per cent. Dr. Jamison of: Shanghai has examined a sample ot
Chinese opium and he found nearly 7-2 per cent of morphine calcula-
ted on the dry drug. It is t6 be observed therefore here that the
drugs prized by the Chinese for smoking are not rich in morphine.
What they desiderate ia the degree of solubility and peculiarities
ot arom32. Nor do we speak here of the very serious -adulteration
with other than opiate substances amounting in many cases to Irom
30 to 50 per cent. Nor do we take note either of the varying degrees
of inhalation, the deep and prolonged and the rapid and shallow.
These are questions which affect the degree of imnocuousness of
the drug in relation to the amount and manner of consumption, not
the presence, or absence, or relative amount of morphine.

We tully admit the ability of the experimenters quoted above
in favour of the volatilizability of morphine. Sir G. Brrpwoop
himself acknowledges Prof. analysis as unimpeachable.
To him, he teils us, he should send his own specimens which he is
having collected in the far ast, and he frankly and promptly con-
gratulates the Anti-opium Society on the result. He says “it scores
heavily for them and was a compelete surprise to him.” This newly
discovered fact (if such it be) has overturned his life’s experience
and observation and that of his confreres in India. We ara not
aware whether or not he has yet published his conversion or re-
,tractation in the Times. from the limited scope for investigation
the admitted difficulties surrounding the subject, the not altogether
satisfactory piece of opium pipe—although stated to be “from the
mouth-piece end of the stem,’”’—wwe should rejoice to set Prof. ArtFIELD
re-investigating the subject. In regard to Prof. Gamcen’s statements,
we should like a detailed account of his positive proofs that morphia,
and not the products of decomposition only are introduced in opium
smoking into the smoker’s organism. Dr. Kann’s statements are
more to the point. {tf morphia exist in the fluid secretion of the
smoker in such quantity as to yield to the commonest tests, then
this point ought to be easilyj cleared up. We do not however lay
much stress on the further proof that the administration of morphia
removed the distressing and painful symptoms arising from
abstinence from the pipe. This might occur without necessarily
supposing the troduction of morphia, qua morphia, into the system
through the act of smoking. Dr. Kane had lately a number of
American smokers under treatment—the vice seems to be progress-
ing rapidly in the States, so much so that the New York State
Legislature has been obliged to pass a law making opium-smoking,
or the keeping of an opium-smoking place, a misdemeanour, punish-
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able by 2 fine of $500—and in every case he clearly demonstrated
the presence of morphia in the fluid secretion. Ins statement
therefore seems quite conclusive. In his reasoning backwards from
the amount found in twenty-four hours’ secretion to the amount
administered, he speaks of the drug as taken by the mouth or sub-
cutaneously. We wish he had been more explicit and stated
whether in speaking of its administration by the mouth he still
meant smoking, (which is the inference) and not eating. It is
natural that when administered by the mouth: or skin, it should
appear in the secretions, and it is also not improbable when. inhaled
by the lungs and brought into intimate contact with the blood in
the air passages, its effects should be similar in the secretions, as its
other effects throughout thse system are analagous to those when
taken by the mouth or skin; but of this I have no personal expe-
TIONCA. From the different: modes adopted in smoking already refer- |
red to, and from the comparatively innocuous effects which for a time

at least in a largo number of cases it produces, very little morphia
or rather very little of the injurious ingredients of opium are
introduced into the system.

Sir Grorce Brepwoop bases his view of the absolute innocuous-
ness of opium-smoking on Sir Rovert Cazrerison’s statement that none
of the active principles of opium are volatilizable. In opposition
to this view Prof Arrrretp writes thus in the Times of 8rd February,
1882 :— Two facts must be borne in mind. First, active vegetable
principles, such as those of opium, im being heated, yield vapour
having, in most cases, the chief properties of the original principle. . ..
secondly, a substance only maintained in vapour at a high tempera-
ture when alone, may be carried a considerable distance in a@ current of
quite cool smoke.” In the words italicised, Sir Groraz Birpwoop
thinks there is indicated the correct scientific explanation of any
narcotic effect oplum-smoking may have. Dr. Brrpwoop, however,
judging from his own experience and that of others known personally
to him, has come to the conclusion that it has no real narcotic effect
and he has accepted Caristison’s statement of the non-volataliz-
ability of the active principles of opium as the explanation of the
non-narcotic effect. He concludes that nothing passes from the
deflagrating chandoo pill into the lungs but the volatile resinous
constituent of opium, and thus he explains how these empyreumatic
vapours protect the mucous surfaces of air passages and check
suppuration when consumption has once set in. He thinks the bad
name given to opium to be derived from the refuse of the opium pipe

‘vbich is mixed with hemp, tobacco and nux vomica and sold to the
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poorer smokers. But even in respect of this, he doubts whether any-
thing but harmless smokes passes into the lungs. “The cachectic
appearance of the Chinese is owing to the general debauched habits
of the lower outcast population of the cities of China.” But the
well-to-do confirmed smokers who smoke all day and night at home
and who never smoke anything but the first extract, suffer in like
manDnber. There must, therefore, be something in the opium itself
over and above any accidental circumstances.

Dr. Porter Suits, late of Hankow, says “Tho burning of the
extract of opium in an imcomplete fashion, as is carefully practised
by the Chinese, yields a smoke containing sundry incomprehensible
empyreumatic compounds unknown to the chemist, but producing
by absorption into the pulmonary vessels a stimulant or some
periectly indescribable effect unknown to all but the actual
smoker,”’

Dr. Lockuarr formerly of China, supposes that the insoluble
part of the opium contained more than half the narcotic power, and
that the Chinese were extravagant in throwing this away.

Dr. Tropicua states that the experiments of Descaarmes and
Benarp shew that in opium smoking a portion of the morphia is
volatalised undecomposed (but how little is contained in East Indian
I have already pointed out) and therefore an interesting therapeuti-
cal problem has been solved. Here antagomstic ground is taken up
to that supported by Sir Greorce Brrpwoop, and both views are
pubhshed as appendices in Mr. Brereton’s Truth about opium! Dr. T.
says the insoluble part of the opium in preparing the extract is almost
inert and valueless. In this respect he differs therefore from Dr.
LOCcEHART. He says that Saacue gives 40 p.c. asthe maximum amount
ot insoluble residue in testing opium for it pharmaceutical value. It
contains of the bases all the narcotine and a little morphia. Here
then—of the small amount of morphia contained—a little is lost, with
all the narcotine, which is insoluble in water. Lhe presence of unde-
composed morphiain opium-smoke is to be proved by passing the
vapour through an absorbing medium and condensing the solution
aud applying the well-known tests.

Dr. HEeapLanp, in his Actior of AMedicines, tells us that opium
contains other substances which have the same action as morphia.
Codeia, is such a principle, but said to be ten times weaker.
Narcotine, which has been found by some to bo simply a tonic like
quinine and by others as a powerful narcotic, contains about half
its weight of opium, a new alkaloid, which acts upon the system in
the same manner as morphia. ihe volatile oil of opium which is
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isolated with difficulty, appears to be narcotic. Although morphia
is doubtless the chief active principle of opium, nevertheless it can
hardly be the only one. Morphia is about four umes as strong as
opium and yet does not form one eight part even of the best
Specimeyws. Smyrna opium, so rich in morphia, contains, according to
the analysis ‘of Munper, about 11 of morphia in 100 parts, 7 of
narcotine, 1 of codeia, 6 of narceime, and 4 of resin. We must look
somewhere, as Dr. Heapuanp remarks, for active elements equal at
least in weight to the amount of morphia, before we can satis-
factorily account for the effect of the drug. The narcotic element
of the drug, according to our present researches, may be enumerated
as follows with some approach to correctness :—~

Morphia. 12 per cent.
Opiania. 4, >? 33
Narcotic volatile oil.... 2 ,, ;,

Narcotic resin. 4 33 3)
The same author states that morphia is not volatile, so the smoke of
burning opium cannot contain it, but it contains a volatile on) which
is natural to the drug and an empyreumatic oil resulting from the
combustion of the morphia, narcotine, etc. Thus its action 1s in
nowise to be compared with that of opium taken into the stomach
in zts origmal form.

Dr. Sir Rogert Caristison says morphia is very little soluble in
water. It melts at a gentle heat, a stronger heat reddens it, then
chars the fused mass, white fumes of a pecuhar odour are disengaged,
and at last the mass kindles and burns brightly. Morphia bemg
nearly insoluble in its solid state it has little effect. When dissolved
in alcohol for example, it excites the same symptoms as opium.
Hence the danger, in cases of opium-poisoning, where persons resort
to alcoholic drinks afterwards. Cocleia is 2 soluble narcotine insoluble
in water. In the preparation of the watery extract, the active
principle, morphia forms with the rasinoid matter of the drug,
a compound nearly insoluble in all ordinary menstrua. If correct, this
1s 2 most nnportant observation. Opium, he says, is known to be decom-
posed by such a heat as is necessary in the process of smoking a pipe,
neither are any of its active principles volatilizable, and he adds,
several of my pupils have tried the process with a Chinese pipe and
Chinese extract, but experienced no other effects then severe head-
ache and sickness. On account of the insolubility of morphia its
intensely bitter taste is slowly developed. Boiling water dissolves
only a 500th of its weight of it, and on cooling, deposits it almost
entirely in minute spiculae. It fuses at a temperature somewhat
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over 250°, and at a still higher heat it is destroyed with the
disengagement of smokey vapours haying a peculiar odour like that
of truffles. _

TaYLor says, the poisonous salt of opium, meconate of morphuia,
ys soluble in water. iixtract of opium may be regarded as @ pure
form of the drug. lt contains a larger proportion of the poisonous
alkaloid morphia. Morphia is scarcely soluble in cokl water,
requiring 1000 parts to dissolve it; 16 is soluble in 100 parts of
boiling water. Meconic acid serves to render morplua soluble in
water and other menstrua. It 1s dissolved by 125 parts of cold
water; if 1s much more soluble in boiling water, but is in great part
precipitated on cooling.

Dr. Borne says that in the preparation of laudanum some
morphia is contained in the residuum and has been separated by Dr’
Mr. Hapen used to make a substitute for liquor opi
sedatives by macerating the lees with tartaric acid. M. Martin, by
fermenting the lees with sugar, obtained an extract possessed of
narcotic properties. The Chinese at the present day: rub up
their opium ashes with freacie and re-smoke it. Water, ‘either
tepid or warm, dissolves about two-thirds of good opium and forms
a solution of most of its active principles. Rectified spirit takes up
four-fifths of the whole mass including all the active properties of
oplum. In the watery extract, the parts soluble mm water with a little
of the resin are taken up, and the insoluble with some active princi-
ples are left behind. The brown acid extractive is a mixture of
several substances, perhaps the result of some changes which have
taken place. It 1s supposed to possess some of the narcotic pro-
perties of opium. Meconic acid is soluble in water, and when this
solution is boiled it is decomposed into carbonic acid and metame-
sonic acid. The proportion of meconic acid is differently estimated,
the Garde Patna abounding, it is said, in this substance. The
proportion in which the several crystalline principles of opium
exist, seems to vary in different kinds of opium. This 1s an wopor-
tant practical subject in relation to the widely different actions
possessed. by the several principles on the animal body. The
morphine in opium is. combined with meconic acid and 1s therefore
easily soluble in water. There are exceptional cases in which it is
asserted that water does not take up the whole amount of morphine.
Meconic acid is itself inert.

puch is the evidence we have been able to collect regarding this
subject. Lhe question 1s not free from difficulty, but we hope analysis
will soon set this vexed question at rest.
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Anti-Opium Prayer Onion.
Mr, BpITorR—

I wish to call the attention of the readers of the Recorder to
the accompanying statement of the formation im London of an
Anti-Opium Prayer Union.” L teel assured that all the mission- .
aries in China, who are so fully acquainted with the evils of the use
of opium aud the demoralizing influence thereof in China, will hail
with thanksgiving the formation of a union to pray for its removal.
An English newspaper in referring tothe matter says:— “We
welcome the formation of an <Anti-Opium Prayer Union. From
the circular sent to us we extract the following :—‘ The injustice
of our opium trade with China is no new subject. So long ago as
1842, the Earl of Shaftesbury (then Lord Ashley) called the atten-
tion of the House of Commons to it. Since then forty years have
passed away, and, though there have not been wanting able men to
protest against if, the trade still continues. How shall we account
for this failure? Is not one great cause to be found in the want of
earnest united prayer for the abolition of the trade? ce havea
not, because we ask not.’ Bach year makes the need more press-
ing, and the wrong more irreparable. Year by year the deadly drug
is poisoning the very life-blood of the Chinese nation. Year by year
those same Chinese are emigrating to other lands, and spreading the
plague as they go. In Australia, in Cahfornia, and even in the
very heart of London, these festering spots are to be found. Year
by year England becomes more deeply involved in the trade, and
year by year itis more difficult for her to extricate herself from the
web of her own weaving. Year by year it becomes more likely that
the Chinese will, in self-defence, develop the home-growth of opium,
and cut us out of the market, thereby forever depriving us of
the opportunity of doing an act of common justice im abandon-
ing the traffic. It is with a view to meet in some measure the need
tor prayer felt by many who are interested in the cause, that the
“Anti-Opium Prayer Union” has been formed. Members agree to
remember the subject in prayer at least once a week (on Thursdays),
and to seek to interest others in the cauee. The need ior prayer
seems to be twofold : (1) Prayer for the abolition of the trade. (2)
Prayer for God’s blessing on the great work of arousing the public
conscience. Those who wish to become members will receive a card
of membership on sending their name and address to the Secretary
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of the “Anti-Opium Prayer Union,” 312, Camden Road, London,
N. The Secretary will also be glad to supply further information
about the opium trade to any who desire it.’”

It is not necessary to inquire now whether the efforts hitherto |
made to arrest this evil have failed because of the absence of earnest
prayer to Almighty God to bless the efforts put forth or not. “This
we do know that evils from the growth and consumption of opium
are so great that they are beyond the power of human wisdom and
power to remove. The interests of this great trade are so wide-
spread and so mixed up with the commercial and financial measures
of two great kingdoms that they are beyond removal by the counsels
and wisdom of statesmen. “Man’s extremity is God’s oppor-
tunity.” Our God is he who doeth wondrous things. What human.
wisdom and device cannot effect he can easily effect. He says “ call
upon me in the day of trouble and J wilt hear.” Let the whole
body of missionaries, with one heart and miud join this Prayer
Unton to pray for the removal of the growth and consumption
of opium. Let us not only ourselves jom with those in Hngland
who thus pray on every Thursday; but let us state the matter to
the native churches and secure the whole body of native Christians
to join m this concert of prayer. Let the matter be published in
every Chinese paper that the attention of all may be called to it.
In answer to prayer it may please God to use the existing plans
and means for its removal. Or in his wonder-working power
he can easily call imto existence other instrumentalities which he
can make efficacious. It is our privilege and duty to pray and.
trust God to accomplish his own holy and good purposes.

J hope some one at every station will be at the trouble fo.
forward the names of all who wish to have a card, that cards may
be sent to them. And perhaps the missionaries in Shanghai would
take immediate steps to get out a card in Chinese to be circulated
among the Chinese Christians. ty MISSIONARY..

Mr. Eprror—
Notices of Recent Publications.

I have had if in my mind for a long-time, to write to you some-
thoughts in reference to one part of the Recorder, which is of special’
interest to many of us: I refer to the notices of books. There
appears to be two prevailing modes of noticing books. One of these.
Is to give the title of the book and to use it as the opportunity of
discussing the subject referred to in the book, without presenting
any clear statement of the views presented by the author of the
book, or the reasons which he presents to sustain them. Or, some
limes, the conclusions of the author are discussed and controverted’
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without having previously stated them. This method of noticing a
book takes it for granted that the reader has either read the book, or
has it in his possession to refer to. This manner, of course, has its
advantages. It gives the writer the opportunity of stating the
objections to the views of the author and of presenting a diferent
view of the subject. This will help the author to see wherein his
views have not been clearly presented and wherein they may be
regarded as erroneous in fact, or in the reasons which he has given

- to sustain them. It is also adapted to help the readers to form an
opmion of the merits of the work, or to guard them against
14S errors.

The other plan of noticing books is so to notice them as to
give those who have not seen the books a correct idea of what are
the contents of the works; and how the authors have carried out
their purpose in writing them. This method has special advantages
for missionaries. Most of us are so situated that we have not the
opportunity of seeing new books as they come out. We may seo
the names of them in newspapers. The names may attract our
attention. Lhe book may be on 2 subject in which we are mterested
and concerning which wea may wish information. But merely from
the title of the book we cannot tell in what way the author has
treated the subject; we cannot know what views he has advocated
or controverted. In these circumstances, the great desideratim
to many of us is to know srhat potets the author has discussed in atiy
book and with what ability he has done his work. When the con-
tents of the books are stated in detail we can see at once if the
particular matter in regard to which we wish information is referred
to or not, and when some one in whose judgment we can rely states
that the writer has presented a fair and able discussion of a subject
we can at once select the books that we wish to purchase. For
myself I have often been disappointed in sending for a book, the
title of which led me to suppose it would give me information on
2 subject I was investigating. But when it arrived I found the
author had treated the subject in an.entirely different manner from
what I had expected he would, and hence I found nothing in it on
the point I was seeking after. ror these reasons many of the
readers of the Recorder wish that the notices of new books would
give us clear and correct statements of what subjects are discussed
10 the books and the ability of the discussion, rather than give any
statement of the views of the writer of the notice. We wish to know
what the book says. In: behalf of myself and of those who think
with me I state-my wishes that you may be able to meet our wishes
and give us the information that we necd, A Missionary.
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Missinurry Mews.
Births, & Beatie, AT Hanagchow, on January 4th, 1883,

CECIL WIGRAM, infant son of Ven.
Archdeacon and Mrs. Moule, C.M.S.BIRTHS.

Ar Hangchow, on January 8rd, the
wite of Ven. Archdeacon MovLe, U.
M. 5S., of a son.

Ar Hongkong, on January 8th, the
wifa of Rey. R. Ort, Basel Bission,
of @ Son.

Ar Soochow, on January 28rd, the
wife of Rev. G. F. Fircs, American
Presbyterian Mission, of a son.

Ar Singapore, on November 22nd,
1882, by the Rev. W. ArrKen, the
Rey. J. A. B. Coox, Suglish Pres-
byterian Mission, Singapore, to Miss
HENRY.

Ar Union Chureh, Hougkong, on
November 27th, 1862, by the Rev.
J. Colville, the Rey. Joun Watson,
M.A., English Presbytertan Missron,
Amoy, to Biss J. B. Hue.

At Union Church, Hongkong, on
November 27th, 1882, by the Nev.
J. Colville, the Rev. W. Rrppex.,
M.A., M.B., of aglish Presbyterian
Mission, Swatow, to Miss F. SPARK.

AT Union Chapel, Hongkong, on
November 27th, 1882, by the Rev.
J. Colvitle, Perzr Anberson, LI.
C.S. & P., Ed, English Presbyte-
rian Mission, Tai-wan fu, to Miss J.
(FARDINER.

At the British Consulate, Chinkiang,
on January 5th, 18838, by the Rev.Mareus L. Taft, Rev. Rost. E.
ABsey and Mrs. Lovise S. WHITING,
Am. Presbyterian Mission, Nanking.

Ar St. John's College, Shanghai, on
January 27th, by the Rev. ¥. K. Yeu,
the Rev. F.R. Graves to Miss J. H.Am. Episcopal. Mission,
Wu-chang.

AT Amoy, on Qctober 13th, 1882,
ISABELLA Primrose (Rosie) daughter
of Rev. Robt. Gordon, Euglish Pres-
byterian Mission, Amoy, aged 4
Fears.

AT Tientsin, on December 22nd, 1882,
eon of Rev. W. H. Shaw, aged about
ax months.

ai aero

DEATHS,

ARLIVALS.— Per str. Oxus, on Janu-
ary 7th, from Warope, Kev. and
Mrs. Jackson, China Inland Mis-
sion, Kinkiang.

At Hongkong, per str. Amazone
on January 15th, from Europe, the
Rev. Immanuel Geneehr, Rhenish
Mission, Hongkong.

At Shaoghai, per str. Amazone,
on January 21st, from Europe, Rev.
Hl, James, English Baptist Mission,
Chefoo.

At Hongkong, per str. Hesperia,
ou January Zord, Rey. T. and Mra.
Hartmann and child, to take charge
of the Berlin Fonunditng Hospital ;
aud Miss Anna Schnaebeli, for
eome In«titntion.

At Amoy, in January, Kev. W. RB:
Thompson, M.A., and wife, English
Presbyterian Mission, Tai-wan foo.
Formasa; Miss G. Meclagan, Eng.
lish Presbyterian Alission, Amoy.

At Shanghai, per str. Hiroshima
Mare, on February 10th, from
United States, Kev. J.S. Johnson,
Southern Presbyterian Mission.

Per str. Gleneagles, on February
l6th, from Europe, Mr. and Mra. 8.
Dyer, Mr. ¥. Hermon, and Mr. F.
Brown, British and Foreign Bible
Society.

Per str. Bothara, on February
2ist, from Europe, Rev. J. C. and
Mrs. Hoare, CO. M. S., Ningpo.

str. Afirzapore, on
January 3rd, for London, Rev. and
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Mrs. Bryson and family, London
Mission, Haukow. Home address:
21 St. John’s Street, Bedford.

Per str. Achilles, on January 2nd,
for London, Rev. J. S. Fordham,
Wesleyan Mission, Hankow.

Per str. Rone, on January 17th,
for London, Rev. C. B. Nash, C.al.
5., Hangchow.

Per str. Ganges, on February 14th,
for London, Rev. F. R. and Mrs.
Graves, Am. Episcopal Mission,Wu-chang.
thirteenth annual
meeting of the Central China Mis-
sion of the American Presbyterian
‘Church north, was beld at Shang-
hai on January 27th, 29th and 30th.
Rev. J. H. Judson was elected
Ghairman, and Rev. J. N. Hayes,
Temporary Clerk. Reports from
each of the stations occupied by
this mission were read, which
showed that a fair amount of pro-
gress has been made in all depart-
ments of work. The Churches are
prosperous and some of them are
‘self-supporting. The schools both
boarding and day are successful
and well Glled with pupils. There
are 2 few candidates for the mints-
try. This mission is now well
equipped for the prosecution of its
work. Five men have joined it dur-
ing the past fifteen months.We learn from the
fieporter, published by the Board
of Managers of the Seventh-day
Baptist Missionary Society, U.S.A.,
the first No. of which has just reach-
ed us, that Miss Ella F. Swinney,
M.D. of Smyrna, Del., has been
appointed a Medical Missionary to
China. Key. D, H. Davis has been
authorized to establish a boarding-
school for boys and girls.

| January-

Rev. J. H. Taylor, Director of
the China Inland Mission, left Che-
foo for England on February 6th.

We learn from a correspondent
that the misstonary troubles in Tst-
nan fu are as far as ever from being
settled. The convert who fled to
Peking in -the Spring, and who
went back a few weeks ago, has
returned, having received private
information of desivns apon him.

We would draw the attention of
students and others to an ad vertise-
ment on our cover announcing that
the second edition of Dr. Williame’
Vichionary 1s now ready. Perbaps
16 is hardly correct to. call it a
‘second edition,” seeing that it is
printed from electro- and _ stereo-
type plates. Bat we learn that
some 300 or more pages of the first
printing have been revised by the
learned author and new plates made.
In addition, a large number of
wrong characters occurring in the
other plates, have been weeded out
and the two pages of errata, with a
few exceptions, corrected. Three
paves of new “ errata and Correc-
tions will be found at the end of
the second edition, which the Dr.
introduces with the following re-
marks :—“ Since the issue of the firet
edition of this book in 1874, its
merits have been fairly discussed,
its deficiencies pointed out, and
its errors set forth by several
friendiy critics and scholars, Their
suggestions wll be useful to those
who may, by and by, undertake a
simitar vworlc. From their remarks
the following list has been mostly
selected, as containing the errors
most desirable to be corrected. Ag
their notices are scattered here and
there, their intentions in makine
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them will be promoted by bringing
them together. In respect to the
explanation of the construction of
characters, a referetice may be rnade
to page xiviii of the Introduction,
where the object is stated; some
mistakes were made in discriminat-
ing the component parts, bat the
raain design was to aid beginners
to rewember the. leading portions
of characters, rather than to give
all their etymolomies. In addition
to the dialects given in the Index,
Miss A. M. Pielde, of the American
Baptist Mission at Swatow, has
pablished a complete list of the
sounds of all the characters in that

dialect including many variants ;
and Mr. James Acheson, of the
Imperial Customs, has issued an-
other hst giving the Peking sounds
according to Sir T. . Wade's
Progressive Course. All sinolognes
will be thankful for these lists.
A fuli collection of the yvuocables in
the best defined and leading dialects
in the empire will farnish accurate
materials for comparisons and de-
ductions, which may enable some
philologist, like Grimm or Wiitney,
to ascertain the genesis of Chinese
pronunciation, and the laws which
govern its perplexing changes.”
The new issue of 750 copies, of
1338 pages each, or in all 1,003,500
pages, has been put through the
press with creditable celerity, hav-
ing only ocerpied some eighty
days. The work looks well and
reflects credit on the American
Presbyterian Mission Press, who are

the printers and publishers.
Nankmsg—The Southern Presby-
terian Mission have decided to open
a station at Nanking, and the Revs.

G. W. Paiuter and 8S. Woodbridge
have been appointed for that place.
Aft present they are occupying the
China Inland premises kindly lent
by that mission.

+ @
JAPAN —We learn from
and China Ezpress that at a re-
cent meeting of the committee of
the Charch Missionary Society in
London a letter was read from the
Bisbop of Qhio, dated November
lath, 1882, enclosing resolutions
of a commission, appointed by the
General Convention of the Protes.
tant Church of America,
in reference to the proposed Japan
Bishopric. This suggested measure
for avoiding any appearance of
or confusion in the juris-
dictions of the present American
Bishop at Tokio and of the
proposed English Bishop—in parti-
cular, that the American Bishop
should remain at Tokio, and that
the cities of Osaka and Kivyoto
be cominon ground for missionary
vork of both Churches, no Bishop
having residence in those cities.
The secretaries were directed to con-
vey to his Grace the Archbishop of
Canterbury the readiness of the com-
mittee to acquiesce in the proposals
of the American Bishop respecting
the Japan Bishopric.

%&

ENGLAND.—* A deeply-interest-
ing event,” says the Church Misswn-
ary Intelligencer, “took place at
Cambridge on December 7th—the
baptism of a young Japanese study
ing there, named Wadagaki. He
was baptized at Trinity Charch by
the Rey. H. C. G. Moule, Principat
of Ridley Hall, and received the.
Christian pame of Nathanael.’
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tices oF Recent Publications.
The Origin of Nations. In two parts: on Early Civilizations; on Ethve

Affinities, etc. By Georgs Rawlinson, M.A., Camden. Prof. of Ancient
History, Oxford.

Tae author, in his Preface, gives
the reasons for preparing these
Essays thus :—* As attacks on the
credibility of the Bible— more
especially of the earlier books—are
now frequently made, not morely ou
scientific, but also upon historical
grounds, it seemed desirable that
one whose business it is to make
himself acquainted with all the as-
certained facts of Ancient History,
should state his impressions with
repard to the bearing of modern
discoveries in the historical field
upon the authority of the Scripture
narrative. Such a statement the
present writer made sixteen years
avo in his contribation to the
volume entitled, <A/ds to Faith,
when he summed ap his views
in these words :—‘ There is really
not a pretence for saying that recent
discoveries in tlie field of history,
monumental or other, have made

the acceptance of the Mosaic narra-
tive in its plain and l:teral sense
any more difficult now than in the
days of Bossuet or Stillingfleet.’

In the interval between L261 and
1877, mach has been written in
disproof of the above conclusion,
and ait has been the unpleasant
duty of the present writer to peruse
the works as they appeared, and
to weigh the arguments employed
by them. Of these arguments two
only seemed to him to require an
answer, one based itself on the
supposed historical certainty of 6
settled monarchy having existed

in Egypt from at Jeast B.c. o,000—
a fact, if it were a fact, incompati-
ble with the chronological notices
of the Pentateuch. The other was
more general. It asserted the very
early existence of civilization in
various parts of the world; and
assuming the unproved hypothesis
that man was originally an absolate
Savage, 1b required our acceptance
of the belief that some such space
as a hundred years must have
lapsed from the first beginnings
of man to his development into his
present civilized condition.”

The Essays on civilization are
directed to these two lines of reason-
ing. The author is of the opinion
that there is po sufficient evidence
of a settled monarchy in Egypt
prior to about B.c. 2,500; and he
has endeavoured to set before the
public the grounds of his belief
on this point. He is farther of
the opinion that civilization can
vowhere be traced back to a date
nuterior to this; and he has sought
to prove bis poimt by a general
survey of the ancient civilizations.
Finally, regarding 1t as a pare
assumption that the primitive con-
dition of mankind was one of
savagery, he has endeavoured to
show reasons in favour of the op-
posite hypothesis, that man’s primi-
tive condition was one very remote
indeed from savagery, and contain-
ing many of the elements of what
is now termed civilization.

The Author has thus clearly stat-
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od the objecb he had in view in such inquiries will find the work
preparing the essays. He has very very eatisfactory. Wo cordially
ably and successfully carried out his commend these Essays to any who
purpose. All who are interested in may have doubts on these points.

The Ching
THis number of this well-conducted
periodical sustains its well-earned
reputation. The article of greatest
interest is the first one, which gives
extracts from the Diary of Tseng
How-yeh, China Minster to Hng-
land and France, by J. N. Jordan.
This wives us some insight to the
subjects that engage the thoughts
of Clinese statesmen. ‘The most
yemarkable extract is that beaded
“Proposals for the advancement of
China in her relations with other
countries.” $ There are some six
propositions, (1) The necessity of
contracting a firm alhance with
ungland for the purpose of repell-

ing lwusssan ageression. (2) The
importance of adopting an honest :
policy and manifesting a straight-
forward coursé of action, with a view
to removing feelings of mutual dis-
trust. (3) The necessity of mak-
ing use of our leisure moments to:
wneet Western scholars, with a view
to obtaining information from thet.
(4) The advisability of keeping |
ourselves informed of the price
and quality of Western mechanica)
Appliances, so as to avoid falling,
victims to frand in purchasing them.
(5) Lhe translation of treaties on
foreign systems of government, with
a view to the adoption of what may
be found useful therein. (6} The
arrangement, in the interests of
China, of some satisfactory unuder-
standing with England for stoppage
of the opium trafic.” Theése show
a wide range of investigation as well

November ancl December, 1852.

as a consideration of practical ques-
tions both in veference to inter-
course with foreign natious and one
of internal administration. The
writer of the propositions takes it
for granted that the stoppage of the
opium trade is for the best interest
of China. He also implies that the
hindrance to its stoppage comes
from the English. He says China
has never hit upon a fred or effec-
tive method of dealing with this
question. When the matter has
been pressed with urgency if has
resuited in a rupture of relation;
when 16 ling been dealt with leisnre-
ly, 1t has been gradually allowed to
drop altogether. Gpium beg a
ereat staple of their commerce, it is
not to be expected that British mer-
chanta will willingly sacrifice the
certainty of present gain for the
sake of a profitless repatation an the
future, Western nations simply look
abitas a question of gain, and if
England could be induced to substi-
tute the cultivation of cotton, tea, or
silk for that of opium, there might
perhaps be some hope, provided she

obtained an equivalent profit by her
‘changing her course of action.”

In reference to the above proposi-
| tions, the minister says, “Of the
‘above propositions the first, which
deals with the relation towards ng-
land and Russia itcannot be accepted
in its entirety ; and as to the sixth,
respecting the suppression of the
opium trade, there will be difficulty
in attainine such an immediate and
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successfol solution of the question lations of the edacaticnal curricu-
as is there indicated.’’ loam used in schools and colleges in

It is a distressfal thought that the West, and establish schools,
Chinese statesmen are made to fee! first at the Treaty Ports, and theu
that they have nothing to expect gradoally all over the Empire

from the sense of justice or benevo- where young people might be
lence of Western nations, but that trained upon the system practised
the conviction is forced upon them in olden times with a shght admix-

ture of foreign methods. The ey-
by interconrse with Western lands
that they are influenced in their pense would be less than that of the

Edacational Mission, and the ad-international policy by self interest: vantages would be immeasurablyA very intelligent opinion in
greater. Bducation is the basis of

regard to educational projects is state administration, and 1ts success
expressed under the fifth propos- 13 essential to the establishment oftion. The writer says:—‘In my

proper Government.”~~ humble opinion,. however, a nation’s These are statesman-like views, .
prosperity or decay is determined and all the well-wishers of China
by the character and talents of its will hope that they may be soon act-
people, and these again are qualities ed upon. There are other irtel)i.

' which depend in a great measure gent opinions expressed on mattersupon the early training imparted of pnbltce interest which we wouldto its youth. Asin China of old, so gladly transfer to our pages, but wein Earope at the present time must refer our readers to the article
there are preliminary schools to itself.
which children are sent at an early The paper of the Rev. K.
age. We have, it is trne, at this on the Practical Theology of the
very time an educational mission Chinese, 18 completed in this num-
abroad, but the expense of its main- ber. The interest continues to the
tenance 1s too great to be continued, end. The other papers of this 1n-
and the education imparted to a teresting pumber are on a variety
hundred youths or so cannot per- of subjects and of varied interest.
meate the masses of the people. A We refer onr readers to the pages
vetter plan would be to make trans- of the Review for them.

The Geography of India. By Rev. R.
THIS is one of the serics of school
books which is being prepared
under the supervision of the com-
mittee appointed by the Missionary
Conference in 1877. Ali the mis-
sionaries will rejoice in the appear-
ance of this volume of the series as
a, valuable assistant in imparting a
knowledge of the geography of the

H. Graves, D.D.
land of Jndia in schools and to
classes of theological students. Wo
commend it warmly for use by all
missionaries. It is on sale at the
Mission Press, Shangbai, and at
Canton by the author. There are
two editions of large, and a smaller
size; the smaller size has questions
at the end of such chapter.
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THE PROVERBS AND COMMON SAYINGS OF THE CHINESE.
Br Rev. Arrgur H. Smith.

(Continued from vage 17.)
I¥V.——PROVERBS CONTAINING ALLUSIONS TO HISTORICAL SENMI-HISTORICAL,

LEGENDARY, OR MYTHICAL PERSONS OB EVENTS.

[[HE tendency in Chinese Proverbs to cluster, by a kind of
crystallization, about a particular character, admits of numerous

illustrations. The Sung Dynasty (4.p. 960-1278), produced many
famous men, and great scholars, like Chu Shi (4¢ the annotator
of the Classics and historian, whose name is almost as familar to
the Chmese in every succeeding age, as those of Confucius and.
Menctus, whose works he interpreted. It is not, however, the name
of Chu fu tzu, among men of his general era, which is most often
heard in popular speech (although some of his reputed household
words have become proverbial), but that of another idividual
who has become a national by-word and laughing-stock. Chey

fu tzu is known prizcipally te those who can read, but there
is scarcely any one, whether he can read or not, who has not heard
ot We La Lang (FR se Bh). ‘rs mwdividual was a dwarf. His
wite was named Plan Chin Lien (#8 4 3X), and is remembered
tor her intrigues with one Hsi Wén Ching (Tq PY BS), intrigues
to which her husband was unable to put a stop. It is said that this
precious couple finally put an end to Wu Tu Lang, by compelling
hun to take a drug in which poison was infused, which he dared
not refuse, although aware of their purpose. Hence the proverb—
employed im reference to one who is driven to the wall— We. Za
Lang’s dose of poison—sure to die if he takos it, and sure te die if he
docs not,’ Fh 7 BS AR He, pe a BE. Hh ORE te OE. We Ta Lang
had an elder brother known as Wu Sung (gk #8), who was a general
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under Sung Chiang (48 Zr), already mentioned, and a man of great
prowess, He was so fond of wine that his name has becema_pro-
verbial. To revenge the murder of his brother, he killed his
brother’s wife, and her paramour Hsi Wén Chting. In penalty for this
offense he was banished. . The commander of the district to which
Wu Sung was exiled, was named Shih. He had a son known as
Shih Bn (Bf who taking advantage of his father’s military
prestige, and of his own physical strength, had set up one of those
hittle despotisms, so common in China, by which a tax is levied on
every form of trade, the only equivalent for which is exemption from
similar exactions by others than the particular petty tyrant who
extorts them. In an evil hour for Shik Bn, a mightier robber than
himself named Chiang, suddenly descended upon him, beating and.
wounding him and driving him from the field, diverting the revenues
to himself. Shik bethought himself of seeking the aid of
Wu Sung, which was cheerfully given, but to dismay, We
drank such an amount of wine as apparently to unfié him for any
exploits whatever. Wu, however, explained, that unless he was
druuk,-he was of no use as 2 fighter, aud when entirely drunk he
was invincible. He then attacked Chiang in his head-quaters, a
place called the Happy Grove, and defeated him. Hence the pro-
verb: ‘Wu Sung’s great brawl in the Happy Grove—the slave of his
wine,’ FL HA XK il KRG Oh. ES St x HE A9.—said of intoxicated
Persons.

bs

Wu Za Lang is now the Chinese Man-of-IIl-Fame, as his
name has come to suggest all varieties of unfavorable predicates ; in.
short he has become the ideal Mean Man (ify J\*). Even a tiger, it
ig said, would not eat him, for he did not seem to be a man at all,BAA Sik.

He goes a hawking with en owl—a bird of ill name—and the
man and the bird are well matched, FU KB) REE iti +.
ee RAH BR EE, said contemptuously of a bad master and
bad servants.

General meapacity 18 mdicated by the observation that one is
like ‘Wu Ta Lang selling gruel—the man weak and his wares soft,TK Sst. A KR.
© A curious aspect of popular Chinese ethics, is exhibited in a saying which declares

that 1t is better to de a really superior man—like Chao Kuang Yin who founded
the Sung Dynasty—even though he should commit every kind of evil, than to be
like Ww» Ta Lang even though he strictly observed all the known proprieties,
2 ne i BY #8 Ez Vile F Vay oF G fy KK 5. The meaning is
that the lofty spirit Of the former condones his offences, while the essential
meanness Of tho lattcr renders him contemptible, thorugh his actiong may be
irre proachable.

[ March-
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Anything which is hopelessly bad, is affirmed to be like ‘We
Ta Lang’s toes—not a single good one among them,’ ft %& Bh #y EloH — ee A A.

People of short stature, are bantered by bemg likened to ‘Wz
Ta Lang turning on a gymnastic bar—when he was on the ground
he could not reach the bar, and when on the bar he could not reach
the ground,’ FR KES BAL FE TF RAS.

‘When Wu Ta Lang becomes Emperor, no one can tell what
will happen,’ HH % Eb 4E KP. HO (R, said of one who under-
takes what he can not carry through.

General incapacity is mdicated by the saying: ‘We Za Lang
fiying a kite—he can not make it rise,” #f + BS ik BLS, TH
a a

The only favorable thing that we hear of him, is that hiseo |

garments were of the proper length—mneither too long nor tooshort—exactly right, AHEAD & A.
Used of anything which is well done.

When the completeness of the temples on Mount Tai 1s spoken
of, 1t is a common jest to reply: ‘ Did you see any temple to Wa Ta
Lang sportive intimation that any excellence, however great
and undisputed, (such as the variety of the Temples on T'a1 Shan) is
open to small and irrational criticism (such as the complaint at not
finding any recogmtion of a departed Worthy, of so much celebrity
as We La Lang).

¥.—PROVEERBS RELATING TO SPECIFIC PLACES OR DISTRICTS, OR TO
PERSONS OR BVENTS OF MERELY LOCAL IMPORTANCE.

The boundary line between this class of saymgs and the last, is
not always distinct, since a person of local celebrity may become
famous, and a small place may come in time to have a great name.

Local proverbs are of many varicties. Some of them refer to
facts in the realm of physical geography. As, for example: ‘The
Yellow River is @ prodigal son, the Grand Canal is an inexhaustible
box of jewels to support the family,” HR we
AE me HGR EF OZ. The Grand Canal was dug to give safe convey-
ance of the southern tribute rice to Peking, without fear of storms
or pirates. The Yellow River, nearly useless for navigation, must
be constantly kept banked in at vast expense, or it inundates whole
provinces.

The Hu River GH ¥& iJ) which rises in northern Shansi,
finds its way through the T‘ai Han (f 4F I) mountains near the
city of Cheng Ting Fu (TE 5 fF) where it comes upon the great plain
of Chihli, Inthe course of years it has washed down thousands
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of acres of sand, which spreads all over the land and brries the soil
out of sight. In time the channel silts up, and at the next annual
flood the waters swing olf into some Hew course, carrying devastation
in their track. This process has contimued for ages, and observation
on the course of the erratic stream is condensed in the saying:
‘Never south of Héng, never north of Ping,’ A. 3% ih, IE 3B AB,
i.e. Heng Shui Hsien 9K 2%) and An Pting Hsien (# ZR BS),
cities which are an hundred miles or more apart.

Another class of saylngs gives expression to some fact of local
history, or to some so: disant prophecy. e.g. ‘When the monastery
of Tan Che is burned, the city of Peking will be inundated,’ RR TEs
ae Ty SK IC HB This 1s the prophetic dictum of Somebody,
referring to a celebrated temple south-west of Peking. Pradictions
of this sort are received by the masses with the most implicit faith.

‘Fire and flood at Tientsin, but not the calamity of war.’
KRBPBRAKKZARBRAT RT EF, This is a reputed
saying of Lie Po Wen (Bl {fy 72) one of the celebrated adherents
of Hung Wu (gt ft), who founded the Ming Dynasty. He is
generally regarded as a Prophet, but whether he ever said any of
the remarkable things attributed to him, is known only to the
Immortals. It is a simguilar circumstance that if the observation
was in reality, a prediction, 1i has come to fact. The people of
have been often im mortal peril of the horrors of war—
especially when the T‘ai Pting rebels marched against Peking,
on which occasion, they made a permanent (and unaccountable) halt
at Ching Hai Hsien (FB He 0%) 25 miles south of Tiontsin, and that
city was saved. So likewise in 1860, when the British and French
troops invaded Chihli; the fighting was done at Pei Z"ang, Tuku,
Chang Chia Wan and near T'ung-chow, while Tientsin again escaped.
Fires aro of great frequency. The whole region was inundated
from 1871 to 1873, causing extreme misery.

‘Three inconspicuous mountains produced a race of kings; four
city gates not opposite cach other, account for the number of high
officials,’ = jf AAA HE fe, POPS ABH BE, This couplet en-
bodies the popular opinion in regard to the situation of the Capital
of Shantung, which is peculiar. The mountains on the south, the
remarkable spring at the south-west corner of the city, and three
small hills in the vicimty, have exerted a powerful geomantic
influence. The ground is saturated with water, hence the place is
regarded as a kind ot boat. One of the little hills referred to is
called Chieh Shan (HK tl), ‘Peg Mountain,’ for it is this to which
the boat is tied, and without which it might drift entirely away |
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A third variety of local proverbs specifies some objects of
interest in @ city or district. Thus ¢.g. a city in Chihhi called Zs'ang
Chow (#2 JH), was long since removed from its site, (the Chinese are
always carrying their cities about in this way) and replanted twelve
or fifteen miles westward. The place was once famous for a pair of
iron lions—still to be seen—of gigantic size. Tung Kuang (¥ % TB),
a district city on the Imperial Canal, has a large idol of iron, while
Ching Chow (3% JH) not far distant, west of the Canal, boasts a
pagoda, which, in that part of China, are of infrequent occurrence.
These several objects are woven into proverbial jmgles, thus: ‘The
lions of Zstang Chow, the Ch'ang Chow pagoda,’ The great iron Pt
Sa of Tung Kuang Heien, 7g WHF. BOM I. HOE SR eB,
Rhymes of this kind are probably universal throughout the empire.
They are collected into little pamphlets called ‘ Visits to the Cities
of All Creation’, 36 fi KK FP gH, and other similar titles (like other
cheaply printed bouks full of wrong characters), a perusal of which
forms the only substitute which most persons can command for our
primary geographies.

The peculiarities of a city are often made up into a little
bundle of three, and called its treasures in imitation of the Three
Precious Ones (= $F) of the Buddhists. Thus Peking has its
treasures three—horses that do not kick | because the crowds are so
constant that horses are not easily frightened}, dogs that do not bite
[because they continually see strangers}, and damsels of 17 and 18
that run loose in the streets,’ [because the Tartar fashions in this
respect are totally diverse from those of the Chinese, who, like the
Apostle Paul, require that the young women should be keepers at
home. | LER HBS. BAAR FCA ZIG HR,

‘The three specialties of Pao Zing Fu,—iron balls, the stone
melon, and the Ch‘un pu lao th WE AR, = Fh, Sh, A OL RHE,
In Pao Ting Fu are manufactured little iron balls which are held
in the hand for a plaything, and are by some considered as a tonio.
the Lich kua is a stone, shaped somewhat like a gourd, built into
the floor of the verandah of a shop in the western part of the city.
itis supposed to be a charm capable of checking the ‘social evil.
According to report, attempts have been made to dig up this
wonderful stone, but the deeper the excavation, the larger the space
which the stone occupied. Arguing from these data, the ‘melon’
has been thought by some to be the summit of a mountain, all but
the tip of which is buried ! The Ch'un-pu-lao is a plant somewhat
resembling mustard, and much cultivated in this region.

‘Tientsin has its treasures three—the dram tower [which has a
double arch, regarded by the Chinese as a master-piece of difficulty
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in the architectural line, the plan of which, according to tradition,
was revealed to the builder m a dream| the forts, [of which there
were originally seven, built in the Ming Dynasty by Yung Lo and
now entirely demolished], and the bell-tower [a ‘structure of no
pretensions whatever, and probably only mentioned in this con-
nection because the last character (often pronounced kao) happenedto rhyme with pao] Kw REE.

‘The four peculiarities of Chi Nan Fu; the Temple of the North
Pole, inside the north gate; the Mountain of the Thousand Buddhas
outside the south gate; the grave of Min zu outside the east gate ;
and the Pao 7u Spring outside the west gate, #8 By AF, OO 3: FY,RB LEAH SS
By PS Sb GH RE RR, aha tzu was one of the disciples of CGon-
tucius. He is mcladed among the Twenty-four Patterns of Filial
Obedience, and his name has thus become familiar to every one.
(See Mayer's Dfanual, No. 503.) His step-mother had two children
of her own,* and took care to see that they were warmly clad, while
he was made to wear garments wadded only with reeds and rushes.
Old Mr. dfim was totally unacquainted with his son’s wardrobe, but
one extremely cold day he sent /if:n tzu to harness the chariot, and
drive his tather out. On the way Jf tse dropped the lines and
the whip owing to his bemg in a chronic atate of semi-congelation.
His father thus came to a knowledge of his sufferings, and was
so indignant that he resolved to divorce Mrs. Jf. at once. Young
tzu, however, who was an ardent disciple of Jeremy Bentham
in the opinion that the ruling principle of one’s actions should
always be ‘the greatest happiness of the greatest number,’ met
his father’s announcement of the impending separation, with the
observation :-—

‘With a Mother at homo, one son endures distress,
When the Mother 15 gone, thee sons are mothertiess,’EE- Ff RB HKEO- FH,

The effect of this behaviour of Afin tzu was that so often found
in Chinese stories. Old Mr. Aft was led to reconsider his decision,
and Mrs. Jft#2 was so aftected that she became as tond of Als as
of her own children ! Hence the common proverb: ‘ Better one son
cold, than three sons bereft,’ [as they would surely have been if no one
but Mr, Ain had looked after them| §E > —- Gi hI = -F B.

‘The three specialties of Shen Chow [a city in central
millet, willow rods, and large honey-peaches,’ 2 Hy AS Ay = 3 FF,
ly Ke. Ke Re BE, Itis evident that some ‘treasures’ might
* Somo accounts aay three. There seems to be an uncertainty on the snbject,

similar to that concerning the progeny of John Rogers, who left, at his
mortyrdom, “Nine smal] cluldren, and one at the breast.”
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in this way be predicated of any and every place, whatever its
importance or lack of importance. For aught that appears to the
contrary, the cities ox China are all labelled—each with its little
rhyme, and the same is true of the regions outside the Great Wall;
thus: ‘The three treasures from beyond the Barriers, Ginseng,
Sable-skins, and Wu-ia grass’ DH a= BAB BE BH,
Ginseng, called the ‘divine plant,’ is one of the most precious drags
in the Chmese pharmacopeia. The Wu-da grass, so called in imitation
of a Mongol and Manchoo word, is much valued by the inhabitants
of the ‘outer regions’ for its heating properties. it 19 worn inside
the shoes to keep the feet warm, and the root is a medicine.

‘Three curious things beyond the Pass are spied: The windows
pasted on the outer side; the walls not laid, but pounded up in
boards ; and food is ladled out by means of gourds,’ BF RH A =
—E RTs, Ba S AR HA Sh, The most trivial
circumstances do not escape the keen eyes of the Chinese, nor is the
opportunity lost to turn them to a metaphorical sense. There is a
species of frogs in North China, which do not croak, but after gwell-
ing up as if in promise of emitting a mighty sound, appear suddenly
to swallow it. Hence: ‘The frogs of Chi Nan Fu [also said of other
places] give no sound,’ 3% By Ay Ay HEIR, Be BE Metaphorically
of one who swallows his resentment.

Sore local sayings refer to the commercial characteristics of
certain places, as: ‘One Market in Honan [Chu Hsien Chen 3 {ij $i),
one Fair in Chihh (Hsin Chih SF 4h in Chit Lu Hosien $i BE BS),
one Village in Shantung,’ [Chou ts'un B) #f east of Chi Non Pe),HS - SLR —H, Each of these places is the
center of an extensive trade.

Some of the sayings of this sort appear extremely trivial, but
serve to illustrate the facility with which the Chinese discover
analogies. Thus a local proverb runs: ‘The foot-cloths of Alu Za
Lien have borders, 7x BY UE Ay SE HE TO OS. This is a market-
town 1n Honan, where strips of cloth with which women’s feet are
bound, are worn with a narrow border of fine work on each edge.
The expression ‘It has a border,’ is used to indicate that an affair
can be managed—is not entirely hopeless—and thus resembles the
strips of cloth from Mu Lan Tien.

‘The assortment of goods at the Afao Chow fair is complete, yet
there are no collars made of the skin of hedge-hogs, no long jackets
of pig-skin ; neither are there golden manure forks nor silver manureREAR BARS BRK SEY
fF Ri Chow is a market town in Central Chilli (probably
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in former times a city of the second order, as its name implies)
colebrated for its great Fair. The saying is used like the ’one pre-
viously quoted in reference to the lack of any temple on Z"ai Shan
to Wu Ta Lang, to indicate that unreasonable exceptions may be
taken to any kind or degree of comptetieness.

‘Go to Lin T'ang Kou and cool off,” BRE Ke OH HE,
This is a village in Chihh, whose inhabitants are reputed to have
‘no business with any man.’ One who is very angry 1s exhorted to
go to this lonesome place to get cooled,’ because it 1s a cool (unfre-
quented #> jp) spot.

‘When one goes out of the Chia Vii Pass, he sees with Ins two
eyes nothing but blue sky,’ Hi 7 3 ig Bi, hy RR Pf XK, This
Pass is at the southern extremity of the Great Wall, in the province
of Kansuh. The regions beyond (on the way to Barkosel) are
popularly supposed to be desolation itself. The saying may be
applied to one at the end of his resources, ‘flat on his back, looking
up into the sky.”

Ié is common to see pasted over doorways, the characters San
Ta Chiu Ju, = & A, ‘Three Abundances, Nine Kegemblances,’
tho latter referring to a passage in the Book of Odes. The thres
things to be wished for m abundance, are great Felicity, extreme
Old Age, and many Sons (3 ig BS HZ 3%), A parody on this
phrase has become proverbial with regard to the province of Shan-
tung. ‘The three abundances of Shantung: more doctors than
patients, more schooi-teachers than readers, more who weave cloththan who wear it, [TRS REASSA ZARA ILEKENS.

There is a class of local sayings, which refer to the mental or
moral characteristics of the inhabitants, or to their habits of life.
As eg. ‘The Peking people cherish grudges, while Tientsin people
[1.¢. those who belong to Ching Wei F we HF] are brawlers,
mF. #5 Ff, Like the ancient saying, ‘The Cretans are
ulways hars.’

‘Shansi people drive camel litters, Shantung people carry all
their bedding, Chihli people make senseless tumults,’ {Jj 7a ER BE #.WHKBE BSE BH. Shansi is a mountainous province,
where traveling is conducted by means of litters; Shantung is a
densely peopled province, multitudes of whose inhabitants go to
great distances to find work. They are the water-carriers and
servants in Peking, and they form by far the larger proportion of
the population in the new province of Sheng Ching. ln winter the
great roads are lined with one unintermittent stream of Shantung
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men going home, and returning to their work in the early spring;
hence the allusion to ‘bedding.’ The rowdies of Tientsm (called
hun hsing tzu 1 3 -). Are well known throughout China, and
sometimes (as in the Tientsin massacre of 1870) come near to
competing with the ‘dangerous classes’ of western countries.

‘ Southerners are unprincipled ; Westerners are thrifty ; North-
erners are foolish,’ ih, HA FR, GR EF. Ihe Chinese constantly
speak of other Chinese, who belong to a different part of the Empire,
in the same disdainful manner which they empioy toward foreigners.
Each region has its nickname. In the northern provinces, natives
of Kuangtung and Fukien are contemptuously called ‘Southern
Barbarians’ (fy sf -f). In the same way natives of the northern
provinces going southward, are derisively styled ‘Northern Tartars’
(ib = +). There appears to be very little real unity among the
Chinese, simply as citizens of one common country. Thus, even a
Chihh man, although a resident of the most northern province in
China, is called a ‘Southern Barbaman’ when he goes beyond
the Great Wall, as much as if he haled from Canton or

The people of Shansi have a unique place in the commercial
system of China. <A large part of the banking busmess 1s in their
hands, and it is popularly supposed that no Pawnshop can succeed
without a Shansi man for Manager. They have spread themselves
not only all over the Eighteen Provinces, but iar into Central Asia.
They are willing to leave their families for years together, while
most Chinese return home at least once a year. They are regarded
as extremely sagacious in perceiving the smallest pecuniary ad-
vantage, alert in using opportunities, patient under provocation,
and, when angry, easily appeased by the prospect of a good bargain ;
thus furnishing a striking contrast to the natives of many other
provinces. Hence the common saying, ‘Shans: Delvers—they love
gain, but do not value their lives,’ lj RF, BHA E te. The.
epithet Chao-tsu (f% ), Seekers, is slightingly employed with
reference to the qualities already mentioned. Shansi men are also.
called Old Westerners (4 fay, &.), and are the butt of many banter-.
ing sayings.

‘Iwo Shantung men quarrelling over an onion,’ fj (8 Wy HA
i) 2. BH ~- HB, The people of this province are supposed to be
especially addicted to onions. Nach region,.according to popular
belief, has its own peculiar taste. The people of the south delight in
sugar, while those of the north use vegetables in pickle, and other-
wise consume salt to an extent elsewhere unknown. The Shansi.
people are celebrated for their fondness for vinegar, and the men of



the East Shantung for them taste for the pungent.
sweet, the North salt, the East pungent, the West sour,’ fy ff,
43 wo eK. SE. The only remaining one of ‘the five tastes,’
‘bitter (7%) is not localized—perhaps because ‘eating bitterness” is
the prerogative of the entire race.

‘When old do not enter Ssu Ch‘uan, and when young avoid
uangtung,’ BARAT. OAR. The people of south-western
China have the reputation of being much more belligerent than those
xn the north, therefore beware of Ssu Chuan. Canton 1s famous tor
its licentiousness, and should be avoided by the young.

‘The Pekingese are hungry devils, the Tientsin people are
thirsty ones,” IE RAE HER. KAA BBE BR, In Peking
the meeting of friends is a signal for an invitation to eat; 1
Tientsin, to drink tea; at the south, to drink wine. ‘Let gods and
ummortals beware of Twenty-li-shop,’ #8 {) A AW -+ Bf ORR. A.

village near Ho Chien Fu (jij fej AF) in Chihli, which had a bad name.
Local sayings of this sort are probably universal.

‘The mountains not high, the waters not deep, the men
deceitful, and the women licentious,” | AB. KA B, BS HE,KE. This most uncomplimentary saying is current in regard
to Cht Nan Fu, and is probably spoken of other places also.

‘ard to leave, hard to give up, is Hun Tan Hsien’ $e $e SE BE
AS His BREE, This is a city m south-western Chihli, which is at
present known chiefly for the seductive influences thrown around
young men who go there to engage in trade.* It is often mentioned
in Chinese history, and contains a few old temples. It is distin-
guished as the place at which Lu Tung Pin (2 3] A), to whom
reference has been already made, had a famous dream. He had fled
thither to save his lite, and here he found Ching Li Ca'itan (25 SE BE
See Mayer's Manual, No. 90), in a ruined temple, boiling yellow
millet. While looking on Li Tung Pin fell asleep, and dreamed that
he became Emperor, enjoying all the grandeur of this high position
for an entire hfe time. When he had grown old, as he was about to
die, he awoke and found himself again in the same old temple where
he had fallen asleep, and, to his surprise, the millet which was at
that time on the fire, was not yet cooked. Kefiecting upon his dream,
he perceived that all the riches and honor in the would are but
emptiness. This determined him to give up the deceitful and transi-

hee

* This character is also given in an additional line to another town but a few miles
from Han Tan, the name of which is Lin Ifing Barrier (FS x BA) but which is
popularly designated as tho Forty-five [i nlace—the DNevil’s Gate. mG ++ F85 PY BB.
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tory joys of life, and follow Chung Li into retirement, where
he became one of the most famous of the Eight Immortals (J\ fi).
This occurrence is constantly referred to, in the words: ‘The Yellow
Millet Dream and Awakening,’ #7 Wf #8 or ‘The Dream of Han
Tan and the return to consciousness,’ ff} Hh a BB.

The phrase is used mm connection with other familiar images,
to indicate the evanescence of wealth, happiness, etc., as in the
followimg verse :-~-

‘Honor and Wealth are ike descending dew
Which lightly falls, then swiftly fades from view ;
So Fame and Glory like the hoar frost white,
When once the sua shines, vanish from the sight;
And all the race of Hernes wea esteem
Bat as the Yellow Millet’s transient Dream.’

SBEREAR. Hh.kt RHEE — i.
Of some local sayings it is difficult or impossible to obtain the

explanation, for in China there are m popular circulation no such
volumes of ‘ Notes and Queries’ as abound in English, wherein the
remotest origin of everything is laboriously traced. Of this sort, the
followmg proverb, widely current about Tientsin, and refernug to a
village in that vicinity, is a specimen. ‘If you can not sell your
pepper vinegar elsewhere, go to Yang Feng Chiang,” TLR BATRRO E bs we. This means that if business can not
be done at a profit in one place, there are others which promise
better; but what is meant by ‘pepper-vinegar,’ even ‘the oldest
mhabitant’ of this village does not pretend to know.

A large proportion of proverbs coming under this general head,
contain an allusion to some person of merely local reputation, and
often of no reputation at all, some incident in connection with whom,
has, however, sufficed to fix his name, like a fly caught in amber.
From the nature of these sayings, most of them have a very
restricted currency, but within the area where they are known at
all, no proverbs are oitener quoted or more universally understood,
because of their piquancy and local flavor. They arise by spontaneous
generation, and the number is constantly increased by new growths.
Their quality will be exhibited in the following examples, many of
the characters of which lived at Tientsin.

‘Chou Hsien Sheng crossing the river—lying down,’ Bj 46 46 iit
ae TT OB. This was 2 poor man who entered a ferry boat, but
as he was known to have no money, the boatman refused to row him
over the river. Upon this Chow lay down in the boat, which must
elther cross the river or suspend business. The words ‘ Chou Herzen
Sheng crossing the river,’ are used in reference to a person who is



asleep, or who has tripped.
sayings of this sort, hes in omitting the predicate, which 1s supposed
to be immediately supplied by the hearer.

‘ii Lao Wan dropping his cakes—in deep trouble,’ 3] @ &
fa Be TE ahh. This was a coolie who early every morning leit
home in quest of employment, taking with him the cakes which
Tientsin workmen (who have but two regular meals a day) are
always mbbling in the intervals of their work. One day he dropped
his cakes, which some one else picked up. An acquamtance met
him, and began to jest with him, but he replied: ‘I have a heavy
heart.’ Upon inguiry all his trouble turned out to be owing to the
loss of his lunch. Hence the expression is tantamount to ‘much
ado about nothing.’

‘Wang Shih Erh taking no medicine, died of his disease,’
E+ YP HEE. Used in reference to anything for which
there is no help, deep poverty, &c.

‘ Heing San assisting at a funeral—not a man,’ J = i HE.
A. A, The musicians hired for funeral occasions, are im the
habit of striking up with their instruments whenever any of the
family which is in mourning appears. This man Hsing was the
friend of a family which had’ lost one of its members, and acted as
general manager. At his approach the musicians were about to
‘blow music,’ when he hastily interposed, exclaiming: ‘1 am not a
man.’ What he intended to say was that he was not one of the
family, but this casual slip of the tongue has served to perpetuate
his name, and to spread it far and wide; for this saying (as well as
the next) is said to be extensively current, not only in considerable
parts of the province of Chihli, but in portions of Shantung, Honan,
and all over Manchuria—where a certain percentage of the popula-
tion are from Tientsin. Such is the imperishable vitality of a casual
expression | The words ‘Hsing San assisting at a funeral,’ form a
convenient mode of reviling one, in the oblique Chmese manner,
meaning; ‘ You do not deserve to be called a map.’

‘ Mei Hsing Sheng filching a tobacco pipe—done because 16 must
be done’ HRAEAERRBS. ABE GH BZ. This individual,
feeling the pinch of poverty,’ stole a pipe. When detected, he
quoted the phrase from Mencius. The incongruity of a classically
educated sneak-thief, has kept green the memory of his theft and ot
his citation, and given its perpetrator a celebrity which no amount
of merely honest scholarship would have secured to him.

This same quotation is sometimes made to do duty in a different
connection. There is a local legend in the province of Shantung, of

TEB PROVERBS AND COMMON SAYINGS OF THE CHINESE. { March-

The whole pomt m the quotation of
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a Literary Graduate (J >) who was too poor fo own a donkey, and
who therefore employed a man—such is the inverted condition of the
labor marker in China—to turn the stone roller by which the grain
ig ground. Happening along one day, the scholar saw his servant
engaged in this occupation, which is regarded as the special pre-
rogative of beasts and women, and injudiciously langhed. His
employee flow into a fury, and vowed that his master should turn
the roller himself or be beaten if he refusec. As the hired man
was physically the stronger, the Hsin-ts‘ai had no resource but to
comply. Hence the saying: ‘The Literary Graduate turning the
mill—did 1 because he was compelled to do it, + fF Be, MhHh BZ.

Melon-rinds for shoe patches—not the article sold by regulardealers, BE. A half-blind shoe-
maker was Imposed upon by a wag, who gave him a lot of dried
water-melon rinds, representing them to be donkey-skin. When
some one came to have his shoe mended, the cobbler used tins
new leather for the purpose, in perfect good faith. The next day
the rend was as bad as ever, and the customer returned to make
complaint of the bad work. The disciple of Cmspin examined
the shoe and—still unsuspicious of any joke—merely observed
that this particular leather had nofi reached him through the
regular channels of trade (A & JE 2h 2 ), which has passed
into a euphemistic expression for any one or any thing not up
to the mark.

‘Deat Wang firing 2 cannon—no explosion,’ BB fF Tt JW,
aX 1, Whether there was a sound or not, he could not hear it.
Met. of any business unfinished.

‘Hao San at the ancestral graves—an incessant stream of revul-
ng’ B- LHREA B®. This was an unfilial son, who lived
in the days of Chia OCh'mg. Lest others should ridicule him, he
unwilhngly pard the customary visits to the family graves, where,
however, he spent his whole time in insultiug his ancestors by vile
lancuage. Met. of anything done unwillingly, and which leads to
abusive words.

‘ Sha Hsi selling dumplings—the bottom fallen ont,’ FoLt wT EKA. This was a voracious youngster who was in
the habit of eating off the bottom of the meat dumplings which he
was sent upon the street to sell. When asked how they came to be
defective at the base, he invariably rephed that they were made so in
the first place. Met. of heavy losses, or of any circumstance of
which tt may he said ‘the bottom has dropped out.’
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‘ Sha Hei driving home ducks—they all came,’ (2 3 EF.
By KR PA. Being hired to take care of a flock of ducks, he returned
one night witha great many of them beg missing. On being asked
where the rest had gone, he rephed : ‘They have all come.’ When
he was told to count them and see, he replied that he did not know
how to count, he only kuew that ‘they have all come.’ Sac Or 2
complete gathermg, &c.

‘The little priest dragging a chain—it will be the death of me,’i. 2 BTR. FT. this lad was set to perform 4 vow,
after the manner of Buddhist and Taoist priests, by dragging a long
and heavy iron chain. Whenever he was overcome by the fatigue of
this severe labor, he would exclaim: ‘ This will be the death of me!’
An expression now proverbial for extreme misery.

‘Wang, the District Magistrate, investigating a case—* You are
ascamp!’ Ek nz BS. K EE A, ‘T'his raan held office mm the
sientsia Districtiin He was an excellent official, virtuous
and rotelligent. Whenever a blackler was brought before him, his
invariable observation was: ‘You are not a good man,’ te. you
are a iknave.

‘Ching Hsiew Sheng begging—one cash,’ & 56 4E th 3, - HR
This was a rich man of the reign of Hsien Feng, who was as unfilial
as his father had been befors him. No one who worked for him, or
had any dealings with him, left his door without reviling |
Chee esee. The vengeance of heaven, however, overtook him; for a
sou, whose abilities gave much promise of his future, suddenly
became deranged. He soon reduced the property to nothing, and
became himself a beggar. Whenever he met any ons, he stretched
out his hand, and cried: ‘Give me one cash !? The words are used
to signify a single copper.

‘diuo fe carrying the god of medicine—oppressed by fate,’
te #5 Sd ds BSE TR. aa RE AS. Jhis is another instance of a lapse
of speech becoming’ proverbial. uo Ze, who lived in the time of Tao
Kuang, attended the Fair held in honor of the god of medicine, and
helped to carry the chair m which the divinity himself rode. Suc
denly Huo Ze stumbled and fell, when he exclaimed: ‘I was
oppressed by fate, (yiin ya Rf). What he intended to say was
that he was made dizzy by the weight, ( ya yiin JR 2 ff). Used of
persons whose fate is against them, and also of confusion as to the
points of the compass, &c.

‘Making pewter tankards at midnight—habituated to cry hiswares, BRI EH AT eae. This refers to an artisan,
whose daily cry was: ‘Pewter mugs made!’ One night he called
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out these words in a dream, from which circumstance the expression
has become a synonym for any fixed habit.

‘Pet Eri’s mother riding in a sedan chair—the first trme,
és Gi fh, 45 xe Ems, BA — Be OR. This woman when a child was
adopted by the family into which she was to marry (3x 3e A 9 HF),
and therefore had no opportunity to go from home ({ PY) when she
was married, and thus never entered a sedan chair. One night she
was summoned in haste to attend a sick neighbor, and a sedan was

‘sent for her. Instead of backing into the chair as cthers do, she
walked under the canopy, and then turned around. The chair-coolies
all laughed at her, to whom she naiveiy responded, ‘It is the first
time | was ever in a chair.’ Tlence ‘Pai Evh’s mother ina char,’
is used for a trial trip, or first experiment of any kind.

‘San Wang Yeh begging—bold language,’ = 37 i
Ko &. This refers to a play in which a character appears mn the
depths of poverty who strikes lis bare back with a brick 7)
after the manner of Chmese beggars to excite sympathy. His
demands, however, instead of being confined, like those of ordinary
mendicants to a single cash, or at most two, were for ‘yellow gold,
‘white silver,’ “real pearls,’ ‘precious jade,’ &c. If however the
individual solicited was positively unprovided with any of these
offerings, San Wang Yeh professed himself willing to put up with
a, tael of silver. Used of impudent demands.

‘Hsiao Pai Lien feu—never seen,’ DH &.
This Little White Face was a thief of extraordinary discretion in
his movements, who lived is such perpetual seclusion as to be never
taken. Used of persons who are difficult to find.

“Liu Kao Shou curing a malady—external practice takes no
account of internal maladies,’ $i > 7 Hi. Sh BH WH HH.
A man was wounded in the right temple by an arrow which passed
through his temple (apparently into the frontal sinus) and came out
at the left temple. The physician named above, was called to attend
the case, and taking a saw, cut off the ends of the arrow close to the
man’s head, aud (according to the invariable practice of Chinese
doctors) stuck on a plaster over the wound. To this treatment
the family offered the natural objection that the body of the arrow
was still unextracted, to which he replied: “ External practitioners
have nothing to do with internal complaints.” The phrase is used
of outsiders, (Jay Xb 49) in distinction from those directly concerned.
Medical ‘skill of this quality would not seem to entitle its possessor
to the general confidence of the public, nor to any celebrity in the
item of diagnosis.
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Yet another local saying declares that when Lin Kao Shou
shook his head, there was no help for the patient, 2| & = # 0A,
A 3S 2 XE. The more one understands of the Chinese Theory. and
Practica of Medicine, the more accurate appears the observation
attributed in the Analects to Confucius, that the qualifications for
being 2 Wizard and a Doctor are in one respect identical !

Ni Ts‘ tzu calling lis sister-—100 cash (FO
— iH =, This was a bad character, whose sister's family would
not allow him to enter the door. Kvery day he came to the entrance
of the yard, and called ‘Sister! Sister!’ who always gave him the
the same amount. The expression has become one of the numerous
circumlocutions denoting an hundred cash.

‘Ch'eng To (Steelyard-Weight] becoming an Ensign—when
luck comes it brings astuteness,’ ae oy 46 fe i, he th @.
Steelyard-Weight was the nickname of a soldier in the days of
Chien Sung, who once paid a visit to Tientsin. was at the
time in charge of the ammunition, and at another he practiced
athletics, for which, by reason of his insignificant stature, he was
very 111 fitted. le had a stalwart comrade, to whom he proposed
that when the Emperor reviewed the troops, and they had an
opportumity to display their skill in boxing, the big fellow should
allow himself to be overthrown by his little antagonist. This
unexpected result would probably amuse the Emperor. It was
iurther agreed that if His Majesty bestowed any pecuniary reward,
23 1m such cases is often done, the defeated comrade should receive
the lion's share. Everything was done as plauned—the Emperor
was delighted, but contrary to programme, he bestowed no money,
but promoted the Steelyard Weight to bean Ensign. His unre-
warded companion ‘died of vexation.’ The iucident is used as an
illustration of the proverb which it embodies.

‘The vicious Zien San Sue, disturber of the household—jumped
into the Yellow River and stirred it up,’ Be A RK 49 Wy = ee, BE
Le i) SEK BA HH, This woman is variously referred to the time
or Kang T’sin or to that of the ‘Three Emperors’ (a chronological
variation of several thousands or perhaps tens of thousands of
years). She was undatiful to her father-in-law, and to her mother-
in-law, would not reverence her husband, and succeeded in breaking
up the whole family. Being divorced by her husband, she sought to
raarry again, but no one would risk the venture. ip her rexation
she plunged into the Yellow River which was ever after turbid !

‘Kao frh Heang Tsu beheaded—jnst in time for the new
law, —RFR AE EH KW. This rowdy who became
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involved in a serious fracas. The Governor General had recently
memoriahzed the Emperor to make the employment of every form
of military weapon by civilians a capital crime. When this offense
occurred, the imperial decree had lately been published. Kao Evh
was Just in time to be overtaken by the new law. Lhe saying is
used ¢.g. of merchants who send their goods to a place where the
market rate is high, just in time to meet a fall in prices.

‘Old Mrs. Wang’s Do-the-boys-Hall, BR 48 84.74 2Bw Me, lwo motherless children were put in her care by the
father who was engaged in trade at a distance. Shoe ‘did’ them
both to death. Used of ruiming another’s business, under guise of
heiping him.

‘Like Old Mrs. Ning’s historical knowledge, + # #2 iE
Ay, Hl HG. A very intelligent old lady, but most of what she
knew was odds and ends wrongly put together. Used of ‘ rotten
scholarships,’ (Hf).

‘San Lu Tzu performing—now look atme! = Ff | BB,
HE 1G 8, This was a gymnast who exhibited feats of sword exercise
for 2 living. When the other performers had finished he always
ered : ‘Now look at me!’ Used of self-praise.

ORM Shih Erh catching sparrows—deliberately,” -—~ 37
Fe  , th 4. ihis was a lad who spread his nets, remaining at a
custance, but when any birds were attracted he crept up slowly like
a shadow, so as to succeed in teking them, while others failed.
Used of caution in general.

‘Chao Fe Hut burning paper at the ancestral graves—poorer
each year than the last,” #7 @ & + Hee — HH.
{his individual flourished in the reign of Ch‘ien Sung. When he
suddenly became rich he was told that he ought to show his respect
for his ancestors by burning paper at their graves, according to
CUuStOM. his he accordingly did for some years, and then left off
that practice. Upon being asked why he no longer conformed to
the usage, he replied: ‘When I burned no paper at the graves,
} grew rich. Since I began to burn paper, I have been worse off
each year than the one before.’ Said of things, which are worse
every year than the last.

‘et Hsvung selling a dog—~come to life again,’ 3 #6 & fay.a Near the west gate of Tientsin are shops in which dog-
flesh is sold. When a wealthy family owns a dog which dies, it is
customary to give 16 to one of the servants to be disposed of for
their own benefit. Hes Hsiung ‘ Black Bear’ was a coolie to whom
a dead dog had been given in this way. On the way to the dog-
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flesh shop, the animal opportunely came to life again.
Bear was an honest fellow, and instead of knocking the dog on tho
head, and saying nothing about the matter, he. took it back to its
owner, observing: ‘It has come to life again,” (% 7 ff).
The expression is used of anything which after apparent failure,
still succeeds, and shows vitality, Hh J).

‘With such an eye as yours to try to hunt with a falcon |’ 38
i HE G3, 3 Bop RR. This refers to a man named Ch'en Erh
(fai =) one of whose eyes had been injured so as to be useless,
and .who was besides near-sighted. He was very fond of hunting
for hares with a falcon, but his imperfect sight prevented him from
recognizing what was caught. On one oceasion his falcon chased a
crow, and Ch'en Ey/; mistaking the crow for the falcon pursued
it a long time m Vain. Used im ridicule of those who attempt tasks
for which they have no capacity.

‘You might as well go and find Ch'u rh Ko, Gp Bat fh
~~ HT Es. This was an avaricious man who kept his creditors at
bay with elusive promises from day to-day, but who never paid
his debts, so that his name became a synonym for anything entirely
hopeless.

‘Do not take him for a Chie Pao Erh, Si 3 u's WR RS.
This refers to a preternaturally stupid man who was so constantly
cheated, and badly used, that to treat a man as if he were Chia Pao
rh signifies to pnpose upon him.

“We Chin Hst making a bow—delaying,” 32 3S tf 3B, Hr
— To Wu was a bad character who lived in the time of Teo Kuang.
Having had a fight with some one, third parties intervened to assist
in making peace, which is considered to be re-established when the -
principals have met and saluted each other in a formal bow. When
the time came to perform this ceremony, wes an insolent
bully, instead of making a bow simultaneously with his late antag-
onist, remained bolt upright. The expression is used of any delay.

‘¥ii San Sheng blowing his whiskers—used up, 2 = IR mh 84
F785 Bi, This was a theatrical performer who was accustomed,
according to the practice of his profession, to strut across the stage,
pufiing his whiskers about, to indcate his great importance. Beng
old and short of breath, when he wished to seem angry, he could no
longer blow his whiskers as aforetime. Ihe saying is employed of
prestige which has been lost, or of decaying powers.

Pao Cha We eating chestnuts—shrivelled,’ Eh a ae
2 Bi), Pao Chi Wu's father had not a single hair on his head. The
son bemg immoderately filial (on the Chinese plan) would never,
under any circumstance pronounce the character fu 3 which. signi-

[ March-
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fies ‘bald.’ This same word is, however, provincialily apphed to
chestnuts which have been injured by heat, Some one gave Chi
Wu 2 nut of this kind, to see if he could not be surprised into
calling it ‘bald, but he only remarked that it was dried up’ (me Bil).
This phrase, hike the last, 1s used of anything which is disappoint-
ing—as a man without talent, a purse with no money, &c.

Yeu Sheng Chth wearing a fur robe—the public would not stand.
it,’ FR oe ee St eae A Hh OAR. Uhis man was very poor all his
life, but when old grew rich. He then altered his apparel and
appeared in a handsome fur garment. Everybody laughed at his
costume, as unsuited to his antecedents. Used of anything which
gives general dissatisfaction.

‘Sun Ho eating mez ge pills—troubled in heart,’ He Be kg
te OH, 1S aldo Sun, who acquired the nickname of ‘Monkey,’ was
so incorrigibly dull of apprehension, that others were perpetually
making him a butt for their jests. On one occasion, when he had
taken cold, and was suffering from a violent pain in the stomach,
some one recommended this variety of pills as a certain cure. Now
thyme (fg) is a ‘cooling drug,’ and the pills only made his pain
much worse than betore. When asked how he felt, he replied: ‘I
ain vexed in spirit.’ Used of anything causing trouble or anxiety.

‘Tu Sar Tus eating betel-nut, and suffermg from vertigo,’Ah ewe TO A. This man was Victimized in the
same way as the last individual mentioned. for two days he had
eaten, nothing, when he was presented with a betel-nut to eat, which,
m order to be digested, should be taken after a full meal. The
proverb runs: ‘ Betel-nut taken imto an empty stomach induces
dizziness in the head,’ 7 it - pe si HB GA He. T'o this dietetic
maxim Sat Las paid no attention, and suffered the penalty. The
expression 2s employed in reference to one who has 2 task laid upon
him, to which he is entirely inadequate, and who only becomes
confused in attempting it.

‘Sa Du tzu and his wife—everything at cross purposes,’
ie He Be aa ae Ke HE OE. This man’s partner proved—as in
Chinese households is apt to be the case—an “mperfect sympathy.’
the allusion to this couple suggests that the person or thing which
is referred to, is irritating and vexatious.

‘la He: &rh lost Ins maternal uncle, but he did not care,’
KSEE BLK wh, Used of anything which is of no
Importance, or which does not im the least concern one.

‘The District Magistrate welcoming the local constable—I
miscalculated, -& Fr 4% th Ff. ay AG SE HET BA. This is
another slip of the tongue immortalized. In the reign of Hsien
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Feng strolling marauders threatened Tientsin, and the District
Magistrate visited the western suburbs to inspect the defences. It
was the duty of the local constable, on the approach of the Magis-
trate, to kneel and say : ‘he local constable receives his Honor. On
this occasion, the constable committed 2a blunder similar to that of a
servant in an American family, which was favored with the presence
ofan English Bishop. This servant had been carefully instructed to
go to the door of the Bishop's room in the morning, and knock,
saying “The Boy, my Lord.” The young republican, unfamiliar
with titles of this kind, on hearing the Bishop inquiring who it was,
replied in confusion, ‘The Lord, my boy !’ In this case the local
constable saluted the CArh Asien with the observation: “ His honor
receives the conatable.” When the Magistrate was about to beat
him for his impertinence, he hastily apologized, in the words, Gt #
S B Bf mstead of 4 BT Wi. The former resemble in sound
the words, $5 44 oa 6% JT meaning to mistake in thinkmmg. The
phrase is used of one mistake added to another.

Sayings, in themselves purely local, are probably to be met with
everywhere and, as remarked, constantly increasing in number.
+he two following examples were dug up in Jittle country villages,
and are, of course, quite unintelligible a few miles away.

‘fang Pin’s cart-house—far out of plumb, Be (# 8) BOE.
fale ee fang Pin had occasion to build a shed for lis cart, and as
usual the workmen suspended a line by which to lay the wall. But
as the work on a mere shed was of smal! importance no attention was
paid to the line, and the opening was after all too narrow for the
Cort. Used of great mistakes.

‘Meng Chien tellmg stories—for nothing, Tk me BR E.G ER.
This young man had learned the art of telling historical tales and
visited @ neighboring village to exhibit his knowledge. At the
conclusion of his first evening he suggested that if benches were
provided, he would come again. To some objection he replied:
‘Qh, at present I toll tales for nothing (Gq Used of any
useless proposition (— 3% })-

The method in which sayings of this sort spring into circula-
tion, 1s illustrated in the following circumstance. In a certain
district there lived a notorious bully, named Wang Wan Neiian,
who kept every one in awe of him. in some trivial affair, he at
length incurred the ill-will of a widely extended family, named Zi,
who resolved to show by a swift and terrible vengeance, that their
clan was not to be trifled with. Accordingly a band of some two
hundred armed men, went to the house of Wang by night, dragged
bim to an unfrequented spot, beat him until he was almost dead,

| March-
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and then inflicted a most barbarous mutilation, so as to render
sight and speech {and consequently revenge) forever impossible.
The poor wretch died a day or two afterward, leaving only a widow
and one son. was very littie property, and there were no
influential friends, the iudipensable concomitants of successful
litigation in China. Still the outrage was so atrocious, and so
notorious, that if 1s difficult fo see how its perpetrators could avoid
punishment when once complaint was lodged against them. The
case was, however, protracted for several years and cost the Zi family
a large sum, which was raised by the sale of the cypress trees grow-
ing iu the ancestral cemetery. By the time the suit was concluded—
several members of the i family being banished, but no one execut-
ed—the whole grove had been swallowed up im the costs, and had
disappeared. ‘he remembrance of this affair is perpetuated im
the following proverbial couplet :

ET MR SE MH tr.as FH WAR hs.
‘Tho champion Wang in clannish feud, wag killed by the family Li,
The lawsuit left their graveyard nude, with never a single tree.’

THE RELATION BETWEEN CHRISTIANITY AND HEATHEN

By Rey. D. Z%. SREFFIELD.

(CHRISTIANITY is a religion of conquest, and as such is broughtinto vital contact with every form of heathen reiigious belief.
It follows that a just appreciation of the relation between Christianity
and the religions which it aims to stipplant, is an essential qualifica-
tion for the missionary in his work of evangelization. Lhe Apostle
Pavt did not resolve to know nothing but Curist and Him crucifed,
in any narrow sense that would cause him to ignore the previous
religious training and convictions of those whom he songht to lead
into a truer and nobler life. Ignorance of a man’s religious con-
victions involves an ignorance of the best methods of approack to
his mind and heart. On the other hand an exaggerated estimation
of the doctrines of heathen religions must tend to dangerous com-
promises between truth and falsehood, to an adulteration of the new
wine of life with the old dregs of human error, that minister only
disease and death. But the task of judging justly of strange
religious systems ig confessedly a difficult one. If it 38 found not
easy to eliminate the personal equation in scientific investigations,

see

* Rend before the Peking Missionary Association, December 21st 1882.
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much more is this true in ethical and religious investigations. Men
in their estimation of truth are often unconscionsly biassed by educa-
tion, by their mental qualities, and above all by their state of heart.
How often do we read from the hands of different writers conflicting
accounts of heathen systems of worship; and this too from men of
equal intelligence, and opportunities for investigation. But the
subject is too important for us to shrink from its examination
through fear of being betrayed into error in our conclusions. But
rather should we be warned by the difficulties to conduct our in-
quiries with caution and candor, and with charity towards those who
may chance to differ from us 1n our conclusions.

I.—We would first remark as introductory to our discussion,
that heathen systems of religion are providential in their establish-
ment and in their development; and that while they contain much
that is false and evil, as measured by the Christian standard, they
also. contain much that is true and good; and further, that the
truths which lie imbedded in these systems have operated as power-
ful conserving elements in heathen civilizations, preserving them
from that swift disintegration which the evil passions of men tend
to bring about. Confucian scholars tell us that man’s dignity above
the birds and beasts is found in his apprehension of the doctrine of
the Five Relations, and that Conrucius, in unfolding and emphasiz-
ing the teachings of the Ancient Sages, had preserved subsequent
generations from degenerating to the condition of birds and beasts.
Ii we atudy the history of China this estimation of the Confucian
doctrine 1s abundantly confirmed. From the earliest times unti|
the present day China has ever and anon been desclated with the
terrible scourge of civil war, fed by the wild passions of hatred,
greed and ambition. But at length some chieftain has appeared
more powerful than his rivals, who, whether from conviction or a
wise policy, has brought order out of confusion, and restored peace
to society, by reorganizing government on the basis of the doctrines
of the Ancient Sages concerning the rights and duties of men.

Buddhism in its inception in the mind of Gavrama, and in its
development by his disciples, is a religion of seli-abnegation and a
boundless charity. Both m China and Japan it has united with the
best elements of Confucianism fo check man’s selfish greed for
wealth and fame and power. Happily Gavrama, though ignorant
of Gop, drew largely from lus moral imtuitions im his religious
teachings, and thus Buddhism next to-Christianity has been a religion
of humanity. Who will deny that in its teaching concerning bens-
volence, humility, truthfulness, purity, compassion, it has exerted 2
restraimug influence against the evil passions of selfishness, pride,
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falsehood, lust and cruelty. Its power to subdue the fierce natures
of men is perhaps best illustrated by its influence upon the Mongo-
lian character. During the thirteenth and fourteenth centuries vast
hordes of Mongols followed their intrepid leaders over a wider
sweep of conquest than history had before recorded,—from the
Pacific on the east to the Mediterranean on the west, from the Indian
Ocean on the south almost to the Arctic Ocean on the north ; and their
conquests were everywhere marked with that savage cruelty that
testifies to their wild, angoverned natures: But Buddhism, through
Tibet, was gradually propogated im Mongolia, and was accepted with
the ardor of a rude and superstitious people ; and the influence of
its doctrines of humanity m modifying their rathless character has
been marked and unquestionable.

If we turn to the religion of Ancient Greece we find it to be
rather the product of a gorgeous aesthetic fancy than a deep reli-
gious faith. The Greeks, though broken into separate states, whica
were constantly warring with one another for supremacy, yet were
united by their religious institutions, their feasts and games, and
above all by the Delphic Oracle where the Amphictyonic Counci!
was held, the real central power of Greece. The Greeks transterred
to the gods their highest ideals of grace and periection, along with
the entire range of human desires and passions, and in return their
delicate and refined religion, operated with a reflex influence upon
the thoughts of the people, stimulating sculpture and elocution,
literature and art, and carrying Greecian culture far beyond that of
surrounding nations, making the incomparable productions of this
pitted people models for imitation in subsequent ages.

Roman Imperial worship had altogether a historical develop-
ment along with the growth of the Imperial power. Virtue 18 the
one bulwark of strength in 2 government by the people, and in the
general decay of morality the Roman State was saved from anarchy
and dissolution by the reins of government being grasped by so
single powerful hand. The detfication of men illustrious for wivtue
or deeds of valor has been common im every heathen land. The
Roman regard for law and authority, stimulated by the strong
instinct of self-protection against lawless power, led them to cloth
their emperors with ever-increasing dignity, until they gave them
seats among the gods, and for the first time the heterogeneous
nationalities united under the Roman dominion, were united in
religion by the mangificert ceremonial of Imperial worship. It was
under the ablest Emperors that this new system of-worship received
its highest development, and by its magnificent temples, its impos-
ing array of officiating priests, its splendid festivals and costly
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games, contributed to strengthen the Imperial power, and deter the
day of its overthrow.

II.—But-we tarn from this hasty sketch of some of the benef-
cial effects of heathen religious teachings, to give a like hasty sketch
of the tendency of heathen religions to exaggerate and distort those
truths to which they give the greatest prominence, and to ignore or
neglect other truths which in Christian teachings occupy an equal
or a higher place.

The doctrine of obedience to parents has received in China an
abnormal development, until this secondary obligation has usurped
the place of the primary obligation of obedience to God. The
essence of heathenism is found in the worship of the creature rather
than the Creator, and the fact that Confucianism conserves the
important doctrine of filial piety, does not redeem it from the
charge of being a false system of creature worship. Perhaps we
should look in vain for a better illustration of the sayme that “an
exaggerated truth may become a dangerous error.” It is far
less difficult to convince the heathen of the folly of image worsnip,
than to separate the tangled threads of truth and error in the
system of ancestral worship, and thus persuade their consciences that
it contains an element of evil. But by so far as ancestral worship

has obtained a stronger hold upon the moral and religious convic-
tions of men than image worship, by so far 1s its antagonism to the
pure Theism of Christianity more subtle and obstinate. Again the
duty of filial obedience m its perpetual reiteration has almost buried
from sight the related duties of husband to wife and of parent to
child. Mencrvus defends himself from the charge of keeping company
with a man who has a national reputation for unfilial conduct, by
explaimng that the conduct of his friend is misunderstood, that his
only offense is that of excessively urging his father to right conduct
resulting in his father’s driving him from home. But that he has
the true spirit of obedience is demonstrated by the fact that he sent
away his wile and drove forth his son, denying himself the happiness
of thew cherishing attentions because he had offended his father.
{tf Meznctus does not intend to approve of the rejection of wife and
child as a right act, he at least shows no realization of its injustice
and cruelty. In Mencrvs’ list of five unfilial thinys we find as one,
“selfish attachment to wife and children,” and this offense is often
discussed in Chinese writings, while the opposite; of neglect of wife
and children through excessive attention to the wishes of parents, is
never mentioned. the effect of this distorted teaching 1s seen in
the very constitution of Ohinese society. Women are not companions
but servants, at best to be treated only with condescending kind-
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ness, and kept in careful subordination to the will of the stronger
sex, excluding them from those opportunities of culture which would
place them at the side and not at the feet of those with whom their
destinies are linked im life. On one occasion Conrocivs’ disciple
Cz‘sn Kano sought to learn from the Master’s son, Po Yt, whether
he had received lessons of instruction from his father different from
those imparted to others. Among the things learned by this inquiry
was an inference concerning the relation between Conrocius and his
son, that “The superior man maintains a distant reserve towards hia
son.’ The Contucian ideal of the relation between parent and child
is one of dignified reserve, while that between child and parent is
one of assiduous servility. Society organized upon the basis of such
principles can but tena to suppress the spirit of hearty obedience to
parents, and to produce instead the multiplied forms of a cold and
dead mannerism.

As Confucianism centres its thought in the family, so Buddhism
centres its thought in the individual. Deliverance from. the
dominion of sorrow and evil through the slow process of self-dis-
cipline 1s the goal of its instructions. But the duty of self-disci-
pline is magnified to inordinate proportions, to the neglect of duties
to family and society. Our Saviour rebuked the Jews for making
void the word of Gop by their traditions, saying that “If a man
shall say to his father or his mother, that wherewith thou mightest
have been profited by me is Corban, that is to say, ‘Given to God’;
ye no longer suffer him to do ought for his father, or his mother.”
In hke manner Buddhism makes void the word of Gop written in
every human heart, in teaching men to renounce the claims of family
and society in a vain effort at self-purification. In Mongolia and
Tibet the celibate priests constitute a large proportion of the male
tnhabitants, and the Chinese Government shrewdly encourages this
condition of things, to the end that population may not increase,
and control may be more easily exercised. It 3s true that the same
error which we are pointing out in Buddhism has existed in the
Christian church, but only as a later element of human corruption
and not as an integral -part of its life.

The Grecian Religion—while by the noble and beautiful forms
which art gave to its divinities it stimulated aesthetic cultare—by its
exhibition of the vices of the gods corrupted the morality of the
people. The impure myths represented in pictures and statues,
enacted in plays, and rehearsed in song, tended fo poison the very
fountains of social purity. Says Prato “Everybody will begin to
excuse his own vices when he is convinced that similar wickednesses
are always being perpetrated by the kindred of the Gods.” ‘TF fT
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could only catch Apuropite” exclaimed ‘‘ J would pierce
her through with a javelin, she has corrupted so many of our modest
and excellent women.” And this evil struck deeper than the
Grecian Sages apprehended, their own moral vision being obscured
by the corrupting atmosphere by which they were surrounded. The
pure virtues of the family life were but imperfectly appreciated by
the noblest minds of Greece. Says “The family life, in
the true meaning of the words, the Greek did not know.” Prato
makes a community of wives a characteristic of his ideal repubdhe.
Socrates asks of one of his friends, ‘Ts there a human being with
whom you talk less than with your wife.”’ He frequented the nouse
of Asvasra, the mistress of Pezrcizs, and im this strange society
discoursed on virtue! He visited a woman of similar
character and counselled her how best to prosecute her business of
winning and keeping “friends.” Dxnosraznss tells us without
seeming appreciation of the social evil involved, “We have others
for our pleasure, wives to bear us children and to care for our house-
holds.” Thus while Grecian civilization was flowering forth its
most exqnissite forms of external beauty, a canker was already
forming in its heart which boded speedy decay and dissolution.

The growth of Roman Imperialism marked a stage of dechime in
the virtue of the people. Already powerful forces of evil were
operating that tended to disintegrate, and the one door of escape
from social anarchy was found in a central autocracy. The dignity
of the Roman citizen was crushed beneath the heavy wheels of the
Imperial Juggernaut, and the rights of men were surrendered before
the altars of the national gods. But at last these gods proved
themselves to be all too human before the fierce attacks of the wild
barbarian hordes, aud Roman effete civilization pave place to a new
civilization, rade indeed at first, but vigorous, and capable of inde-
finite expansion. Doctrines concerning the rights and the dignity
of the individual man which were lost by the Greeks in anarchy,
and by the Romans in despotism, have been recast by Christianity
as a powerful leaven into the new civilization, which is reorganizing
society after the pattern of a loftier ideal than entered into the
minds of the Greeks or the Romans to conceive, and the prand
truth is coming to be ever more clearly apprehended that all men
are equals in thelr common dependence upon the one great Ruler
above.

In early ages men, by observation, gained a know-
ledge concerning the relation of the stars in their courses, but with-
out the unifying truth of the sun as the centre of a system of worlds,
their knowledge remaimed crude and umperfect; so heathen religions
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have embodied fragments of knowledge concerning the reiations
and the duties of men, but without the unifying truth of Gop as the
centre of a great spiritual system, such knowledge has remaimed
ernde and admixed with error, powerless to organize itself into a
consistent whole. Lao Tsu, the founder of Taoism, apprehended
the truth that there is a subtle, invisible law operating everywhere
in nature, and that it is the duty of man to bring his life into har-
mony with this law; but in striving to attain this end through self-
renunciation he cast off those obhgations to society which nature
has linked the lite of every man to his fellow man. In the religion
of India we read of the self-exstent, eternal Branara as the source
of all being. Bot we look in vain for this shadow of truth to resolve
itself into the clear substance of Christian revelation. The ultimate
goal of a long and weary course of discipline is not conscious joy 10
the presence of the Ineffable One, but rather reabsorption into a
vague, impersonal That. The bemg in whose face we had almost
caught the lmeaments of the Christian’s Gop, vanishes in the popt-
lar worship into obscurity and forgetfulness, and the truth of the
dignity of the soul of man in its origin is corrupted by human pride
into the cruel and degrading system of caste.

Y1i.—But let us further inquire what heathen systems of religion
teach us concerning Gop, sin, holimess, redemption, immortality.
Universal history unites in testifying with the Christian
Scriptures, that mankind have never liked to retain Gop in their
knowledge. But men cannot break loose from their environments,
they cannot wholly stifle thought, or silence the warnings of con-
science ; and so there come to us ever and anon plaintive voices from
out the midst of heathenism, as from lost children wretched in their
wanderings from a father’s home, and crying for guidance toa
place of rest and peace. As human nature in its degeneracy yet
retains many lineaments of character which pomt to the Divinity of
its origin, so too the broken fragments of a Divine original reappear
ama the corrupted forms of heathen worship. But hke 2 beautiful
picture reflected from the shattered surface of a mirror, we catch
but glimpses of the original, and are ever bafiied in our effort to
discover the completed image. We learn by inguiry into the early
history of the human race, that the first steps of apostasy from Gop
were through the deification of those objects and powers m nature
in which the Divine energy was most conspicuously manifested in
the government and protection of men. Jos in his suffering urged
his innocence of this form of creature worship which prevailed about
him. ‘YI beheld the san when it shined, or the moon walking in
brightness, and my heart has been secretly enticed, or my mouth
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hath kissed my hand: I should have denied the Gop that 1s above.”
Suon, the sage emperor of China, presented a burnt offering to
heaven, and sacrificed in order to the hulls and rivers. He divided
his empire into twelve provinces, appoimmting im each a central
mountain as a guardian divimity over the surrounding country.
And this nature worship which thus appears completely organized
in the very dawn of Chinese history has been crystalized in the state
religion, descending from generation to generation. It is an in-
teresting discovery in philology that the Jurrrer of the Romans, and
the Zeus of the Greeks were identical in origi with the Dyravs of
the ancient hymns of the Hinpv Vena, and that their meaning was
sky, or the shining one. But while the unimaginative mind of the
Chinese has clung to the early conception of heaven as the exalted
ruler, the shming’ one of the early Aryans was swiftly changed by
their active imaginations into new and scarcely recognizable torms.
In the further degeneracy of heathen worship we discover two
tendencies, one scholastic, the other popular. To more reflective
minds nature in all its rich variety of manifestations, has been bound
together in the unity of an all-pervasive law, but in ignorance of the
intelligent source of such directing, sustaining law, the universe has
been thought to he self-evolved and self-sustained; and thus
pantheism is the dreary, desert waste through which scholastic
heathenism wanders in a vain search for the springs of the water of
lute. But to the popular mind each energy in nature has-its pre-
siding deity. The winds and the rain, growth and decay, famine
and pestilence, peace and war, life and death, each and all are ruled
by their respective gods, who are to be supplicated and propitiated
by gifts and offerings. Thus the indictment of Scripture against
the Gentile world is confirmed by the testimony of history that,
“* Professing themselves to be wise, they became fools, and changed
the glory of the incorruptible Gop into an image made like to cor
ruptible man,”

But if heathenism fails to teach us concerning the character of
Gop, it necessarily fails to teach us concerning the nature of sin.
here is an order of truth which we discern in the Biblical revela.
tion. Gop mast first be made known in the holiness of his character,
in the just requirements of his jaw, before sin can stand revealed as
exceedingly sinful.. The Bible narrative is a record of human
transgressions, not agaist conscience simply, or against the abstract
law of right but against the living Gop, who cannot look upon
mniqnity with allowance. Thus the Biblical conception of sin is heart
alienation from Gop. The sinful human heart is a deep fountain of
bitter waters that sends forth a corrupting stream through all the
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channels of life. But heathenism conceives of sin chiefly in its
human relations, and even in these lower relations its guilt and
defilement is but imperfectly apprehended. Th is a desive—to be
cured by self discipline ; a debt—to be cancelled by meritorious acts;
ignorance—to be removed by study and contemplation. Conrocius
was perpetually talking of the ease with which the doctrines of the
Sages could transform the Jives of men and the institutions of
society ; and this in strange blindness to all the lessons which the
history of the past had taught, and which his own experience con-
firmed concerning the deep-seated virulence of sin; and these
shallow sentiments were crystalized in Classic phrase, to be repeated.
trom generation to generation by admiring disciples, while the power
of sin was unbroken, and the institutions of society remained
unreformed.

As heathenism fails in tts conception of the guilt of sin, so does
it fail in its ideal of a holy life. In its forgetfulness of Gop, and
the perfections of his character, it forms for itself dwarfed and
distorted models of virtue, the creations of darkened understandings
and of diseased spiritual vision. ihe founders of religions have all
been men who have embodied their doctrines in their lives, and thus
their lives have become models for imitation by their followers. In
Lao Tsu we see a man earnest and contemplative, who with a
philosophers’s eye perceives that the end of worldly strife and ambi-
tion is vanity and emptiness, but who hides himself from those evils
which he cannot remedy, seeking to subdue his earthly appetites by
a life of apathy and inaction, and the goal of all this self-discipline
is not transformation into the image of the living Gop, but assimila-
tion to a blind, unconscious power in nature.

10 the followers of Conrucius the character of their great
master 1s complete in every human virtue; and a just estimation
of ns life must give him a high place among the distinguished
names of the heathen world. He saw with clearness and stated
with accuracy many important truths concerning the relations
and duties of men. He was pure m life, earnest and sincere in his
convictions, and anxious to correct the evils of his times. But his
thoughts were wholly centered in this present life. He desembes

himself as one who in his eager pursuit of knowledge forgets his
food, and in the joy of its attainment forgets his sorrows, and who
does not perceive that old age is coming on. He dismisses his dis-
ciple’s inquiry concerning death as involving mysteries that he
cannot explain. {n his sickness he displays no sense of the need of
prayer, He commends the formal worship of the gods, but warns
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that they should be kept at a distance.
Coxrvcius’ thoughts was bounded by the present life, and the
ampress of his teachings is abundantly manifested in the worldly
character of this people.

Bouppua is represented to us as one having the profoundest
sympathy with the misery of humanity. But to him there is no
Heavenly Father to whom the earthly child can look for guidance ;
there is no light of hope to allure the soul to the joys of a brighter
world ; existence is misery, and the only escape is in the dark, silent
vacuity of Nirvana. With what relief do we turn from these heathen
conceptions of a holy life to the life which Carist ved among men-
Who so humble as He? Who so pure and true? Who so iull of
sympathy and compassion ! Who so unselfish in his suffering love ?
Though for a little time a dweller in the world, His life was above
the world, centered in Gop. In Him the image of Gop lost in Eden
was restored again to men, and the curse of death was swallowed
up in the blessed hope of immortal life.

As heathenism hides from itself its deep heart alienation
from Gop, and deceives itself with false patterns of virtue, so it has
no clear conception of the true means of redemption from the
dominion of sin. Instances may indeed be multiplied of attempts
to expiate the guilt of sin, and thus avert the wrath of the gods.
The blood-offering for sim, so prominent in the Jewish worship, has
reappeared in many of the heathen systems of religion; and in this
ceremony we read the more serious confession of heathen conscious-
ness that a reparation is needed to avert the punishment of sin.
But while in the Jewish religion the thought of expiation grew ever
clearer, until if culminated in the atoning sacrifice of Curisr, in
heathen religions it has grown ever more vague and shadowy, hidden
under less serious forms of worship, consisting of gifts and offerings,
of feasts and processions, of penances and purifications. The gods
of the Greeks were as full of moral obliquity as men, and hence the
end of worship was rarely to appease offended justice, but chiefly to
win the favor of the gods, and secure their protection and help.
The gods of the Romans were beings of official rank and dignity, to
be approached with punctilious ceremonies, and from these forms of
worship the proud Roman turned away with the comfortable thought
that, his accounts for the present were balanced with the gods.
We have in the early history of China the beautiful incident of the
Kimperor T‘ane offering himself in a form of sacrifice to SHane Tx as
a substitute for the people, to arrest the miseries of protracted
famine, But the history of Confucianism reveals no growing need
of a sacrifice for sin, or of a mediator to restore the broken relation

{ March-

Thus the horizon of
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hetween Gop and man. Self-culture in mnitation of the Ancient
Sages 1s an all-sufficient power to eliminate the last vestiges of evil
from the human heart. In Buddhism and Taoism there is no offended
Gop to be propitiated, and self renunciation, which is but another
form of self-culture, is the one road of escape from the evils of life.
We learn that the fall of man, as recorded in Genesis, was a revolt
from subjection to the will of Gop; and the self will of an apostate
race has driven forward the different nations of men, under the
ineradicable religious instinct, each mm its own peculiar line of self-
purification. And this self-discipline, apart from dependence on
help from Gop,.tends to pride and seli-complacency. Lt is the work-
righteousness which the Apostle PavL condemns. And precisely
here is the root of the deep antagonism which heathenism has ever
shown toward Christianity. The doctrines of Christianity centre in
the cross of Crist, and to every phase of heathenism the cross of
Carist is a stumbhng-biock and an offense. It condemns the world
as guilty before Gop and powerless for seli-deliverance : and to this
sentence the human heart cries out in rebellion, until touched by the
spirit of Gop, and taught to utter the publican’s prayer : Cop be
mereiful to me @ sinner.”

Behef in a future life of some form 1s common to tue various
heathen religions; but to them all the world beyond the grave 1s a
vague and shadowy region. It is often a matter of wonder to the
Christian scholar, that the doctrine of immortality, so prominent
and vital in his own religious thoughts, was so slow in emerging into
light’ in the ancient Scriptures. But the lstory of heathenism
testifies that the thought of immortality, apart from the knowledge
of the just and holy Gop who inhabits eternity, has no necessarily
ennobling influence upon the hves of men, but rather that it con-
stantly lends itself as a ready element m those superstitions whick
darken and degrade the lives of men. And thus we recognize the
wisdom of that progress of doctrine which first teaches man his duty
towards Gop, and upon this sure foundation builds the hope of a
blessed immortality. The Apostle Paut describes the heathen as
“Having no hope, and without Gop in the world,” and while the
voices that come to us from heathentsm concerning the future life
are confused and discordant, the prevailmg undertone is that of
sadness and despair. Life is seen to be ebbing swiftly to a close.
inke a shadow, like a dream men pass away. Writes Tacrrus: sé tf
there is a place for tho spirits of the pious, if, as the wise suppese,
great souls do not become extinct with their bodies.” Url” says
Dr. Un.norn, “in that ¢f lies the whole torturing uncertainty of
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henthenism.”? We meet another phase of heathen hopelessness in
the attempt of some to smile on death as a welcome oblivion, into
which the soul escapes from the miseries of hfe. CAESAR announced

before an approving auditory in the Roman Senate that: “ Beyond
this life there is no place for trouble or joy;” and Sxznzca consoles
himself with the thought that suicide is an ever-open door out of a
miserable world,—a door through which many noble Romans passed,
into eternity. Thus heathenism lke a broken vessel driven with
fierce winds and scourged with wild waves, drifts on towards the
dark unknown, without chart or compass.

IV.—The question as to the origin of the more spintual truths
which lie imbedded in heathen systems of religion is one which has
justly occupied the attention of Christian scholars. To this question
the answer is often given that they are but broken fragments of the
primitive Divine revelation, which has been preserved among the
different races of men. in his lecture on Missions, tells us
that: “ The earliest beginnings of all religions withdraw themselves
by necessity from the eyes of the historian.” The primeval history
of man is separated from ths early history of the ethnic races by a
broad belt of fable and uncertainty. It follows that the greatest
modesty and care should be exercised in tracing truths that appear
in different religious systems to a common origin. A dozen springs
scattered over the surface of a plain, though they send forth waters
alike pure and sweet, do not necessarily have their common source
in the distant mountain lake. But if they are all characterized by
some peculiar flavor identical with the waters of the lake we are
forced to'the conclusion that they bave’a common source. Thus we
are not justified in tracing to @ primitive revelation those truths
and ceremonies of worship, the origin of which can be fully accounted
for by the religious nature of man. It is only when we meet with
pecubar truths or institutions of worship analogous to those of which
record is made in the Hebrew Scriptures that we are justified in
claiming identity of origin.

The Persian doctrines concerning AuRiMaN, the personal
principle of evil, and of the fal! of man, are clearly reflections of tha
Biblical narrative of the temptation and fall of Anan. The wide-
spread institution of sacrifice among ancient nations is a rite of wor-
ship so peculiar in its nature that its traditional origin seems to
admit of httle question. Amid the nature-worship and polythiesm
into which we find the gentile nations sunk at the very dawn of his-
tory, many scholars believe that they recognize the fading knowledge
of the living Gon, and trace its origin to the pure Theism of prime-
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val relatiou.* But there are many important truths concerning the
relations and obhgations of man that are woven hke threads of gold
into the texture of heathen religions, that bear no trace of a foreign
origin, and give abundant evidence of an indigenous birth and an
independant growth. Heathen ethical and rehgpious teachers have
not been wholly blind to the hand-writing of God in nature and
providence, aud upon the tablet of the human heart ; and without a
revelation Lao Tzu could deseribe the grace of humility,
of compassion, and Coxrucius of reciprocal kindness. There igs
a second explanation of the origin of those higher conceptions
of truth that are found in heathen religions—that they are Divine
revelation, that heathen teachers were inspired oracles of Gop.
We are not surprised that writers should held such language
who deny the peculiar supernatural origin of Christiamty, and in
spite of thew borrowed Christian terminology mean only that all
religions are creations of the human heart, and that all traoth is
a Divine revelation; but such language is occasionally heard from
the lips of Christian scholars, and we can but enquire into its
significance. The Biblical doctrine of inspiration 1s that of Divine,
supernatural duection and illumination in the enunciation of truth,
and we search in vain for any Scriptural testimony to the proposition
that suck Divine direction and illumination is given to the founders
of heathen systems of religion. Throughout the Bible the heathen
are described as wandering in their own vain imaginations, IsalaH
prophesies of the thne when God shall destroy “the face of the
covering cast over all people, and the vail that is spread over all
nations.” Paot restrains the idolatrous citizens of Lystra from their
worship of and Barwasas as gods, by urging them
to turn from these vanities unto the hving Gop, “Who m time
past suffered all nations to walk m their own ways, nevertheless He
left not himself without a witness,’—not an internal revelation in
the hearts of Sages and religious teachers, but external in nature,—
“in that He did good, and gave us rain from heaven, and fruitful
sensons, fille our hearts with food and gladness.” The prophets
aud apostles spake as men sent fron: God, conscious that they were
entrusted with a Divine message to their fellow men. Their language
was: “Thus saith the Lorn,’—-“ ‘The Lorp saith unto me,”—* The
orp spake thus to Then the word of the Lorp came unto
ne.”’ Lheir testimony was urgent and authoritative, stamped with

¥ This view is opposed by other scholars of equal candor and erudition. It is
urged that in the religions of India, of Persia and of Greece monotheistic ideas
do not grow clearer as we ascend the stream of early history, but rather that
they are of subsequent growth, the results of plulosophical thoaght.
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the assurance that their words were the words of Gop. But we
discover no such lofty consciousness of being the bearers of a Divine
message among the founders of heathen systems of philosophy and
religion. Socrates did indeed fee] himself urged by the voice of au
accompanying deamos to undertake the work of renovating society,
and Conrocivs regarded himself as appoited of heaven to correct
the evils of his times. But such convictions of heathen reformers
were dim and intangible as compared with the clear consciousness
of prophets and apostles that Gop was speaking through them to.
His people.. Again there is a unity and progress of doctrine in the
Christian Scriptures, culminating in the completed revelation of
the: kingdom: of Gop among men, while in heathenism there 1s
confusion and retrogression,—men thinking themselves wise only
to sink into deeper and darker depths of folly and hopelessness.
Above all in Jewish history while on the human side there
is a persistant tendency to corruption and apostasy, the Jewish
religion is not developed from within, but is imposed from -with-
out, and refuses to attach to itself distorted views of duty and
of destiny, and in its symmetry of doctrine and perfection of
adaptation to the wants of men, testifies with ever clearer emphasis
that its origin is Divine ; while the mingling of truth and falsehood
in heathen religions testifies with equal emphasis that their origin
is in the human heart, unlluminated by the sun-lght of Divine
revelation.

V.—The relations between Christianity and heathenism in the
past teach us important lessons with regard to those relations in the
present and the future. If Christianity is a new wine that could
not be poured mto the ola. bottles of Judaism, much less can if be
poured into the broken bottles of heathenism. The early growth of
the Christian Church was seriously embarrassed by two forms of
heathen thought which strove to blend themselves with the doctrines.
of Christianity. Lhe first was Gnosticism which cast the teachings
of Curist into an alembic along with those of Prato and Zoroaster,
and sought to produce from these heterogenious elements an elixir
of life. The second was Manichaeism, which in 2 similar manner,
mingled a mutilated Christianity with Persian dualism.and. pantheis-
tic Buddhism. The result of this compromise with heathen specula-
tion so far as it was successful, was the utter loss of the vital truths
in the Christian scheme of religion. The doctrines of human gailt
and a Divine: atonement were buried from sight under false views
of the nature of sin, and fanciful conceptions of the person and work
of Curist. The Christian Church came forth from its long con-
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troversy with these subtle forms of error, with the deepened convic-
tion that the truths received from Cunist and the Apostles were not
detached and fragmentary, to be blended at the caprice of men with
human speculations, but rather that they were organic and complete
in themselves, and adapted to the deepest wants of man. The
causes of the degeneracy of the Christian Church in the middle
ages can be traced partly to contact with heathemsm from with-
out, but chiefly to the develonment of the spirit of heathenism from
within, The growth of a Chnistian hierarchy, culminating im the
extravagant and unchristian pretensions of the Papacy, was im
imitation of Roman Imperialism. Unscriptural doctrines concern-
ing purgatory, the worship of sats and angels, works of supere-
rogation, indulgences, transubstantiation, baplismal regeneration,
priestly absolution, along with ever-increasing ostentation in the
ceremonies of worship, and ever-deepeming poverty of spiritual life,
mark the sure drift of the Roman church back agai into the dark-
ness of heathenism ; and only Gop who had given birth to his church
in the begimning could deliver her from the power of paganism
through the severe convulsion of the Protestant Reformation. The
Christian church is doubiless no longer in danger of corruption
from the crude superstitions ef heathenism, but there is a not less
serious source of danger in the disposition of many western scholars
professedly Christian, to degrade Christianity from its supreme
place among the religions of the world, and to give to the Son of
Gop only a seat-of honor among the illustrious sons of men. The
ancient prophet saw in a vision holy water issuing forth from the
temple of Gop, and flowing onward into the desert country, and on
the sides of the river sprang up beautiful trees whose leaves
did not fade, and whose fruit was not consumed. Thus the river of
hte that issues forth from the throne of Gop flows on with an ever-
deepening current through the desert of a sin-ruined world, giving
beauty and gladness to all along its borders. Christianity is a
temple of God, not built with human hands, resting upon mspired
prophets and apostles as its foundation, Jesus Curist himself being
the chief corner stone. We bring to the heathen a xew religion,—
Gep, new to their thoughts; life, new m its destiny; love, new in its
compassion; sin, new in its guilt; holiness, new in its perfection;
and redemption, new in its power.
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THE OPIUM QUESTION,—A REVIEW.
Br Dr. 2. DCDGEON.

ARGUMENT has lately been raging round the question of theinnocuousness of opium. “ Our ewn authorities,” says the
Times “on irateria medica ave by no means convinced that opium 1s
always and necessarily injurious even in this country. Ihe practice
of some hundreds of millions {sic !) ot the human race prove opium to
be adapted to satisfy some human want. Opium is to the Chinese
what beer, spirits, tobacco, tea, coffee, ete., are to others of the human
races. in the controvessy about the Indian export of opium to
China, the inherent and unmitigated perniciousness of the drug has
usually been taken for granted. Timidity is nob a failing of the
non-scientific mind, and ib 1s not surprising that the dogmas held
in respect of opium eating 1a this country are unhesitatingly extended
to cover every method of consuming every kind of opium every-
where by all races of men.” Dr. Sir Grorce Birowoop, a presumed
scientific authority, formerly a Professor of Materia Medica at
Bombay and holding an appoimtment in the India office, comes for-
ward in the columus of the Limes (December 26, 1881 and January
20, 1882) (and which letters are published as an appendex with note
in Mr. Brereton’s work on fhe Truth About Opium, issued by the pub-
lishers to the India offiee,) as the champion of opium, and proclaims
its absolately harmless character and therefore the absurdity of all
this outcry on behalt of poor Chinese. does not even place it in
the same category with tobacco,-smoking, which may in itself, 3£
carried to excess, be inyurious, particularly to young people under
twenty-five, but he means that opium-smoking, of itself, is as harm-
less as smoking willow bark, or inhaling the smoke of a peat fire, or
vapour of boiling water. He goes on to quote his authorities stating,
That Mrepnurst (China) is the weightiest lay authority against it, and
Marspewn (Sunaatra) m its defence. A number of Indian professional
authorities are quoted who protest against the indiscriminate con-
demnation directed by prejudiced or malicious writers against it.
The only China professional authority quoted is Dr. Ayres, of
Hongkong, who says: “Wo China resident believes in the terrible
frequency oi the dull, sodden-witted, debilitated opium-smoker met
with m print.” He justly places great weight on professional
evidence, but nevertheless he fails to quote a single medical man in
China, the published views of a score of them since 1838 being quite
well-known. Lt is very remarkable that nearly all the professional
evidence collected in India is in favour of opium, and what is recorded
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against it applies only to the abuse of the practice. On the other
hand almost all the professional evidence presented by the profession
in China, where the drug is smoked, is against opium. The lay
clement generally, mm other words the merchant class im both
countries, is 1n favour of the drug. There are some notable lay
examples in China to the contrary, and, although unknown to me,
doubtless also in India. The missionary and religious and
philanthropic element has not been expressed in India with half the
force with which it has been proclaimed in Chima. Although Sir
has thus thrown himself into the breach and, in my opinion,
thus committed a species of professional suicide, it is to be feared
that his advocacy of its utter harmlessness may have precipitated
the question and expedited the catastrophe which, in the interests of
his patrons, he has sought to delay if not altogether avert. The
only test he asks is for each person to try it experimentally, and he feels
satisfied that the more thoroughly persons test it, the more strongly
will they be convinced with him that the smoking of opium is, of
itself, perfectly imnocuous indulgence. The evil effects he has
have always been in cases of moral imbeciles who were
addicted to other torms of depravity, aud the opium pipe, so absolutely
harmiess, was merely the last straw laid on their inherently
enervyated and overstrained backs. These are the cases of desperate
sulfering, resulting apparently from excess in opium-smoking, which
unscientiiic observers hold up i éerrorem before the British public.
He insists on the downright innocency in itself of opium smoking ;
that there 1s no more harm in it than smoking the mildest cigarettes
and that its narcotic effect can be but infinitesimal, if indeed any-
thing measurable, and therefore he feels bound to publicly express
these convictions which can easily be put to the test of experiment
at the present moment. the great confusion set up here by such a
fallacious test, which has not only led Sir Grorez himself but the
public astray, 1s easily exposed... In the sense 1 which the test is to.
be applied, he is donbtless correct, but the public have taken it up
in the sense of the continual addiction to the habit. By what test
aces he then seek to decide the harmlessness or otherwise of opium
smoking / Why the best of all—personal trial. It can be easily done.
You will find it quite unlike a poisonous dose of opium, strychnia,
arsenic, or corrosive sublimate, or even nicotine taken by the mouth.
‘this is the sure and infallible test of an article being poisonous or
not. Apply the same test to a glass of any intoxicant and see
whether the absurd denunciations against drink are not absurd. I

declare it to be downright innocency. In like manner try a whiff
of tobacco and is there any rhyme or reason in the counterblasts,
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royal or otherwise, against this nareotic? So with opium. The
worst that is experienced is a little nausea and head ache which
s00n pass off; but does that warrant the indiscriminating agitation
which is being manufactured against the Indian revenue on the
ground of its falsely-imputed immorality and of the destructive eifects
of the drug based on the unscientific observations of others ‘Lhe

above is the line of argument pursued for the most part. It is a
tailactous test. Opium-smoking is not a deadly poison im the sense
in which a tonic dose of the same substance taken into the
stomach ; but the habit grows by what it feeds on. Let the condi-
tion of the smoker be described after a few years of indulgence, strip-
ped of all concomitant vices, and let us have the result. Let it ba
shown that it 1s a most fascinating vice—to the Chinese system at
least, a people with leisure, and little or nothing to occupy body or
mind—that its hold over its victims 1s more tenacious than drink,
and that once the habit is formed and confirmed, it is with difficulty
abandoned and then we shall be prepared to discuss the physical,
mental and financial injury which it inflicts. Several foreigners
have tried the effect of the pipe upon themselves and have published
their experiences and they do not materially differ from those
advanced by Dr. Brrpwoop. But this is altogether a false issue.
It 1s not one experiment nor a series of tests thus made, by which
the evils of opium are to be demonstrated. We admit that, at first,
there is some pleasure, after the initiatory stage of discomfort is
passed, just as there 1s pleasure connected in most cases with
smoking a cigar. It looks manly and respectable, makes the
sucker appear to be in easy circumstances, it whiles away time that
hangs heavily on his hands; it is social; it produces a certain
amount of exhiliaration of spirits; increases mental and physical
energy for a time; it provides something to look at and to be
amused with, and takes some little art to do it well. This period is,
however, short-lived; after the habit is confirmed, the drug is had
recourse to, not for the pleasure or benefit that accrued formerly
from it, but to remove the unpleasantness and injury attending the
non-gratiication of the imperious necessity. Or a8 COLERIDGE put it
“* My sole sensuality was not to be in pain.”

Sir Georce hmits his sweeping assertion in so far as
to say that the experiment must be made under proper
precautions against the risk of using imperfectly prepared ex-
tract. Lhe position here assumed is in itself so absurd, that it
carries its own refutation. No wonder that he was suspected of
having private purposes to serve by such an advocacy of the gues
tion. The evil does not lie in the quality of the prepared extract
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but is inherent in the drug, however prepared. Not even the
strongest pro-opium advocate who has ever been in China, we ven-
ture to say, could endorse such extreme views. It is perhaps not to
be wondered at that the Hongkong solicitor, who has padded his
superficial work with such appendices, should have put himself
under so distinguished an authority. He also adopts sumilar views
and seeks to support them by strong declamaition, but hardly an iota
of fact or sound argument. it is useless to try and combat such
views by a recital of all the evils of opium-smoking. Sufice it here
to say that although aleohol and tobacco have their numerous
defenders and users both Bast and West; among the three or four
hundred miilions of Chinese, not one can be found to defend the nse
of opium, whether among the smokers or non-smokers. And this is
no blind prejudice or hypocrisy. After twenty years extensive
medical practice among them, sezing and questioning thousands of
smokers and tens of thousands of non-smokers, I have not yet
found one who had a good word to say of it. Foreigners there are,
but no Chinese, who seek to defend it. Sir Roreserrorp Atcock, him-
self now apparently a pro-opium advocate, gave evidence before the
Ki. i. Finance committee that the smokers looked upon themselves as
morally criminal, and that his experience bore out the opinion
expressed by a former witness that the Chinese universally admit
that the effects of opium-smoking are bad. No doubt with opium
as with drink there 1s much profligacy connected with it, the one
leads to the other; but it would be a grievous error to suppose that
the opium shops serve merely for the old Roman label “ Hic habitat
telicitas.”” The great body of the smokers now indulge at home,
and although even there it may be resorted to with aphrodisiac
motives, still there stands out clear and palpable the enormons evils
of addiction to the drug. In neither of Sir Groran’s letters is there
a word about the awful force of the habit formed and the difficulty of
breaking it off. It is the strength and imperiousness of this habit that
bas riveted this form of slavery and produces the evil. One, two; or a
dozen whilfs are no test of its innocuousness, but let the drug be
taken regularly twice daily for 2 month or two, watil the habit is
formed and confirmed, then. a different result will be arrived at.
During the formation of the habit the rosult produced will be
neutral or favourable. Sir makes the wild statement that
“opium has been smoked for generations in China, even within the
precincts of the Imperial Palace at Pekin,” but for this sweeping
assertion not a particle of proof is adduced. He asserts that the
Arabs first carried opium to China in the ninth century and that np
to the sixteenth century the Chinese themselves continued to import
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it in their yanks. Some Arab travellers certainly came te China at
that time and the inference follows that they must have carried
opium. Here also not a particle of proof is vouchsafed. Upon such
slender basis are such statements made. Blisewhere he says,. “I'he
wide diffusion throughout the east of the use of opium as distin-
puished from that of a decoction of poppy beads and of the price of
the entire plant, is particularly connected with the spread of
Mabhommedanism and its temmperanee ordinance agdinst ardent
spirits.” This is doubtless correct, but it does not prove his con
tention in regard to China. The early use in China was confined
to the seeds and a gruel formed from them and the capsules. The

inspissated juice i.c. opium, was entirely unknown inthe books before
the sixteenth century, and came into general use only in this century.
He thinks the practise of opium-smoking was probably introduced
from western China into eastern China about 1650, but he no where
‘udicates where the habit in western China was derived from, or
how long it had there previously existed, or whether the vice was
indipenouws. These same Arabs to which he refers, moreover, camo
to Canton, which is on the eastern sea-board, how then did the
habit require to be introduced from remote western China ¢ Was
the habit then introduced from India? Further on he traces its
origin to north-eastern India anrong the tribes inhabiting the high-
lends between Assam and the Chinese frontier. He judges of the
immemorial: practice of opium-smoking by tlre Inghly local character
of the decoration of the opium pipes, and in a note be remarks that
he was struck witlr the close resemblance between the Chinese pipe
and the calumet of the Red Indians, the parent of tlre various forms
of Ewropean tobacco pipes. The readers of the London
News, where drawings of the pipes of ali nations appeared last year,
copied from: an exhibition of the same held in London, must also havo
Leen somewhat struck with the resemblance here noticed ; but mark:
Gir Grorce’s conclusion—“‘se that it would seem as 1£ the Chinese
nipe was indeed the forefather of all pipes.” How and where did
the Red Indians borrow their pipe from the Chinese? A writer
who reasons in this way knows nothing of the subject. The
Chinese opium pipe is of quite recent origin and so also is tobacco
smoking. The latter preceded the former too, a fact of which Sir
GEORGE 1s entirely ignorant. The first opium pipe used was a plain
tube of bantboo without any head. It was first smoked with tobacco,
and then alone.

Another unfounded statement follows, viz.: “That before the
Kast India Company’s ships carried their first cargo of opuim to
Canton, the practice had spread all over the empire.” No one
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acquainted with his subject or China could have made such an
absurd statement. Even now it is not universally smoked. The
native growth is but as it were of yesterday, and the Indian drug,
according to the Inspector General of Customs, only reaches one-
third of 1 p.c. of the population, and the import from India is now
one hundred times greater than what if was one hundred years ago
when the East India Company began their trade. How then did
the thousand chests of that period satisfy the universal craving !
The native drug is now supposed by some equal to the Indian
import; by others double ; and others make the production in one or
two of the south-western provinces to be about twice or thrice that
of India. How then can Sir Grorce reconcile these statements with
those advanced by him? In one of their first ventures, the H.I.
Company had to sell the drug at a ruinously low price—some $209, |
instead, of three or four times this amount, and even then the article
proved unsaleable im the hands of the Chinese and wes shipped to
the Archipelago, How is this to be accounted for with the universad
prevalence of the habit? Moreover opium was brought by various
Huropean nations, English among the rest, ‘before the Company
began their venture. The futility of the edict of 1796 is referred to
shewing that already the people were deeply devoted to the habit.
Thatedict was directed against theforeigenimportat the southern ports.
the native growth and the extension of the habit beyond the two
southern sea~board provinces was not then known. Absurd statements
follow absurd statements until it becomes a painful task to refute
and expose them. To those acquainted with the subject, these state-
ments are their own best refutation, but having an air of fact and
authority, they are misleading to the home public. <The deter-
mined, obstinate instinct of the Chinese people in its favour paralysed
even the despotic endeavours of the Chinese Government to suppress
it; and long before we became entangled in the quarrel between
the Chinese and their government on the subject, the Financial Board
at Peking had advised the recognition of the national habit by the
imposition of a tax on opium, on -the ground that the increased
rigour of the laws enforced against its use since the beginning of
the century had only tended to increase the bribes offered to officials
for their connivance in it.” If we substitute “Huglish or foreign
traders” (on account of the profits accruing from it) for “ Chinese
people” in the first clause, the sentence will read correctly ; and the
memorial to the Throne, advising the imposition of a tax on opium
was made by Heu Naitse (Hsii Nai Anin mandarin) Vice President of
the Sacrificial courtin 1835, only threeyears before the first opium war.
“This judicious (sic ?} proposal was however rejected and when victory
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crowned their efforts, it served gradually to eutice the people away
from the use of their native ardent spirits.” Bust if- this national and
universal habit has been indulged in for generations—even in the Im-
perial Palace, how is the Chinese crusade in these days against opium
to be accounted for ? The thing is so absurd on the very face of it
as not to need discussion. From an array of facts like these he
asserts his belief that opium-smoking is not necessarily injurious to
the Chinese and that therefore the Indian opium revenue is not

The harmless opium thus becomes the antidote to the
baneful ardent spirits, and opium thus becomes the greatest tem-
perance triumph of any age or conntry; for Sir Georcs repeats once
and again “ that of itself optum-smoking 1s almost as harmless an
indulgence as twiddling the thumbs and other silly-looking methods
for concentrating the mind in 2 momentary nirvana.” Kntertamms
such views it is not surprising that Sir Wivrrep Lawson twitted him
with not establishing an opium den in London and inviting the
Archbishop of Canterbury to open if. Sir Grorcr’s only reply to
this thrust is that here two perfectly distinct things—opium-smoking
and opium dens—are confounded, and gives us to understand that
the habit is only evil from being associated with immorality. The
fault of the Chinese Government is stated to be “their failing to
distinguish between the accidental concomitants of a debauched life
and the antecedent inducement to it. The official ideas of morality
are utterly at variance with the universal practice of the people; the
Chinese official ideas of morality bemg founded on an artificial
rcligidus system and not im the natural habits of the masses of China-
men.” This is a strange and serious statement which is not borne
out by the facts of the case. At present the case looks quite reversed
in China-—the ideas of morality of the people being in advance of the
practice, I will not say theory, of the officials. ‘“ But,” adds Sir
Gronrce, ‘ be that as it may, al) I insist upon is the downright inno-
cency,in itself, of opium-smoking and therefore its morality, and
our freedom to raise a revenue from it in India.”

The habitual eating and drinking of opium and opinm-smoking
arc, according to him, altogether different things. Opium is and has
been immemorially used throughout vast regions of the East, its use
having been fostered by the religious ban imposed in Asiatic coun-
tries on the use of alcohol. Any cone knowing the history of the use
of opium in the Kast could not write m this vague manner. Sir
Grorce then proceeds to speak of the mnocuonsness of the habit
among the people of India who indulge in the most alarming excess
with impunity. Of the Rajpoots he says, in opposition to Top, where
opium he says is based simply on.their inordinate indulgence in it,
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‘That although they are all from their youth upward, literally
saturated with opium, they are one of the finest, most truthful, and
bravest people ‘in the world.” Are these Rajpoots then quite free
from all the other concomitant vices which are said to characterise
the Asiatic, and particularly the opium-smoker, that they should be
such fine athlete fellows ? How different is his description from the
official report of Sir Arrcazson of the condition of the people
addicted to the habit in British Burmah, and the action tending
towards the restriction of the opium shops, so lately resolved upon and
now being carried out by our Governments. Does opium alters it
inherent properties only when consumed by Burmese and Chinese ?
Of itself is it absoiutely harmless in India and of itself absolutely evil
in Burmah and China? We know nothing of its usefulness in allay-
ing the pangs of hunger during long religious fasts, although as
a, stimulant if must of course be useful in such circumstances; nor
have we much experience of its preventive character against malarious
fevers. The latter point needs further investigation. Mf it possesses
any efficacy in this direction, it may be due to its being a stimulant,
the small amount of narcotine which it contains, and upon which its
anti-periodic nature is said fo depend, being asserted by Dr.
to be left behind in the izsoluble refuse. In many cases the asser-
tion of addiction to the drug to ward off malaria has been merely a sop
to the conscience and to throw off the immorality or blame attach-
ing to if and so to make it appear as medicinal and necessary.
Medical reports in the South, where malarial fevers prevail, hardly
I think, bear outits prophylactic character in this respect. In Inclia
the eating and drinking of opium seemed so little harmful to Birp-
woop that he was an advocate of the use of all stimulants in modera-
tion. He accepts, adopts and urges the theory of the universal
craving of man for some kind of stumulant. ine Chinese have gone
on adding to thei lists of stimulants; tea, betel nut, wine, spirity,
tobacco (almost universally indulged in) and lastly opium, and not
one has supplanted the other. They all exist in one and the same
individual, so that the argument that as the Englishman has his beer
so the Chinese have their opium, falls to the ground. Sir GEORGE

holds that opium is used in Asia im a similar way to alcohol in Europe
and that considering the natural craving and popular inclination for
and the ecclesiastical toleration of it, and its general beneficial effects,
and the absence of any resulting evil, there is just as much justifica-
tion for the habitual use of opium m moderation as for the moderate
use of alcohol, and indeed far more. He here forgets that instead
of opium having weaned the Chinese from one vice to enslave them to
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another, a double tyranny has been established, and yet drunken-
ness as & Vice has never been known in China.

The pleasure derived from an opium pipe is chiefly, according
to our author, from the opportunity it affords for abandoning ones-
self for a few moments (hours and even days?) to idleness with the
pretence of occupation and passing smoke in and out of the mucous
passages. This then is certainly a sufficiently childish practice accord-
ing to Sir GEORGE. What did the world do mthout all this pleasure
before the age of tobacco and opium habits of comparatively recent
growth? The sucking of chandoo-smokeable extract of opium 1s
no more ethereal enjoyment than blowing soap bubbles. A. whiff of
the opium. pipe will settle this important point. Such a smoker will
rise from the couch with no sensation of pleasure but merely head-
ache. Such is the conclusion reached in the first letter.

In the second letter, he inclmes to place opium and alcohol in
the same category as dietetical corroborants, and “because opium
is naturally adapted for the daily use of the Chinese, Englishmen
Will trouble themselves as little about supplying them with opium
as about forcing: the purchase of Manchester goods.” This is a new
phrase, about forcing the purchase of cotton goods. We have never
believed even in the forcing of the purchase of opium as if the sale
of opium resembled the operation of holding @ child’s nose in the
administration of some nauseous medicine. The Chinese are free to
buy and sell opium. Tt is only forced on the market, and its increased
taxation at the port of import refused by 2 foreign power, notwith-
standing China’s sovereign right. Sir GEORGE considers the whole
weight of trustworthy evidence, which probably is alone trust-
worthy in such a matter, to be in favour of the use of a contro-
stimulant, as opium, by the mhabitants of tropical countries, more
particularly by those who live in malarious regions and feed chiefly
on a vegetable diet. Alas ! for our ancestors ! tn a note he admits
that, the Bishop of Manchester rightly took him to task for not
quoting the report of the Commissioner in British Burmah, already
referred to, as to the evil effects of the use of opium on the Burmese,
and his only escape from the dilemma is by admitting the injury
caused, but that if is more expedient to leave the monopoly of the
opium trade of India in the hands of a beneficent (sict} Government
which stops its sale, as in Burmah, whenever it is found to be doing
harm, rather than leave it, like alcoho! at home, to almost unrestricted
enterprise. Evil or no evil the India revenue from opium must not
he touched. Whathas this beneficent Government done to stop the
opium trade with China, although the evils have been over and over
again pointed out and are patent and in fact @ and from
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analogy might be taken for granted. Sir Groner takes occasion to
twit the supporters of the anti-opium agitation in their advocacy ol
the abolition of cpium in India, while at home they advocate the
Gothenburg system in relation to the liquor traffic, which resembles
the Indian monopoly of opium. I[ presume the anti-opiumists or
at all events the United Kingdom Alliance would prefer the entire
abolition of drink to the Gothenburg system—but as thus 1s at present
impossible, they are in favour of such restrictions as are feasible. tt
is a mistake which is invariably made of supposing our home drink
question—of which we reap the advantages in taxation and the dis-
advantages in crime poverty and misery—and the opium question in
China, where India reaps all the advantage and poor China nearly
all the misery, to be identical.

Sir Geoxce refers also to the question of opium shortening life
and quotes Sir R. Caristray and Dr. Perziza as favourable to the
habitual use of opium-eating as producing no evil effects and as
shewmg no tendency to shortening human Iife, This pot was
fought years ago by an Insurance office over the death of the Karl
of Mar. Opium-eating and smoking are not inconsistent with 2
measure of health and even long life; but such cases are the excep-
tion. The practice enfeebles the physical powers and exposes to
attacks of certain diseases from which recovery is almost if not
entirely hopeless, as for example opium dysentery and diarrhcea.
The universal Chinese opinion is that it does shorten Jife and m their
illustrations of the opium ‘debauchee, they paint 2 figer turmng
away in disgust from a repast on a smoker’s body, thus shewing the
physical degeneration that takes place. Sir Grorae again refers
to the use of opium im the case of the Himdoos, who have,
for at least 1000 years, adopted an exclusively vegetable diet,
unsuited to the buman constitution and consequently after
weaning, they suffer more or less from immoderate indigestion
excepting those of them who moderately mdulge in the habitual
use of opium. The explanation given is that it delays the pro-
gress of digestion and has m fact the effect of artificially prolong-
ing the human intestine and thus promoting the more complete
digestion and assimilation of vegetable food. The supposition here
is that the human intestines are too short for a purely vegetable
diet. Man being by nature both carnivorous and graminivorous, his
intestines are of intermediate length between the extremes adapted
to an exclusively animal and an exclusively yegetable diet. This
explanation hardly tallies with what appears to be nature’s arrange-
ment—2 vegetable diet in the tropics, an animal diet in the Arctic
regions gud a mixed diet in the temperate zones, Moreover among
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the Chinese, at least, there are numerous other causes at work
promoting indigestion, which is the most common of all their
ailments, whether opium smokers or not. Chinese opium smokers
have hardly any appetite for food and only for dainty knick knacks
and st the oddest times. The habit returns in great force after eat-
ing, and this is the usual period when the desire is gratified. Warm
tea, betel nut, excessive use of tobacco, vegetable diet, the frequent
nse of 2 coarse native spirit containing much fusel oil, the lym-
phatic nature of the Chinese constitution, prevalence of parasites in
the intestines, the nature of their cooking, the food receiving neither
much nor minute mastication, these and other circumstances lie at
the bottom of their dyspeptic symptoms. It 1s not necessary to
have recourse to opium to restrain the peristaltic action of the bowels,
as constipation is their normal condition and this too 1s an important
factor in indigestion. Tea is said to have been taken by the
Buddhists from Assam, where it is native aloug with their religion,
to China. The tea plant is indigenous to China and grows wild on
the mountains of several of the provinces.

He again asserts, as he does so frequently, the immemorial use of
opium in the East and thinks possibly that it suggested to the
Buddhists their idea of There is no counection between
the nirvana and opium. The former existed previous to the advent
of opium into India. Under the the influence of opium it may be
supposed to resemble nirvana. Consul Giles is quoted as referring
to the universal drinking habits of the Chinese before the introduc-
tion of opium among them, notwithstanding the use of alcohol is
opposed to the cardial precepts of Buddhism. Now here itis taken
for granted that the whole Chinese people are Buddhist, which is
very far from being the case, and with those who profess this form
of religion and even among the priests themselves Buddhism has
very little influence on then moral character. Moreover whatever
may have been the quantity of spirits drunk before the introduction
of opium, no smal! quantity is still consumed by this people among
whom opium is said to be universally used. And if the Chinese
have smoked for generations, when was it they were addicted to
drinking spirits, for the mtroduction of the latter doés not go
further back than the 13th century when distillation first became
known and yet the time immemorial when opium was used must
surely have preceded this period. Mr. Giles could make no such
mistake. He doubtless, knows more about the time of the imtroduc-
tion of opium into China than his quoter seems to do. Sir George says
Dr. Moore confirms his own statement of the Chinese having been
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great drinkers of alcohol before they took to opium smoking.
is Dr. Moore an authority on such a subject ¢

Spirits are largely used by the opium smoker. Sometimes he
takes it as a substitute when he as obliged to give up or cannot get
the pipe; at other times he takes it to remove the disagreeableness set
up by the astringency of the opium, and a certain painful tingling
sensation produced in the skin ; sometimes he takes it to remove the
depression produced after the first or stimulating effect of the
narcotic has passed; sometimes his craving cannot be satisfied by
opium alone and he has recourse to the spinits; frequently he cannot
afford the time to wait for the ordinary effect of the opium and he
hastens its effect by drink; the opium astringes, the spirits disperse;
in this respect therefore they are antagonistic; sometimes it is taken
beforehand to enable the smoker to increase with impunity his
ordinary opium dose. A man who drinks requires a larger quantity
of opium to satisfy his habit. It is mixed with spinit when swallowed
by the suicide to hasten solution, absorption and death. Lhe great
body of the people all over the empire among the middle and lower
classes take samshoo, a coarse spirit distilled from millet and con-
taining fusel oil, at their morning and evening meals, and the upper
classes drink freely of a hot fermented beer like very poor sherry.
The smoker who wishes to avoid excess in opium and to ward off
it bad effects will eschew drink, but the members of this class are
not very numerous. To Coleridge’s opium habit a frightful con-
sumption of spirits was added, on his own testimony

We are told, what is certainly new to us, that Chinese converts
to Uhnistianity suffer greatly from consumption and that they are
not allowed to marry young and therefore fall into those depraved,
hithy habits of which consumption is everywhere the inexorable wit-
ness and scourge. In regard to opium being the sole alleviation of
spitting of blood, I do not differ widely from Sir George. I have
found opium stop hemoptysis and J have also found with the abandon-
ment of the pipe, the return of the old affection. In bronchial and
thoracic diseases, the pyrolitic vapour of opium is certainly very
beneficial, besides other good therapeutic uses to which it can be put.

Sir George very rightly refers to the diminution of its narcotic
power by the various admixtures to which it is exposed in retailing
it (and he might have added also in its manufacture, for the Indian
Government seem to be great adulterators, presumably to suit the
Chinese palate) and in its preparation in the form of smokeable ex-
tract. He finally enters into the question of the volatilization of
the active principles of opium, which is the pivot upon which turns
his assertion of its absolute harmlessness. We shall discuss this
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point in a separate paper.
remedies in the Hast and the evils consequent upon them I can most
fully endorse. He was charged with having a private purpose to
serve by the argument he has taken in this controversy but this he
fairly rebuts and therefore he deserves credit for Mis sincerity and
desire to arrive at the truth. His public retractation of that part,
at least, of his views depending upon his belief in the non-volatiliza-
bility of morphia, which is the foundation upon which he has based
his novel opinion of the mnocuousness of the habit, does him credit.
He concludes his two letters where he began with an assertion of its
strictly harmless indulgence, the pleasure not being in the opium
itself, so much as in the smoking 1t. Anything else would gradually
become just as popular, although it might not incidentally prove so
beneficial. [t was in this way he tells us “ that the Red Indians
took to smoking willow bark in place of tobacco which was too costly
for them. He has no hope of opium ever being relinquished by any
people who have once taken to 1¢.” To put it down in China it may
be granted that forcible and energetic measures will require to be
adopted.

THE POPULLATION OF CHINA. | March-

What he says of the use of aphrodisiac

THER POPULATION OF CHINA.
By Rev. A. P. Happer. O.D.

{¥ the number of the Ciinese {tecorder tor September-October
1880 I published a short paper on the population of Chinese af

this present time. In that paper L expressed the opinion that the
population of this empire was not as great as it was commonly
stated to be, nor so great as 1t was fifty years ago. I stated that
in my Opinion the present population could not be more than three
hundred millions ; and gave as the reasons for that opinion, that the
destruction of life had been so great by the wars connected with the
‘Tai-ping rebellion in fifteen of the provinces ; by the Mchammedan
rebellions in the South West and North Western Provinces, and
the famines in the large and populous provinces of Shantung,
Shansi, Chihli, and Sheusi and parts of the adjacent provinces that
after a careful consideration of the subject this was the largest
estimate that could be accepted for the present population. The
extra copies of that paper, which were printed in separate sheets
were soon exhausted, so that there were no copies to supply the
applications for it. Several Huropean authorities have recently
corrected their estimates of the population of Chinese. thew pre-
sent estimates will interest the readers of the Recorder who have
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not yet seen them.
their well known collection of statistics, “Die Bevolkertng
der Erde” give the population of China including Corea as 379,
500,000, which number is 55,000,000 less than they formerly gave
as the population. Petersen’s Meittheolungen, which is published
biennially, has- reduced the estimate of the population of China
proper from 425 millions to 350 millions, a lessening of 75 milhons.
It gives the reasons for this reduction in some five pages. It
estimates the population of the outlying territories at 21 muilhons
which makes the population of the empiré to be 371 mutlions.
These numbers I think can very safely be reduced some 50 millions
more and get give the whole number of present population. As
helping to confirm my own estimate I have pleasure in republish-
ing a statement of Mr. H. A. Hippisley, Acting Commissioner of
Customs. To his Report of the port of Wenchow m Cheh-kiang
Province Mr. Hippisley appends some remarks on the population of
China. {t will be noticed by those who will compare these state-
ments with those made by me in the paper published in September
1880—that Mr. Hippisley gives the very same reasons for the
diminution of the population that I have given. But he estimates
the destruction of hie by the rebellions and famines to have been
greater than 1 estimated it. The report'of the results of a census
of the Cheh-kiang Province in 1879 appears to bear out the estimate
of Mr. Hippisley. But it appears to me that this reported census
gives just grounds for regarding its results as unreliable. It was
taken in 1879, fifteen years after peace and quiet had been restored
in the province. Of course during this time all the inhabitants
that had been scattered into the adjoining provinces by the incursion
ot the insurgents had returned to their former homes, some settlers
had come in from adjoining provinces to occupy tho vacant lands,
and with the return of quief and order the natural increase of
population would be noticed in that time. lf then at the end of
fifteen years there was still a decrease of the population from what
it was previously, to the extent of 60 per cent, as stated m this
census, what must it have been when the insurgents withdrew.
trom that Province?

From the sources which I have indicated there must have been
a large accession to the population in fifteen years of peace and
prosperity. It is quite incredible that the population should have
diminished so much that after such an increase there was still only
40 per cent of the former popniation. Besides in 1879 it was
reported trom the same Provincial authorities that taxes were paid
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on 7/10 of the former quantity of titled lands.
do not appear congruous. Yor if is not probable that 4/10 of the
same population.would pay taxes on 7/10 of the same quantity of
land. The quantity of land paying taxes would be easier to pet at
than the population. I consider Mr. Hippisley’s estimate of the
population of Cheh-kiang province a more probable estimate than the
number given by the reported census. It wil! be noticed that as Mr.
Hippisley estimates the whole population of China at 250 millon
while the two German authorities both place it above 359 mullions,
there is a difference of more than L100 millions in their estimates.
It shows at once that the data which we have for arriving at a
knowledge of the population of China are very unreliable, when
such a wide discrepancy exists mm the results armved at. It also
appears that the estimate of 300 milhons, which I have given as the

most probable is about half way between the others. [ am sure
that the data which I presented in my former paper on this subject,
would justify placing the number of the population of China rather
below than above 3800 millions. l am therefore more inclined to
agree with Mr. Hippisley rather than with the German statisticians.
I think that perhaps the number 28) millions would more nearly
express the number of the population than any number which has
hitherto been published. For in forming the estimate of the number
of people which had perished in the various rebellions and famines,
I accepted the fowesé estimate that could be accepted in consistency
with the facts then presented. The number which perished in these
several calamitous visitations might very easily be counted as 20
millions more than I estimated it to be, and that would have made
the population to be 280 mullions. But I must present my readers
with the statements of Mr. Hippisley. He writes thus; Mr. Rhys
Davids, in his work on “Buddhism,” states on the authority of
Schopenhauer (*‘ Parerga et Paralipomena’’) that, “‘ according to the
Moniteur de la Flotte, May, 1857, the allied armies found, on taking
Nanking, 1842, returns which gave the population of China at
396,000,000, and that the Posé Zettung of 1858 contains a report
from the Russian Mission at Peking giving the numbers, on authority
of state papers, at 414,687,000,” { have nof seen Schopenhauer’s
work and know not, therefore, whether detailed statistics for each
province are given in these returns. The latest census of which I
am aware containing this information 1s that of 1812, which gives
the population as 362,447,183 souls. Theareas of the several provinces
are given by Dr. Williams in his “ Middle Kingdom,” but there is
reason to think his estimate 1s, in some cases at least, an excessive
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one, for Baron von Richthofen computes the area of the Cheh-kiane
province at 36,000 square miles, while Dr. Williams gives it as
$9,150 square miles. Accepting, however, Dr. Williams’s statement,
the population returned in the census of 1812 for the provinces of
Kiang-su, Gan-hwuy, and Cheh-liang would give an average to the
square mile in them of 850,705 and 671 respectively. In Belgium,
the most densely-populated country in Europe, the present average
is 469 ; and in Oudh, the most densely-populated portion ‘of India,
the average 1s, according to the census of 1881, but 476. It seems
almost incredible that any portion of Crna could at any time have
possessed a population 50 to 75 per cent denser than these countries.
But, however that may be, I have long been of opinion that the
present population of Usina fails far short of the number given by
the census of 1812. In the Taip’ing rebellion, which was charac-
terised by ruthless destruction and slaughter, sixteen provinces were
desolated. It was followed by the Nienfei and Mussulman rebellions,
and by the-terrible famine of 1876-78. In these successive calam)-
ties vast tracts of country were depopulated, and as is evidenced by
the memorials regarding the grain tribute published in the Peking
Gasetée, no small portion of them remains to this day unreclaimed.
Hor these reasons I have considered that the population of China
at the present day does not exceed 250,000,000. This estimate
has, [ am aware, been generally considered too small. It was,
therefore with no shght interest that I read in the Peking Gazette of
the 17th March, 1880, a postscript memorial from the Governor
of this provimce reporting the result of a general census held in
the aufumn of the fifth year of the present reign (1879). The
population of Cheh-kiang, which I had estimated as slightly over
15,000,000, is given according to this census as 11,541,054. This
census of 1812 having stated the then population as 26,256,784,
the present returns show a reduction of 14,700,000 souls, or nearty
60 per ‘cent, and an average to the square mile of 295, instead
ot 671.

Through the courtesy of the Taotai, I am able to give parti-
culars of the population of this prefecture. The returns forwarded
from Ping-yang Hsien are less detailed than those from some of the
other districts, and those from Tai-shun Hsien give only the number
ot habitations, omittimg the number of inhabitants. But to have
obtained further particulars might have delayed the despatch of this
report beyond the date fixed by you, and I have caleulated the
population of the last-named district by estimating five persons to
each habitation, 2 number slightly below the average of the other
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districts. The area of this prefecture is about 3,380 geographical
square miles, or 4,500 statute square miles. ‘The average population
would therefore seem to be about 409 to the square mile in this
prefecture, and thus largely in excess of the general average of the
province. The adjoining prefecture of Ch‘u-chau, to the west, 1s,
however, nearly twice as large as this prefecture, with a population
of probably scarcely more than half the above number. The average
of the two prefectures would thus be considerably below that of the
whole province.— The Shanghat Courter.

As the extra copies of my former paper on this subject were
long ago exhausted and none are on hand to meet the application for
copies, in order to give completeness to this paper I reprint a few
pages of that arficle in this connection for the tacts referred to
therein.

‘We are glad to put this opinion of Dr. Williams’ on record on
our pages, for we agree in opinion of the reliability of the census otf
1812 ; and consider the statement that the population of China in
1812 was 363,000,000 quite credible. Buf we thnk that Dr.
Williams has underestimated the destruction which has happened to
the population, during the last forty yoars, from wars, famines and
pestilences, when he expresses the opinion that the population 1s
still 340,000,000.

We will proceed to examine those sad items in the history of this
country in order to arrive at some opinion as to the diminution of the
population. Dr. Williams estimates the loss of life during the
Taiping rebellion at twenty millions. This is a very great number of
human lives to be lost in 2 rebellion. But great as the number is in
itself, we think the number is too few by one half; and that the loss
of life during these eighteen years of war was at least forty muons.
Dy. Williams notices the fact that f/teen out of the eighteen provinces
had been reached by the insurgents and were more or less ravaged
by them. All who know the history of that rebellion, at the time, will
remember the terrible slaughter inflicted on the cities and populous
towns of Wuchang, Hanyang, Hankow, Kiukiang, Wuhu and N gan-
king, on their way down the Yangtsze river till they took Nanking ;
also the destructive and bloody raids, which they made frequently
into the provinces of Honan, Shantung, Chibi, Shansi, Shensi and
Szechuen. But their most terrible visitations were in Kwangs:, where
it originated and where for four years it gathered and organized its
forces at the expenso of the lives and property of many of the 1-
habitants of that province; aud m the four provinces of Kiangsu,
Chehkiang, Kiangsi and Nganhwai. These four provinces are all in
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the vicinity of Nanking which the insurgents made their head-quar-
ters for some eleven years ; and these rich and populous provinces were
the forage ground from which nearly all their supplies of men, and
means, and food were gathered. These provinces have all been visited
and travelled over in various directions by missionaries and others
since quiet was restored. And though we have not any reliable
census to show with certainty the full loss of population during the
eleven years of merciless execution and murder, yet, we have various
facts which will enable us to form some approximate-estimate there-
of. Some of those who travelled over Chehkiang province, soon
after 1 was recovered by the Imperial povernment, estimated the
loss of population at one-half. After these sixteen years of quiet and
the resumption of peaceful pursuits, in the begining of this year one
of the provincial officers of the province stated that 3/10 of the arable
land still paid no taxes. Kivery one who has passed along the canal
from Hangchow to Soochow and thence either to Chinkiang, or
Nanking, has noticed the large districts. of very good land that is
still uncultivated. It is noticeable in the large cities and towns and
villages within this same region, how much of these places remain
unbuilt. ‘hose who have frequent]y travelled through Nganhwui,
both north and south of the river, have written of the extensive
desolation that prevails—whole cities yet in ruins—and towns and
villages depopulated, and whole districts uncultivated. Some hve
estimated that one half the population in Nganhwui had perished.
Yhis opmion was further supported by the fact that many of the
present inhabitants have come in from the adjacent provinces since
quiet was restored. Less has been written of the condition of
Kiangsi since the restoration of order than of the other provinces
adjoinmg Nanking. But as it was equally open to the marauding
excursions of the insurgents, we may suppose that it suffered nearly
to the same degree. Those who have, within the last few years,
passed through Kwangsi state that large tracts of the country are
shill desolate, and that cities and towns are still in ruins. During a
part of the time the insurgent chief was in Kwangsi it was a war of
extermination. If the chief had been taken he and his followers
would have been massacred, hence the war was very destructive of
life. The ageregate population of these five povinces, before the
outbreak of the insurrection, according to the census of 1812, as
given by Dr. Williams in “The Middle Kingdom,” was 128,629,276.
[f we estimate the loss of life in these five provinces, during this long
continuous butchery of the peaceful inhabitants by the insurgents, at
4/10 of the population it will make the number thus perishing to
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have been 91,401,080. If we fix on 3/10 as the probable proportion
that perished, (and no one who will consider all the facts in the
case will consider 3/10 as a high estimate of those who perished)
i¢ will make the numbers to have been 38,588,771... If to this last
number, we add the lowest possible estimate for the numbers
that perished in the other fifteen provinces, that suffered from
the incursions of the insurgent forces, if will make the numbers
that were destroyed by the Tai-ping rebellion to have been over
40,000,000.

But besides this rebellion which caused the destruction of popu-
lation, there have been other causes, within the last thirty years, that
Dr. Wilbams does not refer to. The most destructive have been the
Mohammedan rebellions in the South-west and North-west and the
recent famine in the North-east. Those travellers who have passed
through the provinces of Yunnan and Kwet-chow within the last
few years all write of the depopulated state of the country. A gen-
tleman, who is in the employ of the Chinese Government and who
has resided in Kwei-chow proviuce for several years, said to the writer,
in answer to inquiries on this point, that im some places 4/10 of the
population had disappeared, in some places 6/10 were gone. The
statements made by other writers as to the exterminating character
of the war 40 subdue of this Mohammedan rebellion would lead us to
expect to hear of such disiruction of the population. The French
Consul-General M. Theirsant, in his book in “ Le Mahometisme en
Chine” as quoted in the Ldinburgh Review, for April 1880, says “The
most deplorable conflict between the Muslims and their neighbors
in Yunnan was that which begun in 2 quarrel between some miners
in 1850, and only ended in 1874, in well-mgh the extermination of
the Muslim population of the province.” The same article at p.
3/74, quotes another writer, describing the terrible nature of the war
as stating, “that Seventy-seven towns were taken by assault,
and forty of them absolutely destroyed, whilst the villages and
hamlets burnt and pillaged dety calculation.” We have no detailed
statements as to the extent of the depopulation of the country in
Kansuh province, by European travellers. But the population of
these three provinces, before the rebellions in them, according to
the census of 1812, aggregated 25,932,644. The -war in Yunnan
continued nineteen years, in Kansuh for a shorter period. Tt will
be a low estimate to suppose that 8,000,000 of the population
perished during these destructive war, in those three provinces of
the empire.
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The other terrible calamity, which has m recent years come
upon China, attended with great distraction of life, is the recent
famine in the five adjacent provinces of Chihit, Shantung, Shansi,
Shensi and Honan. The aggregate population of these five provinces
according to the census of 1812 was 104,803416. The famine did
not extend over all the provinces, but from the statements of those
who engaged in the relief work the calamity must have involved
nearly the whole population. The Committee at Shanghai
gave as an estimate, that the loss of hte from famine and the attend-
ing diseases was 13,000,000. This is probably an under-estimate.
Yi has been stated that the Chinese officers reported the loss of
population as 20,000,000. But taking the estimates, as given above,
of the loss of population by those appalling calamities; viz: the
Taiping rebellion at 40,000,000; in the three provinces of the
S.W. and N.W. at 8,000,000; and by the famine in the five N.E.
provinces at 13,000,000 and it makes an aggregate number of
61,000,000.

Besides these great calamities resulting im such a fearful loss of
life, there have been other causes which lessen, the general tendency
to the recuperation of the population. Some of these are as follow :-—
The contmued stream of emigration of young and able-bodied men
to all the countries of the Eastern archipelage, to Siam, to Australia
and to the United States of America. There have been some limited

regions of China that have suitered from floods and the dear prices
for food. The first war with England trom 1839-42 was attended
with very considerable loss of hfe, at some points; and the Jocal
rebellions which occuried in the Canton and Fukien provinces, in
1854-5, soon after the fall of Nanking, were only suppressed after a
considerable loss of life. All will recail the namber of executions
at Canton city by the then Governor-General Yeh. But the most
wide spread cause, which has prevented recuperation of the number
of the population, 1s the use of opium by such a large number
of the adult males. The habitual use of opium, as is known to
all, has spread rapidly among the middle classes during the last
forty years.

After considering these causes which affect the population of
China, we think that most of our readers will agreo with us in the
opinion, that takmg the census of 1812 as a ground of estimate,
300,000,000 is a probable estimate for the present population of the
empire of China. If we accept the number which is given by Dr.
Peterson’s Mitthellunger as the probable population of the -globe,
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viz: 1,429,145,000 to be correct, then China contains a little more
than oue fifth of the population of the globe.”

It will be evident to all my readers when they examine the
details of the sad calamities affecting the population of China that
if we increase the estimated number of those who perished during
the T’ai-p’ing rebellion by 10 millions, making the estimated num-
ber to be 50 millions instead of 40 millions it will be fully justified
by the facts presented. So if we add 6 millions to the number as
formerly given of those who perished in the Mohammedan rebellions
in the South West andNorth West provinces, and again add 4 millions
to the number formerly given as the number perishing through the
famines in the populous provinces of Chih, Shantung, Shans,
Shensi and Honan the estimates as thus increased will be sustained

by the facts above presented. These several items make an aggre-
gate of 20 mullions. In my former paper as will be seen from the
quotation above given I presented 61 millions as the lowest
estimate of the numbers of lives that were destroyed and that this
number substracted from the number given in the census of 1812
made the present population to be in round numbers 300 mulhons.
If now we estimate the loss of life by these various calamities to have
been 20 millions more than the estimate then given, it will make
the number to have been 81 millions. This number taken from the
number as given in the census of 1812 will leave the population
at 280,000,000. If any are imclined to accept Mr. Hippisley’s
estimate of 250 millions I consider it to be much better supported
than the higher estimate of 350 millions. I present the facts and
leave my readers to form their own opinion. {t 1s worth noticmg
in this connection that the recent census im India gives the popula-
tion of that populous country to be 250 millions. The population
of India is therefore very nearly equal to that of China—according
to these latter estimates—But the rapid mecrease of the growth
and consumption of opium in China cannot be arrested, there is
reason to believe that the population of India, under the beneficent
rule of the British govenment will soon exceed that of China and
China will then cease to be, what it has so long been, the most
populous country on the globe.
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NOTES ON THE HISTORY OF SUCHOW.
By Rsv. A. P. PAaRkeEr.

VY.

THE KINGDOM oF wu Uh i
HE “Kingdom of Wu” was the name of the state of which

Suchow was the capital, when the city was founded. It
embraced all of that part of the present province of Kiangsu, south
of the Yang Tz river, and a part of Chehkiang and Anbwei pro-
viInNCeSs. And while it has not for many centuries been an indepen-
dent state, the name Wu still chugs to the country, and Suchow and
the region around is quite commonly called ‘the Country of Wu,”
Ka. He or Fe]. Its history embraces the period from about 3.c. 1260
te 473). But ttle, however, of importance is recorded of its history
during the greater part of these 800 years. From the time of Yu
the Great to p.c. 1260, the country of Wu was iucluded in the dis-

trict of Yangchow, and was inhabited by barbarians. These bar-
barians were wholly uncivilised—living on the natural products of
the land, tattooing their bodies, and knowing nothing of letters.
Where they originally came from there are no means of knowing.

The kingdom of Wu was founded by the descendants of Tan
Fu & %@, the progentor of Wu Wang 7A -& the founder of the
Cheu dynasty. Tan Fu had three sons, the youngest of whom Ki
Lih 4 was regarded by his father as the most worthy to be
made his successor to the government of the principality of Cheu.

The two oldest sons, T'ai Peh and Chtung Yung, on learning
their father’s purpose concerning the succession, determined to avoid
any possibility of trouble, by leaving the country so as to allow the
youngest brother to succeed to the dominion without opposition.
Hence, on one occasion, when the “ Old Duke” (7 Z) was sick and
the two brothers went to the lnlis to hunt some medicinal herba
for their father, they availed themselves of the opportunity to steal

away unawares, and taking their journey to the southward, they
travelled a distance of several hundred / to a region south of the
Yang Tz river, called King Man 3] §% and there settled, somewhere
in the region of the present city of Chang Chenu.

The mfiuence of their example on the natives seems to have
deen very salutary. In a few years many of them learned of the
two brothers some of the arts of civilized life,—agriculture, house-
building, making clothes, &c. &c.—and subsequently the inhabitants
of quite a large region of country, including more than 1000 families,
agreed to make T‘ai Peh their ruler, and the kingdom or principality
thus founded was called Ken Wu 4] JR, a name which was probably
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derived from sounds in the aboriginal tongue.
capital at a place called Mei Li Mg which, though it was never a
walled city, was strongly fortified. The ruins of this fortificahon
were still to be seen, it is said, at the time the History was wnitten,
60 years ago. T'ai Peh roled with such justice and probity that his
sway over his adopted country soon became firmly established.

When Tan Fu came to die, he expressed.a wish that T‘ai Peb
might still become his successor, notwithstanding bis iormer purpose
to leave the kingdom to Ki Lah. He had long mourned over the
loss of his two sons, and promised the kingdom to T'ai Peh if he
would return to his father’s house. Accordingly when T’a Peh
learned of his father’s death, and returned home to assist im the
performance of the funeral rites, Ki Lih offered him the kingdom,
but he would not accept it. The offer was twice repeated, and as
often rejected. Hence it is said that “Tai Peh thrice declined the
kingdom” # {GFA DL K PP = &. His magnammity i thus relin-
quishing his rights im favor of his youngest brother, 1s regarded by
the Chinese as worthy of very high praise.

He rulea the kingdom of Wu some 49 years and at his death
was succeeded by his brother Ch’ung Yung. The son of thie latter
succeeded him at his death. Thus the government was handed down
from father to son for 19 successive generations till it reached Sheu
Mung = &. He had four sons, of whom he regarded the youngest,
Kai Chah, #& 4, as the best quabfied to succeed to the rule of the
state. But Ki Chah refused to acquiesce in his father’s plans, and
the succession therefore devolved on the oldest son, who, on his
death, was succeeded by the second son. He ruled only a short
time, and dying, was succeeded by the third son. Strange to say the
third son only lived a few years after his accession to the kingdom,
and on his death, it was the general desire that Ki Chah should
succeed him. Ki Chah had by this time reached a good old age
having outlived his three elder brothers, and by his faithfulness in
the official positions that he had held during the three successive
reigns, had confirmed the good judgment of his father as to lus
fitness to rule the kmgdom. But he cared not for kingly power and
glory, and to avoid further importunity, he left the court and,
retiring to a secluded spot, spent his time in the quiet of agricul-
tural pursuits. On this account he has a place im the History
among the noted sages, 4 &, that the country of Wu has produced.

On Ki Chah’s positive refusal to be king, Wang Liao, = #%, tbe
son of Yii Chai, @ 2%, Sheu Munp’s third son wasm ade king, about
B.C, 58d. Up to this date very little is recorded of the progress of
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the country of Wu in the arts of civilized hfe.
have built up a considerable town called Mei Li, and to have for-
tified it with a mud wall. Sheu Mung is also said to have founded
the city of Kwén-shan #7 }ff, although there was no brick wall
built around it till the time of the Sung dynasty. There is no record.
of the productions and manufactures of the country, nor of the
number of its mbabitanis. The absence of such records Is attmbuted
to the “ Burning of the Books” by T‘sin Sz Hwang Ti, the first
emperor of the T"sin, by whose order all the books in the empire of
every description were destroyed. Only the “ Book of Changes”
was spared and a few other books including some of the Classics were
successiully hidden and escaped destruction. This calamity tell upon
the literature of the country a.p. 212. Hence it is said that the
records of the Kingdom of Wu were destroyed at that time, and
its early history is therefore enveloped in some obscurity.

To return from this digression. Wang Liao had a dangerous
and resolute rival in the person of Kung Tz Kwang, A # 5f,
89 COUSIN. This cousin was the son of Sheu Mung’s first son, Chu
Han, and considered that as bis uncle Ki Chah had refused
the throne, the succession rightly belonged to him as the eldest son.
Hence, when Wang Liso was made king, Kung Tz Kwang resolved
on his destruction. He was enabled to accomplish his purpose
thirteen years after Wang Liao’s accession, by the assistance of Wu
Tz-sii, (fh -F FF, son of Wa Shieh, fF $8, Prime minister of the state
of ‘T*su. Wu Shieh together with his elder son Wu Shang, (% ff,
were put to death at the instigation of a rival statesman, and Tz-sii,
took to flight to save his life. The eldest son of the king of Tsu
also fled with him, and the two found refuge at the court of Chen pf
Subsequently the son of the king of T'su was found engaged ina
plot to seize the government of Ch‘en, and had to flee again for his
life. T'z-su, though having no part in this plot, was suspected by
the king of Ch'én, and had to flee also. This time he came to the
court of Wu and offered his services to Wang Liao. The latter was
at first inclined to accept him, but was dissuaded from doing so by
Kung Tz Kwang, who represented to him that as Tz-sii had bean
twice accused of treachery and had fled for his life, he conld not be
a trustworthy servant of the king of Wu. Kung Tz Kwang’s real
purpose was to secure the services of Wu Tz-sii for himself. He saw
in Tz-sii a man of unusual ability, and he determined, if possible, to
secure his assistance in carrying out his plan of wresting the throne
from Wang Liao. Wang Liao hstened to the advice of his treach-
erous cousin, and thus unwittingly hastened his own downfall.

137
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On Liao’s refusal to employ Tz-sii, the latter was secretly taken into
the service of Kung Tz Kwang who, by reason-of his near relation-
ship to the king, occupied a commanding position at the court of
Wr. In order to cover up his schemes, Kung T'z Kwang caused 'T’z-
sii to retire from the court to.some secluded place where he could
better assist in perfecting a plan to put down Wang Liao and
secure the throne to Kung Tz Kwang. Tz-si was not long in
devising a plan and securmg a map to execute it. Wang Liao
was very fond. of broiled fish, and Wu Tz-sii’s plan was to take
advantage of this fact to compass his destruction. Ic his rambles
through the country he found a man of great strength and courage
named Chan Chu & #, whom he tock into his employ, and. sent
him to the shores of the Great Lake to study the art of broiling fish
according to Wang Liao’s favorite method, After three year’s
practice he was introduced to Wang Liao and employed by him,
and the latter soon became so pleased with him that he would eat
no fish except such as had been prepared by Chan Chu.

Having succeeded so far in his plot, Kung Tz Kwang deter-
mined to bring matters to @ crisis. He accordingly invited Wang
Liao to a feast, the principal article of which was to be broiled fish
prepared by Chan Chun. Liao came to the house of Kung T's Kwang
on the day appointed, well protected by his own trusty body-gaard,
having had his suspicions aroused as to the sincerity of his cousin
in inviting him to this feast. Meantime Kung Tz Kwang had
placed a company of his minions in ambush iu an adjoining room,
and ordered Chan Chu to hide a short sword of a peculiar make in
one of the broiled fish that he was to bring im for the king’s feast.
On ariving, Liao took his place at the feast, with his body-guard
drawn up in order on either side. Chan Chu, while in the act of
setting the dish of broiled fish before the king, opened it and seiz-
ing the knife concealed therein, stabbed the ing. Wang Liao’s
body-guard immediately fell upon Chan Chu and struck him down.
But rismg with one tremendous effort, he again struck his sword
into the body of Wang Liao who immediately fell dead. Liao’s
soldiers made short work with Chan Chu, but they were soon over-
powered and nearly all massacred by Kung Tz Kwang’s followers
‘who had been placed in ambush for the occasion.

On the death of Wang Liao, Kung Tz Kwang proclaimed
hnmself king of Wu with the title of Hoh Li & fg. This is the
famous Hoh Lii that founded the city of Suchow.

(To be continued’)
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WHAT BHALL BE DONE WITH CONVERTS WHO HAVE
MORE THAN ONE WLEFE?

[2 long time since anything has appeared in the Chinese Hecorder
in regard to what shall be done with those in Uhina who happen

to have two or more wives, where they give evidence of having been
converted by the Spirit of God and apply to be received into the
Christian Church. I fancy that the number of such applicants will
be more numerous each successive year. A greater number has come
under my own observation the last year than any previous one.
The practice of different missionaries in regard to them is shill
different. While some receive them allowing them to continue in the
relation which had been formed before hearing the gospel, others
require them to put away all but one before admitting them into
the church. One who pursues the latter plan hes given a statement
of his experience which 1s well worth puttmg on record. I have met
with xt as referred to in an American newspaper. L send i¢ to the
Recorder for republication with some remarks on the subject.

‘ Among the difficult questions which missionaries in pagan
lands dre compelled to consider, none is more perplexing than that
of polyagmy. The rule of most Societies 1s that a man, before he
can be admitted to membership, must put away all his wives but
one; and such evils are involved in this act, that often natives of
strong moral feelings will revolt from it. Dr. Ashmore of the Swa-
tow (China) Baptist mission is fortunate in that only one such case
has fallen to his lot in his long missionary service; but it is a very
striking one, as he tells it in Zhe Baptist Missionary Magazine. A
applicant had two wives, and was told that he must put one of them
away. Which one ? The one he married last. But the first wife
had no children, while the second had several. Was the mother to
be separated from her children f Hear what the discarded wife said
to the missionary : —

‘But, teacher, he is my husband, and I am his wife. You say
that he ought not to have taken me; but he did take me before he
knew your new religion. He is the father of my children. l have
2 right to look to him for companionship and for protection. You
make my children illepitimate. You should not do that; you have
no right to injure my children that way. You have no right to put
me in the position of a disreputable woman, for he lawfully married
me according to the usage of China. I had a husband; now I have
no husband. J had 2 home, now I have no home. Hi I go and
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marry another man, I shall break the law.
could go.as the father of my children ; now I can go to my children’s
father no longer, nor may I dare to speak to him.”

‘‘We do not wonder that this made Dr. Ashmore feel hke
studying anew the New Testament teaching on the subject. W hen
a man marries a second wife after he becomes a church member, the
course of the missionary is plain. But where Christianity finds 2
man living according to the custom of the country and the sanction
of its laws, with two or more wives, cannot he be accepted under
protest rather than do iremediable imjustice and to
the imnocent’”

This is the most heart-rending appeal I ever read. It ig very
similar to one published: some time ago from a women in South
Africa who had suffered from the same experience, but much more
affecting. [ hope Dr. Ashmore’s studyimg anew the New J'estament
teaching on the subject, may lead to the adoption of a different
Course. Under similar circumstances I am free to say that aiter a
long study of the subject and the reading of every thing [ could find
in relation to this perplexing subject I would not have imficted such
a trial upon that poor woman as to deprive her of her husband, her
home and her children in the name of the merciful Redeemer whose.
gospel is best portrayed by his own words “come unto me all ye
that labor and are heavy laden and I will give you rest.”

itis known to all who have studied the subject that we have
no explicit teaching in the 8.58. either from our Lord or his Apostles,
mn regard to this point. So we have to be guided in regard thereto
by general considerations and by inferences. Some persons who
are not much acquainted with the history of missions suppose that

itis not a matter that needs much consideration to decide. They
have all them hyes been accustomed to consider polygamy as a great
sin. No one who has more than one wife can possibly be the
member of a church in Christian Jands. Any one found guilty of
bigamy there is condemned to the penitentiary as a felon. Thea

polygamy of the Mormons has justly been held up as the monster
evil of their wicked system. The natural feéling, therefore, of
many by reason of these influences is, can any person think of

receiving one in @ heathen land who has more than one wife
to the church with out requirmg lim to pub these wives away?
These persons forget the common adage, that “circumstances
aiter cases.” Let us consider for a moment that Abraham was
in the very same circumstances as this man was of whom Dr.
Ashmore writes. Abraham, having no child, took Hagar to be his
concubine at the wish of his wife--Sarab, as this man did at the
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1 had one to whom I
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prompting, very probably, of bis wife who had no child.
Abraham? Is he not the Father of the faithful, the man whom God
had selected to be the commencement of his chosen seed ? Though
polygamy 1s now forbidden both by the law of the Church and of
the State in Christian lands, it was not forbidden by the law of
God as given by Moses, nor by human laws among Eastern nations.
Up to the time of Christ it was tolerated by the law of God among
the Jews ; and much more was if tolerated among the Gentiles. it
was not therefore sinful in itself in Abraham to have a concubine.
For that which 1s tolerated of God is not sinful in his sight. As
polygamy thus existed m the time of Abraham, we suppose that
it also existed among other Hastern people; and that it existed
among them, as it did with Abraham, by the toleration of God.
Hence the present practise of polygamy among the eastern nations
nations has come down from the days of Abraham. The monogamy
which now prevails in Christian lands comes from the teachings of
our Lord. All those who know his teachings are under the highest
obligation to follow them, and to obey the laws of. the land in which
they live. But this man, of whom Dr. Ashmore writes, when he
took the second wite was living under the law as made known at the
time of Abraham and which had come down in China by tradition
to this time. As he had not heard of the law of marriage as given
by our Lord, for it had not yet been made known to him, he violated
no known law when he took the concubine, any more than Abraham
did when he took Hagar. ‘f For where there is no law there is no
transpression.” How did God do with Abraham when he took
Hagar to be his concubine at the request of Sarah ? Did he refuse
to number him among his chosen people ? No, not at all. He allowed
him to suffer the satura? evils which follow such marriages; but
Abraham and the son of that concubine received the rite of circum-
cision on the same day, which was the seal of the covenant with
God’s chosen people. Abraham was not required by God to send away
Hagar, and when she fled from what she regarded the harsh rule
of Sarah, God sent her back to her mistress and also to her master.
There was her home. There was the father of her child and there
she was in duty bound to stay. By many, Christian baptism is con-
sidered to have come in the Christian church in the place of
sion under the Old Testament. It would appear, then, to require
a very clear and explicit command on the subject to justify any
missionary saying to 2 man, who is in the very same circumstances
that Abraham was in when he had Hagar as his concubine; who
gives evidence of having received the renewing of the Holy Ghost
and who applies to be received into the number of the chosen
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people ; you must send away the mother of your children ; you must
turn her out of her home; you must make her children illegitimate ;
you must make the woman who has been your wife a disreputable
woman before I can baptize you. | unhesitatingly say our Lord
has given no command that requires a missionary to say thus toa
man in these circumstances. Is not the fact that the Holy Spirit
has converted him the evidence that he 1s one of God’s chosen ones ?
And can it be that one who is accepted of God, can not be received
into His visible church ?

But it is answered that Christ, by the law of marmage which
declares it to be between ore man and exe woman, forbids a‘ man
having more wives than one. We admit it; but the rule does not
apply to these cases. If any one who has known the law violates it
and takes a second wife winle the first 1s still living, though it may
be still the usage of the people around him, we cut him off from
the church. But when one who was living under the law as it
existed at the time of Abraham and as it was tolerated by God im
the Jewish church, and who had, in accordance with that toleration,
married a second wife, and has lived with her and has children, and
then comes to the knowledge of the Gospel and accepts Jesus as
his Saviour, I hold that he may be received into the church as he
was when the Gospel came him, with ont putting away his wives, be
promising obedience to the law of Christ and that he will not marry
any other wornan till all that he now may have shall be separated
from him by death.

While it is true that there is no passage in the New Testament
that gives exphcit imstruction on this point, yet there are some
passages that help us to see what is right—~and proper to be dona
in relation to it. The Apostle Paul gives it as the law of the king-
dom that “marriage is honorable in all” and that all Christians,
whether men or women, may marry if they wish to—‘‘but only i the
Lora.” Does this law of the kingdom render void the marriage
relation which has already been contracted with unbelievers, when
one of the parties becomes a Christian / By no means. The Apostle
says expressly “If any brother hath a wile that believeth not,
and she be pleased to dwell with him let hin not put her away. And
the woman which hath a husband that believeth not, and if he be
pleased to dwell with her jet her not leave him.” [I Cor. vir: 12, 13.
Here is Apostolic direction in a case where conversion to Christ
brings the member into contrariety with the law of the kingdom of
Christ. There are two laws in regard to marriage, one is that a
church member may “ only marry in the Lord.” The other js that
Inarriage is only between one man and one woman: In the one case
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the Apostle teaches us that where a man or woman, who is already
married according to the usage of the country in which he lives, is
converted and becomes a Christian and his companion remains
unconverted—the law which requires a Christian “only to marry in
the Lord” does not set aside that marriage contracted before he was
converted; he is not required to put her away. I have shown
above that in these Eastern lands, where polygamy has existed from
the earlest ages, in accordance with the usage which prevailed at
the time of Abraham and with the toleration given to it by God
among the Jews, the taking of a concubine is not a violation of the
law which our Lord has established for his church. ls it nota fair
and legitimate mduciion that, if the law of the kingdom requiring a
Christian “‘to marry only in the Lord” does not require a converted
man to send away the wife that beheves not, neither does our Lord’s,
Law of marriage as existing ‘“‘ between one man and one woman”
require a man, who, in the days of his heathenism had married a
concubine, to put her away before he can be received ito the
Christian church and be baptized ¢ But there are two passages in the
New Testament which [ thnk make known to us what was the
usage of the Apostles in this matter. One 1s the passage.in I ‘Lim.
11: 2 in which Paul gives his directions for the choice of ministers
for ordination. A bishop then must be blameless, the husband of one
wife,” and again v. 12 “ Let the deacons be the husbands of one
wite.”? The most obvious meaning of these passages 1s this—that
persons with more than one wife might be admitted to the member-
ship.of the church, but they could not be set apart as officers in the
church. On this interpretation of the passages there is, of course, the
Apostles example in the matter, and that should settle the question.
But all who have studied the question know that these passages
have three explanations. One of these is advocated principally by
the Roman Catholic commentators, which is that a Bishop or
Deacon should only be married once; that if his wife dies he may
nof marry a second tune. The Roman church has narrowed this
supposed direction of St. Paul to mean that the clergy should not
marry at alt. The rule that if the wife of a Bishop or Deacon die he
may not marry again is so contrary to all the teaching of the Apostle
in regard to marriage that it is accepted only by a few Protestant
commentators. II. Some hold that it may have been directed against
the common practice of dirorce, and that 1t was designed to exclude
from the offices of the church those who had put away their wives withb-
out a justifiable cause and taken another. It may include these also,
bat this explanation would imply that such persons were received into
the membership of the church, and that they could not be set apart
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as officers in the church. This class of persons would be as clearly
excluded from the membership of the church by onr Lord’s law of
marriage, as those who had a plurality of wives, for if was m
veference to persons who had loosely divorced their wives that
our Lord declared the law of marniage. If, then, according to this
interpretation this class.of persons were admitted to membership in
the church, then also might polygamists be admitted. But thirdly,
most Protestant writers understand this passage to mean that Bishops
and Deacons could not have more than one wife af the same time.
Among commentators wha hold this. view we may refer to Whitly,
J. Wesley, Scott, Macknight, Calvin, Peter Martyr and Barnes.

Whitly, in explaining the passage “the husband of one wife”
writes, “ For the Jews and Greeks” says Theodoret, “‘ were wont to
be married to two or three wives together. I approve of the inter-
pretation of some of the ancients, which is also mentioned by Jerome
and by Chrysostom, declaring that the Apostle dogs not here obdige
the Bishop to be married, but only corrects the immoderateness of
some, and because, among the Jews, it was lawful both to marry
twice and to have two wives together, and it was common with them
to divorce one and take another.” Comm. on [ Tim. oi: 2.

Rev. John Wesley on tha same passage of. Scripture writes,
“This neither means that a Bishop mst be marred, nor that he
may not marry a second wile, which last it is just as lawful for him
fo do.as to marry the first, and may, in some cases, be his bounden
duty. -But whereas polygamy, and divorce on slight occasions,
were common, both among the Jews and heathens, it teaches us that
ministers, of all others, ought to stand clear of these sins.”

Rey. Thomas Scott writes as follows on I Tim. m1; 2.
have endeavored to infer a part of that- (Roman Catholic) system

trom this clause, and have supposed that the Apostle meant to pro-
hibit second marriages to the clergy. But this is contrary to the
whole tenor of Scripture. [t is by no means contained in the words,
and would certainly bring im a part of those evils, which long éx-
perience has found inseparable from the general prohibition. For
as good reasons may often be given for marrying a second wife as
for marrying at all. * * * He (a Bishop) ought also to be the “ hus-
band of one wife.” Christ and his apostles expressly condemned.
polygamy, aa well as divorce, except for adultery. Veé: there was no
direct command for aman, who had previously taken more wives than
one, to put the others away when he embraced the Gospel. But the rule
that no man, however qualified in other respects, should be admitted
tothe Pastoral office, who had more than-one wife, or who had put
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away one to take ancther, tended to show the unlawfulness of poly-
gamy and divorces on frivolous pretences, and their inconsistency
with the Christian dispensation; and concurred, with other things,
to bring them into total disuse in the Christian Church yet
with out viclence and contusion.” Comm. on I Tima: 2.

Dr. James Macknight writes on the passage. ‘‘The busband of
one Wife. That the Gospel allows women to marry a second time,
is evident irom I Cor. vir. 9,89. By a parity of reasoning it allows
mea tO marry a second time also. Wherefore, when it is said here
that “a Bishop must be the husband of one wife” the apostle could
fot mean that persons, who have married a second time, are thereby
disqualified for sacred offices. His meammg, therefore, in these
canons 1s, that such persons only are to be entrusted with sacred
offices, who, in their married state, have contented themselves with
one wife at a time. As the Asiatic nations universally practise
polygamy, the Apostle, to bring back mankind to use marriage
according to the primitive institution, which enjomed one man to
one woman only at a time, ordered, by divine inspiration, that none
should be made Bishops but those who showed themselves temperate
by avoiding polyganzy.

It may be objected, perhaps, that the gospel ought to have
prohibited fhe people as well as the Ministers of Retigion, from poly-
gamy and divorce, if these things were morally evil. As to divorce, the
answer is, that by the precept of Christ, all, both clergy and people,
were restrained from unjust divorce. And with respect to polygany,
being an offence against prudence rather than agamst morality, it
had been permitted to the Jews by Moses, Deut. xxr, 15, on account
of the hardness of their hearts, and 1t was generally practiced by
the eastern nations as 2 matter of indifference. It was, therefore,
to be corrected mildly and gradually, by example, rather than
express precept. And seeing reformation must begin somewhere 16
was fit to begin with the Ministers of Religion; that through the
influence of their example, the evil might be remedied by degrees,
without occasioning those domestic troubles and catseless divorces, which
must necessarily have ensued, if, by an express injunction of the
apostles, husbands, immediately on their becoming Christians, had
been obliged to put away all their wives except one. Accordingly,
the example of the clergy, and of such of the brothers as were not
married at their conversion, or who were married to only one
woman, supported by the precepts of the gospel, had so effectually
rooted ont polygamy that the Emperor Valentinian, to give counte-
nance to his marrying Justinia, during the life of his wife Severa,
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whom he would not divorce, published a law, permitting his sabject
tr, have two wives at a time.’’

John Calvin writes on this passage.“ the husband of one wife”
thus ; “The only true exposition of these words is that of Chrysostom,
that volygamy is here expressly forbidden in a Bishop, which, at
that time, had almost become a law among the Jews. And so it is
not without reason that Paul forbids this stain from the character
of a Bishop. Here, however, it is objected that what 1s vicious in
all, ought not to have been condemned or prohibited in Bishops only.
The answer is easy, that license 1s not, on this account, piven to others
because this is expressly forbidden in Bishops. Nor can we have
any doubt that Paul condemned generally what was repugnant
with the eternal law of God. For the decree is fixed and sure.
‘They two shall be one flesh.” But he might, however, endure in
others what, in a Bishop, would have been too disgraceful and intol-
erable: but Paul repels all from the Episcopal order, who have
committed such an offence. And so, compelled by necessity, he
bears with that, which, being already done, could not be corrected
but only in the common laity. Jor what remedy was there?
Should those have put away the second and third wives who had
entered into a state of polygamy under the Jewish dispensation ? But
such a repudiation would not have been teilhout wrong and injustice.
He left untouched, therefore, what was not new and entirely in his
own power, and only provided that no Bishop should be soiled with
such a stain.”

Peter Martyr, mm his Zoce Communes, asks “If a pagan were in
our day converted to Christ, having two wives, could such polygamy
bé endured under the Christiam dispensation?” His answer, is “Cer-
tainly for the dime. For they contracted with each other in good
faith. Nor must a wrong be done to the wives, for each of them
has a claim upon her husband. The law, which Christ gave, ought,
however, to hold for the future. But what has been done, and done
with good taith, probably in ignorance, cannot be rescinded.”

the Rev. Albert Barnes, on I Tim. mr: 2 writes, “the hus-
band of one wife’ need not be understood as requiring that a bishop
should be a married man, as Vigilantius, 2 Presbyter in the church at
Barcelona in the fourth century, supposed. But, while this inter-
pretation 1s to be excluded as false, there has been much difference
of opinion on the question whether the passage means that 2
minister should not have more than one wife at the same time,
or whether it prohibits the marriage of a second wife after the death
of the first. On this the notes of Bloomfield, Doddridge and
Macknight may be consulted. That the former is the correct
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opinion seems to me to be evident from the following considerations:
(1) It is the smosé obvious meaning of the language, and it would
doubtless so be understood by those to whom tt was addressed. Ata
time when polygamy was not ancommon to say that a man should
have but one wfe would be naturally understood as prohibiting
polygamy. (2) There was a spectal propriety in the prohibition of
polygamy. It is known that it was extensively praticed and was
not regarded as unlawful.” We might multiply quotations from
commentaries showing that in the opinion of many Protestant
writers, this passages in I Tim. mi 2; and 12 prohibits those who
had more than one wife being received into the office either of Bishop
or Deacon.

if

The reasons which are given by these several writers whose
words have been quoted commend themselves as words of “truth and
soberness;”’ especially the first reason given by Mr. Barnes that this
meaning “‘is the most obvious meaning of the words and that it
would be thus understood by those to whom it was addressed.”
These considerations are iv adi matters of interpretation the most
reliable ones for the right understanding of any passage. It is right
to understand a passage in the most obvious meaning of the words
and 2s those to whom it was addressed would understand it.

If it is accepted that these passages of St. Paul’s direction to
Timothy forbid him to induct any one into the office of Bishop
or Deacon, who had more than one wife, then it necessarily follows
by implication that there were those in the church who had more
than one wife. That this follows as a necessary nmplication 1s clear
trom the following considerations. The officers of the church were
selected only from those who were members of the church. If
then, there were no members of the church who had more than one
wife it would be entirely superfluous to forbid Timothy to induct
any one into any office of the church who had more wives than one—
tor as there were no such persons among the members, then no one
with more than one wife could possibly be presented for the office of
Bishop or Deacon. On the supposition that there were among the
members of the church those who had more than one wife, then the
Apostolic injunction that such could not be ordained either as
Bishop or Deacon is pertinent and necessary. But on the suppos-
tion that there were no members in the church who had more than
one wife the injunction was entirely superfluous and unnecessary.
As Prof. Goodrich in his letter to the American Board has expressed.
it, “ We know that polygamy was a prevailing custom among the
Greeks, as well as oriental nations, in the Apostolic times. As
Timothy and Titus were sent to churches conposed chiefly of Jews
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and Greeks, 1t would seem hardly possible but that some of the
members of those churches had become converts to Christianity
while hving in a state of polygamy. If, then, there was @ rule in
operation at that time, requiring that all such persons should cease
to be polygamists on their admission to the church; that every
married Christian man should be “the husband of one wife;” it
would seem at least to add such an injunction in respect
to the clergy. Jt would be like soberly requiring that the
Jewish Priests should be circumcised men, when without being
circumcised they could not be Jews ag all. It does, then, seem to
be a legitimate inference, that if the rule given to Timothy was
really directed against polygamy in the highest church officers, there
could not have been another and broader rule in operation excluding
polygamists from all access into the church.” In other words we
are warranted in drawing the inference that persons who gave
evidence of conversion to Christ and who had more than one wife
were admitted into the early Christian church without being
required to put away the other wite. This being the usage in the
early Christian church under Apostolic sanction, 1t1s an authoritative
rule for the guidance of mussionames, under similar circumstances
in these eastern lands, as China and India. I hold, then, that the
action taken by the mussionaries of various denominations in
Calcutta in 1834 was entirely in accordance with Apostolic usage.
The Denominations represented at this Conference were these, viz;
the English Baptist, the London,and the Church Missionary Societies,
the Church of Scotland and the American Presbyterian Church.

It is stated that m this Conference after having had the whole
subject frequently under discussion, and after much and serious
deliberation, they wxanimously agreed on the following proposition,
though there had previously been much diversity of opinion among
them on various points. “Tf a convert before becoming a Christian
has married more wives than one, 1n accordance with the practice of
the Jewish and early Christian churches, he shall be permitted to
keep them all; but such a person is not eligible to any office in the
eburch. In no other case 1s polygamy to be tolerated among Chris-
tians.”’ (Brown, Hist. of Missions, 11, 365,366).

I designedly limit the proposition to these eastern or Asiatic
countries, excepting therefrom the Polynesian Islands and parts of
Africa. Our knowledge of their matrimonial. is not sufh-
cient to justify us in expressing any opinion in regard to them. Krom
some statements we have seen of the polygamy which prevails among
them, it would appear that it 1s rather low and pernicious and
Lemporary. If their marriage relations are not permanent and well
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defined, then an entirely different action is required in regard to it
from that taken by the missionaries m India in 1884. tt would
require that the marrage relation should be fixed de novo as all the
institutions in Church and State have to be arranged anew. Ag it wag
among peoples in the condition of these uncivilized tribes that some
of the missionary Societies, who have adopted “the rule that a man,
before he can be admitted fo membership, must put away all his
wives but one” as stated in the quotation from the American paper,
commenced their evangelizing labours, it was in view, perhaps, of
the state of the marriage relation existing among these tribes that
they were led to adopt this rule. And they have yet seen occasion to
modify it to suit the different state of things in other lands. It is
to be hoped that the wail of this distressed woman at Swatow, and
the most heart-rending statement of her wrongs as written out by
Dr. Ashmore, will lead every missionary and every missionary Society
to study anew the teaching of the New Testament on this subject.

I hold (1) that the principles of the divorce rule in the old
Testament church which recognized those who had a plurality of
wives as members. of that church, warrants the admission of converts
who have more than one wife into the Christian church as a temporary
measure without requiring them to put all away but one. (2) That
as the rule of the Kingdom which requires a Christiam “only to
marry in the Loi ,” does not nullify the marriage between the con-
vert and his unbelteving wife, and that he may be received into the
church without putting away his unbelieving wife, so, by a parity
ot reasoning the law of the Kingdom, which declares “ that marri-
age is between one man and one woman” does not affect the relation
which a man may have contracted with a second wife before his
conversion, and so he may be received into the church without putting
away any of his wives. (3) I think, that, having the general con-
sent of many learned and godly men of various ages from the
fourth century to the present time, that the passage in the Epistle
to Timothy, “the husband of one wife,” in its most obvious sense
means to prohibit any one who has more than cone wife from being
ordained as a Bishop, it follows as the obvious and necessary
inference, that persons with more than one wife were received into
the early Christian church under apostolic sanction. And hence wea
have the: most certain warrant for receiving converts, in these
Asiatic countries where polygamy prevails, who have more wives than
ons, into the church without requiring them to put away all of them
but one. ! hold therefore, that this woman was greatly wronged in
the name of the Gospel of Christ; that the Gospel does not require
the second wife to be torn away from her husband; to be driven
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away from her home; to have her good name destroyed; her children
declared illegitimate and deprived of her loving care and instraction.
But, on the contrary, she has the right to continue in the enjoyment
of the love-and protection of her husband; to continue in the position
and honor of 2 woman who has a husband; (which m China ts no.
small blessing) to have the comiort and support of a home with chil-
dren 1n 1¢ to honor her. That she has a right to all these now that
they are purified and blessed to her and her husband by the Gospel!
of Jesus Christ, the influence of which is to bless and purify all
the relations of lite.

It was the wail of the slaves of America as voiced by Mrs.
Stowe in Uncle T'om’s Cabin that did much to attract the attention
of mankind to the wrongs of the slaves. It may be that it is the
purpose of God, in his good providence, to make the wail of this
Chinese woman of Swatow as voiced by Rev. Dr. Astmmore awake?
the missionaries and the missionary Societies to the wrong done
to the innocent by requring as a requirement to admission to the
church what the Head of the church has not enjomed, and thus
lead them to change the rule on this point for Asiatic converts; tor
this result I shall continually pray and most earnestly hope.

I VANGELIST.

Coatrespandence,

An Oven Letter to Dr. Dudgeon.

“In an article published in the May-June number of the
Chinese Recorder, headed Opium and Truth, and bearing your name
the followmg passages appear :-—

“Error and wrong, not truth, will suffer from agitating this
dirty pool. Foreigners in China, living in concessions apart by
themselves, including our Ministers, Consuls, and Merchants, see but
comparatively little of Chinese private life and of the result of Opium
smoking. The latter have their trade interests at stake, and self interest
is a wonderful blend to the evils of Opis. tt is after all medical men,
missionaries, and travellers, who are most competent to pronounce
decidedly regarding many important pomts involved in the discus-
sion of such a subject, either as the result of their own observations,
or as the expression, from long intimacy with them and a.thorough
acquaintance with their language, manners, customs and modes of
thought, of the Chinese view, notwithstanding the charge to tne
contrary of their statements beng loose.”—{The are my orn).
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It is scarcely surprising that statements such as those con-
tained in the foregoing extracts should be considered by foreigners
resident in China as somewhat “loose.” If, as you assert in a
later part of your article, “the result of opium smoking is inevitably
the same, physical, moral and financial ruin,” affecting a large
portion of the population, it would be interesting to learn how it 1s
possible that foreign merchants, brought by the necessity of their
avocatious into constant intercourse with some class or other of the
adult male part of the population, see, as you say they do, but little

.of the effects of opium smoking. In this Colony at all events, the
head quarters of the opium trade, m which there is no prohibition
against the practice of opium smoking, where there are naturally
fewer restraints than elsewhere imposed upon the habit by Chinese
public opinion and where, if anywhere, the vice, if vice it necessaril
must be, prevails to excess—foreigners do not hve m a concession
apart, and their observation, as a body, of the effects of opium smok-
ing 18 likely to be at least as accurate as that of any special class of
foreigners upon the mainiand. Lhe particular allegation, however,
in your article which I desire to call in question and with regard to
which, as a merchant, I have a mght to ask an explanation, is the
one that foreign merchants in China are blind to the evils of opium
smoking in consequence of the interest they have in perpetuating
the trade in opium. | agree with you thaé foreign mercantile men in
China, as a body, do not consider that the accounts, highly coloured
end sensational as they regard them, of opium smoking put forward
by the Anti-Opium Society, are a correct representation of fact.
They do not believe that ‘‘the mevitable result is physica), moral,
and financial ruin,” but it is not the less certain that their opinions
in that respect are not biased by considerations of self interest. You
can hardly fail to be aware, and if you are not, you must permit me
to say that the inaccuracy of your observation in respect of a noto-
rious fact hardly justifies the confidence with which you appeal to
the testimony of medical men and missionaries with regard to other
allered facts not quite so obvious, thet the imterests of the large
majority, probably more than 9/10ths, of the foreign merchants in
China are not concerned directly or indirectly in the perpetuation of
the opium trade. On the contrary if may be stated positively that
were the opium trade to cease the pecuniary interests of the
meacantile body generally not only would not suffer, but would be
directly benefitted. Yn that case (the cessation of the trade) produce
exported from China, which is now paid for to the extent of
210,000,000, sterling by opium, the trafic in which is controlled
and monopolized by a few British-indian firms, would have to be
paid for by increased quantities of other descriptions of imports
which form the business of the bulk of the foreign community.

To avoid any misconstruction of my own motives for addressin
you on the subject of your article i think 16 right: to say that J,
many years ago, came to the conclusion that it would be sound
policy on the part of the British-Indian Government to renounce its
direct connection with the cultivation of the Poppy plant and sale
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of opium and to consent, under certaim guarantees; to the abolition
or modification of the clauses in the Treaty of Tientsin which
include opium in the general category of goods which are subject
to a fixed tarif of duty.

f disagreed with the policy which framed the. optum clauses in
the Chefoo Convention, because that Convention proposed to settle
nothing. If ratified it would have fatied to reheve the British
Government from the responsibility for the traffic or to do anything
to check the consumption of opium. On the other hand, its opera-
tion would have been to transfer revenue from the British-Indian
Government into the pockets of Chinese Officials and to greatly
encourage the growth of the Poppy throughout.China.

Iam of opinion that when indulged to excess opium smoking
is productive of ‘great individual misery and when practised in
moderation that the apologies for its use are probably less effective
than those which can be offered on behalf of most kinds of alcoholic
stimulants. [ am certain that the cost of it imposes a great pecuniary
burthen upon the industrious classes throughout the Empire which
every reasonable man would desire to see lightened and removed.

My experience, however, in this country extending. over a period
of more than 30 years, during which I have been brought into con-
tact with almost all classes of the population, prevent me from
acquiescing in the sweeping conclusion expressed in the paragraph
of your article which I have quoted. Knowing as I do, not excep-
tional bat numerous cases of natives who were contemporaries of my
own when larrived in this country, who are my contemporaries now,
who have been regular opium smokers, some of them consuming.as
much as 5 mace to 7 mace per day, and who are still not only well-
to-do men and good citizens, but are apparently in the possession of
all their faculties mental and physical, and being aware that 4/10ths
at the least of the adult male population of this Colony indulge im
the habit, I cannot bring myself to beheve that “the inevitable
result of Opium smoking is physical, moral and financial rain.”

in conclusion I cannot refrain from expressing regret that a
public question involving issnes which, 90 far as the Isnglish nation
is Concerned, are almost exclusively national and political and affect
the pecuniary interest of a very limited number of individuals whose
voices, to do them justice, are seldom beard in the controversy,
cannot be discussed without passion, and that passion, as it appears
to me, entirely one-sided. as

The cause of truth and justice m any controversy, [ venture
to remind you, is not promoted by.an advocacy which seeks to dis-
credit the testimony of opponents by the imputation of base motives
and I claim for the foreign merchant in Chiaa, qualifications for an
examination into the conditions of the opium question as honest
and independent as those which you put forward as being the almost
exclusive possession of medical men, missionaries and travellers.

I am, Suir,
Your most obedient servant,

W BULKELEY JOBNSON.
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Mr. EDITOR :-—
Number of Opin. Suiokers in China.

Since my letter to the Chinese Recorder, a year ago, many facts
have been made public which change the estimates then made as to
the number of opium smokers in China, as well as in regard to other
points of the opium discussion. ‘Lhe estimate made by the Inspector
Genoral, Sir Robert’ Hart, of the amount of native grown opium
was 100,000 chests. The statements which have been published
since that estimate was made, make if evident that the quantity of
native oplum grown during the last year must be nearly, if not
quite, 300,000 chests the statements as to the number of
the population im the opium producing provinces who smoke the
drug is perfectly appalhng. The namber has been stated as high as
sixty out of every hundred of the ichole population in some provinces.
Mr. Spence of H.'B. M. Consular service reports the production of
Szech’uen, Kweichow and Yunnan provinces to be 224,000 chests
annually. The number of 76000 chests, in view of the statement of
of the extent of its cultivation, would appear to be a moderate
estimate for the quantity produced in Shansi, Shensi and Kansuh
provinces and in Manchuria. In my former letter I pave as a
probabie estimate of the smokers of 100,000 chests of imported and
100,000 chests of native drug, as fen midtions. But in view of the
statement that the quantity of the native drug is three times as
much as it was then estimated to be, that number is entirely too few
to consume such a quantity and the statements of those who are
residents in these opium producing provinces as to the: proportion
of the population who use the seductive poison make it evident
that the number of smokers is vastly beyond any number which
bes been lntherto surmised.

Jn view of the quantity of the drug which is now produced,
and the statements of the residents in, and the travellers through
these six provinces in which it is grown, a moderate estimate
will make the number of smokers to be nearly thirty millions,
or one tenth of the whole population of the Empire, estimating
it at three hundred millions. As many of the smokers are youth
and women they will not use as muchas older smokers. This is 2
most appalling view of the condition of vast portions of this populous
country. It looks as if the country was indeed going tormn. If
it is to be saved from this blighting fluence, it behoves the friends
of China, both foreign and native, to bestir themselves with an
earnestness. which has never yet been manuested by them.

‘ihe Rev. A. Stanley in a letter pubhshed in the Asstonary
Herald of Boston for February 1883, says “The use of opium
extends to ail classes. Its use 1s far more common among the
podrer classes {in Shanse] than on the Chih plam. J was told
that women use it quite extensively as well as men. Also by
Chinese’it is estimated that near, or quite eight-tenths of the entire
population use the drug.” A correspondent of one of the Shanghai
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papers stated that the officials of Shansi had stated that 60 per
cent of the country people is Shansi used opium and 80 per cent
of the entire population of the cities used it. These statements
will certainly refer only to the adult population for it is incredible
that eight-tenths of the entire population including men, women
and children should use the drug. But the statement shows how
almost universal is the use among the adult population includingwomen as well as men. ithe aggregate population of the six
provinces in which opium is largely produced is 71,684,500. tf
we take the estimate that cight-tenths of the whole population smoke,
which is evidently a low estimate, the number of smokers in these
six provinces would be over 20 millions, leaving only 10 millons in
the other twelve provinces at the estimate of 80 millions of smokers
in the Limpire.

Another point which claims attention 1s this—the rapid trerease
of the growth over large and extensive districts of country. Hitherto
the attention has been more directed to seeking to arrest the
importation of the foreign drug. It was supposed that the native
drug was not much in quantity, that it was grown in some measure
clandestinely and that its growth could be easily suppressed at any
time by the enforcement of the laws which forbid the growth of the
poppy. But we are awakened from these delusive surmises by the
astounding fact that three times as much drug is produced as is
imported: that the poppy is openly prown over extensive districts
in these six large provinces; and that during the last fifteen years
the laws againts its growth have been in abeyance: and now the
last ‘statement reaches us from Shensi “that proclamations have
been issued from the highest officials legalizing the traffic in opium
and imposing a regular tax on each catty.” In view of this state of
things the foreign import sinks into comparative unimportance.
{t drains money out of the country, it is true—but its comparative
high price limits 1t to the supply of the wealthy, and it is used
largely to supply the cravings of those who have already formed the
habit. But this native growth is so cheap that it is within the
reach of all classes and it is extending the use of the poison into
districts and provinces, which, till within a few years, had but few
smokers because of thei distance from the seaboard and the dear-
ness of the foreign drug. The habit is thus being Jormed by the
cultivators of the ground; and the ground hitherto used for the
growth of the grains needed to support the population is - being
largely used to grow a noxious drug. ‘The rapidity of the increase
of the production of the drug and of the number of those who use
it within the last ten years is most alarming. And if nothing is
done to stay the progress thereof it 1s impossible to- foresee what
will be the extent of the increase.

But what can be done by the friends of China who would save
ats people from this blightine curse? Our hope and trust first must
be in God. it 1s important to consider that just in this extremty
the Anti-opium Prayer Union has been formed in London. Let all
the missionaries im China join this Union and cry mightily to God
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that he would arrest the progress of this desolating evil.
seek to arouse the Chinese Christians everywhere to consider the
extent of the evil that they may join in this concert of prayer for its
removai. And then let all who are interested in the matter do what
they can to arouse the people and goverment of China to the fear-
ful evil of the present policy of the goverment; and use all possible
means to lead the Chinese Government to enforce the laws of the
country against those who are engaged in the growth of the poppy.
Nothing but the most prospt and energetic action of the Government
can stay the increase of this production or diminish its present
expansion.

In the hopes that by the growth of the native drug they would
shut out the foreign, the goverment has winked at the violation of
its own laws till tho evil has become almosé, if not entirely, beyond
its control, The plan has entirely failed in effecting the desired
object, as the foreign article has continued to come in un diminished
quantity, year alter year and to sell after the former prices. And
this native production has led untold multitudes, in districts which
were not reached by the foreign drug to form the habit of using the
seductive poison until now the number of the consumers of the
native drug is probably six-fold greater than the number of those
who use the foreign drug. Let the Government be warned and urged
to give up this utile and most mischieveous effort to shut out the
foreign drug by providing a supply of the native article. Let it ba
nrged to stop at once this tacit permission to grow the poppy before
these unnumbered millions who are not yet confirmed in an invete-
rate habit are hopelessly enslaved by it. Return to a rigid enforce-
ment of the laws against this injurious product till its growth
is every where stopped. Let the missionaries every where warn and
exhort the people against the use of the poison and form societies to
help the present victims to escape from its toils and thus seek to do
away the evil of its use, The British Government has been foreed
to withdraw the licenses which had been given for the sale of opium
in Burmah because of the report of its own Commissioner of the
evil the use of the drug was bringing upon the population. It is to
be hoped when British Statesmen come to realize the terrible evils
which the growth and use of opium are bringing upon China
they will yield to China’s entreaty and help to arrest the desolating
Curse, If something is not done then the hope for any increase of
trade in China for foreign importations is at end. If this present
crease of the growth and consumption continues the country is
hopelessly ruined.

Yours truly,
OBSERVER.

149

Let them
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Missionary Mes.
We are dependent upon our Correspendents for items for this department

of the Recorder. Wilk youyou not make greater use of our columns to give wifor-
mation to your fellow missionaries

a

Birth, and Death.

At Soochow, on April 19th the wife of
Rev. J. N. Hayes American Pres-
byterian Mission, North, of a son.

At Boston, Massachusetts, U. 5. A.
on January 16th, the wife of Rev.
W. Dean D.D. American Baptist
Mission Bangkok.

ARRIVYALS—On November 5th, at
Shauwn, Rev.and Mrs. J.16. Walkerand child of the Mission,
on their return.

On April 5th, per as. “City of
Tokio” and “‘Alerashima Mare”
Rev. and Mrs. G, H. Appleton and

child to join the Americau Ispiscopal
Mission at Shanghai.

On April 18th, per s.s. Brindisi
Mrs. J. B&B. Cardwell and daughter,
of the C. I. Mission on their return.
Rev. F. A. Steven to join the 0. I.
Mission at XYangchow.*,*
Derarrores—On March 27th, per
s.s. ‘‘Coptic’ Birs. A. P. Happer,
Canton, for the United States.

From Hongkong on April 18th,
per ss. Heeler. Mr. J. Thorne, of
the American Bible Society, for
U.S.A.

From Shanghai April 12th, Mer.
and Mrs. A. Gordon, for Australia.
From Shanghai April 25th, per

8.8. Tokio Afaru Rev. W. HA. Shaw
A.B. C. I. Mission Pao-ting-fu,for U.S. A.

From Foochow Rev.S. F. Woodin,A. B.C. F. Mission for U.S. A.
Mrs. Wolfe, AALS., for England.

petition to the Bri-
tish House of Commons against the
opium trade from the Protestant
missionaries in China was dispatch-
ed from Peking on the 23rd March,
It was sent to the ‘‘ Society for tho
Suppression of the Opinm Trade”
with the request that they would
arrange for its presentation to the
Llouse. Lhe petition is over twelve
feet long aud contains 239 signe-
tures. Four Enghsh missionaries
declined to sign it 3 one because ho
disagreed with the object of the
petition, two because they objectedto its form and one for reasone
not stated. Two Amenrcan mis-
sionaries, while expressing hearty
sympathy with the aim of the peti-
tion, thought they could not, as
American citizens, sign a document
nddvessed to the British Honse of
Commons. The German
aries seem all to have signed it.
Absence in the country and else-
where when the petition was circu-
lated prevented many from signing,
sO that the number of sirnatures
Is nob so complete as we could wish,
though it is, perhaps, as great as,
under the circumstances, we could
expect.

=a
C. A. Stanley has
recently returned from a 27 day's
trip in the toterior He baptized
o converts. He found that the
Roman Catholics bad been trying
to draw away the converts at one
village, but had not succeeded. It
scems as though there is enough to
do in converting heathen withont
attempting to pervert Christians.
Nhe attempt is reported to have
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been made by a foreign priest. Two
native huns have gone to the same
villa and for the saine purpose.

Dr. Howard expects to retarn fo
U.S.A. soon for n vacation whiel
she richly deserves. I[¢ is to be
oped she will return fOOhH and
bring help with her of her own sex
and profession. Dr. B.C. Atterbury
af the Presbyterian Mission, Peking,
jas accepted an invitation to take
charge of Dr. Mackenzie's Hospital

during his enforced absence.

Carroo.—Rev. J. lL. Nevins, 0).D.,
of the American Presbytevian Mis-
sion has recently returned from lis
winter tour. Others of the same Mis-
sion are expected soon, and we Lope
tn cond souvie.account of the results
uf these crangelistic tours for thie
next Ievcurdter.

Wertrtrry—Some difficulties have
been met by Hevs. Laughhn and. AL Mateer in thetr efforts to
locate at tins new stintion of the
American Presbytertan  ALisaton.
Nothing serious is apprehended. tt
iscxpected that the medical practice
of Dr. BH. Re Smith will go far to-
ward allaying any misgivings which
may trouble the native mind.*,*
SILANGHAL—Sinee our last issne tlic
Voncrable Archdeacon Moule and
family, of the Enghsh Church
Mission, have removed from Hang-
chow to this place. Mr. Moule takes
up the the duties of Secretary of
the Mission.

At the March ‘meeting of the
Shanghai Conference a resolution
was adopted which may interest
others. It was decidod
that no missionary would, hereafter,
craploy the native converts of an-
Other Mission than his own, without
first obtaining the permission of the
foreign missionaries in charge. Wea
behieve this is a wise measure, and
it will prevent the ranning about
of those restless spirits, found every-
where, who are fond of change at
uny cost. Another measure pro-

posed was to consider the feasability
of a standard of wages to be paid
to native ageuts, for the sake of
preventing what otherwise might
appear to be an ovevbidding for
native help. This matter was en-
trusted to a representative com-
mittee, to be reported on at some
future time.

There is some prospect that
Shanghai will soon have a Hospital
for women. There are three Hos-
pitals here 10 the charge of male
physicians, and they are risited
principally by Chinamen. There
is & ramor that steps have been
taken toward the opening of a
Woman's Hospital, under the direc-
tion of a female physician. We are
not at liberty to say more than that
the matter is in good hands.

Some thing new and adapted to
atbract the attention of the Chineso
has been prepared by Rev. W.
S. Holt, in. the shape of pla-
cards printed on white paper in
colored ink. Tihese placards aro
infended to be posted on the walls
of Chinese cities, at the gateways
or strect corners. They have a
single sentence “Come to Jesus.”or “Teust in Jesus for Salvation ”’
in large, bold Chinese type, while in
smaller ty pe.is found an invitation to
como and hear the Gospel at the
Chapel in—strect. ‘hese postera
can be supplied at $2.00 per 100
upon application to Mr. Holt.
Nreapo.—The American Presbyter-
ion Mission has opened a hospital
and Dispensary here, under thodirection of Dr. J. lu. Stubbert.
Lhe prospects for its usefulness are
encouraging, Dr. Stabbert has five
young Chinamen with him as me-
dical stnodents. In connection with
the same Mission is a Theological
class of seven young men. OF these
five are gradoates from the Board-
ine school in Hangchow, and are
Now under tho instraction of Revs.
Butler and McKce, preparing for
the Gospel ministry. Beside their
professional studies several of the
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students from the Hospital and the
Theological class are studying Iing-
lish, an almost indispensable branch
for those who are to be progres-
give, well-farnished clergymen or
physicians.

The Presbyterial Academy has
berun its second year. The super-
indendent is Rev. My. Yang, one of
the best scholars in the Ningpo
Presbytery. There are some 30
pupils in the school. One of the
medical students, Wa Kwei-siing,
comes from Rev. Dr. Farnham’'s
school in Shanghai. While there he
learned enough English to enablehim to teach it. He has a class
of 20 boys in the school, whom he
ig introducing to the “red-haired
lanruage.”

A location for aSanatarium easy
of access, has been found. Jt is at
Ta-li-shan (FCA (lf) about 15 miles
from the city. Lhe altituae of tha
bill ig such as to secure pure air
and coolness two csseutials for the

dwellers in this malarial plain. Dr.
Lord of the Baptist Mission has
berun a simple summer residence ;
the Presbyterian Mission has a Jot
and hopes to build before the
summer, and we hear that tho
Customs Officials are looking that
way 1f nothing more.*_*
Canron.—Mr. J. Thorne who has
been acting as Colporter of the
American Bible Society at thia port
has been obliged to give up_ his
work owing to ill health. He has
left for the United States via
Kurope. + .*sad news has reach-
ed us of the death of Ars. Dean,
wife of the veteran Dr. Dean of the
American Baptist Mission here.
She was at Boston preparing to sa1]
for Bangkok, when she was taken
ill and died. Mrs. Dean first camo
to Siam as a Missionary in 1859.
She was 64 years old at the time
of her death.

Hotices of Recent Publications.

Aiils to the Understanding of the Bible in the Chinese Written Language.
Tg18 work has been recently issued the Old and New Testaments, withfrom the press in two editions. Jewish Sects and Orders. (6)the book has 650 Introductions to the Books of the
pages, counting each folded leaf New Testament. (7) Harmony of
as two pages. The work consists the Gospels. (83) Notices of places
of a series oF nineteen articles, by in the Bible also found mentioned
different authors, on various in the Books of the Han Dynasty,
subjects, and is published “by the B.C. 206 to A.D. 220. (9) Jewish
Loudon Religions Tract Society in weights, measures and money. (10)one volume, or in a form suitable The Jewish Calendar avd Feasts.
to accompany any edition of the (li) Comparative Chronological
Chinese Scriptures and in the same dables of the Old and New Testa-
CASE, (T'ao)” The scope of the work ments with synchronous events in
is indicated by the titles here civen. China, Japan, Corea, Annam, Sian,(1) A General Introduction to the etc. (12) Plants and Animals Men-Old and New Testainents. (2) In- Lioned in the Biblo. (13) Ethnologytroductions to the Five Books of of the Bible. (14) Intercourse ofNoses. (3-5) Introductions to the the Jews with other nations. (15)remainine Books of the Old Testa- Miracles of the Old Testament. (16)ment. (5) The Interval between Parables of the Old Testament. (17)
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Miracles of the New Testament.
(18) Bible Synopsis and Glossary
of Phrases. (10) Five maps, viz.,
(1) The World as known to the’
ancients. (2) The Holy Land as:
divided among the Twelve Tribes.
(3) The Holy Land at and posterior
to the time of David. (4) Pulestine
in the time of Christ. (5) The
Journeys of St. Paul and countries
mentioned in the Acts of the
Apostles.

The history of the Bible in China,4

with the various ‘Translations,
Commentaries acd Isxplanatory
Notes, 1s an Jnstructive one. Lhe
translation of the Bible bas encoun-
tered many difficulties m its strugele.
toward perfection, and the goal is
scarcely yet reached, ‘The history
thereof begins with the publication
of the “ Acts of the Apostles,” as
revised from an old Ms. brought
from england and priuted in the
year 1810. This has Leen followed
hy seven versions and revisions ofthe whole Bible in the written or
classic language and the Mandarin,
aud by wine versious of the New
Testament in various dialects. 1
the effort to attain a literal, instead
of a somewhat paraplirastic, render-
ang of the originals, translators
have been unable to avoid much
obscurity in the text. Perhaps not
a single chapter presents, through-
out, the inspired thought fally and
Clearly to the Chinese reader. The
sources of obscurity are well-known,
1s beiug due to the great difference
between the original lanraages of
the Scriptores and the Chinese
language and ‘to the new ideas,ctsloms and observances to be
expressed in the new idiom. Oar
work in the dialects is easier and
more hopeful. Theso are living
more flexible and filled with
common phrases, level to the average
intelligence of the people. This is
an advantage, not possessed by the
written language, especially in ite
higher classic forms. Instances,
illustrating the obscurity spoken of,
readily occur to us. Take the single

one of festival or feasts, and contrast
the Jewish Yii-yiieh jf #%, Chang-
mo SF 32, Wu-shiin F Gi, with the
Chinese Yiian-bsiao 7 F, Ch‘ing-
ming fy AW, Chone-chiiu eh HH.
The names, significations, forms of
observance and designs of the two
classes of observances sre as wide
asuuder as can well be imagined.
This serves as a sample ‘of the
difficulty to be overcome in attemp-
ing to make a foreign matter plaiato the native mind. Bat when it
is required to convey the sense of
the iuner, vital truth of the Word,
the jabor ig much inereased. : We
are confronted with new difficulties
mn native modes of thought, tho
peculiar moral ideas of duty to
Heaven and man, and the rieid,
primary meaning of Chineso charac-
ters, which too often resist adapta-
tion to Scripture uses.

In this respect the “ Aids to the
understanding of the Bible” are at
ouce welcomed as 2 valuable addj-
tion to our Sacred Literature. Like
other treatises which appear from
time to time, they will help to tido
the Uhinese reader over many an
obscurity in his Bible, and show
him that it holds a much. fuller,
vicher thought than an unaided
perasal would Jend him to expect.
Lime will not admit of an exhans-
tive aualysis of these valaable “aids”
now under review. We cannot
even mention all the importantpoints in them, as that would
involve:a very lengthy statement.
We only aim to give within a
modest space sucha view of their
main features as may serve to
show their wide range and their im-
portance to native students and
readers.

1. General Introduction to the Old
and New Testaments in three parts, pp.
70.—Dhose bear the apt title, Sn-
yiian PAJR. Each of the three parts
is divided into chapters, but neither
the. parts nor chapters have dis.
tinct tities. A supply of these seems
to us desirable. They would be
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of use to the nninifiated Chineserender, as are to the
traveler, when he reaches the bor-
ders of an uvknown land and jooks
anxiousiy about for some certain
guide to his journey. We trast
that the anthor of these General
[Introductions may insert suitable
headings in future edittong of the
work. Ho prefaces his treatise
with a’ list of the books of the S8.S.
and their abbreviated names.
| The Furst Part, including some
topics common to both Testaments,
relates mainly to the Old Testament
Books, It treats of the eight modes
of divine revelation; the name of thie
Word, as given in the Bible itsolf ;
of tho the dates of Old Testament
books with synchronous years in
Chinese reigns; of the unity of
design and meaning inal] the Books,
though written in different times
and places by authors of different
character, tastes, attainments and
social position ; of the central posi-
tion of Judea, as favorable to the
spread of the: Truth; of the Sep-
tuagint and the Nestorian Tablet:
of the design and advantages of
patriarchal longevity as a sure
means of oral transmission of the
facis of revelation; of the leading
subjects of the Old Testament writ-
ings and the adaptation of 8. S. to
popular language, while still true to
scientific facts in Astronomy and
Geology ; a most emphatic belief in
their divine origin; of the Chaldes
Paraphrase, Talmud, etc; of the
Jews’ very minute numerical esti-
maie of the wonderful agreement
of their Scriptures; of the Samari-
tan Pentateuch; of the wonderful
agreement of inscriptions on tho
Babylonian and Egyptian mont-
ments and ruins with the Scripture
records, proving or illustratiog, (1)
the ancient worship of God, (2)
that Adam was made porfect; (3)
the tact of the Temptation aud Fall
of man, (4) the fact, as evidenced
by pictures, of the Tree of Life and
and the Tree of Good and Evil in
the Garden of Eden, (5) the General
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of a Saviour, (6) tho
Sabbath, (7) the Longevity of the
Ancients, (8) the Deluge, (9) the
names of places in Palestino
agreeing with the names in the
Books ‘of Samnel aud the Kings,
lt also treats of the dispersion of
the Jews by Roman power and
of tho textual agreement of the
many copies of the Old ‘Testament,
found in various placos. Thig first
part closes appropriately with some
aecounk of the Apocrypha.

The Second Purt relates mainly
tothe New ‘Testament. It notices
the four classes or Qivisous of its
books, and speaks of the promise

and gift of the Holy Spirit, and of
the subhors and the genuineness of
the books; tt alludes to the ques-
fion whether the Apostle Thomas
visited Chinn: ib treats of the exact
acreement between the two ‘'esta-
ments, asa key fitting tts lock; of
the Ghurch’s reverence for the Bible,
as a revelation from God and noves-
sary to man’s salvation; of the
various translations, tho Syriac, -
Valrate etc, of.the remarkable
preservation of the Bible; its 14
great jeading doctrines, and its
translation into 408 languages ; also
of the difficulty of translating it
into the Chinese on account of the
differance between it and the orig-
inal Hebrew and Greek: ‘Lhis part
of the Introduction closes with a4
notice of the 13 uninspired books.

The Lhid Part is longer than
either of the others and, treats of
the divine inspiration and moral
power of the Buble, Lhe following
summary must safice, but 1s munch
too fragmentary to do the subject
full juatice:—The Sacred Books
are in differents styles, but all ix-
apired and following a certain ordet
of development, aa seen in eleven
particulars drawn from the first
three chapters of Genesis in which
13 shown God's Jove to man, advanc-
ing to the Revelation of His pur-
pose to send a2 Saviour to delivermon fromsin. After the fal] the
personal presence ceased, and there
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sneceeded various modes of divine
manifestation, a8 shown. in
articulars, from Sacrifices on to

the fulGilment of the purpose in and
throngh Christ. The divine Word
has depths of meaning and is from
God, as is the material universe.
he traths of the Word nourish the
soul to salvation and eternal hfe,
thoagh it has depths of mysteries.
It is comprehensive and yields un-
apoakable blessings. As long inter-
vals often elapsed between appenr-
ances of sages aud patriarchs in onr
world, so we perceive that Christ,did not appear Lill Four
Hundred years after the Prophets.
While Scripture passages are often
brief, as the first chapter of Genesis,
we stil] find them very comprehen-
sive and perspicaous, in striking
contrast to the redandancies of
human productions. This isa mark
of the divine inspiration of the
Word of God. Observe, also, the
great honesty of the sacred writers,
not glossing over, but insisting on,
the ‘fact of man’s sinfulness, and
the consequent necessity of repen-
fnnee. he great wickedness of
the Jewish kings and people is
faithfully. delineated, yet see how
jealously the Jews themselves
the integrity of the Old Testament
Books, and even to their utmost
jot and tittle. Note that the sacred
writers are very different in char-
acter, mind, occupation. has they
suit and inflnence different classes
of people. For a like reason there
vere inspired women, as Miriam,
Hennah, Mary. Observe, aguin,
how the Scriptures differ from hu-
man biographies. In the latter the
personal appearance of the subject
1s delineated, but not so in Bible
harracives. The thought of God
in this was to avoid the risk of
men making Jikenesses of Scrip-
ture worthies and worshiping them.
From such considerations we learn
the divine origin of the Bible. It
clearly discloses the mind of God
and the duty of man. It shows the
value of the soui and is therefore

indispensable to ns. It is the re-
rulator of the luwan mind and
enlightens the conscience, when
misled by false doctrines and sinful
passions, ‘The bvoks of men aro
defective. Kor example, they treat
of the five constant virtues, but
onnt that of Reverence for God.
They treat of the five social rela-
tious, but lack the relation between
Heaven and man, for God is the
Source of all relations. Again,
sages speak now of this, and now of
thué, as ‘the important thing,” bat
the Bible comprehends all under
the ruje of love tu God and to one’s

Lhis third part contains
2 citation of sixteen particulars
which show a close correspondence
between the doctrine and facts of
the Bible and the facts under God's
goverument in the natural world :
and it has a final chapter illustrat-
ing, 10 twelve particulars, certain
anitlogies between the deep things
of the Word and the mystemes
which we meet in the world about
us. On this is fonnded an argo.
inent that the Scriptures are also
from the same divine source. The
analogical argument is complete
and should be convincing.
8 Lhis imperfect resumé of leading
thoughts in the General Introduc-
tion shows its range. ihe seventy
pages are stored with historical
facts and evidences, and with valu-
able suggestions which cannot fail
to inform and stimulate the mind:
of the reader. hey will answer a
two-fold purpose, of niding him in
a clearer understanding of what the
Bible 1a, and of abating any unfor-
tunate prejudice he may have that
it 1s a dry antiquated book quite
withdrawn from the sphere of com-
mon life and human sympathies.

9 Introductions to the Five Books
of Afoses, pp. 380 and 4,
Introductions to the remaining boolts
of the Old-Pestamenit, pp. o4.—
These Introductions are of various
lengths, proportioned to the requiro-
ments of the diferent books. ‘Lhose
to Genesis, Exodus, and Daniel
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oceapy much more space than others,
We reed not underlake an examina-
tion seridttri. The nerest outline
of some of the leading ideas of the
Fi rst—that to the Book of Genesis—
must suffice. ‘From oue learn all.”
The Intruduction to Genesis beginswith tle statement that Moses
wrote the Book. This ts followed
by a concise sketch of bis life in 31
particulars with the proof-refer-
ences. Ag to priority of dates of
ancient books, ib is claimed that the
first eleven chapters of Genesis
stand frst. Then come an Aceadita,
an Egyptian, the Chinese
books, the Persian, the Phenician,
the Indian. The contents of Genesis
ave under 24 heads from the Cren-
tion to Josepli. Different systems
of Cosmogony are stated as des-
titute of proof. The acconnt in
Genesis is the true one, that of the
Creation of all things by One Hter-mali God. It is matntatned that
scientific investigation proves the
trath of the Mosaic record, and that
the accounts of the earth aud the
stellar heavens agree with the deduc-
tions of true science. And_so also
in regard to the results of man'sFall. God was known in ancient
times under different names in
different countries, as seen from
inscriptions on aucient ruins.
scriptions on Babylonian bricks, like
printing blocks, make up  con-
plete volume. There are also found
Gelineations, Assyrian and indian,
of the Serpent and his doom. The
Sabbath, too, ts indicated by cer-tain four characters in Cliinese
constellations and calendars. There
are thas many corroborative proofs
of the trath of Genesis. There was
‘& sure oral transmission of its facts
throagh the longevity of the at.
marchs. Notice also how the al)-
batic division of time is made
rominent in the record of the.

There is contained in theeluge.
L0th and Ilth chapters of the
Book a plain, simple accoant of
the ancestry and rise of the var-
i0u8 tribes of the earth and of

the posterity of Shem, followed in
chapters 12-50 by the history of
the ancestors of the chosen people.
Note, further, the faithful record
of the sins, as well as the virtues,
of the ancients—a strong presump-
tive proof of the genuineness of the
whole revord. As, 1n a photograph,
if yoo add anything after the in-
pression is taken, you so far detract
from the truth of the likeness, so in
theSeripture portraitures the sacred
writer is the artist, the patrisurch’s
character 1s the picture tuken, the
Scripture is the camera, the Holy
Spiri¢ ts the sun, on which all
depends. Hence 1t 13 that good and
bad ulike stand out. Thisis a mark
of the genuine trath of the Bible.

%, Lnterved bebweee the Old and
New Testaments with Jewish Seets
aud Orders, pp. 28.—A very in-
portant treatise, in its right place
between the Old and New ‘Pesta.
ment Introdactions. It is neatly
divided tnto two parts or volumes,
with sub-divisions into chapters,
each of which has its appropriatetitle. Lhe Irst Purt, chapter
Isf; treats of the dynastic changes
and = vevolations during — this
interval of over 400 years. It is
shown, 1n evidence of the truth of
the sacred records, that these secu-
lar histories exhibit the fulfillment
of prophecy, as in regard to Baby-
lon, Tyre and Heypt. The author
then gives & running history, in
distinct outline, of the variguy re-
turns of the Jews from their dis-
persions; of Juden under Persian
rule, as attached to the Province of
Syrins of the venality and world.
liness of the Jewish High Priests;
of Alexonder’s couquests and his
being informed about the prophecy
of Dantel regarding tho overthrow
of Persia and of his consequent
favor to the Jews: of the building
of Alexandria and the removing of
many dews to that city; of the
division of the empire of Persia into
iour kingdoms, of which the Syrian
and the Egyptian intimately con-
cerned Judea, as, from its peograph-
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jenl position, 16 became the con-
stant theatre of conflict between
these rival Kingdoms; of the sad
degeneracy of the Jewish priests and
people; of the wicked carreer of
Antiochus Epiphanes; of tlie rise
and victomes of the Asmonean
princes; of Judea under Roman
rnle and of the capture of Jernsalem
A.D. 63. The 2nd chapter treats
of the rise and décay of Jewish Sectsand Orders. The Jews in their
dispersions carried their Sacred
Books with them and retained their
love for Jerusalem and the ‘T'emple.
Hence the record as given in Actsuw: 9-11. Under the severe dis-
gipline of theiv 7Q years’ captivity,
they adbered to the worship of God
and expected the Messiah. But the
Qid Testament doctrines and rites
were gradually corrupted and tradi-
tion unduly exalted. Hence the
rise Of the Sects, as the Pharisees,
Ssadducees, and Essenes. ‘I'he
different tenets of these Sects are
explained, and this part closes with
a notice of Zealots, Herodians,
Scribes, the Sanhedrin, Proselytes
and Samaritans.

The Second Part treata of the
connection between the Books of
the Bible. In the lst chapter it is
stated that the great idea of theOld Testament is that the Taw
cannot Justify; that it foretells and
preigures salvation by Christ in its
prophecies and sacrifices, and that
ib is invaluable for its teachings
about God, as the Creator, and
Governor of the World, and for its
testimony against idolatry and cor-
rupt doctrine. Two kinds of con-
nection between the Old and New
Testaments are stated—that the
Old prefirures and foreshadows the
New, ond that the New Testament
records the fulfllment of the Old
Testament prophecies. ‘The Old is
the shadow, the New is the sub-
stance. There is a progressive devel-
Oloment of the truth from Genesis
through to the Revelation—from
the ancient reverence for God (Gen.
xt and Job) to the heaven of the

Book of Revelation, thus exhibiting
the two Testaments as easentially
one ook. Lhe 2nd chapter explains
the connections between the Books
of the New Testament. In the New
Lestament we have Christ presented
ns the embodiment of the Gospel
and our Example, and see in him
the Invisible God in regard to tho
Truth and the Divine Perfectione.
He witneases to the Resurreetion of
the dead and to Heaven as a place.He came to fuiGill the Law and
establish the New Covenant. Notice
the gradual progress in his teaching
and, through the Holy Spirit, by
His Apostles and followers, which
shows the vital connection between
the Books of the New Testament.
Lhe 3rd chapter states the con-
nection between the Four Gospels,
which are all by one Divine Spirit,
thongh written by different authors
at different times. The Fonr are
One Gospel from different points of
view. “ Matthew’ for the Jews,
mives the genealogy of Jesua, as
descended from Abraham. to cone
vinee Jews that the Old Testament
prophecies were fulfilled in Him.
“ Mark,” for Roman converts, in a
very concise style and containing
only 24 verses not found in Matthew
and Luke. “Luke,” for the Gen-
tiles, prescnts Christ under a differ-
ent aspect from the other gospels,
and gives his genealogy from Adam,
as the progenitor of the whole
human race; “John,” deeper in
thought, more refined and subtile,
teaches the divinity of Christ and
how those in communion with Him
attain spirituality of mind. There
are other ideas given in this admira-
ble treatise, which could not be
included in an ontline aiming at
breviby. Lhe whole article presenta
ina clear light what we may call
the secular and the spiritual con-
nections of the two Testaments,
through the medium of the interva}
winch elapsed between the close of
the one and the beginning of theother. Phe many side Jights thus
turned upon the Two Books, bring
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them into more distinct view, much
io the advantage of tle earnest
student.

6G. Introductions to the Banks of
the New Testament, pp. 38.—
In regard to these,as to those of
the Old Testument, no lengthy
notice is reqnired. They are all
very brief, in no case much exceed-
ing two pages of the volumo. A
summary of the first in order, that
to the Gospel of Matthew, will
answer ag a sample of all,—st.
Matthew, one of the twelve apostles,
wasa dew, Abt the call of Christ
he left his employment of tax-
gatherer, and waited in person on
the Saviour’s teaching. Ha wasa
witness of Elis life, miracles and
crucifixion, and was with fin after
bis resurrection. He thus knew
the Saviour very intimately. He
wrote this Gospel in the 24th year
of the Advent, which was in the
time of Kwang-wu of the Han
dynasty. The order of events in
this Gospel differs from that in the
other tliree. The design is to wit-
ness to Jesus as sent from God, and
as truly the Messiah expected by
the Jews to fulfill the ancient pro-
phecies. Hence it gives his genea-
logy. from Abraham, as the onefrom whom he was to descend.
The book also adduces Old Testa-
ment prophecies ns to the place oflis birth. The 28 chapters may be
divided into 6 sections, (1) Chapter
J and 2 records the birth aud youth
oF Jesus, (2) CUbapters 3 and 4;
i-11, his baptism and temptation,
(3) Chapter 4: 12—chapter 18, his
teaching and healing in Galilee, (4)
Chapters 19 and 20, his words and
acts on his Jast journey to Jcrusa-
Jem 3 (5) Chapters 11-25, his entry
into Jerusalem and his teaching
there, (6) Chapters 26-28, his suffer-
ines death, resurrection and appear-
ances to his disciples. All these
sections show that Jesns was sent
from God to be the Saviour of men.

/. Llarniony of the Gospels, pp. 34.
This is designed by a chronological
arrangement to show ia what Gos-

pel or Gospels particular subjects
are recorded. the Gospel of Mark
is taken as the standard; for, unlike
the other three Gospelg, 1t followr a
chronological or consecutive order
of events. By this Harmony thie
Four Gospels are made to appearas one. The anthor divides his
prge horizontally into five parts.
In the upper part is a division into
“seven chapters’? or main subjects
of the Gospels, with sub-divistons
into series of events and their places
of ocenrrence added in small clinrac-
tera, There arealso a few references
to the Baok of the Acts and to the
lirst Epistle to Corinthians underlater events. Below sre the four
renaining spaces, one for each Gos-
pel, in which are the references by
chapter and verse to places in the
Gospels where the events are re-
corded. The “Seven Chapters” or
lending Sualvjects, destgned to cover
the whole Gospel history, ave (1)
the advent and youth of Jesus, (2)
Jobn, His Forerunner and the com.
mencement of Jesus’ public ministry
(3) His ministry from the first to
the second Passover, (4) His minis-
try from the second to the third
Passover, (5) His ministry from’ the
the third Passover to the events 11
Bethany, (9) Jesas at the fourth
Passover in Jerusalem, (7) His
resurrection, appearances anc as-
cension. The snb-civisions of tho
seven chapters number over 160,
eg that the columns of refcrences
neader them are frlb and minnte.
The advantages of the tables to the
Chinese student or ordinary reader |
are evident. ‘They present to his
view an account of the Savionrs
whole hfo in the remolar sequence
of its events. The result of dili-
rence In constant study will be
very clear, intelligent conception of
the worderful life of Jesus.

8. Notices of Bible places, also
found mentioned in Books of the Han
Hnasty, B.C. 206.—A.D. 220. pp 8.
The author doubtless encountered
some difficulty in getting up ths
very terse article, on account of the
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obscurity of references in the Books,
and dissimilarity of names of places.
Ilis research into the musty tomes
of the Han must often have been
perplexing, and the application of
philological rules somewhat uncer-tain. We have, however, mueh
confidence that he would find solid
pround, if it could be fonne at all.
If others, who ave competent for
the task, should happen in follow-
ing his track to question his con-
clusions at any point, both he and
they may well be excused for any
slight errors in (heir speculations
on such a sabjcct. We regard the
authors contribntiion as a very
eurious stone in 2 IWwosaie of colors
quite different from its own. It will
be pleasing to the learned among
onr native preachers, wiule very
instructive to every earnest Bible
etudent. It is probably a genuine
frapment on the sea of history,
showing the contact of the Sacred
Text with the books of an ancient
dynasty at a few important points.
The article is thus like unto a good
Babylonian brick, tly inscribed.

9, Jewish metghts, measures and
money, pp. 34—Lhis is 2 very
elaborate article, in which the
orivin of terms, the capacitics uses,
values and circulation of various
weielts, measares, and money
(coined and uncoined) among
the Jews, are skilfully inves-
tigated. The work appears to be
very comprehensive, relating not
only to national, legal standards,
but to those introduced from other
countries, as Babylon, Egypt and
Syria, with which the Jews were
in close intercourse. The treatise
covers the whole J3ible, and its
Scripture references seem ample
enough to illustrate the subject.
I could scarcely command the time
requisite for a thorough review,
but feel sure that no honest, pains-
taking effort hag been spared to
produce a reliable work. It will be
valuable, (1): to all particularly
interested in the study of numis-
matics and kindred branches, (2)

to the constantly increasing class
of native preachers, and others,
who wish to understand the dress
in which the inspired text appears,
and to gain distinct ideas on cer-
tain important points, not a few,where even such incidentals as
niouey wad measures, shed light on
its real meaning.

10. Phe Jewish Calendar and
Jreasts, 5.—TIhese are pivenin the form of a table or cata.
lopue, preface by a brief, ex-
nlanatory note in regard to the
way in which the priests settled
the Calendar, the time of Pass-
over, and the trienmal intercalation
of a month. The Tabie is arrangedwith the Chinese montis at the
top of the page, beginning with the
Eleventh, under which the space is
divided into five parts, (1) the
corresponding Jewish months, (2)
the feasts (3) the seasons, (4) the
weather or thermometrical changes.
(5) agricultural operations. Aft
the end of the Table, another short
note explains the difference between
the Jewish and Chinese Calendars.
In the Jewish the intercalated
month is invariably placed after
the first, whilo in the Chinese it is
inserted as the times and seasons
require. From this it results that
there 16 an entire want of corres-
pondence in the numerical order of
the Calendara.

Al. Comparative Chronological
Publes of the Old and New Testaments,
giving synchronous events in Ching
und other Lastern countries, pp. 40.
The two systems of Usher and
Hale are mentioned, and the dates
of important events, from the Crea-
tion to the death of Joseph are
riven according to each system.
The compiler states the difficulty of
deciding. vhich system is correct,
bnt adds that the dates of ovet one
thousand ycars from the Exodus tothe Advent are certain. In tho
opper space of tho Lables are the
dutes “Before Christ.’ Under these
are arrauged important events in
Four distinct spaces, (1) Jewish
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events, (2) Synchronous events in
the near and some Western lands,
3) Synchronous events in China,

astern jands. Following the Old
Testament tables, and prefacing the
New Testament tables, are notes
explaining the error of four years
in the chronology of the common
cra. In the upper space of the
New Testament tables we have,
arranged in order, the dates, begin-
ning four years before the Commonira. Uncler these are the tables of
events in Vive distinct spaces, (1)
Scripture events, (2) Synchronous
Jewish events, (3) Synchronons
‘ western”? events, as the Roman
reiens, (4) Synchronous Chinese
ovents, (5) Syuchronons events in
other Eartern lands. We need only
remark in 2 word onthe value of |
these Tables in the Old and New
Testament chronologies. Lhey ex-
hibit in a perfectly connected series
the important eras and events from
the Creation down to the Revelation
of the Apostle John. The Tables
of Synchronous events in Chiog and
the bast add a feature which will
be of interest to the Chinese. Bible
scenes anc cventS are in &@ manner
brourhé near, localized, and divested
of a portion of their remoteness and
strangeness.12, Plants andl Animalsin the Libls, pp. 50.—
Tits article is in Ewo Parts, and, |
like that on weights, measures and
inoney, is claboratcly composed, as
evident from the space occupied.
Lhe First Part treats of Plants,
(1) Pragrant Shrubs, (2) Cereals
and Vegetables, (3) Aliscellaneous
(trasses, etc., (4) Fruit Trees, (5)
Vragraut Trees, (6) Miscellaneous
‘Trees. Lhe Second Pari treats of
Animals. (1) Birds, (2) Domestic
Quadrupeds, (3) Wild Animals, Rep-
tiles, ashes, Insecta. The work is
replete with the neccessary Seriptrro
referenecs. Whether or nota single :
shrub or msect has escaped serutiny
weare unable to say. Che presumption
is wholly in favor of the negative.

ty Senchrouous events’ in other

13. Lthnology of the Bible, pp. 16.In his Intreduction the author
states that his treatise refers to the
ancient countries which had reje-
tions with the Jews, and that the
Bible 1s the source of anthority on
the subject. Owning to its geo-
graphical .position between three
Continents, Judea, though so small,
had wide international] relations.
The periods of intercourse were

four, (1) the patriarchal, (2) the
times of the Kings, (3) the periodof the Captivity, (4) the New
Testament period. Lhe treatise is
in our Parts, of which the frst andare sub-divided into short
chapters. Distinct reference is
made to Genesis 10 and Ezekiel 27.
as sources of ethnologic anthority
and investigation. Lhe lands were
divided between the sons of Noah—
Shem in the centre, Ham in tho
south, and Japhet in the North.
Beginning with Palestine, theanthor
mives oO historical sketch of the
origin, ete., of the varions tribes
and peoples known to the Jews,
ancl having a more or Icss intimate
connection with them, as the Ara-
bans, Syrians, Chaldeans,
Medes and Persians, people of the
Caucasus and Asia Minor,fians, (reeks and ‘Romans. He
distinguishes carefully between the
Arab tribes descended by different
hnes from Abraham: and between
the tribes of Upper and Lower
Bey pt. fn the last chapter of Part
Third ig an interesting reference to
the Jews’ knowledge of [ndia andChina. Next to this treatise js
Number lourtcen, a longer and
equally valuable one by the same
anbhor.

Le. Lnfercourse of the Chosen Pea-
ple with other nations, pp. 26.—
The introduction states the geopra-
phical position of the Jews among
the countries, on which, as a basis,
An examination into the subject of
their international relations may be
undertaken, and the results seen in
@ wide corruption of morals and
religion. All this, Gespite prophetic
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admontiion and warning, ‘The
treatise ts in four parts, of which
‘he first two are sub-divided into
chapters. the following themes are
dwelt upon. Pert first, the rise and
decline of those nations through
constant wars. Paré second, Jewish
intercourse and conseqrent corrup-
tion in religion and Worship. Part!
therd, the coromercial intercourse.
Part fourth, the intercourse and
community of interest in learning
and the arts. The author considers,
in these relations with the Jewish
nation, the Jsgyptians, Assyrians,
Babylonians, Persians, Phenicians,
ete ete. In the third part, particn.lay wention is wade of the four
highways of commerce, two by land
and two by water (1) the highway
from Jogypt throogl western Canaan
to Lebanon and the Euphrates
ai Carchemish and the ‘pris
at Nineveh, thence to Babyton
antl the Persian Gulf. (2) the
highway from S. W. Arabia to
Mecca, Jordan, Canaan, thence
turning to N, (3) the way
hy water from Phenicia to Cyprus,
Greece, the South isles to South
ltaly, North Africa and Spain, (4)
ihe way by water from North East
arm of Red Sea to South West
Arabia and the mouth of the Indus
and Ophir. the whole treatise is
very fallin its geographical notes
aud Ssripture references.

15,16,17. The Old Pestument mir-
actes, the OldT'estament and
the New Testament miracles, pp. 10.
These sections are, of course, very
brief, being simply three lists of
the miracles and parables. -The
places of occurrence of the miracles
avé noted at the top of the page,
«ud Scripture references are placed
below in small type. To make this
section complete, a List of New
Testament Parables should be ad-
ded. This list numbers 64 in the
Student's of the Bible, is-
sued by the American Tract Society.

48. Bible index uni Glossury
F Scripture Phrases, ‘pp. 192.—

his forms a separate yolume, con-

venient for use, in the small-pagedEdition of the “ Aids.’’ We have
first a short Introduction, stating
that the Inspired Word is scattered
through many volames, like the my-
riad things in the material world,
and not given to us in a systematic
form, as a theological treatise. From
this arises the necessity of diligent
examination to ascertain its pre-
cious truths and to present them in
sg connected forn. Winle a syste-
matic arrangement is a Jaborious
task, its use when completed is
manifold. Following the lntroduc-
tion, is a hist of the names (with
their abbreviated forms) of the 66
Bocks of the Bible, and a Table of
Contents in 12 sections, with the
list of subjects to be treated of
under cach. The titles or headings
of the 1Y sections are, (1) Concern-
ing Cod, (2) Concermng Christ,
(3) Coucerning the Holy spint,
(4) the Sacred Scriptures, (5) Man,
(6) the Gospel, (7) the Church, (8)
Trials and afflictions, (9) Human
Relations, (10) The Future World,
(11} Miscellaneous subjects, (12)
Explanation of Scripture names.
Coming to the body of the work,we ind in eath of the LY sections
ory volumes a numerous collection
of explanatory phrases, grouped
under the leading subject or theme,
and illustrated, more ov less cop-
iously, by Seripture references in
small type. As these phrases are
not formally defined, the work ts
not strictly a Glossary, buta Collec-
tion, hike Gaston’s, in which a
leading Subject has groups of re-
lated, explanatory terms, with ap-
propriate Bible references. To get
an idea of the range of the work,
fake the first section ‘‘ Concerning
God.” Jt comprises 38 sub-divisious
of themes, as to the nature, the
glory, the patience, tlie love of
(tod : and, under the first of the 5d
(the nature) we count 35 descriptive
phrases with theie many texts.
Taking a page at random, I count
about 00 phrases. At that rate,
the work contains over 9000 phrases.
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The student haa thus in convenient
shape a Manual of Bible themes,
whose signification is fully :llas-
trated by an extensive collation of
prook texts. The valuo of such a
work is not easily overestimated.

19. Hive Mons (These have wt been
vecewed.—I1t seems quite unneces-
sary to add much to this very
cursory review. [f my memory 15
not at fault, 1 met with an occasion-
al want of uniformity in names of
persons or places, as of Alexander,
Antioch. ‘Cheauthors themselves
will, however, be able to detect such
shgbt errors or slips of the pen, and
introduce any changes that may be
desirable in future editions of the
book. The volume is exceedingly
valuable, for purposes of reference,
to the Chinese student, as similar.
works in the English language ave

Corea, The Hermit Nation.—I. Ancient anil Mediaeval History.—fl. Political
and Social History.—iil. Modern and Recent History. By William
Wihiot Griffis. Late of Imperial University, Tokio, Japan. Author of the
“‘ Mikado’s Empire. New York, Charles Seribner’s Sous, 168%.

Tas is a book of very grent interest.
it appears at a time when Corea is
attracting great attention and very
many will be clad to pet a reliable
and readable history of the country
with some account of its manners
and customs. The work is wribten
m1 & very readable style. It is
brought ont in the best type of the
New York Press —We commend it
to ail our renders as a most interest-
ing account of a peculiar peeple.—

[t is an 8yo, vol. of 450 pages. Theo
modern and recent History, which
occupies a little over one hundred
pages, ia the most interesting and
important part of the book. All
residents in the Isast will at onca
turn to them and devour them wot
the greatest interest. Some renders
will difter from the writer on some
points but most readers will accept
his statements as, in the main, cor-
rect and well supported.

Tho Beginnings of History according to the Bible and the traditions of
Oriental Peoples From the Creation of man tn the deluge. By Fraucois
Lenormant, Professor of Archaeology at the National Library of Franee,
&c. &e. New York; Charles Seritbner’s Sons 1883. fe

We have given this fall statement and the Daughters of men and tlic
of the title because 16 states fully Deluge will find these several mat-what is contained in the Baok. ters very fally considered. The
Those who are interestéd to com- author says, ‘I am a Christian,
pare the Bible account of the crea- and just now, when my belief maytion of mans the first sins the be a cause of reprobation, I am
Cherubim and the revolving sword ; more than ever desirous to proclaim
the murder of Abel] and the fonnd- if emphatically. Brut at the same
ing of the first aty; the Sethites time, Tam a scholar, and as guch
and Canaantes, the ten Antediluvian I do not recognize: both a Chris-Patriaechs the children of God tian science and 2a science of free
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to us. By such reference fncts
of many kinds are nt once settled,
so far as the best critical authority
ean settle them. The manual wil]
be very usefal to all classes in thenative church: and some of the
Articles, as fhe general and parti-
cular “ Introductions,” the * Inter.
val betsween the Old and New Testa-
wents,” and the “Intercourse of
the Jews with other nations’ may
be profitably introdacec into schools
and Seminaries, as Primary Text
books: Lhe ‘ Glossary of Scripture
Phrases” stands by itself, as a very
couvenieng help to preachers and
teachers in their weekly prepara-
tions for the puipit, the SundaySchool and ths Bible Class. We
shal] be very glad to see this whole
volume extensively mtroduced.

CC.BL.
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thonght.
only, needing no qualifying epithet,
which leaves theological ques-
tious on one side, aS foreign to its
domain, and accepts all ainvesti-
gators, working in good faith,
whatever their religious convictions,
ns equally its servants *** But Iadd, in all sincerity, that
never yeb, in the course of a career
extending over a quarter of a cen-
tury given to study, have [ come
face to face with a genuine con-
flict between science and religion.”
The full collection of the traditions
and the ancient notions which Prof,

The Chrysanthemum and Phoeniz.
TH1i3 is the firsts nomber of Vol. 3,
of this mouthly. It 1s the first of a
new series under a New
with a new style and appearance.
We confess we prefer the old
richt and cheerful dress rather
than this new one. Buatthis new
form may suit better its enlarge-
ment which has oeéurred with this
new departure. The namber is,
however, destitute of any statement
of the plans or purposes connected
with the evlargement, or of the
terms of publication aud various
other matters which the public gene-
rally wish to know about periodicals.
This first number presents a vari-
ous Table of Contents from which
its readers may select according to
their different tastes.—I1. The House
of Kuroda. Chap. 1. Tho Rival
Fiefs, By Capt, Brinkley, R.A.—II.
Darwin’s Theory of Evolntion ap-
pled to Sandwich Island Mollusks,
By John T. Gulick.—IIl. Higher
Education in Japan, Translated from
the German of Dr. Adolph Groth by
CS.Eby.—_IV.A History of Japanese
Keramics, Chapter 1. By Captain
Brinkley, R.A.—V. Koeckerbacker
Lhe China Review. January-February, 1888.
Tae 4th No., of the llth Vol., of
this well established Review comes
to us with fall pages of able articles.
Mr. J. Dyer Ball continues the
Scraps from Chineso Mythology,

Lenormant has collected from many
recent authorities shows how widely
extended was the knowledge of the
early history of the race. He says,
at page xviof the preface, “ ‘he
first chapters of Genesis constitute
a “Book of the beginnings,” in
accordance with the stories handed
down in Israel from generation to
ceneration, ever ‘since the time of
the Patriarchs, which, in all its es-
sential affirmations, is parallel with
the’statements of the books from the
bunks of the Euphrates and Tigris.”
We commend the book to thoso
who are interested in such studies.

January 1883.—Yokohama, Japan.
and the Arima Rebellion. By Dr.
Geerts.— VI. Ornithological Notes.oy TL. W. Blakeston.—VII. Lhe
Qld Year, By Captain Brinkley,
R.A.—VITY. Recent Literature, By
J. M. Dixon. Onr space will not
admit of noticing each article. The
one which will attract most readers
is Dr. Groth’s Report oa Higher
Education in Japan. Dr. G. first
refers to the effect that the Chinese
Language and Literature have had
upon the Japanese people in thetf In the second part
he refers to the present effort to
introduce European Learning
Japan. The Report will be continued.

The Elistory of Japanese Keramics
commenced in this number promises
to be very interesting and complete.
The article on the Arima Rebellion
brings before the readers « -most
interesting incident in the history
of Western intercourse with Japan.
Altogether the number is one of
varied and very great interest. Wa
congratulate our Cotemporary on
its enlargement and the excellence
of this first number.

from the notes left by his revered
Father. These serve to show bow
dark the human mind is. in feelin
after God without the light of the
Christian Scriptures. Rev. Ch., Piton
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continues the History of the Vall of ! of New TBaqoks and Notes nicl
the Dynasty and the rise of , Queries. Weare eratihed to notice
that of Han. The next article: the very complimentary manner
furnishes evidence of the different .in which the Jas&é volume of the
places tn which Chinese is studied. flecorder is spoken of. We qnote the
The Sin-enen variationsof Cantonese passnve that contributors to the
is furnished by ‘Afr. A. Don, who is. Hecorder may see how their papers
laboring among the Chinese Jmme- are regarded, and that others may
rants in New Zealand. The object be stuualated to help to make itis to show the variation of the even still more valuable. Lhe
language spoken in the Districts of . writer of the notice says: ‘‘ Before
Sin Whnainnd Sin Hung from what: concluding this notice we would
39 spoken in the Department city. congratulate our contemporary on
Rey. Dr. Edkins furnishes a paper the compiction of one of the most
on some Chinese words. The re- valuable volumes ever issued from
mainder of the number has Notices the Alissicon Press.”’

NS Te itt DE FE The Geography of Judea. By Rev. R. H. Graves, M.D.,
s.cont notice.

As a typographical error made ns! Tract Society. The lavger work
say that it was a Geography of India | has iNustrations on foreign paper
we repeat the notice. From the while the Compendium is Intended
author we Jearn that it has been more especially for schools, Both
prepared from the “Sacred Geo-; books are illustrated with colored
graphy published by the American | maps.”

The American Antiquarium ard Oriental Journal. hy Rev. 8. T. Peet.
Jameson and Morse, Clucago, U.S.A. 33,00 per year.

Tas Journal is in the 5th year of | in literary and scientific civeles both
publication and every year with an in and
enlarged circulation. Jt has wight ‘The number for Janaary 18383 has
departments with an Editor for 'avaried Lable of Contents as fa}lows;

each department as follows; Ameri- | Frontispiece. —I. The Mexican God.can Archaeology and Ethnology, !dess of Death.—II. On the Inter-
Phe editor-in-chief. 2 Oriental pretation of the carly Alythologies
Literature, and Archacology, Prof.'of Greece and India.—IIT. Indian
John Averys. 3 European and Migrations as evidenced by lan-
Classical Art and Laneuage, Dr. J. vnage.—lV. Native races of Colom-
D. Buuler. 4 Indian Linguistics, bia, Senth America. Ancient
A. 8. Gatschet. 5 Indian (Ameri- ; Village Architecture in America,—
can) Mythology and Folk-Jore,| VI. Description of an ancient
Rev. J. D. Dorsey. 6 Biblical’ Aztec Village in New Mexico.—
Archaeology, Rey. S. Merrill D.D. | VIL. Specimen of the Churnets
7 Assyriology, Rev. D. D. Miller, | language. —VIIT. Mound Joliet.
D.D., 8 Geological | Editorial. Recent Intelligence, Lin-
Prof. J. S. Newberry. euistic Notes. Aluller on American
Irs especial work is to furnish) Language, Comanche nouns, lre-
information on all archaclogical | quois, Revue de Lingnuistique, &.,
researches, explorations and dis- | &. Ethnographic Notes, Notesfrom
coveries, whether in American, | Oriental Periodicals, Book Reviews.
\uropean or Oriental countries. lt Tt will be seen that the Journal bas
is now well established, numbering | a wide range of subjects. Those who
among its contributors some of the} are interested in such researches
best scholars in the world, and it has will Gnd it an interesting and valu-
already assumed a ercat prominence able periodical.
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GLIMPSES OF HAINAN.
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PIRST PAPER.

[Jo very recent years the great Island of Hainan, lying justwithin the tropics, was an almost unknown land to the world
outside; and the reputation it bore as the haunt of: pirates and des-
perate characters did not encourage investigation. ‘the streams of
commerce swept past it, ships touching only when necessary at
some of the better harbors, without comme into any direct relations
with its people. When the opening of Hoi-how, the echmef town on
the Island, as a treaty-port, was under discussion some ten years
or more ago, public attention was for the first time directed toward
it, and several gentlemen connected with the GUbinese Customs
and the English Consular service, made the circuit of the Island in
gun-boats, landmg at several places and penetrating a few miles
Inland. One of them, the late Mr. Swmhoe, made a journey of
several days into the interior tc the town of Ling-mun (gq F¥). The
information collected by these gentlemen gave many important
facts im regard to the facilities for commerce along the coast, but
contained nothing definite as to the natives of the country, the
character, customs and disposition of the people in the broad and
as yet unexplored interior. Within the last few years, Capt. J.
Calder, of the s.s. Sui-tsing, has improved the exceptional oppor-
tunities afforded him of mingling with and observing the life and
chiracter of the aboriginal people on the south of the Island. Not
being able to penetrate more than a few miles from the sea shore,
however, the extent of the observations has of course been limited.
it was-not until last year that the outside shell was really broken
and the interior laid open. This was done in the first instance by
ir. C.C, Jeremiassen, a Danish gentleman, who is now devoting
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himself unaided to missionary work for the people of the Island.
In the months of April and May 1882, he made the circuit of the
Island on foot, testing the practicability of traveling. unmolested
through every district and- proving the friendliness of the people.
The detailed account of this first extensive journey made by a
foreigner inland is replete with interest. In October and November
of last year it was my good fortune to make extensive joumeys
through the interior of the Island, in company with this gentleman,
of which an account is subjomed.

The journey from Hongkong to Hoi-how was made im a
wretched little steamer, with the cabin immediately above the boilers.
All the arrangements of the ship were admirably fitted to produce
discomfort and disgust, which were imtensified by the slowness of
speed, two days and the intervening night being consumed in
traversing the two hundred and ninety miles between the twe ports.
We kept ont to sea far enough to escape any view of the coast. The
first land to greet the eye as we approached Hainan, were seven
small, rocky islands, one of them perforated in a peculiar way by
a great tunnel. Mu-fu point, Po-tsin pagoda and Hainan Head,
appear successively as we enter the Straits. The latter is the most
dangerous point on the route; the rocks and currents aye so treach-
erous and the channel so intricate, that no ship wil go through
in the night. These difficulties of the passage are increased by the
state of the tides which ebb and flow throngh the straits but once
in twenty-four hours. Long lines of white spray showed where the
breakers were dashing on the sandy beach of the peninsula jutting
out from the mainland opposite. Late in the afternoon we dropped
anchor in the open roadstead. The disadvantages of the harbor
were at once apparent. ‘The town lies three mmles distant across @
shallow bay, the inner portion showing only a broad stretch of
slimy mud at low tide. Access to the town by boat is only possible
when the tide is well up. The inconvenience of such @ state of
things in the event of the frequent arrival of steamers’ or the ship-
ment of large cargoes 1s easily imaged. Our slow passage
brought us there just in time to receive all the discomforts of low
water. A fleet of small boats that had been lying in wait around @
point hoisted sail as soon as the harbor master’s boat pulled along:
side of us, which was to them the signal that the passengers were
Eran to land. We took passage in one of these boats, but did not
Jand until nearly midnight, five hours after leaving the ship. The
cleanliness and quiet of my friend’s cosy quarters were a great reliel
ater the discomfort of the voyage.
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Hoi-how has one principal street along which most of the busi-

ness 18 done. The town is rather straggling, having no good centre
about which to cluster; a:part is enclosed by a wall and branches
extend along the streams. The ten or twélve Europeans who com-
pose the foreign community are stowed away in Chinese houses and
are only found after persistent search. The trade of the port has
hardly realized the expectations awakened at its opening. Sugar,
oil, and live pigs are the chief exports. Cocoanut ware, rattan,
leather and other articles are shipped m smaller quantities, The
junk trade, long established at other ports along the.coast ag well as
here, stall draws the main bulk of traffic m cocoanut, betelnuts, salt,
salt fish, hides, and tallow. The principal import trade is done in
opium, which comes in legitimately through the European houses,
illegitimately through Chinese under foreign names, and by the
usual methods of smuggling. The country is Hooded with if and its
banetul effects are seen far and wide. All the officials use the drag
and in some places almost the whole male population is addicted to
the opium pipe. The people as we first meet them seem darker than
those about Canton and are not burdened with much surplus
energy. ‘he Hainanese dialect is here spoken in its purity, and
those desirous of acquiring it are advised to secure teachers with a
good King-shan, F¥ iI, accent. This dialect which 1s spoken over
the greater part of the Island is known among the natives as the
Kte-wa, 2 2%, the language of the strangers. It 18 not, however,
allied to the Hak-ke of the main land. It nearest afiimty seems to
he to the dialects of Amoy, or of the southern part of Formosa.
We heve in its native designation a constant reminder that the
early settlers were exiles, banished from their home lands to which
they ever hoped to return. They were not voluntary colonists, nor
were they all criminals and outlaws, but the vassals of a despotic
government who, obeymg the orders of their emperor, left their
homes in the more congenial region about Fuk-kien perhaps, to
occupy and develop the sparsely peopled territory south of the sea.

Lhe surroundings of Hoi-how are far from being unattractive.
Fine walks on either side of the bay reward the pedestrian. Old
monuments of various kinds attract the antiquarian. (same abounds
within easy distance ; snipe and teal in abundance along the beach,
deer, woodcock and jungle fowl a few miles inland. Toward the
west rise the high grounds of Ta-ying-shan, ~ 3% jl, covered with
groves of trees, abounding in fresh, spring water, and open to the
se2, breeze throughout the year. This is the prospective location
of the residences of the European community, when negociations
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for land are brought to a successful issue: and a pleasant and
healthy situation it will be. The vegetation is not specially tropical.
Bamboo hedges with the thorny rattan intertwined, lme the roads ;
luxuriant creepers, with large, attractive flowers abound ; a magmifi-
cent species of Tenninalia called by the natives the or
guitar tree, so designated from the resemblance in shape of its
leaves-to the half-pear shaped guitar which in its turn resembles
the harp of Pythagoras, from which we deduce the more euphonious
name of harp tree, is found in limited numbers. Its large, glsten-
ing leayes and wide spread, finely proportioned branches are very
ornamental. A few cocoanut palms lift their corrugated columns
crowned with broad, stiff leaves, and clusters of green and yellow
fruit, above the lower shrubs, one group of five near the shore
heing especially conspicuous.

Chief among the objects of interest, in this direction 1s the
old Romanist cemetery which covers a large part of the most
attractive and valuable space on the hill. Hundreds of monumenta
over the graves have the cross plainly. cut upon them, and the
names of Chinese converts with all the particulars of age, residence
and position given. The inscriptions on several of the Chinese
tombs as well as the size and shape of the monuments, show them to
have been men of high position in the church. Conspicuous amonp
the others are the tombs of three One of these was
a German, as the Latin inscription shows, who died Octoher 9th,
A.D, 1686, after bemg in Hainan eignt years. He was evidently a
man of unusual importance, his tomb being much more elaborate
than the others. The other two seem to have been Portuguese who
died in 1681. Many of the Chinese tombs bear nearly the same
date; and the annals of the Prefecture record a plague of unusual
fatality that swept over the [sland about that time. Tha existences
of such a cemetery, so finely located, with such numbers of tombs
of respectable people, certainly tmdicates that at one time the
Romanists had a large following in Hainan. The Chmese records
give litle or no information m the matter, but tradition says they
were hich in the favor not only of the people but of the mandarms
as well, a Tao-tai being among their converts. It is also claimed
that they had a church in the city of King-chow-fu, which has been
converted into the present temple of longevity where the officials
now worship on new year’s morn and the Eimperor’s birthday. Sill
another place of worship is spoken of called the Temple of tne
Cross, which is now used as a heathen temple. The Mission of the
Jesuits 23 said to have been opened in 16380, and to have been
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superimtended by a succession of foreign priests for half a century
or More. Their flounshing work was probably overthrown at the
time when the Jesuits were suppressed. It 1s strange however that
from being so numerous they should have almost wholly disappeared.
The number of Romanists now on the north of the Island is very
small, and of those who now adhere to the faith of Rome, few, uf any,
are descendants of those who two centuries ago were so numerous;
nor have they any very definite knowledge of their predecessors
whose tombs are so conspicuous. The present head .of the Romish
Mission is trymg to obtain possession of the tract of land covered by
these tombs, but the Chinese officials are not willing to yield up so
fine a possession even with such self-evident proofs of former mght
a3 these monuments show. Could the history of this old Charch in
Hainan be written, it would be one of deep iaterest to us who, in
these later times, are seeking to lay the foundations of that universal
Church and Kingdom that shail never end. Who will unfold the
tale of their coming, their rise, their ascendancy, their day of power
and prosperity, their decline, their fall, their disappearance f These
mute stones with their significant emblems and meager inscriptions,
piving hardly more than the bare. facts of the existence of those
whose remains they cover, tell only too httle of the movement of
which they are the only visible monuments that remain. No doubt
proper records have been kept somewhere, which, if avauable, would
furnish us many facts of great interest. The Modern Mission,
intended no doubt as a re-opening of the old, was begun by French
Missionaries in 1849. Their reception was not friendly, the first
who arrived being so badly beaten by the people that he died from
the wounds received. A few years ago a change was made by
which Hainan was connected, ecclesiastically, with Macao and the
work there committed to the supervision of one Portuguese and
two Chinese priests. The devoted and self denymg priest whom
Mr. Swinhoe visited has been sent to Lui-Chow 444).

Three miles west of Hoi-how is the city of King-chow-fu,
$3 FN RE, where the Chief officials of the Island reside. To reach it
1s 2 pleasant walk in the afternoon of an autumn day. Paré of the
way lies over grave-covered, barren hills, and part between evergreen
hedges. Men and women are seen rmding on wheel-barrows whose
wooden wheels squeak outrageously. Many monumental arches or
rather square gateways are met with, most of them commemorative
of the virtuous lives of ladies, who, through many years of widow-
hood, remained faithful to the memory of their betrothed or espoused.
husbands. These structures are conspicuous for their ugliness; no
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grace or beauty 1s suggested. They-consist of cumbrous stone slabs
and pillars set up in the stiffest manner possible. The wall of
King-chow-fu as we approach it from the north has a picturesque
effect covered as it is with a mass of ferns, figs and various creepers.
The ficus Hanceana spread in @ most prolific growth over the
buttresses, the pale green fruit hanging like numberless pendants
over the side. Beside the government buildings, there 1s not much
to note within the valli. Many open spaces covered with ponds,
gardens and groves of bamboo show that the population is not
pressed for room. Ontside the West gate is a busy mart where
most of the business is done. Here the trade in cocoanut ware
centres. The manufacture of cups, bowls, tea services and other
articles from the shell of the cocoanut is an industry peculiar to
this part of the Island. Some of the more delicate specimens show
great skill in carving and silverig. The shops and houses are all
very low, it being necessary even for a short man to stoop under
the eaves as he enters the door. Protection against the typhoons,
for which the Island is noted, is one reason given for this mode of
construction. In the city and along the road thither are many
indications of a past prosperity which the present does not equal,
There is a woful lack of enterprise apparent; a stupor caused Dy
opium, perhaps, which paralyses all their energies.

Our preparations for an extended journey through the interior
being completed, we set out with our little caravan toward the east.
Sedan chairs are dispensed with as an expensive luxury and an
impediment to the proper study of the country. A few minutes
after starting we pass some curious salt works where troughs oi
sand receive the sea-water from which the salt is made. After
successive strainings through the sand it is boiled in. sheds erected
for the purpose and salt of a good color and saline quality produced.
We cross a little high-tide bay in a ferry boat. Flocks of snipe fly up
a3 we approach the shore and four or five cranes of great size and
attractive plumage rise over our heads. A grove of cacti on the
farther side affords a fair protection from the sun to people waiting
for the boat. The banks and road-side fields are quite aglow
with the reddish-purple periwinkle which seems mdigenous here.
Ascending to a higher level we catch the fine sea breeze and
proceed with comfort to the first halting place in front of a temple
with two grand trees of the genus Tenninalia in the foreground.
The road. thence leads for a time in a winding course through
straggling villages with bamboo groves about them which shut out
all views of the surrounding country. At one of these villages we
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stop for tiffin and in the dingy little room where the table is set
with refreshments, we prepare to make the best of it. When all is
ready for us to partake, a sedan chair coming from the opposite
direction stops in front of the inn; 2 well dressed Chinaman geis
out, enters the room where we are sitting, takes his position on the
couch at one side and without a word of apology prepares to smoke
his opium. A farmer on the opposite side who had been deterred
by our presence, encouraged by the man in the long tunic, prepares
his pipe and before we are aware of it the sickening iumes of opium
are poured upon us from either side. We retreat to the open air
and finish our tiffin under a wretched straw awning, where the
wind blows the black particles of decayed straw in showers upon us
as we eat. We meet many coolies with salt fish, betelnuts, sucking
nigs and other products of the Island; but are most mterested m
two men who have stopped on the outskirts of the village. They
carry large round baskets with several sections one above the other
each section divided into eight or ten small compartments, with
little doors opening on the outside. The chirping of the captives
tells us that a well stocked aviary is passing by. They are mostly
brown birds, with a lively, pleasant note, which abound im the
interior, and these men, after weeks of work among the hills and.
mountains inland, are bringing out their one or two hundred birds
which find a ready market in Hoi-how. We cross a sandy plain with
fields of sweet potatoes, peanuts and sugar cane on either side and
come to a little gulch with peculiar clay sides, worn mto odd shapes
by the action of water at the time of heavy rains. A short distance
thence we reach a rocky hill covered with great black boulders of
volcanic origin, from which we descend into a swampy vale, crossed
by a good stone bridge, which intersects a lotus pond of unusual
dimensions. Mounting the low hill on the farther side we wind
through masses of black, rough rocks hke scoria, some of it bailt
into walls to enclose the fields and gardens and some used as the
material for constructing the low dungeon-like houses of the
villages. Under some fine banyans we stop to rest and gather the
villagers about us. Everybody is chewing sugar cane. ‘The absence
of tea, the usual beverage on the mainiand, is quickly remarked
and severely felt by our Canton coolies. Its substitutes are spring
water, congee water and the jwcy sugar cane, We choose the first
bemg careful to filter it when any doubts of its purity arise. The
Chinese choose the other two, usually beginning with the congee
water and continuing indefinitely at the sugar cane. A few minutes
conversation reveals the fact that the people of this and many of
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the surrounding villages speak a peculiar Loi (Haimanese pronuncia-
tion) dialect. The origin of this patois is one of the interesting
questions that will come up for solution as the history of the people
is studied more thoroughly. The data at present possessed are too
meagre to furnish any very definite theory; this much, however, is
known, that it is the speech of a particular section of the people,
who are evidently distinct from the Chinese and are also quite
different from the aborigines in the centre and south of the Island.
Their dress is somewhat like the Chinese, but in stature, features
and speech they are very unlike them. They are full Chinese sub-
jects, mingle freely in business, intermarry with the Hainanese, eat
the same food, live in the same kmd of houses, and seem identical
with fhem im many respects yet they are certainly distinct. The per-
sistence with which they hold to their peculiar dialect is remarkable.
Surrounded on every side by Chinese, in constant intercourse with
them in many ways, the great majority of them speak only their
native Loi; while the tribes of aborigines in the interior, with much
less reason we should think, speak the Hainanese to a great extent,
The most plausible theory as to the origm of these people is that
they are the descendants of the Mizo-tsz, brought ages ago from
the highlands of Kwangtung aud Kwangsi to act as mediators
between the Chinese and the mild Les of the interior. A mixture
of races has occurred, Chinese blood being added in some measure,
and a people differing from others on the Island is the result. The
name Lo), by which they are everywhere known, would indicate that
they must have, in some way, come into very close union with the
aborigines of the Island. They may have absorbed one tribe of the
original Les, and adopted their langnage or the adoption of the
Janguage may have been @ conciliatory measure. At present they are
quite distinct m physique, language and customs irom any of the
Le tribes further south. These tribes, however, differ very much
among themselves so that too much may be made of this dissimt-
larity. Whether they resemble sufficiently any of the tribes of the
Mhiao-tsz on the main land to warrant the belief in a common origin
or not, cannot now be determimed. There is a colony of these Lois,
in Ko-chow, (7 JH) mm the district of Shek-shing (4 $2) who retain

‘their peculiar speech, and, if report can be believed, are not on the
most friendly terms with the surrounding population. They are
probably an offshoot trom these on the north of Hainan. Our
interest had been awakened by previous accounts of these people
and as they surrounded us [ set to work to collect a vocabulary.
The list of words and their approximate sounds secured, aud
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subsequently increased, may be the nucleus of something useful in
the future but is too’ fragmentary as yet to servo any scientific
purpose.

As to the physical features of the north of the Island the chief
intérest is in 1ts geological formation. ibe rocks, which cover the
surface so thickly are evidently of volcanic origin, They are hard
and black, in many places filled with cavities cansed by, bubbles of
air in the molten mass from which they came. The source of this
volcanic matter was probably m the “ Hummocks,” two pronunent
hills to the left of us. Those who have visited them say there is
evidence of their being the craters of extinct volcanoes, but the
history of the Island records no eruption so that this immense
supply of igneous rocks must have been thrown out from the bosom
ofthese silent hills in prehistoric times. The people have recognized
the generous provision of nature and used these rocks in the con-
struction of their houses, which have a massive but not very cheer-
ful aspect. The thick dark walls and low roofs may suggest much
solid comfort, especially in the prospect of frequent typhoons, but
are not very pleasing to the eye. As we continue our journey the
road leads between large fields of sugar cane with peanuts inter-
spersed. Everywhere the people are chewing sugar cane with the
utmost energy, the roads, streets and inn yards being covered with
the retuse. Bevies of women and girls are digging up peanuts in
the fields and start like frightened birds at our appearance. As

evening draws on they gather up their- baskets and hooks and wend
their way to the villages, their spirits unsubdued by the long day’s
work, if we may judge from the constant chatter and laughing they
keep up, and the way they chase each other over the newly up-
turned fields. They seem a healthy, happy set which is more than
can be said of the men, enchained as they are by the opinm habit.
Cur first day’s march, in which we travel seventeen miles, ends at
the village of Lung-shan, beside which a little stream, spanned by
a stone bridge, finds its way down to the sea. We are welcomed
by the more respectable citizens among whom appears a venerable
village elder, an octogenarian, who has never seen any of our kind
before. The country we have traversed 1s well cultivated, the scil
is good and the various crops yield a fair increase. The villages
are numerous and. substantial and the people most friendly and
civil, none of the insulting epithets so common on the main land
being heard. It is unnecessary to dwell upon the discomforts or
otherwise of the dark and dingy inn where the first night was
spent. It was neither better nor worse than many of its kind
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which are the only accommodations afforded te travelers through
the Island. Although an early hour was set for starting in the
morning, a large proportion of the village gathered to see us off.
Our attention was called to two oxen which they said had been
slain for DS. This was a compliment altogether tco overwhelming,
We had heen. previously informed of the beaf-eating proclivities
of the Hainanese and soon learned that to supply the wants of the
market town and six adjacent villages several oxen were killed.
daily. A. pleasant walk of two mules past several prosperous vill-
ages, brought us to an inlet trom the sea running up to the
district city of Ching-mai, $$ 3%. The air was fresh and whole-
some ; flocks of birds darted in and out of the hedges; groups of
large white storks were flying over the fields; scores of magpies
stalked over the mounds so tame that they would not move until we
were within 3 few feet of them. Taking passage in 2 small boat
we sailed comfortably up the stream ior three miles to our destina-
Hon. On our right 2 salt marsh stretched for some distance toward
a line of low bluffs, where villages were set with groups of palm
trees about them. A bridal procession was crossing the inlet to one.
ot these villages ; as they landed the high tide made it necessary for
them to wade several rods along the submerged path; the bride’s
chair, swaying uncomfortably as the coolies slipped on the uncertain
way, threatened the fair one so carefully concealed behind the
curtains with an involuntary bath. Landing at the stone jetty we
Jook in vain for the town or any sign of traffic. Ascending the
bluff by the path which is almost choked in places by the profusion
ot vines and shrubs, we come to a square tower and soon after enter
the west gate of this quaint, little, old city. Tt is scarcely a mile in
circumference, oval in shape, with a most dilapidated wall, pierced
by three gates east, west and south. Not more than half the space |
inside 1s occupied by the houses, some of the open portions being
covered with a perfect jungle. Nature has trimuphed over man and
uses the broken walls and. ruined houses to support her luxuriant
iora; and as if grateful for the help which these ruins give to the
mnumerable vines that need support, she has covered the whole
mass with a wondertul garment of flowering vines some robust, with
large, gorgeous flowers, others of finer texture with delicate blossoms
to correspond. Along the north wall is 2 long barrier of thorny
shrubs, more difficult to pass than the best laid brick and mortar.
Toward the east a variety of Thunbergias and Convolvuli cover the
Trall near the examination hall. One section is completely concealed
for several rods by glstenmg Rhaphidopheras whose strong and
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sinuous growth extends over supports of lower shrubs as well
ag the battlements of the wall and whose broad and deeply
pinnate leaves, spread cut like a great cool awning. Not tar from
these the Naight-blooming Cereus spreads its stiff joints in all
the glory of its hundreds of gergeous flowers, some half decayed,
others in bud ready to burst in the evening, while clematis,
rattan and @ vine with a bright fruit, in color and shape like
an orange, covered with thorns hang thickly over the wall and
town above the east gate a weed-like creeper with yellow flowers
covers the whole eastern section of the southern wall. Inside and
out the town 1s a wilderness of luxuriant vegetation. Palms and
papayas mse conspicuously above the vines and red peppers grow-
ing wild in great abundance, vigorous plants six and eight feet
high, fil] the open spaces among the frees to the east. On the
northern wail is 2 small structure called the “New Sea-view
Tower,” from which the surrounding country may be seen to
great advantage; a few miles distant to the north stretches the
sea; to the south-east rise the Hummocks, and four miles south-
west hes a line of low hills called the “Variegated Spring Ridge.”
All the rest is a dull, slightly rolling plain like a wold or prairie.
For miles to the south and west little or no sign of cultivation
appears. The rolling plain is covered over with long grass and
low shrubs. The country seems capable of cultivation but the people
or the enterprise are lacking. Ibe inhabitants of the town treated
us with civil indifference. ihe whole inn was placed at our disposal
80 that we were comparatively comfortable. the magistrate ignored
our presence, and most of the men seemed more devoted to their
opium pipes than to anything else. Its ravages were evident on
every side. ~ Our attention was directed to 2 notice posted up in a
prominent place to the effect that in passing to and fro through the
streets men and women must be careful to keep apart. A rather
sluggish stream, coming from the direction of the Hummocks, flows
along the south side of the town. It is spanned by two bridges, tho
lower one of which is rather a fine structure, built just above a fall
in the stream over which the water pours abruptly a distance of
itty or sixty feet. Near the end of the bridge is a remarkable stone
pagoda almost conical in shape, broad at, the base but tapering
rapidly to a point. Our.course as we leave Ching-mai is over this
bridge toward the south-west across. some low hills of heavy clay
which the slight rain has rendered very slippery. Flowering
creepers im great abundance festoon the hedges along our path, cons-
picuous among them being a delicate white species of Thunbergia,
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with leaves of a velvety texture. Two miles of rather hard walking
bring us to “Thunder” station, Z\ dH, where refreshments are
laid out to tempt us, but we press on ancther two mules to the
market of “Many Peaks,” 4 # iff, where a few hours are spent.
The name is peculiar and seems to have been given to mark the
absence of peaks rather than their presence. The hall of Vanegated
Spring, £4 # 48, is passed to the left, fine views of the ser greet
us on the right, a deep bay running mland at this point. We find
excellent water, clear and sweet, in this town. The homes are all
built of the black rock referred to above, low roofed and very solid
looking’ Market is held on alternate days but little else than salt
fish and vegetables is sold. A few tens of books were readily
disposed of. Soon after leaving this town we come to @ small
stream flowing in a deep channel down to the estuary at the foot of
the hills, and spanned by a substantial bridge. Several large
trees spread a delirhtful shade under which a. dozen or more
travelers are resting while the wind, strong and fresh from the sea,
Dlows health with every breath. A queer httle road-side inn stands
at the end of the bridge. Its mud walls and straw roof scarcely
sufhice to keep out the rain. Straw beds, soft boiled rice and conges.
water are prepared for the rest and refreshment of travelers. We
continue our journey another hour over the rolling plain to the
“Burnt Station,” 3 8 jf, where we take our noonday rest on the
soft green grass under a fine old tree. A little straw thatched
cottage is scarcely an apology for the inn supposed to exist. TO

the right opens a natural lane bordered by high hedges of bamboo
and other plants. if stretches away like an avenue leading to a
park and is gay with a variety of floral decorations. Some cocoanut
palms furmsh us with half-ripe fruit from which we take our first
draught of the new milk fresh from the shell. The young iruit
whose outer husk is of a golden yellow, yields a good quart of the
liquid which we are eager to taste, but mstead of the nectar we
had anticipated we find an acid juice, raw and flavorless, which,
after the addition of a little sugar, becomes mildly pleasant. We
ore made aware of the fact that this is not the season to luxunsate
in cocoanut milk, which pleasure is reserved for the months of
spring and early summer, when the beverage is said to. be truly
delightful. Our way soon leads us to a bridgeless stream where te
choice of wading or being ferried over on the backs of our coolies
is presented to us; we choose the latter and are soon on the
elevated, undulating plain again. The country is monotonous bub
not unattractive; the highest hills we cross do not rise more than
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one or at most two hundred feet above the sea level. There are
fow trees to be seen, only rank wild grass and insignificant shrubs
which bend betore the wind like the waves of the sea. It seems an
ideal grazing country capable of supporting great numbers of sheep
or larger cattie, but only a few small herds are seen. Lhe presence
of some concealed from sight 1s indicated by the monotonous clock-
ing of wooden bolls. We saw no game although the place seemed
admirably fitted to afford convenient covert. This facility for COl-

cealment may account for our seeing nothing in a section where
game was supposed to abonnd. Here and there clumps of cocoanut
palms are seen towering in fine proportions above all else. They
are the insignia of the Island, its chief and most conspicuous pro-
duct, its banner scarcely ever out of sight waving free and proudly
over all. Along the water courses the caryoto palm rises stiff and
stately with its broad and much frayed leaves. Sumac, rattan,
honey suckle, callicarpa and other fanihar plants intermingled with
some new and striking are ones, abound. At this point we see the
first of the buffalo carts much used on the Island, great clumsy
things with two immense, sclid wooden wheels, which cut deep
tracks in the soil. ihey are usually drawn by water buffaloes
Intched singly or tandem, and each cart has a carrying capacity
of about halfa ton. As we approach the market of the Deeply
Wooded Hills, #§ ij, the most extensive groves yet seen appear
toward the south. A nearer Tiew shows them to be the woodlands
encircling several large villages m close connection with the mar-
ket, making the name of the place more than a mere fancy. The
approach to Sim-toa (Haimanese pronunciation) is more attractive
than the town itself. A delightful fragrance from some fowermg
plants, which, unfortunately, we could not find, filled the air as we
drew near. Iwo fines trees of the fig family on either side of the
road, with good stone seats underneath, afforded a convenient rest-
mg’ place. A fringe of trees along an open field, some with leaves
of a silvery under surface tossed by the wind so that silver gleams
flashed through the green, and clusters of buff-colored flowers,
Jormed an attractive feature in the landscape. The town consists
of one lone street running east and west, with a cross street running
south. Quantities of sucking pigs are reared here, and sent to Hoi-
how, the little fellows, four or five catties weight, bringing three
hundred cash, each. Secured in loosely woven bamboo pockets
they are packed four or five together, end-wise with their noses up
in the strong round bamboo baskets peculiar to this district. We
put up at the best imn in the.town. As far as our observation goes,
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all the inn-keepers in Hainan are women. This may be an indica-
tion o£ their independence, another proof of which is the fact that
many of the women carry the money purse from which they
supply their husbands with spending money. I frequently noticed
that in buying a book or a little medicime or some article from
a passing seller, the husband had to apply to the wife for the
cash, and what was more significant did not always get it. Our
hostess at this place was very sharp and active. She took no rest
from morning till night and tried to make others follow the samo
ri1ie. She was a perfect termagant, lashing with her never silent
tongue all who came near. She had a husband, a pitiful handfal
of wizened humanity, who did nothing but smoke opium and eat
the food his wife prepared in ample quantities for him, meekly
bending to the storms of abuse which experience had told him were
mevitable. No chance of increasing her hoard of cash escaped her.
One of our Canton cooles objected to the salt-boiled rice and pro-
ceeded to cook his own which brought on @ fearful outburst of
wrath at the prospect of losmg a few cash. Ker son, a boy
of eighteen, but stunted by ul treatment until he ‘was scarcely
larger than a child of eight, was sent to bring an extra lamp for our
room which he brought but soon come back weeping with the
information that his mother would kill him if we did not return the
lamp, no such extravagance being allowed im the establishment.
The people in this town speak mostly the Loi dialect, bué under-
stand Haimanese and a few of them Cantonese, which was a great
comntort to me. Books were taken in alinost every house and shop,
and several schools showed that education: was not altogether
neglected ; but the opium dens were more numerous than the schools
and the habit of smoking seemed almost universal among the men.

rf

Qur course from this point continued in a2 south-west directwuon
over 2 rolling country composed of red clay soul. of trees
appeared on either side breaking the monotony of the plain. Wea

followed the ox-cart road meeting a number of the clumsy vehicles
with tandems of the equally clumsy water-oxen. One-and-a-half
miles out from the “deeply wooded: hills” we passed the boundary
of the Ching-mai, ¥# 58, and Lam-ko, f& 7, districts marked by
stone pillars, and shortly after stopped to rest in a -peculiar arbor
made of the trunks of cactus plants, straw thatched, with the
crooked bodies of some cactus trees for seats. All.the roads are
lined with the cactus which maxes an excellent hedge, but grows so
fast that it scon chokes the way unless ié is constantly trimmed.
Waste land is so plentiful here, that rather than take the trouble to
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trim the cactus hedges. and repair the old road, the people strike
out into new ones as soon as the old become impassable. After
saveral miles travel, we come to the little market town of Shiin-té
sy 3, where an excellent inn affords us clean and comfortable
quarters free from noise, with a private entrance in the reay. The
massive wood-work of tliese houses is noteworthy. No pine 6r any
soft wood is available on the Island. So that the wood-work of the
houses is of solid hard wood, much of it well dressed and polished.
It gives a rich appearance to the room to see the hard-wood pillars,
the doors with broad panels of polished teak, the chairs, table and
beds of materials which only wealth can secure on the main land.
The number of inns and the accommodations they afford shows that
the aggregate of travel through the year is great. In this little
town are &@ dozen inns or more. The people all speak Loi and have
a diferent cast of features from those in the other towns passed
through. ‘hey are very dark in complexion, with deep-set eyes
and a very un-chinese look. Back of the town is a small lakelet and
on @ grassy islet rising on the spongy soil in the midst of it were
several fine cranes, of a silver-grey hue, unlike any seen before.
As we continue our journey, the land improves. Good roads.
make comiortable walking and people in the fields show that the
land is being utilized. As a picture of rural peace and harmony we
sea a boy plowing with several magpies following close at his heels,
and crows flying leisurely about without fear of being molested.
Busy hands are digging up the peanuts and rows of ox-carts are
waiting to receive and carry them to the villages. The transition
irom these pleasant scenes to the wretched little town of Sam-yen
where we breakfast is not the most agreeable. We leave it as soon
as possible and continue our way still over rolling country, now
more thickly studded with villages. Signs of a larger population
and increased cultivation of the soil appear on every hand as we
approach the town of Ne-pe, #§ 4b, (Hainanese pronunciation).
o the north-east lies a fine plain covered with rice just ready
for the sickle; many reapers are at work with scores of snow-
White egrets following them to. pick up the grain that falls.
Beyond Ne-pe the soil is sandy and mostly given up to the
cultivation of rice. A rich plain eight or ten miles long and
four miles wide is covered with golden grain. Scores of reapers
ara busy gathering in the harvest; buffalo carts are waiting
to carry off the grain; paddy birds, crows and magpies eagerly follow
to share in the ample harvest, and great flocks of ducks riot in the
flooded fields. In several places the path is submerged, giving us
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some inconvenience in avoiding the overflowing water.
time our eyes have been watchmg the groves of frees with isolated
palms looming up that mark the situation of the city of Lam-ko,
BE i: Weapproach it from the east through a village, passing
under a large monumental gateway covered with lichen which
obscures the inscriptions and soon after under a smaller one of
similar construction. A river flows along the south and east sides
of the city, the muddy water rushing in a swift current to the sea.
A few miles distant a little octagonal pagoda stands at the end of a
good stone bridge over which we pass to the east gate of the city.
The main street runs from the east to the west gate; the city 1s oval
in shape and somewhat larger than Ching-mai, 7#3%. Four gates in
the wall, which are never shut, might indicate a remarkably peace-
ful state of affairs, were it not that the condition of the walls renders
the closing of the gates a work of supererogation. No good houses
appear; even the magistrate’s residence is in a very dilapidated state.
A gaudy Confucian temple, with college attached, in the centre
ot the town attracts attention. Tt has been constructed with great
care and a littlé efficient superimtendence would keep it mm good
repair. The attractions of the opium pipe overcome all other claims
with those in charge and the fine building js suffering for want of
Care. Within the west gate is a large open space occupied, in part,
by rice fields. Lam-ko, i 7, 1s the ceutre of a rich grain district;
the rice lands stretching for miles to the north-east and south. To
the west the land rises gradually to a prominent hull,.and as soon
as a certain level is reached the red clay reappears. On our way to
this hill, called the Ko-shan-ling, 7 Ul] gg, we passed a noisy com-
pany holding some ceremonies in a mat shed, preparatory to plow-
ing the field, to secure a prosperous season. Along the base of the
inill and up its sides are several villages, closely encircled by bamboo
STOVES. dhe Ini] is on a point jutting out into the sea, and from the
top which is perhaps six or seven hundred feet above the sea, the
whole surrounding country is laid before the eye. The strong
breeze from the sea made it difficult for us to stand. A peculiar
temple stands on the highest point of the hill nearest the sea. Tf 1s

built entirely, roof and all, of the loose stones scattered on the lull-
top, and is regarded as an object of great interest by the people.
From this point the outline of the coast toward Tan-chow is. seen;
a deep inlet on the south runs up from the sea. Toward the south-
east a line of hills appears, the outlyme spurs of the higher ranges
inland. Near the top of the hill are springs of good water and @
smail pond where the cattle from the villages come to drink and the

| May-
for some
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women to wash clothes. Qn our return from the hill an invitation to
visit the magistrate was awaiting us. He had heard of our expedi-
tion and immediately inquired if the object of our visit to the hill
was to settio the “‘fung-shui” of the place. He told us that not
long before several foreigners had landed in a boat, gone to the top
of the hill and made observations of ‘some kind. They were probably
from some gun-boat engaged ‘in surveying the coast and their
object was, no doubt, to fix the position of this point for use in the
charts. Much similar work has been done of late years to the great
benefit of all who travel along the coast. It is remarkable that
with all the commerce that has passed up and down the coast in the
last half century, the actual position of Hai-nan had not been
determined until a few year ago. The position given in the charts
was not less than twelve miles in error. This has now been cor-
rected and accurate surveys of the whole coast are being gradually
obtained. Lhe Lam-ko Magistrate was a pleasant old gentleman
from Kiang-soo proviuce. He looked upon his position as a kind of
exile but was certainly more fortunate.than some of his colleagues
in the smaller districts of King-chow-fu. ihe people in the town
were very iriendly; many of them spoke Cantonese, and a good
number of books were disposed of. Several villages to the west and
east were visited in one of which I was taken to a school where the
discipline was such that my entrance made no break in the routine
of study; after one glance the boys went on with their lessons as
though no one were present. In this district are found the largest
numbers of that peculiar people who speak the Loi dialect; most of
the villages are occnpied by them and their patois is often called
the Lam-ko dialect (BE i 28). Few of them are to be met with
outside of Lam-ko and Ching-mai, 7# 3§, districts. In enumerating
the various tribes of the Les on the Island they are frequently
spoken of as the Pun-ti Les, literally native Les, pun-ti however
being the usual designation of the Chinese in the south of China.
In dress they differ slightly from the Chinese, the outer tunic
being shorter and the shoes of a different pattern. The women
Wear pecuhar earrings, large brass hooks, in shape like staples, and
others like great hoops with long pointed heads extending abova
the lobe of the ear.

Leaving Lam-ko we turn our backs upon the sea and direct
Our course south-east toward the centre of the Island. We follow
the general direction of the river that flows down from the hills
crossing it several times. For the first four miles the way léads
over @ level plain, the road submerged in places, rice being the
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chief production of the land. On little patches of Ingher ground,
mostly covered with graves, small herds of cattle are feeding,
watch over them being kept by boys who sit behind the hedges
almost lost in the great straw coats that protect them from the
fresh wind blowing. A well dressed man riding on a water buffalo
drew our attention as something new. Passing near a ‘large village
to the east, with twenty-five palms to mark its location, we come
suddenly upon the market town of Mai-ts, 32 3, (Hainanese pro-
nunciation), the one long street filled with busy throngs, salt fish
and vegetables being the principal articles for sale. We become at
once the cantre of attraction, a dense crowd gathering, each one
eager to catch a glimpse of so unusual a spectacle, makmmg it difh-
cult for us to proceed. My friend found an old acquaintance whom
be had relieved on his previous journey and under his direction we
were soon conducted to a comtortable lodging place. The people
were eager for books and medicines which we supplied as quickly
and as fully as possible. Our intention was to leave early the next
day, but the people returning from the market had spread the news
of our arrival and the fame of my friend’s medical skill through the
villages far and near, so that on the following morning our doors
were besieged by an eager and impatient throng, gentry and com-
mon people, scholars and laborers all come together, some in chairs,
somé on horses, until the street was filled with their equipages.
Cards ‘in great numbers with most polite and flattering requests
for attendance, requests in which whole villages united signed by
the elders, were showered upon the modest Doctor. Tt was impossi-
ble to attend to them all at once and almost equally difficult to
follow the exact order in which the requests were presented. Wo
cave up the day to them, locked the inner door and set a guard,
admitting only a few at a time. Over one hundred were treated
and prescribed for and many sent away for whom nothing could be
done. The readiness with which they took the foreigner’s medicine
and submitted to ‘operations was surprising. ‘The number of
villages represented shows the country to be very populous and the
appearance of the people indicated a good degree of prosperity.
Nearly all of them spake Loi, an interpreter being necessary when
conversing with them. We received only respect, friendliness and
pressing invitations to remain among them. We were obliged to
ceclme all such invitations and, in spite of their entreaties, left
for Ma-ting, Ff, five miles distant where we hoped to spend a
qméet Sabbath. the way thither is through a level country with
some low bluffs along the river. We crossed the stream in little
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punts and, ascending the farther bank, passed through an attractive
grove of young ‘trees. Deputations from villages along the way
met us begging for the Doctor’s attendance, often in incurable
cases. Towns and hamlets on every side surrounded by fine groves
of bamboos, banyans, jack-iruit and other attractive trees pave
a pleasing aspect to the landscape. It was nearly dark when we
reached our stopping place and some difficulty was encountered in
securing @ suitable inn. We were taken to several which were
too small but finally found one which had room enough but was
rather too public. It was constructed mm the same manner as most,
of the other honses in the town, of small bamboos placed upright
and interlaced at intervals with thongs of the same material,
the whole plastered over with red clay and covered with a
straw roof. When all the doors were shut numberless openings
appeared on every side, through which curious eyes were peer-
ing to see the frst white men who had ever visited their town.
Unpleasant quarters, the heat of the sun, and crowds of curious
people, especially boys, combmed to make Sunday an uncomfortable
day. On Monday the market was held and thousands of people
thronged the hitile town, brmping all manner of produce for sale,
sweet potatoes and yams in abundance, a variety of vegetables,
grain, sucking pigs, small bamboos for buildig houses, tobacco,
salt-beef, and salt-fish. suere was very little pork and no fruit
except papayas. The quantity of beef consumed is astonishing to
one who thinks of the Chinese mainly as a pork-fed people.
An early walk through the towz showed six fine beeves already
slaughtered. The meat is of a supertor quality {and very cheap.
Most of those killed are young cattle im fine condition as the tallow
is one of the chief sources of profit. This with the hides, horns and
bones, the latter to be used as a fertilizer, are more important
than the flesh. The scarcity-of pork for sale is due in 2 measure
to the constant supply of beef which the procuring of hides and
tallow. throws on the market at cheaper ratcs but is mainly due
to the great ‘export trade in live pigs which has sprung up in
late years making it a more profitable business to rear them and
send them to Hoi-how for shipment to Hongkong than te consnme
them af home. The people, though evidently not very literary,
took the books offered for sale very readily. The use of a smal}
temple was secured and the medical work carried’ on with great
enthusiasm. The eagerness of the people for the Doctor’s help
was fully equal to that at Mai-ts, and the number of those treated
was greater by one-half. The Loi bemg the prevailing dialect an
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interpreter was needed most of the time, an imteihgent young
man volunteering his services for this purpose. Among those
who came was @ family of very respectable people who spoke
Cantonese. This aroused my curiosity and upon mquiry I found
them to be from the town of P'an-she (Jp #%) ten miles south
where a colony of Ko-chow (i #1} people settied nearly two
hundred years ago. The place now contains about five thousand
people who have preserved the language and customs of their
fore-fathers intact. Their speech is almost pure Cantonese. This
is another proof of how these different elements of the population,
while coming into constant contact with each other, preserve
their own identity, each remaining a distinct people, and confirms
the theory that the Loi speaking people, who hold so rigidly to
their peculiar dialect, are quite distinct in origin from any of the
other inhabitants of the Island. An early hour was fixed for start-
ing next day, and as we stepped out of the inn by the hght of the
morning moon we saw three men who had come twenty miles to
sea the Doctor. They had missed the way and traveled all mght
and were now waiting at the door of the mn for his appearance.
Similar instances occurred in the following days in one case a father
carrying his child forty miles in a basket in hope of getting relief.
At 4a... we were fully under way, the bright moon over bead
shedding abundance of light. ‘A heavy dew was falling which soon
turned into a soaking mist that obscured the rising sun for seyeral
hours. My friend’s Chinese assistant amused us by hoisting on
ambrella to avoid moon-stroke we said at first, but the wisdom of
his course was soon apparent as our clothes began to hang damp
and heavy about us. Three miles out we crossed 2 brook and soon
after the river and its chief tributary, which run near together and
unite 2 short distance below. A pleasant walk of ten miles through
2 country where a good harvest was in process of bemg gathered
in brought us at 8 a.m. to the little market town of Han-lang,
4m 3%, (Loi pronunciation) where we waited impatiently the
preparations for breakfast. The town has but one street with
broad sheds in front of the shops on either side and a narrow open
path im the muddle. All the people speak the Loi dialect. Several

large beeves were slaughtered and we can testify asito the excellent
quality of the meat. Rolls of strong, white cotton cloth woven m2
the villages; a very fragrant kind of tobacco; beans, rice, papayas
and immense bamboo baskets four and five feet high for storing
rice, were offered for sale. Leaving the town at noon we caught
the welcome sight of hills, much higher than any yet’ seen. Some
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of them covered with trees to their tops. Behind these hills rose
mountain ranges, of varymg height. One conspicuous peak, isolated
from the othors, rose like a great dome to the south, a prominent
land-mark by which to direct our course. Pagsing rapidly the rich
rice lands, with the reapers, ox-carts, ducks and wild fow! all help-
ing to gather im the harvest, wo came to the first low rango of hills.
It is thickly covered with vegetation, the road being completely
arched over m places, by the canopy of trees interlaced with
flowering vines. Wild camelhas and other flowering shrubs adorned
the hedges; new varieties of ornamental creepers appeared in great
abundance 3 a& white convolvulus with a profusion of blossoms,
another kind with hanry leaves and calix and pinkish-purple flowers,
others bell-shaped, creamy white with a rich purple centro set
among glossy leaves with a white velvety uuder surface. Wooded
lulls with villages set agamst them appear descending this line of
hills. Another small, rice plain is crossed before we stop to rest on
the slope above a hittle straw liut under a grove of graceful liquid
amber trees which now begm to appear in abundance. A few
miles more and we ascend another range somewhat higher than
the last. Cattle are grazing on the slopes; cultivated fields stretch
along the foot and to our mght, as we near the summit, the finest
woodland scene we have yet met greets us. Tall trees in magnifi-
cent proportions rise over the smaller growth, many of them new to
us but none the less attractive. Krom the summit of the ridge we
get the first rood view of the hill-country we are about to enter
and the prospect is charming. Such variety of form and pleasing
combination of hill and plain was nof suspected as we journeyed
over the lowlands and we arc ready to enjoy it with a keener relish,
if possible, becanse of the contrast with the tame and quiet districts
left beluind. Along the mdge on which we stand are the remains
ot fortifications thrown up by the Hak-ka insurgents in the rebellion
afew years ago when they made 2 successful stand against the
Lam-ko troops. This Hak-ka war was a striking, we might almost
say characteristic, episode in the history of the Island. These
earth-works are witness of their turbulent but courageous spirit.
The hands that raised them however are scattered in exile or
moulder with the soil. Deferring particulars of the Hak-ka occu-
pancy of the Island until we have seen more of this district, we
proceed down the gentle slope, one-and-a-half miles to the town
of Wo-she (#7 4) where, for the present, we take leavo of the
reader.
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{Continued from page 98.)
VYI.——-PUNS AND OTHEB LINGUISTIC DIVERSIONS.

[THE peculiar structure of the written character, and the Lomoph-
onous uature of the Chinese language, render every variety

of play both upon the shapes of characters and upon their meaning,
not only easy but inevitable. Lhe great-use which is made of such
play by the Chinese themselves, may justify a somewhat extended
illustration of their widely varying qualities. In order to accomplish
this end, it will be necessary to make little excursions here and there,
into regions which do not pertain exclusively to ‘Proverbs and
Common Sayings. Yet, with the Reader’s permission, will we
mmitate the sagacious Donkey on the broad highway, who, as the
saying goes, takes now a nibbie on this side, and now a bite on that,
(ko F 65 Bf OB — 7), stall all the while making a
general, though somewhat deliberate, progress toward his goal. Or,
if this similitude please thee not let us copy the Imshman on a
hohday ‘spree’ with his shillalah, whose simple creed was whenever
he saw a head, to hit it.

There are, in the first place, what among a people so practical
and sober as the Chinese, we should least have expected, Acted Puus
or Charades.

Thus in some localities 1b is customary, upon moving into a
new dwelling, that the first articles which are introduced, shall be a
vase (if which is placed upon a table, 42), accompanied
by the ornament called Ju-i K€) or As-you-wish, made of jade or
wood and shaped like 2 flattened letter S. This sngular, and to an
Occidental perfectly incomprehensible proceeding, is a Chineso
charade or acted pun, upon the familiar expression: Ping an ju t,
oe X Hi - In plain words the meaning is; ‘May you in your new
home enjoy Peace and Tranquility,’ and ‘obtain all the desire ot
your heart.’

Again we meet with the pictzre pt. Of this the common say-
ing, Lao Tien ci‘th fan, $e KK WS, OR, ‘Man depends upon Heaven
for icod’ * may serve as an example. It 1s not unusual to see

* It is costomary in some of the countless Sects of China for tho Head-master
(2 bin At} to assign to the members the task of composing an Ode upon
Some subject counected with the doctrines taught. (Imagine a christian congre-

gation where the minister committed to the individuals who happened to be
present, tho business of inditing the hymns to be used at the next meeting !)
That the persons to whom this fask ia allotted, can not read a single
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lithographs of tablets im which this proverb has been represented in
a very effective manner. A man is depicted as engaged in swallow-
ing a bow! of rice, while he leans (‘ao $e) against a gigantic Ten,
Kk, character. One of these tablets is to be seen in the Hui Chuan
Szu (Ge $k Hf) mn the city of Chi Nan Fi. The letter-press below the
engraving sometimes gives excellent advice on the art of practicing
‘Virtue,’ for the sake of attracting attention to which, the picture
pun was apparently devised. Upon the wall which is always erected
in front of the entrance of a Chinese yaméx to screen if from the street,
(fa BF) is constantly to be seen, as every one knows, a representa-
tion of a frightful composite qnadruped, equipped with the scales of
a fish, the head of a dragon, the tail of a lion, and the hoofs of a
horse, and called a tan. This monster is fabled to have an inszti-
able appetite for devouring the Sun, upon his attempting to swallow
which, he invariably falls, and is dashed m pieces upon his native
mountains. This thinly disguised allegory is intended to illustrate
the folly of avarice, (#) the character for which is employed to
represent the beast in question, thus furnishing another instance
of the picture pun. By the side of the tan are drawn tigers,
leopards &c., with ingots of gold and silver in close proximity, to
denote that wherever (unjust) gain 1s to be had, it is accompained
with certain loss, (F #i] wh 4).

and sre utterly ignorant of the laws of rhyme and rhythm, is o circumstance
of no moment whatever. Any sort of a composition, however wnecual the
lives or however imperfect the rhymes, will pass muster. In what is known ag
the Sect of Old Heaven (#% K Pa }, the following crude verses were produced
in this way: They furnish a sort of commentary on the proverb qnoted above,
und also in the closing hno exomplify the mconsequential nature of the popular
theolocical thinking, where by a singttwar anticlimax the debt said to be due to
licaven, is made payable to Buddina!

‘On Heaven we lean—ou Heaven we ull depend;
It is Heaven that doth our food and raiment send;
Wheo this we ponder, and nunutely weigh,
The debt we owe to Heaven secms hard to pay.
The Rain, the Dew—from Heaven they have their birth,
And overspread tho surface of the earth.
in plentcons years with bountcous fool we're blest,
And none by cold and hunger are cdistrest ;
Each day we eat our periodic meals,
And Tleaven’s great goodness cach recipient feels.
What shall we offer up to Zearven, ifs meres to requite ?
Wo ought to beat upon onr breast, and Buddhe’s praise recite.

KREGER RKB FB,
ae Ze HM SK NS ME HL 5B.
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Whatever may have been its original effect upon Chinese

officials, there is reason to fear that this form.of admonition has long
since become perfectly imert. ‘he permanent and universal appoint-
ment of these fabulous creatures to perform this smyular function
exhibits, however, the strong bias of the Clunese mind toward
word-play. Who but the Chinese would have selected the Bat as the
pictorial emblem of Happiness ! And this is done, not because the
Bat is supposed to enjoy more felicity than a Cat, a Rat or a
Hedgehog but merely on the ground that the character which means
Bat $%) happens to be identical in sound with the character
which denotes Prosperity, (44 jig). Thus in one drawing we mect
with a corpulent ofticer in a red robe, graspmg im his hand a swerd,
Iminediately in front are five red bats (J; fH AL HR) this suggests
the phrase Ju tsal yon ch'ien FR TE WE Bf ic. ‘ Happiness (all the five
kinds) are before you m plam sight,’

Again, a vase (Ping 3), with clear vapor issuing from its
mouth, is drawn with the five bats m the midst of the vapor. This
suggests Citing ping we fu, WA Hl Ry ‘Perfect Tranquillity and
the Five Fehcities.’

Other examples are extremely abundant, a few specimens of
which will snffice to illustrate them character. In some of them the
pun is imperfect. Tor imstance, a bat holds in his mouth two
golden cash, and m his claws peaches, which represent the fruit of
immortality ripening in the gardens of si Wang du, (By FE HB),
but once in 3000 {or as others say 9000) years. The bat stands
for Prosperity, 2 the peach for old age, Shou (SF), while the
two cash (Shuarg-chtien HE $B) very inpertectly suggest the words
Shuang-chtiian it A, “hoth complete,’ the whole picture thus stand-
ing for the expression, Fa Show shuang ch'ian ih HE YE B,
and Longevity each in completeness.’

‘he characters representing Prosperity, Wealth &c., are those
most constantly meé with im this connection. Thus, a few buds of
the peony (called the Flower of Wealth because found in tho gardéns
of the rich), placed beside a jar in which are seen a pair of gold fish,
suggests the words Fu Kuei yu yt @ EA BR, te. ‘Riches and
Honor in superabundance.’

So also a kind of halberd, having a creseent shaped blade, and
known as Chi (4%), with a musical plate, Ch'ing (BE), and two fish,
stand for the phrase Chi ch'ing yu yt eR A BB, signifying £ Aus-
picious Happiness in overplus’ The Ju-é or curved ornament
already referred to, is a common object in pictures, devoting the
renligation of one’s wishes. Thus a pen, Pi (4), a lump of silver,
Ting ($2) and a book, ou (84) (the latter suggesting the Ju-i), stands
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for the words Pr ting zu 1, Hh TE fy HR; meaning that events will
‘Certainly happen as you wish’ So hkewise two branches of a
persimmon tree, Shik (Hi), with the hook as before, signify, ‘ This
affair will turn out as you desire,’ Shih shih ju t LB fn K, Felicitous
sentences expressing a desire for sons who shall obtain official
distinction, are frequent subjects for picture-puns. Thus 2 cock
crowing in the midst of a flock of little chickens, denotes ‘ Instruc-
tionot sons to gain a name’ -F pF #, the last character being sug-
gested by the crowing (Za ming #7 0B) of the cock, an accomplish-
ment which he is supposed to be imparting to his children. A cap
Kuan (7), a girdle, Tai a boat, Chuan (ft), and a, pomegranate,
Lis (MW), signify a wish that the members of a family in successive
generations may obtam official position, ifuan tai liu’ FE f&
it. . So hkewise the picture of two children, one of whom clasps a
reed pipe, sheng (4), and holds in his hand a lotus blossom, dien 3K,
while the other grasps a cassia flower, Kuei (HE), suggests ; ‘ May you-
have a succession of honorable sons,’ Lies sheng Kuei teu Hk AE ee F,

A. single additional example must suffice. Upon the screen walls
of certain yamens, is to be seen an old man, called the Heavenly
Magistrate (7 who points.with his finger to the sun, Chih jih
(77 H). Beneath is a peck measure, Zou (=L), which is an allusion
to the pint, Sheng (Ff), ten of which make a Chinese peck. The
hidden significance of this delineation is found in the words: Chih
jih Kao sheng JB A fe BE, “Pointing to the day of lofty promotion.
On one side are a brace of deer, Lu (ff), which intimate that the
post to which the happy mdividual is to be appointed, will lave an
abundant emolument, Lu (#*).

Ihe ordinary conversation of the Chinese is full of puns, of every
imaginable quality, from the coarse banter of the peasant, to the
refined quibble of the scholar. Of the former an instance occurs in
tho expression upon the lips of every one in China, Fu tstat (38 BF)
to get rich. Wher he hears an acquaintance boasting of his pros-
pects, or of his:achievements in this lime, the auditor derisively
exclaims: J tsta: ! Ba huan ts az! (BE Fg Hf) ‘Get a coffin ” implying
that is the only wealth de is likely to gain. Used by a person of his
own alfairs, it is self depreciatory. ‘Why do you persist iu cating
stich quantities of onions,” {is‘ung 7%) was asked of a country-
nian. “Qh! I am trying to acquire a little intelligence,” (Chang
ttienrh tstung ming Fe —~— Hh WA BA) was the ready answer.

[t is not strange that the man is deaf, like Ins father,” said one
m reply to an expression of wonder at the coincidence, “ docs nob
the provorb say; ‘The Deaf beget deaf children, and Phoenixes
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beget Phoenixes?’ 2 #8 jel 4 JE} what the proverb does say,
however, is nothing of the kind, but that ‘Dragons (Lang, identica)
in sound with Lung deaf) beget Dragons’, (FE 4: fe I 4

It is related of the celebrated Chinese beanty Pao Ssu (48 Hy)
the she fell into a confirmed melancholy, and would’ never smile.
By a false alarm, the feudatory princes were summoned to the capi-
tal to defend the state, and at sight of their embarassment and
surprise, Pao Ssu burst into a laugh | See Mayer’s Manual No. 541].
Hence the saying; ‘Thousands of gold would not buy this one
laugh,’ FT & # Bis — =, An individual who had estabhshed a
public school (7 hsiao 3 4) and who found the expenses far in
excess of his anticipations, epitomized his experience in a new
reading of this saying; Chien chin nan mai che i hsiao EB,
‘Lhousands of gold would not pay for this public school.’

* enough,” exclaimed a guest to the host who was
pouring the inevitable cup of tea, “ Do not fill it. Wuliness inakes
mischief,” (i 4 ja) a quotation from the Shu Ching and the I
Ching ; ‘Pride (fullness) invites calamity ; humility reaps its reward’
(are A Ze).

On an occasion when boat-hire on the Peiho rivér was extyava-
gantly high, a party of Chinese engaged a passage on a hoat (4f 43)
to lung chou. At night the boat was found to be so crowded
with passengers—the boatmen determined when it rained puddings
to hold up their dish—that there was not even room to ie doven.
Complamt was made to the head boatman, who promptly replied
that no mjustice had heen done to anyone, since all -they bargained
for was space to sit up in, (FR Ay HZ 4B Be).

A Chinese upon being introduced to a foreigner who had
selected the extraordinary surname of K'a (-) immediately inquired
for the character, and being informed that it was that which consists
in the combination of ‘up’ and ‘down,’ (| FP = -—) not inaptly
rephed that such a name as that ‘would not work up,’ and ‘would
not go down,’ (ft A Ze PH FH).

It is not foreigners ouly who are bantered by ‘ borrowing’ their
Dimes. Many Chinese nicknaames are clever hits at a man’s charac-
ter, while others hit his character through his characters. ‘Thus an
oficial, unpopular on account of his undue severity, whose name
was Citen Ssu Liang (gt fil HL), received the nickname of Ch'cn Sst
Liang $f, WY Hi ¢-¢. Too heavy by four ounces (in the pound).

In the province of Shantung, contiguous to the Grand Canal
are two little villages which were, among others, originally set apart
for the liome of those appointed to public service on the Canal.
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Such villages are called Z"un (if} and—the invention of more
ambitions names perhaps involving toa much mental exertion—
several of these hamlets received as designation only numbers as
Ti san Cun (@ = Hf), Ti wu fun (HAL), Ti chi tun ii),
&c., commonly called simply No. 3, No. 5, No. 7, &e. The story
goes that at a market in the vicimty, a customer turning over
some water-melons, discovered a defect on the under side, and
remarked that they were ‘ground covered,’ (7% eu dt (445 $B A), 2c.
prevented from acquiring the proper color by their contact with
the soil, ¢.d. raised at £7 Wu (# Fr “No,” replied the seller
“they are only ‘imposed on by the earth’ (7% ch: t2 th We 8) z.¢.
hindered from ripening by the ground under them, ¢.d. raised at
Ti CHi CES YH).

It is the custom in China when scholars meet scholars, to
entertain cach other in a manner worthy of those whose minds are
enriched with the splendid spoils of ages gone by. Ox such occa-
sions wine is the proper beverage. Hence the saying! ‘When a
guest arrives'on a cold winter’s might, tea must do for wine, (38 7%
Fe He, Se SS WB), The serving of wine, thus becomes a sort of test
of the sincerety of a host's hospitality. No excuses will take its
place, but if if is actually brought on, the genuineness of the wel-
come is not to be questioned. Another proverb accordingly says;
‘He has no dissnmulation who treats his guests with wine,’ (FF 75 &

A. certain scholar, like most of his class very poor,
one day received a visit Irom 2 friend whom he wished to entertain
in the proper manner; wine, however, he had none, nor yet the
money to purchase it wherewithal. Still ho brought out wine cups,
and the wine jar, from which he procecded to pour out pure water,
with the apposite remark; ‘“ The mtercourse of real Inends is thin
like water; ‘‘ That of false friends is hke honey mixed with oil”(SAH ak. RBA BS Hh).

The following anecdotes may serve to show the strong current
which sets toward plays on words, in every stratum of socictiy. A
young man of somewhat limited mental capacity who was latcly
married, paid his wife’s family a2 New Year's visit. Gis brothers-
in-law, kuowing his peculiaritics, resolved, by employing those
means of which the Chinese are such consummate masters, to show
‘im disrespect, without actual rudeness. Although 16 was now
mid-winter, he was accordingly provided with sleeping accom-
modations on a cold ‘stove-bed,’? or Mang. The Chinese horror of
a cold /uzg is proverbial; ‘Sleep on a cold bed, but not on a cold
Kang’ (Bb Te eR, ORE i ot), ‘The little Icdiot’—another
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proverb rans, ‘sleeps on a cold k‘ang—but that is because he is
strong and vigorous,’ ($2 Jv fF fe et ie Se tk Se AE). It was
therefore no compliment to our friend that his A‘ang was not
heated, yet he retired without complaint. During the night,
however, finding it unendurably cold, he awaked, and perceiving in
@ corner @ large timber, he siezed it, and strode back and forth,
carrying it upon his shoulder (K ‘ang Ff) the beam (Liang FB), until
he was thoroughly warmed, when he returned to his slumbers.
In the morning his hosts professed much anxiety to know how he
had fared, and especially whether his bed had not proved too cold
(Kang kang ma i wa BR), “Ah!,” exclaimed their guest, “If J
had #ot shouldered the beam, I should have frozen!” (Pu k'ang
hang chin tung ssu hao An ot RE BE Ot AE OT).

A Chinese skimmer—called a Chao Hi (7 Rif) costs so hittle that
not worth while to mend it when broken. rience the proverb ;
‘Who though he has ready money will mend a skimmer?’t (when
for the money which repair would cost, he could buy a new one).
(SE Ay fe] SB AK BE). Now it is a general custom to hang out a
skimmer at the door of a house where a lodging for foot travellers
may be had, simple means of notification which saves much useless
Inquiry. lf the Reader never before heard of this practice, he need
not be surprised, for he has company in his ignorance, On one
occasion the Emperor Ch‘ien Lung was riding in his chariot, accom-
panied by his minister Ho Ch'én (fi ¥R). Chancing to see a skimmer
hung over a door, His Majesty inquired what if was for, and was
informed that it was to dip up things wherewithal, (#9 3 The

Emperor with affected surprise replied; “Can not the North and
South then be dipped up with it ? How is 1) that it only dips up
Bast and West ? ” ‘‘ Because,” instantly replied the Mimster, ‘ the
South belongs to Fire, which would burn the dipper; the North be-
longs to Water, which would leak through, while the East belongs
* The meaning of this sayiug—as of so many others in Chinese—is figurative: Phe

young simpletion, incapable of asserting his rights, is protected by Heaven’
(which gives him 4 grood constitution). Another shade of the same idea is eS-
pressed in the proverb; ‘The half witted fellow who always get a warm Kang’

ies As Eb Bie 2 IGE ine. althongh he can not take curo of himself, Fate takesCare O toile
+t A singular example of the variation of Chinese proverbs—if that can be called

variation where nearly all the parts are different—is afforded by this saying. It
ig sometimes explained thus; A wealthy blockhead owned pear orchard tho
produce of which was constantly eaten by the birds. At length a passing tra-
valler soggested to the owner, a ‘happy thought.’ Hea might cover his fruit.
Accordingly he had little cloth caps made for each individual pear, a mcabs
which was found to be a.complete -protection. Yet for obvious reasons the :des
was nover extensively utslized. Hence this version of the proverb; ‘Who, though
he commands ready money, will cover his pears .ztth cloth 7’ ae 45 el
rm AR,oF
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to Wood, and the West to Metal—for these reasons the skimmer
dips up Hast and West, but does not dip up North and South.”
His Majesty smiled, and commended Ho Ch*'én’s aptness of reply.

Not only is the conversation of the Chinese full of puns; they
are imbedded in the substance of the language itself. In Williams?
dictionary q.v. ské, tongue (FF) the circumstance is noted that in the
Cantonese dialect this word is pronounced Zi, to profit (#i}) because
the word EE se of the same tone, means to lose in trade, and has
thus an unlucky association. The same authority also mentions
that the singular expression Asing Wi #7 24s, baggage, is regarded as
» kind of pun on the more national term fhsing li # BR that is,
things that are reasonable or proper for a journey. Other instances
of the same Kind are no doubt frequent.* The homophony of the
language seems to breed this kind of paranomasia error in- single
words standing by themselves, by a kind of spontaneous generation,

as the damp heats of Augusf produce mould, mildew and mos-
quitoes, without visible provocation. What, for example, would or
could any mortal—whatever his acquaintance with Chinese—under-
stand, trom hearing that a person’s speech is “a great pear dump-
ling, (7 Ht #4) or that he is ‘playing the great-pear, (J

The use of these phrases at Tientsin, is said to have originated
as follows. A. man acquired the art of making pear-dumplings, in
a.manner which no one could rival, of which, when hawked about
the street, he enjoyed a monopoly. One windy day when his
sales had been insigmificant, some ono asked him -how -much
eash he had taken in. He rephed that owing to the storm which
kept people from goig abroad, he had only sold 2 few tens of
thousands of cash worth, (a sum surpassing his real sales for a year},
but observed that if the day had been fine, he should have received
more than a thousand strings of cash. lf the natives of the placo
are to be believed, this Tientsim Munchausen—who at the age of
seventy may stil] be seen daily trundling his little barrow, and is
heard granting unintellipibly to attract customers has given a
new turn to the local dialect. Lhe expression ¢¢ di hua (Fo BE ig)
* What would be thonght of an Act of Parliament prohibiting any resident of Mid-

dlesex or Kent, from building ‘an Ice-louso,’ on the ground that the Queen
of Bugland lives in ‘a nice house,’ and would tolerate no rivalry? Yet some-
thing not very unliko this is to be found iu China. in the Chinese Recorder tor
Dec. 1852, Dr. Dadgeon mentions the circumstance that the people living in
the Westorn Hilla behind Peking, are not allowed to store ico, (of which an
abundant stock could be easily Jaid up) on the equitable consideration that the
charncter signifying Ice, (ping JX) is identical iv sound with the character for
Soldicr (ping 4£), so that it might be a source of uneasiness to 4 government
whieh is in perpetual drend of rebellions, to hear that ping (ice-blecks, q.tt.
soldiers) by tho ton thousaud wero iu concoalmeut so near tho Capital !
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in current use to denote ‘large talk,’ in consequence of the un-
exampled extravagance of this man’s language, has come to be
reinforced by the phrases ta li kao, (Fg #4 $%) great pear dumpling,’
and shua ta ft ($0 Sf Hl) ‘playing the great pear,’ in allusion to
the ‘pear talk’ from which the saying originated, the oblique
reference being still to the 4 distant (ff) meaning; ‘his language
is far away* [from the truth}. Of all Chinese modes of expression,
this of word punning is perhaps the easiest for a foreigner to
acquire, not only because if differs in no essential respect from
what is to be met with in Occidental languages, but because
resembances between different characters of the same sound strike
the foreign ear, unaccustoned in his own language to such incessant
homophony, much more quickly and more forcibly than they strike
Despite this fact, if one’s observation is to be trusted,
Chinese word-play receives from the generality of foreigners whe
speak that language very slight attention, even in works which
profess to treat of Chinese. mt

‘How many boats are with you ?? was asked of a traveller.
‘kang Chen,’ was the compondious reply. Now Yang Chen was a
distinguished scholar and official who lived a.p. 100, and who was
famed for his integrity. It is of him that the familiar incident is
related, that having been urged to accept a present which was taut-
amount to a bribe, he refused, as it was brought at night. The
donor remoustrated, saymge ‘No one will ever know it.’ To this
Yang Chen made the answer which has deservedly inmortalized his
name, ‘Heaven knows it, Harth knows it, you know it, and I know
it—nhow then do you say that no one will know 16?” (FE & Bt Sa fe
a FR SE Gil FS RE 4), [See Mayer’s Manual, No 880]. This ftamons
reply of Fang Chen’s is generally briefly referred to as Yang Chen’s
“Four Knowings’ (42 #2 0] #1) what was therefore to be undler-
¢ Tho Chinese idiom Qelights in making its strongest affirmations by means of

negations, An immense multitude is morely ‘not a few,’ (AL Ay ABs) a very
bad mau is simply ‘not a good man’ (A BB HF A), excellence is merely ‘nat
bad’ (pu iai Ar i in Peking; pe nao in somo country dialects); a particularly
bright child ‘is ‘not in the least idiotic’ (i tien’ eh ‘pu sha Bk Gi Ae #8)
&c. It is claimed by some, that we have a common English slaug word, which
springs from a Chivese expression involymg thus meiosis, or unification of what is
wmennt. The Occidental youngster declares that his kite is ‘bally’ meaning that
it is ‘tip-top,’ ‘A No. 1.” The Chinese more modestly predicates of the article that
delights his soul, that ib ia pu ti (A At) ‘not far from being the thiug—
angiice, bully.

+ Thus the phrase Hsin chien tat (at 3s 4) ‘hoart's tip,’ is a kind of pot naine
with Chinese mothers for their little ones. “Stop,” cried a house-keeper, “ put
down my new scissors, and never dare dara to use them again to trim ¢ha
lamps! You may lave the nurses’ Asin chien teu (DD $e fF), (ie. the Baby]
but my Asin chron toy Ger Hy +f new scissors) vever !””
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stood by the traveller’s reply was that he had with Inm four boats
(wy #). The present reference, however, 1s not simply to com-
paratively legitimate puns like these, m imitation of the Chinese
qwanner, but to linguistic crimes of far greater turpitude. The
entire world is, by this time familiar with the mongrel dialect which
finds expression in foreign sounds, by the help of battered and
broken down idioms from various sources, and which is known as
pigeon English. Has it ever recurred to the Reader that there is,
or may be, such an illegitimate hybrid as pigeon Chinese? Yet
the vicious idea once planted, siezes the mind like the famons
‘Horse-car poetry,’ witness such mongrel gems as the ‘following ;

‘Pig-headed,’ Chu tou ti Be BA #5. ‘He thinks he is a great
thine’: Ta it ize chi wei ta tung hsi, OB OB KR BS light
out of there’; Kuang chu ch‘ JE GB. ‘Despise a mule,’ hisen do
(x2, it ER -f-. This is an historical allusion (ff SH) to a ‘ darkey’
who when riding a mule suddenly found himself on the ground.
Slowly rising, and rebbing himself meanwhile, he remarked ;’ Dat’s
what makes me’ ‘spzse a mule!’ Suppose now that some one should
propose as a suitable motto for a Chinese silk shop, the characters,
Tua pu tou chi GR A J #B), “words that do not suit,’ and suppose
upon being pressed for an explanation of so irrelevant an imscrip-
tion, he should affirm that they were cited (im the manner so famihar
to the Chinese) to suggest the clause which follows—to wit, pan
chit to (42 4} ‘when words do not suit, half a sentence is too
much’) ¢.d. Pongee in abundance, ! ‘hat way madness lies.

Beyond an occasional vague hint that the Chinese are fond of
riddles, and other dark sayings, if 1s rare to find even an allusion
to the subject. The twenty volumes of the Chmese Repository, for
example,—a thesaurus of essays upon every imagimable subject
connected with China, especially rich in articles devoted to various
phases of the Chinese language—contains but a few short lists of
proverbs, nearly all of which are printed with no Chinese text. ‘Tho

voluine containing the copious Index to all these thousands of
teeming pages, comprises references to only three Chinese puns.*
* Mr. Scarborourh’s treatment of plays upon Chinese characters, is singularly

Inacequate. Ho speaks of “Paus,” and of “Inuendoes,” noither of which
terms, however, is he at the pains to dcfite. Under. the former title, we find m
the Index three references to proverbs, confaining plays, not wpou sound or
mcaning, bat upon the shapes of characters No. 207, ‘Debt oppresses man’

(R = HER AN BA); No 309, ‘The Keng character can not rnise its head,’
(Tv. a Aw ee HA, i.e. the workman, cannot became a Master—the kung

character can not become a chit + character) ; and No 1310 ‘The Characters
self and great, make the character for malodorous (8 Kk & {fi Aas =)
Be. Pride ig unsavory. [The character ch‘ow SR is not composed of self aud
erent (though often so written) as any one will detect in an iustaut. The
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Proverbs in which attention is drawn not to the meaning, nor
to the sound, but to the composition of a character are not num-
erous. In addition to the examples cited from Mr. Scarborough’s
volume in the last note, two or three specimens (from the Chinese
Repository and from Doolittle’s Hand-book) may suffice. ‘The

character for Magistrate has two mouths’ te. Bribery. Ce 2 i
“> (1) ‘The character for Joy has two mouths’ i.c. Quarrels over
presents ( fj 74> FA) ‘The characters for Avarice and Poverty
are much alike,’ i.c. Avarice tends to Poverty. (@ HR —Be)
Plays upon the shapes of characters are readily exhibited in the
form of the Antithetical Couplet, as in the followmg examples. Tho
first 1s similar to instances already given under the head of Couplets.
{tis related of the Emperor Ch‘ien Lung that on occasion of his
travelling abroad to. mspect the empire, he propounded to his
minister Ho CA‘en ({ij #2) already mentioned the following line

lower part is ch’won Kk t. dog--in allasion to the scent. In China, however, as
in othor lands, a pointed jest 1s more relished than a dull fact. } Of the other
two references in the Index, one, No. 1890 (4 EE ”r fe {8 3) is devoid of
any obvious meaning, and, as already mentioned seems to be a mistake. Tho
remaining example, No. 549 TK Ga HE Sat ge st Be ‘In great distress
and penuiless, apparently coutains nothing at all resembling a play either
upon sound or upon meauing or form. No. 800, ‘Calamity can not raise its head,’

(SG Le A >A Hi BB) which scems to be anolorous to No. 809, is not ‘noticed
ta this counection. Under the title “Inuendoes,” we have four examples, of
which the first, No. 799 ‘Woo! and alas! Denth is hard to guess’ ( ne. oF 2
Deo a ZL FE Ia) appears to be totally. irrelevant to the subject. No. 1022
‘On weddings and burials it is hard toanswer clearly’ (AL Se BE BE SF Gy)
&e No. 1252, ‘a hook attached toa ring, to him let nobody cling’ ( ?

5554 1% a A eR) are cxamples neither of a play upon’ a sound, nor upon a
are sintply expressions used ius particular connection, which are
quoted to suggest a witler application. ‘Lhe remaining instance, No. 892,
"To draw the big net out of » water-butt,’ (aK 1 Aa +t 4 oy #4) is the
Only case in either lish, of & proper puu—i.g. ono mcaning or one sound used for
anoLner. No. 2360 ‘n heard shonid not be put on the god of sailors’ (te 7 x
tik 35 +. 4 Ay which is similar in form and application to No. 1022,
aud 1252, ia not noticed in the Index, nor are tho only other two puns iv the
volume, No. 1550, “The country seller has dropped his stick, and dare not strike
his gong’ (Fe HE fi) tet ft $B. As 4 and No. 1759, scholers
fighting for a pencil,’ Cag {a Ah AE 47 am yy ae). The former 13
introduced without explanation, while the Intter, Gis is also the caso with Ne.
1022) 18 explained wronely. in case we are informed that only tho last
clausc 18 spoken, whereas a moment’s consideralion would show that the exact
opposite is the case. To pronounce the seutence (No. 1659 ‘Tie scholars are
fighting,’ would instantly convey to any ono familiar with. the expression, tho
remaining explanatory words, wei pi (8 g.d. wei pi FR Wa) for the sake
of suggesting which the sentence was peelixed. ‘The hearer at once under-
stands, that whilo in form a pencil is described as the occasion of a quarrel, i2
reality timprobabitity (FF wr) is the only idea intended. Were tho words
wei pi Spoken alone, however, they would simply convey their own meaning,
nnd no other, and all verbal play would be out of the question. Considerlug
the wealth of materials available, three puns in a collection of nearly 3009
proverbs, appears a somewhat exiguous proportion.
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to be matched, which was suggested by the surrounding scenery !
The smoke envelopes the willows which grow in the tanks,’ (HR eS

oy Se HT). ihe difficulty of matching the line lies in the circum-
stance that the radicals of the five characters are the names of the
‘Five lements’ (Fj #7). Water, Fire, Wood, Metal, and Earth,
(OK KAR & -£). At the time the Minister was unequal to the
emergency, but on reaching a place where the tower of the city gate
looking seaward, was furnished with cannon, he was enabled to
reply as follows; ‘The artilley on the city tower, commands the sea,’
(He Fic tet HL HB). jn the following couplet the poiné is found in the
concluding character of each line; ‘When the kingdom is in dis-
order and its subjects in poverty, if the King does not come to the
front, who is Master? When the days are wintry, and the pround
cold, if there is not a drop of -water, there will! be formed no Ice.Be ER. EK Be fH +.

Kha. KM — Bm RR Ok.
A wood cutter coming down from the mountain with his bundle

ol faggots on his back, met a traveller, and pointing to his burden
proposed a line to be matched, in which is comprised a dissection
of the four and seventh characters, as follows; ‘This wood is fuel,
and every mountain produces it, (Jb As 28 iy Wy HR). Glancing
around the landscape, and seeing the smoke of the evening fires
curling upward, the traveller aptly replied; ‘By reason of fire is
formed smoke and each evening there is an abundance,’ (KK
WA’ A SB).

The comparative infrequency of plays upon the shapes of
the written character, to be met with in popular proverbs, is far.
more than compensated by the use made of characters in riddles
and other enigmatical sentences, in ways which in alphabetic
language are utterly impossible. A few examples will suffice to
lustrate the illimitable resources of the Chinese in this direction.
One of the simplest forms of puzzles in English, consists in parad-
oxical predicates, quite bewildering to the juvenile mind as,—

in the Fire, bub not in the Flame,
[’'m in the Spiuster, but uot in the Dame,” &c,

Where the vowel I is the object in question. Or this :-—
“The beginning of Eternity, the end of Time and Space,

The beginuing of every Bad, aud the ond of every Place.”
In Chinese, however, the same clew is far more ingeniously

attorded; ‘Ftisim and in Vu, but notin Yao nor Shun; im
Shang and Chow but not in Tang or Wu. KE A. 3 tt
By OB Ay, OK BE, ie. the K‘on ‘The feet have it,
the leps have it, the shoulders have it, the back has it, and so has
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the breast ; but the head has not, nor has the face, nor the ear, nor
the eye, nor yet. the hand, nor the fingers, fil F 4. FG.BLaA BLA KWEF ARES RES ESEoe &£ i ih &, te. the you AW character. The following
sentence serves to exemplify the statement quoted under the head
of ‘ Odes,’ that ‘ Wide is the scope of the character I,’ and to show
that the simplicity of a character is no guarantee that: one can
comprebend all that is affirmed of 1t; ‘ Above it is not above, below
it is not below; 2t cannot be above, ought to be below, A f.PAH PFT GEL Ae se P, t.c. the —= character as
found in composition in the shang | character is not ‘above,’ while
in the Asie TF character ib is not ‘below;’ in the characters pu x
and A‘c WW it 1s above, while in ch‘teh A and i 4 it is below. ‘No
line above, no Ime below, below too it is below,. and above it is
above, EREBPREE PREF. ERE EL, te.
the ps fy character has nothing above or beneath it but in Asia “F
character it 1s ab the bottom, and m the shang _E character it isat the top.

‘ Four mouths and & Cross 5 four crosses and a mouth,” [§ {Bifd +. + F.— 0 Ff. te. the ttn and vi
characters. The use of the several component parts of a charac-
ter in the enigmatical description of the character as a whole,
frequently leads to trackless mazes. Here, for example, are four
char acters Lorming a sentence, and each character compendiously
(aud darkly) described by four others; ‘Mother and son sleep
together ; two yu characters shoulder to shoulder; a man shoulders
his carrying pole; the moon goes by the side of the ear.’ +
fa] A. FS PBF AA BE ts. A H HB, ic, Bm Kk Og
pair of great leet,’ where the moon is made to do duty for the jou
character, exactly lke it. ‘One moon and then another moon:
above the middle of the moons is an arable field, while below there
are flowing streams. Six mouths in one house—two movihs
incomplete” ~— HK WALES LAW HS mM.

a fe ik Zz Mo a B it~ BO > fm (a. the yung
J§ character. ‘There 1s one mouth—then add another mouth, but
do not make the éi character. Seen right side up it is the ss
character, and two points in addition, seen crosswise it the vit
character, and two strokes more—but it is not the pei character,RS YS
wi SA SS we HME AY A. ie. the characters Au
[oe], and wren [A], ‘Two strokes large, and two strokes suall,
HY Ee OB PE fs, te the chtin 3 character, in which the upper
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part has two more limes than fe # great, and the lower part two
more than fAsiao iJ. small. Three characters. ‘Two mountains
connected but net opposite; two mountains opposite and connected ;
one branch of literature reaches to the heavens,’ 1) 49 tHAS HUM RAL He.
Bw A. & A the lower part of the last character which is in
reality the yu & vadical, is described is if it were wen ¥& literature,
with a long stroke at the top.

In the following exainples, the.constituent parts of the char-
acters are employed to throw the inghirer off the scent; Two
characters. ‘A mu character with two points added, but it must
not be a pei character; a pei character lacking two points, but it
must not be the mx character,” Ff ir i Hk BLE Bo BR.
BFK eh BEB SG. The charactors are Ho @ and
dou &. Lhe first of these, is composed of the mu character,
‘with two poimts added,’ te. Chia tp to add and ‘two points,
fh 24. The second character is the mu again, ‘lacking two points,
ie. Chien R to lack, and ‘two points,’ py Bk,

‘If you can, I do not stand up ; if you stand up, I can not; if the
middle bar is removed, there is an end of both you and me,’ (R HTRA KT Pm mR, HT hr WR, thatis, the
Chl Gy character, assumed to be a copartnership between Li ¥¥ to
stand, and K‘o Tf able. ‘A literary graduate wrangling with a
Buddhist priest ; the priest does not become a complete priest, nor
does the hterary graduate become a complete graduate,’ 4 &RAD EB RES. t.e. the Shang
character, the upper portion of which is the same as the Sheng in
the term fo shang Fy fj priest; the lower part is. the Yuen &
character found in the term Shang ynen 4E & ascholar of a certain
grade. The two characters corner on the Keon [J character (Chiao
ou #3 ) and as neither of them can have the mouth to himself,
neither is complete.

From this it 1s but a step to the introduction of other characters,
in which the one to be guessed .is merely a constituent. ‘Four
; crosswise, two days interlocked. In Wealtly it raises zts
foot, in it reises its-head.’ PG ill Sk ta. ba OOH BRS
ta te ft OW, BOE ft G8, fe. the FG character; which in
Wealth , is at the foot, but in Embarassment, %, is atthe head.

‘The three Kings are my cldev brothers, the five Emperors
my younger brothers. [ wished to stop, but could not, and by
reason of being in the wrong gave offense.’ =~EBRY RS
ve FU 6, oe He OO As BG. JE it 4% SE,
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The solution of this puzzle is found in the character Ssx Q four,
which is the ‘younger brother’ of three (as in ‘three Kings’), and
the ‘elder brother’ of five (as m ‘five Emperors}. The words
which follow, Yi pa erh pu neng ge FE WT 7 BE are quoted from the
Confucian Analects, and refer to the use of Ss im composition.
It would like, Vin gf to be a La gE but that can not be without a
Neng $B character, FE il 7 Be. In the last clause, the Ssu fq
becomes, (Te #4) guilt, §£ as soon as the character Fei JE is
added, Yin fe: erh té tsur BY FE ify 4 SE.

The facihty with which the descriptions of the characters to be
guessed, glide from the form of the character or of some of its parts,
to the meaning which is conveyed by them, increases the obscurity
of what is already sufficiently dark. has ; ‘Cold merely doubles
it, and heaps it up; while heat scatters it equally on each side: four
in the District city—three in the prefectural city; in the village
only within the village, at the market only at the head of the
market.’ HOB KE. =F
AN. FE BO Oe ae ME. oT GB BOE Tit 8B, 7c. a dot, which in
the character Hun cold, is doubled in a heap; in the character
Je 3% heat, it is spread out on each side equally ; it occurs four times
in the character Aster B§ District city, but only three times in the
Preiectural city, Chou #]; the character 7s'un FF village, it is found
inside, while in the character SAih Tf market, it stands at the head.

‘When drawn it is round, but when written it is square; i
cold weather it is short, and in hot weather long,’ # I$ Fl, # 9 7.
Se OS Fi. Be NE SE. fe. Jih Gf character, ‘sun,’ or ‘day’

“One character with nine strokes, six of them straight. Were
you to ask Confucius, he would guess three days,’ 4 Ay — Fu
v. Ba. SL HH FoF RH = A. t.e. the Ching #, character, com-
posed of the character for day written thrice.

Proper names are readily drawn into service to aid in the
composition of a riddle. Thus the object to be represented being
stated as ‘ Ladies’ head ornaments,’ ‘two historical persons’ are
affirmed to be the material of which they are to be made. The
expert guesser is supposed to light upon Huang Kai 3 #& an indiv-
dual of the time of the Three Kingdoms, and Li Pai 2s the
celebrated Fang Dynatly poet, as the persons in question. the
shite A (silver) with a yellow covering BR Rs (gold).

Phrases and proverbs are also serviceable for riddles, which—
like oriole’s nests—may be made of whatever is at hind. Thus
when many year's ago, a Peking temple was purchased for a
headquarters, the circumstance was ingeniously adverted to in 4
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Peking ‘lantern riddle,’* which named the temple giving as the
clew, a common saying, 5§ ~ The ‘common saying’
proved to be; ‘when the gods depart, devils enter,’ gh HI @ A,

By a judicious application of these devices almost anything
may be derived from almost nothing. Kew Chinese characters, for
instance, would appear balder and more unpromising of hidden
revelations than sueh 4. Yet in the hands of an expert Chinese
literary juggler, it becomes as instinct with meauing as a Hebrew
vowel point under the manipulation of the Talmudists. For
exampie, the character being given, it is required to deduce from it
two phrases out of the our Books. (fq 2 — 4) The Reader, who
has lis Analects at bis tongue’s end, immediately pronounces these
phrases to be 9% gn 4, and JE 4, to be rendered; ‘It is not like
the yeh jf, character, and it is not veh. Or, the process may be
reversed, and a character distilled from classical citations. in a
manner somewhat analagous to the well known array of bible texts
to prove the duty of immediate suicide— And Judas went out and
hanged himself ;’ ‘Go thou and do likewise ;’? ‘What thou doest, do
quickly.’ From the following composite text, is to be obtained a
single character -— fh 4: Wf ft 3] A i df 00 4 ASEwR AH Hd In these
three and thirty characters, we have seven different passages from
the Four Books fused together to make a new sense. Here are
the quotations; — BB 4 By WWE (Lun Yu, x. 25.4) © Teu-du
hastily and lightly replied ? 2 a Lun Yi xvnr. 6.2). ‘Yes, it is.’
A tN A RE A (Lun Pe rx. 10. 1.) ‘Yer Vaun sighed deeply, and
answered,’ JE 4b, (Lun Yi xv. 2, 3.) ‘No, it is not’? se fF #8
fy SE A (Sun Ye) xvu. 4.2.) ‘The master well pleased and smiling,
said,” BRA dt (Mencius. ux. 1. 6.6) ‘Such being indeed the case.’
a eH fp KR (Lun Yu xu. 18.2.) ‘Uprightness is to be found in
this.” The original meaning of these several passages, has no
reference to the use here made of them, which is as follows; Tzu-du
hastily and lightly spoke up, and said, itis the Yes 4, character.
‘fen Yivn sighed deeply and replied; It is no such thing. ‘The
Master well pleased, and smiling, said; Sure enough ‘it is like Vek,
aud so it would be if you put an upright stroke is the middle of it.’
ith, — que,

* The observations made ia regard to the enormous number of Antithetical Couplets
a J

annually produced in China, apply equally well to Riddles of all varieties. Tho
Empire is hung with Janteras, on tho evening of the Feast of that name at the
fifteenth of the first moon, and the lanterns are papered with Riddles CF iE),
for the correct solution of which such prizes as a few cash, or a handful of
water-melon soeds are offered. Old riddles are regarded with 18 much con-
tempt for this purpose asa last year’s almanac for fixing the feast day’s,
(BA aE fy & FR, & SE OK AY), so that the resources of the Chinese
language and literature, must be subjected to a severe tax.
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So also the Ya Wi character 1s propounded as yieldiug a
‘common saying’—to wit 4 aly Ae tc. ‘a heart not melined
toward virtue’—‘ wicked’—an oblique intimation that a heard is
appended to the Ya character, it will be not virtuous, # KA ¥
ie. $e wicked. The Chinese Classics furnish an inexhaustible
repertory of materials, from which may be woven riddles of assorted
degrees of complexity thus the words; Wen Huan Chung, FE] & fh
are furnished as a clew, and the Reader is expected to remember
that these character, occuring in the Analects. (a. xiv. ch. xX. m1) are
followed by the words; Yueh jen yeh FA 4h,. these data, a
Chinese would discover at once that the #a 4% character is the
object to be guessed—bemg composed of yen 4 and yeh 44. In
cases of this sort, the original sense of the passage has no more to
do in the exposition of the riddle, than the text, “ Let him that is
upon the house-top not come down,” had to do with the sermon of
the traditional frontier preacher, who denounced the current style
of wearing ladies’s hair in a ball on the crown of the head, from the
words; ‘Top-knot, come down !’ Of a different sort is the use made
in the following example, of the words of Mencius (Book [. vir. 4)
aq Ty RE LA EF Z, denoting that a certain sacrifice need not
fail (because of the Jack of an ox) for a sheep could be substituted.
The words are given an entirely new meaning by exchanging the
signification of the characters, for another which arises through an
union of thei component parts. Thus ; ‘In the Zo fg character,
the Ko tf is obliterated, (fo f'o fee yeh) {ij B] RE 4B, and exchanged
for a yang, (@ yang it LI 2 B ~), by which substitution 1s ob-
tained a new yang f% character, whichis the answer to the riddle.

To the Western Barbarian’ the Chinese Essays which are
presented at the literary exammations, may appear jejune in style,
commonplace in matter, and full of vicious circles, forever taking
for granted what they ought to prove, and proving what they oughi
to take for granted. However just this criticism may be, and !
do not wish to be understood as uttermg a word in disparagement
of its justice, if 18 still true that these essays (or Wen chang X B
as they are called) resemble those dwarf trees which the Chinese
gardeners are at such pains to produce by artificial treatment.
‘The fly,’ says the Chinese proverb, ‘although a small insect, has all
his viscera complete.’ (45 GR ME aj. FE (A 4A), In like manner tho
Chinse essay, although perhaps limited to three hundred characters,
is a finished growth in itself. It has 2a Head, a Neck and Throat,
Arms, Viscera, Legs, and Feet. The construction of essays of this
sort 1s the one great business of millions upon millions of Chinese.
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The mere thought of the aggregate number which is produced
every year, 18 quite fatiguing. These observations are intended
merely to preface a specimen of this kind of composition, which,
like the riddle just cited, is a mosaic but.a mosaic of much greater
complexity than the last. It is composed of nearly eighty clauses,
every one of which is taken from the Four Books, but combined in
the general form of an examinative’ essay. Lhe subject is ‘The
Her-pecked Man,’ which, though a favorite one for Chinese banter,
might not at first sight appear particularly eligible tor an essay
framed from citations strictly classical. To the Chinese text is
appended a list of the places in the Classics where the words quoted
may be found.* BE ty if
f it A i [Conf. Analects, VILL. 20. 3.) BB aw (An. wi. 3.

A A a l Analects XI. 13. 3.) B® &% &K [Analects VII. 3.)
Piis. 4 [Analects 1v. 18.) fil) & & HH (Analects vu. 33.

y 5A [Menc. Bk. 1. Pt.1.2.20.] Bde S[ Me. Bk. v. Pt. 1.9.1.)
Tl

7
[An. 1, 1. 1] E aE a [Doctrine of the Mean xy. 2.)
[An. 1. 12.1.} AZ MHA RE Mene. Bk. 1. Pt. 1.6. 2.)
fr) HE [An. xn. 4.3.) fy ay [Mencins Bk. v. Pt. w. 6. 1.)=e [Analects mn. 8, 1.J
K [Great Learning, rx. 6.] A of BE $F [Analects 1. 1. 2.)

2 i Be fe LL 4 [Mencms Book vi. Part 1 17. 3.
(Me. Pt. mu. 2. 2.4 Pi Bia, (Me. Bk. 1. Ps. 11.10. 2.

[Menc, Bk.1. Pt. 11. 4.6.] GR @ [Me. Bk. vi. Pt. 1. 15. 3.)
#4, [Analects x1. 12. 1.] aS [Menc. Bk. v. Pt. 1. 4. 1.)

Jee [Menc. Bk. vi. Pt. u. Lo. 3.) te Sido [Analects x. 2. 1.
A HE (An. x1. 25. 10.) BABB [Menc. Bk. iv. 1. Pt. 15. 2.3

fo 3h (Menc. Bk. v. Pt. 1.2.4.) Be ea [ Me. Bk. 1. Pt. 1. 6.1.)
(% # {Analects xix. 9.| wt A PS [Analects vr. 18.)
in 48, (Analects x. 3. 1.] he FR [Analects xv. 41, 1.)
i 8, [Analects x. 2. 2.] 12 (% [Analects v. 18. 1.)

— A £1 % [Analects iv. 21.) # @& [Analects v. 18. 1.]
—~ fil Cl He | An. iv. 21.] fT HE [| Menc. Bk. tv. Pé. 1. 24.2.)
AIG [Analects 1. 6.] BHR | Menc. Bk. 1. Pt. uw. 14, 1.)
# #32 [ Me. Bk.v.Pt. u. 33.1.) He Me. Bk. 1. Pt. 1.7.17.)
an 2% ff [Analects xv. 1o.] # A A BB [Analects xv. 30.]
* Tho labor which must have been expended upon a merely trifle like this, is begt

appreciated by considering the trouble involved in untwisting the well woven
thread. A scholar of more than twenty years experience in teaching the
Classics, and who WAS therefore early as familiar with them aga Suaday
School pupil with the Ten Commandments occupied almost ail ais spare time
for a week, in aecertainine and verifyiug the references.
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Sl Sf [Menc. Bk. vu. Pé. wu. 14.3.) BBR MB [An. xv. 30.)
(Me. Bk. viz. Pt. 11. 23.2. | BES Me. Bk. rv. 33.1.)
[Analects xv. 16.] Fj Fe SE [Menc. Bk.x. Pt. 1. 7. 12.)
[Doctrine Mean xu. 4.] 48 RY 3 2% [Doc. Mean xv. 2.)

[Analects v. 8. 3.] 4 HZt | Menc. Bk. vir. Pt. 1. 22. 3.)
Analects v. 26.) fax Ka, [Menc. Bk. mu. Pt. 1. 1. 4]

Bs (Menc. Bk. v. Pt. mu. 6.6.) #1 88 A We [Doc. Mean xv.2}
| Menc. Bk. 1. Pt.1. 1.4.) [ Me. Bk.1v. Pt. 0.38.1.)

i ge | Analects vir. 3.] be A [Analects mr. 6.)
RKKEA S$ [Me.Bk. ur. Pt.11.2.2.] HEME (Me. Bk. v. Pt. 1.3.3.)
Bij. ct AB [Mencius Book mu. Part u. 12. 6.)
AQ AS & BB Book tv. Part 1. 7. 2.)
4% [Analects vi. 5.) AV 3 He 3g [Doctrine Mean x. 3.}

4, [ Menc. Bk. rv. Pt.1.26. 2.) Fab ep [ Me. Bk. v. Pt. 1. 6. 2,]
AL +, [Mencius Book vu. Part 1 21. 3.)e #¢LEA (Mencius Book 1v. Part u. 27. 7.)

[Announcement of the Theme, 9k 4 #8. This forms the Head,
BB There is a Woman, who is to me a cause of sadness. When
she does not speak, I know enough to keep out of her way. When |
see that she is resolved not to yield, what dare I do!

[Development of the Theme, #€ ig, This forms the Neck,
As] A long time ago I heard it said that when man and
wife dwell together, harmony is the greatest treasure; happy union
with one’s wife—this is beautitul. On first approaching her, I saw
nothing very terrible about her—what was there to be anxious
abont ? What was there to fear °’

[The sentence succeeding the Development of the Theme,
Bs fF J, This is the Throat, HR, |

What, to be sure!
[The first two Couplets, #f — fk. These are the Arms ¥y

The pretty dimples of her artful smile, the well defined black and
white of her eye! She harmonizes well with the entire family. Is
not this pleasure Then when she is happy with wine, when she
is full to repletion with virtue, she does not disobey her husband.
This is what one would wish.

(‘The turning point of the Discussion, 56 ix % JE, | Now the
real state of things is quite otherwise.

{The central Couplets, ya 8% Eb, These are the Viseera, fi]
It 1s manifest in her looks—in her bold and soldier-like manner,
for her countenance is discomposed ; it is exhibited in her tones,
for she speaks in a decided and straight-forward way, and her

THE HEN-PECKED NAN.
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language concedes nothing to any one. On listening to her words,
J gladly escaped, and when I returned, I gazed upon her severely.
Just as I was entermg the door, her countenance appeared to
change ; when I reached the mat, I was il] at ease. If there was
no displeasure in her countenance, that was to me an occasion for
joy ; if there was no joy mm her countenance, that was to. me an
oecasion of fear. I asked the servants, saying ; ‘can you not rescue
me from her? Il am m extreme terror.’ I spoke to my concubine
and said; ‘Is it so bad as that? There is then no help for it,’
I have been the whole day without eating, and I could not ask.
J have been all night without sleep—I dared not come near her.
To behave proudly to my wite and concubme,—this is difficult
indeed. Lo make my wife imitate my conduct,—I can not do it!
To enjoy pleasure with my wife—I an not equal to it! As for
tnstructing my 1s all over | Other husbands have marned
two women, and have had delightful and enduring harmony. l am
a husband with one wife and one concubine, but I am apprehensive
and fearful. Alas! is this bemg a real. husband? Nevertheless,
I am not surely like one of those nnworthy husbands !

{Final Couplets, % — EE, These are the Legs, RE.| Not able.
to command her—not willing to.receive orders from her—cut off
from all intercourse with her—offended against, and yet not con-
tending—not revenging unreasonable conduct, lest I should have
no posterity.

{Concluding sentences, ¥% 2% 4], These are the Feet, | It is
from Heaven! Itis Fate! It is Fate ! lt is definitely appointed by
Destiny } Thus it 1s that the superior man has a life-long anxiety.

To the view of the Outer Barbarian, these modeg of dealing
with the Chinese character (however common among the Chinese
themselves) may appear somewhat intricate, and a dawning doubt
of their possible practical utility may, perchance, intrude itself
upon his mind. All that has been already instanced is, however,
merely the elementary portion of the theory and practice of Chinese
Riddles—The primary arithmetic of linguistic enigmas, extending,
let us say, to the end of Compound Numbers and Vulgar Fractions.
There lies beyond a Wilderness of Sin, in which are to be found
Square and Cube Roots, Differential and Integral Calculuses,
Fluxions, Surds (and Absurds) and Quaternions. Of plunging into this
terrible terra tgnota we have not the least intention. We will merely
beg the indulgent Reader, too long beguiled from his proper route,
tc contemplate three remaining specimens of Cretan-like labyrinths.

(Po be continued).
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(John 7.46 Never man spake like this man)}-

About the midst of the feast He went
“How knowet!lr this man letters ?”

,}ESUS went up unto the feast of the tabernaeles, not openly but

into the temple and taught.
asked the Jew. ‘“My doctrine 1s not mine but His that sent Me,”
answered Jesus. In the last day that great day of the teast, Jesus
stoed and cried, saying, “‘ If any man thirst let him come unto me
and arink.”

A message came to the ears of the Pharisees that the Nazarene
taught boldly in the temple. Policemen were dispatched to arrest
tim. These officers stood in the rear of the vast throng that hung
upon the lips of the speaker. Lastening, the swords hung loosely in
their scabbards and the point of the spear pricked then own hearts.
They returned to the Sanhedrim, assembled im state. The chief
priest arose amidst the seventy elders, and with stentorian voice

demanded, Where is heft Why have ye not brought him f The
officers could only affirm, “ Never man spake hke this man.” The
reason assigned was unparalleled in the courts. Sometimes soldiers

answer, “The prisoner fled and we could not find him.” Sometimes,
“They were too strong and fought.” Here the simple reason,
We could not arrest a man who preached like the son of Joseph.

The eloquence of Jesus! History does not record an instance
of 2 man who could hold spell-bound six or eight thousand in the
open air from early morn till near sunset. Where among the
statesmen of Greece or Rome, England or America, an orator like
unto Jesus ef Nazareth? Grace was poured into his lips. We
are so accustomed to look at the truth Jesus spake, that we forget
the grace with which that truth was clothed.

The China Pulpit! Is the Missionary to fix the standard for
the future ministry f Are we to “draw men unto us ;” keep them
fixed in their seats: awake their attention and arouse their interest!
What an arena for the use of the “ best giits”! A. rich language,
a fertile literature, a wealth of idiom, pomted illustrations, apt
proverbs, classic quotations, the flowing speeeh of the Orientals,
animated delivery, ‘mouth riches” as they say here must be sought
for. Yet there must be great “plainness of speech” for ‘‘the
common people heard Him gladly.” Jesus is the great prophet
of israel. He likewise exercises his prophetical office among the
Gentiles. The theme nov is

as if were in secret.
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The servant of Christ hears the command, Go, Preach. He
finds himself among a strange people with strange tongue and
he asks, how shall I preach ? Who is sufficient for these things ?
He then listens to the sweet voice of the Master, Follow Me! The
reader of the Gospels notes that the discourses are

FRAGIENTARY.

Save the sermon on the Mount, the seven parables in Matt. xu.
the foretelling of the destruction ef Jerusalem and the farewell
words at the last Passover no leng sermons are recorded. His dig
courses were not arranged according to the severe forms of logic,
but our Lord passed from one topic to another nearly related to it,
the different parts of his sermon connected like the rooms ina
house opening one into the other, or hke the paths in a garden.
leading frem one bed of flowers to another. As he probably talked
on the same subject on various occasions it is impossible to reduce
his words to a system in a “ Harmony.”

Missionary preaching is of the same kind. In the street
chapels men pass in and out so a subject must be presented in ten
or fifteen minutes, and the minister passes on to a topic of kindred
import, from sin to repentance, to faith, or an a reverse order as
from rewards to punishments, so that a sermon is like a train of
cars coupled together, a series of sermoneties linked so as to form a
unigue whole.

A striking feature of our Lord’s preachmg 1s its adaptability
to the heathen world. Paul was the Aposiie to the Gentiles, yet
of all his germons to the heathen only the one on Mars Hill is
recorded. David and Isaiah were. gospel evangelists but from their
writings only now and then a text suited to the capacity of the
pagans can be chosen. Al! Scripture is suited for the mstruction
of the disciples on the Lord’s day, but not for those who know not
God. The words of Jesus however fit the Aszatic mina. At night
services for three years expository lectures «vere deltvered on the
Gospels, taking the general more than the specific sense and the un-
taught heathen understood the truth. Many at home ask us about
the language of China; children and parroty can learn to talk but
the preacher must lear: the dion of thought. It is to find the native
channels and let the discourse run in these. The illustration, like
4 mirror, must be turned at the right angle to flash the hght into
the eye of the mind. The form of thought is Just as important
as the form ef speech, dust as the cover fits the dish, the haf

ADAPTARILITY.
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the head, or the shoes the feet, so do Christ’s words fit the Chinese
mind. Wondrous Teacher ! Theologians cannot fathom Wisdom’
depths, yet pagan hearers appreciate their simple meaning |

ii The sweet singer of Israel tuned his harp and sang, ‘© Blessed
ig the man.’ David’s son in his first sermon pronounced the
Reatitudes. The sages of Asja have left on record no sayings like
these. The Missionary must prove he comes to bless. “T came
not to condemn the world;” it was to bless the nations. The pillars
and: the doors of the chapel must have “love inscribed upon them
all.” In the presentation of truth love must shine as the sun of
the ‘Christian religion. Some consider the Chinese rendering of
Gospel—“ Happy Sound” as the must felicitous ear ever heard,

How well may the servants of God take heed to the exhorts-
tion “‘ Behold my servant.... a bruised reed shall be not break.”
How many bruised reeds we meet along these streets! Because of
this tenderness “In Him shall the Gentiles trust.” The disciple,
when he sees the multitude on heathen plains, is to have the spirit
of the Lord ; He had compassion on them.” lu a land where men
are beasts of burden are there many heayy laden? ‘“ Come unto
Me!” O! the toad of poverty these people bear. Farms of one
or two acres at a rent of $2 a mow, which consumes nearly all the
harvest of rice. The crowded cities and men asking for work!
How much anxious thought simply for rice to sustain hfe! Jesus
also says the anxious thought of Christians 1s Aeathentsh; “ After
these things do the Gentiles seek.” ‘ Himself took our infirmities
ang bare our. sicknesses.” The blind, the lame, the deaf, the leper
sang of the beloved physician. The hireling priests and the gentle
shepherd are opposite characters. ‘The good Samaritan finds many

|

ready to perish.
Jesus is also our great exemplar in that

HE PREACHED THE LAW.
Be laid the axe at the root of the tree, sin. Not one jot or

tittle of the law is to be set aside in the application of the divine
law to the Gentiles. Murder, they say, is crime.’ How about anger!
On arch and gateway is engraved, “ Of ten thousand wickednesses
farnication 1s the chief.” Doth thine eye offend £ Why preach the
law f. Did not the Morayian Missicnaries preach the law for years
to the Icelanders with no yisible results, and when one day the text
was selected, “God so loved the world,” numbers were gathered
into the church? True, but first came the law and by the law
the knowledge of sin,’ During the last few years I have carefully

A TENDER PREACHER.
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noted that old men seem to have no sense of sin. A seared
conscience seems to accompany a heathen old age.

Ji any listen to our preaching and say, “This is an hard
saylug’’ we can answer as Jesus, “Doth this offend you?” And
state, as he did, doctrines stall more repugnant to the carnal mind.

Was it a Chinese woman that lost that piece of money? Are
the ninety and nine all out of the fold ? Are there many prodigals?
We must tell of the les.

The Saviour corrected the mistaken views of sin. {Who did
sin, this man or iis parents that he was born blind?” is a common
guestion in China. The blind sit by the road side and cry “ Before
my eyes 1s hell,” as they consider the miseries of this life are like
unto torments of the other world. Constantly in the chapel men
speak out and say, ‘‘ How about those the thunder kills?” This is 2
special visitation of Heaven on account of daring sin, so the Tower
of Siloam is often used.

JESUS SET FORTH HARDSHIBS.

Our Lord did not deceive-his followers as to the terms of
discipleship. hey must drink of the cup and be baptized with the
baptism. They were to be hated, slandered, scourged, persecuted,
delivered up, murdered. Also persecution was blessed. A gentle-
man sat in the chapel listening to “bearing the cross.” (What |
to eat bitterness all this life just with the little hope of Heaven
hereafter ? That won't pay, that won't pay.

A teacher 1n this city reading about the “mother of Jesns
being without” said to a friend, “That was strange conduct in
Jesus. One of the sages would have pone immediately to honor
His mother.”

Blessed in Matt. v. and “woe” in Matt. xm. are pronounced
an equal number of times. Where is there a land of Pharisees like
unto China.

The *‘mghteousness ” of the Confucianist. <A reward is due
his good works. Did we let them put the “new wine” of Chris-
tianity into the “old bottles” of Confucianism they would gladly
accept the former. ‘They are Judaizing teachers, ‘hey, the
have the “key of knowledge ;” they neither goin themselves, nor
suffer them that are entering mm to po in.” sust as the Phamsees
blew a trumpet, “‘ Ho! all ye poor,” so the Chinese let not only thetr
own left hands know, but also the left hands of all their neighbors.
Uhey “seek glory of men.” The leaven of the Pharisees’ poisonous
doctrine is hard to eradicate. They contest “the uppermost seats.”

PHARISESS.
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They “tithe the mint and the anise.” To misuse printed paper, to
offend against etiquette, to eat beef, are great sins.

On no occasion did our Lord more fully set an example to
winners of souls than when He conversed with the

SAMARITAN WOMAN.
Jesus sat at the well. On the one side was meunt Gebel, on

the other Mount Gerizim. The hundreds of thousands of Israel
were accustomed to asssemble in this great auditorium. From the
summit of one the Levite could read the Blessings, and from the
other a mile distant the Curses of the law would bé read, and every
ear could hear. Jesus was weary, but not too weary to preach;
hungry, but “His meat was to do the will of Him that sent Him.”
There was not an audience of the thousands but one lone woman.

A simple request for a drink of water. What! you a foreigner
ask ine | He took the text;. If you knew whe tt ts. But, Sir, you
have nothing to draw with. Like all the Chinese women she had
taken her bucket with a long rope te lef down into the well beside
ber “ water pot.” Weare often told vreach sunpty. See the Master
dealing with a soul. He took one ef the mysteries of redemp-
tion, the water of life—and unfolded it to an ignorant woman.

Sir, give me this water; it is very tire-some to come here so far
to dravy. It is just as the Chinese say, “If tee eat your church, what
benefits will we have ? Will our business improve { Will we have
work ? Is there any money in it?” Note the gentleness of Christ.
He did not say, you stupid foolish woman; talk to you of eternal
life and you only think of saving work |! No! He enlightened her
mind. “Go, call thy husband.” Had he struck her with a club he
could not have more astonished her than when in a panoramic view
the sius of a hfe passed before the eye. She feels her sims. 1{¢ is

“a prophet’ who speaks. She then, as the Chinese do, tried to
turn off the subject by talking of her ancestors.

The Speaker then unfolds to her the nature of spiritual worship,
and that God 1s a Spirit. Listening to these immortal words, she
exclaimed, When Messias cometh ! She went into the city and said,
is not this-the Christ? Thus step by step she was led to know
what was hid from the wise and prudent. In the kingdom of grace
a poor sinful woman was chosen as the first Missionary to the
heathen and by her instrumentality many men said “We know that
this is indeed the Christ, the Saviour of the world.”

Mark the preaching of Jesus. The Mountain! How pleasant
to tell of mountains made sacred by the foot of the Son of Man,

| Stay-

ILLUSTRATIONS FROM NATURE.
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while here the idols love the hills. Salt. As this is such an
important source of revenue, and the salt-commissioners such high
Mandarins, the Chinese appreciate the figure. Where can we better
illustrate “letting down the net” and becoming “fishers of men”
than in this well-watered land ? In a country where agriculture 1s
the chief employment, they know well of the sower. From among
the wheat the Chinese pick out the little round black tares. The
mustard seed here becomes a large bush. You see them taking
two little pieces of leavened dough, the size of your Jittle finger, put
them twisted into boiling oil and it comes out a foot long and as
large as the arm. The trade in goodly pearls is extensive. When
Soochow was taken by the TGi-pings the floor of nearly every house
was dug up in the search for hid treasure. The “narrow way,”
the canals in the cities with boats often jammed; densely thronged
passages five or six feet wide called Are we to *‘ prepare
the way.” A hundred years ago the SMKien-lung came to
Soochow. Messengers came beforehand and built an “ Imperial
High-way” to the Great Lake, which is a paved road in good
condition to this day.

The great prophet like unto Moses enjoined

As an essential to salvation. The greatest indignity to a China-
man is to be smitten on the cheek. What to turn the other also !
Love for enmity, blessings for curses, kindness for hatred, prayers
for persecutions. First be reconciled, then come to Church. These
commands are in the teeth of the teachings of Confucius, who when
asked, “What do you say concerning the principle that injury
should be recompensed with kindness?” rephed, “ With what then
will your recompense kindness ? Recompense injury with justice,
and recompense kindness with kindness.” The sage, at another
time, “affirmed the duty of blood-revenge im the strongest and
most urrestricted terms.”

ARE TBE CHINESE COVETOUS ¢

Do they love the world ? Are they the most worldly-minded
of all peoples? We are to exhort, ‘Lay not up for yourselves
treasures on earth.” How often thieves break through the walls !
Alas! how many garments the rust or mould corrupts in the rainy
season ! “‘ Seek ye first the kingdom of God and His righteousness.”

Where a better text, “He carmed the bag and was a tmef.”
this people only know professional thieves as thieves; dishonesty is
&% smail matter. ‘Qh! do not call that theft; we do not hke to
hear the word.”

FORGIVENESS
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Jesug required of His followers
FAITH,

And promised immediate salvation. He offers to save the
vile, the drunkard, the opiam-smoker from their sins. The
preacher to the untutored heathen is to require him to arise,
and follow Jesus. Asking in faith, 1s the only condition of prayer.
We are to “npbraid the cities” for their unbelief. The Master
gives the reason why they hate the light and the reason those
who hear are “condemned already.” The Chinese need to know
personally of “sin, mghteousness and judgment.” In a land
where “death reigns” what need there is of the third person of
the Trinity.

How many young heathen converts after they believe in Jesus,
like Andrew, findeth his own brother Simon; or like Philp, findeth
9 Nathaniel |

SINGLENESS IN WORSHIP

Is ordained by the Master. two masters cannot be served.
God is one. Reverence is the sum of Confucianism, love of Chris-
tianity. he supreme love He directs to be given to God sweeps
away ancestors, heroes, spirits, gods. “ Lovest thou Me,” asked the
Saviour ? ‘The same mouth bitterly says, “1 know that ye have not
the love of God in you.”

Passing through Canaan Christ found

QO! the “ vain repetitions,” o-nie-to-fuhk, the prayer used before
every god. “Nigh with the mouth” as they chant their books.
* What do you read in worship!” is their constant question. (<0
to our city temple in Soochow. You find the venders of toys and
trinkets, punch and judy shows, a throng of the vile and the vaga-
bond, truly a “den of thieves.” “‘Bhad leaders of the blind,”—
the blind priests leading a blind people in dark ways. “Give us a
sign,” we are constantly asked, “something to look at; a picture,
an image, two characters, but how can we worship the unseen ?”
Buddhism has “no power of the keys ;” no power of discipline. The
thief, robber, pirate first goes to the temple to worship. Do ancestors
return to this world A “ great gulf” lies between. Are rewards
meted out on earth ? Dives and Lazarus auswer. As meat defiles,
in order to “escape from sin,” “to purify the heart,” millions are
verretarians. We thank our blessed Lord for the words, “Not that
which goeth into the mouth defileth a man.”

There is a stmking similarity between the

HEATHENIS2RY.
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CHINESE AND JEWS.

To have “no burial,” saith Solomon. The burial rites of
parents are inost sacred; no duty to the state can set these asidet
Let the dead bury the dead.” The “ wedding garment” is an ap.
figure. As the marital relation is much lower than the parental, a
man 18 warned against listenig to his wife, instead of to his father
and mother. . “ Leave father and mother and cleave to the wife”
settles the: question. Yo check their critical spirit, we bid them
‘mdge not.” On all occasions they quote the Classics, so we are to
imitate the Master. “It is written,” “Jesus says,” must be the
“ enthority” with which we speak. Where the bribe controls the
court, is not the “unjust judge” and appropriate subject ? How
many preachers in China may say, “ We have piped unto you and
ye have not danced; mourned unto you and ye have not lamented,”
presented the Gospel in its joyful aspects and ye have not seen its
beauty, told of judgment and hell and ye have been unmoved. ‘The
Lord seeing the 4000, said to His disciples as He says to us, “ Give
ye them to eal.” Did many follow Him for the “loaves and
fishes?” The disciple 1s not above His Lord. They. were not
driven away, but after a pungent discourse, “many went back.”
That our words should be “yea and nay” forbids the constant
pomting to Heaven and earth as their form of oath.

HEATHEN WOMEN.

The ministry of Jesus can be presented very pleasantly to the
women. Was His mother “blessed among women?” Was His
iriendship to Mary and Martha strong? Did Mary ‘choose the good
part” and “sit at Jesus feet?” Who supported Him and His apostles
three years The ministering women. Were there many women and
only one disciple at the cross? Who were earliest at the sepulchre ?
Was He anointed for His burial and has the fame thereof spread
abroad 2 Could He say to an unfortunate,: ‘Go sin no more.”

During His earthly ministry Jesus was an

He did not build a central church but went throughout the
coasts of Israel preaching. On the Sabbath His habit was to go
into the Synagogues ; the other six days, the mountaius, the deserts,
the sea, the cities and towns heard His voice. So Missionaries on
the Lord’s day preach to the converts and on the other days to the
multitudes in the street chapels. Note His work in the “ villages.”
He sends His disciples ‘ Wheresoever He should come.” They‘returned and told Jesus.” On their evangelistic journeys they
were to'salute the houses and cities which they entered.

ITINERANT.
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THEE FPATHERHGCOD OF GOD.

Frequently does the Son of Man refer to His Father. Honor-
ing in this land the parents whom they have seen, we have the
basis of fear to God whom they have not seem. They have a
proverb, “Beget a son and then you will know a parent's love.”
Heathenism does not teach that God is love. That the supreme
Deity may be their father is a new thought to them. A fondnesy
for children is a marked characteristic of the Chinese. We wish
them to be children of our Father who numbers their haurs. lt ts
pleasant to tell them of “our Father’s house ;? “the many man-
sions,” room for China’s millions. Well could Jesus say, ‘‘ Peace
I jeave with you.”

Christ continually says that ‘‘He came from the Father” and
was “sent by the Father.” In China we stand on igh vantage
ground in presenting Jesus as Mediator. Sometimes when speaking
of our Lord as Redeemer, Saviour, Shepherd they do not fulls
catch the idea, but when we say “‘ Middle-man” they quickly know
the meaning. Renting a house there must be “ middle-men;”
buying property there is a surety; at betrothal there are “ go-
betweens;” a clerk has one to introduce him and the Jatter musi
replace goods lost; a servant must name parties who will be
responsible to his employers. It may be illustrated in a hundred
ways. It runs through the whole structure of Chmese society.
Constantly we are asked in the chapel, “If we join your church
do you want a security ?” ‘Yes, wedo; there 1s: one Mediator
between God and man.” It is interesting to inquire how far their
gods, as the kitchen-god, are used as ‘mediator’s between men and
the clucf deity.

Lhe doctrine of substitution is readily acquiesced in by them as
it 1s otten practiced. Sometimes even a life is purchased for money
which goes to the benefit of the family. “T Jay down my hie for
my sheep.” Christ, the head of believers, is their representative.
The Chinese government is a network of responsible agents. _ Every
branch of trade has a responsible head. A magistrate is responsible
for the lives of all in his district; if he docs not find the murderer
he loses office. The death foretold by himself is preached, though it
be foolishness to this people. From Golgotha flowed a stream which
separates Christianity from Confucianism, religion from morality.

Che Chinese are wilhng to accept Jesus as a great teacher, the
western Confucius. Of the latter, only the 72 years of his life were

SETS FORTH HIS GLORY.
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known. Jesus could say, “Abraham saw my day.” After his
death great thinys are known. His power over unclean spirits in
a land where they are “all their life time subject to bondage” for
fear of demons needs to be forcibly dwelt upon. His power to for-
give sins aud the proofs thereof arrest the attention of those who
make pilgrimages to redeem thew souls. The Light. Where 0!
where to speak of the Light as in this darkness which may be felt!
The Truth. Does not this people “love lying,” yea, “delight in
lying?” The Bread of Life! The nation fainteth because of the
famine. Is He The Resurrection ? This week a man asked, “‘Where
is the grave of Jesus When spealing of the resurrection I always
use all the solemn earnestness it is in my power to command, yet, as
with Paul some mocked, so variably they laugh. What! the dead
to rise! They are to hear the voice of the Son of Man. The King.
“ Art thou a king?” All power is given unto Him; they are subject
to Him whether willing or not. O! jet the mnunister follow Jesus
in making the second coming of the Son of Man a constant topic.
‘Have you ever seen Jesus!” is asked us. No, but these eyes
shall see Him.” The Judgment. Their old year’s night, wher
every account is settled, every debt paid, when financial judgment
1s laid to the line and the debtor seeks a hiding place, 13 42 type or
the final day. “The good has the good reward, the evil has the
evil reward.’ How long? ‘And these shall go away into ever-
lasting (aionion) punishment; but the righteous into hfe eternal
(aionion).” When the joys of the righteous cease, only then will
the pains of the wicked be at an end.

In closing, the questions of a Buddhist priest at Pootoo come
to my mind.

“How do you employ your time.”
‘I preach in the chapels.”
‘What else do you do?’
‘T sell some books.”
‘Well, what else.”
“TI have to study in order to prepare for preaching.”
‘Phen what else do you do?”
“Tl have a good many Mission affairs to transact.”
‘That is what you do for others, what do you do for yourself 2?”
The servant calls to mind the command of the First Missionary,

“watch ye therefore, and pray always.”
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Bry Dr. J. DUDGEON.

R. SPENCE, acting British Consul at Ichang, has favoured the
public with a report on native opium in the province of

Szechuen. We have here the results of his inquiries regarding
opium made during the course of the four months he spent there.
He tabulates his information under 16 heads followed by a resume
and these we propose, seriatim, briefly to pass in review.

1. We are introduced first to the districts of Szechuen 11 which
opium is grown. There can be uo doubt whatever as to the yearly
extending character of the growth. In 1872 Richthoven reported
that the poppy was cultivated only on hill slopes of an inferior sort ;
now it is seen on hill and valley on land of all kinds. Now if ia
carried on in every district of the province excepting those on the
west frontier. In some of the prefectures it is the principle, and in
parts almost the only winter crop. Richthoven anticipated an
increase in the growth from the reduction of the very heavy restric-
tions of the Government so aa to enable it to compete at Hankow
presumably with the foreign drug. The imcrease now is said not
to be from the cause just allered but from economic reasons. Tt
18 a winter crop and so does not interiere with rice, the staple food
of the people, displacing only subsidiary crops such as wheat, beans
end the like. In the North of China, at least, beans is not a winter
Crop. Ii cannot hardly therefore he asserted of Szechuen that the
cultivation of the poppy seriously interferes with the food supplies.
Why the use of the words “hardly” and “seriously” if, as stated,
the food or rice supplies remain the same and the opium is so
much additional gain less the value of the crops which it displaces ?
In the northern half of China where wheat is so important an
article of food, the cultivation of opium seriously interferes with the
food supplies. It prevents, likewise, the transport of wheat to the
northern provinces in time of drought. Wheat is the most precari-
ous crop in five or six of the northern provinces from the want
of snow in winter and early rain in April. The present Governor of
Shansiin @ late memorial to the Throne charges opium seriously
with impoverishing the land for the other crops. It eats up
what he calls the ‘water strength” of the land, and in a droughty
rerion hike the North this is no small matter. The general opinion
of the Chinese is to the same effect. How far this is, however,
justified by the tacts of the case I have personally no means of
judging. But if true, it is a most vital pomt and one which demans
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attention and is altogether overlooked. When the argument of
opium being a winter crop is adduced we should like to know some-
what definitely what the production per acre amounts to of opium
and non-opium jand sown with cereals. The diminished preduct,
if so, of later crops on opium grown land ought also to be taken
into the calculation. Lhe Vicar-apostolic of North-west Szechuen
writes, “Although the cultivation is profitable to individuals by
increasing their mcome it 1s seriously injurious to society. The land
occupied by opium does not produce grain in the spring season and.
is greatly injured for the production of rice in the summer, so that
friehtiul famines which sometimes depopulate provinces are caused
thereby as has been heard within the past year or

2. In regard to the tenure of land we are told that all lands
in Szechuen pay their rent by a Iraction of the summer crop. The
owner alone pays the Government land tax. The winter crop is
the tenant’s own and therefore his great source of profit and it is
this fact which makes the opium cultivation profitable. We are
not told what this fraction amounts to. No percentage of the
winter crop being due to the landlord has, as might naturally
have been expected, stuoniated the opium cultivation. In the
following paragaph we are told that wheat pays little or no rent.
I have some difficulty in reconciling these two statements. It is
immediately added “oi late years the owners of land, becoming
alive to the value of the opium crop, have stipulated m addition for
a share of this also. As a natural result opium farm rents have
doubled.” In Chihli occupiers of land pay as rent half the produce
of the soil both cf winter and summer crops of which the winter
crop, by reason of no weeding being .required and its relatively
greater value in the market, pays best.

3. We have here a comparison of opium versus wheat profits—
a very important question. The figures given make opium to the
owner who farms his own land, twice as valuable as wheat; the
advantage to the occupier depends upon his rent. Lhe other poppy
products such as capsules sold to the druggist, oil, used for light-
ing, from the seeds, the oil cake and leaves tor manure and the
stalks for potash are turned to account; but against this is set the
manure and labour which opium requires and which whéat does not.
In districts remote from market towns opium has the advantage
over wheat m case of carriage.

4, In regard to the method of cultivation, we are informed that
it is now grown most profitably on good land with liberal manuring.
The seeds are sown in December, the rows are thimned in January
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In‘March or April they bloom. Whuite, red and purple varieties
are to be seen, the former the most common in the low grounds. In
April and May the capsules are slit and the juice extracted; this
raw juice evaporates into the crude opium of commerce, increasing
in value as it decreases in weight.

Government interference with the cultivation ceased some
nu

15 years ago and before that time it had been fitfui and imeffective,
The cultivation is now said to be unfettered, free and open to all.
There is no system of excise, no licensmg and no taxation on the
producer or product tn sétie. Opium not in transit pays nothing to
the state. The rural opium smokers smoke the untaxed product.of
their district. In transit the lekin tax amounts to 3 per cent ad
calorem end the barrier dues on opium in transit to the east about
30 or 40 taels. Fuchow is the chief port of export eastward and
in 1879 the lekin official reported over 40,000 piculs of duty paid
opium, thus bringing into the provincial exchequer over I million
taeis. Fengtu 1s another centre although of much less importance
than Fuchow. Altogether it is calculated that the provincial
revenue from this source amounts to 1} milhons of taels annually.

6. Although the dues are not excessive, smuggling is never-
theless carried on in a prevalent, profitable and easy manner. The
lekin official at Fuchow estimates if to be nearly as much as the
duty paid opium.

7. This paragraph deals with the manner in which the transit
trade is carried to the east. I does not go by the Yangtse but
over the mountains to a port on the great river some 60 miles below
Ichang from whence if is sent in regular trade channels east and
south. Tho boat trackers up the river are the persons engaged in
the land carrying trade ; the down river trip not requiring so many
of a crew and besides no wages are paid on the down trip. In 1880
at Hankow 927 piculs of opium passed the custom house and in
1881, 3,581 piculs. As far as the Maritime Customs is concerned,
the Indian and Szechuen drug are placed nearly on an equal footing.
The latter drug after bearing all manner of dues en voufe is still
sold greatly under the. price of the Indian drug, being about taels
300 a chest against the Indian which is about double this amount.
It 1s evident the Indian Government derives a large manufucturer’s
profit on the drug.

8. The native opm is adulterated to the extent of 30 per cent
with oil, glue and other innocuous rubbish and abominations of
various sorts to add to its strength. {n price it varies in Szechuen
from taels 176 to 224 per picul.
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9. We have here a paragragh on Ytinnan opium. In 1875 the
Grosvenor mission reported that fully 1/3 of the whole cultivated
area of the province was devoted to opium in winter. The preyincee
is now rapidly recovering from the desolation produced by the
Pauthay rebellion and opium is now beme extensively grown, Tn
1875 the estimate was 25,000 piculs, now itis said to be nearly
double. These and nearly al! such figures are mere guesses and
therefore of no great weight. “Tt is impossible to got correct anid
reliable statisties about opium. Being grown privately and against
law, secrecy is in general maintaimed and the statistics furnished arc
not to be relied upon. The remarks of Mr. Holwell mn bis Customs
Report of Kinkiang are most just. “It is next to impossible to
obtain with any degree of certamty the total quantity of native
opium produced in the province of Kiangsi. Native testimony
differs widely; some say the poppy is not cultivated aé all, some
that a few piculs are grown, while others state the production to he
several hundreds of piculs. My own opinion ts, wnd this is based
upon inquiries made m several parts of Chima, that Natives are
inclined to exaggerate the quantity of opium this country produces.
They have no statistics to guide them in their judgments and when
questioned by Foreigners as to the quantity of native opium
produced, I think show an inclination to represent if as greater
than facts would warrant, im order to point out that its mereased
production is driving the Foreign drug from the field.” lL had it
on undoubted authority that Governor-General T’so did keep in
check very materially the growth of the poppy in two provinces
over which he had jurisdiction, but I hear later that the growth is
again spreading since the late famine.

10. In regard to the prevalence of opium smoking in the west
of China, the R. 0. missionaries of whom there are about 100,
estimate that 6/10ths or 60 per cent of the whole male adult popula-
tion of the province smoke opium. In the official correspond-
ence presented to Parliament Mr. Spence gives the R. C. estimate
at i/10th. Which is right f I presume the report as printed at
Shanghai is the correct estimate. Mr. Parker, a very competent
authority and a consular official who travelled all over the thickly
settled parts of the province estimated the smokers thus :—

Labourers and small farmers LO per cent.
Small shop-keepers — 20 ss
Hawkers and soijdiers a0 CC,
Merchants 8() 7?

Officials and their staffs I2

Actors, prostitutes, vagrants, thieves 90 33
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This is certainly higher than we have anywhere in Chuhli.
Awong the merchants and officials the habit prevails extensively.
The first three classes cannot be said to be high for an opium pro-
ducing province. It speaks favourabiy for the labourers and smal!
farmers that their percentage is so low, more than double, however,
what it is in our metropolitan province. They are we presume the
chief producers of the drug but not the chief consumers. Mr.
Spence differs from Mr. Parker and by placing the coolies in the
first class seeks to raise its percentage. But he adds “ whatever be
the exact percentage of opium smokers in Szechuen in the whole.
population, 16 1s certain that 1t 1s many times larger than in the east”
which is likely to be quite true. None I imagine will controvert this
vie’, He thinks, and doubtless thinks correctly, that the Inspector
General’s estimate of 2/3 of 1 per cent does not apply to the West of
(i hina. He does not, however, for a moment question it accuracy in
relation to the eastern seaboard provinces. The Inspector General’s
percentage is for the whole population. Mr. Spence’s statements
set aside completely the estimates of the Custom’s Yellow Book on
opium. ‘ The impression one gets,” says Mr. Spence, “in a Sze-
chuen village is that every one smokes and one is surprised to
hear on good authonty that 40 per cent do not smoke.” But 1 is
40 per cent of the male adult population which does not smoke,
not of the entire population, thus reducing the percentage for
the general population still more. And this is the estimate of
the missionaries who have been in the province all their lives.
In Chungking, we are told, with a population of 180,000 thera
are 1230 opium shops; in winter when the two rivers are crowded,
the population may amount to 200,000 and the opium shops to
2000. Hach of these shops is calculated to sell daily not less than
2000 copper cash worth of prepared opium or at the smoker’s price
of 32 cash per mace, 6 oz. of opium. This gives 12000 oz. of
daily consumption (at the wmter calculation of shops. Why he
should adopt the higher figure mstead of the lower or a medium
one is not said) or 2740 piculs. Ichang with a population of
30,000 has 700 opium shops and by the same calculation we get
410 piculs consumed annually.. Ih country hamlets and villages
the state of things is said to be just as extraordinary, almost every
second house being an opium shop. -In some rural districts they
smear the lips of their idols with it and burn paper pipes and opium
at funerals, so that the dead may enjoy in the next world the
comfort and solace they loved in this. This practice is of very recent
origin although Mr. Spence does not refer to this point ag Mr.
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Watters seems to have done. Mr. Spence tells us that in all this
vast region Indian opium is unknown and, notwithstanding, he telis
us at the same time that only a few dozen piculs, elsewhere stated
to be 70, of it “reach Ch‘ungking yearly, where if ts mixed with the
Yiinnan drug (why not es well with Szechuen ¢} and under the name
of Canton drug used for presents or for smoking on high days and
feasts of the rich.”? How then can this Indian be said to be unknown {
Among the higher officials and old smokers everywhere the foreign
drug is preferred and almost exclusively used. Chungking more-
over is not all Szechuen and the Indian drug from Canton may come
vid Yiinnan as in former days by the caravans trom Ava.

11. On the important subject of the effects of opium smoking
upon which so much controversy is waged at present and upon
which two such opposite views are maintaimed, we expected Mr.
Spence to have said more. But if there be but ove opinion, as be
says, regarding its effects on the people, among whom it 1s so wide-
spread, there was the less necessity for enlarging upon 1. What is
admitted by all requires no laboured discussion. But is there but
one opinion about this subject. Three persons are quoted, Rich-
thoven, Baber and himself. All that the former says is of a negative
eharicter. ‘In no other province except Hunan did 1 find the effects
of the use of opium so little perceptible as in Szechuen.”’ Mr. Baber’s
evidence runs thus; “‘nowhere in China are the people so well-off, or
so hardy, and nowhere do they smoke so much opium.” Mr. Spence
is evidently of opinion that addiction to the drug is generally harm-
less. He found the general health and well-being of the communities
remarkable and all travellers, he tells us, bear enthusiastic testimony
to their capacity for work and endurance of hardship.. Hasty obser-
vers are rather apt, we are informed, to class those suffering from
wasting disease among the ruined victims. He saw some whose
health was completely sapped by smoking combined with other
forms of sensual excesses aud no doubt there were others weakened
by excessive smoking simply, for excess im all things has its
penalty.” Jt is here implied though not expressed that moderate
smoking is, to say the least of it, harmless. He found the
Szechnenese stout, able-bodied men, better housed, clad and fed,
and healthier looking than the Chinese of the lower Yangtse.

In Mr. Spence’s Report, he does not inform us what Rich-
thoven’s view is of the evil effects. In turning to the Baron’s own
letter page 51 on Szechuen to the Shanghai Chamber of Com.
from which we have the above quotation, he adds where Mr. Spence
leaves off, “among the lower classes, probably because the weakness
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of the drug diminishes its deleterious effects upon the constitution.”
Thisis a most important omission. The phrase “among the lower
classes” doubtless refers to the native opium being smoked, whereas
among the higher classes the Indian drng would be the article in
demand. It speaks too of the weakness of the Szechuen opium,
caused by the abominable rubbish with which we are told if 1s
acuiterated. It, of course, also implies that the Indian drug, by
reason of its strength 1s much more deleterious. And I need not
gay that Chinese opinion and my own experience bear out the
Baron. The drugs here compared indicate in the Baron’s view a
difference of degree not of kind. The whole sentence is not quoted
as it would hardly have suited the ‘case. If we turn to the Baron’s
letter on Hunan and Shans, page 23, we find the sontence “The
population of whole towns are disfigured by the haggard faces and
staring eyes consequent on the use of opium.” All that he says
of Szechuen is that the evil effects were less perceptible than what
he saw in Shansi.

Mr, Colquhoun’s testimony to the evil effects of opium smoking
1s also un equivocal. He was of opinion that it had a most injurious
effect upon the Chinese. The ill effects were made apparent to him
during his journey through Yiinnan, through close intercourse with
the people in the march, in the mn or some peasant’s house, but not
infrequently he met mandarins beg carried in their sedan chairs
ander the influence of the drug, lying sunk in a heavy sleep while
they were conveyed over some precipitous road. A significant fact
was that nearly all the mandarins with whom he conversed and
exchanged presents asked first 1f he had any Kuropean medicine for
the cure of the evil habit of opram smoking. The evidence of
a correspondent of the North China Daily News at T’ai-yuen-fu
in Shansi (Coil. Mesny ?) is to the-same effect, “She Governor has
the greatest difficulty in finding trustworthy officials to assist him
in carrying out his plans of retorm..,.Most of those on his staff are
opium smokers and they never receive any visitors for fear of being
denounced for their viciousness. Since this Governor’s »srrival,
the receptions held every fitth day at the palace have been so early
that most of the opiumists stay up all night, fortifying them-
selves for the comme day with opium. You can generally tell the

heaviest smokers, as they have a haggard look and droop their
shoulders and try to find some support for their emaciated frames
long beicre the receptions are over. Some opium takers manage
to fortify themselves by taking an occasional pill of opium; some
carry 2 mixture of opium diluted in whisky in a metal flask, from
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which they take an occasional suck, the smell! of the whisky dispell-
ing that of the opium very effectively.”

Mr. Spence tells us the opinion of the R. C. missionaries as to
the prevalence of the habit. He is silent as to their concurrence
with his ore opinion about the effects of it. As he credits them
with opportunities of observation denied to travellers, arising out of
their being stationed m large numbers all over the province and
living amongst the people, he will not surely withhold his approval
of their unanimous and unequivocal condemnation of the use of
opium. Cardinal Manning has kindly sent the Anti-oplum Society
the reply of the assembled Bishops to the Sacred Congregation for
the Propagation of the Faith in response to questzons sent, one of
which was concerning the use of opium :-—

“The Vicars-apostolic in Synod assembled unanimously con-
demn both the trade in and use of opium {even the moderate use).
For its effects are recopnized by all to be so imjunous both to
society and to families and to individuals, that that poison is to be |
entirely forbidden.” A. question regarding the toieration of opium
cultivation by Christians was also brought up on the same occasion.
gnd referred to the Holy See for decision. Some were in fayour
of allowing it, because if was preventing thousands from
joing the church and exposed to poverty and rnin those who
abandoned the cultivation. yiew was stoutly opposed by the
Vicar-apostolic of Szchuen who says that opium, although
producing good effects in Europe where it is used as a medicine, is
scarcely used by the Chinese for any good effect, but always on the
contrary, 16 produces very ill effects. Many honest pagans, he
said, condenin so noxious & poison and abstain from its cultivation.
He conciudes thus, “If therefore the missionaries tolerate the
cultivation which is both prohibited by law and condemned by
honest men, both christians and heathen would be scandalised.”

Mr. Spence, 1s speaking of the general heaith and well being of
the community as remarkable should remember that the habit is not
universal nnd that the smokers, the heavy ones at least, are chiefly
in-doors enjoying the pipe and that therefore the vice ought not to
be so perceptible on the streets of China. In this respect it differs
widely from the effects of spints at home.

In speakmeg on this subject I would also remark that men’s
powers of observation differ greatly. Take foreigners’ as a whole
and ask them to point out a eunuch or a Buddhist nan from among
a crowd of people and L very much doubt if any would be successful
without first pointing ont the essential characteristics of these two
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classes. So it may be in regard to opium. I have myself found it
so among wany of my foreign friends and not a few Chinese also.
[ have put it to the test with my Chinese assistants and I have been,
struck with the difficulty experienced sometimes in detecting tho
V1CC0. In the confirmed cases of course there is no such difficulty.
{ have known some foreigners of an unsuspecting character, who
could have no proof of a smcker unless the man himself confessed to
ib. I have the very greatest respect for the gentlemen who have
filled the isolated and responsible post at Chtungking and [ reckon
them among my warmest personal friends. I hope, therefore, they
will not consider me unkind in thus discussing the subject. Nothing
I could say, even could I do so, would detract from the high esteem
in which they are held by all who know them. But in this matter
of the effect of opium I think their observations, had they been
more extended, would have been different. In a late discussion on
Buddhist Devotion I was referrmg to Buddhist practices as seen on
the streets of Peking when a gentlemen rose and remarked that he
had been in Peking some years and had never seen what the speaker
referred to. The things were too obvious not to have been seen by
nearly all present. It is the old question of eyes and no eyes. This
gentleman, I need hardly remark, was very near sighted and wore
spectacles. [ would advise those who go into opium-smoking
regions not to wear glasses and especially coloured ones!

12. Here we have the mode in which the Szechuen consumption
1g calculated. He objects to the 3 mace average by the Customs
and takes 1 mace as nearer the mark. In view of the adulteration,
Mr. Parker’s table of the class percentage of smokers and of
the province being a large opium producing one, we thmk Mr.
Spence makes the average caily allowance too low. Between mer-
chants and officials we have 8% per cent all able to afford it. The
native drug is smoked almost entirely and is less injurious than the
Indian drug. When a man is able to afford it, my experience is that
he docs not long confine himself to ] mace, nor even 3 mace. Woth
30 per cené of abominable non-opiate mixtures and a small daily
habit of L maco, it 18 perhaps not to be wondered at that among
the lower classes the evils of the habit are less perceptible than else-
where except Hunan. In respect of Hunan, I would here observe
that the opposition to opium cultivation in the province has always
been marked. It 1s the province from which China draws the
largest number of her high officials and where the largest number
of retired officials live. In tact I have been told on good authority
that opium is nowhere cultivated in that province. This, however,
hardly credit altogether. That it is very small I can well believe.
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I think therefore that 8 mace daily for each smoker would not
be too high for Szechuen. This is the average determined at the 19
Treaty Ports and at the various Hospitals and Asylums from Peking
to Canton where native opium or rather native and Indian mixed
are chtelly used. If this be so, then the calculation of the daily
quantity consumed would be raised from about $d as against 3d
for the Indian drug to three times this amount. From the amount
consumed ‘‘due deduction,” to uso Mr. Spence’s own words which
are an unwittingly eloquent but disguised commentary on the evil
of the habit, “will have to be made for re-smoked opium, for I must
explain that three tao or “drawings” are often smoked from one
charge, and from opium undulterated sometimes as many as five.
The leavmgs of the rich smoker are mixed with the opium sold to
the poor, the refuse of the poor is smoked by him again and the
unsmokable dregs are drunk in tea by labourers, sailors and others
who have not time to knock off for a smoke. An ounce of crude
opium is often worked up in this way to weigh 1 2/3 of prepared,
although if unadulterated it would only turn out about ‘to oz. or
even less.’ It is obvious there is a strength im the addition of the
ashes. This 18 a Valuable form of adulteration and one now
invariably resorted to at the shops and without which the prepared.
oplum would not satisfy the craving of the smokers.” After such a
picture as that just descmbed by Mr. Spence, it reqmres: no words
to tell that the evil effects of the drug, the smoking and the eating,
must be very obvious. Well might the degradation of the people
spoken of by some travellers be the consequence of the wide-
spread use of the drug.

13. The next paragraph takes up the amount consumed in the
province. The population of Szechuen is taken at 26 muiilions. He
says he would be justified im putting it at 385,000,000 but he deems
if more prudent to take a low estimate. He estimates the male
adults at one-fourth, 1/4, of this number or 6,500,000. He takes 30
per cent of the male adults as smokers making in all 1,950,000 and
of women and youth 250,000, in all 2,200,000 smokers of 1 mace
per day. Why he should have adopted 30 instead of 60 per cent, the
estimate given by the missionaries, or 30 per cent intead of 10 per
cent according to the official correspondence I cannot understand.
He does not indicate by what-standard he calculates the number of
women and youth. The total amount smoked in Szechuen per
annum is put down af 50,000 piculs of prepared drug (or exactly
49,500). He takes credit for his low estimate of population, a low
estimate of male adult smokers, with a small average ali around for
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each smoker daily. He feels certain he has arrived at the minimum
consumption in the province. It may be much more, it likely is,
but 16 cannot be less. To produce this quantity, 71,000 piculs of
crude opium would be required, but owing to adulteration probably
that amount is made from as little as 60,000 piculs of crude. Of
Yiinnan opium there are 5000 piculs smoked in districts west of
Chiungking and 70 piculs of Indtan and a few piculs of other
growths, making about 54,000 the amount locally grown and
consumed in the province. Why has Mr. Spence adopted so low
a percentage as 30 when the tacts warranted his adopting at least
double this number on the R. C. estimate ? Was it the difficulty of
making the amount consumed agree with the estimated production ?
if this would produce an aimost impossible consumption and lead to
an absurdity, may we nol suspect that the population is estimated
too high ¢ To take an example in point. The usual returns make
the population of the capital about 3 millions. It is extremely:
improbable that there are more than 500,000, and certainly not over
1 million. The population of China is variously estimated at from
900 to 400 millions. The general tendency is to make it a much
less populous country than was at first believed. I would therefore
suggest to Mr. Spence that he lower his estimate of the population,
increase the percentage of smokers and also them daily dose and
see how ‘his figures then stand. ‘he calculation of the 3 mace
average dose, diminishes by one stroke 2/3 of his supposed quantity
consumed and thts cannot be made up by trebling the number
of smokers which 1s an absurdity. mince writing the above I have
had access to statistics privately presented to the Throne which
are unquestionably accurate and wlich give for Szechuen in 1882 a
population of only 23 millions, instead of Mr. Spence’s 26 and
probable 35 millions. And for Peking my guess of 1/2 million is not
far from the truth, the exact figures for last year, standing 482,327.

After the amount consumed im the province, there falls
naturally to be considered the amount exported. With alt the
provinces growing pretty nearly all they need of native growth,
it is remarkable to learn of so large an export from Szechuen,
according to Mr. Baber im 1879, 130,000 piculs. In 1878, the
lekin officials at Fuchow gave the export eastward as 70,000
piculs of which 40,000 were declared and duties paid thereon.
The export to Shens: was about 1/4 of this aud in other directions
and from other parts of the province 43,000 piculs were sent
out. Of this total export 7,000 piculs was Yiinnan opium re-
exported leaving 123,000 piculs locally grown. One is tempted
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here to wish for more precise data upon which these figures
are based. ‘The amount over the lekin-officially-declared 40,000
must be an estimate of the quantity smuggled and we know
how dificult such calculations are. We are not vouchsafed the
least shadow of proof, and we are driven, like the Inspector General,
to accept them as so many pnesses. li is admitted that the export
to Shensi and Shansi had fallen off to some extent. In another
place the reason assigned for the cheapness of Yiinnan opinm in
i881, is that Shensi and the North-west, to which in former years
a cousiderable quantity of Yiinnan opium was sent, now produce
ophum of a singularly fine quantity worth in Ch'ungking Tis. 30
per 100 oz. (i.e. twice the price of the native Szechuen) in quantity
sufficient to supply nearly all local requirements. Now it appears
that the former years when Shansi required to import Yiinnan
opium, 1s a very great while ago and now that Shansi not only
meets her own requirements but is a large exporting province
also, even sending some to Chungking. How then about the 1/4
of the Szechuen recognized-officially-duty-paid-export being sent
North ° And he adds, when remarking about the fine opium from
the North-west which apperrs on the Szechuen market, “ ‘This
fact 1s @ fitting commentary on the statement made last year
by Tso Tsung-tang when Governor General of the North-west that
he had uprooted the poppy throughout his jurisdiction.” This
cuts in two ways. If he did not uproot the poppy, why the necessity
for the Szechuen export to that quarter? Mr. Spence thinks the
Nastern export to be now much larger than when Mr. Baber
wrote but he has no definite and precise information as would
warrant any great alteration. We are told that Mr. Baber’s figures
may be taken to be as accurate as the nature of the subject will
admit. ‘This we readily grant. Mr. Baber, anticipating objections
that might be raised, says that his figures were not based on bald
answers to leading questions, but on careful deductions from
observations and enquiries lasting for months or on information
voluntarily tendered by merchants and officials and substantiated
by collateral evidence. Even with all the care Baber necessarily
bestowed on the subject it is surrounded by innumerable and un-
surmountable difficulties. ‘Lue estimates of the extent of the native
growth, as of the population, are as wide as the poles asunder,
so much so that careful writers discard all such estimates and
simply say the thing is unknown, which is a great deal safer. In a
conversation with Mr. Baber I was led to understand that the native
grown opium supplies both Szechuen and Yiinnan; that a very
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large percentage of the people smoke and that they export about
40,000 piculs by way of Fuchow and that some 15,000 more piculs
are smuggled, thus making in all not 60,000 exported. Mr.
Baber was inclined to double this to reach the production of the two
provinces, for I understood him to speak of both provinces. His
idea was that there was perhaps as much again grown in Shans) and
all the rest of China as m the two provinces. The production of the
two provinces he was inclined to put at perhaps double that of the
imported article, thus quadrupling for all China the indian amount.

15. In this paragraph we have the total production in Szechuen
and §.\¥. China. He gives us the following table.

Szechuen consumption, ... ... 0 ... «+. 94,000
export less Ytinnan re-export, 123,00033

Yiinnan consumption and export, 50,006
Kweichow  _,, cee wee ee eee = 0,00073

South-west Hupei, 2,000

224,00
Or 2 1/4 times the whole Judian import into China. The Sze-

chuen production is thus put at 177,000 piculs per annum. Reckon-
ing 50 ov. as the average produce of & Chinese mow of land or 333
oz. per acre, this produce is the winter harvest of 850,000 acres and
at Tls. 200 per picul, represents a money vatue of Tis. 34,000,000.
He has not told us the extent of the arable land of the province and
what proportion this land devoted to opium bears, in other words
the relative production of opium and wheat. The Commissioner ot
Customs at Hankow in 1879 reported on native opium in answer
to the circular sent to each port asking for information abont the
consumption of opium. He replied that owing to the entire absence
of all reliable figures, the amount of opium put down within the
province and within the Empire must be taken as approximate only.
He was careful to collect information from various sources and this
was as carefully compared and verified as the means at hand would
allow. He was well situated to wake the desiderated enquiries and
his estimate for the whole empire about equals the total amount
of foreign drug imported mto Hongkong and Chinese ports.
‘The Inspector General has taken this estimate as the basis of his
calculation. The Commissioner’s estimate for Szechuen is 45,000;
Yiinnan 17,000; Kweichow 12,000, and his own province 2000, the
production of the other provinces being inconsiderable t.e. 76,000
piculs out of 2 gross 98,000 for all China. But to proceed still
farther up the river and consequently nearer Szechuen, in fact to
Ichang, Mr. Spence’s own port, what do we find the Acting Deputy

Pieuls.’
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Commissioner of Customs saying in his report in 1879 ? Ha addg
no memoranda by way of explanation, but we have his table and he
puts down the growth of Hupeh, his province, at 2000, the same as
the officer at Hankow, and for all China, 25,000, about 1/4 less than
that of the Hankow report. This is certamly very striking and if
not true or approxmative indicates great ignorance and apathy on
the part of Mr. Edgar. In contrast with this, we have Mr. Drew’s
report from Ningpo, the most distant port from Szechuen giving
statistics collected from Richthoven and Baher. He gives the
production of Szechuen at from 60,000 to {00,000; Yiinnan (more
than Szechuen, according to Baber) 80,000; Kweichow 15,000 and
his own province Chehkiane at 10,000. The total for the Empire,
being based on similar statistics does not differ from that of Mr.
Spence, viz 265,000 pieuls or 2 1/4 times that of the Indian import.

The 16th paragraph takes up tho effect in 1881 of opium export
on exchange, currency and trade. “Tn 1878 the export eastward
amounted to Tls. 14,000,000 and towards the close of 1881 involved
the general trade of the province in difficulties. Silver goes from
West to East and so does opium. Until a year or two the drain
of silver to the opium districts caused no great inconvenience ; it
eventually finds its way back to Chtungking, where the trade of
the province financially centres. But in 1880 a new system of
collecting the salf revenne was established, which withdrew and
kept locked up about five millions, of taels. The memorial of
Iso Tsung-tang at the same time, an officer who had the highest
influence with the Peking Government, relative to his recommenda-
tion to largely increase the duty on native and foreign opium,
created a rush to buy Szechuen opium for the anticipated rise.
The result was a silver famine; the weaker merchants and bankers
were driven to the wall; silver was unduly appreciated; that is
everything for which silver is exchanged, foreign goods and native
produce was unduly depreciated, in short the derangement of
the general trade of the province for a tie. Great losses were
incurred, especially of dealers im piece guods. In the absence
of telegraphs the banks think that the lability to large fluctuations
in opium will put the trade in a constant position of unstable
equilibrium in future and make ordinary profit calculations and
forecasts 1mpossible. These fears,’ adds Mr. Spence, “ appear to be
justifiable.” Then follows a pregnant sentence, to the latter part of
which we desire to call particular attention. For Great Britain, not
India, it is the most important clause in the whole article and we
fear its value will be overlooked. ‘Until the facilities for the
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interchange of products are levelled up to the highly developed
system of exchange banking, the principal eftect of the great opium
export must remain what it is, to take money from where it Is useful
and lock it up for a time where it is useless for trade purposes,”
and if the sentence stopped here we should not fear but that
telegraphs and steamers would soon bring about this destred end,
but it is added “and the profits which the opium districts make will run
a risk of being made at the expense of the general trade of the province.”
We have italicised these important words, That trade, we are told,
includes alike foreign goods and native produce. We were prepared
for this state of things and beheve not only that it will run a risk
but that it has already experienced there, as elsewhere, the evil
effects of opium production and consumption in the diminished
consumption of British piece goods.

And last of all we have Mr. Spence’s resumé, the summing up
of the whole matter, Its deductions are not altogether borne
out by the preceding premises, and therefore we find ourselves
regretfully obliged to differ from our friend. He has been more
careiul in collecting his facts than in forming or expressing his
Opinion upon them. Aud first he says “the limit of profitable
production is impossibly far off.” lt he means there is still more
arable land that will grow opiam and that there are more people in
Szechuen and China generally to consume it, there cannot be the
slightest doubt that he is right. But if he means that the cultivation
can be infimtely extended and yet prove profitable we think his
own lucid statements speak to the contrary. Already it has dis-
arranged the money market; must have enhanced the price of the
ordinary food supplies produced in the province and still more
the wheat imported from other provinces to make up for its own
want, and the best refutation we think is in thé sentence just
quoted above. When in China does he expect those facilities he
speaks of to remove the difficulties of communication and the
lack of ready transport, so that the course of exchange and the

low of the currency may readjust themselves to the new conditions
which the increase of the opium trade imposes on Szechuen trade ?
The food supplies will be enhanced to the natives of the province
although they should become connected with the East by telegraph
and have steamers plying on the great waters of the province.
Again the cultivation is free and the law of demand and supply,
calculations of profié and loss and conditions of soil and weather
are the only natural causes which have affected it for years past
and. now affect it. This is strange in face of the memorial of viceroy
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Tso, firat referred to and of the Edict of the viceroy of the province
in paragraph five. He adds further on, among some of his own
obvious inferences that “ir 1t be remembered that a great extent
of the province is under opium cultivation, that the industry is now
a livelihood to countless families, that its product is deemed by
millions to be essential to their daily happmess, the difficulty of
putting down the cultivation by force is apparent.” It 18 said to be
difficult not :mpossuble. Opium being essential to their daily hap-
piness must mean that the craving having been once established it
must be satisfied so as to ward off the discomforts of the non-grati-
fication ot the habit. Jt cannot be essential to their daily happmess
in the sense of food, clothing, houses and friends. If so essential
to their daily happiness 1s it not & strange feeling that the desire to
be relieved from this daily felicitous condition is so general ? It is
not human nature not to desire happiness and once obtained to try
to keep it, but Mr. Colquhoun tells us, and the experience of every
person who has travelled in China and mixed with the people will
corroborate its truth, that 16 18 “fa significant fact that nearly all
the mandarms (and he might have added the common people still
more) “we met made their first enquiry as to whether we had any
medicine for the cure of the bad effects of opinm.” Mr.
Spence continues, “ The right of the people to grow and to smoke
opium has been for years unquestioned by their officials ; to compel
them to surrender the right now, would be to provoke a rebellion.”
Edicts are still issued, proclamations are still posted, the legal and
moral conscience of the people is still being Kept up to the old
standard and although, through the corruption of the officials and
especially of their attendants and the whole class of hangers-on,
most of which laiter are opium smokers and live by extortion in
connection with the illicit opium cultivation, still we believe that the
right of the Father of his people, the Emperor, to stop the growth
would not be disputed by a single Chinaman anywhere. ttis far
more probable that if the Government does not make some effort
goon to check the native growth, that a rebellion will ensue which
will upset the dynasty. It 1s the fear of foreign embroilments
which keeps back its hand and renders any action extremely
difficult. At present they are content to sail along. ‘“Hyen if the
Government were willing to incur the risk and determined to be
rid of opium, which it would be at present nousensical to affirm,
suecess would require a vigorous executive, free from these Jaults.
But China has no such executive and no such armies. Kven were
the prospect of a bond fide effort not a chimera, its success would be
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impossible.’ The language here used is hardly consistent. First
we have the difficulty of putting down, next it would provoke a
rebellion. Again, success would require a vigorous executive and,
lastly, in spite of a sincere effort its success would still be unpos-
sible. Even with the executive China at present has, and she has
long been governed by children and women, she calls her satraps
from the remotest provinces to Peking and deposes them; she
crushes T'ai-p‘ing, Pauthay, Mahommedan and local rebellions and
she recovers lost provinces. A vigorous Emperor on the Throne and
nothing is impossible. Even with the present executive, if they
had only courage to adopt a policy and seek to carry ib out wita
regard to their own offiicials, they could very soon put down the
native opium. A. few heads of high officials or the exclusion of the
entire opium smoking fraternity from office and examination, would
soon make a clean sweep of the whole thing.

Again we are told “no Indian opium is consumed in all this
region although opium smoking, it may be without exaggeration
sald, 18 a universal practice.” This 1s the most remarkable sentence
in the whole report and one not borne out by the facts. Vo
Indian opium smoked, without exaggeration the practice universal !
2,200,000 smokers out of 26 millions or as he believes 85 millions!
30 per cent—=equal to fofality and universality i.e. 100 per cent!
If this is the language to which we are to be treated, we must accept
Mr. Spence’s estimates with extreme reserve.

“The payment of this export of opium from Szechuen at present
deranges the currency and impedes the trade of the province, a state
of things which can only be transitional and which improved com-
munications and transport would soon do away with.” ‘We shail see.

Opium in transit affords a valuable revenue to the Government,
to the provincial exchequer of Szechuen and of those through
which it passes or is smoked in, dues varying from T's. 10 to Tis. 20,
and also a yearly increasing export duty to the Hankow maritime
customs’ revenue.” Let us look at the state of the native opium
question at Hankow, a port 400 miles up the great river, situated
in the very heart of China and where trade is in a position to draw
and exert an influence upon a number of surrounding provinces,
Szechuen among the rest. Well, before the year 1860 it drew its
opium supplies from Shansi with Honan intervening between place
of consumption and place of production, while Szechuen was the
adjoining province on the West with easy water communication.
After the disturbances in the above province in that year, it hence-
forth drew itd supplies from Szechuen and Hunan adjomimeg on
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the South. At that time the growth 1m Shansi was very small; i.
only had begun to be cultivated a few years earlier. It supplied
the Chibli market also. On Hankow beine opened to trade, the
consumption of native opium at once decreased on account of the
reduction m price of the foreign drug, the result of the greater
facilities for its transportation and of the increase in the price of
the native owing to the ravages of rebel bands in Szechuen. Native
dealers state that 2000 piculs of Szechuen and Hunan opium were
brought to Hankow in 1860 for local use and reshtpment down the
river. In 1861 the supply was reduced to 1500 piculs; in 1862,
only 800 piculs and in 1863 only 500 piculs reached Hankow. On
the other hand opium dealers are almost unanimous in stating that
in 1860 the foraign drug was almost unknown in Hankow and that
durmg this and preceding years but a few ten’s of piculs annually
made their appearance in the Hankow market. In 1861, 250 piculs ;
in 1862, 2,000 piculs; in 1868, 1466 piculs of foreign opium were
imported. In 1387 it was over 4000 picnis. The foreign import
had very largely increased the consumption and has donbless both
created and then supplied the demand.

The general experience of the effects of opium up to this time
has been that it is harmless. It cannot be very injurious to those
who indulge in it.. Mr. Spence’s language is as follows, “ Were
Indian opium the fatal poison and scourge in the Hast of China, it
is sometimes asserted to be, one ought to find in the West, where
ten-fold more opium is smoked, a debased, debilitated and impove-
rished people. On the contrary it 1s notorious that the reverse 2s the
case and that the people, both in body and estate are among the
most prosperous in China.” According to his own shewing the
growth of the West and South-west only a little more than doubles
the imported article which is almost exclusively smoked in the
Eastern provinces. How then does he speak of ten-fold more opium !
He bases his calculation on 30 per cent of the male adults, that 1s
surely not ten-fold more than in the Eastern ports! This 1s the loose
language to which we object. Who has ever said that Indian opium
2s the fatal poison and scourge in the East of China? L am not
aware that this has ever been asserted. The immunity of the Sze-
chuen opium smokers from the debasing, debilitating aud impove-
rishing results of the habit is not notorious, as witness Richthoien,
Colquhoun, Wylie and a host of China Inland missionaries who
have lately travelled through the province. We may well take for
granted that opium, possessing such constant properties will pro-
duce constant results. These results inevitably come sconer or later.
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Mr. Spence tells us “it must be borne m mind that while there
are hundreds of heavy smokers, there are hundreds of thousands of
light smokers.” This too is something worth taking into account im
our estimate of its deleterious character. Time, moreover, must be
allowed for the ul effects to develop themselves. The prevalence of
the habit is only very recent, for the great increase of production has
been within the last few years. The usual resuits may, by and by,
be expected. At present the people consume the native, the habit
originated however at first through the foreign, whichis of mfertior
strength and takes a longer time to form the habit, and the habit is
not so fascinating and is more easily abandoned. But the native
growth 1s yearly mproving mm quality. The people, moreover, of
Szechuen, if ought to be remembered have had along period of
neace and with careful industry, in a fruitful soil and in a healthful
climate, itis bué natural to expect the mhabitants should look more
robust than those of other and less favourably situated provinces.

In conclusion Mr. Spence “ thinks it 1s easy to sea what, under
the circumstances, would be the practical effect of the rigorous
prohibition of opium cultivation in India and the attempted exciusion
by China of foreign opium. In the South-west where Indian opium
ig all but unknown, the effect would be xi, Among the poor
smokers in the East who now use the native drug, its effect would be
equaily sz. Many who now use Indian opium would take to native,
and one effect would be to give a great stimulus to production m the
W act. Well-to-do smokers in the East would everywhere seek ior a
high class smuggled opium. Smuggling would therefore be organ-
ized all along the coast by Chinese desperadoea associated with
European and American adventurers; the customs service would
have to become an armed force; quiet sea-ports would be turned into
hells of disorder and international relations embittered to an intol!-
erable degree; opium would come from Turkey, Persia and Africa
and the profits of the trade, instead of passing as they do now to the
support of our beneficent rule and civilization in India, would become
the incentive to and the reward of lawlessness, disorder and crime.”

The above is a terrible picture of the evils of abolishing the
Indian opium trade. I presume precisely the same arguments were
used when it was proposed to abolish slavery. lf all this action on
the part of China is from a question of money not of morals, {and
that is not taxing the native growth to its legitimate extent but con-
tinually hurling edicts against it, as if playing into the foreign hands,
which in other respects no one will aceuse her of, and other considera
tions already adduced) then such a catastrophe might ensue as 18
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here depicted. But even apart from any action which China may
take, (and J think in the event of a proposition for the abolition of
the Indian growth, it would be right on the part of Great Britain
to demand some guarantees of good faith from China with penalties
annexed to the nonfulfillment of them,} Great Britain in the
interests of her own trade will see that her duty dictates that she
should aid China to prevent the importation from non-treaty powers
and in every way help her to eradicate a vice which she (England)
has been eo instrumental, if not in creating at least in stimulating.

NOTES ON THE HISTORY OF SUOCHOW.
By Rey. A. P. Parken.

YI.
THE KINGDOM OF WU.

]{ OH LU on getting possession of the kingdom immediately set
about strengthening the defences of the country and preparing

for @ vigorous prosecution of the war with Yuex on the South and
T's1 on the North. These petty principalities into which China was
divided at that time were constantly quarelling with each other and
war seems to have been almost their normal condition. At the time
that Hoh Li overthrew Wang Liao his capital appears to have been
at Wu Sieh, though this is not clearly stated. But wherever it was,
Hoh Li was not satisfied with it, either as regarda location, size or
strength. He felt the need of a large walled city where his people
could dwell saiely in time of danger, and where his government
stores could be protected from the enemies that constantly menaced
his kingdom. The city of Suchow was founded, ag stated in a
former article, to supply this want.

Owing principally to the good judgement of Wu Sz-sii, to
whom Hoh Li largely committed the affairs of his kingdom, the
country was soon brought to a great state of strength and pros-
perity, so that Hoh Lii asserted his independence and threw off
even the sembiance of allegiance to the House of Cheu which his
predecessors had acknowledged as due to the central or Proper
Government, JF 4. He succeeded in subjugating Ts‘ti and Yueh,
capturing the king of the latter, who together with his principal
minister were held in close captivity for many years, and made to
preform services to the king of Wu of the most degrading character.
The cause of the quarrel between Wu and Yueh is not stated, but it
was probably rival ambition to be possessed of larger territory and
mutual jeaiousy of encroachments on each other’s dominions.

Aiter having built and fortified his new capital, Hoh Li
selected Ling Yen Hill as a place for a symmer palace. Here he
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spent much of his time in the summer, atid evidently made of it a
most beautiful and pleasant summer resort. He spent & good deal
of the means and labor of the people m providing various pleasure
resorts for himself, and his court, and several of the mountains in
and around the shores of the Great Lake afforded him places for
game parks, hunting grounds, pleasure gardens, &c. But while
spending large amounts for his own gratification, he also did much
to improve the general condition of the country, especially in open-
ing up the water communications, and draining the swampy lands
that abounded. By bis wise and just government he gained the
confidence of the people and succeeded ere long in frmly-establish-
ing himself on the throne. He brought his army into a great state
of efficiency, and none of the neighboring principalities could cops
with him, so that he was able to dictate his own terms on the con-
clusion of every one of the four or five wars in which he engaged.

But notwithstanding his power and prosperity, there was one
man still alive that Hoh Lut feared. This was Wang Liao’s son,
and the rightful successor to the throne of Wu which Hoh Lit had
usurped. This son, whose name was K‘ing K‘i, had gone with the
army of Wu to invade Yueh, and if was during his absence, and
while nearly all the available forces of the country were called oi
on this expedition, that Hoh Lii had, by Wu Tz-su’s advice, taken
advantage of the occasion to execute his purpose to destroy Liao
and seize the throne. K‘ing K‘: on hearing of his father’s death fled
to @ neighboring court for safety, and Hoh Lii feared that he might
finally succeed in inducing that country to assist him to avenge his
father’s death, and obtain his me@htful possession of the kingdom.
So great was Hoh Lii’s dread that he told Tz-sii that he could
neither eat with relish nor sleep in peace. ‘2.811 came to his rescue
as usual, and provided him with a plan to rid him of King Ku, and
@ man to execute that plan. This tool of ‘T'z-si, named Yao Li was
a former acquaintance, a, desperate man and ready for any work of
blood. He agreed to put King K4 out of the way, but in order to
gain his confidence, preparatory to his destruction, Yao Li pretended
to flee for his life and came to the court where K‘ing k'i had taken
refuge, while Hoh Li, according to previous put. Yao Li's
wite and children to death,—Yao Li thus sacrificing his family trom
devotion to his king. Yao Li pretended te complain bitterly to King
of the injustice and oppression he had suffered from Eoh Lii and
urged him to join him in a plot to avenge themselves on the tyrant
for the wrongs that they both had suffered. K‘ing K's believed
his story, and three months later they started for the court of Wu
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with the purpose of assassmating Hoh Lii.
stream in a boat and while King K‘1 was entirely off his guard, Yao
Li ran his sword through him and threw his body into the water.

But although he had succeeded so well in his plot, Yao Li was
filled with remorse for the murder he had committed, and would not
return to Hoh Lit to report his success and receive his reward, but
died by his own hand lamenting with his dymg breath the perfidy
and ambition that had caused the sacifice of so many innocent lives.
Hoh Li reigned twenty years, during which time he succeeded im
extending the borders of his kingdom and improving the condition
of the people to such a degree that the country of Wu came to be ono
of the strongest and most famous of the principalities into which
the country of Clina was practically divided ai that time, 500.
Qn his death he was succeeded by his son Fu Ch‘ai.

This son had none of the energy or ambition of his illustrious
father. He soon gave evidence of an entire want- of qualification
for his high position—preferring his own ease and comfort to the
strength and prosperity of his kingdom. He wasted the revenues
of the country in building and adorning palaces and towers, im lay-
ing out and maintainmg game parks and pleasure pardens, and in
supporting a gorgeous and dissolute court.

Entirely engrossed in present pleasure, he had no pohcy to
pursue 1n povernment aflairs. He therefore most foolishly released
Keu Tsien, King of Yueh, and his munister, Fan Li, whom Hoh Li
had left mm captivity. Not only so but he appoimted the ex-king of
Yueh as feudal lord of a large portion of his former dominions
embracing the principal part of the modern Chehkiang province,
with Hangchow as his capital. The far seemg Wu Tz-si, knowing
the folly of such a procedure, earnestly remonstrated with Iu Ch'ai
against such @ suicidal movement, takmg occasion at the same
time to warn him as to the results that were to be apprehended
irom his dissolute life and useless extravagance. Mu Ch‘ai became
exasperated at such presumptuous reproof, and instead of regarding
the counsel! of his faithfal servant, he sent hun a sword and ordered
him to commit suweide. Tz-sti died accordingly by his own hand
mourning the ingratitude of the dissolute kmg, who owed his throne
and the strength of his kingdom principally to the wise counsel
and faithful admimstration of Tz-si3. But F'n Ch'ai was glad to be
rid of such a troublesome counselor whose frequent remonstrances
were as thorns in his side, and who had nothmg but words of
reproach and warning for him amid all the pleasures and revelries
in which he desired t6 be left unmolosted:

927

On crossing a certain
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He had the body of Tz-sii thrown into the canal near Si K'eu
on the shore oz the Great Lake, where in subsequent years a temple
was erected to his memory.

Keu Tsien on beimg restored to his dominions, immediately
began preparations for fulfilling the vow that he had made while a
captive and a menial of the king of Wu to be avenged on Wu for
his long and bitter captivity. But the execution of this purpose
was an arduous and apparently hopeless undertaking. He found
his country prostrate at the feet of Wu without an army and
without resources, while Wu was in the full career of victory and
prosperity. But notwithstanding the difficulties in the way, his
purpose was fixed and he pursued if unfiinchingly for more than
ten long years, and whenever he found himself disposed to become
contented with his suroundings while his wrongs remained unavenged,
he would eat bitter herbs with his food, and make his bed on leaves
and limbs of trees, that he might not forget the bitterness of his
sufferings in Wu, or his purpose to be avenged.

His first 2im was to secure the confidence and esteem of the
people. This ae did by lightening their burdens of taxation; by
constant regard for their lives and property; by his just governinent
and by the simplicity of his own Iife. [t was not long ere the people
were united as one man in his support, and ready to follow wherever
he should lead. But Wu was too strong to be successfully invaded.
Strategy must first be employed to weaken the country and throw
ats king off his guard. Keu Tsien’s minister Fan Li, knowing
the dissolute character of Fu Ch‘ai and his love of pleasure and
display, devised ten different plans that were to be pursued by his
master in order to accomplish the overthrow of Wu, each of the
plans depending for its success upon the dissipated habits of Fu
Cha). Among these plans the first was to send heavy tribute and
costly presents to the king of Wu. These presents were always
willingiy received by Fu Ch'ai, who believed them to be evidences
of the good will of Kev Tsien. Another plan was to send the
most sxilled workmen that Yueh could produce to Fu Ch'ai to assist
in building his palaces, pleasure houses é&c. This plan succeeded
admirably. For Fu Ch‘si, on obtaining skilled mechanics of a
superior kind, was incited to greater extravagance in building, and
his waste of money, and the enforced labor of many thousands
of his subjects on his extravagant building operations, caused wide-
spread murmuring and dissatisfaction among the people. The
‘* Beautaful Su Tower” was built at this time, and the waste of
money and the oppression of the people that occurred in connection
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with 1ts erection were almost enough of themselves to cause Fu
Cl‘ai the loss of his kingdom. Another of Fan Li’s plans was to
send to Fu Chai presents of the most beauful women that could be
found in Yueh. Several such were sent, and Fu Ch'‘ai gladly
accepted them as he did former presents from the same source,
blind to the object of the donor, aud obhvious of the fact that for
several: years his kingdom hac been growing weaker, lis army
scattered and his defences falling into ruin. Among the last of the
women sent by Keu Tsien was 51 She, whom he had found and
trained in all the female accomplishments of the time. She has
been regarded tn all subsequent time as the ve plus uléra of femtuine
beauty. Iu Ch‘ai was delighted with her, and went to still greater
lengths of extravagauce in fitting up his palace and pleasure resorts
for her, and wholly abandoned himself to disstpation and revelry.

The time was now ripe for executing the tenth and last plan of
Fan Li, which was to invade Wu. Keu Tsien accordingly led his
army, which he had brought to a state of great strength, to the
attack of Wu. Fu Chai was wholly unprepared for this invasion.
He had all along flattered himself that Keu Tsien was his faithful
vaseg] and firm fend. But he was undeceived when it was too
late. His soldiers fled before the disciplined forces of Keu Tsien,
and his dilapidated fortifications fell an easy prey to his now
powerful enemy. In a very short time Ken Tsien made a complete
conquest of the country. Fu Chai fled and vainly sought a place
of safety, but finding that he could not escape, he committed
suicide, lamenting his foolishness and rashness in refusing to listen
to the advice of the faithtul Tz-si. But his lamentations were
nseless. He paid the penalty of his folly by the loss of his throne
and his life, and the principality of Wu that had continued intact
for nearly S00 years became extinct.

The Kingdom of Wu never regained its mdependence. Yvneh

held it as a tributary for a number of years, when both were subju-
gated by Tstu. About 800, Tstu was in turn conquered and
annexed to the dominions of She Hwang Ti, the first emperor of the
Ton. He divided the whole empire into districts or provinces, §hp,
and the former kingdom of Wu was a part of the province of Kwo
Ki of which Hangchow was the capital.

During the time of the Three Kingdoms, about a.p. 250, the
old kingdom of Wu formed a part of the new kingdom of Wu
founded by Sun Kuen Jf #8 whose capital was at Nanking.

(Lo be continued).
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[fina Se

An open Letter to the Foreign Merchants in China.
I have read with very great imterest the letter of one of your

‘number, the Hon. I’. Buikeley Johnson, which was published in the
last number of the Chircse Recorier. Without adverting to other
points, there sre two statements in his letter which are of the
greatest importance, and fo which | request your special attention.
Ho says thus; “ you can hardly fail to be aware, that the interests
of a large majority, probably more than 9/l10ths, of the foreign
merchants in China are not concerned directly or indirectly in the
perpetuation of the opium trade. On the contrary it may be stated
positively that were the opium trade to cease, the pecuniary m-
terests of the mercantile body generally not ouly would not suffer,
but they would be directly benefited. In that case (the cessation of
the trade) produce exported from China, which is now paid for to the
extent of £10,000,000, Sterling by opium, the traffic in which is
controlled and monopolized by a few British-Indian firms, would have
to be paid by increased quantities of other descriptions of imports
which form the business of the foreign community”. Page 149.

‘The first of these statements I understand to mean that 207¢
than nine tenths of the foreign merchants in China, including British,
German, French and American, have nothing to do directly with the
purchase or sale of opium; and therefore have no pecuniary interest
mm the contimuance of the opium trade. This is a stntement which f
am very glad to acceptas correct, and I am sure that all those who
are connected with the anti-opium movement will be glad to know.

The second statement is explicit and can be understood only
in One way. It declares that if the opium trade were to cease, the
pecuniary interests of more than 9/l10ths of the foreign merchants
would thereby be directly benefited. The reason for this is very
obvious. For it 13 stated that £10,000,000 sterling, or $50,000,000,
of the sum received for the exports from China goes to pay for the
opium imported from India. If this importation of opium should
cease, that the Chinese would have these fifty millions of dollars
with which to purchase.increased quantities of other imports. The
importing and sale of these other imports is the business of these
more than nine-tenths of the foreign merchants who have nothing
to do with opium. This great increase in the sale of other
would greatly increase their profits and hence the cessation of the
Opium trade would directly benefit their pecuniary interests.
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These are facts of the utmost importance to the mercantile
community in China; and not only to them but also to the whole
cominercial world. Gentlemen, [ request your candid and careful
consideration of these statements which I receive as absolutely
and undeniably correct. If any povernment would open a new
country which would afford a market for the disposal of 50 muillhon
dollars’ worth of manufactures what an interest it would excite and
what activity it would awaken in the commercial world. Lis influence
would be felt in every manufacturing town of the Umted Kingdom,
in every part of Germany, France and the United States of America.
Tor instance recall the interest which the discoveries of Stanley and
Cameron in Africa have aroused by bringing to the knowiedge of
Europe the immense population of the interior of Africa aud the
many and various enterprises that have been set on foot to open up
commerce with the dark continent. The formation of treaties with
Corea by the different western nations, a year ago, was hailed with
universal eratulations because if was hoped that these treaties would
open that little Kingdom to western commerce.

Whenever the Chinese Government or people, for the purpose
of increasing their revenues a little, establish some new hkim tax
on some article of forcign commerce, as kerosine oil, or when
they interfere with the commencement of some manniactures by
foreigners, what an outcry is made, because these things hinder the
increase and extension of your business and therefore prevent the
increase of your profits | The Chamber of Commerce at Shanghai
and Hongkong have spent any amount of time and effort in endea-
vouring to have the various likin taxes oa foreign imports removed,
in the hopes that thereby the amount of such imports might be
increased. ‘These same Chambers of Commerce have spent money and
time in seeking to arrange for transit-permits for Chinese productions
coming from the interior, mn the hopes that thus being able to sell
these exports at a lower price in Western lands would secure a market
for an increased quantity and thus increase your business. The
ministers of the different western natious at the court of China have
been urged to use all their diplomatic influence at Peking to effect
the discontinuance of the likin taxes on imports from western lands.

But, Gentlemen, as you are accustomed to consider questions
of commercial value let me ask you what is the value of the
increased quantity of imports which would result from the reduction
of the likin taxes on western imports as compared with the value of
the increased quantity of imports which would follow the cessation
of the opium trade! In that case the Chinese would have 50 mul-
lions of dollars, which now go to pay for opnim, with which to pay
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for other imports. Would the removal of the likin taxes increase
the ymports to the value of 1/10 or even the 1/20 of that som?
JT think nob. But I submit it to you.

In thus directing your attention and efforts to the removal of the
hkin taxes and other small hindrances to the extension of your com-
merce with this numerous people during these thirty years, stead
of seeking to do away with that giant monopoly, which has, during
all these years, taken the great portion of all the profits of the trade
with China to itself to the great injury of your pecuniary interests
have you not, Gentlemen, been endeavoring to remove the mole hill
while suffering the great mountain of difficulty to remain undisturbed?
Will you now that your attention is directed to this matter, remain
indifferent while your profits are taken by others and the expausion
of the trade is hindered by that great monopoly ? or will you, whose
pecuniary interests would be directly promoted by the cessation of
the opium trade direct your combined efforts to effect that object ?

That which effects your commercial interests also effects the
interests of your constituents at home. ‘These 50 millions of dollars
which go to pay for Indian opium, if reserved to pay for increased
quantities of other imports would impart new life to business in
China. They would give increased activity to manufactures of all
kinds which are used by the China people.

From these statements and considerations it appears that the
pecuniary interests of more than nme-tenths of the Foreign merchants
m Chyna, that the manufacturmge and shipping interests of all
western Jands, would be directly benefited by the cessation of the
opium trade from India; while a few British-Indian firms control and
monopolize this trade. Will you, Gentlemen, when you see new
markets ior the extension of commerce and new ways of increasing
the amount of imports into China rest satisfied, remain inactive
while these few British-Indian firms secure these fifty millions of
dollars to pay for this Indian opium, thus realizing great profits to
the continued injury of your pecuniary interests ? Or as enterpris-
ing and influential merchants, and as representing a wealthy and
infiuentiai body of mannfacturers and ship owners, will you seek by
your com}ned and energetic efforts to effect the cessation of the
opium trade from India, and thus secure a very great expansion
of the trade with China in other descriptions of imports ? These are
questions, Gentlemen, which I present to you for your consideration.

I am yours,
Very respectfully,

A Frienp oF
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Missiawary Bens.
Births, Marriage & Deaths.

AT St. Johns Collere on May 22nd,
the wife of Rev. W. S. Saynes,Episcopal Mission, of a

Ar Shanghai, on May 24th, the wifeof Rev. O. H. American
Vresbyterian Mission, of a son.

At Cbingkiang, on May—the wife of
Mr. J. W. Huywex, of the American
Bap fist Mission, South, of a daughter.

AT on May 26th, the wife of
Rev. J. Murray, American Pree.
byterian Aission, of a daughter.

AT Shan¢chai, on June 6th, the wife of
Rev. O. G. Mineieporrr, American
Methodist Episcopal Mission South,
of a g0n.

Ar Chingkiaug, on June Sth, tha wife
of Rev. G. W. Woopatt, AmericanMethodist Mission, of a
Son,
™ ss MARRIAGE.

AT Ii. P. Mission Swatow, May 16th,
by Kev. H. KX. Mackenize M. A. thio
tev. GEorncs Suita, M.D.,, to Mary
Campbell youngest daughter of the
inte Rev. David B. Mellis, F. C.
Minister, Tealing, Scotland.

At Ta-ku-tan, on May 16th, Annie,
eldest daughter of Rev. and Mrs.J. K. China Inland
Aligsion.

At the Wesleyan Mission Hankow,
on June 13th, the wife of Rey. War.
ScaRBoRoUGH. Friends will kindly
accept this intimation.

ARRIVALS.—On the 4th December,
1882 in the M. M.s.s. Ava. Rey.
I. Tentsch, Rev. £, Lehmann Mr.
C. Rienhardt in connection with the
Berlin Mission at Canton.

At Shanghai April 28th, per s.s.
Nagoya Maru Mrs. Sprague and
Miss N. Diament. A. B. C. F. Mis.

BIRTHS.

sion on their return, Miss F. Hale
to join the same Mission at Pao-
ting-fu,

At Shanghai on May 3rd, per s.s.
Hiroshima Maru, Miss M. L. Berry
to join the American Presbyterian
Alission at Chefoo.

Per. s.s. Verona on June L1th,
Mr. Nicoll of C. I. M. Ch'ang-
King on his return and Me. F. M.
W vod, to join the C.1. M. in Ganking.

Departorss.—From Shanghai on
May 4th, per ss. Nagoya Iaru,
Miss M. E. Barr of the American
Prebyterian Mission, North, Peking:Rev. G. W. Painter and R. 8B.

fisubarne ALD. of the Ameriean
Presbyterian Mission, South, Hang-
chow, for U.S.A.

Hrom Shanghai on May 18th, peras. My. R. J. Landale M. A.
and infant, of the C. J. Mf. for
Kdinburehi.

From Shanghai, June 7th per s.a.
Takasega Maru, Rev. and Mrs. L.
D. Chapin and four children, the
Miases Chapin, Master Chapin andMiss J. of the A. B.C. F.
Mission, T'ungchow, for U.S. A.

YUNNAN FOO.—There has been ser.
ious disturbance in this region,
this spring, resultiug in the mur-
der of a priest, M. Terrassa
and an unknown number of native
Christians. Considerable ill feeling
has been shown, for a long time,
toward the Christians, but heveto-
fore it has found its expression in
threats. Bub early in April a mob
of about 200 people set upon Mf.
Lerrasse and killed him and seven
native Christians who were with
him. This successful murderous
exploit, instead of sntisfying the
mob seems rather to have increased
its fury. Hor in augmented num-
bers, it proceeded to kill every native
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Christian met and to destroy thei
dwellings. The officiads have suc-
ceeded in quieting the people and
at tasé accounts were trying to
find the jJenders. It is belsevect
that the that honornbie
appellation of the hack-bone of
opposition lo every thing progressive
or nn-Clinese, are to bine for the
cdisturbanee. Peaceful relations with
France wilt not be assisted by tls
brutal attack upon a lrenchman.

*.,*reference to the evan-
eclistie tours of members of the
American Presbyterian  Slisstonmentioned in the last the
following lins been learned. lev.J. i. Neving DD. started on Jus
four over lis regular route last
December and returned the Jatter
part of April. Tle traveled about
1000 miles on a wheel-barrow of
his own invention, drawn by a
powerful male. On five sttccessive
days at the close of the trip he travel-
od 200 iniles, an average of 40 miles
per dren, which may be called
very good wheel-barrow time, and
shows that traveling in Shantuneg
may be expedited if one wishes.
But the missionary results of the
trip are the important ones. O11
this extended tonr Dr. Nevius,
aside from confirming the faith of
those who have heretofore accepted
of Christianity, had the satisfaction
of baptizing two hanelred einht (208)adults. When it is remembered
thaéb an the whole areca traversed
there are not more than ten Chinese
who reveive any pay for their Inbors,
and that the whole policy is not to
employ but to leave the vative
Christians in the lof in which they
were found by the Gosenpl, it seems
as thoagh there must be much work
done voluntarily by the converts.This is the fact aud Dr. Nevius
attributes much of the rapid spread
of the Gospel in this region, to the
exertions of the natives.

Rev. Hunter Corbett’s tour also
extended to about 1006 wiles. tia
traveled jn Lhe “Shantung schooner”

commonly called a shau-tz, and by
pony. During his absence he re-
ceived 112 to church membership.
Both of these brethren report that
they hope to receive nearly equally
large numbers it the autumn when
they visit their stations again,

Rev. J. A. Leyenberger took a
Ceulgoner’’ and traversed another
ronte, laying out a new district forhis own labors. He was absent
36 days, and in that time traveled
about 600 miles. lie reports no
converts. He ts beginning a series
of itincrations among the villares,
such ns have proved so sucessful
with hiscollearnes. But first the
sowing then the reaping.*.*
JAPAX.—Rev. A. ©. Shai, wife and
two children and Sliss Hoar have left
Tokio on furlongh. They belong
to the S. P. G. Mission. Rev. W. I.
El. Gowelt, who, while not a mem.
ber of the above Soviety, yet has
been in charge of Mr. Wrights
work, has resiened. In April Miss
Gouldy (on her return) and
Misses Hooper and Daughaclay
joined the A. B.C. F. M. Socieby
at Yokohama. Miss A. M. Deum-
non came out to the Cumberland
Presbyterian Mission in May.

Mr. J. Batchelder has joind the
Church Mission at Hako-
dati. Weare indebted to Me. Geuv.
Kilmer of the American Bible Society
for the above items from Japan.*.*
Bancrorn.—The Rey. GC. D. McLaren
of the American Presbyterian Mis-
sion, arrived at Bangkok November1882, and died March 4th
i883. Wie was aman of rare pro-
mise who began his work for the
siantese and the Isuropean commu-
nity, with greatzealand prospects
of success. Iie leaves here «a young
widow and the entire commanity
to mourn his untimely end.

Stxce our Jast number we have
received a copy of the card of the
Anti-opium Prayer Union which
we reproduce.
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ANTI-OPIUSI PRAYTR UNION.

Object,—Uuaited Prayer for the
Abolition of our Opium Trade
with China, and for God’s blessing
on the great work of arousing the
conscience on this question.ules. ]—T'o ramember the above
subjects in prayer at least once a
week—on Thursdays. >To seek

to interest others in the causa.
‘With God all things are possi-ble.” xix. 26. “All things
are posstble to him that believeth.—
iferk ix. 23. “If ye have faith as
a prain of mustard-seed, yo shall
say to this mountain, remove hence
to yonder place; and it shall
remove. —sSlatt. xvii. 20.

Hotices of Recent Mudlications,
Lhe Harmony of the Bible with Sctence.

the Royal Astronomical Society ;
Society ; Principal of the College, Highburg New Park, London.
Petter, Galpin and Co., 1862.

Tue object of this Book is to show
that the statements of the Bible in
recard to the creation of all things,
when the language of the original 18
rightly understood, accord with the
latest and most correct teachings of
Rcience on these several points.
This subject is considered in fifteen
particalars connected with the sev-
eral creative events; and the anthor
shows that ‘“‘the order of these
events as tanght by science, corres.
ponds with that given by Moses.”The author claims that such au
agreement in so many particulars
could not happen by chance; and
that this acourate statement of such
events by Moses proves that he wrote
the statewents from 2 revelation

By Samuel Kinns Ph.D., Fellow of
member of the Biblical Archaeolorical

Cassell,

made to him by God. The author
is accredited with the names of
subscribers of the highest distinc-
tion, some members of the Nobility,
Dignitaries of the church, Statesmen
and men in every department of
science. It 1s impossible to give
any.clear idea of the work by any
analysis of its contents. lt needs to
be closely read and studied. Onur
object now 1s to bring the work to
the notice of our readers and to
suggest to every one to obtain a
reading of it. I¢.is eminently
suited to remove the doubts of any
honest doubter; and to greatly
strengthen and confirm the faith ot
these who believe that our Bible 13
a revelation from the all-wise God.

The Proofs of Christ's Resurrection from a Lawyer's Stand point. ©.
Morrison. Andover, U. 8. A. Warren I, Draper 1882.

Toe Resurrection of our Lord Jesus Christ rose from the dead. Wence
Christ from the dead after his the fierce conflict of opinion has
crucifixion, is tho great founda- raged around this great article of
tion fact of the New Testament, Christian faith. The fact is attested
as the work of creation is the funda- by the most rehable testimony.
mental fact of the Gld Testament. The testimonies are of every ditfer-
The Great Apostle of the Gea- ent kind. Some ard desigued to
tiles when discussing this fact inflpente one class of minds, and
says to the Gentile converts, ‘‘If the others different orders of minds.
Christ be not raised then is your The author, in this book, has pur-foith vain.” Lhe truth of the sned that line of evidence which
gospel plan of salvation 1s indis- is accepted in courts of Justice
solubly connected with the fact that as establishing facts. He saya
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‘The best evidence of which the
subject admits is all that is requir-
ed in courts; and it is sufficient in
matters of the highest concern,
even in cases of life and death, that
a fact is proved beyond a reason-
abla doubt. ‘khe best evidence of
Christs’ resurrection to his disciples
was their own senses. Wee cannot
have the evidence of our own
BeDSeS., We are in the position, 10
some respects, of Jurors, who must
decide not from their own Know-
edge, but npon the testimony of
thers. Wo have not the wituesses
on the stand, bué only their deposi-
1008s; and if is made a question

whether the writings produced are
their depositions.” And following
out this line of examination he pro-
ceeds to establish the point that in
the four gospels we have the rell-
able depositions of those who were
eye witness to the fact of Christ’sresurrection. We therefore in
this matter ave the best evidence
which the subject admits of, which is
all that is required in courts accord-
ing to their usayes on matters of
the highest importance.We commend the book to the
attention of all our readers for refer.
ence when this vital fact of our
holy religion is under consideration.

The China Review. March and April 1883.
T'ais number of the Review is of
more then usual interest. The tero
firstarticles are onsubjects that com-
mand the attention of all residents
in China. The first paper 1s on ‘The
So-Called Blockade of Hongkong.”
The second ison “Opium and opium
smoking.” By Hugh McCallam.
Lhe author makes the point that
14 has never yet been clearly ex-
plained what part of opium it is
which is mos& desired by the
smoker in the smokable extract.
And farther to what extent mor-
phine 18 inhaled (even when it is

present) by the smoker. lt is to
be hoped that when so much atten-
tion is directed to this sabject that
some further light will be thrown
upon the matter. Mr. Ball continues
to furnish ‘Scraps from Chinese
Mythology.” Mr. Piton gives a
further instalment of ‘‘ Chinese
History.” Dr. Edkins gives “Some
notes on some Chinese words.’
The rest. of an interesting number
ig made up of the usnal notices of
New Books, Literary Intellirence
and Notes and Queries.

By the Rev. ArthurThe Story of the Cheh-Krang Mission of the C. M. S.
Moule, B. D. London, 1879.

Tae title fally makes known to us
the object of this small volume.
It isasimple and very interesting
history of the labors, trials and
difficulties of the missionaries of
the GC. M. S. in seeking to make
known the gospel in the Province
of Cheh-kiang, for the use of the
friepds of missions in England.
There are many incidents of great
tpterest. Some of the native con-
verts give most decided and clear
evidence of conversion and growth ;

some of them endure the fiery
ordeal of persecutions; some mani-
fest great consecration and zeal
in making known ‘ the gospelto their fellow men. It will be a
great gratification to many to see
the likeness of the late Bishop
Russell as the frontispiece in this
vol. Wecommend this narrative
as one of great interest to all who
would read of the triumphs of God’s
grace among this people.
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THis small volume in paper cover
was written to make China better
known to those who support the
missions for its evangelization. It
is very well arranged and prepared
for this purpose. I[t contains in a
smail compass a great deal of val-
unble information which cannot be
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Gy the Rev. Arther LE. Moule, B. D. London, 1882.
easily met with in such a compact
forn. It gives at the close a sum-
mary of the statistics of C. M.S.in China to 1880. Native
Christian ‘Teachers 174. Native
Christian adherents 4667. Com.
municants 1702. Adults baptised
in 1880,348. Scholars 874.

Report of the Medical Missionary Soctety in China, For the year, 188%.
From this Report of the work in
the Hospital of this Society, at
Canton, under the care of Dy. Kerr,
16 apears that its beneficent labors
for the relief of suffering are con-
tinued with — increased efficiency.
The annual Reports are necessarily
very much the same from year ta
ycat’. Their object is accomplished
when they present to the Patrons
of these institutions the evitcderce of
the nmount of suffermme whieh is
relieved day by day. These cases
during the year amount to hundreds
of the more serious diserses and to
thousands of the less serious ones,
The attendances for the year, of out-
patients were 19,199 of which num-

ber 3,765 were females; the num-
ber of in-patients was 1,182 of
whom 396 were females. The
number of Surgical operations was
S65. The Report states that great
enlargement of the facilities for its
various kinds of work 1s in pro-
press during this year. We will be
vlad to notice the completion of
tiiese buildings in the next Neport.
These additional building's are esti-
mated to cust $5.000. It is grati-
fying to notice that the liberality
of the friends of the Society has
furnished the means for their erec-
tion without calling upon the com-
munity for additional subserip-
Lions.

Report of the Metical Missionary Hospital at Patshan in connection with
the Wesleyan Missionary Society, in charge of Charles Wenyon, M.D.,
M.C.EL., lor the yeur 1882.

Dr. Wenyon estimates the popula-tion Of ab not “imuel less
than half a million.’ We further
states that “this hospital, which
is the only institation of the kind in
Fatshan, has accommodation for
10U inepatients. here are two
wards for women, and three for
men, including the ward set apart
for the treatment of opium smokers.
Alt in-patients are required te pro-vide thetv own food. ‘This rule
excludes many sulferers who would
be greatly benehted by a stay of
somc few weeks in the hospitals
but Jiterally living from hand to
mouth their daily bread depends
upon their daily work. Un6& as
they are fer labor, these miserable
sufferers must bear ther burden
aud till their fields, earning less and

less as their strength fails, until ere
long they perish from sheer exhans-
bioti. One dollar and a quarter, is
suficient to provide a patient in
the hospital with food for a month ;
but limited resources make oa rigid
economy so imperative, that we are
forced to adhere as strictiy as may
he to our rire.’

This sug¢gests an object for the
ecoutributions of the benevolent to
give the means of supplying food to
such patients as cannot supply it for
themselves, and thus enable then to
receive treatment at the bospital,

The number of attemlinees lias
been 11,262 by 7,114 different per-
sons. O€F these 86 were lepers
showing that Jeprosy prevails to
a distressing extent. Of opium
smokers Dr. Wenyou says ;—
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“Opin smokers are continually
applying to us for the relief of
various dyspeptic troubles, withont
any intention of giving up the use
of the drug, but during the year 30
opium smokers have entered the
hospital, with the desire to free
themselves from a habit which they
and their friends, af any rate,
believed to be as destructive of
their health as of their fortunes.
Most of these were labouring men,
and their weakness, anacmia, and
ermaciation may have been partially
due to the fact, that after purchas-
ing opium they had not money
enough left to provide themselves
with proper and sufficient food.
This explaotion however is far
trom satisfactory, for cases are often
brought before us to which it will
not at all anply. One of our opiam
patients this year was a young man
24 years of age, in a very good
position, who was brought to the
hospital by his father from the pro-
vince of Kwongp-sai. He was as
pale and emaciated as any of the
rest, thouzh in this case there was
no poverty to account tor it. Kor

May-J unfe. |

the first 3 or 4 days he suffered
severely, and, but for the threats of
his father, would hare left the
hospital. In a few days more the
distressing symptoms were relieved,
the patient’s appetite returned, and
after about three sveeks he lett the
hospital well, having gained during
his stay with us at least 20 lbs. in
weight. Two other opiam patients
were well-to-do Fatshan tradesmen.
Though robust and healthy 10 ap-
pearance they soon began to mani-
fest the nervous tremor, restleamess
and depression which we have ob-
served in habitual Jandanum drink-
ers at home, and so strong was
their craving for opium that nothing
would induce them tu stay in the
hospital longer than the third day.
There may be a certain amount of
unintentional exaggeration In manyof the current statements with
regard to the pernicious effects of
opium smoking, bet without a wan-
ton disregard of evidence which:
we have daily before our eyes, we
can by no means say that it 1s a
harmless, much less a beneficial
habit.”

Lhe Chrysanthemum. April, 1683. Yokohama.
tars series of this Periodien] im-
proves with each successive nuniber.
The number for April presents its
readers with a choice and varied
table of contents. The History of
Japanese Keramics, and the story of
the House of Kurada are continued
trom the previons No. by Captain
Brinkley R.A. There are a number
of papers by new contributors. An
article by C.S. Eby on Christianity
and other religions will attract the
attention of many readers. It is
the fifth lecture of 2 course of six

in number by the anthor in the
Meijt Kwaido, Tokio, during the
first three months of 1883. W hile
all.the statements of the author
may not be accepted, he presents
a very clear and strong argument
in support of the theory that
Christianity is a divinely revealed
religion and is suited to the wants
of mankind. ‘There is a very
appreciative ‘In memoriam” of a
Missionary recently deceased, the
Rev. Dr. Kreeker, from U.S.A.
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HOW FAR SHOULD THE CURRICULUMS OF WESTERN SCHOOLS.
AND THE WESTERN METHODS OF EDUCATION BE

ADOPTED IN CHINA ?®
By Bey. D.C. McCay.

{ DO not know how nearly the methods of education in Europeand Great Britain agree with those of the United States of
America. { take it for granted that the dissimilarity is not great,
and that the results do not greatly differ in the different countries.
If, therefore; in discussing the question before us, J make more.
especial reference to the schools of the United States and their
methods, it will be because I am better acquainted with these.

What, then, are these schools, these studies, and these
methods? And how far should they be adopted in China ?

J. There is a grade known in the United States as Common
Scpoots. These are mtended to furnish instruction in all the
elementary branches of learning. In the Umted States these
schools are supported by taxation and are free to all classes. They
have been an inestimable blessiug to the country. Some Common
School system should be adopted in‘China as soon as practicable, and
as far as possible throughout the Empire. Ali the children of the
land, without distinction of sex, and irrespective of the varying
conditions of mch and poor, high and low, should have free access
to these schools. In them the pupils should be taught spelling,
reading and riding in their native tongue; arithmetic, with the
Arabic system of notation, as the key to all future development in
science and exchange; and the history of their own and other lands.
Iam prepared to say, too, that it would be a blesssing to this.
country, if the English language were taught in all these primary
* Rend before the Peking Missionary Association and published in the Recorder at.

the request of the Editor.
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schools. Iam well aware of the fact that many who think the
English language should be introduced into some of the higher
schools, have not advocated its being taught also in the schools of
the lower grades; but my plan would be to give it a place in the
primary schools-and. continue it through all the higher departments.
The best scholars in any language will generally be those who
Began 16 in their’ earher years. It would be impracticable, of
course, wmediately on the adoption of this system of education, to
introduce the English, or any other foreign language, into these
schools. But, were the government and the people so disposed, it
might be introduced into many of them—say into one of the schools
in each of the capitals of all the provinces, and later into the larger
District cities, and still later into all’ the schools throughout the
empire. How the teachers for these schools may be secured
I will have a suggestion or two to make further on. In this place
I only wish to urge the importance of the Enghsh language toa
people like the Chinese. [ do not here enter upon the discusston of
the question whether the English, considered in itself alone, is 4
language superior to the Chinese. I do not doubt its imberent
superiority. But this is not the main reason why [ would urge ts
adoption by this people. The chief reason, is, that by >ts adoption,
this nation would fink its cultural progress with that of the Lnglish
TAGES. The eminence of these races in the career of modern
civilization, in literature, im science, and m art none of us will
doubt. If the people of China could be led to adopt and speak the
English language, they would, by so doing, unite their destiny, So
far as civilization is concerned, with the English speaking races.
The gain to China would be incalculable. The inexhaustible mine
of our marvellous English hterature would be opened. to this people
and would pour its store of wealth into the lap of the nation.

But in advocating this scheme, you must not by any means,
understand me as saying I am in favor of an exchange of the
Baglish for the Chinese by this people. The object in bringing in.
the English would not be to drive out, or supersede, but to enrich,
their own language. And 1 would be most unwilling to accept
any plan for the advancement of culture in China which did not
keep this in view. The masses can best—perhaps I should say,
san only, be reached through their own native speech, and the
object should be to ennoble and enrich i by accessions of strength
and beauty from a literature like the English, until it becomes
itself a means for the increase of culture.

What other language can accomplish this result for China
It has been well said that “in no language has a pyramid of litera-
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ture, s0 high, 50 broad, so deep so wondrous, been erected, as in
the English. In no other language are there such storied memories
of the past. No other nation has wrestled, like the English, with
Men and Truth and Time and everything great and difficult; and no
language, accordingly, is so full of all experiences and utterances,
human and divine. Like that preat world-book, the Bible, which
has done so much to ennoble and purify it, if has an equipment
for its special office as the bearer of that book to all nationa,
grand and beautiful in its adaptations to the wants of universal
humanity... Before it as before the ideas which it bears like
a, flaming sword against all forms of oppression and despotism,
the world everywhere bends in submission; and it is fast stamping
ita own enduring impress and enforcing its laws of personal and
social life, on every part of the world, civilized and savage.’”*

9. After the Common Schools, there should be a Aigher grade
for those who are fitted for, and desire, a higher education. The
course of study in this grade should include the elements of science
and mathematics, the study of foreign languages, history, geogra-
phy, and literature. Schools of this kind should be organized m
the more important centres of the empire, and should be multiplied
as fast as the supply of suitable candidates will justify.

8. There should be institutions of a still more advanced
character, tx which the highest general cullure shouia be green. Such
students as desire to enter some learned career or profession, or
some of the higher branches of the government service should find
their highest aspirations and needs met here. ‘These institutions
should correspond to the Colleges of the United States and Great
Britain.

4. There should be fechnical schools in which the students might
find instruction in the various professions and arts. Ths Chinese
are largely an agricultural people; but they have also large
maritime interests. They have a coast line of vast extent, One
of the mightiest rivers in the world is theirs. Sweeping through
their immense territory, it receives many tributartes both from the
northern and southern provinces, and bears on its bosom the
commerce ef more than 150,000,000 of people. For such a people
navigation can not fail to be an important stady. In such schoole
it could be taught, as also the-use of the essential instruments and
the methods in use in its practical application. In these schoois
also should be trained engineers in the art of building roads, rail-
ways, bridges, steam-engines, aud various kiuds of machinery.

iSa

® Dwight's “Modern Philology,” firet sories. p. 136-9.
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Western countries have estabhshed such schools and have found
them an woportant factor in the progress of their civilization.
China’s circumstances demand the organization of some such
schools,

5. In connection with the mstruction in navigation there should
be established an Astronomical Observatory, by which the elements
necessary to the science of theoretical and physical astronomy may
be ascertained, and upon the establishment of which must depend the
accurate measurement and publication of time; and mm connection
with the Colleges to.which I have referred under the third head,
should be erected Afuseums, in which may be gathered the various
collections which illustrate science and the arts. Specimens of the
minerals, rocks, timbers, and useful products, as well as examples
of the manufacturing skill of the country, should be brought
together here for instruction and comparison. T'o secure the best
results in education such an observatory and such museums will be
as necessary for China as for other countries.

6. Then, lastly, there should be, what are known in the United
States as Normal Schools for the special trainmg of teachers. OF

the different grades of schools [ have here mentioned and recom-
mended for China, this is by no means the least »mportant. In the
normal schoo! the teacher is drilled for his difficult and responsible
work. He is to be a teacher of science, and he is received into
Jabratories and instructed in the use of apparatus and in the methods
of illustrating the subjects he is to teach by appropriate experiments.
There are some considerations which make the founding of a num-
ber of such schools in this country, of the utmost importance to
China. The normal school will be the “ sine gua non” of the system
{am here recommending. The first requisite for their efficiency
and success will be to provide an efficient corps of professors and
teachers. Teaching 1s an art, an art by no means easily acquired.
In Western lands you will occasionally meet with a born teacher; a
few rare women, and a jess number of men, there are, who, with
httle special traming, take naturally to this work and make success-
ful teachers. But the rule is, that there is no short cut, that there
are no easy steps to emineuce, or even success, in this calling.
In China the born feachers are yet unborn, and the trained ones are
exceedingly rare. The reason is, that “fin this land of uniformity,
all processes in arts and letters are fixed by universal custom,” and
“‘ every step in the process of teaching is determined by unalterable
usuage,” and “the man who sits in the seat of the philosophers has
not yet awakened to the tact that his profession is one which can
allow him the least room for tact and originality.’ The normal
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school will give him a better view both of the truest dignity and
the highest success.

In all these schools, from the lowest to the highest, the
should hold a conspicuous place ; the sublime and ennobling princi-
ples of the Christian religion should be taught, and, with the fewest
possible exceptions, only Christian teachers should be employed.

This in brief, is the system of Western education I would see
introduced and adopted in China, bringing with it the curriculums
of Western Schools, and the methods of teaching used in the West,
with only such modifications as already existing institutions, and
the peculiar circumstances of the case may seem to demand.

I proceed now to show rwAy this should be done. It is a result
to which both the advantages and the defects of the Chinese system
shouid lead. The tormer are not so numerous or so Important as to
require large space in describing them. ‘There is, however, one
capital advantage in their system to which I must call attention. It
is found in their Competitive Examinations. as 1t does
throughout the Empire, into every governmental division and sub-
division, aud being wholly under the contral of the government, it
would be easier, I think, to mtroduce the methods we propose than
if no such system had been tried and were now in vogue in China.
Undoubtedly. it has been a great biessing to the country. For
while it has not orgainzed or sustained any public schools, it has
done much to encourage learning. It is not too much to say that
every private school in the empire, from the days of its first intro-
duction down to the present moment, has been encouraged and
benefited this system.

Now, I think it favorable to our scheme that this system exists
in Chins. Tt will give us a fulcrum on winch to rest that lever by
which we are not only to overturn the mountain of mdifterence and
opposition which is sure to confront us, but by which we shall
af iast hit our enterprise into general acceptance and ultimate

Our plan would be not to fell this giant tree of the centuries,
which sends its roots deep down into its native soil and extends its
mighty arms far and wide over the land. It would be, rather, to
cut off these branches and ingraft upon them the young and
vigorous clons from our Western system, which, not destroying the
life of the ancient stock, would not only soon clothe it with new and
unsurpassed beauty, but vastly merease the quantity and as greatly
inprove the quahty of the iruit it bears. For we would not: dena-
tionalze the Chinese. In giving them a better civilization we would
not do so by sapping the foundations of institutions which have long
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been revered for their local and national associations, and which,
without material change, may be made the best elements of the new
system. Conceding so much to their national self-respect, we will be
doing much to make what is new in our scheme both attractive to
the people and acceptable to the government we would benefit by it.

This system of competitive examinations is the one redeeming
feature of their system and It is much m our favor that we can 80
heartily accept it.

But, besides this, 1 may mention some other favoring circum-
stances. (1) In China pohtical power 1s concentrated. This makes
it easy to promulgate laws. (2) Political divisions are well defined.
These, by their established centres afford organic points from which
organization might easily radiate. (3) The Chinese are eminently
practical people. In consequence of this, their co-operation ought
to be the more easily won.

But I am also to speak of the defects of the Chinese system oi
education. These are neither few nor unimportant. These I find
pointed out in one of the most just, most discriminating, and, at the
same time, most readable books, on Chinese themes, that has yet
fallen under my eye. I refer to Dr. Martin’s “Hanlin Papers ;”
and, if he were not present, I would say I count myself happy in
being able to consult, and shall take pleasure in quoting from, an
authority at once so impartial, so reliable, and ‘so entertaining.

1. One grave defect in the Chinese system is its failure to de-
mand, and so tts failure to secure, for the pupil any home training prior
to his entering schoot. It is the towering fault of their system tnat
it denies to woman the means of making home refined and cultivated.
‘¢ With us the family is the first school..... With us the dawn of
knowledge precedes the use of books, as the rays of morning,
refracted by the atmosphere and glowing with rosy hues, anticipate
the rising sun.’ In China it is all very different. Here the
language of the fireside is not the language of the books;” nor 1s xf
at the mother’s knee that the first impulse to a hterary career is
imparted to the child. With us the family is mace the great source
of the formation of character and the chief instrumentality tor the
training of the young. But here the child’s most impressible years
are allowed to run to waste; for, alas, “the Chinese home is not a
hot-bed for the development of mind.” Dr. Marti asserts that,
‘European children exhibit more thought at five than Chinese
children do at twice that age. I am convinced “this 1s not a
partial judgment, nor is the fact to be accounted for by a ditterence
of race; for in mental capacity the Chinese is not inferior fo the
‘most favored nation.’ ” It is a defect in their educational system.
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9. Another defect of is the denzal to the student the
stimulus of in study. In our system this companion-
ship forme a powerful incentive and is one element of the widely-
oxtending, all pervading influence of our schools. In China we
have nothing of the sort. Here each pupil stands apart; and thus
to the Chinese student are lost the advantages which, in Western
countries, result from the stimulating rivalry of the class-room.
During the earlier years of his school-life, fear, if it be not the only,
is certainly the strongest motive addressed to fhe mind of the
echolar. Severity in the teachers is hence accounted the first virtue.
The effect of it all is to retard development and make the learner
cringing and pliaut for the remainder of his life. Wea see itin
each’ strata of Chinese society, the people in each bending in base
humibty and timid servility to the officials above them.

3. A third defect in their system 18 the undue vrominence they
give to the mentory, to the injury of the other faculties of the mind.
Hardly anything could be more dreary than the years oi the first
stage in the Chinese course of study. ‘The student’s books are in 3
dead language, and, for years, the sounds of their characters convey
absolutely no meaning to his mind. No effort 1s made to impart
life to them by giving the pupil even an occasional glimpse of their
signification. “The whole of this first stage,’ as Dr. Martin
affirms, and as we all know, “is a dead hit of the memory, unalle-
viated by the exercise of any other faculty.”—I am glad to admit
that, under our system, this prominence given to the memory would
prove an advantage, but under éhei's 16 appears to me a cruel evil.

4, It is the misfortune of the Chinese system that “ the primi-
tive form of their speech renders it most difficult to train pupils in
the art of composition.” This is 2 serious draw-back. J confess, uf
i may be allowed to quote from a chapter of my own experience,
I never fully appreciated the beauty of the rules of Etymology,
Syntax, and Prosody for the Latin and Greek languages and for
my own tongue, until 1 came to this Flowery Land and undertook
the study of the Han Wen. I could find nothing im the books on
the principles of Declension or Conjugation. My teacher though
a “Budding Genius,” ao “Promoted Scholar,” and “ Keady for
Office,” anc all that, could bring me little help. J] could not dis-
cover thai their verbs had either “ Roots” or “ Termmations.”
There were no “ Prefixes” to throw light on the darkness. Redu-
plicate and augment my efforts as I might, I could discover neither
‘Augment” nor “ Reduplication.” I could find no “ Tense-signs”
nor even the sign of a tense. My diligent search for “ Flexible
Endings’ ended in nothing.. I opened and closed my prolonged
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investigation without a glimpse of the “‘Affixes,” ‘‘OQpen” or
Nor did I fare better when I made the “ Buphonic,” the

‘“Fimphatic” and the “Anomalous Changes” the objects of my
inquiry. I never could telt when one should come in and another
go out. They all seemed anomalous enough to me, and I gave
over the attempt, feeling it was a clear case of parturient montes
gascetur 2228. T was forced to settle down to the conviction
that Chinese verbs have neither voice, mood nor tense and that
their nouns are innocent of gender, number and person. It was
some relief to know that such profound as Dr. Martin
and Bishop Schereschewsky had made the same discovery. But this
did not render easy this most difficult of the languages of men.
And I am sure the native student, as well as the foreigner, finds
here 2 serious draw-back.

5. Phe mited range of their studies 1s another serious defect im
their system. Their course is copspicuons for what it lacks.
It contains nothing beyond the ‘ Thirteen Classics.” Science and
the arts are wholly ignored. Compare this meager and one-sided
course with that of the higher schools and Colleges of the West—
their name is legion—and what a contrast! A glance at the cata-
logue of any one of the institutions of this kind in the United
States or Great Britain as that of Yale, or Princeton, or Harvard,
or Cornell, or Michigan University, im the former country; or
Oxford or Cambridge, in the latter, for mstance—will reveal a
curriculum containing studies profound enough, and a list long
enough to cause the brain of any but a real lover of learning to
swim. And yet there are thousands of graduates issuing from
these schools every year. These bands of ardent and educated
young men hold the highest vantage-ground, and, leaving their
aima maters well equipt for any service, they go forth to lead the
age in every path of improvement. They vo forth to labor in every
exalted cailing, their wholesome and ample training having fitted
them to ennoble Society, elevate its tastes, purify its relationships,
and dignity its manners.

But how utterly foreign is all this to the Chinese Academician!
And what but this defect in his system of education has placed him
so far in the rear of the world’s great march? The true explanation
is 10 this. For their system has kept bim occupied with words
rather than with things; with letters rather than with science.

6. Another defect of their system is found in the fact that
tt reaches so small a fraction of the population even with this limited
course. Not content with striking off, at a single blow, one half
the population of the empire, in withholding this boon from woman,
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it extends it really to but a small percentage of the more favored
Ses. Taking the average for the towns and rural districts, * the
proportion witt not exceed one ur twenty for the male sex, and one in ten
thousand for the female.” Truly a humiliating state of things ! Wea
had thought the country that can boast the invention of the art
of printing, and those two midiennium plants, the Imperial University
and the Hanlin Academy, would have a better exhibit for the eyes
of the world than that! How does this compare with the United
States, where the ratio of illiteracy is not one in twenty, though
our educational system is not yet an hundred years old f

7. But I come now tu mention what I conceive to be the most
serious defect of the Chinese system. It is what I may call ds #on-
recognition of Gad. I would not too severely blame the people of
Chiua for this. For “faith comes by hearing, and hearing by the
word ot God.” The founders of the system were without that word.
they could not build better than they knew; and this defect of
their system is to be deprecated rather than its authors censured.
Deprecated it must be, m all earnestness: for in the Chinese schools
only Confugius is taught. But, as the learned translator of the
Classics has said, “no light was thrown by Confucius on the
problems of human condition and destiny.” Confucius “ was not
troubled about the origin of man, nor did he seek to know about
his hereafter.” In regard to the doctrine of God, Confucius, as
Dy. Legge shows, came far short of the faith of the older sages.
The influence of his teachings and example stands fully committed
to that species of idolatry which has done more than all else to
dethrone God in China. 1] mean ancestral worship. Jé is thes
exclusion of God from the schools of China that has done more than all
else to check the spnit of inquiry and clog the wheels of progress in
this land. And I see but little hope for a bnghter day—for that
Renaissance for which we all so ardently long—until the faith of the
nation shall be shifted from China’s sage to the world’s Sage and
Savior—from Confucius to Christ. Nor can this great result be
accomplished in any but one way, viz: by making the religion of
the Bible universal thronghout the cmpire. But this is a work m
which the schools of the land must have a prominent part, or it will
be delayed indefinitely. The finger of God’s providence and all the
indices of history point in this direction and teach us this lesson.

These, then, are some of the defects, of the Chinese system of
education, and this the bill of indictment I bring against 1t. ‘The
list might be lengthened, but it is already long enough to condenm
the system, and to show the imperative need of its beimg superseded
by a. better. That better system. is to come from the Christian
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lends of the West. By what means can rf be broughé in, and how far
ean ti be adopted and established tx' China ? Are the questions here
proposed for our discussion: As to the second, i¢ 1s my conviction
that this western system, in all ita main features, ought to be
received and adopted by this country, On its advantages much
might be said. The theme is a tempting one. But in this presence
it is not necessary that I should enlarge; and I proceed to offer
some suggestions as to' the means by which this excellent school
system should: be adopted and mraintained. 1 China.

1, The matter should be taken hold of by both the government
and the people of the country. To secure the highest results the
system should be made universal. The government mast adopt 1%
and mate it its foster-child. Tt will not come hither uninvited, nor
stay long if it find not a warm place in the hearts of both rulers
and ruled.

2. But, since little can be done without organization, education
in China, as in Western lands, should be erected to 2 Department
of State, with its appropriate Minister. This Minister, with the rest
of the Cabinet, should. constitute a Board of Education, from which,
under proper advice, the laws and regulations of the schools might
proceed. Each political division should have its educational pres
dent and each sub-division its’ triple corps of directors. his hoard
should have especial reference to the common schools; but those of
the higher grades’ should also come under us control and be
supported by its fostering care. In order to the existence, and
permanence, as well as efficiency, of such a system of schools, made
thus universal, State action will be indispensable. There will be
room for private effort; and private, local and: ecclesiastical schools
will be supported here, as in other countries, by funds giver for the
purpose by wealthy and public spirited men: and the government
will do well to encourage and foster such by law; for private
however stimulated, will be found to be utterly inadequate
to the wants of a system of schools hkxe this, designed to be
made goneral throughout the nation. Experience has taught thet
universal education must depend on universal taxation, direct or
indirect. When this system is brought to China it will need to
have its reoty in the nattonal revenue, or it will never suceeed m
extending its benign blessings to all classes. itn no other way
e2n education be macle free to all. Hence this government should,
IN orgenizing, or readjusting, its educational system, by a direct
tax upon all its subjects, fair and equal, seek to raise an ample
fund for the support of its schools, to be sacredly set apart for this
sacred purpose.
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This is the system of education we recommend, and this the
plan we suggest to secure its adoption and permanent support. Are
the Chinese people and government ready for it? Not yet. Are
they tending toward it ? Yes; but not as fast as we could wish.

3. What interest, then, have missionaries in this enterprise, and
what can they do to bring about so glorious-a result—fraught with such
unspeakable blessings to this great people? We have, and the
whole missionary body, in this country, has, I think, an unspeak-
able interest in it, and we can do much in preparing the way for the
introduction of this system of education mto China. For, let it be
remembered, the schools we call for (though in them, in the nature
of tne case, the Christian religion can never assume .the position of
@ final cause) are to be Christian Schools, the Bible and the religion
of the Bible both having a kingly place in them. Unless they are
to be such schools the less we have to do in bringing them to China
the better ; for [ have no sympathy with the dogma now taught in
some quarters, “that knowledge is an ultimate good in itself, irres-
pective of its aims, irrespective of the question whether it hag any
aims, and apart from the quality of soul with which it is got and
held.” For “that is a doctrine that terminates in one of two sorts
of heathenism—in intellectual idolatry, or else in scientific materia-
lism.’ We must not forget that knowledge in not the world’s
pavior ; nor that the Kingdom of heaven is not built in the brain;
nor that some of the most intelligent communities that have ever
hved, have been socially and morally the most corrupt. Ancient
Athens, tn its palmy days, was by far the most cultivated city of the
ancient world, and we have much evidence also that it was morally
the most degraded. In modern French history the court of Louis
XIV shone with the splendor of the highest intellectual culture,
and shocks us also by its awful profligacy and licentiousness. Then
it was that “Genius was made a gorgeous glutton, and, existing
only for its own beatitude, cloated over its epicurean mess;” and
“knowledge was adored for its divinity though all the heart-beats
of Society were silenced and though the beauty of the morning
bloomed and brightened across a faithless world 1”

Now it is to prevent the recurrence of such a state of Society
in China that we are called to do a work of momentous importance
in this matter of determining, or helping to determime, the character
of the future educational imstitutions of this country. How shall
we do it? Not by standing aloof, and saying because the school and
the academy are not God’s chief agencies for the conversion of men,

therefore we, 2s missionaries have no interest mm them. Rather we
should regard science as the handmaid of religion, and, if we only
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exalt God and the Bible in the schools, remambering that He puts
& positive value on intellectual activity, and that it is only when
science refuses the companionship of religion that 1f becomes per-
nicious, we may go on multiplying these to the extent of our ability
and need not fear they will fail to subserve the highest mterests of
this nation, bringing in a Christian civilization, and greatly heiping
us, though indirectly it may be, in our chosen work of building up
the Christian Chorch in this Empire.

Just how the Government is to be made to feel the importance
on its part of taking so bold a step, we may not ‘now See, But let
us have faith in God. Let us not try to outrun Providence, nor
lose heart if results seem delayed. Let us possess our souls in
patience. God is shaping this nation’s destmy. If this scheme 1s
of Him it cannot fall to the ground, however chimerical if may now
appear to some. Let us appreciate at its full value, if we can, the
grandeur of the opportunity God has given us. Let us do our parts
well. Let all the schools that we plant—and let us plant as many
as we can sustain—be such as we have here recommended ; schools
where the student shall be developed into the bigest type of man—
@ Christian scholar ;—his three-fold nature—aintellectnal, moral and
religious—having a three-fold culture.

[t is more than possible we may have an important work to do
in preparing the way for this grand result. It may be that the
Christian benevolence and the Christian enterprise of our home
lands will need fo come hither, and found many of these schools,
begining with the lowest and stopping only with the highest; and.
test here, on China’s own soil, the wisdom of the scheme, giving
both government and people the most tangible proof of its great
ufihty. Especially may it be that this object shall be best advanced
and that this demonstration shal] be best made by fonnding a con-
siderable number of Norma? Schools, by trained Christian mon from
the United States and Great Britain, in which the best native Chris-
tian minds, both male and female, shall be qualified for the high
and responsible office of Teacher. It will be of the utmost mpor-
tance that Christiamty lead the way in this enterprise, so that the
eulture and the civilization of the new era shall be a Christan
culture and a Christian civilization. Especially let us never for-
get that, while Christianity and science can never be divorced,
the latter owes far more to the former than the former does to
the latter.

It is only in this way that we shall see a glorious, spiriinal
Church and the highest type of civilization growmg up together
in China.
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THE APOSTOLIC METHOD OF PREACHING THE GOSPEL AS
PRESENTED IN THE ACIS OF THE APOSTLES AND

IN THE EPISTLES.
By An EVANGELIST. |

ISSIONARIES are not the successors of the Apostles in their
distinctive work of bearing witness to the resurrection of

Christ by signs and wonders and miracles of healing. But they are
mm common with their follow ministers of Christ in Christian lands,
successors to the Apostles as Preachers of the Gospel to their fellow
men. They are especially successors of the Apostles as they are
preachers of the Gospel among the heathen.

For the reason that the work we are engaged in is in some
respects nearly identical with that in which some of the Apostles
were engaged, their example and their methods of works, so far as
they are made known to us, have a special mterest for us. They are
of special importance to us, because they are an authoritative puide
tO us In Our work when it 1s prosecuted under similar circumstances
to those under which they performed theirs. But that we may
better understand the statements of their methods of work, and the
specimens of their preaching which have come down to us, it is im-
portant to understand their conception of their office and of the work
they had to do; their conception of the character and condition of
mankind to whom they were sent as well as of fhe message which
they were authorized and commissioned to bear to their follow men ;
all these ports have an intimate and necessary connection with the
manner in which they discharged the duties of their office.

First then we are to consider for a moment their conception of
their office, and the work they had to do.

We will arrive at a correct understanding of these points by
ycferring to the commission of our Lord to his disciples and their
conception of this command.

In commissioning his disciples our Blessed ‘Lord and Saviour
said, “‘All power is given to me im heaven and on ear fli. Go ye
therefore and teach all nations, baptizing them into the name of the
Father, and of the Son, and of the Holy Ghost; Teaching them to
observe all things whatsoever I have commanded you; and, lo,
IT am with you alway, even unto the end of the world. Amen.
Matt. xxvmi. 18, 19, 20. And again its reads as given in Maik,
‘¢ He said unto them Go ye into all the world and preach the Gospel
to every creature. Ue that believeth and is baptized shall be saved ;
but he that believeth not shall be damned.” Mark xvz. 15, 16,
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Luke records a part of our Blessed Lord’s instructions thus,
sania unto them thus it is written aud thus it behocoved Canst to
suffer, and to rise from the dead the third dey; and that repentance
and remission of sin’s should be preached among al! nations begin-
ming at Jerusalem.” Luke, xxiv. 46, 47.

The.Apostle Paul expresses his conception of the high calling
thus, “Now then we are Ambassadors for Christ, as thongh God did
beseech you by us; we pray you in Christ’s stead, be ye reconciled to
God.” 2 Cor. xr. 20. Peter, on the day of Pentecest having received
the promised gift of the Holy Spirit said unto them, “ Repent and be
baptized every one of you in the name of Jesus Christ for the
remission of sins, and ye shal) recaive the gift of the Holy Ghost
and with many other words did he testify and exhort, saying save
yourselves from this untoward generation.” Acts m. 38-40, and
again. “This is the stone which is set at nought cf you builders,
which 1s become the head of the corner. Neither is there salvation
in any other; for there is none other name-under heaven piven
among men whereby we must be saved.” Acts mi. 11, 12.

The Apostle Paul again says, “I am debtor both to the Greeks,
and to the Barbarians; both to the wise, and to tae unwise. So, as
much as in me is, I am ready to preach the Gospel to you who are at
Rome also. For I am not ashamed of the Gospel of Christ; for 1 1s
the power of God to Salvation to every oxe that bsheveth; to the
Jew first and also to the Greek. For therein is the righteousness of
God revealed from faith to faith, as it is written the Just shall live by
faith.” Rom. 1. 14-17-18-25. And again we have a further expression
of the conception of the Apostles as given in Acts v. 29-32, inclusive.

These passages of the word of God in which ave recorded the
commission as given by our Lord and Saviour, and the conception
of the representative Apostles as expressed by themselves plainly
teach us these great principles and truths in regard to the points
under consideration. ‘The Gospel is a remedial measure provided by
God, of his own infinite love and mercy for lost and ruined sinners
who are justly under his righteous condemnation. Second, that the
authorized and commissioned Ministers ot the Gospel are sent by
God as his Ambassaclors to condemned sinners to make known to
them the conditions of pardon and reconcihation; and to persuade
them to accept of these offers of mercy and deliverance. Third, these
passages teach that men are sinners againt God having transgressed
his holy and righteous law and are thereby justly exposed to its awful
penalty. Fourth, that besides the name of Jesus, whom God has
appointed the only Mediator between God and man, there is no other
name under heaven given among men whereby they can he saved.

[July-
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The subject of present inquiry is how the Apostles, who bore
such a high comuission on a matter of such transcendent importance
to their fellow men and one attended with such far reaching
consequences, carried out their divinely given instructions.

Let us examine the statements of the Apostle Paul im regard
to his manner of pursuing his work in one of the most important
fields of the many in which he labored.. Corinth may be accepted
as a lair representative of the cities im which missionary labors
are carnmed on now. It 1s thus described in Harper’s Cyelopoadia of
Biblical, Theological and Ecclesiatical Literature, at the time of
Paul’s visits and labors then. “Corinth was a place of great
mental activity, as well as of commercial and manufacturing
enterprise. lta wealth was so celebrated as to be proverbial ;
so were the vice and profligacy of its inhabitants. The worship of
Venus here was attended with shameful licentionsness. All these
points are indirectly illustrated by passages in the two Epistles to
the Corinthians.” Vol. a. p. 508. “The statements which are tound
incidentally in these episties as well as other contemporaneous history
make known to us that the people of this wealthy and idolatrous
city had many characteristics in common with the people of the
cities in China and Japan and India. They were idolaters, they
hed letters and systems of Philosophy, and they had a certain
degree of civilization and culture. It is therefore very, instructive
te us to know how the Apostle of the Gentiles, who had been
ecucated m the irrecian Philosophy in the achools of Uilicia, as well
asin the Rabbinical lore of Jerusalem, made known the Gospel to
the people of Corinth. Many would tell us that he would seek
to secure @ hearing for the Gospel by discoursing to them of the
prevailing views of philosophy, by a display of his learning in the
various sciences, and thus finding some common ground m science
and religior where he and bis hearer could meet. But fortunately
forthe interests of truth we have the Apostle’s own account cf his
roethod im preaching to them. He says; “I, brethren, when |
came to you, came not with the excellency of speech or of wisdom,
declaring unto you the testimony of God. For I determined
not to know anything among you, save Jesus Christ, and him
crucified. And I was with you in weakness and m fear, and im
much trembling. And my speech and my preaching was not with
enticing words of man’s wisdom, but in demonstration of the
Spirit dnd of power.” 1 Cor. mn. 1-4. The Apostles here states
the matter both negatively what ho did not do, and positively what
ne dia do. He did not attempt to lead them to the knowledge of
the Gospel by the excellency of speech, or of human wisdom,.and
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he, of set purpose and for sufficient reasons, determined to know
nothing among them but Jesus Christ and him crucified. The
reasons for this determination were fully considered and were of
great copency. He says “ For after that in the wisdom of God the
world by wisdom knew not God, it pleased (tod by the foolishness
of preaching to save them that believe. l Vor. x. 21. By “the
foolishness of preaching”. we are fo understand preaching that
which the world considers foolishness; the gospel in its offer of
pardon and salvation to sinful men. This is to the men of the
world foolishness. They consider it inefficacious to effect any good
result.—They seek after something which comports to their ideas
of the fitness .of things and the proprieties of life, and which is
adapted to commend itself to human reason; or as the Apostle
expresses It in regard to the two great classes of mankind, “ For
the Jews requireasign and the Greeks seek after wisdom.” He also
states how these two different classes of men, with their different
mental characteristics, regard the plan of salvation through a
a crucified redeemer—" unto the Jews 1b is a stumbling block and
to the Greaks it is foolishness.” Io those who are self-righteous
and trustful in their own good works it is a ground of offense,
of stumbling ; and to those who are wedded to human learning and
to various systems of philosophy, it is foohshness. But unto them
which are called, both Jews and Gentiles, Chnst crucified is the
power of God, and the wisdom of God. Becauze that which is of
God, thongh regarded by men as foolishness, is wiser than any
thing which man in his boasted wisdom has devised or can propose.

In this succint statement of the subject matter of his preaching,
*t determined not to.know anything among you save Jesus Christ
and him crucified” Paul is not to be understood in any narrow sense
which would exclude every thing else but this one pout. lt must
of course be understood that this was the great central doctrine of
the religion which he taught; and ‘thet in connection with this great
theme he discoursed of all the other doctrines o£ the Christian system
which are affiliated with this and which have a natural and lopical
relation to and connection with it. Some of these affiliated truths
are these; the existence of one God, the creator and Ruler of men,
who is possessed of such moral attributes as makes him the rewarder
of the good and the punisher of evil, who is merciful and com-
passionate, ready to forgive transgression and sin: that sin is the
transgression of law and merits the punishment which God has
appointed to it; that man has trangressed the law of God, and 1s
therefore exposed to his righteous displeasure, and to the penalty of
the law; that man is unable by any works of righteousness which he.
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himself can do to make atonement for sin or commend himself to
the favor and forgiveness of God; but, that God of lis own free
and unmerited grace has provided a plan for man’s redemption in
that he has given his own dear son to die on the cross for man’s
redemption, and that now mercy and a free pardon are offered to
condemned sinners through Jesus Christ and him crucified; that there
is to be a future judgment, whon the righteous will be rewarded
and the wicked will be punished; that these are the doctrmes
which are all “negessarily implied by the great theme Christ and
him crucified” can be easily verified by an examination of Paul's
lipistle to the Romans whero he has set forth the doctrines connected.
with the cross in a more connected and systematic manner than ho
has done in the Epistles to the Corimthians. In the Epistle to the
Romans hein the same clear and decided manner expresses his
adherence to the cross of Christ when he says, “T am not ashamed
of the Gospel of Christ, for it is the power of God to salvation to
every one that believeth.” Rom. 1. 16. We seldom realize tha
moral courage that was implied in making this declaration. Paul was
writiug to the Christians resident in the Imperial City of the Roman
Hmpire. It was the seat of the greatest human power, and of
the display of all human greatness and wealth; it gave law and rule
to alt the serrounding nations; from it went forth the mighty legions
that carried out the commands of the mighty Emperor, while the
followers of Jesus were despised and counted as the offscouring of
the earth. It was under these circumstances that Paul, m the deep
conviction of the divine origin of the Gospel and of its mighty
efficiency for the regeneration of a lost world, declared the deep
feeling and conviction of his heart, I am not ashamed of the-Gospel
of Christ which, notwithstanding that all humanly devised schemes
have utterely failed, and though during these four thousand years
the efforts of man’s wisdom to renovate lost men have only resulted
in mankind sinking into lower depths of depravity and wicked-
ness—(which depths he proceeded most graphically to depict)
he declared this doctrine of a crucified Saviour “was the power of
God to salvation,” not only to the individual soul but also to the
renovation of a depraved and sinful world.

The Apostie then presents in this Epistle, in a most masterly
style, his views of the doctrines which are connected with and
embraced in “the Gospel of Christ.” [ hold that “the Gospel of
Christ” in Romans is an expression equivalent to “Christ and him
crucified” in the Epistle to the Cormtinans. The first fearful state-
ment reads thus, ‘(Top the wrath of God is revealed from heaven
against all ungodliness and unrighteousness of men, who hold the
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truth in unrighteousness; Because that which may be known of
God is manifest in them; for God hath shewed 7% unto them.
For the invisible things of him from the creation of the world
are clearly seen, being understood by the things that are made, eren
his eternal power and Godhead; so that they are without excuse :
Because that, when they knew God, they glorified Aim not as God,
neither were thankful; but became vain in their imagination, and
their foolish heart wag darkened. Professing themselves to he
wise, they became fools, and changed the glory of the uncorruptible
God into an image made like to corruptible man, and to birds, and
four-footed beasts, and creeping things. Wherefore God also gave
them up to uncleanness, through the lusts of their own hearts, to dis-
honour their own bodies between themselves: Who change the truth
of God into a hie, and worshipped and served the creature more
than the Creator, who is blessed, for ever. Amen.” Rom. 3. 18-25.

The Apostle then argues with a cogency of reasoning that
cannot be answered that man’s sinfulness and depravity are the
natural and legitimate results of his apostacy from God, and wilful
following of his own sinful desires and then he proceeds to show
that God in his holy displeasure against sin and the sinful conduct of
men must punish it, while at the same time he rewards the righteous.

“* But we are sure that the judgment of God is according to
truth against them which commit such things. And thinkest thou
this, O man, that judgest them which do such things, and doest the
same, that thou shalt escape the judgement of God f Or despisest
thou the riches of his goodness and forbearance and longsuffering ;
not knowing that the goodness of God leadeth thee to repentance ?
But, atter thy hardness and impenitent heart, treasurest up unto
thyself wrath against the day of wrath and revelation of the
righteous judgment of God; Who will render to every man accord-
ing to lis deeds: Vo them who by patient continuance in well
doing seck for glory and honour and immortality, eternal life: But
unto them that are contentious, and do not obey the trath, but obey
unrighteousness, mdignation and wrath, tribulation and anguish,
upon every soul of man that doeth evil; of the Jew first, and also of
the Gentile; But glory, hononr, and peace, to every man that worketh
good: to the Jew first, and also to the Gentile: For there is no
respect of persons with Ged. For as many as have sinned without
law shall also perish without law; and as many as have simned in
the law shal? be judged by the law; (For not the hearers of the
law are just before God, but the doers of the law shall be justified.
For when the Gentiles, which have not the law, do by nature the
things contained im the law, these, having not the law, are a lew
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unto themselves: Y¥ hich shew the work of the law written in their
hearts, their conscience also bearing witness, and their thoughts the
meanwhile accusing or else excusing one another); In the day when
God shall judge the secrets of men by Jesus Christ according to my
(rospel.”” Rom.n. 2 to 16.

In answer to some self-righteous Jews who ‘contended that he
was without sin, the apostle replies to his contention, ‘“‘What then ?
Are we better than they? No, in no wise, for we hava before proved
both Jews and Gentiles that they are all under sin.’ When an
objector suggests that 1b would be unjust in God fo punish sin,
he asks with a vehemence which arises from a sense of the infinite
holiness and justice of God's nature, “Is God unrighteous who
taketh vengeance! (I speak as a man) God forbid, for then how
shall God judge the world.” Rom. m. 7,8. When any one would
contend that men could be justiiied in the sight of God, he presents
the testimony of the sacred Scriptures in regard to the moral
character of men m the sight of as follows, “AS it is written,
There is none righteous, no, not one: ‘There is none that under-
standeth, there is none that seeketh after God. They are all gone
out of the way, they are together become unprofitabie; there 1s none
that doeth good, no, not one. Their throat 7s an open sepulchre ;
with their tongues they have used deceit; the poison of asps zs under
their hips: Whose mouth és full of cursing and bitterness: Their feeb
are swilt to shed blood: Destruction and misery ave im their ways:
And the way of peace have they not known: There is no fear of God
before their eyes. Now we know that what things soever the law
saith, it saith to them who are under the law: that every mouth
may be stopped, and all the world may become guilty before God.
Therefore by the deeds of the law there shall no flesh be justified in
his sight: for by the law is the knowledge of sm.” Rom. rrr. 10-20.

The Apostle, having thus, by the accumulative testimony of
his own observation as to the conduct and character of all classes of
men shown the depravity of their hearts, and the sintulness of
their hves, by the witness of thew own consciences fo their own
ili deserts, and by the declarations of God’s word, proceeds to show
that when in this state of condemnation by reason of their trans-
gression of a holy law they can not be released from that state of
condemnation by anything which they themselves cando; and then
explains the plan of redemption through the merits of a properiy
appointed and accepted substitute. In this connection there follows
properly and logically a statement of the character and quahifica-
tions of an acceptable substitute for a sinner and by whom alone
he could be appointed. The Apostle declares “there is only one
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mediator between God and men, the man Christ Jesus; who gave
himself a2 ransom for all.” 1 Tim. 1. 9, 6. The Apostle propounds
the doctrine of a substitue suffering in the room and place of a
transgressor, and thus purchasing his exemption from the just
deserts of his conduct, as one which is accepted among mankind.
He dilates upon the entire sufficiency of Jesus Christ to be the
redeemer of men in that he was holy and perfect, as God man, and
thus capable, in his human nature, of suffering, and by reason of
his divine nature these sufferings possessing infinite value in mak-
ing atonement for the sins of men m whose place he stood, and for
whom he suffered. When some would call in question the efficacy
of such a plan of justification by such an all glorious and sufficiunt
Saviour he exclaims im the vehemence of his convictions, and the
assurance of bis confidence, “‘and whom he called, them he also
justified: and whom he justified, them he also glonfied. What shall
we then say to these things? It God 6e for us, who can be against
usf Hethat spared not his own Son, but dehvered him up for
us all, how shall he not with him also freely give us all things f
Who shall lay any thing to the charge of God’s elect? divs God
that justifieth. Who is he that condemneth f dé is Christ that died,
yea rather, that is risen again, who is even at the mght hand of
Ged, who also maketh intereession for us.” Rom. vi. 30-34.

The Apostle frequently reiterates the statement, of the future
and general judgment as a truth commonly accepted among men ;
but he also nore fully states the particular nature of ihe general
judgment wich would be held in the presence of all men, with the
Lord Jesus Christ as the judge of the quick and dead at the last
day, according to the appointment of the great God. ‘Because ha
hath appointed a day, in which he will judge the world in righteous-
ness by that man whom he hath ordained. Acts xvi. 31, also
Kom. If. 16 and rry. 10. 2 Cor. v. 1G.

As immediately connected with the final judgment, the Apostle
makes the most oxphcit statement that he had declared unto the
Corinthians the doctrine of the resurrection of the dead as a part of
the Gospel which he preached unto them. 1 Vor. xv. 1} to 32.

Moreover, brethren, I declare unto you the gospel which J
preached unto you, which also ye have received, and wherein ye
stand; by which also ye are saved, 1f ye keep in memory what I
preached unto you, unless ye have believed in vain. Kor 1 delivered
unto. you first of all that which | also received, how that Christ died
for our sins according to the Scriptures; and that he was buried,
and that he rose again the third day according to the Scriptures:
and that he was seen of Cephas, then of the twelve: after that, he

July-
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was seen of above five hundred brethren at once; of whom the
greater part remain unto this present, but some are fallen asleep.
After that, he was seen of James; then of all the apostles. And
last of all he was seen of me also, as of one born out of due time.
Tor [ am the least of the apostles, that am not meet to be called an
apostle, because I persecuted the church of God. But by the grace
of God Lam what I am: and his grace which was bestowed upon me
was not in vain; bué I laboured more. abundantly than they all: yet
not I, but the grace of God which was with me. Therefore whether
éé vere I or they, so we preach, and so ye believed. Now if Christ
be preached that he rose from the dead, how say some among you
that there is no resurrection of the dead ? Bui if there be no résur-
rection of the dead, then is Christ not risen: and if Christ be not
risen, then is our preaching vain, and your faith is also vain. Yea,
and we are found false witnesses of God ;. because we have testified
of God that he raised up Christ: whom he raised not up, if so be
that the dead rise not. lor if the dead riso not, then is not Christ
raised: and if Christ be not raised, your faith us vain; ye are yet in
your sins, Then they also which are fallen asleep in Christ are
perished. If in this life only we have hope in Christ, we are of all
men most miserable. But now is Christ risen from the dead, and
become the firstfruits of them that slept. For since by man cane
death, by man came also the resurrection of the dead. For as in
Adam all die, even so in Christ shall all be made alive. But every
man in his own order: Christ the firstfruits; afterward they that
are Christ’s at his coming. Then cometh the end, when he shall
have delivered up the kingdom to God, even the Father; when he
shall have put down all rule, and all authority and power. For he
must reigu, till he hath put all enemies under his feet. The Jast
enemy t/t shall be destroyed is death. Jor he hath put all things
under his feet. But when he saith, All things are put under him, ié
ts manifest that he 1s excepted, which did put all things under him.
And when all things shall be subdued unto him, then shali the Son
also himself be subject unto him that put all things under him, that
God may be all in all: Else what shall they do which are baptized
for the dead, if the dead rise not at all? Why are they then
baptized for the.dead ? And why stand we in jeopardy every hour?
I protest by your rejoicing which J have in Christ Jesus our Lord,
I die daily. If after the manner of men I have fought with beasts
at Ephesus, what advantageth it me, if the dead rise not? let us eat
and drink ; for to morrow we die.”

The Apostle having declared it as a doctrine of the Gospel of
Jesus Christ that all men shall rise again, proceeds to explain how
this wondrous event shall be accomplished. t Cor. xv. 85-57.
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“Bub some man will say, How are the dead raised up?
with what bedy do they coms! Thou fool, that which thou sowest
ig nob quickened, except it die: and that which thou sowest, thou
sowest not that body that shall be, but bare grain, it may chance
of wheat, or of some other grain: But God giveth it a body as it
hath-pleased him, and to every seed lis own body. Al! flesh és
not the same flesh: but there is one kind of flesh of men, another
flesh of beasts, another of fishes, and another of birds. There are
also celestial bodies, and bodies terrestrial: but the glory of the
celestial 7s one, and the glory of the terrestrial 7s another. There
ts one glory of the sun, and another glory of the moon, and
another glory of the stars; for one star differeth from another star in
glory. So also ts the resurrection of the dead. It is sown in
corruption, 16 1s raised in 1ncorruption: It is sown in dishonour, 1 is
raized in glory: it 1s sown in weakness, 1 18 raised in power : It is
sown a natural body, 1t 1s raised a spiritual body. There is a natural
body, and there 1s a spiritual body. And so itis written, The first
man Adam was made a living soul; the last Adam was made a,
quickening spirit. Howbeit that was not first which is spiritual, but
that which is natural; and afterward that which is spiritual. The
first man is of the earth, earthy: the second man zs the Lord from
heaven. As ts the earthy, snch ave they also that are earthy: and
as 7¢ the heavenly, such ae they also-that are heavenly. And as we
have borne the image of the earthy, we shall also bear the image of
the heavenly, Now this I say, brethren that flesh and blood cannot
inherit the kingdom of God; neither doth corruption inherit
incorruption. Behold, I shew you a mystery; We shall not all
sleep, but we shall all be changed, in a moment, in the twinkling
of an eye, at the last trump: for the trumpet shali sound, and
the dead snall be raised incorruptible, and we shall be changed.
For this corruptible must put on mecorruption, and this mortal sus
put on immortality. So when this corruptible shall have put on
incorrupfion, and this mortal shail have put on immortality, then
shall be brought to pass the saymg that is written, Death is
swallowed up in victory. QO death, where is thy sting? O grave,
where is thy victory £ The sting of death is sm; and the strength
of sin ee the law. But thanks be to God, which giveth us the victory
through our Lord Jesus Christ.”

We have thus presented from the Apostle’s own writings his
statement of the system of truths which he considered as compre-
hended in the expression ‘The Gospel of Christ’ and ‘ Christ and
him crucified.’ From the narratives and connection of the state-
ments concerning his preaching, it would appear that he declared
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these truths without any previous instruction or circumlocution.. He
stated them as truths which were of the highest moment for the
hearers to know, and which they could understand and accept or
reject. And he did this in the sincere belief that these truths were
the power of God to salvation to all those who believe. Wo know
by the results which followed his preaching that his expectations
were realized and that multitudes everywhere received the truths
which he preached to their own eternal salvation.

We are often referred to one of the Apostle Paul’s discourses
as teaching us a very different plan and style of addressing ‘a
heathen audience from that which we have drawn out as pursued
by him. This is his very remarkable discourse to the Philosophers
and the intelligent citizens of Athens as they were gathered on
Mars Hill, and reads thus; Acts xvm. 22 to 34. “Then Paul stood
in the midst of Mars’ hill, and said, Ye men of Athens, I perceive
that in all thimgs ye are too superstitions. Hor as I passed by,
and beheld your devotions, I found an altar with this inscription,
TO THE UNKNOWN GOD. Whom therefore ye ignorantly
worship, him declare I unto you. God that made the world and
all things therein, seeing that he is Lord of heaven and earth,
dwelleth not in temples made with hands; Neither 2s worshipped
with men’s hinds, as though he needed any thing, seeing he piveth
to all life, and breath, and all things; And hath made of one
blood all nations of men for to dwell on all the face of the earth,
aud hath determined the times before appointed, and the bounds of
their habitation: That they should seek the Lord, 1f haply they
might feel after him, and find him, though he bs not far from every
one of us: For in him we live, and move, and have our being; as
certain also o£ your own poets have said, For we are also his offspring.
Forasmuch then as we are the offspring of God, we ought not to
think that the Godhead is hke unto gold, or silver, or stone, graven
by art and man’s device. And the times of this ignorance God
winked at; but now commandeth all men every where to repent:
Because he hath appointed a day, in the which he will judge the
world in righteousness by thaé man whom he hath ordained ; whereof
he hath given assurance unto all men, in that he hath raised him
from the dead. And when they heard of the resurrection of the
dead, some mocked : and others said, Wo will hear thee again of this

So Paul departed from among them. Hovwhbeit certain men
clave unto him, and believed: among the which sas Dionysius the
Areopagite, and a woman named Damaris, and others with them.”

There are two points to which we are often pointed to show
that Pau) was very indulgent to the heathen idolatries and that he
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would use their own books to help the effectiveness of his addresses.
The courtcousness with which he opened his address was character-
istic of the Apostle when he commenced an address, whether ho
was speakiug to the Sanhedrim in Jerusalem or to an infuriated
mob from whose hands he has been rescued by the military com-
mander, or the Roman governor ai Caosarea, he always spoke ia tho
language of courtesy. ‘T'o the crowd m Jerusalem he said ‘ Men,
brethren and Fathers, hear ye my defence.” When brought before
the council Paul earnestly beholding the council said “‘Men and
brethren.” pome of these may have been fellow students with
him at the feet of Gamalicl and they all regarded him with intense
hatred. When ealled to answer before Felix ho said “for
as much as I know that thou hast been for many years a judge
tn this nation, I do the more cheerfully answer for myself.”
Acts xxiv. 10. And when summoned before King Agrippa he
answered, “I think myself happy King Agrippa, because I shall
answer for myself this day before thee touching all the things
whereof I am accused of the Jews, especially because I know thee
to be expert in all the customs and questions which are among the
ews,” Acts xxv. 2, 3. And when rudely mterrupted and insulted
by the governor who said “Paul thou art beside thyself,” he replied,
‘“‘l am not mad, most noble Festus,” xxvi. 24, 20. Panl should
serve, as 2 model in regard to courtesy in addresing an audience at
all times. In the address now under consideration he wisely
improved an incident that met bis attention when walking the
streets of Athens to arrest their attention and secure a heariug for
the trnth he songht to present to them im regara to the one and
cnly true God; for the inscription on the altar proved that by their
own admission, there was a God whom they did not-know. Ava he
declared he was abies to make this God known to them; thus he had
a claim to be heard as they were ever ready to hear some new thing.

In the prosecution of his discourse, with a tact which never
failed him, he quoted one of their own poets, by whose statement of a
truth of the carly revelation to mankind and which had come down by
tradition, tha ‘man is the offpring of God” he set before them the
absurdity of the worship of idols, for how could man be the offspring
of the images which his own hands had made ! This address of the
Apostle.does most certamly warrant us missionaries in using every
local incident and every ray of truth that may be found either in
their written books, their poetry, their proverbs, their folk lore, their
usages and forms of worship, to illustrate divine truth or help them
to understand the message of salvation which we bring to- them.
This report of the Apostle’s address on Mar’s Hull to the polished
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and yet idolatrous, is worth the most careful study and imitation of
every missionary in adressing a heathen audience. But so far from:
teaching us that the Apostle on that occasion pursued a different style
from what we have drawn out, we think a careful study of it will
show that he then preached the same Gospel. In the preceding
context we have a statement which makes known to us what had
been the subject of his addresses as he spoke to them in the streets
and market places. Acts rviz. 16-29. Now while Paul waited for
them at Athens, his spirit was stirred in him, when he saw the city ©
wholly given to idolatry. Therefore disputed he in the synagogue

_ with the Jews, and with the devout persons, and in the market daily
with them that met with him. Yhen certain philosophers of the
Epicureans, and of the Stoics, encountered hin. And some said,
What will this babbler say ? Other some, He seemeth to be a setter
forth of strauge gods: because he preached unto them Jesus,
and the resurrection. And they took him, and brought him unto
Areopagus, saying, May we know what this new doctrine, whereof
thou speakest, ts? For thou bringest certain strange things to our

*

ears: we would know therefore what these things mean.”
From this narration itis evident that when he encountered the

Philosophers of the Epicureans and of the Stoics he preached to
them the same divinely appointed message, Jesus and the resurrection,
which he preached at Corinth and at Rome. If there was ever a case
where the Preacher of the Gospel might have sought by a recogni-
tion of some of the teachings of a sect of Philosophers to court
thew good opinion the Stoics had strong claims to such @ recognition.
hat school had exercised a great influence in the world for more
than three hundred years, restraining the corruption of the times and
ij numbered many illustrious men among its followers. “The better
part of Roman Society in both the republican and imperial age,
was profoundly impressed with Stoic doctrine and Stoic discipline.”
Of the teachings of the originator of the sect an admiring follower
said that the had shown “the path to heaven by the way of virtue.”
Zeno “taught his hearers to seek contentment and satisfaction in

gonscious rectitude of thought, feeling and conduct; and to recognize
and discharge faithfully every duty; to condemn indulgences; to resist
temptations. In this system of philosophy were some of the truths
which are in the Christian system. But Paul, instead of referring to
these, presented to them the Gospel, and preached “Jesus and the
resurrection” and s0 came in collision with some of their favorite
doctrines and they designated him “‘a babbler.” Their question,
‘may we know what this new doctrine whereof thou speakest is”
shows that the Apostle had preached the Gospel unto them-even
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though he knew 1t would be considered foolishness by some of those
who heard him. The latter part of this sermon of the Apostle,
though we have only an outline of his discourse, affords to us the
most conclusive proof that the Apostle preached to the intellectual
inhabitants of Athens the very same Gospel that he preached to the
Corinthians and the people of the Imperial city. He declares that
God had only, exercised his forbearance at the sinfulness of the
people, and that now he as the rightful Lord and Ruler of men
commandeth all men every where to repent. It matters not what
may be their condition or character among their fellow men, in the
sight of God. they are sinners and they must repent of their sins ‘and
turn to God in order to be saved. And he then declares to them
clearly the future jadgment of the world by Jesus Christ, and that
the evidence of his appointment to this nigh position is that God
had raised him from the dead. _ The manner in which the preaching
of this doctrine was received was that with which we are aj] familiar
in our own experience in preaching the same doctrines. “And
when they heard of the resurrection of the dead, some mocked.” T

recall to mind an imcident m one of our Mission Chapels. [It was
this. A Native Preacher was preaching salvation by Jesus Christ
the only Saviour, to an audience composed largely of scholars. He
quoted the passage from Mark’s Gospel, ‘© believeth and is
baptized shall be saved, and he that believeth not shall be damned.”’
On the quoting of this text a large part of the audience got up and
went out of the Chapel as expressive of their dissatisfaction with the
statement. Another has also been told to me. A personal Teacher
of a missionary having some letsure days improved the time by going
to hear some of the Native Preachers. Some of those heard were
connected with the Missionary whose teacher he was and others were
eonnecteda with a different Mission. After this wordty-wise Teacher
had gone the rounds he said to the Missionary, ‘‘lé ig no wonder
that your preachers do not have many hearers. They preach about
Jesus Christ and him eructted. It they will preach as I heard one
in another Chapel preach they would have many hearers. Well how
did that man preach? Why he told his hearers, ‘Yoo have all
heard of Confacius and Mencinus. They were great Teachers, and
we do well to follow their teachings. Jesus Christ is also a great
‘Teacher. He taught many things which Contucius aud Mencius
did not teach and we should also hear and follow his teachings.’
‘The people were all pleased to hear their own sages thus spoken of.
They ail, when the preacher was done said, “bis 1s pleasant to
hear, we will come again.”
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The analysis of Paul’s Sermon on Mar’s Hill having clearly
shown that Panl, there in the presence of Philosophers and educated
people, thungh he was courteous in that he did not needlessly offend
them, though he used what he found in ‘thetr usages and poets
that would help them to understand his teachings, preached the
same doctrines of salvation which he preached elsewhere notwith-
standing they would give the same offense to the unbelievers. His
example fully sustains the position taken by an eminent lawyer of
Calcutta, himself a converted Hindu, during the recent Missionary
Conference in that city when it was under consideration, How the
Gospel could be best preached to that mteresting and influential
elass of Hindus who have been educated in Western scence and
philosophy. This lawyer in a speech of great power and elegance
advocated the idea that the Gospel was to be preached to them as to
all other lost sinners; that all classes of men are alike sinners in the
sight of God and need to be saved through a Redeemer of smners.

In this discussion we have confined ourselves to the preach-
ing of the Apostles among the Gentiles, the heathen who were
worshipper’s of idols and who had only the knowledge of the truths
that pervaded heathen nations. The manner and style of preaching
to Jews and such Gentiles as had received from them the know-_
ledge of divine things as made known in the Old Testament, were
entirely different. ‘This will appear to all who will consult the
record of Peter’s sermon on the day of Pentecost to the Jews and
proselytes who were at Jerusalem, and his sermon to the frends
and kindred of the Centurion Cornelius who had gathered in his
house to hear‘the Apostle. This also is most clearly seen m the
record of Paul’s sermon in the at Antioch of Pisidia.

‘Men and brethren, children of the stock of Abraham, and
whosoever among you feareth God, to you is the word of this salva-
tion sent. For they that dwell at Jerusalem, and their rulers,
because they knew. him not, nor yet the voices of the prophets
which are read every sabbath day, they have fulfilled ¢#em in con-
demning Aim. And though they found no cause of death te Aun,
yet desired they Pilate that he should be stain. And when they had
fulfilled all that was written of him, they took Ai down from the
tree, and laid Aim in a sepulchre. But God raised him from tho
dead: And he was seen many days of them which came up with hin.
from Galilee to Jerusalem, who are his witnesses unto the people.
And we declare unto you glad. tidings, how that the promise which
128 made uuto the fathers, God hath fulfilled the same unto us
their children, in the he hath raised up Jesus agam; as 1b 1s also

written in the second psalm, Thou art my Son, this day hare I



begotten thee.
dead, ote no more to return to corruption, he said on this wise, I
will give you the sure mercies of David. Wherefore he saith also
in another ysaln, Thou shalt not suffer thine Holy One to see
corruption. For David, after he had served his own generation by
the will of God, fell on sleep, and was laid unto his fathers, and saw
corruption: But he, whom God raised again, saw no corruption.
Be it known unto you therefore, men and brethren, through this
man 1s preached unto you the forgiveness of sin: And by him all
that believe are justified from all things, from which ye could not
be justified by the law of Moses,” Acts xi. 26-39.

These instances of their mode of preaching to the Jews show
that in preaching to the Jews and those who had the knowledge of
the revelation given to the Jews, the Apostles referred to their
Scriptures as the sure proof of appointment of the Saviour and
confined their discussion largely to prove this one point viz.; that,
Jesus of Nazareth was the long promised Messiah. But their
method of preaching to the Gentiles was entirely different from
that pursued when preaching to the Jews as we have shown above.

Ihe remaining part of our paper is to be occupied with discuss-
ing the subject how far the people in China have the same know-
ledge of spiritual things as existed among the Greeks and Romans
in the days of the Apostles. Yo help us to arrive at the views of the
Chinese we take the paper prepared by Rev. J. Chalmers, LL.D.,
ior the International Congress of Orientalists at St. Petersburg
entitled ‘Chinese Natural Theology.” It may be more fully
descrived as stating the views of the Chinese in regard to spiritual .
things as gathered from their classical books. In their books is
presented the idea of a Supreme Ruler of whom the attributes of
omniscience, universal rule, benevolence, righteousness, mercifulness
are predicated; thatall things are determined: by his decrees, that he
is to be served, to be prayed to, to be sacrificed to, and that he
punishes the wicked. Their classics all teach that earthly rulers
are ordained by Heaven, the supreme Ruler, and that the people are
dependent upon him; that man was made with a good nature and
thaf men in doing evil violate the divine law and their own nature.
that while no man is perfectly good, his failure in virtue is not
because of ignorance nor of inability. The benefits of poverty
and hardship to the cultivation of virtue and the danger of riches
to virtue are discussed. The duty of repentance and reformation
are clearly inculcatéd. The obligation and necessity of: punishing
the wicked is well understood. The idea of the imnocent suffering
im the room und place of the guilty is found in their books. ‘lhe
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And as concerning that he raised him up from the
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virtues of truth, faith and reverence are frequently inculcated.
Lhe relative duties between man and man are well understood and
inculcated. These religious sentiments and teachings are all found
in them classical books. In their folk lore, in their idolatrous
usages, and in their exhortations to virtue which are freely distri-
buted among the people we have stall fuller and more interesting
presentations of thei religious seutiments; these all show to us
their receptiveness for the instructions of the Gospel as a merciful
provision for sinners.

Therr idolatrous usages show us that they have an all-pervading
sense of superior beings who rule over men. They conceive of
these beings as having power to confer blessings and inflict suffering,
to preserve their worshippers in life and health, and to send
sickness and calamity, or to prosper them in their business. They
return thanks to their idols at the close of the year for the blessings
received. The common sentiment of this people is that the calamities
of war and pestilence, drought and famine are sent as a punishment
for 21ns. They aiso entertain the universal belief that deliverance
from these calamities may be obtained by prayer. ludeed there are
very few duties and services inculcated in the Bible as due to the
true God which are not found in practice among this people towards
their idols. The sense of the need of deliverance from their
suierings and distresses has led to the conception of a special idol
to whom the attribute of mercy belongs, and to whom they specially
apply im all circumstances of sorrow and trouble. This ido) is
called the goddess of mercy. To her are ascribed many of the
attributes and offices that belong to the only Redeemer of men.
The evil deserts of sin are universally iclt and acknowledged. This
is expressed very tersely in tae most current of their proverbs,
“The righteous have a mghteous reward, the wicked have a wicked
reward.” The truth and justness of this aphorism, one never
controverted, are universally accepted. This sentiment pervades
their ideas in all the relations of life, in the family, im the state
and in their relation to the gods. It is held to be of universal and
mvariable application. Hence the infliction of punishment is every-
where seen, in the family, in the school, in the neighbourhood, in
their law courts of every grade. In their relation to the pods
the belief of punishment in the future world for sins committed
in this life is universal in the mmds of the people. Lhough it
may be said that this belief does not find a pronmunent place in
the teachings of Confucianism, yet the fact that this belief is
widely prevalent if not universally prevalent, cannot be denied.
It gives a complexion to the burial rites all classes. The existence
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of a place of future punishment is the common belief of the massess.
Priests both of the Buddhist and “Taouist sects are called in
to pray for the deliverance of the souls of the dead from the
torments of hell. Thousands and tens of thousands of dollars are
given freely, mm return for such prayers. The large numbers
of those who abstaim from animal food, and say prayers, and do
good works that they may acquire merit and thus make up ‘for
their evil deeds, evidence how wide spread 1s the desire in the hearts
of this people to escape the just punishment of their sins. By
reason of the phlegmatic temperament of this people there is a
prevailing error in regard to the religious sentiment among them.
But I would ask what has filled this land with idol temples and
altars? What causes this constant rendering of worship to the gods on
the Ist and Ldth of every month, on all the birth days of the several
gods, and on the respective feast days and during the closing days
of each departing and the first fifteen days of each new year?
W hat has endowed these well endowed monastemes and nunneries
which are found im every part-of the country? What has covered
the great mountain in Shangtung with temples and altars and
built such enduring and costly mounments in the mountaims of
Szchuen Provmce? These and many other things prove beyond
all successful contradiction that the China people have the
same hopes and fears, the same religious sentiments, a reverence
for and worship of the gods, the same kind of apprehensions of a
coming judgment, and the punishment of the wicked, the same
desires to render some satisfaction for sin and thereby secure
exemption from the deserved pumshment thereof as had the
(sreelks and the Romans. All these things might have been inferred,
without any recourse to external evidences, from the fact which
Pan! declares to the reeks of Athens. | The Lord of heaven] “ hath
made of ono blocd all nations of men for to dwell on all the face of
the earth.” Acts. yvir. 26. The fact that 2ll men of all nations are
of one blood implies that they have the same faculties and powers of
mind and soul. Hence it is the most natural thing to find that
the China people who are without the written revelation from
God as were the Greeks and Romans, should have the very same
religious characteristics and sentiments as had the people of those
nations. Whatever different systems of philosophy and usages may
be found in China, they are so unimportant that they do not aifect
the fundamental fact that modern people in all essential particulars
have the same moral chareteristics and the same religious seniimenis
as the ancient nations had.
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lt being thus established that the people whom we preach to
have the same moral characteristics and the religious seutiments as
those Gentiles had to whom the Apostles preached, it follows as the
logical conclusion that we are to fulfill onr high commission by
preaching the Gospel to them in the same way as did the Apostles to
those of their day. ine exceilency and efficiency of this course 13
established by the experience of all missionaries as well as com-
mended to us by the example and precepts of the Apostles. Wo
have ourselves seen persons of every class and condition in Society
come to an experimental and transtorming knowledge of the Gospel
from this mode of preaching. Some of them have been from among
the young and the aged, the literate and the ilhterate, men and wo-
men. [ have seen the old woman of 80 years of age, who dung
her hfe time had been engaged 1n worshipping idols, on hearing of
the gospel plan ox salvation, by relying upon the merits of a God.
appointed Saviour, give up the worship of idols and accept of and
rest upon Jesus alone as her Saviour. liven more than this. lL have

known of the devotes who had been engaged for 30 years in seeking
merit by prayers and fastings and offerings at various shrimes and in
many temples, throw away the accumulated merit of 30 years of
penance and prayers to trust entirely to the perfect righteousness
of Jesus Christ, the only Saviour. I have seen the child of heathen
parents under such. instructions turn away from all the idolatry of
her home and accept of Jesus as her Saviour. I have also seen the
man of mature years, who had attained literary degrees and whose
mind had been puffed up with pride, renounce all pride in such
honors, aud come in the spirit of a little child and bow at
the feet of Jesus ag his Lord and Redeemer—Yea hath the Master
not said, ‘“‘ Except ye be converted and become as little children,
ye cannot enter into the kindom of heaven?” Matt. xvii. 3. Tha
provision which divine mercy has made for man’s salvation meets
the craving desire of the haman heart just as water satisfes the need
of the thirsty, and bread satisiies the starving. Row this change 1s
effected by the simple preaching of the Gospel is a matter of
wonder to the unbelieving, for as in the days of our Saviour, men still
seek after a Sign. But the Gospel has no sign to give them but
the manifestation of the power of God in the transformation of men
aud women, making ihem to be new creatures in Christ. This
enlightenment of the dark minds of the heathen and their change
of heart is the work of God's Spirit. Itis not @ mere natural result
of light and knowledge dissipating the darkness of the natural
heart. For while there is ight and knowledge m the Gospel the
darkness of the hnman heart receiveth them not, tili the heart is
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opened by the Spirit of God. The Spirit of God uses God's own
revealed truth as the means of the conversion of men, though that
truth is foolishness to human reason; Christ crucified 1s made the
power of God to salvation to those who believe, though it isa
stumbling block to the Jew, and foolishness to the Greek who do
not beheve.

There is much said and written gbout the want of success of
missionary labor among the heathen. If we consider only the
human istrumentality there 13 no just ground for complarat of
want of success. If we consider the power of God, and his mighty
grace and the fulness of his promises we may justly lament that we
do not see more of the display of that divine grace which the
promises of God’s word warrant us to expect mm connection with the
preaching of the Gospel. But a proper consideration of the subject
will lead us to the conclusion that the best way to secure this
manifestation of divine power will not be by resorting to means
devised by human wisdom in order to prepare the way for the
Gospel but it will be by returning to the Apostles method “ by
preaching Christ and him crucified” and all the doctrines of (toa's
word which are connected therewith, as man’s lost condition as a
sinner, his exposure to the wrath of God for his sins, the coming
judgment of all men and the blessedness of those who believe in
Jesus, at the same time looking for and expecting the Spirit to
God to make these truths the power of God to the salvation of those
who belteve.

In adhermg to the method pursued by the Apostles we may
expect the very same objections which they encountered. Jor
there zre now in the world the very same classes of men which there
were then represented by the Jews and the Greeks. These men
will now receive it as did their prototypes then. To one class,
then represented by the Jews, it well be a stumbling block; and to
the class then represented by the Greeks it will be foolish-

But to those who believe whether Jews, Greeks or Barbarians
it will be made the power of God to Salvation. As faithtul ministers
of Christ we have only one course to pursue viz to “obey our
marching orders,” and follow the example of the Apostles who
preached in season and out of season whether men would hear or
forbear. We may safely leave the result to God. Because the
foolishness of God is wiser than men; and the weakness of God 1s
stronger than men.” Hence let us determine more firmly than
ever with the Apstle Paul “not to know anything among this people
save Jesus Christ, and him crucified,”’ in the hope that their “faith
may not stand in the wisdom of men but in the power of God.”
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THE PROVERBS AND COMMON SAYINGS GF THE CHINESE.
Bs Rev. Arntuur H. Satrn.

(Continued from page 205.)

([HE possible resolutions of single characters, having apparently- no law, new forms of higher complexity had to be invented,
These are of many varieties. One of them is known as the ‘Double
Door Rule,’ (if FY This means that the characters to be found
will be discovered only by dissecting other characters. ‘Lake, for
example, the words ff 2K 3% & J, ‘Among those who come and go
there 1s no person without official rank.’ The phrase to be sought,
we are told, is from the Four Books and is to be guessed out on
the ‘Double Door Plan’ (77 WH —~ @ BK WH PY FE).
The clew hes in our former acquaintance, to wit the words wen huan
chtung Fj 4 fi’ and these characters being taken apart, yield the
following; FP} 2 7+ + ERA. ie. ‘within the doorway each one
ig in the ranks of officials,’ which 1s equivalent to the proposition
with which we began.

Among other devices for the distillation of enigmatical dark-
ness, are the ‘ Rolling up the Screen Rule’ #), in which the
characters are read from the bottom to the top; the ‘ Duck and
Drake Rule,’ (@& ¢ #5) in which one limb of a familiar couplet
having been guessed out, the solution of the riddle is found, not
in this half of the couplet but in the ofker one (the two being as
intimately Associated as Duck and Drake, to wit, Husband and
Wife); and the hanging and unhanging of Bells. Immediately
upon his entrance upon his studies, the student of Chinese becomes
aware that many characters are used in different tones, with
different senses, the distinction being indicated, if at all, by little.
circles at the corners of the characters as in the case of the ch‘ung
“@ character in the last example, ordinarily read ching. These
circles are enigmatically spoken of as bells; to put them on 18, to
hang a bell (8% # 4k), to remove the circles is to unhang them
(ie it Hr). Now there is a structure known in Chinese history as
the Hung Ching Lon 3 3 # or Tower of Expansive Prospect.
These three characters are furnished, and from them is to be ex-
tracted by the bell hanging process, a sentence from the Four
Books (77 BH — i) BH Bh eH FB It ts superfluous to
suggest to the Reader that the four characters = ¥ 7% from
the Doctrine of the Mean, afford the mystic clew. This Tower, as
wo all know, existed in three stories. We now hang our ‘Bell’
upon the chung Hf character, and the sentence then reads; Ff = B
A = ie & there are three stories,
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Once more, the LHsiin EX character is dealt ont from which is
to be cork-serewed, according to Bell unhanging rules, the name of
an individual in the 739 Chuan, or commentary on the Chtun ChitinHH EB. The two words of the
key (in the discovery of which we are doubtless anticipated by the
Reader) are of course {G 42 Po Yiieh. The #sadrz 1s an anomalous
sort of musical instrument said to have been made of porcelain, and
shaped hike an egg, with six or seven holes, blown through the
apex, and producmg a whisthng sound. Now the prerogative of
piping upon this perforated porcelain epg was limited by statute to
elder brothers, while younger brothers were obliged.to put up with
blowing the CA's (79%) which—if the composition of the character
is any guide—was formed of bamboo, and made a noise like a tiger.
Every one will immediately recall the passage in the Books of Odes
which says; ‘Brothers are called Po and Chung; the elder is Po,
and the musical instrument which he plays, is called the Zsin; the
younger is named Chung, and he plays upon the Cath.’ (BF RE ze
16 FG We HE fit FG Be GS). This division of musical labor naturally
and appropriately led to the use of the HHsiin and characters,
in the sense of elder and younger brothers, (‘blowing music’
being presumptively the chief employment ot brothers). The && sin,
character, 3 with which we began, is now resolved into Po Yueh,
(6 Si i.e. the elder brother’s musical instrument. But by the terms of
our lnguiry, we were to take off the bell. This done, Po Yueh (G 4%
is changed into Po lao 7G Hf. Now by reading carefully throug
the entire Z'so Chuan, it is ascertained that there is no Po Luo (ff. #&
there to be found, there is a Po Lao {4 3, and this character is
therefore the one of which we are in search. It is not, perhaps, to
be wondered at that 2 nation upon which has devolved the task of
constructing and resolving riddles of this sort, should have had less
leisure than could have been wished for onginal thinking—not to
speak of investigations in Natural Science.

It is an example of Chinese fondness for mvolved modes of
expression adapted to the eye, as well as to the ear, that they have
books—in some cases amounting to volumes of considerable size—
called Zang Zou Shih, (38 [A FF) 1m which the object is to weave
together verses, at the same time concealing the point of departure
(ts‘ang tou Se BR}. What is. apparent is a@ mere jumble of mis-
cellaneous characters, buf to him who holds the key they afford
whole pages of poetry. The puzzles are cast not only into the
shapes of certain characters—as, for example that for mountain
and many others—but also into the forms of the Eight Diagrams
(without which nothing can get on in China), of squares, circles,
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double circles, ellipses, and divers other geometrical figures as
well as into that of Chinese ornaments and sundry styles of fans.*
Many of these puzzles are said to have been ‘woven’ by educated
Chinese ladies—ior whose intellectual activity there was presump-
tively no better employment, and would suffice to confound the
combined sagacity of Oedipus and the Sphinx though these indivi-
duals were initiated into the mystery of Chinese characters. Some
of them may be read in a great variety of ways, each character
in-a lne being in turn assumed ag the initial one, while others
are equally rythmical and poetical 1f once the hidden clew is
discovered, whether scanned up and down, from side to side, or
diagonally. A. very slight inspection makes it evident that puzzles of
this sort immeasurably surpass anything that can be accomplished
in English by the Rebus, Acrostic, Anagram, Square word puzzles,
&c. &c., or m any other way whatsoever. tT In the item of Linguistic
abyrinths the Chinese would probably have carried off the
principal Gold Medal af the ‘lower of Babel, or at any other
International Isxposition since.

® In the Chinese Repository (vol. IX. p. 508) ig a translation of « supposed complaint
made by a cow of her sad jot in being oblived to work hard aud fare poorly
daning life, and then be cut up aud eaten when dead. The ballad is arranged
in the form of the animal itself, and a herd-boy leadiug her, who in his own form
praises the happiness of a rural lite. This batlad 16 a@ Buddhist tract, and that
fraternity print many such on brond-sheets; one common collection of prayers
ia arranged jike a pagoda, with images of Buddha sitting in the windows of each
Story. William’s Middle Kingdom, Vol. I. Oh. XII.

+ It is no doubt possible to arrange Latin letters in combinations extremely tanto-
logical and perpiezing, 29 the Puzzle Department of any well edited journal for
Young People will snow. In the appended Example, which is reputed to be
almost or quite seventy years old, it is affirmed that the sentence contaimed
may be read in more than two thousaad different ways. Its inferiority, however,
toe an ordinary Chinese Character Puzzle, is sufficiently ebvions :
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An adequate idea of a Chinese Character Puzzle of this sort is
only to be gained by actual imspection. In order to faeailitate this
object, one of them is reproduced in the following cut. It is called
The Universe in @ Wine Pitcher, and consists of more than an
hundred characters, disposed sc as to represent a Pitcher, with
cover, handle and spout. The only guide to reading 16 aright
is conveyed in the anouncement that the text 1s to be arranged
in lines of seyen characters each (44 & HF); and that the point of
departure is from the words Chiu shih jen chien Mi (fH HB A fj #8).
Each of these items of information, however, turns out to be inaccu-
rate, for upon 2 more minute examination (and by the aid of a dim
sort of key, Ei 7£), we ascertain that the hd of the pot is a verse by
itself, in the five character meter, (Ft, = fig), entirely disconnected
from the remaimng stanzas. The seven character lines, twelve in
number, contain a representation of the mischiefs caused by wine.
They begin with general statements, which are supported by parti-
cular historical examples and conclude by returning to generalities.
The whole device is almost exactly analagous to the temperance
legend often printed in the shape of 4 decanter beginning :—

“There was an old decanter,
Ani its mouth was gaping wide.
The ruby wine had ebbed away,
And left ita crystal side.”
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In order to read the verse which is concealed in the lid, it is
necessary first to dissect the character at the top, (tuan #2), which is
made to do quadruple duty. jn the first line, shan [lf is the initia}
character, the other four beg found in the upper half of the cover,
beginning at the middle, and read from left to right. In the second
line, eré fff is the starting point, but it is exchanged for another
character of the same sound, 5, the remaining characters of the line
being in the half of the cover opposite the last, and read from right
to left. In the next line & a is the first word, the otheyg
being found in the right halt of the lower edge of the lid beginning
from the outside and reading toward the center. In the last line,
the entire character. fuan 9% stands first, the remainder are opposite
the last, but begmning-at the outer angle are read from left to
right. The five character verse, as a whole js then as follows -

1 8 F tm A.
ae Hem OR.
xe BS 8 SE.
we Hy) om fill.

‘The mountains high, the fields swell planted too,
Theu virtuous sons and grandsons come to view;
Within the pitcher which contains the wine,
Are fairies hid, and spirits all divine.’

The remaining verses begin at the outer extremity of the spout,
and are 23 follows :— mA Kb.

A A [Upper end of handlej Ff 8 fy &Se Ge.
Bie HS mw C.

Left side of Pitcher, top.] 73 8 & i = Bq [Center Line} FF,
{Right side, top. | as ty & 7B oe te [Center| yr,
[Left side, middle. | tH Bt Bw Kk 2 [Center] A,
| Right side, middie. | oH Tk By ve EY [Center] sR,
| Lett side, near spout. | EEA BR FH [Center] *,
{Right side, at handle. | ae BBE & [Center] HB,
| Left side, bottom.) of Bis & MH [Center] sf,
(Right side, bottom. ] x BBE S [Center] i,

‘Wine ig the magic potion which stirs to valorcus deeds,
But he who taker it veeds - must bear the ill to which it leads:
Thus He» Wang's loyal ministers were lost becauae of wine,
Through wine the Princess Yang was slain aloug the battle’s liue ;
31x Brothers at the San Kuan, through wine were overthrown,
Through wine came Li Po’s banishment afar to parts unknown.
To dungeon wine brought Tu K‘aeg so too by wine's intrigue
Was Hstt Chow lost by Chang Fei, which broke the Brother’s League:
By wise have Princes’ house and state to ruin oft been brought,
And high Officials lofty fame, through wine has come to nought,
‘Lhrougn wine fraternal concord, will tarn to mutual hate,
And curses on the parent’s heada, their children impreeate,'
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Beside the Zs‘ang Tou Shi, or Verses with the Hidden Head,

there are many other varieties of Chinese Cryptogram. In the
Analytical Cryptogram, for example, the explanation depends upon
resolving certain characters, an oblique description of which is
given, into their constituent parts (fF

Of this style of composition the following verses are an
example :—

+f We A.‘at
Jj = 34 OK ..a te = +f f >&

yy @ € its ,
‘Dy precious wood the realm was brougit to waste,
And drops of vrater near the work wore placed;
Sword-bearing soldiers thirty six by count,
The spot they siezed was eastward of the mount ?

The first two of these lines are quite innocent of any meaning
in themselves, but each gives a lint of a character which is to be
guessed from them. Pao Mu (FF A) 1s intended to suggest the
Sung & character, which is composed of “+ a cover, and mu AC
wood. The former character is exchanged for pao ¥, because it is
usually called the kai (SF 3), since it forms a covermg for the
precious contents of the »ao character. In the second line, the
words tien shut kung (BE 9K TL), indicate that water 1s to be placed
betore the £uxg (J) character. Thus constituting it Chiang 77. This
gives Sung Chiang (28 37), the leader of the land of robbers in the
Liany Shan Po (3% [lf $4) to whom reference has been already made.

The Wind, Flowers, Snow and Moonlight, WH, 7, 3, FA,
in @ multitude of Chinese expressions, are familiar emblems of the
insubstantial, and the evanescent.* In the following verse each ot
these characters is darkly described, as where the outer strokes of
the character for Phoenix are called the ‘Nest’ of the ‘ Bird” B
which flying away, leayes.space for the Insect 1 thus forming the
character for Wind, The other characters, are dissected, with-
out alteration.

BA BBR SE HE.
KLAR EER FR.
Ki PT tf UW
YY HARB YT.

‘The Insect enters the Phenix nest—the Bird from thence has flown; Be,
Seven Mortals fixed till on bhoir heads the dark greeu gras$ has growwa, AE,
A. copiona Rain is falling there where a Mountain stands on end;
But the atrangest sight of all ia this, to seo only half of a Friend!’ A

ee

* 48, for example, in the common sayings; ‘The bright Moon in the water—Flowers
ina mirror, (7K t AA OA GS eh 72). ‘How long will the Flower retain
ite beanty ?’ (Ee Be 13 a a 8 41),
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Tt is related of the Emperor Chien Lung that, when on one
of the pilgrimages mm which he much delighted, he stopped for
refreshment at a temple in Chiang-Nan. Here there was a literary
graduate of the second grade (Chii Jen) teaching a school, who
proved to be such a sensible person that the Emperor was pleased,
and wrote a Jablet (&) for the temple, as follows: hb
which to the uninitiated might seem to denote ‘T'wo Insects.’
Nothing, however, could be farther from the imtention of His
Majesty than this. What he really meant (as the intelligent Reader
has alreauly divined} was a reference to the Empire, which in his
time was greater than ever before, and was to the Imperial eye
boundless, like the range of the Wind, or the effulgence of the Moon.
This postulate once granted, 1b was easy, by @ common figure
of speech, to represent the Imperial domain by the terms Wind and
Moon, and hence when the vastness of the Empire was hinted at to
call in brief; ‘The Wind and the Moon—no boundaries’ Bl A&E

This, we repeat, was His Majesty's meanmng—bub instead of
saying SO, as an inferior order of mind would have done, he simply
gives the kernel, and rejects the husk—to wit the Insect (1h)
character, to intimate that this is the Wind (3%) character ‘
joundaries, and the character signitying two (7) to suggest the
Moon (ff), also ‘without boundaries.’ Yet however plain a state-
ment may be, it is always possible for the ‘unlearned and unstable’
to it. So in this case we are not much surprised to learn
that although when the Emperor wrote ‘Two Insects’ plainly mean-
ing ‘A boundless Empire,’ a school of literal mterpreters arise who
insist upon sticking by the text, which said ‘T'wo Insects’ that is, -as
they explained, Two Serpents, a Black one, $f HE, and a White one,
6 #, in the existence of which and in therr endowment with
supernatural powers for evil, milhons of Chinese are said to have a
deeply rooted faith—a faith that is to say rooted deeply im the twa
characters Sf ——, traced by the hand of an !

Another variety of Chinese Cryptogram, may be described as
the Kxegetical, where the lmes given do not contain the Characters
sought, nor their componont roots, bub merely describe them, as in
the following verse.

#3 TK OE OB Ee ER.
bd TAS fy FB].
> © G& & tt 1 5a.
a & ult ay eb fz.

The explanation is to be found in a familiar phrase of four
characters, Ch'in, Ch‘, Shu, Hua, 3B, Bt, 7, HE tc. Lutes, Chess,
Books, Drawings as in the following translation :—
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‘Upon the Wu T’ung’s famous wocd are silken corda stretched tight ;
Two kingdoms wage a mutual strife, yet use uo swords to fight;
A thousand years of history to him are clearly known ;
Teun thousand miles of hilla and streams his skilifcl haud has shown.’

In another form of cryptographic notation, the meaning is
conveyed by an Acrostic. In this way the following verse conceals
the name of Zu Chiin I the rebel, Jf # 38 Fx who was associated
with Sung Chiang, previously mentioned.

i ie a — ja 5
(eA ee HE TE He a.Rr EE- RF a.
KF EH WE BR.

‘ And the reeds aud rushes, there lies 4 little doat,
From hence come al! the brave wen, the famous mea of note:
The Officer of goverument, the sword he bears is just,
He turos himself, the traitor’s heads are rojling in the duat.’

It is said that Zan Shik Chung [#2 fit Ht see Mayer’s Manual
No. 154, a.] who pursued the Tartar chief Chin Wu Chu (4 JU Jf)
lost him in the recesses of the Western Lake, The hiding
place was such an unlikely one for the concealment of so powerful
a foe, that the Sung soldiers quite overlooked it.
A Buddhist priest who was consulted on the subject, unwilling to
commit himself by giving direct information, enounced the following
lines which, through the initial characters of each line, intimated
that he who sought the hidden enemy should to the ‘Old Dragon’
Den Go, (4% HE )}.

sh eit K &,
Ae St FE lea 3 se HE,
me i tt BEA S or,
ZEB EK A,

Old commander, full of years hig numerons soldiers leads ;
Dragon® wars, the Tigers fighb, and show their martial deeds ;
Den of bandits, all obey the general's high behest,

then Go with horse, disperse tha Thieves, wud pul the land at rest.’

* The “ Dragon" is the Emperor, aad the Tigers are his Gencruls.

D928

(To be continued. )
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FILIAL PLlETY AMONG THE CHINESE, ITS CHARACTER
INFLUENCE.

By E. 0. Lorne, D.D.
(React before the Ningpo Missionary Association, April Ird, 1883.)

[[ HE duty of children to love, vevere, and obey their parents, is one
that has been taught through all time, and among all peoples.

Founded in nature it has been recognized jn all philosophies, and
inculcated im all religions. But among no people, perhaps, has it
occupied a place of so mach importance as among the Chinese.
With them it 1s the one great virtue, the foundation of all excellence,
and all greatness. Their sages are illustrious examples of this
virtue, and if was this virtue that had much, if not the most, to
do in making them sages.

We mean by filial piety the natural regard that children have
for their parents which manifests itself in love, veneration, and
obedience ; and especially when this regard is enligatened, strongth-
ened, and refined by moral and religious culture. With us, too,
this is an important virtue—a virtue, which if we might personify,
we should call one of Gad’s good angels, and one of the sweetest
and most beneficent, sent to mimster to us in our earthly cares.

But we are to speak of filial piety, not as we regard it, but as
the Chinese regard it; and not as it.1s found among us, but as it is
found amoug them. Lhe two may not be the same. Indeed, I fear
they will be found to differ, and to differ a good deal.

We have all, no doubt, given attention to this virtue as it has
appeared in the hfe around us; and this will help us somewhat in
cur estimate of its character and influence. But we must look fur-
ther than this. We must examine it, not only as we see it exhibited
mn the lite of the people around us, but also as we find it portrayed
in their histories, them laws, their hterature, their ethics, their bal-
lads, and their proverbs. These are all necessary in order to bring
it fully and fairly before us, not only as it has been in the past, but
also as it is at present beyond the very narrow limits of personal
observation. I shall, therefore, beg permission to refer somewhat,
though [ hope not tediously, to some of the more important of these
sources. And my object in doing so will be to let the Chinese tell
us themselves what they mean by filial piety, what weight they
attach to this virtue, and what influence they suppose it has had on
their social and national condition.

In the Hiao King, or Book of Filial Duty, made up of discourses
addressed by Confucius to his disciple Tsang-tsce, we have the sage’s
view, and of course the orthodox view, of this virtue. The text of
this book consists of only eighteen short sections; and a translation

August. |
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of them may be found in one of the early volumes of the Chinese
Repository, made, I believe, by the Rev. Dr. Bridgeman. From
this I will make two or three, not very lengthy, quotations.

The first is on the
‘fF ORIGIN AND KATURE OF FILIAL DUTY.”

‘Confucius sitting at leisure, with his pupil Tsang-isze by his:
side, said to him, ‘Do you understand how the ancient kings, who
possessed the greatest virtue and the best moral principles, rendered
the whole empire so obedient, that the people lived in peace and
harmony, and no ill will existed between superiors and inferiors’!
Tsang-tse, rising from his seat, replied, ‘ Destitute as I am of
discernment, how can I understand the subject’? ‘Filial duty,’
said the sage, ‘is the root of virtue, and the stem from which
instruction in moral principles spring forth. Sit down and I will
explain this to you. The first thing whick filial duty requires of us
is, that we carefully preserve from all injury, and in a periect state,
the bodies which we have received from our parents. And when
we acquire for ourselves a station in the world, we should regulate
our conduct by correct principles, so as to transmit our names to

future generations, and reflect glory on our parents: this is the
ultimate aim of filial duty. Thus 16 commences im attention to

parents; is continued through a course of services rendered to the
prince; and is completed by the elevation of ourselves.’ Tt 38 said
in the Book of Odes:

“Think always of your ancestors;
‘Talk of and imitate their virtues.’

Our next quotation speaks of
DUTY AS PRACTICED BY THE SON OF HEAVEN.

‘The sage said, ‘If he loves his parents, he cannot hate other
people; and if he respects his parents, he cannot treat; others with
negiect. When, therefore, his love and respect towards his parents
are perfect, the virtuous instructions wil! extend to the people, and
all within the four seas will imitate his viriuous example. Such is
the influence of filial duty when practiced by the Son of Heaven.”
In the Book of Records it is said :-—

‘ When the one man ig virtuous,
The millions will rely upou him.”

My next quotation is
‘CoN THE PRACTICE OF FILIAL DUTY BY THE PROPLE.”

“(To observe the revolving seasons, to distinguish the diversities
of soil, to be careful of their persons, and ‘to practice economy in
order that they may support their parents, is what filial duty
requires of the people.”
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‘¢ Therefore, from the Son of Heaven down to the common
people, whoever does not always conform entirely to the require-
ments of filial duty, will surely be overtaken by calamity; there
cau be no exception.”

In anotner section we read: “concerning the virtues of the
sages, said ['sang-tsze, may I presume to ask whether there is any
one greater than filial duty / Confucius replied, of all things which
derive their nature from heaven and earth, man is the most noble:
and of all the duties which are incumbent on hin, there is none
greater than filial obedience: nor m periorming thus, 1s there any-
thing so essential as to reverence the father; and as a mark of
reverence, there is nothing more important than to place him on
an equality with heaven. ‘Thus did the noble lord of Chow.
Formerly, he sacrificed on the round altar to the spirits of his
remote ancestors, as equal with Heaven ; and im the open hall he
sacrificed to Wan Wang, as equal with the Supreme Ruler.”

There is much more of interest in these discourses on filial duty ;
but I must now ask your attention to a few of the more familiar
utterences on this subject found in the Four Books.

In the Doctrine of the Mean, Confucius said: (I shall quote
from Dr. Legge’s translation) “ How greatly filial was Shun! His
virtue was that of a sage; his dignity was the imperial throne ; his
riches tere all within the four seas. He offered Ins sacrifices in
his ancestral temple, and Ins descendants preserved the sacrifices
to himeelf.”’

In the language here used Confucius, no doubt, meant to teach,
that the goodness, the greatness, and the happiness of this illustrious
ruler, were the outcome of his filial piety. And what was true of
him he held to be true of ‘others, and of all. Everywhere, and at all
times, this virtue is the root of all excellence, and the source of all
SUCCESS. And this doctrme of the Chinese classics is the accepted
doctrine of the Chinese people. Jt is taught m all their books, it is
taught in all their schools, ancl it ts taught in all thetr famulies.

In another place, Confucius having exclaimed: “ How i{ar-
extending was the filial piety of king oo and the duke of Chow!”
poes on to speak of its manifestations. He says: “ Now fihal piety
is seen in the skilful carrying out of the wishes of oar fore-fathers,
and the skilful carrying forward of their undertakings.” The same
subject comes up, where it is presented more in detatl, in a passage
of Mencius. One of the philosopher’s disciples said to him:

‘Throughout the whole kingdom every body pronounces
Chang unfilial. But you, Master, keep company with him, and
moreover treat him with politeness. J yenture to ask why you do so?
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‘“‘ Mencius replied, ‘There are five things which are satd in the
common practice of the age to be unfihal. The first is laziness in
the use of one’s four limbs, without attending to the nourishment of
his parents. The second is gambling and chess-playing, and being
fond of wine, without attending to the nourishment of his parents.
Lhe third is bemg fond of goods and money, and selfishly attached
to bis wife and children, without attending to the nourishment of
his parents. Lhe fourth is following the desires of one’s ears and
eyes, so as to bring his paronts fo disgrace. The fifth is being fond
of bravery, fighting and quarrelling so as to endanger his parents.
Is Chang guilty of any of these things ? ”

Mencius’ question implies that the charge made against this
person of unfilial conduct, was ungrounded. He there admits that
there had arisen a disagreement betwixt this person and lis father,
resulting from a well meant, though unfortunate, reproof, the son
urging his father to what was good. He then mentions the presumed
circumstance that led to the difficulty, and seems to commend the
conduct of the son in it. He says :

“Moreover, did no& Chang wish to have in dis family the
relationships of husband and wife, child and mother ? Buf because
he had offended his father, and was not permitted to approach him,
he sent away his wife, and drove forth his son, and all his life
recelves no cherishing attention from them. He settled it in his
mind that if he did not act in this way, his would be one of the
createst of crimes.”

Again, filal piety, with the Chinese, as with us, 1s known by
its fruits. The form of these differs considerably in the two cases.
But in both cases it is held that the form, the service, whatever it
be, must come from the heart. Love and reverence must anoint anc
consecrate it. I will quote a single passage from the Analects,
which brings out quite strikingly this important poimt, Zsze Yer
asked what filial piety was. The Master saad, ‘he filial piety of
now-a-days means the support of one’s parents. But dogs and horses
likewise are uble to do something in the way of support; without
reverence what is there to distinguish the one support from
the other ? ”

The appropriateness of the illustration here used might perhaps
be questioned. But the sage’s meaning 1s entirely clear. He means
that conduct to be filial, must be sincere and heart-felt.

There are other characteristics, attributed to filial piety, of a
more questionable kind. For instance, the filal son must cleave to
his parents rather than to his wife and children. Indeed, he must
submit to and obey them, even though it require him to sacrifice his
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own rights, and the dearer rights of those of whom ‘he is the
natural guardian. This appears not only from the passage just now
quoted, where'the conduct of a son is commended, who, in order to
concilate an angry father, sent away his wife, and drove away his
son, aud lived uucherished and unsolaced in his dreary solitude, but
from teachings everywhere met with ou this subject.

Another questionable characteristic, attributed to filial piety, is
that itis unflial to be without posterity. Neucius said, ‘ There
are three things which are unfilial, and to have no posterity is the
greatest of them.’ ” The desire of tha Chinese for male children is,
of course, 2 matter well known to all who live im the country, and
mingle with the people. No doubt tlus desire springs in: part from
the natural love of offspring, common to the human race. Buf much
of it, and especially the peculiar form which 16 takes, is traceable to
the idea here mvolved that breaks im the family line are great
calamities ; and so the condnet thas results, or tends to result, in
these breaks, 13 in its nature unfilhal. And this is the poimt of
Mencius’ remark. Bnt 1t 1s these breaks themselves, or the
calaniities supposed to result from them, rather than the conduct
ieadime to them, that mostly occupy the thoughts, and mfiuence
the conduct, of the common people. The idea of Mencius is of
course 2 fiction. And the whole tabme that he and others have
buili upon if, is a fiction. A fiction? Yes; but a tremendous
one! gigantic in size, hoary with age, and mighty in strength.
We descant much on the power of truth, and the weakness of
error when brought into conflict. Yet here is an klea, utterly
unfounded, that has lived, and defied whatever truth may have
assailed it for more than four thousand years; and 1s still the
life of a system of beliefs and rites, equally baseless, equally
false, yet of magnitude so enormous, and of power so great, that
millions and hundreds of millions fall before it, and are crushed
beneath it ; while the ministers of truth and hght, armed with tho
panoply and power of God, are standing amazed and wenk, if not
helpless, before ib.

[ will mention only one more false notion, which I think is
embraced in the Chinese estimate of filial piety. tt ais that conduct,
ordinarily wrong, becomes right when the motive is to shield a
parent from punishment when committing crime. Wo yaad mn the
Analects that “The duke of Vit informed Confucius, saying,
among us here there are those who may be styled upright in their
conduct. If their fathers have stolen a sheep, they will bear witness
ty the fact.”
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“Confucius said, ‘Among us in our part of the country, those
who are upright are different from this. The father conceals the
misconduct of the son, and the son conceals the misconduct of the
father. Uprightness 1s found in this.’”

Confucius, it is true, is not ostensibly discussing the subject of
filial piety in this place. Still as he states what a person, from the
circumstance of his being & son, ought to do in the case mentioned,
it amounts to the same thing. And the doctrine of Confucius
here is no doubt the doctrine of the Chinese people. Nature does,
indeed, incline the parent to shield the child, and the child to
shield the parent. And todo this when it may be done without
injury to others, is offen, 1f not always, right. But itis difficult
to see how this could be applied to the commission of public
crimes.

The comments on this passage are interesting, and in point, as
indicating the sentiment prevailing among the Chinese on this
subject. Choo Foo-tsze says, That father and son should conceal
each the other’s misdeeds [and he means their crimes as well}-is in
accordance with the lew of heaven, and the nature of man. And
such acts are necessarily right.” He then quotes another authority,
which says, ‘ To follow the law of heaven is to do mght. But if
the father were not to conceal the misdeeds of the father, or
the son were not to conceal the misdeeds of the father, would
that be to follow the law of heaven? oo Sow killed a person.
Sun | his son | stealthily bore the body away, and placed it by the
saa. The love he bore to lus father led him to do this. Ag to
whether he did meht or not, why waste time to inquire?”

Thus far we kave looked at this virtue, so boasted of among
this people, as we find if presented in their ancient writings. Has
their view of it since undergone any essential change? I think not.
Nevertheless, it may be well to look at if for a moment, as it
has been presented in later times, and as it 1s received and taught
m schools and families of the present day. And im trying to
present this view, perhaps I cannot do better than to give a couple
of short ballads, printed and circulated among the people, as we
print and circulate religious tracts. Though written in. poetic
lines, they have no poetic interest, at least none to us. They
are simply valuable as murrors of Chinese castoms, and Chinese
thought.

The first is called a Ballad by Wang Chung Shoo, exhorting to
Fihal Duty. The whole of it is given, with a few brief notes,
explaining what otherwise might to some be obscure.
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Of duties all the first is filial love: -
This in the Odes * and Records + much ts seen.
Lhe rich in ligh, the poor in low estate,
May all purnse this greatest of all good.
But where this Bhal love is overlooked,
‘Lhere how shall one distinguish man from benat ?
I now propose, in rustic phrase, to speak,
And faithfully this subject bring to yon.

Now man, while yet his bones are incomplete,
Ten months f his mother carries in her womb.
When thirsty, of his piother’s blood he drinks;
When hungry, of his mother’s flesh he eats.
Then when his time of birth approaches near,
What anxious care his mother must endure,
Fearing, lest in that dreaded honr, her life
Will prove to be a candle in the wind.

But when she looks upon her 1nfants face,
New life, and added joy, sacceed lier woe.
She now with loving Jabor tends her care ;
Wor day nor night relaxes from her toil.
At night she hes upon & wretcbed mat ;
But baby, he must have a warm dry bed.
And while in sleep her baby quiet lies,
The mother, Jest she wake him, fears to stir.

Her child’s unpleasant wants disturb her not;
Tts ijlnesses she fain herself would bear.
Her hair is left undressed, her cap awry,
For time she has none now for toilet cares.
Then when her child begins its early walk,
At every step she fears leat it should fall.
lf able either drink or food to take,
These to prepare she goes herself unfed.

Three years her child she nurses at ber breast,
sweat and blood in vast amount.
Nor @o her care and toil a respite find,
Till years fifteen or sixteen are attained,
The time when dispositions stronger grow,
And acts become more difficult to rule.
Clothing and food the father’s care provides,
And careful training as to conduct nght,

Intending when his son becomes a man,
To place him with instructors wise and good.
If€ bright, the father fears he ll overdo;

® Oder. Tho She King, or Book of Odes, mavy parts of whick treat of filial duiy.

If dull, he fears his labor will be lost.

+ Records: The Shoo King, or Historical Classic. Hero too as almost everywhere in
Chinese writings, flal duty is prominent

a im

Ton months. This, in Chinese phrase, is the poriod of mau’s gestation.
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If fanlts he have, his father them conceals ;
Tf virtues, he is first to make them known.
Lhe son gone out from home, till he return
His father watches for him at the door;

And if his journey be for miles bub ten,
AL thousand to the parent's heart 3¢ seems.
ahe son must marry when to manhood grown;
And so a worthy bride is sought with cara.
On go-betweens much money must be spent ;
And costly presents, these too must be made.
The day arrives,—the bride comes home to dwell;
then filial love continues strong no more.

Faces of parents now appear as dirt;
Wille those of wife and children pearl appear.
The mother’s blouse and skirt are coarse and worn,
Lhe wife's are new, and made of silken gauze,
If either parent should be lefé alone,
Alone that parent lives, to please the son.
‘The father worries lest the mother come
To treatment harsh, and dreary solitude.

[July-

The mother grieving at her son's distress,
Swears * in her heart, and chants the Yellow Swant
Grown wp, the son forgets his parents care,
And to his children pives the besb he has.
If well, hus parents pet a meal of rice;
Tf ill, a meal of gruel then they have.
The clothes they have to wear are thin and cold ;
The blankets covering them have lost their warmth.

At last death comes. Then children disaeree,
And wrangle for the property that’s lef.
Lhey think not with what toil and care t’was gained ;
Chey only murmur of injustice done.
Jn sack-cloth they perform the burial rites,
Aud without heart pretend exeessivo prief.
‘I'he sacrifices too are empty rites ;

/ And when wul settled be the grave's fung-shui 7? +

% Siver's 2b hor heart. Makes solomn resolve that she will never marry arain.
+ The Yellow Sroar. The name of a kind of jament, in which the widow chants, or

wats, her deternnnation to live stngte till she dies.
* Places for graves are songht where the geomancers find that the

FPurng-shui—influences—wilt be favorable to the peace of the dead, and the pros-
perity of the family. But delays often zttend the finding and securing of such

And where lial love is wontivg these delays are still moro likely to
Hence the poet's inquiry.
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You who are sons | enrnestly entreat,
40 study well the book of Filial love.
Wang Tseang: * He lay upon the hard cold ice,
Mang Tsung: t. He wept beside.the dead bamboos.
Lbace Shun t while pickme berries from the tres,
Lhe roboers found, and gave his mother rice.
Yang Heang || in peril saved his father’s life ;
Lhe tiger fled, nor dared to do him harm.

Keang Keh § delightedly went out to serve.
Ping Chung &F did not refuse to sell himself.

Ded

Pah Yu ** bewailed his parent's powerless blows.
Wang Pow ty wept when he read the Nyo-lice.
pons filial many were in former times,
Of whom to mention all my task would fail.
Among all men this common rule is found,
That heaven endows them with a nature good.

How comes if then that men of present times,
No longer learn the virtues of the past r
Why do they not consider their own selves,—
Their bodies, who was it that reared them up ?
Why do they uot consider their own selves,—
Their minds, and who to them instruction pave?
Why do they not consider their own selvcs,—
Their homes, and who provided these for them ?

The filial bird in turn its parent feeds ;
The lamb kneels humbly for ifs mother’s breast :
The man, undatiful to parents, 18
With bird or beast nufit to be comparcd.

® Wong Tseang. Here follow somo noted cxamples of {lus Alal love. Tn the
winter Wang Taeang’s mother louged for fish to eat. ; The Bon 10 ordor to
procare it went and lay on the ice of the fish poud or rivor; aud his filial con-
duct was rowarded by the ice opening, and fish jJamping out to him.

+ Mang . Tsung, “ His mother was very ill; and one winter's day she longed to
taste a soup made of bamboo sprouts, but Maug could nol procure any. At
last he went into the grove of bamboo; clasped the trees with hig hands, and
wept bitterly. His filial affection moved nature, and the ground slowly opened,
sending forth several shoots, which he gathered and carried home.”

Thae Shun. This person’s family wae very poor; aud the country being overrun
with robbers, the mother was in danger Of starving. The 800 32 order to keep
her alive, wont to gather berries from tha mulberry treea, Wiule thua employed
the robbors came upon him; but on discovering: his filial conduct, _they not only
did him uo harm, but rewarded bim by giving him rice for his mother.

=

|| Yang Heang. Thie person was with his father cutting fuel on tho hulls. A figor
suddenly came upon them, aud seized his father. Ie sprang to iia father’s
reacne; and the tiger fed, in recognition of his filial couduct.

§ Keang Keb. This persons family was very poor ; aud iu order to procure food
to keep his pareate alive, he willingly went out to serve.

eS Ping Chung in order to get food for his parents, cold to be a slave.
ee Pak Yu, when his parents grew old, perceived that when they beat him with

their staves he felt less pain than formerly. By this he was remimded that
their strength was failing, aud that they soon niust die; aud being reminded
of this he could not refain from weeping.

+¢ Ngo-liao, the name of a filial ode, or an ode in which a fihal son mouras for hia
zx r |

=

pareuts. Waug Pow was so imbucd with filial love that he could never read
this ode without weeping.
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The filial bamboo braves the cold and heat;
Lhe king of trees 1n reverence bows its limb:
the man, undatiful to parents, is
With grass or trees unfit to compared.

Neer geek to corer an unfilis] head
With dwellings, that are used to shelter men ;
Nor an unfilial body seek to clothe
With garments, such as men are wont to wear ;
Nor yet a mouth unfilzal, let it eat
Lhe food that satisfies the wants of men.
For Heaven and Karth, though they are broad and high,
Would find it hard to suffer such ingrates.

his song of mine, exhorting filial Jove,
Do not dislike becausoa it earnest seems.
If, hearing, you give earnest heed thereto,
Then even a hundred years would seem too short.
Moreover, you may children have yourselves ;
Lhen soon what you have done will be repaid.

You to your sons a pattern filial give,
They soon to you will rake « full return.

Lhe second ballad is composed of eight stanzas, of cight lines
each. The first four lines of each stanza are of equal length,
having five characters each. The fitth line of each stanza has six
characters; and the remaining tliree have each seven. Tho transia-
tion aims to imitate this messure.

Oar children chide us in reproachful words,
And in our hearts we rather feel delight ;
But if our parents ever chiding speak, -
Then quick wwe feel ovr indignation rise.
Towards them we feel delight, toward these our anger burns:
Why show we this distinction in regard to sons and sire ?
Permit me now to urge that when your parents angered aro,
Forbearingly you treat them, as you do your children treat.

Your children, they wil! prattle all day long,
And listening to them you will never tiro ;
But when your parents undertake to speak.
You say they have too many needless cares ;
But ‘tis not thus—thetr cares they cannot lay aside.
Your parents, now grown old and grey, have had experience much :
Then let me urge that you in reverence hear the words they speak ;
Nor let the mouth, which once they fed, be used in strife with them.

Your children oft unpleasant cares require,
You render them, and that without dislike:
But when your parents’ tears or spittle fall,
You turn away with feelings of diseust.

[July-
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Your hody, six feet high, say whence was it derived ?
Was it not from your father’s strength, and from your mother’s blood?
Then let me urge, that you with reverence treat them in old age,
Because, when you were young, they spent their lives for you.

At early dawn you to the market go,
To purchase bread and cakes for children’s use ;
But care for parents, naught is heard of this.
With prattle much you tend your little ones:
Parents must hungry wait, while children first you feed ;
Though childrens’ Jove is not with parents’ love to be compared.

“Then let me urge you, freely money spare for bread and cakes,
To feed your aged parents, for their days of life are few.

Then in the market you will purchase drugs,
Yet only such as erve to children strength ;
For parents, though their rigor fails through age,
No drag is sought thear vigor to restore.
Your children may be ill, your parents too are il,
But them to cure, with curing these, is not to be compared.
Keh Koo* returned the fiesh, which from his parents ho received.
Then diligently seek to lengthen out your parenta days.

The rich could well their parents’ wants supply,
Aud yet their perents ill-at rest are found.
The poor to care for children find it hard,
Yet children hunger not, nor suffer cold.
The heart of man is one, its ways alas are two!
A son in no way can a father be to us.
Thon always treat your parents, as you do your children treat,
In nothing ever make excuse, ou plea of Inttle means.

Supporting parents, thongh they are but two,
Yet sous are ever in contention found.
Supporting children, they though ten or more,
And all the burden comes on you alone,
Yet they ave full and warm. Parents must wait and ask,
For what they need there is no one who ever cares or thinks.
Then let me urge that you with care supply your parents wants,
Because in former time what they now need you forced from them.

Your parents’ Jove for you is very great,
Yet this you little ever bear in mind;
But if your child filial the least should be,
His virtue you would praise to all around.
Your parents’ good you hide, your childrens’ you display.

a

Who understands the care that parents for their children bave ?
Beware, trast not without good ground, your childrens’ filial love ;
The pattern they will follow is the one.they find in you.

® koh. Koo is said to have been a Slial son, who, to save his parents from death when
ill, ent off the flesh of his arm to make for them tho ‘needled reuiedy. lu doing
this ho ooly restored to his parents what he had received from them.
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I will close my remarks with a brief statement of what appears

to me to be shown, in this survey of Chinese authorities, in regard
to the character and influence of their filial piety. And first in
regard to its character.

This, it may be conceded, is based in truth, haying its origin,
as the virture must everywhere have, in human nature. But what
springs from nature must be like the nature from which 1t springs.
Poor seed and poor soil impart their poverty to what grows from
them. And this law applies to animal as to vegetable productions ;
to the human as well as to the brute species; and to moral as weil
to physical traits. Now bearing in mind this natural law, and
knowing what we do of the character and habits of this people, we
should expect, I think, to find the mstinct, or moral trait, of fibal
love springing up hore moré weak and degenerate than in countries
where character is more robust, and the moral sentiments more
fully developed: And this we find to be true. Everywhere we
read it in their books, and everywhere we see 1t in their domestic
life. Trees are know by their fruit. But very much of the filial
fruit growing around us here is but apples of Sodom, compared
with what we have seen in other lands.

Again, these plants of filial love, by nature weak, are further
weaknened by the unfriendly atmosphere in which they grow.
Look at the ignorance—lock at the superstitions—look at the
vices—look at the cruelties, and the general wretchedness, pervad-
ing Chinese homes; and then expect to find im them vigorous
growths of filial love? The very thought of such a thing seems
absurd.

Then, too, the false and superstitious notions that, hke poison-
ous parasites, grow up upon them, tend still further to hinder their
growth—tend stall further fo choke and crush out therr hfe. | FPiliat

piety among the Chinese is of course everywhere praised, every-
where enjoined, and everywhere exacted. But what 1s praised,
enjoined, and exacted, is not the virtue in ifs truth and beauty, but
the virtue in its falsehood and detormity.

But finally, what of its influence? Its mfluence has doubtless
been, and it stallis, very considerable. Indeed, if we look on both
sides of it—where it has been for good, and where it has been for.
evil—we must admit that its influence has been great, very greag.
But the infiuenee thaé some have attributed to it—~-that 1b has been
the salt that has preserved the people, and the nation, while so
many other peoples and natious have passed away—lI do not
think it has or that if has ever had. This preservation, wonder-
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fnl as it may seem, can probably be explained by other causes.
At the same time it may possibly be true, that not only this
filial virtue, but also the false notions and superstitions that have
grown up and around it, have operated to some extent in this
direction.

But what is, and what has been, the influence of this virtue on
the social and domestic lite of the people? Some of it no doubt
has been beneficial; but much of 1t has been injurious. That is to
say, the false and superstitious notions connected with it, and
which the Chinese regard essential to it, have led to evils which
make their social and domestic hie any thing but happy. It would
be wrong, no doubt, to charge all the evils existing in communities

and families here, either to the absence of filial love, or to its pre-
sence in its perverted form. Yat one ean see but little of Chinese
life, without wondering how 16 19 that its greatest of all virtues
should be so little practiced. And the longer, and the more deeply
he looks into the subject, the more fully he will probably become
convinced, that filial love and reverence are aiter all not very large
elements of Chinese character; and that what is commonly practiced
under the name of filal piety, has too httle of these elements in it
to make it very powerful in its influence for good. And so it
happens that the peace, the concord, and the affection that so
largely prevail in communities and families at home, are found so
seldom here.

And this state of things is nothmg new. Lt seams to have
been always the same. We have seen how Contucius censured
the heartless observance of the duty 1 his time. It was held,
he said, to mean the support of one’s parents; that 1s, a mere
service, without love or reverence. The same thing is lamented in
the Book of Odes, the Book of Records, and most hkely im all the
books that have been written on the subject from that time to the
present. And the lament, we may be sure, has not been without

Egnorant of Ged the people have made and served images.
So in their darkness and superstition they have changed this virtue
into what is a virtue ouly in part; and what they have served
most is not that part. And so its influence for good has been
greatly lessened, while its influence for evil has been immensely
imcreased.
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By Rey. B. C. Heney, B.A.

reached Wo-she, we felt that the duller portion of the
journey was behind us and prepared to enjoy the new, varied

and striking scenes before us. We soon found 2 comfortable inn,
a long, narrow building with a succession of apartments whose
arrangements showed the thrift of the owners. Facing the street
was an ordinary shop on one side of which were several counters
let out to small traders on market days; the middle and main
section was set apart for guests, and the rear was occupied by the
family, which seemed, to be of fair proportions, i one might judge
by the number of girls and women that peered around the corners
to get a glimpse of the strange guests, and scurried away as soon as
they were observed. Behind all was an open space enclosed, with
flowers and fruit trees, piles of fire wood and sundry household and
farming utensils. From this enclosure a gateway led out to the
hill, against which the town is built, where barricades of trees
remained to show some of the means of defense when war disturbed
the natural quiet of the place. The town itself is of small dimen-
sions with one broad street running from end to end, in the centre
of which stand booths occupied by itinerant traders on market days.
Five temples, two of which are large and showy, comprise the
public buildings. It is the residence of the Wo-she Sz, a small
mandarin who quite ignored our presence, and is the last official
station of the Chinese in this direction toward the interior. The
surroundings of the town are very attractive. A number of cocoa-
nut palins, set against groves of larger trees, such as liquid ambar,
Castanopsis, and wide spreading banyans, produced a fine effect.
To the east rises a fine, wooded hill, covered with a variety of trees
and plants in great profusion. Trees of immense body and lofty
height, their trunks encircled by sturdy creepers which, spreading
out their twining arms; hang in festoons from branch to branch
and from trunk to trunk, making passage though the wood a most
dificulf performance. Nest ferns (dsplenium nidus) of perfect
shape and unusual diamoter, grow abundantly on the moist and
vine-giré bodies of the trees and in the forks of their branches.
After much struggling to force a way though the tangled vegeta-
tion, we reach the top, and standmg on the ruins of some earth-
works, mementoes of the lasé local disturbance, see the surrounding
country to great advantage. Wood clad hills and valleys, stretches
of good rice land and broad extents of shrab-grown pasture fields,
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with roads leading in all directions to the numerous villages, present
a fair picture of rural peace and quiet. Lhe most striking feature
in the landscape is a group of hills to the south called the Pak-shek,
or White Stone Ridge, whose jagged walls of white colored rock rise
abruptly from the mids& of a heavy covering of dark green wood-
laud. Tt is a conspicuous object for many mules and lies in the way
to the valley of Fan-k‘ai (45 #4) well known over the Island as the
place where the decisive battle that ended the Hakka troubles some
years ago was fought. Beyond the White Stone Ridge rise the
outlines, but dim as yet, of the higher ranges in the unexplored
interior. At Wo-she we meet a new element in the population,
the Hekkas who occupy a rich and attractive belt of country,
lying between the older Chinese settlers along the sea shore and
the aborigines m the mountains. The thritt and enterprise of
the Hakka emigrant from the north is well illustrated in the
history of the colony m the terior of Haman. About one hundred
and twenty years ago two Hakkas from the north-east of the
province come to Hainan and pushed their way mto the imterior.
Iu the neighborhood of the great hill Sha-mo-ling they found
unoccupied land, well adapted to farming and grazing,. They took
up then residence there and soon began to prosper. After a few
years they sent for their families, and the report of them good
fortune induced others to follow until a goodly settlement was
formed. - From this small begmning they have spread in numbers
and in the acquisition of territory until they occupy, wholly or in
part, a district some forty miles in length by fifteen in breadth.
Thetr number is said by some of their leading men to be about
20,000 centermg around the towns of Ling-lun (4° #) Wo-she
(fa 4) No-tai (§} %) Nam-fung (py BW) and Lok-ki (& #). By
patient industry and economy they have become fairly prosperous
and by avoiding collision with both Chinese and aborigines, they
aro on friendly tenns with both. They retain their own language
and customs and refer to their home across the sea where the tombs
and temples of their ancestors are. The father of the colony is
honored with a tomb near the place where he first settled, where
the position of the great hill Sha-mo-ling, the course of the streams
that flow from it, and the whole conformation of the surrounding
country indicate a most auspicious location, if the diagram showed
us may be believed. These people are called the Lo-haks (3 3)
or ‘Old Hakkas,” and they showed us great friendliness and
civility during our brief stay in their district. My fmend’s Colpor-
teur being 2 Hakka from the main land felt much at home among
them ; and through him there came to me a pressing invitation from
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@ Village ten mules distant from Wo-she to visit and instract them
in the doctrines of Christianity. Their friendly disposition toward
us a8 missionaries, the hospitality offered to our Colporteur, the
eagerness with which they purchased Christian books, and the ex-
pressed desire of many of them to receive special instruction was one
of the most cheering episodes of the journey and gives much promise
for the future. While clinging closely to their own language
they also speak Hainanese and to some extent the other dialects
of the Island, and the language of the aborigmmes. They are called
the “Old Hakkas to distinguish them from the San-hak (#f 2%)
or “New Hakkas” who came to the Island about twenty yeara
BPO. These belonged to the turbulent bands that caused such
wide spread disorder and desolation im the districts of San-ning
zt), Yau-ping (@ 4s), San-hing (#f Hii), &c., and were driven
out in the beginning of the reign of Tung-chi. Drawn perhaps by
the natural affinity of a common name and language they settled
near the older Hakkas, but unlike them, whose peaceful policy was
the main source of their prosperity, they soon began a system of
robbery and oppression. From the Chinese of Lam-ko on the one
hand and the Les on the other they wrested cattle and lands until
the country rose up in arms against them. The people of Lam-ko,
unused to fight, were helpless before them and the soldiers sent by
the magistrate were repeatedly repulsed. lt was not until a spacial
force of trained soldiers under a General of some distinction was
sent that they were subdued and driven from their stronghold in
the valley of Fan-k'ai (4 #8). The slaughter in the battle fought
at this place was great, but the executions that followed exceeded
the number slain in battle, while all that remained alive were
ordered to leave the Island on pain of death. Many traces of this
brief and bloody episode remain im the places occupied by this short-
lived colony. Under direction of the officials they were separated into
small companies and transported to various place on the main land:
The number killed and transported has been estimated as high as
10,000. This however 1s probably in excess of the actual number.
When defeated many of them escaped to the hills and, being
outlawed by the government, joined with the piundenng bands of
the Les and have been a scourge to the country ever since. The old
Hakkas refraamed from any open recognition of the new Hakkas,
but were well known to be in sympathy with them and gave them
substantial help in many ways; the authorities, however, in the
absence of any overt act wisely overlooked the secret aid and m
the edict ordering the removal of all the “New Hakkas,” were
careful to state that all the Old” were to remain unmolested.
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From Wo-she our way led over rolling pasture lands to No-ta1

a ke, twonty miles south in the heart of the Hakka district. No
town or village was passed on the way, three small inns at intervals .
of five miles, where travelers could get a cup of water or a bowl of
congee being the only habitations seen. Af the first of these we
stopped for breakfast, our principal dish bemg a quantity of very
black native rice. The fine facihties for grazing seemed to he only
partially utilized. Small herds of cattle, chiefly water buffaloes,
were feeding on the shrub-grown uplands, the clock of the wooden
bells showing their presence on either side. In almost every herd
was seen & white or albino buffalo and sometimes three or four
in one. Their red eyes and rough, red skm showmg through
the thin covering of whitish hair, gave them a strange appearance
only a few degrees less repulsive than their black mud-besmeared
fellows. Numerous cross paths leading off trom the main road,
showed the entrance to many Villages not visible as we passed; and
broad, well graded roads, with men on horseback and women on
wheelbarrows, were good indications of prosperity. Asthe cionds
lifted fine views of the surrounding country were obtained varying
infinitely with successive changes of position. to the right lay the
dark line of the Black Ridge, B @, thickly covered with trees, and
to the left the spurs of the higher ranges gave a fine succession
of views, each fresh turn disclosing some attractive hill or valley un-
seen before. Just before entermg No-tai we come upon a group of
buffalo carts ranged on the green sward laden with goods from
the Le country. Lhey were on their way from Nam-tung to Ka-lit
about fifty miles north-east, whence they would be shipped by boat
to Hoi-hovw. This road from Nam-fung to Ka-ht, about sixty miles
in length, is the chief ox cart road on the Island; and: the business
that passes over if every year in rattan, fragrant wood and less
valuable articles is considerable. We found No-tai in the midst of a.
busy market, the streets thronged with people intent on the business
ot the hony. ithe number of people, the rapid interchange of
commodities and the whole appearance of the town gave the impres-
sion that 3t was a prosperous place. Anxious to escape the crush
and rest a few minutes after our twenty miles walk, we entered an
inn which combined shop, store-house for earthen-ware, restaurant,
hotel and family residence all in one. An impromptu escort of the
people proved rather noisy and destructive and received our sharp
rebuke instead of thanks for their attention until they were driven
out by the hostess, who faced them rod in hand and covered them
with maledictions as she picked up the pieces of broken pottery.
fis soon as we could get disengaged of our traveling gear I took
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supply of bocks and drew a large part of the crowd into the street,
where under a shed in the midst of a pouring rain, the books were

sold as fast as they could be handed out, until the principal temple,
turned into a temporary dispensary, attracted the people to witness

or recelve the benefit of the Doctor’s skill. As soon as we had time
to study our surroundings we found that we were the guests of a
representative citizen of the Hakka district, the fifth in direct line
ot descent from the first settler and a man evidently held in high
respect by his neighbors and friends. Be could converse in several
dialects and responded to my Cantonese like a native of the
provincial city. From him I gathered much information concerning
the Hakkas old and new, and received from him a present of a
geomantic map of his ancestors’ tomb. His kind disposition was
shown in .his affection for two little grand-children,.who climbed
over him from morning till night, making a play-house of his bed

and taking all sorts of liberties with him. As a reward for good
behavior we promised the children some bisenits. The little girl
received hers as she deserved, but the boy being very rude was
refused. Presently the old gentleman asked for some biscuits as
though he wished to know what we ate, but as soon as he received
them shared with the httle grand-sou. At No-tai not less than six.
or seven dialects are spoken, viz., Hakka, Cantonese, Hainanese,
Lam-ko Loi, Tam-chow Mandarin, the Native Le and some more
restricted local patois. Heavy rains that swelled the small streams
beyond the possibility of crossing detained us two days, in which
time we become guite fambar with the town and were plad to
see that opium was not so extensively used as in some of the other
places visited.

Krom No-tai i is ten miles to Nam-fung (#q 38), the principal
trading post with the Les on this side of the Island. The road passes
for the most part through shrub-covered pasture lands, over which
small herds of cattle are grazing. several fair sized rice plains aro
passed with villages bordering them. Proclamations written on the
freshly cut white sides of wooden posts are set in conspicuous places,
commanding people to keep watch over their cattle and not permit
them to tresspass on the fields of rice and sweet potatoes which are
mostly unenclosed by hedges or walls. some fine groves of bananas
and several small plantations of pine apples were seen. Three miles
from Nam-fung we stopped to rest under a banyan of magnificent
proportions. Its wide extending branches were supported by
many of its own living pillars, formed by the root-like shoots that
depend from the branches, and after taking root in the earth, have
grown into stont subordinate trunks, The space covered by this
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grand and finely proportioned tree was not less than an acre. The
curved and knotted roots extending for yards around the main
trunk afforded seats for travelers to rest upon. As we passed along
the eye never wearted of the lulls and mountains that rose succes-
sively before us on either side, many of them heavily wooded, but
rested most frequently on the conspicuous form of Sha-mo-ling, that
appeared distinct and massive the nearer we approached.

Reaching Nam-tung at nightfall the question of securing
suitable lodgings became rather serious as we passed from one to
another of the dark, narrow, crowded places, with no separate rooms,
that were showed us. An empty house was offered to us, which had
been vacated by a Cantonese merchant recently gone to Hoi-how
but bemg without furniture, fuel or cooking utensils, damp, dirty,
with a leaky roof and the back door missing, it being moreover late
at night 2nd our attendents utterly ignorant of the town, we felt
that the open plain outside would have been preferable under the
circumstances. Aiter many futile efforts to secure something better
we took shelter in the most uncomfortable and unhealthy quarters
we encountered on the whole journey.

We were much disappointed in the appearance of Nam-fung.
Instead of the busy and important mart we had expected, we found
only'a dull, lifeless town with but one street and that scarcely more
than one-fourth of a mile in length. Market on alternate days
brings a few hundreds of people from the country near and a few
tens of Les from the districts further inland. Opium seems
almost universal, and betel nut chewing, of which we had seen more
or less from Lam-ko onward, is very prevalent. The women especi-
ally, both Chinese and Les, seem addicted to it, their lips aud chins
besmeared with the ugly red juice, their teeth and gums blackened
by its prolonged use disfigure what would otherwise be attractive
countenances. The chief and almost only trade is goods from
the Le country. This 1s almost entirely in the hands of Cantonese,
four or five leading firms controlling the business. The Cantonese
is the prevailing dialect of the place although several others are also
10 Use. The proportions of the trade with the Les was also a great
surprise. All the goods purchased by all the firms in any one day,
would scarcely make a fair load for a buffalo cart; and it is only on
the supposition of immense profits that the business can be carried
on at all. Ihe chief articles of commerce are rattan, deer horns and
sinews, dried mushrooms, fragrant wood, hides and minor articles.
Lhese are collected in driblets from the Les who come out to market,
and by Chinese agents who go through the Le villages. When
enough has accumulated to make cargo for several buffalo carts, it
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is sent by these velncles sixty miles overland to the landing place of
Ka-iit, af the head of navigation on the Teng-on river, and thence
by boat to Hoi-how. Small quantities are sometimes sent to How-
sul (HA WR) and some also to Hol-itau (4 BA). The unsophisticated
Les are victimized in many ways, as to the weight and quality of the
goods they bring on the one hand, and in the payment they receive
ether im money or goods exchanged on the other. The town 1s very
unhealthy, the water bad and the place itself uninviting. It 1s set
amidst grass grown hills, that contrast unfavorably with the
picturesque and wooded heights in the distance. In the immediate
vicinity are a number of small villages set along the bank of the little
streams, the pathways leading to them lined with high stiff grass.
These little hamlets are mostly occupied by Hakka immigrants who
are gradually redeeming the soil about their homes from its native
wildness. One of our walks led us to the home of a cartwright
whose grandfather had opened the little settlement where his des-
cendants lived, and which had as yet only increased to three or four
trail buts. The man was ati work on one of the clumsy cart wheels
which combine the three great disadvantages of unnecessary weight,
waste of material and difficulty of management. The wood chiefly
used is that of the wild lichee which is indigenous on the Island and
grows fo a great size, some trees that we saw being three feet in
diameter and forty feet high. The fruit of these trees is useless,
but the timber is very valuable, being reddish hued, heavy, close
grained and very durable. The country is but sparsely populated,
and would support three or four times the present population.
Besides cultivating the soil many of the people are more or less
concerned in dealing with the Les as agents for the larger houses
or as independent traders in a small way.

4

Nam-fung is the last Chinese town on the borders of the Le
country. Hive miles in any direction except north, the way we came,
Jeads one into the midst of the aborigines. the most conspicuous
object near is the great hill we have been watching on our way
hither, Hour or five miles west it rises in a solid dome-like shape
more than 3000 feat above the plain. The lower portions are bare
of trees, but the middle and upper portions are well wooded. To
the south it presents a great precipice of dark colored rock, over
which water, sometimes in streams and again trickling from crevices
un the rock, pours down, glistening in a broad sheet as the sun falis
upon ib. The hill ts mhabited by Les,- whose groups of straw-
thatched huts cluster on the sides and top, the open spaces among
the trees showing the fields they cultivate. They till the soil
quietly from year to year and are reckoned among the “tame” or
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civilized Les. From an open space to the west of the town are
seen, on clear days, the highest mountains in the interior, the Le
Mother peaks a little to the east and the higher line of the Five
Finger mountains almost directly south, while many peaks of
lower height, but fine proportions, flank them on either side.
While Nam-fung is the chief mart, yet a smal! trade is done with
the Les in several other places, as Ling-lun to the north and Wong-
ng and Mow-ti in the direction of ‘T'am-chow, which is about forty
miles west of Nam-fung. The presence of gold in some of the hills
is well known and in one place ten miles south-east of Nam-fung
mining was carried on to some extent a few years ago, but the
owners of the land and the people living near, fearing the earth
would take revenge for the removal of her precious deposits and
bring some disaster upon them, forbade its continuance and the
operations were stopped. It is sad that now, being in very reduced
circumstances, these people are ready to grant permission to any
one who will undertake the work of mining. Within the borders of
the Le country and especially at Un-mun twenty miles south
of Nam-fung, rich deposits of gold have been found. A. jew years
ago a man from Canton began mining in this place on e larger scale
than had previously been done, but the natives, under the excuse
that the debris of miming destroyed their grain fields and injured
their water supply, refused to let him continue. The Les seem to be
free from any superstition im regard to removing precious metals,
but are very suspicious of the Chinese as they have great reason to
be, In the Shek-luk hills (4 # pj) in the Cheung-fa (8 4) district
about twenty miles south-west, copper was formerly mined on quite
an extensive scale, the ore bemg of a very rich quality. Owing to
improper management the mine caved in causing about one hundred
men to lose their lives and since that occurrence the mine has not
been reopened. This is probably the one referred to by the late
Mr. Swinhoe, and the one which a company in Hongkong sought,
but unsuccesfully, to get permission to work. If arrangements
could be made directly with the Les, without Chinese intervention,
these mines both for gold and copper and perhaps other metals as
well, could no doubt be successfully worked. In whatever tran-
saction that occurs between the Chinese and the Les the latter are
almost sure to suffer ; and as the result of such experience they are
shy and suspicious, so that it would be difficult to persuade them to
engage in any such enterprise where Chinese were concerned.

Having reached the limits of the Chinese territory we were
anxious to explore the unknown valleys of the Les, where no white
man’s [oot had ever trod and into which but few Chinese had ventured
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to penetrate. Standing on the borders of their country we saw-the
lofty ramparts of their mountain homes and understood to some
extent the nature of the defense which the physical Ieatures of the
land have provided and which has enabled them to maintain their
independence against all the aggréssions of the Chimese for nearly
2000 years. Driven back from the lowlands that stretch along the
sea coast and cover most of the northern half of the Island, which
they once possessed in common with the mountain regions of the
centre and south, they have ever found a sate retreat in their in-
terior, mountain-girt valleys from which they could bid defiance to
their oppressors and whence, on occasion, they could issue forth fio
take swift and fearful revenge on their enemies.

Having laid our plans to penetrate and, if possible, pass through
the centre of the Le country to the opposite side of the Island we
improved every opportunty to gain rehable information respecting
the people and the best routes of travel. The meagerness and
indefimiteness of the information was surprising when we con-
sidered how closely the people of Nam-fung were connected with
the Les m trade and general intercourse. Meeting these strange
people for the first time face to face at this place 1 observed their
appearance and actions with no little interest. On the first day after
our arrival about twenty of them came to market of whom six were
“JOMmeN. Having previously heard of only two classes the ‘‘ Shang”
or “ Wild” Les and the “Shuk” or “Tame” Les, the latier of
whom dressed much like the Chinese and the former of whom dis-
carded trousers and other evidences of civilization I sought to
determine the status of those then seen. Accordmg to this
method of distinction both classes were represented. They all had
their hair twisted into a knot on the top of their heads, the position
of the knot varying from a point just over the eyes to the crown of
the heed. Some added a second knot at the back of the head and
all had a more or less disheveled appearance. One ot the men
carried a rifle and all were provided with small baskets, long and
narrow, in which the all necessary wood knite, fimt and tinder, and
other small articles were carried. The women were all tattooed with
blue stripes over their cheeks, foreheads, chins, hands, arms, legs,
and partially on the breast and back. They wore short jackets,
curved down the back and bound with thick strong thread, and short
closely fitting skirts that scarcely reached to their knees. In their
ears were inserted bits of deer bone, a quarter of an inch in diame-
ter. Their hair was drawn back from the forehead and held by a
comb, the head being covered by a fringed kerchief. Physically
they were strong and well developed, with pleasing faces and
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straight features. On the sepond market day there were about fifty
Les in attendance from various localities. Some of the younger
women were quite handsome in spite of the blue lines tattooed over
thei faces. Ditferent patterns in this peculiar tracery were noticed.
In some the lines were numerous but very light ; in others there
was one light stroke beginning at the temples and coming down
over the cheeks to the chin; others again had heavy lines clotted
in the centre. They seemed shy and diffident, wandering in groups
of three and four through the market selecting articles that took
their fancy. Lhey seemed to be greatly attracted by embroidered
purses and ‘leather pouches, colored thread and beads. These
articles of the poorest quality were supplied to them at the highest
prices. All the iron tools they use for farming, their knives,
axes, etc., must be purchased from the Chinese, so that the small
quantities of goods taey bring out, exchanged for a few strings of
cash, are replaced by articles of scarcely one-tenth their value.
Most of those whom we saw at this place were from Pok-sha-tung
(HE YP dG) about fifteen miles south-west, and were fine specimens
of men physically. In preparation for the narrative of personal
experience among and observation of them in their homes, the
following account, taken from a Chinese work entitled “ Fresh
notices of Kwang tung,” Be FR FS, will be useful.

“The Le Mother mountains are lofty and precipitous. In their
midst rise the Five Finger, and the Seven Finger Peaks. Among
them dwell the “Wild” Les and the beasts of the forest, while the
‘Tame’ Les encircle them around. The “Jame” Les understand
the language of the Chinese; they are accustomed to enter the
cities for purposes of trade, and in the evening at the blowing of a
horn gather in crowds to return to their homes. ‘The * Wild” Les
are hot accustomed to come to the cities and are rarely seen. In
the Yam-tsz year (about 1600 4.p.) over twenty “ Wild” Les
appeared unexpectedly with presenis before the high officials.
their banner inscribed with four words “ {the Le people) submit
(to) civilization,” was fastened to a betel nut pole. One man bore
a large offering of flowers. They cast before the officers an article
in shape like a cart wheel, the outside of which was white, while
on the inside flowers were traced in black. One man carried in his
arms a. Yau-tsuk tree (if 3 RY) seven or eight feet in length; two
men brought in @ porcine bear and two carried a yellow deer. The
countenances of these men were all black and forbidding, their hair
was uncombed, their feet bare and their short garments reached
only to the waist, with a triangular piece of cloth to cover the
lower body. Those who saw them took them to be demons.
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‘Overy their foreheads the hair was twisted into a knob im which
gold and silver skewers or hair pins of ox bone were stuck. Those

who jnsert the pins perpendicularly are “Wild” Les and those who
insert them cross-wise are “Tame” Les, this bemg one way to
distinguish them. The women generally wear the Le skirt which is
made of one whole piece of cloth, the upper and lower portions bemg
firmly joined. From the: neck to below the knees it falls without
a seam, but is sewed together along the four.sides, and igures
in the five colors are embroidered upon it with silk floss. This
skirt is made with hundreds.of fine pleats and more than a hundred
feet of cloth is used. Being long it interferes with their walking so
they tuck it up in the middle, fold over fold on their backs, which
gives them the appearance of carrying great burdens. They do
their hair up in a knot with a large hair pin inserted, to which is
attached a great brass ring. Pendants hang from their ears to the
shoulders. Their faces are stained with shapes of flowers, butterilies
and such things from which they receive the name of “ tattooed
womeu;” the tattoo is not considered a mark of beauty. When a Le
woman wishes to marry a man each has regard for the good looks or
otherwise of the other and the engagement is formed by maotual
consent. The man first traces a pattern on the woman’s face, which
must be in exact conformity to the pattern pricked by his ancestors,
not the slightest variation being allowed, the reason he gives being
that he fears that after death his ancestors would not recognize
her, moreover previous to the betrothal the hands are tattooed and
on the evening before the marriage the face is done with patterns
all given by the man, which are a sure sign by which she 1s
recognized as his and prevents her from marrying another. ‘Ihe
old saying, (in the Lai-ki) about the “tattooed brow’ referred to
this practice, the terms used being convertible. It is done with a
needle and a pencil, the ink stain producing a bluish hue, in the
form of flowers, insects or fishes, in greater or less profusion. ‘Tha

eeneral judgment of the world is that tattooed laces are most
becoming to the Le women and also that the more prosfuely 1b 18
done, the more highly they are esteemed. Only the daughters of
free families are allowed to tattoo and never: in any instance is It
permitted in the case of female siaves. The Le women all carry a
piece of lacquered wood on which are written several lines of a Le
ballad, the writing however is like the wriggling of worms, and
cannot be deciphered. The bow never leaves the hands of the men.
It is made of a rattan that grows in the shape of a perfect bov,
the two ends having notches on which to fasten the strings. The
strings are also of rattan and the barbed arrows of bamboo, without
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feathers, bub armed with three barbs, in shape like the horns of the
water caltrop, which entering the flesh cannot be withdrawn. When |
ahout to shoot the archers conceal themselves in the bamboo thicket,
crouching low near 1ts verge; as they fasten the arrow upon the
bow, they stand perfectly still taking deliberate aim at the object to
be shot and then suddenly let the arrow fly. in case the bones and
tendons are shattered they apply a medical plaster to the injured
part and thus with difficulty may averi death. The Wild Les
are. very fierce and violent; their bows draw two hundred catties,
(266 lbs); they go armed with spears, having corselets of bone and
helmets made of the bark of some fragrant wood tree. The bows
which the Jame Les use are made of various kinds of wood, and
are in shape not unlike carryimg poles. The strings are made from
the fibres of the coir palm and the arrows of the sinewy bamboo:
they are not very accurate; they are barbed with sharp iron
furnished with 2 double hook ancl have a small cord attached to them.
When about to shoot the arrow is put in its place and when any
fierce wild beast appears is instantly shot forth; the cord becomes
entangled among the trees so that the beast is easily captured.

Whenever a man wishes to purchase Cham-hiang (4 4),
(Aquilaria Agallochum), the most precious of their fragrant woods,
he sends for a Tame Le to act as gmde to the Wild Les’ country.
He prepares presents, money in the form of gilt and flowered paper,
mattock heads a foot in length and three hundred arrows, silk floss,
thread, needies, cloth and other things that please the Wild. Les.
At each chief village the visitor is entertained in the following
mianiner, An ox being slain by an arrow shot through his body, the
skin is taken as a sauce pan and the meal cooked in it is placed
before the guests. Before each man is placed a bowl which is poured
full of spiced or pepper wine in the presence of the guests. li they
can drink it, they quaff it off at one draught, if not they decline
with the excuse that they are not worthy. Ii some partake and
others do not they construe it as an indication of contempt or
esteem as the ease may be; and although they supply the fragrant
woods to those whom they suppose have slighted them, they are
sure to waylay them im some narrow, dangerous place and kill
them, such is their fierceness and cruelty. The Tame Les also arcté
as guides to the Wild Les in the depredations. When they go. out
to piuncer they carry off men and women and everything in the
houses. The speed with which they march is like flying so that the
soldiers sent in pursuit are unable to overtake and capture them.
the women however with their great, long Le skirts are much
impeded in walking and occasionally are caught, when they crouch
down in fear.
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There are other tribes known as the “Wild Kis” {A jf) still

more fierce and. violent so that even the Wild Les stand in fear of
them. Generally speaking the Wild Les abound among the Great
Five Finger mountams (K ply) and the Wild Kis in great
numbers among the Little Five Finger mountains (Jy FH 4 Il). The
Kis are what were called (4%) in the time of the [§ #9 Siu
dynasty. The Les (#) m the time of the Han dynasty were called
Le (#2) rude, and this character was interchanged with Le (EB).
The books of Han speak of the barbarous Les 1) of Kau-chan
(Ju JZ) and again of the Le prince ({# #) who submitted to the
fans, in which notices these people are referred to. The Tame Kis
are somewhat better. Those whose dens are in the warmer districts
are called the Kon-keuk-ki (8% JA ik) “Dry feet Kis.” They and
the Tame Les have the same usages while those of the half-wild and
half-tame differ somewhat.:

Lhe boundary line of the country occupied by the Les and the
Kis is reckoned at something over twelve hundred i (400 miles}, or
reducing the long to add to the short, it makes it about four hun-
dred i square. The mountains surround them liks the shel] of an

All the various tribes of the Les, live in the outer section,
while the Kis dwell inside. The districts {jfj) are from twenty to
thirty # in extent and each district has upwards of ten villages.
The soil is rich and the people numerous as in the villages of the
Chinese outside. Ihe mountains and peaks rise in ranges above
each other and are covered with deep forests. The water 15 noxious
and the mountains covered with a purple mist. The air is damp
and close, being shut in on all sides, so that outsiders cannot enter
constantly with mmpuunity. In this way, by means of what is in fact
a calamity, all savages obtain their security. There are proper means
however of securing peaceful relations and preventing outbreaks,
namely, by diffusing learning among them and promoting friend-
iness betwen them and the people, (the Chinese). In‘ this way
trouble may be prevented and not of necessity by the use of soldiers.
The Les are of two kinds ; those living along the front of the Five
Fmger mountains are the Tame Les, and those to the back of these
mountams are the Wild Les. The Tame Les are further divided
mto two kinds; those living in contact with the Wild Les are called
Nam-ch'ai, or “Three Bailiif” Les and those living in contact with
the Chinese are called the Sz-ch‘ai, or “Four-Bailiff” Les, the
revenue derived from them being soméwhat more than that from the
other. The Tame Les are the parasites (lit. darnel) of the Wild Les;
and the tax-collector is the devyourer (lit. paddy worm) of the Tame
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bes. Whenever @ wild Le wriggles the Tame Les are up and after
him. The wickedness and deceit of the Tame Les are provoked by
the demands of the tax-collector. Lhe tax-collector corresponds to
the village elder or the head man of a street and exacts service from
the Les as though they were captives whose lives he had spared. The
Les accord him the title of Magistrate, and when the tax-collector
appears before the officials he also calls the Les his subjects. All
taxes are levied according to his assessment and find their way into
his private purse. When his superiors demand them he says,
‘Ah! these wild Les, I don’t dare to press them lest they rebel.”
This is a specimen of their villany and deceit. In case an official
goes in person to the Le villages to receive tribute, if, as he arrives
at each place he partakes cordially of the repast prepared for him
the Les are delighted, treat him with great respect and hasten to
bring in all the dues. If in any way he fails to respond to their
hospitality they become excessively enraged, and lie in wait along
the forest paths with their bows and arrows to attack him: in this
their evil nature corresponds to that of their water and plants.
they go to the cities naked, with their hair knotted over their fore-
heads, having the figure of a cock with a bone skewer fastened cross-
Wise in his tail, on their heads, which serves with them in place of a
crown. ‘T’he official must appear pleased, smile graciously and
converse with them, receive their offerings and in return present
them with some silver medals and red cloth. With these they go
home most happy, place them upon the incense altar and regard
them as precious. It however the official despises them because
they are naked and requires them to put on proper clothing before
he will see them, the news of such treatment is soon spread abroad.
and they are thenceforth seldom seen. The tribute is also with-
held, and thero is nothing for the officer to do but to ask the tax
collector to see to it.

The Les are mostly of the two surnames Fu (FF) and Wong (3).
If a chief has not one of these names the Les will not submit to him.
When a man wishes to become 2 chief an ox is tied to a certain
place to be shot with the bow. If the arrow goes clean through the
Ox's belly and comes out on the other side, his right to become a
Le chief is vindicated. In making agreements written characters are
not used. When anything is borrowed they take a cord and make
% knot in it, which serves as a deed or pledge. IF the debt is not
paid, although decades and centuries may have passed, the children
or grand-children may bring out the knotted cord and demand
payment, nor can the descendants of the debtor deny the claim.
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If able to pay the debt they must do so, if not they must work it
out by service. In the sale of nll lands and fields the same rule is
tollowed. If a Le dies and leaves no children, his fellow villagers
unite to support his wife. If she wishes to marrry again she pre-
sents her request to the chief, rolls up her clothes and personal
effects nto a bundle, and choosing the man she wishes for a spouse,
drops 1t at his feet. If the man consents he takes up the bundle
and the woman leads him home to her house, where pigs and other
animais are slain in celebration of the wedding. When the parents
die the children gather together what wealth or personal effects
they have left and, in the presence of the chief aud the people, bury
them, saying, “The favor bestowed by our parents is so great that
we have nothing wherewith to requite them, and cannot therefore
presume fo appropriate what they have left behind to our own
use.” Moreover of the people about none would dare to steal them
Jest the evil spits should injure them, so it 1s said. When carry-
ing burdens in every case they use but one shoulder, no matter if
the way 1s over steep hills or dangerous places, saying, their ancestors
always did so and they will not presume to change the mode. This
1s an instance of their stupid affectation of filial piety. The Les are
much given to cursing and their spirits have power to work great
injury. For instance, if a man falls out with his associate he
straightway curses his deceased parents: in a little while the man’s
body begins to seem like fire, his head and stomach bemg racked
with pain. He, aware of the cause, does not let it be known, but
simply says, “I have offended the earth god,” and offers worship,
pouring out a dibation of wine and presenting an offering of meat.
These he sacrifices to the earth repeating prayers the while. When
the sacrifice is ended, the man and his wife divide the things between
them and eat them, whereupon the sick man recovers immediately.
If any one im trading cheats them with spurious or adulterated
articles, they lie in wait along the road, and, seizing the first man
that comes along carry him to their home where he is beaten with
excessive severity. ‘he victim of this treatment sends a letter to the
family of the real offender informing them of the matter, insisting
upon their sending the goods originally required, so that he may be
released. If they cannot get hold of the man, he informs his
associates who apply to the magistrate for Tame Les to be sent with
a warrant to arrest bin. Although he does not understand writing
he will recognize the official stamp and deliver up the goods forth-
with. Among thei practices revenge holds a prominent place and
is regarded as the first obligation. They do not however accom-
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plish their revenge by artifice or secretly. Before the time arrives
an ox is slain in the presence of the people, three bamboo arrows ere
and cut in two, after which an oath is taken and sacrifice
offered. Messengers are sent with these arrows to challenge the
enomy, with some such message as “On such a day, at such an hoar,
the affair between us is to be settled; the knife is being sharpened
and the spear point whetted in preparation for you.” The enemy
then takes counsel with his fellow villagers; he also slays an ox and
takes an oath before his people. Lhe fime is agreed upon and the
parties come forth to the contest; from either side the arrows fly
and one is sure to be killed before it is ended. Lf one of them 1s in
the wrong, his wife walks across the field of contest crying out,
“Tt is my husband’s grandsire who has injured, do not destroy my
husband, but rather destroy me in his stead.” The wife of the one
who is in the right then calls to her husband, saying, “his wife
is so good and noble the quarrel may be dropped,” and the matter
is then settled as if a full recompense had been given. lf «& man is
not able to accept the challenge, then he with his fellow villagers
take refuge in flight. When the avenger comes and finds no one to
contend with him, he burns down the grass huts saying, “they are
airaid of me; in this way I wipe out the disgrace of my forefathers.”
Having secured this triumph he returns and makes no farther
demand for: satisfaction.”

From the same work we take tho following paragraph in regard.
to the Le Mother the great ancestress of the Les. the west
ot the city of K“ing-chow-fu there formerly stood the Le Mother
temple. Tradition relates that the Spirit of Thunder carried an egg
into the mountains from which a woman was produced, and further
that a man from Kau-chi (4 Bit) (Annam) erossecd the sea in search

of fragrant herbs, and that upon the marriage of these two, children
and grand children followed in great numbers. This was the la
Mother (#8 4) who is also called (#7 #¥) their patron saint (?), the
frst female ancestor of the Le people, so it is said. Originally the
Lies belonged to the race of birds and beasts; being derived from
én egg their natural disposition was distinct from that of human
beings so that from ancient times to the present they have remained
uniniluenced by the royal civilization.”

At N am-fong we met many men who had been short distances
into the Le country. Our hostess at the inn was a Le woman who
had come out from the hills half a day’s journey distant. She was
very clever, spoke Hainanese perfectly, a little Cantonese, with a
smattering of some other dialect. It seems to be a not infrequent
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thing for the Chinese, especially if they are poor, to secure Le wives
tor ther sons. The accounts of the habits and disposition of the
people varied with each man’s individuai experience or hear-say
knowledge of them. some dwelt upon their craftimess and hostility
to all outsiders, their proficience in using the bow, their knowledge
and use of subtle poisons and their quickness to take offense until
some of the Chinese members of our party were anxious to give up
the enterprise. We had among our attendants a deat and dumb
coolie who at this poit roused all his native ingenuity to express
his disapprobation of our plan indicating by signs in a mest comical
manner their tattooed faces and short garments, the steep hill and
heavy grass that obstructed the narrow path, the leeches, and deep
streams to be crossed; drawing out an imapinary:bow to show
their hostility, he would shake his head im most emphatic dissent.
He sought in vain for a pistol to protect himseli, but found
a jarge knife. Several others of our party also procured knives
but fortunately had no further use for them than to cut away
obstructing shrubs and branches from our paths. Our most rehable
informant was the head of the shop, Kin-cheung §). 1 take
pleasure in recommending him to any one who may have occasion
to visit Nam-fung and there to seek information about entering the
Le country as most obliging and reliable in all that he advises.
From him we obtained some usetul hints as to the best means
of traveling, the mode of ingratiating ourselves with the people
and certain things in which we shonid avoid offense. In the
larger villages the head man is recognized by the Chinese
officials under the little of Tsung-kun (#4 at one place however
the chief is called Pa-tin (3 3) Hainanese pronounciation). In
every case we were instantly to go to the house of the head man,
which rule we were careful to follow. They do not use much silver
money, and copper cash were so heavy we inquired what substi-
tutes could be taken and were told that the most acceptable thing
would be opium. A ball of opium they said judiciously bestowed
would enable us to travel with comfort though the whole country.
They are exceedingly fond of the drug and will make large returns
in the way of provisions and labor either as coolies or guides, for a
very small quantity. We said however that we could not take
opium no matter how acceptable it might be. This surprised our
Chinese friends. “What!’ they said “when 16 18 so easy to carry
and will please the Les more than anything else; will you not
gratify them ?” It was only after much explanation that our moral
objections were understood. Opium being out of the question we
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were recommended to take salt, tobacco leaf and salt fish. And of
these articles we provided ourselves with a moderate supply. It
was nessary to engage additzonal coolies as the difficulties of travel
‘made it impossible for @ man to carry more than half an ordinary
load, forty catties being the utmost one man would engave to take.
We had been favored with good weather most of tha time up to this
point, but at’ Nam-fung several days of incessant rain not only
delayed us, but rendered traveling most uncomfortable. Chafing
under the restraint of our dark and narrow lodgings we made several
attempts to start for the Le hills but found the streams so swollen
that no one could cross them and going to the top of some of the
nearer hills saw the country flooded in all directions. During this
delay we received many kind attentions from our Chinese neighbors,
one man offering us the use of his horse to ride over the country,
others proposing to take us to the great hill Sha-mo-ling. We were
also visited by numbers of Les from the mner districts, who like
ourselves, were detained by the floods. Most of these wore Chinese
clothes but not queues. They brought doleful accounts of the
high water, but assured:us that in the end we would have no
difficulty in crossing the inlls, and some of them even offered to act
as guides to Ling-shur, 7k). We had frequently been told that
to cross the Island either from north to south or from east to west,
directly through the centre was a feat which even the Chinese had
never accomplished. In the sixteenth century the statesman Hai-jui
(He Hg) proposed as the best means of controlling the Les, to open
roads from north to south and from east to west crossing each other
in the centre. This simple plan known in official records as the
‘‘eross roads proposal,” was never undertaken and the interior
has remained a wild unknown which even the most venturesome
Chinese, spurred on by the hope of gain, have scarcely dared to
penetrate.

Although many men at Nam-fung professed to be familiar
with the country and to have lived with the Les for weeks and
months at a time, yet close inquiry revealed the fact that their
farthest journeys had only been to the nearer tribes and none could
give as accurate directions for more than two or three days. Our
purpose to cross the mountuins by as direct a line as possible to
Ling-shui (¥ 7k) caused great surprise. Some advised us to keep
to the east and north of the hills by way of Ling-mun (4% FY) and
reach Ling-shui by the usual route through Man-chow; others
counseled us to strike for Sam-a (= WH), by way of Pok-sha-ttung
to the south of the Five Finger Range; but when we announced
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our determination, if possible to go straight across passing along
the foot of the great Five Finger Range, they could do no more
than direct us for the first two or three days, tellmg us that after
that we must inguire of the Les from place to place. No one doubted
the possibility of making the journey we proposed, but many dwelt
at length on the danger from robbers, the uncertainty of a friendly
reception from the Les along the way, the discomforts of travel,
the blood-thirsty leeches that would attack us on all sides, the
scarcity of food, the Les themselves being sometimes reduced to

eating the leaves of trees. Making due allowance for exaggeration,
we were not discouraged but only impatient of the delay which the
storms made unavoidable, and eager to see these interesting and as
we believed much wronged people in them homes. At last after 2
week’s detention, the weather having partially cleared, we took up
our march in the morning, hopmg to reach the first Le village by
night. Our course lay almost directly south, and all went well for
a mile or more until we reached a small brook with steep banks on
either side, made of hard, slippery clay that threatened unpleasant
consequences ab every step. Three miles brought us to a river of
considerable size over which we had to be ferried. The water was
deep and swift, the debris on the shores showing at what a height
it had flowed but two days betiore. The ferry boats were the radest
kind of dug-outs made from:the solid trunks of large trees called
heung-lo-muk, probably of the camphor family. They were simply
hollowed out and carved a little afi the end and seemed very clumsy
crafts to venture in. The usual fare is said to be twenty cash for
each passenger; of this we were not informed at the time and the
boat man accepted much less without demur. Ascendmg the
oppdsite bank we passed some teak trees 1m bloom, the clusters of
pink flowers combining well with the large ornamental leaves, and
after some slippery climbing reached the level road again. ‘he
river in its winding course approached our path on the right some
distance above where we had crossed and soon alter appeared on our
left far below the crossing and winding on its downward course
between attractive lines of hills, some wooded overhanging its
hanks as it disappeared to the south-east. The fragmentary section
we had seen indicated a succession of charming and picturesque
scenes along its course until it issues from the hills in the district of
Ting-on. We passed several small hamlets which looked forlorn and.
lonely in the wide grass-grown wastes that surrounded them. In the
small fields beside the houses, great ant-nests cut from the bamboos
were set ap as scare-crows.. Scarcely had we traversed two miles of
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easy road whon @ wretched gully, filled with the vilest mud had to
he crossed. As we passed through it and the little stream. of clear
water in the centre of it, the deposit of sand and mud on the high
grass and branches far above our heads gave us a word picture of
what we should have encountered two days previous. The hills
over which we passed were grass-grown and treeless, but on all
sides appeared the greatest variety of hill and mountain landscape.
Many of the hills in nght were thickly covered with trees; others
with fine groves crowning their summits and their sides bare, while
others showed great black spaces from which the grass had been
burned; the whole being very attractive. In the ravines below
small streams purgled along; by the heavy masses of vines
that twined and intertwined in impenetrable sereens over the
yielding bamboos making ascent along the water courses a sheer
impossibility. After five miles travel we came to a creek flowing
down a deep ravine which we had to cross three times in a few
hundred yards. the water was transparently clear arid sweet. On
the farther side stood a small shed under which two men coming
from the opposite direction were resting and picking off the leeches
that had fastened to their feet. they told us it was impossible to
reach the village of Ta-man-t'een at which we aimed, as a stream
running eight feet deep had to be crossed without bridge or boat.
his was discouraging, but bemp directed to another place of which
we had not previously heard we determined to push on, considering
anything preferable to turning back to Nam-fung again. From
this Little shed the road led directly up a steep hill, bordered on
either side and overhung to a great extent by high grass, heavy
with moisture from the rain that now fell incessantly. The hard,
weil worn path was like ice in smoothness which made it difficult
for us with our stout walking sticks to keep from falling. The
coohes with their burdens were hard put to, each one stumbling
several times and in some instances greeting their mother earth
with such suddenness and force as to dislodge basket lids and
strew the ground with medicine bottles and surgical instruments.
Leaving them to struggle with the difficulties of the steep ascent,
Wwe were soon far ahead, and by a fortunate mustake, passed
without noticing it the turning ‘point in the path that would
have led us to the Le village, and following the wider path from
which the grass had been burned on either side, came suddenly
upon a small settlement of whose existence we had not been
informed. The day was more than half gone, we were thoroughly
wet and tired as well as chilled by the dampness; we were still six
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miles from the town and darkness would have fallen upon us in the
dreariest, dampest and most shelterless spot, so we called a halt at
the hamlet of Chi-wan, and concluded to remain for the mght. It
was fortunate we did so for the rain came on again, and made it
impossible for us to move for three days more. .We were made
comparatively comfortable in a new bamboo house which the owner
placed entirely at our disposal he and his wife retreating to some
wretched huts a few yards away where several other families were
housed. The house was charmingly situated in a little dell with
fine hills on all sides, a stream of water flowing near. During our
stay the clouds did not lift sufficiently for us to see the tops of the
hills around, which seemed to be covered over with rank jungle
grass, with small groves of trees scattered over their sides. A
small hut of straw which afforded temporary shelter to the men
when cutting wood or tilling the distant fields was seen at intervals
through the mist. The jungle grass when cnt in the proper season
makes excellent thatch for roots. The great difficulty in breaking
up this wild jungle soil appeared in the little fields that surrounded
the village. After burning off the surface coverimg of grass and
shurbs, there remains a layer of matted roots a foot thick which
must be grubbed up by main force before the soil can be utilized.
If it is neglected for a few years the jungle repossesses it and the

same process must be gone over before it can be reclaimed. As we
entered the euclosure of the httle hamlet a half-blind Le from 2
neighboring village was with great effort removing these grass roots
from a small plat of ground, receiving five cents a day for his work.
Our host who was a Hakka showed himself very obliging m his
treatment of: us and furnished us with information for our journey
as far as his knowledge extended. He bad lived and traded more or
less with the Les for eighteen years, but had never gone more than
two or three days journey into their country. The little settlement
of which he seemed to be the chief man was a motley gathering of
Hainanese, Les and Miaos, there being at least one of the
latter, 2 woman, with stout frame, a broad, placid face and enormous
silver earrings. The time lying heavily on our hands, the dampness
increasing, added chilliness to our other discomforts, so that we
resorted to chopping fire-wood as a means of keeping warm. After
three days, although the mist still hung heavy over the hills we
started for the Le village which we reached after a most trying
journey of six miles, in that time soaked with water trom the clonds
and creeks and completely tired out. We first retraced our steps
to the turning point we had missed in coming and thence wont

[July-
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down a grassy hill to a creek which we reached after passing a
recking swamp, and crossed on the trunk of a tree. Ascending
another hill, with tall wet grass overhanging the slippery path, we
came to the descent into a deep valiey. In the ravines were clumps
of bamboo, covered with thick canopies of vines and on the ‘hill-
sides were quantities of broad-ieafed plants among which the
alpinia nutous was most plentiful and also the galangal. Wild
bananas grew in profusion m many of the ravines, many trees
of the cats-tail variety, (spadothea-cauda-felina) were seen with
gorgeous flowers strewing the ground or hanging thickly on the
Lrees. Traces of wild pigs appeared where the soil had been up-
rooted for the bulbous roots of the heavy grass. After two miles
our path merged into the brook descending the valley, and thence-
forth for two hours we had to walk down the bed of the creek, with
the water knee deep, and the bottom covered with sharp or slippery
etones. Over head the vines and branches of trees greatly interfered
with our progress, entangling the carrying poles and giving our
bearers.no little trouble. After two miles of such traveling our
watery way led to a stream about fifty yards wide which we had to
ford four times in the next mile. The water was swift and the
bottom stony; the banks were lined with luxuriant vegetation,
pathless jungles im fact, while groves of trees in many places gave a
wild and forest-like aspect to the scene. At the second crossing &
rude bridge of bamboo poles had been constructed from branch to
branch of the overhanging trees and on this we crossed, prefering
to trust ourselves to its swaying joints rather than wade waist deep
through the rapid water below. One of our coohes preferred the
lower route and as a consequence his baskets were struck by the
whirling water, and to our dismay, we say our last supply of beef-
steak and fruit disappear rapidly down the stream never to be
recovered. A short distance beyond this we crossed a field, the first
slens of cultivation we had seen. lt was only a few acres in extent
enclosed by rough stakes, with the stumps of large trees thickly
scattered over it and the long stubble of the rice recently cut. On
the hill above several wild looking Les appeared, but kept at a safe
distance from us. After the repeated crossing of the stream we
began the ascent of a thickly wooded hill with a narrow precarious
path winding up the steep side. The ascent of this bill proved a
most toilsome task to our bearers, annoyed as they were by the
leeches that infested the way. These leeches which were our
inseparable companions during our sojourn in the Le country seem
to be peculiar to this part of the Island, They are called by the
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natives “hill leeches” to distinguish them from their kindred in
the water. They are of a grayish-brown or earthen hue and vary
fom half an inch to one-and-a-half inches in length and swarm
from the ground on ail sides. Along the path, on the ends of grass
blades and branches of shurbs they may be seen holding by one end
while they reach out their whole length feeling on every side for
prey. The instant they touch the foot or hand or any part of the
body they take fast hold and can only be detached by the applica-
tion of fire, or when they are sated with biood. It is umpossibdlie to
escape them, the only. question being how to mitigate their ravages.
The Ges carry sharp bamboo sticks with which by a quick motion
they sometimes can detach them. The feet and legs of our coolies
were constantly streaming with blood from leech bites; and often
have we been startled to find them calmly sucking the blood in some
unexpected part of the body which they reached through a rent in
our clothes. Ali means of subduing them failed and it became @
regular habit on arrival at any place to first sit down and pick off
the leeches which we were careful to destroy with hot coals to
prevent them from injuring others. We longed for the power of
learning attributed to the young lady in Boston who in walking
through the park saw an ugly worm crawl over the path ; she cailed
it by its scientific name which so over came the poor creature that
it rolled over on its side and died. Unfortunately the scientific
name of these Hanian leeches was unknown to us, and all ordinary
epithets failed to restrain them in their thirst for blood. Having
reached some open spaces of grassy pasture land the presence of
cattle indicated their proximity to the village. While waiting for
our party to assemble we examined the flora about us. Some
splendid vines threw a profusion of white and pmk flowers over
the bamboos, filling the air with fragrance. Native tea growing
wild among the other shurbs attracted our notice, covered as the
shrubs were with white flowers. ‘The presence of this tea in the
wild jungle would certainly indicate that 1f was mdigenous. ‘The

natives pluck and dry the leaves, and supply the market with
hmited quantities of what is called Le tea. The village hidden by
a dense border of trees was not seen until we were within a tew
yards of the gate. At this point, as we are about to enter’ the first
Le village we close this second paper, hoping in our next to giva
some interesting facts concerning the life of these comparatively
unknown people.
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KiANG-H?S SYSTEM OF INITIALS COMPARED WITH THE
SANSERIT CONSONANTS,

Br B&B. H.

soys that Jd & BB are “molar” sounds (Ff #1.Professor Max Miller calls &, kh, g, gh, and #% [i.e. ng] the
Sanskrit “gutturals.” Of the above four characters, the first two are
in the upper series of tones, and, (according to what we shall in
future call “average” standard Chinese), are pronounced kien, k%.
The third character Aun is in the lower sbries, and, (though not
pronounced with 2 g), has its ancient lineage marked in the Hakka
language, according to rule, by having an aspirate, and in the
Wénchow language by the initial dy, which invariably represent the
lower &. In some cases, [e.g. gi or di], the old hard g, is retained
in Wénchow colloguial speech. Both m Foochow and Hakka, the
fourth character 1s pronounced 2g. Kang-hi therefore {evidently
ignoring the gh) comes very well out of this first ordeal, and indeed
‘molar tooth ” 1s perhaps as good as “ guttural.” ibe reason why
gh is ignored 1s that m old Chinese the presence or absence of
aspirate in the lower series was optional.

K'ane-hi says that #8 3% Ge je are “linguals,” (7% pa
Professor Miller calls ¢ ¢, d, dh, and » the Sanskrit ‘ dentals,”
but he calls the same letters each «ith a dot underneath “ linguals,”
and says that in Engtish there are no Sanskrit dentals, but that
Eindoos “represent the English dentals by their linguals.” The
two iirst characters in average Chinese are pronounced twan, teu.
The third character has its lower or soft origin marked in both the
Hakka and Wénchow dialects. As regards the Wénchow dialect I
shail have to go into its peculiarities at length later on, but for
present purposes, suffice it to state that hke the Hakka dialect, it
marks the lower ¢ (i.e. the d) with an aspirate or quasi-aspirate.
the fourth character is, in average Chinese, pronounced ni. K‘tang-
hi therefore is again quite consistent, and as before he ignores dé.

K'ang-hi says that 4] # 3% ba are B F HB [? “supra-
linguals”’}. Professor Miiller calls ch, chh, 7, jh, % (i.e. the French
gz} “palatals” in Sanskrit. In average Chinese, the two first
characters are pronounced chi, ch'ch (ch'heh). In Foochow the third
charactor is pronounced teng and ting. Now though this is not J,
yet in E’oochow the absence of an aspirate where in average Chinese
there is one marks, in a way exactly contrary to the Hakka. language,
the lower or soft origin of the consonant. Wo should observe that
by J Professor Miiller means the sound dj, and by 7h the sound dyh.
4n Wénchow the same character is pronounced. dzing, In this
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dialect dj invariably represent the soft or lower series of k, and dz
the lower series of one group of ch. However s (and its compounds)
is used for sh (and its compounds), so that dz is (by relation) equal
to dj. As to the fourth character, the old iitial remains in the
Wénchow gate and the Hakka gnonxg or ngiong, [ong]: but the
Contonese xorg, the Foochow nioung, the northern ntang are not
so clear. Thus K'ang-hi 1s again consistent. It will probably be
found that K‘ang-hi wished to represent by the first three characters
the Dutch initial ¢/ or the Italian ¢ (before 7): the reasqn for this
supposition will shortly. follow.

K‘ang-hi says that 3 uF WA are “heavy labials” (H & i]
Professor Miiller says that py, ph, 5, 24, m are ‘ labials.” ‘The first
two characters are in average Chinese pang and p‘ang, and the
fourth character 1s ming. In the Wénchow and Hakka languages
the quasi-aspirate or aspirate marks what should im the third
character, be the } (bing) in the same way as with JF. In Wenchow
such surds as dt, pa, are invariably da, ba: whilst sonants, (i.e. words
which are in the lower series), are dha, bha, or tha, pha, (a mixed
surd-sonant into which we shall at some time have to enquire
separately). K‘ang-hi therefore well maintains his place again.

K‘ang-hi says that JE Wy 4 #& are “light labials” (8% 4).
Here the Chinese have the pull over Protessor Miller. What
K*ang-hi evidently means is /, fA, v, and vw. Now the first character
is fi, fei im most dialects, though m Foochow falways becomes # or
‘20. In Wénchow neither ( nor Aw are ever found in the lower
series, nor are » and impare to found in the upper. The second
character probably represents an initial (as far as we know now
extinct in all dialects as a separate sound) belonging to words which
are in modern dialects irregularly ph and _/. The third character is
still vung in Weénchow. The fourth character begims with a w in all
the dialects we know, but in Wénchow a sort of aspirated z (hke +}
is confused with 2. K‘ang-hi undoubtedly holds his own with this
set of initials.

K‘ang-hi says that #8 #8 7 af) are 9S 2g fH. By this he
would appear to mean “ impure dentals.” Now fs and ésh are the
average initials for the two first characters. Sansknt has neither
compound letter, so that we can only congratulate K‘ang-hi upon
his discovery. Whether de and ¢ is the ancient form of the third
initial we do not know, buf ail ¢s and ¢s# in the lower series are ¢ 1n
Wenchow, and in Foochow the aspirate is as usual omitted, that
dialect being very poor in initials. As to the fourth character, in
eight dialects the initial is either s or As (the Sanskrit 3‘). The sounds
tz and z do not figure amongst the Sanskrit letters, but Professor
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Miller describes s and s’ as “sibilants”’ dental and palatal respec-
tively. It is to be assumed from K‘ang-hi's language that he meant
« and not & (hs’. On the whole he acquits himself of this group
very tolerably too.

K'ang-bi says that 98 SF Hf Se ji are “pure dentals,” [JE $I.
Here we regret to say we are “nowkere.’ In Peking, Canton.
Foochow, Wénchow, and average Chinese, the first character begins
with ch. Jn Szch'uan, Hankow, Yangchow, and Hakka it is as
much £8. Both these initials have been classed already. The second
character is pronounced ch*can, ch'tong, ch'te, ch'uan, ts‘wan,
dstou, ts‘on, in the above dialects. However it is yet possible to
differentiate this initial c4 from the ch of the third group. for, 10
Foochow, the first three characters of the third group are pronounced
fi tiek (and tek) and ting, whilst in Hakka the first character of the
third group is pronounced The third character of the last five,
again, has a ch or ¢s initial in all the above dialects except that of
Wenchow where 1s pronounced yuo and djwo, that is (subject to
the rules govermug the lower series), points to a second soft form
of ch, that is pre. The fourth character 1s pronounced with either an
sh or an 8 in all the above dialects. This may be the Sanskrit
sibilant palatal « (fs) of which we have treated, or it may be the
Sanskrit sibilant linenal si. In the Yangchow dialect these two are
confused, and there is no difference between “average” she, sie and
hie. On this point we shall in duc time have more to say. ‘lhe Jast
character unfortunately has two equally common meanings and
sounds in all dialects, and it is therefore badly selected as a
specimen sound, nor can we guess which sound is intended. Por
instance, the Pekingese is shan ch'an; the Cantonese shin shim; the
Foochow sieng (two tones); the Wénchow zie (two tones); the
shan ch‘an (or san és‘an); the Hankow san ts‘an; the
Yangchow Asie ch‘ie {or she ch'e), and the Hakka shen sham,
thus in all these dialects the people seem to have run into sh of
“average” Chinese and aspirated ch i.e. chk according in each to
whether the tone was even or oblique.

K‘ang-hi says that #% He [i are “entturals,” [Re 31.
Here, again, we are in a terrible mess. To begin with the first ;
average Chinese says y, and ying, ying, ing (vulg. oung), yang, yin,
yin, ying and yang, are the initials of the above-mentioned dialects.
Professor Miiller, however, calls the Sanskrit y a “liquid palatal.”
The second character is dsiao, hiu, hieu, hia (or sia), hsiao, hsioa and
hiao, m the above dialects. As Professor Miller calls the Sanskrit
4a “liquid guttural,” we may perhaps allow 4 to stand for this
initial, There is a now obsolete Sanskrit “sibilant guttural”
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corresponding (according to Professor Max Miller) with fhe Greek
x: but as, when in Greece, we found this to be a very harsh sound
like the Russian x and the Scotch or German ch, we reject this sound
a3 a representative of K‘ang-hi's 4 in tao. The third character is
pronounced yi, (or yi), ou (the oblique tone form of yd; yi;
vii; yt; mm the above dialects. Tis would appear to point to a
gentler y than the other,—the differonce, in tact, between unite and
you knighé in Koghish. Sanskrit does not help us here. As to the
last character, the sounds are Asia, hap, ak, a, Asia, Asia, hsiak and
AG). Here we have sibilants and aspirates almost exactly corres-
ponding with those in The absence of an aspirate in Weénchow
in this instance means nothing to the point, for no lower tones ever
take there an initial aspirate. In Foochow the #é class and fd or
(4) of “average” Chinese seem to be promiscucusly ak and hak.
We cannot in the least suggest what the difference was in ancient
times between these two A initials. Moreover, K‘ang-hi leaves the
harsh Peking initial 2 (Scotch ch) unillustrated, that is he gives us
two followed m each case by au z instead of by an aor 4. We
regret that we cannot offer K'ang-hi our congratulations upon his
treatment of the 7s and A's.

K‘ang-hi says that 3% and Af are “half limguals and half
dentals,” {38 % 22 ). Professor Miller calls -the Sanskrit 7 a
dental, which 1s satisfactory for the first character. We should be
glad to think in reference to the second, that the Sanskrit was
the French # or the English zh (in azure, pleasure), but we made a
special visit to the Sanskrit college in Calcutta to find this ont, and,
according to the pundit, the only difference between the Sanskrit $
and sk was that the latter was the stronger. An ordinary English-
man would not notice the difference at all. The first character
has a distinct 7 initial in all the above eight dialects, (though
occasionally at Hankow it may seen to run into 7). As to the
second character jth (77 or zheh); yét (yat); nik; zai (valg. nie); zeh
(3); 39 Gi}; gé (or 7a); and guit (iit) are the pronunciations in
Peking, Canton, Foochow, Wénchow, Szchtuan, Hankow, Yangchow
and Hakka, so that K‘ang-hi might haves aid it was a “ guttural-
palatal -lingual-dental -labial~ sibilant-liquid-nasal,” and yet have
been within the mark. Cd

Having now nearly completed tables of the chain of dialects
from the North to the Sonth, from the West to the centre, we shall,
we trust, be in a position shortly to discuss the knotty question of
finals. Dr. Chalmers has done the besb service hitherto in this
matter, but it is to be regretted that he has always lived im the
south, and thus had a very limited personal experience.-
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DEAR SIR,—

Carrespantence,

The Population of China.

Dr. Happer’s interesting article in the fast number of the
Reeorder has brought to my mind a letter received in 1878 from a
well-known Chinese Scholar in reply to some enquiries of mino
regarding the population of Chinese.

Soine sentences of this letter thay possibly prove of some use,
if not in illustrating Dr. Happer’s argument, at least, in attract-
ing to your pages such additional dia as possibly is concealed in
the possession of some of your readers.

a

Having been requested at the time reterred to, to revise for the
press that portion of the Church Missionary Society’s Atlas which
refers to China, I had applied to the best informed person I was
acquainted with to know if he could indicate any really trustworthy
documents on which to found an estimate of the actual population
of China.

What he says, in his reply, of Sir Thomas Wade's acceptance of
the conventional 400,000,000, I omit, becanse be had to trust his
memory for a conversation then two years old, aud of which he had
preserved no notes. But the following 1s interesting; “in September
(the letter is dated 9th November) [I called on H.E. Kwon Paris, and
asked him to give me information on tivo points, the population and
the revenne .... He said he believed the population to be over
400,000,000, but that if was impossible to supply documentary proofs,
that in fuct there had been nothing tke « census taken since the time of
Ciiien-deng.”’ As yor no doubt have the Chinese Repository at hand will

you kindly give us the Chinese authorities* for the 1812 Census,
which Dr. Williams esteems so highly; adding that the Morrisons and
Dr. Bridgman thought it “ the most accurate” then available. Fa
quotes Vol. i. p. 359 of the Repository, My correspondent, atter stating
that Dr. Morrison’s figures (under 150,000,000), may be accepted as
a fair approximation for the beginning of last century, proceeds to say
that an advance to 400 millions in,—say, a century and a half is

* The authority referred to is ‘'Ta Tsing Hwuy-teen,” the statutes of the Ta Tsing
Dynasty, new edition, published at Poking in 48 octavo Vols, “in the 8th year
of Taou Kwang.”
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“not at all surprismg.” He proceeds, “I may add that a few days
‘“‘ago I had some conversation on the subject with Sir W. Herschel,
‘fo brother-inelaw of Sir Thomas Wade. He said that the results
“of the Census of India had taken them all by surprise, being so
‘‘much larger than the most experienced of them had been prepared
“to expect. A complete and correct census of China would
“probably surprise us all in the same way.”

if the Census of 1812 possessed anything like the authenticity
of those so graphically described by the FP. Amiot, in the
‘“Memoires concernant la Chine,” vol. v1. pp. 272 following, then it
appears to me that one should demand at least equally precise data
of losses by war, famine, etc. to justify us mn reducing 362 millions,
plus the increment of 30 odd years, to Dr. Happer’s estimate of 280
mullions.

Withont further information Iam led to surmise either that
the Doctor considers the 1812 Census illusory, in which case it is of
no use as a basis of calculation, or that he has omitted to allow for
the increase of population during the half century or more since it
purports to have been made.

J am Sn,
Your obedient servant,

G. E. Moutz, Bisxop.

P.S.—The P. Allerstam had prepared before his death and
his colleagues, m 1780 or thereabouts, sent to the editor of the
‘“iemoires” the particulars of a census for the, 26th of Ch'ien-lune
quoted by Dr. W. under the following: year. ihe amount as given
in the “‘dlemoires”’ is a few hundreds less than in Dr. Williams. The
Editor of the ‘“Wemoires” appends to his statement the remark that
he has received, together with the original paper, a comparison -of
the figures for the two years, 25th and 26th Ch‘ien-lung (1761-62)
which gives annual increment 1,375,741 or about one-half per cent
on the population of the former year. This does not seem an extra-
vagant supposition. And if (assuming the genuineness of the 1812
census}.1t be applied to estimate the advance of population since
1812 even Dr. Happer’s allowance for the waste of war, famine eic.
will hardly extinguish the increment; ¢.c. will hardly justify us in
placing the actual population below 350 millions.
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Missionary Hebys.
Kirths, Marringes & Deaths,

Ar Ttai-yuen-foo, May 18th, the wife of
Dr. ScrorrecD, China Injand Mis-
sion, of a daughter.

AT Shanghai June 80th, the wile of Rev.
\W. A. Rovaust, American MethocistMission, South, of a
daughter.

At Shaneghar August 17th, the wife of
Rev. D. L. Anperson of the Amerienan
Methodist Episcopal Mission, South,
of on Son.

Ar Wanepa, Otago, N. Z., on Aprillith, by Rev. W.
Alex. Dou of Ballarat, Victoria,
Chinese Missionary of the Otago
and Southland Presbyterian Chearch,
N. Z. to Mies Milly Warne of Portage
at Houghton Co., Michigan,2h,

ar Shangeal on Juve 23rd, by Rev.
I’. R. Suita, Rev. ARTHUR SOWERBY
of the Baptist Mission, Tai-
yneu-toc, fo Miss L. Chaytroxr of
Maidenhead, England.

AT Shanghai on June 28rd, by Rev.
I’. . Surro, Rev. J. S$. Wurrewrterr
of the English Baptist Mission,Ching-chow-foo, to Miss M. A.
ALLEN, of Baristal Eneland.

Ar H. B. BM. Legation, Peking, by Rev.
H. Brereton, Mr. T. W. Proort of
the China Juland Mission to Mise FE.
J. Kesp, Uneonnected. -

ArT Canton by the Rov. A. P.D.. assisted by Rev. H. Y.NOYES, the Rey. A. A. of
the American Preshytorian Mission.Catton, to Miss FLorence D
of the Presbyterian Mission in ‘Siam.

DEATHS.
AT Peking on Ju le 27th, Parup Wrarr,

only child of Rev. aud Mrs. Ww. S§.
AMENT of tho A.B.C.P.M., Mission.

AT on 10th July, of sewagefever, Lucy E. wife of Rey. G.
Hantweut of the A.B.C.F. M., Mis.BIOD. iTer fivet arvi val at Foochow
Was on 9th June, 1853.

aT Shanghai, on July 18th, the wife of
Mr. Jacxson, Chiua Inland Mission.

Ar Shanghai, on July 27th, WaALtTeronly child of Rev. and
Mre. C. F. Rew, American Methodist
I;piseopal Mission, Soochow.

At Tai-yuen-fu, on August ist, Dr. H.R. China Inland Mission.
AT Shanghat August 20th, Pasror

JENSCH, from Canton.

ARRIVALS.—At Shanghai per s.s.
“Glengarry” on June 22nd, Misses
Js. Clayton and M,. A. Allen, to join
the Munglish Baptist Mission in
North China.

At Shanghai on Jane 28th, Rev.
J. Pyke, Mrs. Ppke and three
children of the American Methodist
piscopal Mission, Peking on their
return; Mrs. Jewell to join the same
Mission; Miss Harris to join theAmerican Mission ab
Shanghai.Shanghai on
July 24th, J. EB. Stubbert Esq,,
M.D., of the American Presbyterian
Mission, Ningpo, for U.S.A., Home
address, Bloomfeld, New Jersey.

Pskixa.—Dr. Dudgeon has just
published an second volume of
miscellaneons Medical Essays in
Chinese in a handsome yvolame of
about one hundred pages copiously
illustrated. The subject matter
consists of pnpers on the anatomy
and physiology of the Heart and
Lungs ancl of the Digestive system.
The ecireulation of the blood and
the pulse are of course very fully
described. inthe hands of Chinese
native practitioners or medical
students at our nission dispensaries
should bo of very great use. The
Hiustiations which are large and
nineteen in number were ent on
blocks at Peking, and althongh not
equal to foreign or even Japanese
plates, the workmanship is verycreditable. The book is entitled
“Conlinuation of the Corner of
Western Medictno’ or in Chinese
Ffsii hei ¢ chit i ($5 DE Be RR HB).
We believe it sells at 50 vents.
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Fotices of Recon’ Hublicutons.
Report on Education in the West. By W. A. P. Martin, LL.D., President of

‘Tupgwen College, Associe de l’ Institute de Droit international, Peking, 1883-
Turis is a very interesting Reporton edaration in western Jands.
Lhe President of the Tnngwen
College was requested by the
Chinese Government to examine
the yarions educational systems
during his travels and report in
regard to them. ‘These two volumes
clegantly printed in Chinese af the
printing establishment of the Tung-
wen Collewe contain the cbserva-
tions of the learned president. We
hope to be furnished with a sum-
mary of the Report for the Recorder.
We now present the Table of Con-
tents recommending to all our
yeaders to web acopy of these inter-
esting volumes. Vol. I. contains
notes of travel in Japan, The
United States, France, Germany,
Switzerland, England and _ italy.
Vol. If. contains the Report of the
various kind of schools, inclading

Divinity schools, Law, Merlical,Polytechnic, Mining,
Acricultural, Pine Arta, Naval, dfili-
tary, Primary and Normal schools,
There is a chapter to each kind of
schools, and a chapter each to the
education of wowen 3; the education
of the blind and deaf; Literary
aud Scientifie associations; the
nations learnine from each other ;
the rise and progresa of science
and educational siatisties. Every
one can readily understand fron
a statement of the subjects referred
to in the Report what important
and valuable information 18 brought
to the Csnnese officials in these
volumes which thus go forth watt
the sanetion anc endovsement ot
the Coancil for Foreign Affairs.
Correct knowledge of the mast
important’ subjects will thus be
diffused among those in authority.

Idiomatic Dialoques in the Pelsing
By Frederick Henry Balfour.

Tris is the Jatesé book published
to assist students in learning to
speak the mandarin colloquial. It
is a well punted volume of ol
pages of a conrement size and well

It consists of two parts;
the first part contains sentences, ot
a great variety of subjects, analysedand translated word for word.
This analysis of the pliases will
mreatly facilitate the progress of
the learner. The second part con-
taius fifty dinlornes on as many
different subjects, in which tlie
translation only Js given mm idioma-
tic Enghsh ; the student will have
to exercise his own power in analys-
ing the sentences and understandingChinese idioms. Bnt the‘ stu-
dent well be ereatiy assisted in
this by the valuable notes and

Colloqutal for tite wse of students.
Shanghar, 1883.

explanlions which are appended at
the foot of cach page. And the
stadent using these as models can
easily increase the number of the
for his own improvement
in the language. We commend
Wus as a very useful and convenient
manual to all the students of tlie
Peking Colloqnial.will evidenea to all readers
the diffienlty of sceurine perfect
accuracy in printing offices in China,when suci ap error can be foun
in 2% book from the editor of the
N.G. dferaid us ocenrsa in the first
sentence of dialorue xxix where It
reads “‘ quite recovered your smai/fhealth’ instead of usnal health.
Winle we take no exceptions to the
translations iu general, we

object to the rendering of the sen-
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tence in the second column of page
G62, ‘* Heaven may be designated as
wearing the blue robe,” but God is
not so spoken of.

It would greatly conduce to the
usefulness of tle book if if was

Manual of the Lats of War on Land, Prepared by the Luropean Institute of
Internationa Law, Translated into Chinese. By W. A. P. Martin, LL.D...
President of the ‘Tungwen Collece, Associe do |’ Institute de Droit Interma-
tional &c. Printed by order of the Council for Foreign Affairs. Pekin, 1883.

A copy of this Mannal has been
sent to ns by the distinguished
transiator. it is a very interesting
mark of progress when the Council
for Foreign Affairs of the Chinese
Empire authorizes the publication
of such a manual, as 1b implies that
the sovernment expects in any such
sul emergency to conform to the
revulations that have been agreed
upon by western nations.

The source and object of the
manual are clearly stated in the
Preiace to1é which, at Dr. Martin's
request, was prepared by H. 2. Chen
Lanpin, Inte minister to the United
States, Spain and Peru and now a
meiiber of the Council for Foreign
Affairs. “Qn Jooking over the
manual of the Laws of War drawn
up by Messrs. Maynier, Bluntschli
and olhers representing Switzerland,
Germany, Holland, France, Spain,
Russia, Austria and Italy, 1 find
that its object is not to teach the
art of war but to inculeate the faith
of treaties, the ubservance of law,
peace with neighbors, healing for
the wounded, care for the dead. Its
tendency is in full accord with the
hooks of our Chinese Sages, sho wing
that compassion dwells alike in tlic
hearts of all nations.

At the present day the inter-
course of nations is more freqnent
and their relations more friendly
than of old. If we could but preserve
this com passionate dispositi on, there
would be no more mutual slaughter
and oppression, but peace and har-
mony would fill the world, justice
prevail and wars cease”

His excelleucy very strikingly
characterises war. Ile says; ‘War is
what the Creator hates. It originntes
in the defect of Humanity and
Justice. The Holy man (Confucius)
as accordingly numbered it among
the (hinzs not to be lichly under-
taken. Mencinrs born in the tisne of |
the “warring states’ in his teach.
Inp’s insisted on hamanity and just-
ice In order to restrain tlie excesses
of war. Fearing tlat men used to
war might fail to appreciate these
principles, he says; ‘Those who
love war stand highest in the scale
of guilt; and lest ihey should still
neglect them, he says again, “those
who love men hare no enemies.”

Der, Martin states thatthe Clinese
statestnen ¢xpress great readiness
to conform to the requirements
Which are represented as the Rules
of international intercourse both in
peace and war. Weexpect to publish
In Onur next number a very interest-
ine paper by Dr. Martin on ‘Tracesof International Baw in Ancient
China,” which he argues give them
an authorative precedent to follow.

Tus manual is published in a
small pamphlet of sixteen leaves.
It contains some cighty six Reeu-
Jations of what 1s regarded as proper

| to be done in time of war, to non-
combatants, to the wounded and
the dead. Itis'to be hoped that in
case China should ever be engaged
In war with any Isuropean tation,
the effect of this manual might be
seen in the mitigation of such war
of many of the horrors which have
been sccn Ih previous wars.

furnished with an Index and if the
dialogues in the second part had a
heading fo each cliapter. Without
wo Table of Contents or Index the
Reader has to examine some tine
before he knows what ig contains.
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A Concise History of the American People, from the discovertes of the con-
tinent to the present tere. with about 100 portraits, charts,
MEPS
Howard and Hulbert, 1882.

Tar title page states fairly what
rony be expected in the work. It
isa Work which has been most care-
fully rewritten and greatly enlirged
for 2 secoud issue. The author
says.in his preface; ‘‘ Blaborate his-
tories of the United States have
been ably written, while compends
and school histories, well adapted
for the place they are designed to
fill, are numerous. Between these
compends, and the works extending
from four to twelve volumes there 1s
need, as well as room, for a history
that shall be sufficiently elaborate
tg trace the direct influences that
have had effect in moulding the
eharacter of the Nation and its in-
stitutions, moral and political; one
that treats more fally of the “Inner
life’ of the American people, aud
eo constructed that the reader cau
obtain a clear conception of the
forces that have mude the Natiou
what’ it is. In accordance with
this view, the present work 15
designed to present, as fully as 18
consistené with such a plan, those
events which are interesting if

Two Vols, By Jacob Harris Pattou, A.al, New York, Fords,

China Review for May and June, 1883.
Tuts number completes the xi. Vol. | Dynasty and Mr. J. Dyer Ball bas
of this valarble Review. It con-
tains some notice of the plants in
Szchuan Province and the Rapids
of the Dpper Yangtsze by Mr. #.H.
Parker. Air. Prton coutinues the
notes on China daring the Tsin

further scraps from Chinese Mytho-
logy. Mr. G. Kleinmehter has a
paper on the origin of the ArabreNumerals. While this number is
not equal to the former ove yet this
volume is equal tothe former volume.

themselves and characteristic of the
timesand people. Among the motive
forces, due recognition has been
given to the influence of moraltrntlis derived from the Bible in
leading the peopie to cherish liberty
of speech, free institutions, and the
eoneral education of their children.

Jt 1s hoped that the intelligent
render will find in these volumes a
sneciuct ag well as comprehensive
view of the history of the American
people and of the influential eleraents
that have gone to form their charac-
teristics. and them government.”

Lhe author has carefally and
successfully carried out the plan
wihiel he set before himself. the
book has been most favorably re-
ecerved by tle American press.
After a earefn! perusal of if, wo
most warmly commend if to all our
readers who are clesirous of posses-
sing or reading such a history of thie
people of the United States and the
characler of their governmentas the
aubhor has sketehed in his preface.
He has wel) futolled his task, in
very readable aud lacid styic.

The Chrysanthemum, May, 1388.
Tis namber Fully mamtains the
inferest of the former numbers.
It has some papers of unusaal value.
The paper on the transactions of
the German Jhast.Asiatic Society is
one of exceptional interest. The
article by Mr. Hugh Waddell on
the influence of Chinese Literature
in Japan will interest mast readers.

The paper by Mr. G. W. Knox on
Lhe Qsaka General Gouference af
Protestant Slissionaries [in Japan |
mives Lhe best sumrnary notice of the
proceeding of that Conference that
wo havo seen, There ig the usual
variety of articles, so that this
number is one of very general
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GLIMPSES OF HAINAN.
By Rev. B. C. Henny, B.A.

THIRD PAPER,

(THE village of Ta-man-teen is twelve miles from Nam-fong andstands within the borders of the Le country, several miles
beyond Chinese jurisdiction. There was no mark to tell us when
we passed the boundary line, but the first glance at our surround-
ings, as we entered the town, told us we were among a people of
different habits and modes of iite. Ihe town 1s so conceaied by the
encircling woodlands that nothing of it is seen until we stand before
the wicket gate that marks the entrance. ¥inding the gate closed
we followed the advice given to us in Nam-fung to wait until some
one inside should invite us to enter before attempting to do so. AS
nO one was near, we called aloud to attract attention, when several
men quickiy appeared aud beckoned us to euter. We ingutred for
the head man of the village, and were immediately escorted to his
house. He was absent at.the time but we were told to go in with-
out hesitation and mate ourselves at home. His sister assumed the
position of hostess and brought water, fire-wood and other necess-
aries with great readiness. We were surprised at the spaciousness,
airiness and comparative comfort of the house, which was in great
contrast to the low, dark, damp places, with beds on the bare
earth, which we had been led to expect. It was of the kind called
by the people “boat” houses from their resemblance im shape to the
upturned hull of-a boat, a very apt designtion. The construction its
very simple. Two rows of hard-wood pillars firmly imbedded in
the earth and joined by cross-beams form the main support. On
these beams are laid the strong and supple trunks of young trees
which interlace in a curved line at the top, and on them bamboos
are places cross-wise, making a light and solid frame, and the
whole is cuvered over with an impervions thatch of jungle grass.
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The side walls are made of woven bamboo, three or four feet lngh,
and beyond these the straw thatch slopes several feet until it almost
touches the ground, formmng broad and well protected eaves.
Under these generous eaves the dogs, the goats and other animale
find a eomfortable shelter. The end walls are made of bamboo
lattice with a door in the middle of each that stands open all day
long, no windows are needed as the openings in the bamboo work
adinit sufficient light even when the doors are shut. Withm the
space is some times divided into apartments by Hight bamboo
partitions, in this mstance, however, but one small room in the
corner was se divided off. The floor was of earth but beaten smooth.
and solid. Along the whole of oue side were beds arranged on
bamboo frames raised a foot or more from the ground. The honse
being built on a slope the main entrance was from the back or the
end against the Inll, the roof extending over an open space-outside
the door about ten feet square. At the other end the roof projected
in a straight line eight or ten feet, covering a rude kind of portico,
from which a fine view of the villages possessions and the charming
country surrounding was opened before us. The prospect from this
portico was most attractive; a broad plain extended for miles
bordered with picturesque mdges, and dotted with many wooded
hills; small fields of rice and potatoes appeared, but the greater
part was one splended range of pasture land, over whick fhe herds
of cows and goats roamed through the day, returning to their
shelter under the eaves of the houses at might. Ta-man-t'een
contains twenty houses ail built on the same pattern, with a popula-
tion of about one hundred. It 1s bwiit om the gentle slope of a low
hill, the natural declivity affordmg the means of easy draniage.

The people belong to the tribe of the *Hak-shm Les, and
are under the jurisdiction of the chief who resides in Fan-lon,
the next tewn inland. The women are tattooed with several lines
down the cheeks and across the chin. They wear a long, heavy
skirt reaching to the ankle, and a short zouave jacket with a single
fastening at the neck. They are shy, stont and contented looking.
They carry their infants in &@ pecuhar way astride their hips, after
the manner of the Siamese. The men shave their heads like the
Chinese but do not wear the queue. We looked keenly about for
any signs of the worships of idols or of spints, but no images or
shrines of any sort appeared in the village and only a few slips of
milé bespatiered paper over the door and on the beams were seen
whieh may have been simply for ornament, or in imitation of the
ie ——— Que

* The Chineso write the namo 3 fA} “black lightning,’ but whethor this convey3
the native meaning of the word of sot I am unable to cay.
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Chinese with out any special significance. We had been told that
the corner behind the door was sacred to the Le-p'oh-sin (#8 He ff),
a kind of fairy grand-mother and that we should be careful not to
place any of our baggage there or peer too curiously inte it. The
corners in this house, however, seemed to be put to the usual uses
for stowing hoes, poles, hats ete, to the utter disregard of fairy
grand-dames, or other supernatural beings.

Late in the evenmg our host returned and gave us a most
cordial welcome. He was intelligent, of good physique and manly
bearing, and was dressed in Chinese clothes, which, we were told,
he assumed more as a matter of convenience than as an indication
of subjection to imperial authority. He set himself at once to do
all he could tor our comfort. Previous to his return we had inquired
if, for the sake of privacy, we could have possession of the smal]
room in the corner, and his sister had very properly deferred an
answer until her brother’s arrival taking the additional precaution
of locking the door. When he came back we heard what seemed to
be a serious altercation between the two at the door of this room,
carried on in a language which struck us at once as radically
different from the Chinese. We soon learned that the trouble was
about the room which he wished to give us the use of, but the key
of the lock was lost, and he was blaming his sister for her excess of
caution in loeking 11. We hastened to assure him that 2 bed in
the main room would suit us quite well. We were provided with
canvas beds, with wooden staols to support them, and needed only
bamboes on which to stretch the canvas, to secure most comfortable
sleeping accommodations. All through the Chinese country, how-
ever, we found great difficulty in procuring the necessary bamboo
sticks. Ia some place none were to be had; while in other places
we were supphed with old and decayed ones that would give way
in the middle of the night and let us down suddenly on the damp
oor in the darkness, amidst rats and other vermin. Our experience
on such occasions, while amusing to a degree, was not very cheering
and often led us to accept the doubtful hospitality of a bed already
arranged, rather than take the trouble of searching for strong and
suitable bamboos on whick to stretch our canvas cots. But in this
frst Le village our wants were scarcely mentioned before our host
went off in the darkness with a torch and hatchet to the grove
behind the town and soon returned with some fine bamboos, ob
which we stretched our beds and laid down in perfect comfort.
the arrival of such a caravan as ours, (we numbered fourteen)
produced a great sensation in the town and brought nearly the
whole population to see us. They filled: the house until a late houx
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in the evening, but the contrast between them and an ordinary
Chinese crowd was most evident. They kept at a respectful
distance unless encouraged to come near, and in their curiosity
showed not the slightest rudeness. Our beds, our clothing and
everything was looked at with great interest but nothing touchedwithout It was a pleasure to gratify their curiosity.
Our watches and an alarm clock greatly astonished them. The
texture of our sleeping rugs, and the gay colors of one of them
especially attracted them. They seemed possessed of an innate
gentleness and politeness toward strangers that divested all their
actions of rudeness. They live in great simplicity and seem to have
but few wants, and these easily satisfied. The meagreness of their
usual diet was evident from the eagerness with which the small
presents of salt-fish were accepted, each recipient brozling bis portion
without delay on the hot embers and eatmg it with great relish
A large fire was kept up, and proved most agreeable to us chilled
as we were by the dampness of the early November rains. ‘The
abundance of firewood was a great boon, as if enabled us to have our
clothing dried without delay, but the paucity of cooking utensils
made the preparation of food rather slow. The Les have usuaily but
one large iron kettle in which everything is cooked and which, when
the cooking is done, is used to boil water for various purposes, and
also does duty as wash-bowl, foot-bath etc. The people keep but a
small: supply of rice in hand, and our host’s rice jar was soon
emptied in meeting the wants of our company. As & consequence
our slumbers were disturbed through the mght by the monotonous
drumming of the wooden pestle as afresh supply was being hulled,
to provide breakfast for our bearers. Fowls seemed plentiful about
the houses, but they would part with neither them nor their eggs,
the latter being kept as they said for hatching and the fowls for the
use of the sick and the aged. On the walls of the house were hung
heavy nets for the capture of game, the mode of capture being to
enclose a space, perhaps of swampy ground, with the net which is
about four feet broad and several hundred feet long, and drive the
game into it. Wald pigs, deer and other smaller game are then
caught. Bows and arrows, spears and knives also adorned the beams,
while numerous trophies of the chase, in the shape of the jaw bones
of the animals captured were placed in conspicuous places along the
ratters. We were informed that it being the harvest season no one
had leisure to go in search of game. Most of the people were busy
gathering in the rice which is the chief crop. Sweet potatoes are
also cuitivated in small patches while papayas and squashes grow
profusely about the village,
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As we prepared to continue our journey signs of mutiny were

evident among our bearers ; those from Nam-fung, who were to act
as guides, declared they knew the way no further, and all com-
plained of the excessive difhculty of traveling. We tried to get
substitues among the Les, but they all declined with the excuse that
they could not spare the time from their harvest, which we found to
be only a ruse to cover up their dislike to act as bearers especially
in company with Chinese. These troubles were increased by an
impudent and talkative Chinaman who reached the village late in.
the previous evening, and whose account of the state of the roads
and general discomiorts fed the flame of discontent already kindled.
After a delay of several hours they yielded under a promise from us
to secure additional bearers in the next town if possible, We left
Ta-man-t’een, grateful for the hospitality received and with miuds
relieved of any apprehension as to the reception we should receive
‘cs Wa advanced inland. as we left the village the first question
that came up was what direction should we take? Which of the
many paths leading from the villaye was the one for us to follow ?
Our minds were soon set at rest by an escort of Les sent without
sohcitation by our host to show us the way. They accompanied us
until we were sufficiently well started to be m httle danger of going
astray, and when they turned back, leit us under the guidance of a
bright and active young Le from another village who was carrying
salt for the Chmaman referrec to above, so that there might be
no possibility of our mistaking the road. The absolute need of a
guide was seen at every stage of our journey, the path being not
only indistinct at times but crossed by many bye-paths, which
intersected it at all angles making it utterly impossible for a
stranger to distinguish the right irom the wrong, while a mistake
would have led one off into the wild jungle, perhaps miles from any
village. Our way lay toward the South-east, the greater part of it
through a valley where the traveling was comparatively easy. The
chief discomforts were the long, sharp edged grass that overhung
the path, the mud in some places deep and filthy; the leeches
abounding on all sides and the streams to be forded, of which no
less than twenty were crossed during the day in a distance of seven
miles. For the first mile we passed through fields that had once
been cultivated but were now overgrown with shrubs and smal]
trees, among which the tea plant was conspicuous. At the end of
this stage we came to the remains of a Le encampment, where the
embers of a fire were still smouldering and the broken frame of a
grass-covered shed showed where they had slept. They were
probably & party from the inner hills, on their way to the Chinese
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market with goods. The fire kindled and kept constantly burning
was not merely for cooking and warmth, but specially as the best
and only sure protection against leeches. Two miles further travel,
in which several streams were forded and much sandy soil traversed,
brougnt us to another interesting spot; a large-flat rock of sand-
stone stretching out into the stream, several feet above the ordinary
level of the water. It is one of the chief land marks along this
road, and furnishes sleeping accommodations for smal! bands of Les
on their way to market or from village to village. As the narrow
path was much obstructed by small trees blown across it in the
recent storms, I took the large knife purchased m Nam-fung for
defense, and helped to clear the way. While thus equipped and
separated from the rest of the party, I met a Le and his wife coming
in the opposite direction. The woman, who was most profusely
tattooed, had a very pleasing face and the man had a quiet, gentle
look. The sight of the kmife startled them and caused them to
turn aside and quickly disappeared down the bed of a stream, leav-
ing me to regret the hostile appearance I must have presented.
On the steep hill side above this valley we saw huts of a people
called by some the Shan-miao’s (jl[ fg) and by others the Mhiao-les
(fi #2) a mountain tribe that keeps aloof from the dwellers of the
piain. As the names indicate they are probably the direct des-
cendants of the original Miaos brought from the mountain regions
of the mainland, or of the Miaos and Les united, who have become
a distinct tribe and now maintain an mdependent position among
the numerous other Le tribes. Accounts of their disposition and
habits vary greatly. Some describe them as cruel and vindictive
and credit them with the secrat of preparing subtle poisons, which
stealthily administered in food will carry off their victims quietly,
but without fail. Others again say they are peaceable, honest,
and industrions, toiling patiently on their high land and causing
little trouble to any one, All however agree that they are very shy,
and exclusive, living in an isolated way, with, usually, only two or
three huts in a place, among the hills, and rarely mingling with
the other people. As we passed through this valley we were struck
with the evident fertility ofthe soil and wondered much that the
people should neglect it for the steep hill sides where we saw fields
of grain on slopes where it would be very difficult for a man to
ascend. The valley no doubt is subject to frequent overflows, but
a little united effort would restrain the stream within propsr bounds
and leave the people in possession of the rich, accessible and easily
cultivated plain, As may be imagined the vegetation along the
valley was most profuse and varied; cat tails mm great abundance
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covered with flowers lke large yellow, purple-centred cups, ferns
of great variety and grace and, not the least attractive, vining
bamboos, climbing over the larger trees and stretching in graceful
masses over the narrow ravines.

Our range of vision was somewhat limited as we followed the
course of the streams, but the glimpses of the hills immediately
around us, and occasionally, of the mountains further off, seen
through breaks in the nearer lines, were most charming. At length
we left the plain behind and began the ascent of a wooded hill
along a stony pathway, where immense trees rose to a great height,
with enormous woody creepers encircling them and ferns growing
on the rough, damp surtace of the bark. The till was of sandstone
and probably rose a thousand feet above the plain; and from the top
we looked through distant vistas of most attractive scenery. ‘The
clouds obscured the higher mountains so that we could not be sure
of the exact location of the high ranges toward which our journey
was tending, and we felt much the need of some one familiar with
the country to pomt out the direction of the places to be visited ;
however, we enjoyed the beauties near at hand. Behind us lay the
fine plain of Ta-mén-teen, broken in many places by small ridges of
wooded hills and cut into numerous attractive valleys, while before
us the larger plain of Fan-lun stretched like a broad basin set
among the hills. The curling smoke showed the position of some
of the villages and the open spaces, which form but a small propor-
tion of the whole extent, indicated the rice fields and pasture lands.
The descent of the hill proved much more gradual than the ascent
had been and the fields under cultivation were larger and in better
positions than those previously passed. The fields were surrounded
by picket fences and the fresh young shurbs of which they were
composed were taking root im many places, sending out new leaves
and shoots showing how the fences might grow into solid living
barriers. These fields have but one opening whica is kept carefully
closed while the crop is ripening, and at each corner is a trap for
capturing the wild pigs and other animals that destroy the crops.
this trap is like a large cage made in the fence itself, the opening
bemg about six inches above the ground. tt is wide at the mouth
but converges to a point three or four feet beyond the open work,
and especially the lower portion, being of stout bars through which
the feet of the animal slip, and the whole is held in its place by
Strong stakes and bands, which even the most powerful wild boar,
deprived of the use of his feet which aré thrust through the inters-
tices, of the bars, could not break through. When pigs are found in
the field, the gate is carefully closely and they are driven into the
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corners where they plunge unsuspectingly ito the trap and are
despatched by men with spears, who wait for them on the outside.
Descending the hill by @ path that is overshadowed by fine trees we
came to a small river which is forded in the usnal way, and in 2 few
minutes are in the midst of a small village, the first of three that
bear the name of Fan-lun. We are conducted by our sprightly
young Le to the best house in the place and are made to feel as we
enter that the house and alli it contains are ours for the time being,
by the laws of hospitality. Built on the same pattern as the one
described above it is scarcely half the size and is too limited to
accommodate our whole company; but-all fear of over crowding is
dispelled by the offer of the house adjoining for the use of our
nearers. The men of the house were absent and also the mother,
leaving an old grand-mother and a little maid of thirteen in charge
with a small child to be cared for. The old woman was a wild
looking specimen, with uncombed hair, a wrinkled, grimy, biue
streaked face, a black mouth reeking with betel-nut juice, tattered
clothes that covered but a small portion of her scraggy frame, and
a loud rasping voice that was likely to frighten even when she
meant to please. The little maid was a charming contrast to the old
grandame and was in reality the mistress of the house. She took
efficient direction of all matters connected with our lodging and
seemed to feel the weight of care resting upon her. She wns slight
and graceful in form, was neatly dressed in a long clean skirt and
an embroidered jacket and was adorned with pink ear rings and
three light blue lines across her chin. The little child clung to her

‘skirt while the old woman rushed about sputtering and gesturing,
but she took oversight of everything with a serious face that never
relaxed to 2 smile. It was after dark when the family returned,
the father, mother and son, a young man of twenty with their
burdens of rice freshly cut from some distant field. The child
rushed to its mother the istant she entered the door and was

‘yeceived with a quiet show of rea! affection that was touching to see.
The mother was a kind, benevolent locking woman with a gentle,
soothing voice. The father took his seat beside the fire whilo the
son assumed direction of the house. This we learned was the nsuat
custom. The young people are in authority and every question of
food, lodging or purchase of articles is referred to them. In all our
intercourse with this family the father appeared in no way. The
daughter received us when we came and the son directed everything
after his return, providing food, receiving payment for lodging ete.
The supply of rice was small but our host sent out to the neighbors,
and borrowed @ suflicient quantity to meet all our wants. The rice
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they had just brought in was still wet from the rain, and was placed
in bamboo trays suspendcd over the fire, preparatory to being stowed
away in vicks. Their harvests are gathered under very difficult
circumstances. The fields are often distant, the rain soaks the
grain and it all has to be carried into the house and dried over the
fire before it can be safely stowed away. Lhe particular kind of rice
most widely cultivated is that called “dry rice” which is grown on
the uplands without flooding the fields. They also grow a superior
quality of maize of which we saw a good supply in almost every
honese, The ears were large and well-developed, the corn white and
of an excellent favor. From the rafters of the house hung hundreds
of fine ears with the husk partly stripped off, the whole thoroughly
dried and preserved by the constant heat and smoke from the fire
The extensive cultivation of maize by these aboriginal tribes and
also by the lus im the Lien-chow district touches a very interesting
question im botany, namely, the source whence this grain was
introduced mito China. Lt has generally been accepted as a bo ani-
cal fact that America is Lhe native country of the maize or Indian
corn, from which it has spread into other lands. The late Mr.
Mayers, however, quotes from Chinese authors, * to show that it
was well known and cultivated in China within a comparatively
short period atter the discovery of America, and further that whilo
they knew 16 to be an exotic, they believed it to have come from
cenirval Asia, nob even lunting that it might have been introdaced.
by Europeans. These earliest notices of it would seem to prove that
it did not come to China from America unless it was brought by
the Portuguese sea rovers who ravaged the southern coast of China
in the first helf of the sixteenth century, which seems unlikely since
they were bent on pillage and were not supposcd:to be interested
In propagating a new and curious grain. From whatever souree if
came it soon gained favor and js now very extensively cultivated by
the Chinese, but especially by the aboriginal peoples among whom
it seems to be almost as great a favoriie as among the American
Indians, It forms a main portion of the sustenance of both the
aborigmes in the north-west corner of Kwangtung and of those in
Hainan. The ease with which it can be cultivated in the hilly
country they mhabit and the rich return of fruit it yields for the
labor expended are probably the reasons for its extensive cultivation.

In the evening, as at the first village, from each of the eight
families composing the town, numerous representatives gathered in,
not, however, disturbing to any great extent the domestic routine
ag

=

* Seo notes and Queries, Vol, I. No. 7, pp. 89, 90.
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of the household. The great kettle of rice was boiled until it was
quite soft, which with an attendant dish of greens and some sali
fish that we had supplied composed the evening meal. The whole
family sat down together each faring as the other. The utensils
used were Chinese bowls and chop-sticks, This union of the family
af meals and in general intercourse was a very pleasant feature in
all the villages we visited. The true idea of family life seems to be
realized among these so called savages in a higher degree than
among their Chinese neighbors. The Chinese, not understanding
or perhaps directly ministerpreting this freedom of imtercourse,
accuse them of a lack of propriety and of immorality. Of the truth
or otherwise of the latter charge we had no means of ascertaining,
but all our observation went to prove that there was much real
affection and sympathy among members of the same family.

Many inquiries for medicine led my friend to prepare some
rheumatism plasters, the process being watched with the deepest
interest by the people. It was not long hefore the whole town was
afflicted by a sudden and severe attack of rheumatism which soon
exhausted my friend’s supply. We felt sure that the irritation caused
by the application of the plasters was greater 1n most cases than
any they had suffered from actual disease; but they alt took a real
delight in using the medicine and professed to receive great relief.
Interesting as this was to most of them if failed to keep our little
maid awake. Her duties as hostess ending when her brother came,
she had retired and after supper laid down beside her mother and
was soon fast asleep,. tired out no doubt by the unusual duties of
the day. No further proof of a true affection was needed than the
sight of that gentle mother, herself weary with a hard day’s toil, the
babe in her lap happy in her loving care and the faithful little maid
asleep on her shoulder. After these indications of weariness on the
part of our host’s family we hastened to signify our desire to retire,
and submitting to fhe usual curious, but not annoying imspection
of our belongings, prepared to put up our beds. It was & pleasant
surprise to find the bamboos for our canvas cots ready withont a
word from us, and made us feel that we were among a most kind
and hospitable people. Immediately over our heads were the usual
implements of the chase, bows, arrows, spears aud nets, with 4
formidable row of jaw bones, and a liberal supply of deer feet
and sinews which exhaled a rathor unsavory odor. While my friend
was distributing the rheumatic plasters I strayed over to the other
house where a number of the people who had already satisfied their
curiosity and departed were gathered around a fire in the middle
of the room listening tc the faint, but not unmusical jangling of
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guitar which one of the Les was playing. It was a quiet social
scene that I came upon, and my coming in no way interrupted the
friendly imtercouse of the company. 1 was politely greeted and a
block of wood, the only seat used, offered me. How I longed for
the gift of tongues to converse with them and know what they were
sayings but beyond a few questions and answers laboriously
trausmitted in 2 mangled form through our interpreter, no words
passed between us. they havea very graceful way of greeting a
guest whach is done by extending the arms, placing the open hands
with the finger tips touching or nearly so and drawing them inward
with an inviting motion. They bid farewell in a similarly graceful
fashion, extending the open hands, with the palms upward and
slightly inclined outward, in a movement as if handing one on his
way. In giving a present the gesture of greeting is used signifying
their desire to do you a favor, while in receiving a gift the gesture
of parting 1s used in a deprecating way tc express their unworthiness
to recelve ib. I often noticed when people from other villages came
how particular they were to give them the proper greeting, while
among those who were more familiar with each other or met more
frequently, the elaborate and graceful form degenerated into a
simple quick movement of the hands. The head man of this section,
who is called the Tsung-kun (f #) resides in the central and
largest village two miles from the one in which we lodged. The
heavy rain prevented our going further that day, but being anxious
to pay our respects to him we were inquiring for a messenger by
whom to send our ecards with expression of regret that we had failed
to meet him when the chief himself appeared. He was not 2 man
of striking presence, and his Hainanese vocabulary being rather
limited, the conversation was not very fluent. We made a cap of
tea and asked if he would have milk and sugar; his usual beverage
being the native wine, as the rosy hue of his countenance indicated,
he was not 2 connoisseur in tea and said he would drink it as we
did. Our friendly relations were then sealed over a mild decoc-
tion of Sou-chong and some biscuits which he tasted in a cautious
manner, with a present of tobacco added to secure his good will.
He wrote his name for us in Chinese ZF 4, Po-iao as he called if,
the slow and halting manner in which he did it showing plainly that
this was the utmost limit of his literary attamments. He was kind
and civil, and gave us a very pressing invitation to visit him and
spend several days in his village. Our plans would not permit us
to do this, as we were then preparing to staré so that we might
reach the village of Loi-ban, before dark. Owing to the rain and
some business trapzsactions of the Chinaman whose Le bearer was te
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act as our guide we were detained until nearly noon. While waiting
we searched the village for sigus of worship but could find nothing
in any of the houses that we could call an idol, the only thing
approaching to it being some wooden charms put up at each of the
four corners of the house. These resembled very much the bamboo
stakes, cuvered with peculiarly twisted characters, which the Chinese
set up when preparing to build a house. I concluded they were
the same, although the opinion was expressed by some that the
writing was not Chinese. We took the opportunity to observe
more closely the people who gathered in through the morning
and noted three distinct styles of dress among the women. The
one which resembled that at Ta-maén-t'een was used by the family
of our host and most of those in the village. Others were dressed
in a still longer skirt that almost touched the ground, their jackets,
always of dark material, being also of a shgbtly diferent pattern.
The third style was very different from these, the short skirt reach-
ing ouly half way to the knees, while the jacket was made without
any opening before or behind, the whole being slipped over the
head, and cut out with a deep yoke at the back and front, The men
showed two styles of dress, that of the chief, our host, and others
being much like the Chinese, while the others discarded trousers,
two long flaps of cloth doing duty in their place, with sleeveless
jackets, ornamented with a fringe around the bottom to complete
their costume. These latter we were told bore the surname
Jao (49), while the others rejoiced in the more honorable one of
PO (FF, The women weave the cloth for their garments and those
of the men, except where they prefer Chinese cloth. We examined
a pretty hand loom which the little maid had -been using when wa
arrive. It was of polished hard wood, beautifully carved and the
piece of cloth iu the process of bring woven was abouf a foot and
a half wide, made of some stroug material like heavy grass linen.
Over the door as we entered there hung a fine new skirt, woven in
various colors, and reserved, perhaps, to form a part of the young
lady’s trousseau. ‘The women with the abbreviated skirts wore
peculiar ear-rings in the shape of keys. In attempting to walk
about we found the town one mass of mud, and in a compound
beside the liduse stood some water buffaloes, almost buried in the
reeking mass which they seemed to revel in. Fowls were abundant,
but none for sale; while the pigs, large and small, far out numbered
the people, and dogs, wretched looking half starved curs, went
sneaking about the houses. These dogs were the most forlorn Jook-
ing creatures we saw, left as they wero to find food for themselves.
During most of the tims we were in the house several of them were
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constantly under the heels of the people, snappiug and snarling in a
very vicious manner. One of them attacked our little maid and bit
her severely on the heel, and as the wound showed signs of fester-
ing she bravely submitted to an operation, the affected part having
to be partially cut away and the wound cauterized. this operation
wag repeated twice before we left, and as we hope, saved her from
an ugly and dangerous sore. It seemed too bad that she, the
kindest and best of them all should be the victim. the dressing
of this wound awakened courage in a young man who was suffering
from a large bamboo splinter in Ins foot, to have the piece of wood
extracted and the wound cauterized. J] mention these cases to
show that we had been misinformed when told that the Les
would not touch our medicimes or accept any of our remedies for
physical relief. Our delay which we were disposed to fret about,
was to bring yet another benebt. During the night a large wild
boar had been caught in one of the traps referred to above and was
brought to one of the adjoining honses to be cut up. We of course
came iu for a share of this delicacy, the people wishing to present
us with some of the choice portions. We insisted on paying for it
and enjoyed the rare provisions, the meat proving to be of excellent
quality. The long tapering snout and protruding tusks of the
animal looked very formidable even as 1f lay dead under the
knife. The whole body was a solid mass of firm meat, his active life
having allowed no surplus fat to accumulate. As we were about
to leave, the kind house-mcther took two or three of the finest
ears of maize and roasted them for us in an iron-kettle, adding
alittle oil to keep them from burmng. Lhe popping of this corn
1a the dingy corner of that small Le house brought back in vivid
remembrance the scenes of days long gone where, by the kitchen
fire of a dear old home im a far off land, with the wintry wind and’
snow outside, the blazing fre and popping corn made sport for the
laughing boys and girls inside. Filling our pockets with the —
white and spongy kernels still hot from the pan, we were prepared
to keep off the pangs of hunger until the next town was reached.
At first taste we detected a peculiar flavor which we found was due
to tlie orl used in preparing it. Upon inquiry we learned that the
oil used for this and for all cooking purposes, and as fuel for lamps
as well, was that of the castor bean. As we passed out of the
village we saw some fine specimens of this plant ten and twelve
feet high covered with large clusters of robust fruits. The peenhar
taste 1s rather disagreeable at first but soon ceases to be unpleasant,
scarcely even suggesting the formidable article procured at the
apotaecaries. It was still raining when we left Fan-lun and the
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roads were consequently the reverse of clean and hard. Fortunately
we had but little climbing of hills to do, else there might have been
another mutiny among our bearers, it being impossible to secure
fresh men at Fau-iun. The Chinawan who had excited our dislike
so strongly at first, hed changed his tactics, and made himself as
agreeable as possible, offering help in many ways. His head
quarters, as agent for Le goods, were in the village of Loi-ban
our next stopping place, and among other things he promised to
secure additional bearers for us there. We placed ourselves under
his guidance or rather that of his Le bearer as we resumed our
journey. The road led us some distance to the left of the chief's
village, but many of his people, hearing of our approaca came out
to see the unusual sight. Among them we saw a perfect albino,
who when specially noticed tried to hide himself behind @ tree; the
pink skin, whitish hair and eye brows, and weak eyes were all
well marked, and from his shrinking manner I surmised that he
was,subjected to more or less indignity because of his mistortune.
We passed by and through many cultivated fields in some of which
the grain was standing half ripe and in others already reaped and
stowed in ricks. These structures were high and narrow with grass
roofs under which the grain in sheaves was piled up to the height
of twelve or fifteen feet, whence it would be taken to be threshed
and hulled as the necessities of the family required. Around one
extensive field of sweet potatoes was a border of large leaves with a
white under surface fastened by little stakes at intervals of a few
feet, the white surfaces turned outward presenting a peculiar effect
along the whole circumference of the field. It was probably a
charm used in hope of securing a plentiful crop im the field. The
same thing was seen in several places afterwards. In one field
heaps of these white leaves were set up as scare-crows, we supposed.
In another field we saw a hoop, fastened at the top of @ long pole,
with half a dozen bamboo slips inside, and 2 long rattan hne
attached, reaching to a place outside the enclosure. By pulling

this rattan line the bamboos are brought together with a sharp,
clacking sound which effectually drives off the crows and other
feathered thieves from the grain. In some places the lies extend
a long distance to the village and can be pulled from the door of
the house itself. When first hearing this clacking sound one 13
ata loss to know whence it comes, supposing it to be made by some
animal or large bird.

After three miles walk we passed through two small villages
both called Fang-ma. We stopped in the further one while our
Chinese attendant regaled himself with opium, and we indulged in
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the milder refreshment of a cup of chocolate. The people who
athered about us seemed to be much darker in complexion than

those hitherto seen. ‘They were short and stout with rather a
gloomy cast of countenance. The men were m purely savage
costume and the women 2n skirts and jackets like the ruder portion.
of the people in Fan-lun. They were tattooed with only a few faint
lines, and wore fringed head dresses and tasseled ear-rings. The
free use of the betel nut mcreased their lack of charms. The house
in which we stopped was divided into several rooms. Gilt paper
and Chinese charms were put up over the door and in several places
inside. A. good supply of maize-hung from the beams of the room,
and heaps of bones awaiting transportation te Chinese market
covered the floor. Two fine Caryota palms of unusual height were
the chief ornament of the town. Soon after leaving this place we
met a man with a fine set of antlers from a large deer of the species
cervus usa, freshly kuilled. The horns were carefully wrapped in
paper to prevent injury to articles so highly prized in Chinese
pharmacy. The man offered them to us for three hundred cash,
and was willing to add the skin which he had left at home for ons
thousand more. Our journey this day led us chiefly along the
water courses, through attractive country, fine hills and mountains
rising on elther side. We had to cross streams knee deep and up-
wards, about a score of times, the most difficult passage of this kind
being over the main stream about five miles from Fan-lun. Phe
stream was somewhat more than a hundred yards wide, the water
waist deep, and flowing in a swift current. We crossed on the
shoulders of our dumb coolie who was equal in strength to any two
of the others and who, with a staff to supporf him on one side and
our tallest bearer to hold him up a little on the other, bore us safely
and comfortably across. In the constant wading which traveling in
this country necessitates we found strong canvas shoes with open-
ings for the free egress of water to be the most comfortable. After
one or two soakinys leather becomes useless, but the canvas, if
strong, will stand a great deal of such usage without breaking
unless, as happened with us, the sharp stones cut it too freely.
Ascending from the bed of the small river, we came in a few minutes
to the village of Kap-how, (Ff J) the largest and finest yet seen,
the houses were built high above the ground and seemed much
superior to those already described. .The town contains about
twenty families, the chief residing in the best and most commodious
house. We stopped before his door while he pressed: us to remain.
The spirit of hospitality shown was surprising. they besought us
to give them one day at least, promising to lead us by a nearer
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route to Un-mun (3 FY) the town we were aiming at some twelve
or fifteen miles beyond. The chief, a fine looking elderly mau, was
very cordial in his entreaties, but we had set out for the other
village, Loi-b&n under promise of fresh men and felt 1b best not to
change our plan. The houses all had elevated porticoes from which
many women dressed in embroidered clothes, with a great profusion
of blue lines over the faces and arms gathered to look.at us. Wea

felt a real regret in not being able to accept hospitality so freely
and heartily offered. As we eatered the villags our attention was
attracted by a notice of a feast written in Chinese on the tresaly cat
surface of a wooden post and set up im & conspicuous place by the
road side. In large characters at the top were the words (37 @ fit
sR 4) “Seck peace at the shrines of the g’ ” while below in small
character's 16 was anuounced that from she 27th of the ninth month
until the Ist of the tenth the festival would bs held ia the village
adjoining. A. general mvitation was given to Iriends and relatives
to attend each being instructed to briny thres catties of pork, theese
catties of wine 2nd some money for lucense. Had ws not beea
detained so long in Nam-fung, we shonid have arrived just in time
to witness this festival and had an excellent opportunity to observe
some of their religious rites; but unfortunately we were several
days too late. Near the entrance of this and the preceding village,
we saw small altars on which were sigas of recent worship.

As we proceeded signs of a larger population and more exten-
sive cultivation of the land were apparent. Several villages were
passed from one of which some men came out and urged us to go io
their houses, but time would nob permit. Two m2a, however, with
guns accompanied u3 from one of these villages oae of whom was
very friendly. Hs was slightly under the mnduence of wine which
did not make him rude, bub only voluole. He said he was from
Loi-ban and that we were to pub up ab his house. This being said 10
the presence of our guide who did not contradict it, we supposed he
was telling the truth. As we went along he apologized for the poor
accommodations he had to offer us. His supply of bedding was
small, he said, so that ho could offer us but little more than a mat
to sleep on; we assured him that we were amply supplied. After 2
short interval, he said it was damp and chilly, and we would need
changes of clothing, he was, however, ashamed to offer us his poor
garments, but had no others. Again we told him that he need nos
be concerned as we had sufficient clothing with us. Hos mind was
evidently relieved and he seemed anxious to anticipate any other
wauts we should feel. We followed him at a rapid pace and were
much delighted when he led us to a large house built about ten feeb
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from the ground, and ascended the ladder with a feeling of rolief
that our wet, disagreeable tramp was over for the day. A little
servant maid brought water in a bright, brass basin for us to wash
our feet. We removed our water-soaked shoes and entered the neat
and pleasant interior where a@ fire was burning and clean mats were
spread over the floor, which was made of split bamboos. lt was the
most comfortable house we had-seen and we were congratulating
ourselves on such comfortable quarters when skouts from our party
called us out to the portico, only to learn that our host, in his desire
to have us share his hospitality, had deceived us as to the name and
situation of his village. We were in Kwai-fa and still nearly iwo
miles from Loi-ban. It was not until we were assured that the
people in Loi-ban would be expecting us and that the houses there
were as good as the one we were in, that we consented to leave so
pleasant a house and so genial a host. Apologizing for the trouble
we had given him, and inviting him, rf possible, to meet us in Loi-
bAn in the evening, we left. He promised to follow us later on, and, if
we were disposed, would take us out pig hunting at might. lt seems
to be the general custom in this country to hunt the wild pigs ab
night, but this tome, uufortunetely, the rain interfered with any
plans our friends may have had in that ine. The house in Loi-barv
was not so neat and attractive as the one’ we had left, but quite
large and comfortable. Subsequent measurement showed 1 to be
eighty feet long, twenty feet wide, fifteen feet high from the floor to
the highest point in the roof; -the frame oval and raised nearly ten
feet from the ground at the front, where a covered portico twenty
feet square extended outside the door. The back of the liouse stood
agaiust the hill and the space beneath was given up to domeshic
fowls and animals, the straw thatch extending to the ground on
three sides. The town contains twelve houses, some of them much
smaller than the one we occupied; and as we entered the people greeted
our Chinese traveling companion in a familiar and friendly manner.
He had an associate in the village who had been there for ten
years, but had not learned to speak the Le dialect, Hainanese being
so generally spoken by all the people as to render a knowledge of
the Le unnecessary. In nearly every village we found two or three
Chinamen, seldom more. They come as agents for goods and often-
times acquire great influence over. the Les who seem to stand much
In awe of them. They control what little business 1s done, act as
money changers, write notices of feasts and records of various kinds,
are called “tin-te” 44 4& (Hainanese) “Master” by the people and
are often very overbearing in their speech and actions toward them.
We feel at this place, and more strongly at a subsequent stage of
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the journey, that it was to our disadvantage to be conuected with
these Chinese in any way, as the Les regarded .us more or less
suspiciously. 1a consequence. They seem without exception to bea
bad lot. While much in fear of them, we were glad to see that the
Les were not entirely under their control, as was proved on one
occasion in our presence when the Chinaman who had brought us
hither became very loud and offensive in his talk and our host
quietly told him if he did not subside he must leave his house. The
effect of these words was immediate and salutary. It was difficult
for us to know how to act, fearing on the one hand to give offence
to the Chinaman lest he should use his influence with the Les to our
Injury and fearing on the other hand that the Les might mnsinterpret
any friendliness between us to mean that our designs were the same
as the Chinaman. On this occasion the Chinaman was true to his
promise to secure us iresh bearers, one of whom was the bright
young fellow referred to above who hved in this village and who
introduced us to his family, father, wife and hittle child and
showed us the little hut in which they were then their former
large house having been destroyed by fire a year before; he also
did us another goud service in getting some money changed for us.
We found the money question a. very troublesome one. Copper
cash are the only coin current, silver bemg at a great discount, and
one has to carry a large supply of these cash, which are fearfully
heavy, or pay out silver at the rate of seventy or exghty cents to the
dollar unless he is fortunate enough to‘come upon a Ohinaman who
will give him a fair exchange of copper cash for his silver. These
wandering Chinese are without exception, as far as we observed,
heavy opium-smokers, and are gradually mtroducing the vice among
the Les. kn the first half of our journey through their country we
met with but one Le who had formed the habit of smoling opium,
and he could go for days without it. Many of them said they hked
it and smoked when the Chinamen were willing to let them have it,
but the habit had not yet been formed. In the latter part of our
journey however we passed through some villages where intercourse
with the Chinese 1s more frequent and there we saw many who were
enslaved by it. he contrast between these and the people: in the
first district passed was most striking. The latter, who knew little
of opium, were strong, healthy, bright and active, while the formet
were dull, emaciated and altogether wretched and unpromising.
Tae prophylactic benefits of opium in these malarious districts are
not so evident as some theorists imagine, observation showing that
under the very same climate those who do not use it are robust,
healthy and physically models of strength while those who use it are
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weak, emaciated and utterly without energy. At present the only
safeguard for these people is their poverty, very few being able to
indulge in even the outside: shells and scrapings or in the opium
dross which is chiefly used by the Chinese who go among them.
The friendly reception we received, the simplicity and apparent
docility of the people have led me to feel that the way is fully open
for the introduction of Christianity among them with a fair hope of
its being accepted by them, and with the introduction of the Gospel
a moral barrier against the spread of opium would be raised,
stronger even than the restraints of poverty.

The rain detained us two days in Loi-bén, but did not interfere
with. the people from the neighboring villages coming to see us in
large numbers. Among them was the son of the chief at Kap-how
who came on horse-back and our friend from Kwai-fa, a little less
talkative, but very friendly, evidently cherishing no ili will because
we declined to remain at his house. He brought a handkerchief we
had forgotten in our hurried leave-taking and was made happy with
a box of matches and some tobacco which we gave him. He was
anxious to get some books and finally selected a New Testament
promising to send about four pounds of rice in payment. We
hardly expected to hear anything more abont 1t, but before we left
the rice was sent mn full measure. ibis and many other hittle
incidents showed the people to be honest, at least im their dealings
with us. We found it necessary to open all our baggage both to
dry our things and rearrange the loads for the bearers and in doing
this the things were freely scattered about the portico where scores
of Les were coming and going all the day. While studiously avoid-
ing any appearance of watching them, we quietly took note of their
actions and it was with great satisfaction that we saw there was not
the slightest attempt to pilfer even the smallest article, and so it
was everywhere. Our Chinese bearers committed little thefts of
food and salt, but the Les, as far as our observation went, were
honest as ourselves.

As the people gathered about us we were struck with the fine
physique of many of them. Some were small at is true, very small,
but most of the men would measure five feet nine and ten inches in
height, and were well proportioned, many of them with moustaches
and slight beards. Their features were rather square; their noses
not so flat as the Chinese and their eyes of a different type. The
women were a fair counterpart of the men, several cf them being
decidedly handsome, notwithstanding the blue streaks over their
faces. There were two who belonged to our host’s family who were
especially noticeable. One was tall and slender with oval face and
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perfect features, graceful carriage and somewhat haughty expression.
The other was rather short with 2a dark olive complexion and soft
CXPTEssive oyes. Each had a small child of which she seemed very
fond. Their dress was much like that previously noticed, but with
more embroidery and an abundance of smail glass beads woven in
their skirts that glistened as they moved. AJl the parts of the
body not covered were thickly tattooed, the arms and iegs being
covered with large biue rings. They wore embroidered turbans
and had tassels hanging from their ear-rings and jacket strings. On
the back of the jacket was a pecuhar strip of cloth with some
mystic characters embroidered, which were, perhaps, the scraps of
Le ballads which Chinese writers refer to. One woman was in the
process of being tattooed and looked very much as if she had been
forming an intimate acquaintance with some dusky sister's finger
nails. ihe process is very simple. An incision is made with a sharp
knife in the shape of the pattern given and while fresh, the ordinary
Chinese ink is introduced which gives it the blue tinge and in a
Tew days it. begins to heal. It needed some such powerful incentive
as the desire to see the white strangers to bring the lady out, while
undergoing this wild seif torture. ‘The womeu all looked happy and
contented. Lhey carried water in small jars suspended frem poles
across their shoulders, going down cheerfully through the mud to
the brook where abundance of fresh sweet water is always found.
Part of the time they were busy pounding rice, sometimes rising at
or before daylight and awakening us with the sound of their wooden
pestles, three or four of them some times pounding in one large
wooden mortar keeping time in their strokes and tapping the side
of the mortar at intervals.

Another thing that struck us was their robust health. In an
ordinary Chinese gathering of the same size we would have found
many sick and diseased people; but here we could almost say that
every one we saw was in perfect health. One man, it is true, came
forward and said he had been set upon by the Hakkas who had
stolen lus eattle, and beaten him so that he had never sinea been
strong; another had been knocked down in a village quarrel and
trampled upon, so that some of his joints were always stiff; one
woman was brought who had become nearly blind, but these were
ali that seemed in need of help. Theor health was remarkable and
was a strong argument in favor of their climate, which, barring 4
hétle excessive dampness, seemed to be a good one. Their simple
diet, their clear fresh water and their hpht airy honses have also
much to do with their general healthiness. Notwithstanding this
tbey were eager for medicine, the favorite remedy at this place
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being some sweet flavored ebugh medicine. ft was astonishing
how quickly they developed colds and coughs, after the bottle of
this cordial was opened. We did not see many old people, the
dampness and mud preventing their coming out'we were told. In
one of the neighboring houses we heard some one repeating’
puddhistic prayers with great energy over a sick child. As the
people must die we were anxious to know Some thing of their buriat
rites, but were surprised at the entire absence of graves. Tn ail
our journey no tomb, nor any sign of a burial place was seen, and
all our inquiries fazled to elecit any intelligible account of what they
do with the dead. Hither through our want of understanding or
their dislike to speak on the subject, the answers given were most
vague and irrelevant. The ‘substance of all we could learn was
that they place the body without 2 coffin in any secluded spot,
taking care to replace the earth and cover it over so that it may not
be recognized.

In Loi-ban we tried to learn by what names the Les called
themselves, and were told the following; at Liot-ban and within a
circuit of ten miles of that place, they are called B’lay, at
about twelve miles south the name is Bly; m another district of
which I failed to get the name they are called S’lay; at Ta-lan
across the ridge toward the Five Finger Mountain, they are called
H’ay, while at Pok-sha-tung fifteen miles south-west of Nam-fung
the name is Moi. I give these as I heard them without any theory as
to their correctness or value. We tried also to find out if the Les
among whom we had now been for several days, were of the
“shang” or the “shuk” that is the “wild” or the “tame” section,
but these terms seemed quite unintelligible to taem, and im answer
to our question they would begin to enumerate the various tribes, as
the Hak-shims, the Tai-shims, the Kon-keuks, the Ha-les, the Muu-
les, the Shan-mius, the Pok-sha-tungs, etc.* When told that this
was not what we wished, they would give the names according to
the Chinese territorial divisions, saying they were the K‘ing-shan
(3H ly) Les, and that ten miles further after crossing the ridge we
would come to the Ting-en (@ 2) Les, but when asked about
their being “shang” or shuk” they would shake their heads and
say they did not know. We appealed to the Chinese who lived
among them but they simply compromised or rather confused
matters by saying they wera “pun-shang, pun-shuk” thatis “ half
Wild and half tame.”

* “These names are represented in Chinese as follows.” & PS, te BY, BS,
SB, BB, We, wwe a, ete.
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The town of Loi-bén is composed of five villages within the

circuit of a few miles, the chief one being the old village. (Loi-ban-
lo-tsiin) about two miles up the valley. They are all under control
of the chief in Kap-how, but have a headman or sub-chief living in
the main village. High hills rise on either side of the stream along
which the town lies, shutting out entirely any distant views of the
conucry. Going up the hill behind the village we could see some-
thing of our surroundings and were charmed with the ranges of
hills and mountains, some rising to a great height near at hand.
two twin Cargota palms nearly two feet in diameter stand like
guardians behind the village. In the grovg below flocks of birds of
gay plumage kept flying in and out among the tree. They were
probably a kind of paroquet which abound m this region, one of
the mountains being called “ Paroguet Ridge.” ‘The people here
besides farming their rough mountain clearings raise cattle in
considerable numbers and to all appearances seem to be m quite
comfortable circumstances, having a sufficiency of food and clothing
and good houses to live in. They all, men, women, and often the.
children, smoke tobacco, the pipe stems being usually of -fine
polished ebony. Many of the young meu had scarlet and embroi-
dered tobacco pouches, the gifts and often the handiwork of their
wives Or admirers. The favor with which they regarded us was
expressed in a strong desire to have us return and establish schools
amoug them. As we were about to leave I tried to obtain some
of the women’s garments as curiosities, but they demurred saying
that their wardrobes were too scarce to allow them to part with
anything and finally, when urged, asked such an exorbitant price
that I gave it up, neither would they part with any of the bone
trophies of which we saw a great variety stuck along the rafters;
bones not only of the larger animals such as we saw in the preced-
ing villages, but of hare, water-rats, birds, turtles, etc. ‘There seems
to be some charm or superstition about them that forbids their
parting with them; it may be a simple pride that leads them
to preserve these trophies as evidences of their skill in the chase.
We saw some bows made of a dark elastic wood with rattan strings
and bamboo arrows, tipped with iron, but game being scarce there
was no increase of the store of triumphal bones during our stay.

Well rested and reinforced we continued our way up the
narrow valley, an escort from the village accompanying us some
distance. We passed through Loi-ban old village which was not 30
pleasantly situated as the one we had left. At the entrance was
an mgenious spring gate, with an elastic piece of wood in the
shape of a bow which caused it to swing shut a3 soon as the presure
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of the hand was removed. In this town we found a Chinaman from
the neighborhood of Canton and astonished him by addressing him
in his native dialect. He was living in a wretched, little damp
clay hovel, which, with the usual prejudice of his race, he preferred
to the more airy and comfortable houses of the natives. Before
him as we entered were spread a number of books transcribed in a
neat hand, proving to us that we were In the presence of the one
man of letters in the neighborhood. He combined the pursuit of
fortune ‘telling with that of keeping various records, and acting
scribe-in-general for the people. We passed the residence of the
sub-chief who had else visited us at Lot-ban. He was a thin spare
man well dressed in a sutt of dark blue Chinese clothes, and was so
quiet and unobtrusive that ib was sometime before we were aware
of his position. He wore bracelets of the Chan-heung (Aquilaria
Agallochum) wood, which is so highly esteemed by the Chinese for
its medical properties, the Les also regarding it m a similar way.
It is used in many ways, the most common however, being in the
form of bracelets to ward off malaria, cholera and other diseases.
If one is taken ill he scrapes a little wood from the surface of the
bracelet, and, mixing ib in a cup of tea drinks 16 in full faith that
‘+t will eure him. This wood is one of the chief articles of trade and
is sent as tribute to the emperor. Itis very rare and can be found
in quantities only among the less accessible mountains of the
interior. The Les often accumulate and hide it away asa reserve
fund for use im emergencies. I Have been told of one family
further south who have a piece concealed, whose value they estimate
at ten thousand taets. There are other species of hard and fravrant
wood found m the hills, some of which we saw lying along the
streams in the form of square timbers, about twelve feet long and
Six inches square waiting for high water to float them down; and as
we walked along our guide chipped off a piece from a half burnt
tree of a dark red hue and very fragrant. In going up this valley
we were hemmed in by high hills, with clouds hanging over their
summits and far down their sides. The stream did not add muenu
to our comfort as we had -to cross it thirty times this day in
a distance of less than six miles. For two miles of the way the
path lay in the stream itself and it was hard traveling against the
current, the water being scarcely ever less than knee deep, and the
rocks both sharp and slippery. In some place were rapids which
tumbled the water over the rocks in a picturesque way, and threat-
ened to upset us as we strove to wade across. Hieh precipices
covered with thick masses of vines and fringed with trees added
much to the romantic beauty of the narrow gorge we were ascend-
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Ing. The sides of these steep walls of rock, were in places almost
covered with Chiritas, {Chirita Chinensis), in bloom. Two small
villages, To-ko aud Li-chee, were passed just before we reached
Ka-la, for our noonday rest. The road, except where it was merged
in the stream, was fairly good, but it would bave been impossible to
carry a sedan chair along it, even the sure fuoted ponies used on the
Island would find it hard to keep their foothold in places. Our
Le bearers led us by the nearest routes across fields which we
entered over stiles rudely made by notched logs placed on either
cide of tha fences. At Ka-la we met au old Ls from a hittle hamlet
high up on the hills, who could read and write a little, and, which
was still more rare, could speak a few words of Cantonese, which he
had learned from the merchants in'Nam-fung and Ling-mun.
From him we gained much useful information about the country.
On our right behind Ka-la, rose & conspicuous ridge with three
prominent peaks towering above the surrounding hills, the central
one castellated, and the whole formed of whitish rock, suggesting
the name “ Pak-shek-ling” “white stone ridge.” These peaks are &
fine land mark being visible, when the clouds are off, for many mules.

It was a great relief to reach Kwai-fung, the last village at the
head of the valley, and find a comfortable house to rest in. ‘hos
little hamlet perched on a steep hill-side contains but six houses
but is rich in hospitality as we proved in our two days sojourn
there. It ts also called Iu-tau, -“‘ Pomelo, village’ the Hainanese
equivalent for its Le name; a large pomelo tree at the entrance, left
standing, though quite dead, was pointed out as proof that the
name was not quite a Our experience here was in many
respects a repetition of what we had gone through at the other
LOWLDS. Our presence in the country being generally known, many
people came from the more or less distant villages on either side to
is. Their reception by our host gave us a fair example ofthe
hospitality practiced by-these people among themselves. Our host's
ordinary family numbered not more than five or six, but while
thera we saw at least fifteen seated around his rice kettle at each
meal, among them the sub-chief from Loi-ban who had come to see
us safely to the verge of his jurisdiction, and the old Le from Ka-ia
who was anxious to guide us across the Inlls to Ling-shui. Around
the three fire places, which were only square sections in the floor
made solid with clay, m place of the usual sphi bamboos, they sat
in large numbers smoking and chatting. Their curiosity. never once
reached the point of annoyance. They seemed to be of a lighter
hue than most of those previously scen, some of the unclad children
being almost white. The men nearly all shaved their heads and
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wore Chivese clothes, the dress of the women being the same as
that seen before with the addition of a small apron over the chest.
Very few of them were ‘tattooed and these with only a few light
lines. They added however another ornament im the shape of great
circlets of beads white and black, strung on wire, one in particular
having twenty of varying diameters which must have dung as &
great weight on her neck. She was from Pan-tit a still smaller
hamlet which we had passed a few rods away. In place of the
ordinary bamboo for our beds, our host brought m some young
trees of very aroniatic ‘wood, which, when the bark was removed,
gave forth a most, pleasant oodor, so that we slept on veritable
perfumed couches. In the house were six idols, evidently Chinese
importations, set up in a box at ome end of the roont, and in putting
up our beds the question was debated as to what relative position
to the idols they should occupy. We told them to please themselves
in the matter as to us the idols were nothimg, so they finally placed
the beds cross-wise instead of length-wise as had been first sug-
gested. My friend’s reputation as a wonderful healer of the ills of
the flesh accompanied him hither 2f mdeed it had not preceded him,
and requests for niedicine were soon sent in. Kheumatic plasters
were given out until the whole company was adorned with thent,
their heads in somte cases presenting a rather grotesque appearance.
A patient suffering from tooth ache was relieved by having the
refractory molar extracted. Ting was the signal for trying the new
remedy and a number came forward to have their teeth drawn
showing @ childish curiosity to see what they looked hke when they
were out. The sub-chief improved the opportunity along with the
others, but unfortunately Ins bit of ivory fell through a crack in
the floor and was lost.

As we could see very little of the country from our lodgings
the people asked us to go up the bill behind and look around show-
ing nothing of the Chinese suspicion of our designs on their fing-
sau, Lhey seemed to take a true delight in showing us their country
and would have led us anywhere we wished to go. The leeches,
sharp grass, and slippery paths soon checked all desire to see what
was beyond and made us content with studying the people in their
homes. Our host brought out his family records which consisted of
a number of bantboo slips with the name, date of birth, year, month,
day and hour, written in Chinese, of each member of his family
to the number of twelve or fifteen. The register of his mother, wife
and daughters was kept in the same way as that of the men. The
younger son, or nephew, I am not sure which, a boy of sixteen
seemed very bright and promising. My friend conceived a great
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liking for him and tried to induced his father to let him accompany
us to Hoi-how. The boy would have consented gladly and his
father did not directly refuse, but said if my friend would return in
a few months he would let him go. In almost every place the people
seemed anxious to know when we would return-and expressed real
pleasure at the prospect of seeing my friend again. The son of
our host, who had superitendence of the house, and his brother or
cousin were made happy by the present of some books in which we
inscribed our names to their increased delight. Our host killed a
young pig and insisted on presenting us with the best parts, and in
addition to this would not be contented unless we ate his rice,
refusing all pecuniary remuneration. We, of course, made full return
for all his gifts, every little article we gave being received with
unmistaxeable signs of appreciation. The empty tins were always

in great demand and we took care that those intended for our host
were filled with salt or sometinng equally acceptable. The people
seemed to have abundance of the necessaries of life, although their
rice fieids on the sides and tops of steep hills must entail a preat
amount of bard labor. Several small, but strongly built granaries,
on the outskirts of the village afforded sate storage for their surplus
grain. They rely upon domestic animals for meat as the supply
of game is precarious and this season seemed especially scarce.
We heard some francolin as we came along and met a man with a
superb silver pheasant, winch we bought, but which died of fright
before we reached the village.

Sunday was spent in this village, but while the people showed
great respect for our exercises of religion we found it difficult to get
them to understand their import. This arose in great measure from
scanty knowledge of their language. They are free from many of
the superstitions, and idolatrous vractices of the Chinese. Neither
ancestral worship, nor fung-shui, nor a state religion stand in the
way ol a better system. Their gentleness, docility and apparently
nature would indicate a state of preparation for
Christianity. If by kindness and uniform justice their confidence
were gained the teaching of the missionary would, no doubt, meet
with a favorable reception. There seems to be no outward barrier
to immediate and extensive work among them, if the men are found
who are willmg to undertake it. The wide spread use of the
Hainanese adds greatly to the facilities for reaching them, where
thew native dialects vary to-such an extent.

All the streams which we had hitherto crossed are tributary to
the river that flows through the Ting-ou district and thence inte
the bay of Hoi-how; but we had-now come to the mountain barrier
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that separates these from the streams that flow south. The massive
hills that loomed up almost perpendicularly before us compose the
Shni-t'au,” “Water-head” Ridge over which we must pass. Wea

wade preparation for a hard march. Our host seemed to feel if
his duty to see that we were well supplied with men, and when no
one else was available, he took one of the loads himself. ‘The old
Le referred to above also took the burden of the cock on whose
foat the leeches had committed such ravages that he could scarcely
walk. With these two Les who knew the way perfectly and the
two from Loi-ban who were still with us we felt sure of crossing
the ridge in safety. As we left the village we took formal leave of
the chief who had drunk a cup of chocolate with us, and crossing the
little stream for almost the hundredth and last time, struck a path
up the steep and slippery hillside. For nearly a mile the way led
through woods with here and there a field enclosed by a picket
fence. From these open spaces fine views of the country, widening
as we ascended, greeted us. “‘ White Stone” Ridge stood out
grandly above the valley, whose depths we knew, but whose heights
were only now revealed to us. We saw how the little stream was
formed by several mountain brooks which rose high up the slopes,
two of them forming fine cascades as they started down the moun-
tain side, the nearer one falling in a broad sheet over a perpendi-
cular wall seventy or eighty feet high, into a deep vine covered
ravine. We met with but few signs of life, a woodcock fying across
the path, francolin crowing in the copse, and paroquets chattering
over head were all that appeared. Emerging from this bett of wood-
land, we came upon some rice fields with little granaries, five or six
feet high, builé on the spot. A rest and a smoke in a deserted hut
which gave shelter from the driving mist that gradually mcreased
in chilliness as we ascended prepared us for the heavy work which
began as we entered the tall grass. The path was very narrow and
completely covered over with jungle grass, in some places ngher
than our heads, and tangled across the road in a most annoying
manner, the whole soaked and heavy with moisture. The bearers

had to put forth double exertion to press their baskets through the
overhanging mass. The sharp grass with blades which cut the hands
that pushed it back and the ubiquitous leeches added greatly to the
general discomfort. This passage across the ridge was four miles or
more in length, the highest point reached being about two thousand
feet above the valley and probably three thousand above the sea.
All hope of seeing the fine mountains beyond when we reached
the top of the ridge was blasted by the driving storms of mist that
shut out everything except the bleak sides of the Shui-t‘au range
near at hand and occasional glimpses of the Put-pet Ridge with its
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finely wooded. slopes running off at an angle to the south. Dyfieculs
as the ascent had been the descent on the other side was evon
worse, though not so long. The steep pathway covered with a low
arch of tangled grass above, and filled with reeking pitfalls below
made it not only disagreeable, but really dangerous. At the foot a
brook of wonderfully clear water flowed in quiet contrast to the
mud we: had just waded through, and a short distance beyond it, _
over some marshy fislds stood the small village of Shui-ying, the first
in the Le distriet of Ung-mau-t ung (46 7 iff) as it is called there.
It contains but two houses in ove of which we found a place to rest
until the bearers all came up, nearly two hours later. Chilled by the
dampness and dripping wet we tried to kindle a fire with the green
wood at our disposal, but failed. In one end of the house, which
was old, dirty, and thatched with leaves of the fan palm, the mother
with three or four naked children huddled over a smal! fire. The
master soon returned, but being ignorant of Haimanese and speak-
ing @ different dialect from the Les with us, we had some difficulty
I communicating. The old Le however understood a little of the
language of this district and through him we put our questions.
After an houv’s rest we continued our way over another ridge a
mile and a half further to Ta-han. This road was better, but much
cbstructed by fallen trees and shrubs. All was wild and dreary
looking, except in some of the ravines where fine tree ferns were
growing, with wild bananas, and broad leafed alpinias replacing
the general waste of jungle grass. Che Chinese explain the name
by the characters #7 $€, “to strike cold,” which, though
of very doubtful accuracy, certainly seemed appropriate to us as we
entered the place chilled and almost shivering from exposure to the
cold mists. The town 1s on @ hill-side overlooking a fertile valley
and contains eight or ten houses, the largest and best being that of
the head man, to which we were taken, set highest on the hill and
built somewhat in Chinese style. Formerly it contained forty houses
but a year ago was burned by a band of robbers, new Hakkas and
Les combined, who swept the whole valley, burning villages and
driving off cattle, Our host showed us the hatchet marks on his
door which they tried to break open, and pointed dolefully to the
ttle flocks of goats which were all that were left of large herds,
seventy head of large cattle having being driven off at the same
time. ihe people here belong to the section called the Kou-keuk,
Les, and speak a dialect so different from that across the ridge that
our Le bearers had to converse with them in Hainanese in order to
be understood. Our host and several others who are accustomed
to go among the Chinese on business, one of them having just
returned from Hoi-how, were dressed in Chinese clothes, but most
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of the men wore a more primitive dress, if dress it could be called,
while the women were clad in the same way as those in the last
village most of them not being tattooed at ail. Some of them were

very large and, stout and all wore circlets of beads, bought from the
Chinese, in some instance twenty-five around one neck; some large
silver ear-rings were also conspicuous. At this place I succeeded
in vetting some specimens of their clothes although they were loth
to part with them. In no other place had we seen so many boys,
fine healthy youngsters that promised to equal their elders many
of whom were above the ordmary stature. The houses were poor
in consequence of the recent disater and were thatched with the fan
palm, which grows in abundance half a day’s journey from the place.
Rattan in considerable quantities is gathered from the wooded hilis
and taken to the market at Ling-mun, two day’s journey out.

Our host was generous in his hospitality bringing in a large
supply of rice when we arrived, adding eggs and other articles after-
wards and refusing payment for the things. When we were ready
to start the next day several men offered fo carry our baggage
gratuitously to the next village and two of them voluntanly acted
29 guides over the mountain road. The way led through one of the
most charming bits of scenery one can imagme, followimg the course
of the mountain brook which became a rushing torrent in places,
making us thankful for the help of our guides in selecting the shal-
lower and less rapid places. It was a broad and finely shaded road
in places, a rich and varied forest growth hnuimg it on either side,
large trees covered to their tops with vines and ferns, and quantities
ot delicate ferns (lycopodium caudatum) forming a rich green carpet
over the rouch banks. Our guides were full of the raid made last
year and showed us where they had barricaded this road, and after
firing upon their assailants fled by another steep and intricate path
known only to themselves thus saving their lives, but leaving their
houses to be pillaged. The stream bursts through a narrow rock-
bound gorge, along which it is impossible to travel, before it falls
in a steep descent into the valley beyond. We ascended through
several miles of cool woods that cover the shoulder of the hill to
the left. The farther side of the hill is bare and frightfully steep.
As we emerged from the trees we reached the best point from which
to view the great Five Finger Mountain, but alas! the mist was too
thick to give us even the faintest inkling of its outline, so we had
to be content with the half-understood description of the Les who
pointed out the situation of the five peaks that compose it and to
take their word for it that the middle and highest peak was struck
by lightning not long ago and so shattered as to destroy its striking
Outline. The massive sides, to a height of about three thousand
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feet were plainly seen, covered with trees. Looking at it from the
south-west the direction of our route to Ling-Shui was pointed out a
little to the left of the great hill, through a wide pass or rather
rough elevated plain, showing us that as much hard chmbing as We
had done would be required. ‘The turbulent stream to our right
joins a river a short distance below which flows out to the sea in
the Kom-yan (pg @) district; and several miles beyond, flowing
also from the great hill is another stream said to flow down to
Ngai-chow, (HE HH). It was with no little satisfaction that we
looked through this extensive view of the land yet before us, being
assured that three days more would bring us to the head waters of
the Ling-shui stream at the town of Po-teng. From this pomt we
locked into the heart of the Le country, a country of rich valleys
and fertile plains, high mountains and romantic scenery, well
adapted to grazing and capable of supporting many times the

‘population of the scattered villages. The descent of this hill was
very trying, the path leading down the sheer steep in places. We
reached the foot without any mishap, which is more than our bearers
could say, and passing through another belt of woodland, where
noisy paroquets chattered above us and a monkey: fled in dismay
along the branches of a large oak tree, we came to the town of
Nga-han on the banks of the larger stream. Our old Le bearer,
who was the one habitual opium smoker we met on the other side of
the ridge, took us to the house of a Chinaman, for our greater
comfort he said, but to facilitate his getting a little opium for him-
self we believed. Our coming to this house was the beginning of
disaster. It was our intention to stop fora short rest only, and
then push on to the chief village three miles beyond, whence we
purposed to go by easy stages to the Ling-shui side. Our first
employment as we sat down. was to get rid of the leeches which were
more abundant this day than ever. From my feet and legs I picked
off nearly forty of all sizes, the Chinaman’s Le wife bringing hot
coals to destroy them aud exclaiming at the great number. AS We

prepared to start, the Chinaman, who was exceedingly polite, came
with a written request for us to remain with him until the next day.
As we insisted on going he told us the stream was impassible, beg
at least eight feet deep at the crossing, but the water would subside
in the night, and took us -down to the bank to prove that he was
not deceiving us. Our detention seemed inevitable so we prepared
to make the best of 1t1m examining the town. Before us in the centre
of the town stood a fine tamarind tree. The houses were built along
& kind of street, with a dozen or more granaries on the out-skirts;
a second village stood a few rods away, the two combined having
about forty houses. Our host was evidently a man of influence not
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only in the village, bat in the whole district. He had been there
twenty years, had a Le wife and several children, but did not seem
to have instructed them very deeply in the rules of propriety, his
wife going about most of the time without a jacket, showing a lack
of modesty we hac not seen in any of the villages passed. His
house was the largest in the town, but being built in Chinese style
with mud walls and earthen floor was not so comfortable as the
vsual Le structures. We also missed the ready provision of bamboo
for our beds, having to select for ourselves from a collection of long

crooked poles that proved very unsatisfaetory. Wild pig and
venison were brought us. The former was too high for our taste, but
the latter proved to be excellent. During the evening it was
evident that our Chinese bearers were on the verge of mutiny being
frightened by the stories of robbers infesting the way over the
great hill which our host aud other Chinamen living in the village
had told them. To make matters worse a quarrel broke out between
our Le bearers and the Chinese on account of the food. We tried
to treat matters hghtly, but feared some serious trouble was brew-
ing, especially when our host united with the others in urging
us to give up the plan of crossing the hills and take the nearest
way out to Ling-mun. We feared our host was working against us
in an underhanded way which suspicion was fully confirmed after-
wards. When we started the next morning they led us up the stream
to a shallow ford, where the water was only waist deep, which could
have been crossed as easily the day before. We waded this large
stream four times and passed three villages before reaching the
residence of the chief. His town had suffered severely from the
robbers no good house being left. There were several brick and
and stone structures, very damp and musty, built after the Chinese
pattern, the people probably being led to adopt such form and
material in hope of being more secure, sacrificing health and
comfort to gain a very doubtful advantage. Our worst fears were
realized as the chief informed us that no men were to be had in his
village and that he could do nothing to help us forward. Our Le
bearers were only engaged to this point and, with the exception of
the old mau, were not willing to go further while our Chinese were
mm @ mutinous frame of mind, and even if they had been willing,
were not suiicient to take us through. It took but a few moments
to see that our case was hopeless and there was nothing for us to
do but yield to the inevitable. There being no accommodation im
the chiefs village, we retraced our steps, recrossing the broad
stream three times, and put up for the night at a small village we
had passed in the morning, resisting all efforts of the Chinaman to
take us back to his house.
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HOW SHALL WE BEST MEET THE DIFFICULTIES WHICH ARISE IN OUR WORE
Tron THE SELF.SEEKING WHICH CHARACTERIZES THE CHINESE PEOPLE ?

By A MISSIONARY:

HE difficulties arising from the self-seeking disposition of the
Chinese are often met with and are often spoken of. Lhey are

met with in those who are making application to be received into
the church; and also in many after they’ have been received.
From this source has arisen a scandal in regard to mussilonary
converts and it has given rise to the designation of some ot them
as “rice Christians’—meaning that such persons have become
members of the mission churches and continue to be members that
thereby they may obtain their rice. It thus becomes necessary
and important for the probity of the churches and the good name of
our cause that this whole subject be carefully considered and the
principles which should guide us in dealing with it should be fully
presented.

The first thing that meets us in considering this subject 1s that
it is not one of recent origin. It goes back to the very commence-
ment of the Gospel dispensation, as will appear from the follow-
ing familiar passage of holy writ; “One of his disciples, Andrew,
Simon Peter’s brother, saith unto him, There is a lad here, which
hath five barley loaves, and two small fishes: but what are they
among so many’ And Jesus said, Make the men sit down.
Now there was much grass in the place. So the men sat down,
10 number about five thousand. And Jesus took the loaves:
and when he had given thanks he distributed to the disciples and
the disciples to them that were set down; and likewise of the
fishes as much as they would. When they were filled, he said
unto his disciples, Gather up the fragments that remain, that
nothing be lost. Therefore they gathered them together, and filled
twelve baskets with the fragments of the five barley loaves, which
remained over and above unto them that had eaten. Then those
men, when they had seen the miracle that Jesus did, said, This
is of a truth that Prophet that should come into the world.”
John vr. 8 to 14. “Jesus answered them and said, Verily, verily,
I say unto you, Ye seek me, not because ye saw the miracles,
but because ye did eat of the loaves, and were filled.” Verse 20.
This is in other words the very same statement which is made
in regard to many that attend upon Gospel ordinances, that
they do so for the temporal advantages which they expect to
receive. ‘The very words are the same, because “for the loaves,’s
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Las the same meaning among the peoples who eat wheat as “for
their rice,” has among the peoples of South-east Asia where rice is
the great staple'of food. Jesus, who “needed not that any should
testify of man; for he knew what was in man,’ thus early made
known what was one of the diffsculties in connection with the
making known of the Gospel arising out of the selfishness of the
human heart. He knew that there would be temporal blessings and
advantages connected with the making known of the Gospel, and
that these would give occasion to the mantfestation of the selfishness
of the heart. And we may accept it as a fact that so long as
there is the same weakness; imperfection and sin among mankind
this manifestation of selfishness will be seen. We cannot prevent it.
The matter for us to'cousider ia how shall we deal with it ?

[ remark in the first place that we are not to cease to manifest
the benevolence and kindness which the Gospel teaches though the
doing so may lead to the display of selfishness. It is the very
essence of the Gospel to manifest kindhess, to do good to all mez,
to do good to their bodies as: well to their soulsi. This was the spirit
of our Saviour, when he was‘ on earth; he went about doing good,
healing the sick, opening the eyes of the blind, causing the lame
to walk, cleansing the lepers and raising‘ the dead. In cousequence
of this 16 is said that “groat multitudes followed him, because
they saw his miracles which he did on them! that were diseased.”
See Mark vr. 34 to 37. Also viurt. 1—4, “In those days the multi-
tude being very great, and having: nothing to:eat, Jesus called his
disciples unto him, and saith unto them, I have compassion on the
multitude, because they have now been with me three days, and
have nothing to eat: And if I sendi them away fasting to their own
houses, they will faint by the way: for divers of them came from
for. And his disciples answered him, From whence can a man
satisfy these men with bread here in the wilderness ?” In these
istances the disciples at first understood that they were to pive
this relief even at great, pecuniary expense. As the gift of miracles
is not continued to his people they are to carry out such manifesta-

tions of kindness and benevolence as their means will enable them
to do. Che apostolic injunction is “Do good to all men as ye have
Opportunity ; especially to them who are of the household of faith.”
The example and precepts of our Lord render it imperative upon
his disciples to do good to men.

But what are we to do when we seo the selfishness of men in
seeking merely the temporal good? Are we to discard them for
their selfishness ? Let us see what our blessed Lord did to them.
the immediate context, after our Saviour bad rebuked them for
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merely coming for the loaves, he-suid to. them: “ Labor: nos tor the
meat which perisheth, but-for that meat which endureta unto ever-
lasting life, which the son of man shatl give unto you; for him
hath God, the: Father, sealed. Then said they unto him, what
shall we do that we may work the works of God!” Jonn VI. 2/, 28,
This example of our Lord teaches us that we may rebuke such
conduct. That we should show to them that we are aware ot it and
teach.them what they ought to seek; that they are to seek the
richer blessings of salvation and eternal lifa, That these temporal
mercies which are dispensed to them are merely the things which
God in his goodness uses to lead them to seek the other and greater
blessings of his grace. We may use every art of persuasion to
urge them to seek the greater good. But 1f such exhortations are
not heeded what are we todo? Are we still to continue to bestow
such temporal good or should. we not rather discontinue it / his
latter course is one which naturally suggests itself. But our duty 1s
to seek unto the word and.to the testimony for direction, and here
we have suggested to: us the passage in Matt. “Give not
that which is holy to dogs, neither east ye your pearls before swine.”
But & study of the passage does uct justify us.in applying if to such
things as we are considering. It appears, rather to refer to present-
ing the spiritual blessings of salvation to the: contumelious and
the scofters. We- have very explicit instructions in another part of
that wonderful discourse.of our Lord, the sermon on the mount ;—
‘Give to hm that asketh-thee,.and from him that would: borrow of
thee turn not thou away. Ye have- heard that it hath. been. said,
Thou shalt love thy neighbour, and. hate thine enemy.. But i. say
unto you, Love your enemies, bless them. that curse you, do good
to them that hate you, and pray for them: which despitefully use
you, and persecute you ; That ye may be the children of your
Father which is in heaven: for he maketh his sun to rise on. the evil.
and on.the good and sendeth rain on the just and on. the unjust.
For ye love-them which love you, what reward. have: ye? do not
even the publicans the same? And if ye salute: your brethren
only, what do ye more than others ? do not even the-publicans so?
Be ye therefore perfect, even as your Father which, is in heaven
is perfect. Matt. 7. 42 to 48. Some parts of these words claim
especial attention—-“ do good.to them that hate you. and. pray for
them which despitefully use you.” It would appear that those who
do not improve the good that is done for them have not done as
much to forfeit their right to have good done-to them, ag.those who-
hate us.. The reason given for such conduct is “that ye may be-the:
children of your Father which.is in heaven.”
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Let us consider wherein we are to be like him “for he maketh
his sun to rise on the evil and on the good and sendeth rain on the
just and on the unjust.” “Be ye therefore perfect, even as your
Father which is in heaven 1s perfect.” Does not this passage very
forcibly show us that we are to continue to do good to our fellow
men irrespective of the manner in which-they improve the good
done to them even as God our Father does, following it always with
proper instruction and efforts to lead them to seek the higher good?

This appears to be the construction put upon the teachings of
our Saviour by the great body of Christian workers at home in their
efforts to reach those who have grown up without the influence of
the Gospel in our large cities, if we may judge of their opinions
from the advantages which are offered to those who come into
Sabbath schools opened for their imstruction or to the breakfasts
that are provided for those who come to Sabbath morning services,
and other temporal advantages held out to those who will come
under good influences intended for their moral improvement and
eonversion. It appears to be considered all right and proper at
home to do good to their bodies, to help them temporally with a
view to thelr spiritual benefit. It is not considered a reason for
giving up such conferring of good because many come for the food
or clothes which are provided for them. That many will come for
these things is taken for granted, but it is considered a. most blessed
result if even a few are led by such kindnesses to seek the greater
good in the salvation of their souls.

Again the whole style of Scripture language in the invitations
aud promises awakens the idea of blessings, of good to be obtained.
[tis styled the Gospel or good news, or in Chinese, the word about
blessings. the sermon on the mount speaks of the eight happinesses.
The most characteristic and majestic words of our Lord .to the
sorrowful and distressed world are, “come unto me all ye that
labor and are heavy laden and I will give you rest.” Matt. x1. 28,
and the Old Testament language is equally suggestion as “ He
every one that thirsteth come ye to the waters, and he that hath ne
money ; come ye, buy and eat, yea come buy wine and milk without
money and without price.” Isniah Ly. |. The words in which our
Lord taught us to pray, “Give us this day our daily bread”
Matt. vi. 11, strengthen the- impression made by the. boundless
abundance of our Lerd’s benefactions while here on earth, and the
whole phraseoleogy of Scripture implies that the Gospel of Jesus
Christ brings temporal as well as spiritual blessings. Ancl unless
we Mm the main act so as to meet the expectations thus justly
excited we will’give the impression that our Gospel is .an empty
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Hence free Christian schools for the instruction of the young;
free Gospel Halls for preaching the blessed Gospel ot our Lord
to all who will come to hear; free hospitals sustained by Christian
charity for the healing of all the bodily ills that flesh is heir to;
the free distribution of books to all who will accept of them; the
doing of temporal good to all men as we have opportunity and in
every way in our power are so many proper ways of exhibiting that
‘ good will to. man” which it is the glory of the Gospel of Christ
everywhere to inculcate and make known.

From these considerations of what the Gospel teaches in regard
to manifesting “ good will” to those who are without, all will come
to the conclusion that so far from having exceeded the Gospel
requirements in this respect, in many things we have come short
of our duty. We need in this respect to have more of “the same
mind in us which was also in Christ Jesus’ “who went abont
doing good”; who never refused or disregarded the cry of the
needy, the suffering or the sorrowing. When they came upon him
in crowds at the times when he sought rest and retirement from
the exhausting demands upon his strength, he welcomed them
¢ And healed them all.’ Let us hear the words of the exhortation,
“ Be not weary in well doing,” and give ourselves for yet more
arduous labors having this assurance, that by so doing we glorify
our Lord and Saviour irrespective of the results of such labors.

An incident which is related by Rev, Dr. Edkins in his work
“Religion in China” is worthy of thoughtful consideration by all
who would seek to win souls to the Savionr. We must consider what
are the yearning wants of the people in order that we may make
known to them the provision which is made for them in the Gospel.
Man has 2 body, as well as a soul; and the wants of body, both in
health and sickness, are those which are ever most present to man-
kind of every class, and they must be considered by us if we would
draw men’s hearts to Christ. The incident is as follows; “ It was a
cold morning in January when a missionary walked to a temple
near the West Gate of Shanghai. There is a medical divinity much
honoured who resides in this temple, to heal, as his worshippers
think, the ailments of those who pray to him. The Taouist priest
in charge addressed the foreign visitor with a somewhat unexpected
exhortation. “You come to our country giving us good advice.
Now let me address a httle to you. Your religion does not meet
the requirements of the people. When they worship, they wish {0
know whether they can grow rich, and recover from disease: but,
in case of believing in Jesus, there are no benefits of this kind
to be leoked for.” 2nd edition p. 61. On the supposition that
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the priest had heard much preaching of the Gospel, he had not
comprehended the Tull scope of the blessings of the Gospel, for
‘ is profitable for all things, having the promise of the
life that now 1s as well as of that which is to come.” I Tym. rv, 8.
Or dise when he heard preaching 1t was not preached in all its
fulness of blessing temporal and spiritual, It 18 worth a carefn]
inquiry whether in preaching we missionaries do not ordinarily
confine ourselves too much to making known the spiritual blessings
which it offers to our fellow men. Jé is worth a careful study in
connection with this subject why our blessed Lord during the period
of his short ministry spent so much of his time and strength in
relieving the bodily ailments of the multitudes by whom he waa
surrounded. Not only so, but when he commissioned and sent
forth his twelve disciples, “he gave them power over unclean
spirits, to cast them out, and to heal all manner of diseases,” These
twelve Jesus sent forth and commanded them, saying, “go rather
to the lost sheep of the house of Israel and as ye go, preach, saying,
The kingdom of Heaven is at hand. Heal the sick, cleanse the
lepers, raiso the dead, cast out devils; freely ye have received,
freely give.” Matt. x. 1, 6, 7 and 8vs. It was not without a wise
purpose that our gracious Lord durimg his short ministry healed the
sick, and that he gave this power of healing to his disciples and
commanded them to “‘ heal the sick.” He would thereby teach his
disciples that he has care for the body as well as for the soul and
thus his salvation includes that which is “‘neediul for the body as
well as for the soul.’ We therefore eontend that the Taouist
Priest did not fully comprehend the scope of the gospel when he
said “but, in believmg in Jesus, there are no benefits of this kind
to be looked for.”

In my opinion the remark of our Lond im his sermon on the
mount, “‘After all these things do the gentiles seek” is often
misunderstood. It is frequently understood to imply that as the
gentiles thus sought food and raiment it was terong to seek after
these things. Whereas what was wrong in the gentiles, and in all
others who do as they did, was that they sought these provisions
tor the body exclusively and to the neglect of more important needs
of the soul.—That this is the meaning of our Lord im this passage
is clear from the immediate imjunction to his disciples, “But seek
ye first the kingdom of God and his righteousness and all theso
things shall be added unto you.” Matt. vz. 33. It being enjomed
that the one kind were to be sought implies that the other were to
be sought secondarily. Any other interpretation of the passage is
inconsistent with the whole tenor of the teaching of the sacrad.
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necessary and proper fo seek, in dependence upon God’s providence,
to provide for the wants of the bedy. In that form of prayer which
our Lord taught his disciples, and which is intended tor daily use
we are tauchi to say, “ give as this day our datly bread.” It is the
teaching of Holy writ as well as the dictate of reason, that the
things which we pray for, we are to seek for in the use of the appro-
priate and appointed means. Therefore we are to teach this people
that they may pray to our God and Saviour for the temporal bless-
ines of life, health and the daily necessaries of life, to be preserved
from sickness and distress and to be healed of all manner of diseases
and it is our privilege and duty as ministers of Christ to do all
we can to help them in the use of the appropriate means for securing
these blessings and to matruct them how to retam them when in
their possession. The promisea of the Bible warrant us to seek and.
expect greater blessings for this life and the life to come from our
(tod and Saviour than the world can bestow. He will not may the
hopes of thosa who seek unto him in faith. He hath said, “‘they that
seek the Lord shall not want any good thing.” Psalms xxxiy. 10.
and our blessed Lord encourages the faith of his people by words
that come home to every heart. “Ti ason shall ask bread of any
of you that is a father, will he give him a stone?” Or if he ask
a fish, will he for a fish give him a serpent? Or if shall ask an egg,
will he offer him a scorpion ? It ye therefore being evil know how
to give good things to your children, how much more will your
Heavenly Father yive the Holy spirit to them that ask him”?
Luke xr. 11-18. lt is perfectly truet hat the great pomt of this
passage is the promise of the Holy Spirit to them who ask. But it
is also true that the greater includes the less and temporal blessings
are included in the promise of the greatest of all spiritual blessings.
As God m his word has taught us to pray for the temporal blessings
of food and raiment it is not supposible that he our Heavenly Father
would do that which he says no earthly parent would.

If the Gospel does not give to those who receive it better
healing, better education, better temporal comforts as well as better
companionship and sympathy, greater eomfort and support under
the trials and sorrows of life, as well as better hopes of the life to
come, if does not fulfil the gracious promises which it gives when
if says to all “who labor and are heavy laden” come to Jesus and
he will give you rest. We need to seek for our converts a realiza-
tion of the presence and power of Jesus to hear and to bless them,
that they may find a comfort in believing in him that the world can
not give, nor take away. My heart has often been greatly moved
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Do long as men are in the body it is
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a3 I have heard humble disciples of the Saviour telling how in their
poverty, in their sicknesses, in their pains and distresses they have
prayed to Jesus feeling they had no other help and they received.
the answer to their prayers, in the healing of their sicknesses, provi-
ding for their wants, and comforting their hearts. His promise to
his people is “all things whatsover ye ask in prayer believing, ye
shall receive.” We are too muchiaccustomed to expect the answer
to cur prayers through.means. i have often been surprised at the
answers received by some of his children through his own power
and grace.ln the teachings of our blessed Lord in Matt. v1. 49-35,
our Saviour inculcates this humble: and prayerful trust in God for
the supply of our temporal needs. These teachings do not imply
that these blessmgs are to be received without the use of means,
but in the use of the proper means, but with out being over anxious
and fearful.

God in his providence has made full and. ample provision for
the wants of ail his creatures in the wonderfull store-house of
nature, In granting’ us the multitudinous productions of the earth
for our use¢, in granting rain and fruitful seasons from heaven,
and if is our duty to seek these things for the supply of our bodily
wants while praying daily that out of his abundant fullness he
would “give us this day our daily bread.” He has made a yet
more costly provision for the needs of our souls in that he has
given his own son to: die for our redemption, and thus opened up 2
new door of approach to the mercy seat where we may obtain grace
and mercy to help us-in every time of need of the body as well as
the soul. His injunction, which is in full accord with the state
of the case, is given to “seek first the kingdom of God and his
righteousness and all these things shall be added to you.” |

I come now to the consideration of the second part of the
subject ;—How shall we deal with: this spirit of self-seeking in the
members of our charches? This part of the subject imvolves the
consideration oi these several points;—What are the respective
relations of the - missionaries and: the members of the churches to
each other? What are the privileges that belong to the Christian
converts? And whet are the teachings of the word of God in
regard thereto. f

The mutual relation which subsists between the Christian
converts and: the missionaries are the most intimate that exist
among men. We ara in common the members of the body of Christ.
“Now ye are the body of Christ.” I-Cor: xu.27. “For we are
members of his body .of his, flesh, of his bones.” Eph. v. 30.
“So we being: many, areone body in. Christ,. and: every one miem-
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bers one of another.”’
relationship as fellow Christians.
more important relationship to the members of the churches in
that we bear office in the church of Christ. We are Pastors and
Teachers to the flock of God, and as we sustain this relationship
to the flock we are called upon to perform the duties which grow
out of this official relationship. The Word of God gives us many
explicit directions in regard to the duties which grow out of this
mtimate relationship. In I Cor., we are taught that as in the
natural body if one member suffers all the members suffer with it
so in the body of Christ, and so the members of this mystical body
snould “ have the same care one for another’ as do the members of
our natural body. On this passage I am glad to quote the remark
of Prof. Charles Hodge on I Cor. xi. 27. Ho says “what has
been said of the body, of its unity, of the diversity of its members,
of their mutual dependence ; of the greater importance of the weaker
than of the stronger members, of the community of feeling and
interest which pervades the whole, is all true in its application to
the church. The body of Christ is really one, pervaded by one and
the same spirit; it consists of many members of different gifts and
functions, each according to the will of the Spirit; these members
are mutually dependent; the humble and obscure are more neces-
sary to the being and welfare of the church than those distinguished
by attractive gifts; and the law of sympathy pervades the whole,
so that if one Christian suffers all his fellow Christians suffer with
him, and if one believer is honored all believers rejoice with him.
it is to be observed that Paul is not speaking of what ought to be,
but what is. He does not say that it is the duty of one member of
the human body to care for another member, but that if does thus

Such ig the law of our nature. The want of this sympathy
of any part with all the rest, would prove that other an excrescence
which did not partake of the common life. The same 18s true with
repard to the body of Christ. It is not merely the duty of one
Christian to have sympathy with another, to suffer when he suffers
and to rejoice when he is honored, but such is the nature of their
mutual relation that 7¢ must be so. The want of this sympathy with
our fellow Christians, is proof that we do not belong to the body of
Christ.”” I Cor. xn. 27, Hodge on Cor.

The writer of the Epistle to the Hebrews in chapter xm. 3,
exhorts us thus; ‘‘ Remember them that are in bonds as bound
with them; and them which suffer adversity, as bemg yourselves
also in the body.” Our Lord in Matt. xxv. 34 to 36, teaches us
how this care was manifested. “Then shall the King say unto
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Rom. xzz. 5. This: is one view of our mutual

But we sustain a higher and
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them on his right hand, Come, ye blessed of my Father, inherit the
kingdom prepared for you from the foundation of the world: For I
was a hungered, and ye gave me meat: I was thirsty; and ye gave
ine drink: I was a stranger, and ye took me in: Naked, and ye
clothed me: I was sick, and ye visited me: I was im prison, and
ye came unto me.” And when iis people m their humplity asked
when they had done these things to him be answered them thus,
“verily I say unto you inasmuch as ye have done it unto the least
of these my brethren, ye have done it unto me.” Matt. xxv, 40.

The Scriptures, in some degree, inform us how these duties
were fulfilled in the apostolic times. When Peter was cast into
prison by Herod it is recorded “that prayer was made, without
ceasing, of the church unto God for him.” Acts 3. In chapter
vr. 1, it is stated that “there arose a murmuring of the Greciaus
against the Hebrews, because their widows were neglected m the
daily ministration.” Front this statement 26 would appear that
some provision was utade for the relief of poor widows. In Acts
chapter 1x. 89, it is narrated that when Peter come to Sydon on
the death of a disciple, “all the widows stood beside dim weeping
and shewing the coats and garmtents which Dorcas made while she
was with them.” Paul tells us in II Cor. xu. 28, 29, what were
some of the cares he Kad thus:—‘“‘Beside tlzose things that are with-
out, that which cometh upon me daily, the cave of all the churches.”
Who is weak and I am not weak, who is offended and I burn not?”

But the particular inquiry is how shall we in our character of
Pastors carry out these duties amtong the members of our churches
here ? In order to discuss this point it is important that we should
have present to oar minds the character of the greater part of our
members. It is well known to all that they are nearly all poor,
some of them very poor. For itis the same now as it was 1n the
days of our Lord when ke was on earth, “to the poor the Gospel
is preached.” And many of then are widows. Bet in addition to
their poverty, some of these ntentbers have lost the situations in
which they were able to earn tlieir living before their conversion
because they have become Christians. The usual opportunities of
getting employment are closed to many because they will not work
on the Sabbath. Some of thent are prevented from engaging in
trade because, unless they will keep their shops open on Sabbath
they can not get patronage. It will readily be understood by all
persons that in a country where, by reason of the density of the
population, it is a hard struggle for laborers to earn their rice it will
be a great difficulty for those who suffer such disadvantages as the
Christians do in this heathen land, to get work so as to get bread
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But others suffer yet greater wrongs. Some are cast off by their
family, They have their property and thei crops destroyed by
their heathen neigitbors. Some are accused before the magistrates
and are put to the expense of litigation. Some are deprived oi
their houses and their fic lds and some are unjustly cast into prison.
Some are beaten and driven away from then homes and native
villages. In all these cases I think we are most clearly bound by
the law of love and Christian brotherhood to help them in every
way we possibly can. We should help them with our prayers as 2
matter of course; but also with the proper effort to afford the relief
to each several case as it imay call for help. Jt is our duty to help
every one who loses his situation for the Gospel to get other employ-
ment; to give alms to the poor, and the destitute; to seek to heal
the sick and those who have been injured ; to visit those who are in
prison and to use all lawful means to procure their release; to seek
to have justice done to those who have been wrongfully deprived of
their property. But then the doing of this involves going to our
Consuls. Very well. 1s not pleasant to go to the Consul, but
when it becomes our duty to do so we may not shrink from the per-
formance of any daty because it is unpleasant. God in his good
providence has thrown a certain degree of governmental protection
over his people in this land. Paul teaches that we are to pray, “Tor
Kings and for all that are in authority; that we may lead a quiet
and peacable life m all godliness and honesty.” Rulers are for the
protection of the law-keeping and the punishing of eyil doers. In
the cases which by the laws of the country may come before the
magistrates for his interposition to protect from wrong, it is as much
a duty to make such application as it is to seek to God for his assis-
tance. For ralers are the means which he has appointed to afford
protection from violence and wrong. When eases do not admit of
such application we must tell the party of the state of the case and
do whatever we properly can do, to render him’ assistance and
support, even as we would wish it to be done to and for us, were we
jn the same condition, for here the golden rule of our Saviour will
apply, and we. should do to them as we would wish others to do
to us in similar circumstance. Anything short of this would be a
dereliction of duty. For we are to remember that they are not only
our brethren, but that our Lord counts them as kis brethren, and
that what is done for them is done to him, and what is not done for
them is net done to him.

in my experience very few-applications have been made for
assistance for any other causes than for such as those above stated.
None have been made for situations with high salary, or for
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promotion or for worldly schemes.
absolute and pressing wants and needs and for distressimg sorrows.
I have had only one case where the rule as given by St. Paul would
need to apply, “Tf any one would not work neither should he eat.”
All are willing to work if they can only get something to do. it
is true that m many cases they are not capable or doing much. But
they are willing to do what they can, and their mahihity comes in
some cases, from old age; in some cases 1 1s their incapability of
competing with younger and more skillful laborers im this land
where laborers are so abundant.

I recognize the applicability of St. Paul’s rule. when any are
unwilling to exert themselves for their own support. They deserve
to feel the pinchings of hunger that 1t may act as a healthful
stimulus to excite them to put forth their efforts to earn their food.
But in their efforts to get employment, in their discouragements
aud difficulties they are entitled to our sympathy and efforts to
assist them as truly as if they were in bonds. And we need to heed
the exhortation amidst all the perplexities and annoyances of such
eforts, “Be not weary in well doing.”

But while many will assent, in the main, to these principles the
question returns, What shall we do with the scandal ¢ How shal}
we rid our churches and our work of the reproach of having “rice
Christians” connected with us ? lL do not see that we are cailed to
make any special effort to get rid of it. Nor do I see that any
efforts, so long as human nature is what it now is, would be success-
ful. But we, I think, may very properly make this scandal the
occasion of making more fully known to all who care to know it,
what is the character of our converts, the trials aud afflictions which
they are called to endure for the profession of the Gospel among
their heathen country men, and the evidences which many of them
give of the sincerity of their profession, while we at the same time
admit that there are those in the Church who have come into it in
the hope of some temporal good.

On this point I do not think the teachings of our Lord warrant
us to expect anything else but that the church here on earth will
be a mixed society. It will be composed of the good and the bad,
the true and the false. In lus parables to illustrate the effect of
preaching the Gospel our Lord has taught us so to expect its
resuits. When he refers to fishiug to set them forth the net as cast
ite the sea: gathers “both good and bad.” Whilst the good seed
of the kingdom is sown, the enemy sows tares and the plants of the
two different kinds of seed come up together. The Lord teaches
us that they are both to be left to grow together. He claims
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The applications have been for
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it as his prerogative to separate the tares from the wheat.
regard te persons being influenced to come into some connection
with the Gospel from the desire to seek temporal good our blessed
Lord did not express surprise at nor express such a severe reproor
of such conduct as some would do. He accepts of the fact as a
matter of course, as that which may be expected to happen, and
exhorts them to “ Labor not for the meat which perisheth but for
that meat which endureth unto eternal life”’ Our Saviour
understood mankind in its two characters as composed of body and
soul. His teachings are adapted to man in his whole nature.
He is not considered and referred to as having only a soul, or only a
body but as having both soul and body and that the wants
of both are to be provided for. the teachings of our Saviour show
that the great error of men 1s that they seek to provide only for
the wants and needs of the body while forgetting the needs of
the soul. Our Lord does not go to the other extreme and require
men to seek only tor the needs of the soul to the neglect of the
body. But with the true wisdom he makes knowa to men the
superior importance of the soul as compared with the body and
therefore having set forth the error of mankind in seeking chiefly
the supply of the needs of the body he says, ‘‘ But rather seek
ye the kingdom of God, and all these things shall be added unto
you.” Luke xu. 3]. This exhortation of our Lord does not imply
that men, when they seek the blessings of salvation as the one
thing needful, are no longer to seek for the things “ necessary
for the body.” Neither does tt imply that the things for the body
were to be supplhed nuraculously, I suppose the meaning of the
Saviour in these words is this. Lhe blessings of the Gospel, here
reterred to as “the kingdom of God” are much more important
then the temporal blessings of this life, necessary as they may be
for the bec-y. But men are to seek firs? and chiefly for the kingdom
of God and then they are also subordinately and in the proper way,
to seek for the necessaries of this life, and that when following
the teachings of heavenly wisdom they seek after the things for the
soul and the body, aecording to their relative importance, God in
his good and wise providence would add the temporal blessings to
the spiritual. We feel it to be a privilege to help all true inquirers to
obtain the spiritual blessings. We rejoice to impart instruction to
them, to guide them in the straight and narrow way which leads to
lite eternal, and I suppose that in its proper time and place it is
equally our duty and privilege to render assistance to them in
regard to obtaining the supplies for the body, that the promise of
(Zod in this respect may be fulfilled to them; for as I understacd it

| Septem ber-
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these things are to be added to them by the use of the appropriate
means on their part to obtain them and not by miracle. So long as
God in his providence. “maketh his sun to rise on the evil and the
good, and sendeth raim on the just and the unjust” so long will
there be those who will seek unto God for his temporal mercies
without reference to the richer blessings of his grace and salvation:
and so long as temporal blessings are received in connection with
the Gospel so long will there be persons who will seek for the
temporal blessings of salvation. [ do not see that the one is
any more a scandal to the Gospel than the other is a scandal to the
providence of God. Jt is not that it is the purpose of the
Gospel in giving temporal good also to mislead men to seek only the
temporal good any more than it is the purpose of God in giving the
sun and the rain to all men to encourage the evil and the unjust in
their evil ways. While we follow the teachings of the Bible and
seek “todo good to all men,” and teach men “they ‘are rather
to seek first the kingdom of God” instead of only seeking what
they are to eat and wherewithal they are to be clothed we may
leave the results to God who judgeth righteously.

This view of the teaching of the sacred Scriptures does not in
the least conflict with the teaching the Apostle Panl that all the
members of the church must give “as the Lord hath prospered
them.” The rule of Christ’s kingdom is the direct opposite of that
of the world. Lhe wish and desire of the world is to receize, but
the teaching of our Lord is that “it is more blessed to give than to
receive.” As soon as any are received into the church they are
supposed to have “the same mind in them which was in Christ
Jesus,” and that they are “new creatures in Christ Jesus,” and
hence have a new disposition of heart and mind and so act upon the
teaching of our Lord, “it is move blessed to give than to receive.”
They thus cheerfully fall in with the Apostolic direction which
requireth that “every one upon the first day of the week lay by
him in store as God hath prospered him.” Wherein any come
short in complying with this-injunction they conie short in the
performance of a Christian duty. But this teaching cannot apply
to those who are in poverty and want, who are wronged and
persecuted for righteousness sake, and have not sufficient for food
and raiment. It applies to those whom God “hath prospered” in
giving them of the fruits of their Isbors or of their fields. When
the law of Christian love pervades all hearts in the church and
every one seeks to do to others as he would that others should
do to him, and the world shall say as of old, “See how these
Christians love one another,” then will “the Church rise and shine,”
and “the glory of the Lord fill the whole earth.”
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TRACES OF INTERNATIONAL LAW IN ANCIENT CHINA.*
By Rey. W.A. P. sfartix, D.D.,

|| AE recent treaties by which China has been broughé ito closerrelations with the nations of the West, and especially the
establishment of intercourse by means of permanent embassies, have
led Chinese statesmen to turn their attention to the subject of
International law.t

For them it is a new study, imvolving conceptions which it
would hardly have been possible for their predecessors to form at
any time in the course of the last two thousand years; though, as
we shall endeavor to show, they possessed something answering to
it in their earlier history.

Their modern history commences two centuries before the
Christian era, and, for our purpose, 1t may be divided ito three
periods. The first, extendimg from the epoch of the Punic wars
down to the discovery of the route to the Indies by the Cape of
Good Hope; the second, comprehending three centuries and a halt
of restricted commercial intercourse; and the third, commencing
with the so-called “opium war,” in 1839, and covering the forty
years of treaty relations.

During the first, the Chimese were as little affected by the
convulsions that shook the western world as if they had belonged
to another planet. During the second, they became aware of the
existence of the principal States of modern Europe, but the light
that reached them was not yet sufficient to reveal the magnitude
and importance of those iar-off powers. Within the last period, the
rude experiences of two wars have made them acquainted with the
military strength of European nations, and the opening of the Suez
Canal has brought them into what they regard as a dangerous
proximity to formidable neighbors.

These unwelcome discoveries have led them, not only to push
forward them defensive armaments, but to seek in fact, if not in
form, to put themselves as much as possible under the egis of what
may fairly be cailed the public law of the civilized world.
* This paper was prepared in Europe for the Berlin Congress of Orientaliats, and

read before’ that body in September, 1881. Withheld by the author from publi-
cation in the trangactions of the congress, with a view to further historical
research, 16 nas been re-written and is now printed in English for the first tine.
Reprinted from the International Review of New York, U.S.A., by the permiagion
ot the Author. [ Hd. of Chinese Recorder. |

~ The works of Wheaton, Woolsey, Bluntechli nnd others on this subject have becm
translated for their use at the Tungwen College in Peking.
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Such are the steps by which China has been led to accept inter-
course On a footing of equality with nations which, for three cen-
turies, she had been aceustomed to class with her own tribatanes.

Her tributaries included all tha petty States of Kastern Asia.
Attracted partly by community of letters and religion, and partly
by commercial interest, but more, perhaps, by the moral effect
of her national greatness, they rendered a voluntary homage to
the master of a realm so vast that, ke Rome of old, it has always
called itself by a title equivalent to ordis ferrarum. These vassal
States had few relations with each other, and it was nof to be
expected that China, acknowledging nothing lke reciprocity in her
iatercourse with them, should learn from them the idea of a com-
muuity of nations possessed of equal rights.

For twenty centuries she had presented to her own people, as |
wellas to her dependent neighbors, the imposing spectacle of an
empire unrivaled in extent, whose unity had been broken only by
rare intervals of revolution or anarchy. During this long period it
was no more pessible that an international code should spring up in
China than it would have been for such a thing to appear in Europe
had the Roman empire remained undivided until the present day.
‘The requisite conditions were wanting. Where they exist, a code
based upon usage, and more or less developed, comes into being by
the necessities of the human unnd. These conditions are: ist. The
existence of a group of independent States, so situated as to require
or favor the maintenance of friendly intercourse; 2nd. That those
States should be so related as to conduct them intercourse on 2
basis of equality.

If these conditions were conspicuously absent under the con-
sulidated empire, they were no less obviously present in the preced-
ing period, accompunied by every circumstance that could favor the
development of an internationol code.

The vast domain of China proper was at that epoch divided
between a number of independent principalities, whose people were
of one blood, possessors of a common civilization already much
ndvanced, and united by the additional bond of a common
language.

These conditions concurred in ancient Greece, and the result
was a rudimentary code, culminating in the Amphictyonic Council,
& provision for settling international disputes which suggests com-
parison with the concert of European powers recently employed in
settling the question of the Greek frontier.*
see

* This was the latest achievement of the “concert”? when the first draft of this
paper was written in Paris a year ago,
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Tn ancient China the conditions are similar, but the scale of
operations is vastly more extended. There is, moreover, another
important difference, and, with reference to the object of the present
essay, it deserves to be marked with special emphasis. The Chinese
States were not, like those of Greece, a cluster of detached tribes
who had together emerged from barbarism, without any well-defined
political connection; they were the fragments of a disintegrated
empire, inheriting its laws and civilization, as the States of modern
Europe inherited those of Rome.

The period during which they rose and fell was the latter half
of the dynasty of Cheo, pretty nearly corresponding to that extend-
ing from the birth of Solon to the close of the first century, after the
death of Alexander, which im China, as in Greece, was an age of
intense political activity. The normal form of government for the
empire was the feudal, the archetype of that which prevailed in
Japan until swept away by the revolution of 1868. ‘The several
States were created by the voluntary subdivision of the national
domain by the founder of the, dynasty, who, like Charlemagne, by
this arrangement planted within it the seeds of its destruction. ‘The
throne of each State being hereditary, a feeling of independence
soou began to spring up. The emperors were at first able to preserve
order by force; and, even when shorn of their power, their court,
like that of the Holy See in the Middle Ages, continued for a long
time to serve as 2 court of appeal for the adjustment of international
difficulties. But at length, losing all respect for authority, the
feudal princes threw off the semblance of subjection, and pursued
without restraint the objects of their private ambition. this age is
called by the native historians chan-kue, or that of the “ warring
States,” and that which preceded it, characterized by orderly
and pacific intercourse, is described as dve-kuo, or the family of
eodrdinated States.”

A family of States with such an arena and such antecedents
could hardly fail to develop, m the intercourse of peace and war, 2
system of usages which mht be regarded as constituting for them
a body of international laws.

Accordingly, we turn to the history of the period in quest of
such an indigenous system, we shall find, if not the system itself, at
least the evidence of its existence. We find, as we have said, a
jamily of States, many of them as extensive as the great States of
western Europe, umted by the ties of race, literature and: religion,
carrying on an active intercourse, commercial and political, which,
without some recognized jus gentium, would have been impracticable.
We find the interchange of embassies, with forms of courtesy
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jndicative of an elaborate civilization. We find treaties solemnly
drawn up, and deposited for safe keeping in a sacred place called
mneng-f tt. We find a balance of power studied and practised, leading
to combinations to check the aggressions of the strong and to
protect the rights of the weak. We find the rights of neutrals to a
certain extent recognized and respected. Finally, we find a class
of men devoted to diplomacy as a profession, though, to say the
truth, their diplomacy was not unlike that which was practised by
the States of Italy in the days of Machiavelli.

No formal text-book contaming the rules which for so many
centuries controlled this complicated intercourse has come down to
our times. If such writings ever existed they probably perished in
the “ conflagration of the books” which sheds such a lurid lighé on
the memory of the builder of the Great Wall. The menbra disjecta
of such an international code as we have supposed are, however, to
be found profusely scattered over the literature of those times, in
the writings of Confucius and Mencius; in those of other philosop-
hers of the last five centuries B. C.; in various historical records,
and particularly in the Cheo-h, or Book of Rites, of the dynasty
of Cheo.* 5

The day may perhaps come when some Chinese Grotius will
gather up these desultory hints as carefully as the illustrious
Hollander did the traces of international usages in Greece and Italy.
To make even a partial collection of the passages in Chinese writers
relating to this subject would come within neither the scope nor the
compass of the present paper. All that I propose to myself, in
addition to indicating, as I have done, the existence between the
States of ancient China of a peculiar system of consuetudinary law,
is to make a few citations confirmatory of the views expressed, and
throwing light on some of the more interesting of the topics to
which I have adverted.

The clearest view of the public law which was acknowledged.
by this group of States after they became independent is undoubt-
edly to be sought for in their relations to each other while subject
to &@ common suzerein.

The greater States were twelve in number, and for ages that
distribution of territory was regarded as no less permanent than the
order of the heavenly bodies. It was consecrated by the science of
astronomy as it then existed, and an ancient map of the heavens
gives us @ duodecimal division, with the stars of each portion

* The orthography of proper names is according to the dialect of Peking—i.e., the
mandarin or court dialeot~-with the European continental vowel sounds,
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formally set apart to preside over the destinies of a corresponding
portion of the empire.*

Confucius appears to allude to this in a beautiful passage in
which he compares the emperor, or the wise man—for the words
have a double sense—to the polar star, which sits unmoved on its
central throne, while all the constellations revolve around. Could
anything be devised more effectual than this superstitious alhance of
geography and astronomy to place the territorial rights of the
several States under the saferuard of religion ¢ More picturesque
than the Roman method of placing the boundaries under the care of
a special divinity, it was probably more efficacious, and contributed
in no small degree to maintain the equilibrium of a natarally
unstable system, during a period which, in the West, witnessed the
rise and fall of the Babylonian, Persian and Greek empires, entailing
the complete obliteration of most of their minor divisions.

These twelve States were subdivided into a great number of
lesser principalities, the whole consituting a political organization ag
muiltitarious and complex as that which existed in Germany under
the sway of the’ Holy Roman Empire.” As in medisval Europe, the
chieis of these States were rauked with respect to nobility in five
orders, answering to duke, marquis, earl, baron and knight, the
anterior depending on the superior, but all paying homage to the
Non of Heaven, a title which was even at that early period applied to
the emperor, who had a right, for the common good, to commad the
service of all. In the annals of Lu we find the following curious entry.

‘in the ninth year of his reign the Duke met in conference at
Kwwe-chin the Duke of Cheo, the Marquis of Chi, the Baron of
Sung, the Marquis of Wei, the Earl of Cheng, the Knight of Hi
and the Earl of Tsao.”

We note here the presence of all the five orders. The com-
mentary of Iso, we may add, states the object of the meeting as
“the formation of a league and the promotion of friendly relations
in accordance with authorized usage.”

Lhe authorized usages here referred to consituted the basis of
the international law of the tims. They were contamed in part in
the Cheo-li, or Book of Rites of the Cheo dynasty, published by
imperial authority about B. C. 1100, and, in a somewhat mutilated
form, extant at the present day. This code defines the orders of nobi-
lity 5 prescribes a sumptuary law for each, extending even to their
rites of sepulture; regulates the part of each in the public sacrifices,
* The names of tha tvelve preat States are inscribed on the horizon of an azimuth

inetrument, made ander the Mougol dynasty, circa 1820, aud still preserved iu
the observatory of Peking. What can better illustrate the depth of the sentiment
connected with this territorial division than the fact that such a souvenir,
associating it with the unchanging heavens, should be reproduced in the construc-
tion of an astronomical instrument fifteen centuries after the last of those States
had consed to eriat !
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and lays down a form of etiquette to be observed in all their public
meetings: It pives'in detail the hierarchy of officers, civil and
military; 1ndicates their functions, and fixes the weights and mea-
sures, tlie mode of collecting the revenue, the modes of punishment,
and all this mixed up with an infinitude of ceremonial detail which
tc us appears the reverse of business-like, but which was no doubt
as well adapted to the character of the ancient Chinese as was the
ritualistic legislation of Moses to that of the Hebrews. Primarily
obligatory on the immediate subjects of the imperial house, this
code was secondarily binding on all the vassals of the empire, by all
of whom it was adopted in the minutest particulars, with the single
exception of the State of Chin, in the extreme north-west, a State
which obstinately adhered .to the ritual and etiquette of the earlier
dynasty of Shang, and, cherishing a spirit of alienation, became
the secret toe and ultimately the destroyer of the imperial house.

With this exception the laws and usages of the several States
were so uniform—all bemg copied from a common model—that
there was htile occasion fur the cultivation of that branch of inter-
national jurisprudence which in modern times has become so pro-
miuent under the title of the “ conflict of laws.”

ideas derived from the feudal system were so interwoven with
every part of this complicated legislation that its general acceptance
formed the mainstay of the imperial throne. The great princes
styled themselves vassals, though as independent as Annam and
Nepaul are at the present day, and, like these latter, paying formal
homage only once in five years. They accordingly looked up to the
emperor as the fountain of honor, and the supreme authority in all
questions of ceremony, if not in questions of right.

Of this moral ascendency, for which we can find no pavallel
better than the veneration which, in the Midle Ages, Catholic
sovereigns were wout to show tc the Holy See, we have a remark-
abie example in the Kuo-yu. The emperor, Siang-wang, B. C. 651,
being driven by a domestic revolt from .his territories—a small
district in the center of the empire, which may be compared to the
Pontificial States recently absorbed by the kingdom of Italy—he
was restored to his throne by the powerful intervention of the Duke
of Tsin. in recompense for such a signal service, the emperor offered
him a slice of jand. dhe duke declined it,* and asked, instead.
that he might be permitted to construct his tomb after the model
of the imperial mausoleum. Lhe emperor, viewing this apparently
modest request as a dangerous assumption, promptly refused it, and
the duke was compelled to abide by the recognized code of rites.

A,

* According to some of the histories, he finally accepted it, when balked in his loftier
aspirations.
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The possession of this common code, originating im the will of a
common guzerain, contributed to maintain for nearly a thousand
years among the States of China, discordant and belligerent as they
often were, 2 bond of sympathy in strong contrast with the feelings
they manifested toward. all nations not comprehended within the
pale of their own civilization. When, for instance, the Tartars of
the north-west presented themselves at the court of Tsin, requesting
a treaty of peace and amity, and humbly offering to submit to be
treated as vasslg of the more enlightened power, “Amity,” éxclamed
the prince; “what do they know of amity f The barbarous savages !
Give them war as the portion due to our natural enemies.” Nor
was it untilhis minister had produced five solid reasons for a paciic
policy that the haughty prince consented to accept them as vassals.

In the history of those times the curtain rises on a@ scene of
peaceful intercourse which, in many ways, implies a basis of public
law. Merchants are held in esteem, one of the most distinguisned
of the disciples of Confucius belonging to that class, and a rivalry
subsists between the several princes in attracting merchants to their
States. Their wares are subjected to tolls and customs; but the
object is revenue, not protection.

The commerce of mind reveals relations of a still more intimate
character. The schools of one State are often largely frequented by
students from ancther, and those who make the greatest proficiency
are readily taken into the service of foreign princes. Philosophers
and political reformers travel from court to court im quest of patron-
age; Confucius himself wanders over half the empire, and dravs
disciples from all the leading States.

A century later Mencius, with the spirit of a Hebrew prophet,
proclaims in more than one capital his great message that “the only
foundation of national prosperity is justice and charity.”

It was to this kind of intercourse that Chin, the rising power of
the North, was indebted for the ascendancy which it slowly acquired
in the affairs of the empire, and which eventually placed its princes
in possession of the imperial throne.

The Duke Hiao (B. C. 368) conscious of the backward state of
his people, made proclamation to the effect that any man, native or
foreign, who should be able to devise a new method for. promoting
the prosperity of his dominions, would be rewarded by a grant of
land and a patent of nobility. Shang-yang, a native of a neighbor-
ing State, a young man of noble family, who, the historian says,
“had given mtch attention to legal studies,” presented himself and
requested an audience. The duke, charmed by the clearness and
originality of his ideas, gave him carde blanche for putting them im
practice. The reforms effected were of the most thorough character,
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aud the seed was then sown of triumphs achieved a century later.
Further on we find Li-sze, another foreigner, at the helm in the
same principality. At this time so great was the influx of strangers
that the natives, as in other lands, became jealous, and made a
movement to expel them. The prince was disposed to yield, when
the minister averted the blow by laying before the throne a masterly
lea for freedom of intercourse. This notable document, whose

good effect did not cease with the emergency that gave it birth,
begins by showing that the ancestors of the prince had for four
generations admitted foreign statesmen to the rank of confidential
counsellors, and concludes by comparing their policy with their
own majestic nver, the Hoang-ho, which owes its greatness to the
nvulets that combine to swell its volume.

The personal intercourse of sovereign princes forms a stmking
feature in the history of those times. Their frequent ot
visits indicates a degree of mutual confidence which speaks volumes
for the public sentiment. Confidence was, indeed, sometimes abused,
es it has been 1m other countries; but such intercourse was always
characterized by courtesy, and mostly by good faith.

On one occasion, when a powerful prince came with a great
retinue to visit the Duke of Lu, Confucius who was Minister of
Foreign Affairs, adopted such precautions, and conducted the inter-
views with such adroitness, that he not only averted what was
believed to be a danger, but induced the foreign prince to restore
a territory which he had unjustly appropriated.

A visit of the Duke of Tsin to the Duke of Lu may be mention-
ed, as illustrating the freedom and familiarity which sometimes
marked this princely intercourse. The host accompanied his guest
as faras the Yellow River. The latter, learning during 2 parting
entertainment that the former had not yet received the Kwanli"—«
rite answering somewhat to the conferring of knighthood—oifered,
then and there, to confer it. Jt was objected that the means were
wanting for performiug the ceremony with due solemnity, and the
capital of Wei being nearer than his own, the Duke of Lu proposed
to proceed thither for the purpose. They did so, and the rite was
celebrated with suitable pomp in a temple borrowed tor the occasion.

General meetings of the princes for the purpose of forming or
renewing treaties of alliance were of frequent occurrence.
ing what were then regarded as all the leading powers of the earth,
* Kwanli—literally the “cap ceremony”—the forma! assumption by a youth of a

kind of cap distinctive of mature age. Now completely disused, this was
formerly ono of the “four grest rites,” and the references to if im the ancient
books remind us of the pomp with which the foya virilis was assumed by patri-
Cian youth at Rome. Stilt, aa botween nobles, I can think of no better analogy
than that given in the text,
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these meetings present a distant, but by no means faint, parallel to
the great congresses of Huropean sovereigns.

The more usual form of friendly intercourse between the States
of China was, as elsewhere, by means of envoys.

The person of an envoy was sacred; but instances are not
wanting of their arrest and executicn. In the latter case they were
regarded as spies, and the punishment mflicted on them was con-
sidered as a declaration or act of war. tn the former, the violence
was sometimes defended on the ground that the envoy had under-
taken to pass through the territory into a neighboring State without
having first obtained a passport, his visit being at the same time
held to have a hostile object. Ordinarily, an envoy was treated with
scrupulous courtesy, the ceremonial varying according to his own
rank, or that of his sovereign. Questions of precedence, which
often arose, were decided according to settled principles, but the
rules were by nc means so clear and simple as those enacted by the
Congress of Vienna. For example, a dispute of this kind arising
between the envoys of two duchies at the court of Lu, one claimed
precedence on the ground that his State was more ancient than the
other. The mimister of the latter replied that his sovereign was
more nearly allied to the imperial family. The difficulty was
hapmly termimated without bloodshed, which was not always the
case with such quarrels m Europe prior to 1815. The master of
ceremonies reminded the htigants that the placing of guests belongs
to the host, and gave preference to the kinsman of the emperor.

Insults to envoys were not unfrequently avenged by an appeal
toarms, Of this a notable instance was an insult piven by the
Prince of Chi, at one and the same same time, to the representatives
of four powers.

hese envoys arriving simultaneously, if was observed by some
wag (the court fool, perhaps) that each was marked by a blemish or
deformity m his personal appearance. One was blind of an eye; 4
second was bald; another was lame, and the last was a dwarf. It
was suggested to the duke that q little innocent amusement might
be made out of this strange coincidence. The prince, acting on tiie
hint, appointed as attendant to each ambassador an officer who
suffered from the same defect. the court ladies, who, concealed by
curtains of thin gauze, witnessed the ceremony of introduction and

_the subsequent banquet, laughed aloud when whey saw the blind
leading the blind, and the dwarfs, the bald and the lame walking in
pairs. Lhe envoys, hearing the merriment, became aware that they
had been made involuntary actors in a comedy. They retired, vow-
Ing vengeance, and the next year saw the capital of Chi beleagured
by the combined forces of the four powers, which were only induced
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to withdraw by the most humiliating concessions on the part of
the young prince, who, too late, repented Ins imdecent levity.*

In the history of Tso we find a rule, for the sending of envoys,
which has its counterpart 1n the diplomatic usage of modern nations.
Spesking of a mission to a neigboring State, he adds: “This was
jn accordance with usage. In all cases where a new prince comes to
the throne, envoys are sent to the neighboring States to confirm and
extend the friendly relations maintained by his predecessor.”

The highest function of an envoy was the negotiation of a treaty.
Treaties of all kinds known to modern diplomacy were im use in
ancient Ching. Signed with solemn formalities, and confirmed by
an oath—the parties mingling their blood in a cup of wine, or laying
their hands on the head of an ox to be offered in sacrmifice—such doen -
ments were carefully treasured up in a sacred place called
the *§ Pleace of Treaties.’

We are able to give, by way of specimen, the outlines of a treaty
between the Prince of Cheng and 2 coalition of princes who invaded
his territories B. GC. 544.

The parties to the present treaty agree to the following articles:
Article I. The exportation of corn shalt not be prohibited.
Art. II. One party shall nol mouvopolize trade to the disadvantage of others.
Art. IIT. No one shat} give protection to conspiracies directed aprainust the others.
Avi. TV. Fugitives from justice shall be surrendered.
Art. ¥. Alutual succor shall be given in case of famine.
Art. YI. Mutual aid shall be given in case of insurrection.
Arc. VII. Tho contracting powers shall have the same friends and the same enemies.
Avt. VIII. We all engage to support the Imperial Douse.

Conclusion—We engage to maintain inviolate the terms of the foregoing ngrce-nent. May the gods of the hills and rivers, the spirits of former emperors and dukes,
and the ancestors of our seven tribes aud tavelve states watch ovar its fulfillment. Lf
Any one prove unfaithful may the all-sceing gods smite him, so that his people shall
forsake him, hia life be Jost and bis posterity ‘cut off.

In addition to the rites of religion by which such engagements
were ratified, they were usually secured by sanctions of a less
sentimental character. As in the West, hostages or other material
guarantees were given in pledge; sometimes also they were
guaranteed by third parties, who, directly interested, engaged
to punish a breach of faith. We have, for instance, one prince
demanding the mother of another as a hostage. The ease is instruc-
tive in more than one of its aspects. The Prince otf T'sin, calling on
the Prince of Chi to recognize him as his chief, and to surrender his
mother as a pledge of submission, the latter replies that his State
was created the peer of the other by the will of the former emperors,
and that one who would despise the will of the emperor was “not fit
Lo be the head of a leagne. As to the demand for his mother as 2
* This story is derived from comparison of the three leading historians of the

period, who differ only ia unimportant details. In an amplified form it is to be
seéu on the boards of Chinese theaters at the present day. Lhe Clinese theater,
like that of Greece, is for ati illiterate public the chief toacher.of ancient history.

PREAMBLLI.
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hostage, that was a proposition so monstrous that, rather than submit
to it, he would meet the enemy under the gates of his last fortress.

At this point the affair takes a turn which serves to illustrate a,
procedure of frequent occurrence in the history of those times. The
princes of two neighboring States come forward as mediators and
bring about an accommodation on less oppressive conditions,

The more enlightened writers of Chinese antiquity condemn the
practice of exchangmg hostages, as tending to keep up a state of
guast hostihty and mutual mistrust; and no writers of any nation
have been more emphatic in msisting on good faith as a cardinal
virtue in all international transactions.

Says Confucius, ‘‘A man without faith is hke a wagon without
a coupling-pole to connect the wheels.” Speaking of a State, he
says: “Of the three essentials, the greatest 1s good faith. Withont
a reveune and without an army a State may still exist, but it cannot
exist without good faith.”

In remains to speak of the intercourse of war. Jnter hostes
scripta giro von valere at valere non scripta is @ principle that was as
well understood in ancient China as among the ancient nations of
the Western world, and war in China was, to say the least, not
more brutal than among the Greeks and Romans.

The command of Alexander to spare the house of the poet
Pindar, if it shows a degree of literary culture, indicates, on the
other hand, that moral barbarism which asserts a right to the spoils
of the conquered. In China we find the same state of things; eae
victis is the sad undertone in every narrative of military glory,
relieved, indeed, by brilliant instances of generosity and mercy.
We find an invading chief enjoining, under peualty of death, respect
for the very trees that overshadow the tomb of a philosopher, and at
the same time setting a price on the head of a rival prince.

Every military leader proclaims, like Achilles, that “laws are
not made for hin ;” yet we do not despair of being able to show
that laws existed mm war as well as in peace, even though they were
sytematically trampled on. With this view, we shall call attention
to the following facts.

first—In the conduct of war the persons and property of non-
combatants were required to be respected. This we infer from the
praise bestowed on humane leaders and the reprobation meted out
to the cruel. In Chinese history the example of those who have
achieved the easiest and most permanent conquests is always on the
side of humanity.

Secont—In legitimate warfare the rule was not to attack an
enemy without first sounding the drum and giving him time to
prepare for defense,
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The following instance goes beyond this requirement, and
reminds us of the code of chivalry which made it mfamous to take
advantage of an antagonist. The Prince of Sung declined to engage
a hostile force while they were crossing a stream, and waited for
to form in order of battle before giving the signal to advance.
He was beaten, and when reproached by his officers he justified
himself by appealing to “ancient usage.” “The true soldier,” said
he, “never strikes a wounded foe, and always lets the gray-headed
vo free; and in ancient times it was forbidden to assail an enemy
who was not in @ state to resist. I have come near losing my king-
dom, but I would scorn to command an attack without first sound-
ine the dram.”

We are not surprised to learn that the captams of that age
(B. C. 640) “laughed at the simplicity of the unfortunate prince.”

Thiri—A war was not to be undertaken without at least a
decent pretext.

These words, in fact, are almost a translation of an oft-quoted
maxim, She cht yin ming, “ For war you must have a cause,” which
indicates that passion and cupidity were held in check by public
Opinion pronouncing its judgment in conformity with an acknow-
ledged standard of right.

Another maxim, equally well known, makes the justice of the
cause a source of moral power which goes far to compensate the
Inequality of pliysical force.

“Soldiers are weak in a bad cause, but strong in a good one,”
saul the ancient Chinese, assigning as high a piace to the moral
element as our own poet, when he says,“ Thrice 1s he armed who
hah hig quarrel just.”

cause always recognized as just was the preservation
ot the balance of power. This principle called to arms not merely
the States immediately threatened but those also which, by their
situation, appeared to be remote from danger.

Not to speak of combinations to resist. the aggressions of other
disturbers of the public peace, we find, B. C. 320, six States brought
ito line to repress the ambition of Chia. This powerful coalition,
the frnit of twenty years’ toil on the part of one man, who is immor-
talized as the type of the successful negotiator, was, we may add,
utter all destined to fail of its object. Lhe common enemy succeeded
in detaching the members of the lengue, and in overcoming them
one after another. The arch of States which protected the throne of
their suzerain being destroyed, the conqueror swept away the last
vestige of the house of Cheo, which for eight hundred years had ex-
ercised a feudal supremacy over the princes of China. Proclammg
himself instead, under the title of Shi Hwang-ti, the “ first of the
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universal sovereigns,” he abolished the feudal constitution of the
empire, at the same time that he completed the Great Wall. His
successors to the present day are called /irang-ti, and the system
of centralized government which he inaugurated is as firmly estab-
lished as the Great Wall itself.

ifth—The right of existence, prior to the revoluticn just
noticed, was, in general, held sacred for the greater States which
held in fief from the imperial throne.

This right is often appealed to, and proves effectual in the direst
extremity; e.g., the Prince of Chi, at the’ head of a strong force,
enters Lu, with an evidently hostile mtent. Chan-hi, a minister of
Lu, is sent to mect him, iu the hope of arresting his progress. “The
people of Lu appear to be very much alarmed at my approach,” said
tha prince. “True,” replied the minister,“ the people are alarmed,
but the ruler is not.” ‘Why is not the ruler also,” inquired the
invader, “when his troops are in disorder, and his magazines .as
empty as 2 bell? On what does he repose his confidece that he
should affect to be superior to fear ?”

‘He rests it on the grant which his fathers received trom the
ancient emperors,” said the minister. He then proceeded to vindi-
cate the rights of his master under what was recognized as the
traditional law of the empire with such force that the prince desisted
from his purpose and withdrew without any further act of violence.

A similar instance, it will be remembered, has been cited already
in another connection—the case in which a prince, after urging m1
vain this same plea, the sacredness of the imperial grant, was saved
from humiliation or extinction by the mediation of neighboring
powers, who recognized and were determined to uphold the principle.

A third example of the kind is one in which the existence of the
now feeble remnant of the imperial domain was itself at stake. The

Prince of Chu, after a victorious campaign against other foes, crossed
the Rubicon and entered the territories of the house of Cheo, with
the evident intention of seizing the imperial throne. The emperor,
unable to oppose armed resistance, dispatched Wang Sun-man one
of his ministers, to convey a supply of provisions to the invading
army, and to ascertain the designs of the leader. The latter vealed
his purpose in figurative language, asking to be informed as to the
“weight of the nine tripods.” The minister, without answering
directly, gave the history of the tripods, relating how they had been
cast in. bronze by Ta-Yu, the founder of the first great dynasty, and
emblazoned with a chart of the empire in relief; how for fifteen
centuries they had been preserved as emblems of the imperial digmty,
and exposing in a masterly manner the necessity of respect for that
venerable power to the order of the several States, he concluded by
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saying: “All this being true, why should your highness ask the
weight of the tripods The chief, struck by the force of his argu-
ments, which, like the most eifective on such occasions, were purely
historical, renounced his nefarious purpose and retired to his own
dominions.

Sizih—Finally, the rights of neutrals were admitted, and, toa
certam exfent, respected.

It has been remarked that m the wars of Greece there were no
nentrais; those who desired to be such, if they were so situated as
to be of any weight in the conflict, being always compelled to declare
themselves on one side or the other. This was not the case in Chime.
The neutral frequently rejected the overtures of both parties’ and his
territories interposed an effectual barrier in the way of the belliger-
ants. We have numerous instances of passage being granted to
troops without further participation in the conflict, and one ease in
witch a wise statesman warns his master against the danger of such
an imprudent concession. “In a former war,” said he, “you granted
it to your detriment; if you do so again, it will be to your ruin. His
chief failed to profit by the warning, and the prince thus unjustly
favored, atter destroying his antegonist, turned about and took
possession of the territory of lis friend.

|
It is, we have intimated, quite possible that text-books on the

subject of international relations may have existed in aucient China,
Without coming down to our times, just as the Greeks had books on
that subject, of which nothing now survives but their titles. Whether
this conjecture be well founded or otherwise, enough remains as we
have shown, to prove that the States of ancient China had a law, aeritlen
or unicretten, ant more or less developed, which they recognized in peace
ICE FE). The Book of Rites and the histories of the period attest this.

Of these histories, one was acknowledged as constituting in
itself a kind of international code, J allude to the “Spring and
Autumn Annals,” edited by Confucius, and extending ever two
centuries and 2 half. Native authors affirm that the awards of praise
and blame expressed in that work, often in a single word, were ac-
cepted as judgments from which there was no appeal, and exercised
a restraining influence more potent than that of armies and navies.

Chinese statesmen have pointed out the analogy of their own
country at that epoch with the political divisions of modern Europe.
In their own records they find usages, words and ideas corresponding
to the terms of our modern international law, and they are by that
fact the more disposed to accept the international code of Christev-
dom, which itis no utopian vision to believe will one day become a
bond of peace and justice between all the nations of the earth.
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THE BEST METHOD OF PEESENTING THE GOSPEL TO THE CHINESE.*
Br Rey. AgtHor H. SNITH.

A BOUT fourteen years ago a series of articles appeared in the
Chinese Reeorder on a subject nearly allied to that which I have

selected. The treatment was, however, almost exclusively directed ta
the matter to be presented, and not to the manner of its presenta-
tion, and contained very little which can aiford an answer to the
question now raised.

One of the most interesting and valuable Essays at the Cenfer-
ence of Protestant Missionaries held at Shanghai in 1877, was
presented by Rey. Wm. Muirhead. Several members of the Conter-
ence made important contributions to the discussion, full of sug-
gestions and hints upon almost every phase of the subject. ‘Lhe

questions, howeyer, arising out of this many sided theme resemble
in an mmportant particular, the ghost of Banquo. In some ot their
wider aspects, these problems are of universal interest, confined to
no single countyy, and to no one age. Whether viewed in the
general, or in the particular, they can never be dismissed as already
solved, nor regarded, like essays at Squaring the Circle, or Perpetual
Motion, as beyond further debate.

It is not mtended in this diseussion to treneh upon the field of
Homuletics, exeept as necessity compels, much less ypen the domain
of systematic theology. The reference is exelusively to preaching,
and not fo the preparation of books or tracts. The indispensable
subjective qualifications of the preacher, aud the absolute necessity
of an entire dependence upon supernatural aid. for any successful
preaching, are preliminary postulates, Without the latter assistance,
the attempt to convert men anywhere, is beyond exception the most
preposterous enterprise in which it is possible for man to embark.
A general and substantial agreement in regard to the main Doctrines
of Christianity, 1s presupposed. the question raised concerns their
respective Order, Emphasis, and the Modes of statement. The
subject 13 to be considered ehiefly, but not exclusively, with réfer-
ence to those particulars which, if not peculiar, are at least specially
characteristic of preaching to the Chinese, as distinguished from
preaching to other nations or rages.

The subject 1s naturally divided into two parts. Preaching: to
Heathen Chinese, and Preaching to Chinese Christians. Much of
® That portion of the followiug paper which relates to the presentation of the Gospel

to the’ Heathen in China, waz read before tho Peking Missionary Association,
May 24th, 1883 and with considerable amplification is now published twithoué
request of somo who heard it and did not like it, and of others who did not hear
it, but did not think they should have liked it if they had heard it,
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what falls under the first head, is also pertinent to the second, but
in-some particulars preaching to the class last named differs mate-
rially from preaching to the former class.

I. Preaching the Gospel to Heathen Chinese. That regard
should be had te the time, place, circumstances, and character ol
the audience 1s of course axiomatic. It may be said that, at least in
our part of China, Missionaries seldom have the opportunity to reach
any who are above the rank of the lowest literary graduate (Hsiu-
tyai), acd even these only with comparative intrequency. Probably
ninety-five per cent of our auditors are farmers, small tradesmen,
coolies and loafers. Dr. Oliver. W. Holmes has observed truly that
the average intelligence of any considerable number of hearers is
never very low. If this can be predicated of the United States,
how much more 1s it true of China. In view of these considerations,
the first principle to be named, is that preaching to the Heathen
Chinese should be Direct. Herbert Spencer bases his suggestive
Phylosophy of Style upon the principle that that method by which
a thought is conveyed te the mind of another with the least mental
friction is, for that reason, the best. Mr. Speucer’s own style is
certainly charaeterized ly direetness, but he bas been justly criti-
cized for too great intolerance of what he would doubtless term
‘rhetorical posies’—ornament which adorns, but does not directly
help. Yet it should not be forgotten that such indirect rhetorical
assistance is often of the greatest service. Mr. Speucer’s style would
de improved by it. But his main principle is a true one. Friction
in machinery is a great but meurable evil. But even if friction
were abolished, the mechanic might find himself confronted with
new and unanticipated difficulties. Mental friction is worse than
mechanical frietion, for the reason that we can never be sure that it
as been fully overcome. Whatever increases it should be avoided.

(1) The principle named requires that the initial effort should
beto fix and hold the Attention of the audience. The first in a
sertes of military orders is always this; “Attention, Company !”
It may be thought that so obvious a truth needs no statement. Tt is
embodied in every rhetorical primer, not to speak of every treatise
on Homiletics. We are, however, not at present speaking either
rhetorically or homiletically, but of the special relation between a
foreign missionary and a Chinese audience. If that audience be an
heathen one, the presumption is aleays against the foreiguer. It as
supposed that of course he cannot be understood, that what he says
13 of course of no practical importance. Observe that in a purely
heathen audience, there is almost invariably a total lack of any
sympathy between speaker and hearer. To some extent this is true
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even in ‘nominally Christians lands’—how much more in the case of
the Chinese. The bulk of these who constitute an audience at Street
Chapels, at Fairs, in Dispensaries &c., so far as we are concerned
are in a condition of perfect intellectual torpor. Jn a certain private
school of our boyhood, one of the pupils was frequently recalled from
his day-dream by the sharp inquiry of his teacher; Arthur Jones,
what are you ‘thinking about ?’ I ‘aint thinking of nothing ma-am’
was his invariable, and no doubt truthful reply. This young man
was in this respect a prototype of the average heathen audience.
They ‘ain’t thinking of nothing ma’am.’ Our business is to wake
them up, and make them think of something ‘ma‘am.’ Their mental
processes are slow—often so slow that there seems to be no process
at all of any kind. It was said in justification of a man who failed
to mind his own business, that he had no business and no mind. We
must prepare for this kind of auditors. A few weeks ago, selecting
the most intelligent looking man in a crowded dispensary, I said to
him; ‘Do you know who made the blue thing overhead and the hard
thing underfoot f Do you understand about the Heavens and the
Karth ?? ‘The fact is,’ he replied pleasantly, ‘I am away from home
a, good deal of the time.’ (Je # 72 A Est) ‘And in the places which
you visit there are no Heavens and no Karth, I suppose ‘To be
sure, was the reply, (4 $§).’ During the year of the Famine we
became acquainted with many who had hitherto ignored our exist-
ence. Walking one evening near the Village which was our head
quarters, an Old Man imvited me to sit down and chat. ‘How far
is 16 fo your country When informed that 1t was perhaps thirty
thousand di dy Sea, he was much surprised, but on learning that
the journey could be made in a month or two be replied, ‘Sure
enough; [I have noticed that you always walk a good deal fuster than
sce ao.’ This was encouraging. Acting, however, on the principle
which { am-trying to commend to my brethren, I endeavored to
work in a little gospel, by showing that all lands, however widely
separated, have the same God, as all the Empire has one Ruler.
‘Do you know about Peking?’ was asked. ‘No,’ ‘Do you know
abont the Dopevial Court ?” (G8 Be) ‘No,’ ‘Did you never hear of
the Emperor ?? (3 38) ‘Yes. ‘Where is the Emperor ? {ouang
43,) Raising his withered finger and pointing to a bank of the yellow
ioam of that region, he replied; ‘That is the Huang Ti’—(& 4)
‘Yellow Karth V’ The Chinese Rustic is often a complete Agnostic.
He knows something about Eating, and something about the
‘Struggle for existence.’ This is his Positive Philosophy; upon other
topics his mind is bare. The main difference between him and his
Occidental Agnostic brother is that the Chinese mind was apparently
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created bare, whereas the mind of the Occidental Acnostic—like
the meat bones of-a Chinese butcher, has become bare by the
process of Agnostic Scraping. It is therefore absolutely necessary
that the Preacher should know exactly how to preach to people with
no mind af all! This will be variously difficult or otherwise accord-
ing to temperament and natural gifts. In many cases an indispens-
able preliminary to securing any real attention, is to administer a
mental shock. ihe missionary who wades or swims into the sluggish
waters of the Chinese, must act as a torpedo iish,
throwing off electricity right and left as he proceeds. The approved
system of Rhetoric from Aristotle and Quintillian downward, remind
us of what 1s called the Iutroduction Conciliatory, by which a way
is paved tn the hearer’s mind for the speaker's advance. The use
and abuse of this principle in preaching to the Chinese, may be
exemplified by the case of an ordinary villager, contrasted with
that ot 3 Confucian scholar. In a conversation. with the latter, it
would be the height of folly to begin with an attack upon the
weak points and the deficiencies im tlie teachings of the ‘Throneless
King.’ Good sense requires that the points of resemblance and
harmony should first be emphasized, rather than the disagreement
with Christianity. Does the principle require us to postpone all
attacks upon idolatry and superstition until we have gradually
enlightened the mind of the auditor, so these nrisbeliefs fall away of
themselves ? here are thousands of temples tn which the gods are
crumbling to fragments, but they are still as divine, really
or potentially, for they nray at any time be set upon the thrones
again. Here and there a heathen temple has beeu purged from
idolatry, not by the slow process of decay, but by vigorous arms
and strony hands tumbling the extinct idols imto a ditch. ‘T’his
process must not be begun too soon; neither must it be delayed too
long. Our aim is to seize the favorable juncture, and fling the
heathen divinities out of the Chinese soul, as we have seen idols
cast oul of a temple. The Confucianist 13 enraged at any arraign-
ment of Confucius. Chinese in general are wot angered hy attacks
upon idolatry. The distinction 1s fundamental. I believe the state
of the Chinese mind on the subject of idol worship to be that of an
old farmer, who when told by a neighbor that the gods are only
mud and have no power, replied simply, ‘I suspected as much all
the time,’ (4% 4 $y & Jl 3%). It should be our object to confirm
ali such suspicions when they exist, and to awaken them where
they do not exist. The securing of the attention of the audience is
SO important a cousideration, that everything else must be sacrificed
to gain it, unless such sacrifice involves a surrender of principle, or
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a violation of common sense. Its capital importance arises from
the fact that attention is a condition preliminary to everything else.
Failing there, we fail everywhere.

(2) The principle of Directness, is violated by the use, to which
there is among educated foreigners a certain tendency, ot @ high
siyle of mandarin. The reference is not to conversation with educated
men but to preaching to an averaye audience, @ pregnant phrase
the importance of which most be constantly borne in mind. The
existence in Chinese of a high literary style, (ex-dr) totally distinct
from colloquial speech, is a fact having very important bearings,
not only upon the preparation ot Cliristiau books for the Chiuese,
but also upon the preaching of the gospel. China is dominated by
her educated class, and the whole lite of the educated class 1s spent
in study having for its direct object the mastery of a finished
literary style, upon success in. which scholastic honors, and all
future prosperity depend. [tis not strange that these conditions,
coupled with the almost idolatrous reverence with which the ancient
Classics are regarded, have caused the ordmary colloquial speech to
be viewed by highly educated Chinese, in somewhat the same light
in which some Christian ascetics have regarded the human body, as
a vile and unworthy instrument which, though its use can not be
for an urstant pretermitted, 1s yet employed only under perennial
protest. When finished classical scholars meet, like the ostrich of
the desert, they spurn the dust beneath their feet, flapping their
strong wings, and in an instant they are entirely out of sight of the
himbler orders of creation. The Classics, Antithelical Couplets,
Odes, and the splendid spoils of ancient Literature in general, are
st thew command. Nowhere, perhaps, is pride of learmimg carried
to a greater pitch than in China, and viewed from a Chinese stand-
puint, nowhere is its indulgcnce more reasonable. Tt is not surpris-
ig that when foreign missionaries are contronted with scholarship
of this type, they should be filled with a certain dismay, nor that
after long and anxious reflection, some of them, should, like the
Jearned Mathew Ricci, and the distinguished Jesuit missionaries to
the Chinese of whom he was the leader, come to the conclusion
that the only way to reach Chinese Scholars is to became a Chinese
Scholar oneself.

The Apostle Paul is generally considered to have been not only
@ sagacions man, but a shrewd missionary, and it was the principle
of his preaching to become all things to all men if by any means he
might oun some. This is the wisdom of inspiration. Tf we hold—
as doubtless the learned Jesuits of the sixteenth and seventeenth
centuries held—that the only way to reach China is through her
Scholars—the Jesuit model would be the one to imitate.
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Let us, however, recur to the vitally important phrase ‘an
average andience.’ ‘An average audience’ as already explained
consists of farmers, barbers, yamen-runners, small tradesmen,
eoolies and loafers. All of these individuals have, no doubt, an
inborn respect for Chinese literature. A style of address which shall
be elegant, full of historical allusions and of classical quotations,
would be much admired by the farmers, yamen-runoners, tradesmen,
coolies, loafers et al., who constitute the “average audience.’ itz:
missionary is capable of acquiring such a style, there is but one
objection to his employing it—the absolute certainty that his
‘average audience’ can not comprehend it. “My dear F.” writes
Mr. Ruski with a shght tinge of inpatience in his tone, “ not
one man in 15,000 m the nmeteenth century knows or ever
knew what any line, or any word, means, used by a great writer.
For most words stand for thing; that are seon, or things that are
thought of; and in the nineteenth century there is certainly not one
man in 15,000 who ever looks at anything, and not one in 15,000,000
capable of a thought.” According to this ustimate it would appear
that there are only about two individuals among the whole popula-
tion of British Isles, capable of [original] thought. This tallies
with Garlyle’s census, ‘30,000,000, people in Groat Britam, mostly
Hyols. The number of ‘Thinkers is doubtless put too low in the one
case, and the number of Fools too high in the other, but each
proposition, however extravagant its terms, contains a truth for
those who are able or willing to receive it. The average mtelhgence
of mankind is fow, and he who wishes to be certam that he is com-
prehended by mankind at large, must speak with the utmost
simplicity and directness. The temptations to speak otherwise are
always and everywhere strong. What did the minister preach
about ?’ asks a character in a well known religious novel. ‘Oh! |
don't know, 1 am sure, what he said,’ replies Kitty Trevelyan, ‘only
i know it rolled along lItke the waves of the Sea.’ With .a certain
amount of practice, it is much less difficult for a preacher to a
Chinese audience, to ‘roll along like the waves of the Sea,’ than to
be certain that his audience will comprehend him. The contest
which we finally believe Christianity mast conduct in China is a life
Strugple. If Christianity can no} be understood 1b can not exist.
Ifit disdains the only speech in which it can be made intelligible
tO Ab enormons majority of the population of China, how is it to
gain a foo hold at all. The battle for the right of the people to
Bi instruction which they can understand in their own vernacular,
which was in Europe, has lessons which are pertinent to
Uhina. At the time of the Protestant Reformation all scholars used
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Latin, and nothing but Latin. The Bible, the. Prayer book, the
homilies, letters, literature, everything worth reading at all, was 1n
Latin. It was as necessary to dethrone the tyrannical language by
which the Word of God was bound, as to unchain that same Word
from monasteries, and make it accessible to millions. The learned

men of that age, regarded the rebellion against scholastic Latin as
the triumph of the barbarians over civilization, yet out of that
barbarian triumph sprang the German and the English languages.
The instinct of scholars in all ages has been to clivg to ciassical
modes of expression. When the Latin language was driven out of
use, and supplanted by the English, the residuary legatee of the
Latin was a style which has been aptly termed Johnsonese. CWhat

did King David do,” was asked of a boy in an Euglish Charity
school, “when the servants told him that the child was dead [
“Please sir,” was the reply “he cleaned himself, and took to his
victuals.” The admirers of the high, polite style would
be shocked at such home-spun talk, and would array the matter
thus; What course of action did King David pursue, when he
received intelligence of the demise of the mlant’ Answer; He
performed his ablutions, and immediately proceeded to partake of
refreshment.

A certain Sinologue remarked that he disliked to hear a
particular missionary preach, becuse his speech was too colloquial.
This was a very natural criticism for a Stnologue, but an irrelevant
criticism from one missionary upon another and we can scarcely fail
to feel aun added respect for the man who, in the effort to become
all things to all men, was ready to condescend to a rude patois.
Missionaries do not come to China to exemplify the possibility of a
foreigner’s speaking the Chinese language with elegance, bub to
reach ‘every creature, according to our marching orders. In many
cases this can, we repeat, only be done by the aid of speech whichthe rudest and most uncultivated can of What
siguifies the elegance and propriety of our diction, if people do not
know what we say? Of what valne is a mouth-fall of the seven
empty characters—a correct use of which 1s diuiicult even for a
Literary Graduate, if it leaves the hearers minds as empty as the
characters? Let us not forget the wise saying of Confucius:
“In speach one must be intelligible—and that is the end of it,

Christianity always and everywhere begins with the lowest
stratum of society and works upward. “The loftiest tower,’ says the
Chinese adage, ‘rests after all upon the ground.’ “ Not many wise,
not many mighty, not many noble are called.” Christianity comes
to the poor, the oppressed, the outcast, the fallen and the slave.
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Ii binds up the broken hearted, and proclaims the opening of the
prison to them that are bound. This it does, by mingling with the
poor and the lowly as did the Master himself, upon a level with the
poor and the lowly. It is all things to all men, a Jew to the Jew,
and a Greek to the Greek; it seeks not after ‘excellency of speech
or of wisdom,’ if so be it may preach Christ to those who have no
wisdom and who can not comprehend it but who can yet be taught
the way of salvation.

(3) The principle of divectuess is violated by the use of
metaphors and illustrations, which while to an Occidental mind
they are self explanatory, are to the Chimese difficult or impossiple
of apprehension. Tt is often hard for a foreigcer to realize that
with very rare exceptions, Balloons, Suspension-bridges, Electricity,
Machinery, Astronomy, Botany and all the ‘ologies’ do not to the
Chinese mind illustrate anything, but rather serve to confuse and
confound. It is not intended to deny that these matters, and many
others should be taught to such Chinese as may be able to compre-
hend explanations of them. The objection is against their use,
which is believed to be by no means uncommon, in advance of any
explanation, or wlicn, as in ninety-nine cases in an hundred, the
suojects are very imperfectly apprehended by tne hearers. The
illustration should yield light and not darkness. To use such foreign
aids to thought, is to find a feather to the tip of an arrow at right
angles to the line of the arrow’s flight. It may cause a rushing
sound but accuracy of aim will be fatally destroyed. The end which
it is designed to accomplish, can nearly always be much better
secured in other ways.

(1) The principle named, forbids the use to heathen audiences,
of Scripiure allusions, unless they are fully explaiued. It was a just
criticism upon the methods of a mission to tha dance-women and
rouchs of lower New York, that the dialect of the preachers was
as unintelligible to their audience, as a techanical description of
a prize-ficht would have been to the members of a Presbytery. OF

what, use when preaching to black-legs in a rat-pit, to speak of
Canaan’s land, Jordan’s Shore, the Ark of Safety, the Valley of
the Shadow of Death, the Water of Life, &., &c., &e. To us, if
is true, these expressions, and a multitude of others like them, are
so instinct with meaning that it is by a vigorous effort only, that
Wwe can conceive how to a2 seml-barbarous audience like the one
supposed, they are fatally meanmeiess.

Remembers Tennyson's ‘ Northern who seems to havo
attended this style of preaching :—
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‘An I hallns comed to's chooroh afoot my Sally war deiid,
‘An I’eerd un 3 bunwin away, loikea buzzard clock over my yead;
‘An I piver know’d what a medi'd but EF thowd a’ad sainmat Co sasy,
‘An I thowt a said what a out to a said au [ comed awady.

When little Join ‘Bleak House’ was dying upon his raattrass
at General George’s, Allen Woodcourd puts his mouth very near
his ear, and says to him in a. low, distinci voice: “Jo; did you ever
know a prayer ? ‘Never know nothing Sir I? ‘Not so much as ous
short prayer ?” ‘No Dir. Nothing at all. Mr. Chadbands he was a .
praying’ wunst at Mr. Suagshy’s and I heerd him but he sounded
as if he was a speakin to hisself, and nol to me. He prayed a lot,
bat J could’nt make out nothing of if. Different times, there was
other gentlemen come down to“Tom all alone’s’ a praying, but they
all nostly sed as tother ones prayed wrong, and all mostly sounded
to be a talking to theirselves, or a passing blame on the tothers, and
not a talking to us. He never know’d noihink. J never kuow’d
what it was all shont.’

The spiritual comprehension of many Chinese audiences is not
above that of the occupant of ‘Tom all alone’s, who did not ‘know
nothing about nothing at all’ Let those who preach to such
hearers beware that even in their most earvest efforts, they do not
appear to others to be ‘talking to theirselves.’

[n this connection should be named a difficul6y mheront m
the Chinese language—to wit its lack of capacity lor conveying
Christain truths, owing to its being full to the saturation point of
heathen associations. Thare is no term for God until one has veen
manufactured or purified [ron heathen suggestions and contamina-
tions: The language musi be converted and bxptized, as the
Greek language was converted aud baptized by the New Testament
writers and thei successors. There is a story of au Lrishman who,
having bought a cow from a Protestant, decided to powr upon her a
little ‘holy water’ by way of purification. Through mistake a bottle
of oil of viiviol was substituted for the waiter, and when he saw
the beast praucing all over the lot, in the vain effort to relieve. her
pain, her owner. exclaimed; ‘By the Holy Virgin the Protestant 1s
strong in her yet.” After all the efforts thus far expended upon the
Chinese language, after repeated attempts to avoid it, heathenism,
it is to be feared, 1s strong im it yet.

2. Another important principle in preaching to Chinese
heathen, 13 sézgfeness of cine. By this we do not simply mean what in
Rhetoric is called Unity, by which all the parts of @ discourse are
blended into a whole. Singleness of aim requuires that in preaching
to the heathen, we should eudeaver to leave'a definite impression
of some one truth. A sharp blow from a riding, whip, is offen more
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effective than the concussion of a slowly revolving iron bar.
of W. M. Bakers novels, there is a character who was a dead shot,
always bringing down his man. He revealed the secret of his
aniform success when he remarked; ‘I always aim at a button or
something. A missionary should in preaching invariable fix his
mind upon some doctrinal ‘button or something and asim at that
In contradistinction to this, there are some who like the preacher
described by Archbishop Whately, ‘aim at nothing and hit.’ The
survival of the fittest only, would not improbably kill of a:consider-
able part of our preaching to the Chinese, as well as of Chinese
preaching. Pres. Wayland cnce made a visit to a Reform School for
Boys. One of the pupils was afterwards asked what Dr. Wayland
said when he addressed them. ‘He said, was the reply ‘that when
a thing is as good as it can be, you can nob make it any better.’
Itis well of all our auditors carry away some one truth, however
common place, so firmly fixed in their minds that it can nol be
dislodged. In preaching to the Heathen we should strictly restrain
ourselves, and not range all over the whole field of human thought.
There is a story of a man who complained that he could uot abandon
his drinking habits, and who was asked why he did not set rigid
limits to himself, and stop drinking when he reached the fixed limit.
He replied that this was just what he had done, only he always got
drank before be reached the hmit! It is probable that some
preachers, if they have fixed any limit to the field to be traversed
have fixed that limit at the horizon, which, for obvious reasons,
they never overtake. In preaching to those who know nothing of
Christianity, to whom all is new, there 1s a great temptation to
mutate Dr. Johnson, acd

‘Tet observation with extensive view
Sutvey the world from Chins to Peru.’

Thus of many 4 rambling discourse to the literally ‘ bemghted
heathen,’ it might be said, as De. Watts hymn affirms of God’s truth,

‘Tt touched aud glanced on every land.’

The history of much sermonic voyaging is epitomized in the
children’s rhymes about. Noah’s Ark.

‘A man once lnanched a veagel larva
‘And bive stock too le toak in charge ;
He sailed from no part, was to no port bound.’
His only wish was souu to rau aground.’

Only the hope of his early shipwreck is generally more cherished
by his audience, than by himself.

Incomparably patient auditors as the Chinese are, this method
or absence of method is very ill adapted to them. It has doubtless
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pleased God to save men by the foolishness of preaching, but 16 has
not pleased him to do it by foolish preaching. We must endeavor
to teach Chinese, not indeed the «a/phabeé of Christian truth, but the
Radicals. These are not many. Which of them is to come first, wil!
depend upon individual choice. Lhere is @ common impression that
the doctrine of the Atonement should precede all others. The
story 18 familar of the Moravian missionary who labored on for
years among the ignoraut Greenlanders, and who never made the
least headway until he changed his plan, and began to speak of
the love of Christ. This, he said, is the kind of preaching that
converts men. John Williams, the ‘Martyr of Erromanga’ men-
tions that he made 16 an almost invariable rule, whenever he
addressed an audievce of heathen for the first time, to speak from
the text; ‘God so loved the world that he gave his only begotten
Son that whoseover believeth in him, should not perish but have.
everlasting life.’ Doubtless there are many missionaries in China,
who adopt the same plan.

It is related in the memoir of the devoted missionary Wm. C.
Burns, that on his voyage to China the vessel in which he sailed

‘during a short stay m the Kast Indies, was surrounded by hall-
naked Malays, anxious to sell something to the passengers. Mr.
Burns hbungered and thirsted to preach the Gospel to these
poor heathen, but the absence of any medium of communication
rendered this plainly impossible. Yet he was not discoaraged,
but seizing a shirt he rubbed it vigorously between his hands in
hopes that the tawny savages below, would, in some mysterious
manner, got the idea that as the garment must be washed in order to
be clean, so siuners must be purified by Christ's blood in order to
reach heaven. This is the only instance of which we recollect to
have heard, where an attempt was made to preach the doctrine ol
the atonement by pantomime. The proportion of spectators who
could by any possibility find ont what it was that they were ex-
pected to learn, would seem to be somewhat less than the ratio
named by Mr. Ruskin in the extrac’ already quoted. Nine observers
out of ten, if they got any idea at all, would naturally infer that
Mr. Burns was in quest of some one who would do his washing.

At the Missionary Conference in Shanghai, one of the speakers
mentioned that after My. Burns hank hecome somewhat familiar
with the dialect—having by this time grown wiser as to
the method of reaching heathen—he remarked that he thought that
the missionaries there were ‘too evangelical’ in their preaching.
Yn his opinion they dwelt too much on Christ, and too little on the
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nature of God. He thought that there could be no logical founda-
tion in the minds of the Chinese to lead them to appreciate the
knowledge of Christ, until they had first a clear perception
of the idea of a personal God, to whom they are accountaile.
Of the entire correctness of this view, I, for one, am fully
persuaded.

In the series of articles already named a missionary is referred
to who raised a Bible high above his head in a dramatic manner
exclaiming: ‘My business 1s to inform those who hear me that this
is God’s message to them.’ The apparent implication was, that when
this announcement had been made, ‘zs duty was discharged. In other
words, he was simply a religious post-master, attempting to deliver
@ communication from a Person of whom the Chinese never heard,
and of whom they never wished to hear. It this was the substance of
his preaching, if would be curious to learn what came of ib. Sach
partial and narrow views of a truth, are often more injurious than
down-right heresy for the reason that a grave misapprehension on
some One important aspect of Scripture truth, need not prevent the
orderly, emphatic, and effective announcement of the rest, whereas
such a crotchet as the one just named, if actually made a governing
principle, would seem to prevent him who holds it or rather who is
held by it, from preaching anything that bis audience could uoder-
stand or appreciate. A missionary’s functions are rather those of a
Minister Plenipotentiary, than those of a mere messenger. He has
or should have full powers. lt would certainly bea great mistake
to coupie our preaching to any one method. In my own experience
and for average audiences, I have generally fornnd no other aveuue
better than the great central truth that there is one God, and that
all other divinities are no gods.

3d Preaching to heathen Chinese requires vanety of statement
of the same truth. As already remarked, it is much easier to rambie
over a great diversity of topics, than to present one subject in 2
multitude of different lights, yet so as to produce a unity of impres-
sion upon the mind of an uncultivated audience. [tis a matter of |
prime nmportance that Christian thought should be presented to the
Chinese, from a Chinese standpoint. In order to discover the beauty
of & paimting, it is necessary to place the eye at what artist’s term
the ‘ point of view,’ the paint that is to say, from which all parts of
the picture are seen in harmony. ‘l'o observe a transit of Venus
through a telescope if is necessary to place the eye at the fecus of
the eye-glass, else nothing will be seen but a blur. To take such
observations requires considerable experience. Yet if is an inde-
hntely easier task than to bring Christian truth within the mentai



and spiritual range of heathen Chinese.
necessary to see, to some extent with Chinese eyes, and to think
with Chinese minds. To a foreigner few tasks could be assigued of
greater difficulty. The Chinese mind is often regarded as a hopeless
puzzle, an interpretation of the workings of which it is useless to
expect. It must, however, be evident that he who undertakes to
deal with minds, the workings of which he does not in the least
understand, and to deal with them by wey of revolution, is hke a
chemist experimenting with substances of the combinivg powers of
which he is ignorant. Such experimenters must be prepared for
explosions. For the best effect in addressing Chinese minds, even
the uncultivated, some knowledge of Chinese books 1s weil nigh
indispensable. The Chinese are a learned uation, and the learning
of the upper classes, while almost altogether withheld from the
lower classes, 1s yet the power by which they have been unconsciously
moulded. {¢ is, for example, very desirable that a missionary should
have a working knowledge of the Four Books. By this 1s meant a
goneral acqnaintance with their scape and contents, and such
minuter knowledge of certain parts as will engble the preachers to
recognize intolligently their authority when quoted by others, and
enable him to cite them with more or less freedom for his own pur-

The vital point is such @ practical insizhs into these classics
as helps to an understanding of their extraordiuary influence over
the Chinese. In the Preface to his learned trauslasion af the Chinese
Classics, Dr. Legge observes that he did: not consider himself quall-
fied to preach to the Chinese until he had ‘ investigated for bimself
the whole field of thought through which the Sages of China had
ranged,’ This 1s a high ideal but, for the average missionary, [ can
not think it a reasonable one. Not every one can become a Sinologue,
even were such an event desirable and supposing it possible is not
the ultimate and the legitimate tendency of such ample and minute
scholarship, rather in the direction of Professorships than of
Mission chapels f

In attacking the giant of Chinese superstition, it would be well
for us to imitate David, leave behind the cumbrous armor which we
shali not need, select a few smooth stones, put them in a bag, and
project them from our shog with the utmost force which we can
command, aiming with accuracy for the center of the forehead.
This plan is much better than that of throwing a handful of dust,
or even of red pepper, into Goliath’s eyes. Let us not forget that
David cut off his enemy’s head with the enemy’s own sword. The
Chinese themselves furnish us with a plenty of admirable weapons.
Their thoughtless theolory forms a loose wall of rubble stones
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To accomplish this, it is
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Dislodge one or two at the bottom, and all the rest come tumbling
down. The current mythology is a perfect arsenal of weapons to be
used against itself. We shoutd do well to watch the Chinese them-
selves, and imitate their methods, when they are worthy of imitation.
Any system of homiletics which biuds us to one any plan is an im-
pertinence and a nuisance. Chinese preaching 1s at once of the best
and of the worst description. | have known a streef chapel preacher
who invariably began his address by reading a passage of Scripture
or an hymn, and then blandly observed (by way of Introduction
Conciliatory’) ‘This is no joke.’ Another, whose chapel was
situated on the principal street of a great city, with a corstantly
fiuctuating audience, perhaps embracing on two successive days
totally different persons would begin thus :—‘ Yesterday we ex-
plained the III of Ephesians to the 14th verse, to-day we will
begin ab the loth verse.’ The pointless garrulity, imexhaust-
ble emptiness, aud tireless pursuit of the imconscquential, which
characterize many Uhinese, we must utterly abjure. Yet when
the Chinese preacher appears ab his best, he must be an expert
missionary who can surpass him. Watch, for cxample, the manner
in which a shrewd Chinese preacher will undermine the faith of his
countrymen in the Chinese Mars, Kuan Ti. It would be worth
whule for every missionary to look into the Instorical novel called
the Three Kingdoms, if only with a view to an insight into the
facts, (false or otherwise) of this man’s life. It is a most important
consideration that for the purposes of the missionary, if 1s of no
consequence whatever whether this book is. historically perfectly
accurate, or, as is commonly supposed ‘founded on fact, or even
altogether fictitious. For practical purposes this book contains the
biography of /Cuaxn Zi, who has been promoted by successive
Emperors to the very highest point of the Chinese Pantheon, as
Protector of the Empire with a temple in every city and every village,
and is likewise regarded as a Rain god. Where, inquires the
Chinese preacher of his audience, whose attention is at once fixed
and riveted, where in the Annals of the Three Kingdoms is it said
that Fudan Yui caused vain to fall? The Poetical Classic mentions
that rain fell ages before Anan Yi was born. Who did that? If
Yt never made it rain when he was alive, when and where
did he learn the rain-making trade atter he was dead ¢ li fruan Li
was able to protect the whole Empire, he must have been able to
protect himself who wag a subject of that Empire. If he was able
to protect himself, how came he to have bis head cut off, and
his body thrown unburied into a ditch? [If when alive he was
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unable to protect himself, how did he learn to protect the Empire,
after his head was cut off ¢ If he deserved to be made god of war
(in consequence of having learned the art of protecting the Empire)
why should be have been obliged to wait a matter of 900 years
or so before bemp promoted to that position by 2 Sung Dynasty
Emperor ? If Kuan Yu was a greater man than the Sung Dynasty
Emperor, how was the latter able to deify him? If the Enperor
was a preater man than Kuan Yii, why not pray directly to the
Emperor, and omit Kuan Yé altogether? The Emperor depends
upon the taxes for his food. His food is entirely dependent upon
the rain. Kuan Yi is dead and is not in the least dependent upon the
rain; we should therefore either pray to the Emperor directly, or to
Huan Fi through the Emperor. It Huan Yuiisas able to protect
the Empire, why was it that he could not, or would not, protect
his own temples, and his own image against the Long Haired
Rebels? |

A general acquaintance with the outlines of Chinese history is
desirable for a missionary. Not the kind of historical knowledge
possessed by the Sunday School teacher, who informed his class in
reply toa question, that Tyre and Sidon were two brothers who
lived a long time back, but such a knowledge as renders at least
the names and order of the various dynasties as familiar as those of
the English sovereigns sinice the Conquest, and the great epochs ot
Chinese history as well known as those of Europe. Citin Shih
Huang, Sin Pet, Chao Kuang Yin and Che Yuan Chang should be
no more strange sounds, than the names of Constantine, Gregory,
Gustavus Adolphus or Napoleon. Jt no other end were gained, the
Chinese would thus come to perceive that their history 1s not ignored
nor misunderstood. The Chinese language abounds in popular
sayings, which may often serve as arrow tips to wing a thought into
a dull Chinese comprehension, as nothing else can do. There is,
besides, a whole literature in China of what are styled Virtue Books
(Shan-shu) containing an armory of weapons capable of being
turned against the Chinese beliefs and misheliets, assathng them
in their most vulnerable points. In these books Moral Maxims,
illustrative Examples taken from real life and fables abound. In
one of them, for instance, is the tale of a man who died, and having
been brought in Hades before Yen Wang the Chinese Pluto, he
begged hard to be allowed to return to earth, and enjoy there a few
more years of life, urging that the warnings received by him, when
alive, of the coming retribution, had been insufficient, and promis-
ing, if his reqnest were granted; to practise every known virtue a6
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long as his life should be spared. To this plea Yen Wang sternly
answers that in Hades ‘there are no acts of pardon passed,’ there
no pity 1s to be hoped for but only strict justice; that the frequent
bodily infirmities and other misfortunes of the petitioner while alive,
as well as the constant succession of deaths of others about him
had been his abundant but unheeded warnings, and that even if
allowed to return to life, there was no hope, nor possibility: of his
repentance, since he had wilfully debased his nature, and deliberately
rejected admonitions, the importance of which were as well known to
bim then as now. With these words, sentence is passed and the
culprit 1s hurried off to punishment. For a heathen audience and
as an wfroguction only, 1s not such a purely Chinese allegory as
this better than the parable of the Rich Man and Lazarus, for the
reason that it enters the mind without friction? I¢ was remarked
of a certain American correspondent in London, that he had the
rare qualification of understanding English politics as the English
themselves understand them. Such a comprehension of the inner life
of a foreign country, especially if that country be an Asiatic one,
1s extremely rare. In China this ideal can be only indefinitely
approached, for the barriers of language, customs, and innate
mental constitution, are too many and too high. Yet an earnest and
systematic attempt to meet the Chinese upon Chinese ground,
lustead of expecting them to meet us upon some pround of which
they know nothing, and upon which they do not venture to bear
their weight, makes them feel that they are to some extent under-
stood. The sermon of Paul upon Mar’s Hill, has been the object
of admiration in all ages, for its sagacity, its effective use of the
circumstances of the occasion, its courtesy, and especially for what
it ‘does not say. This discourse, while not necessarily a model to
be rigidly followed in detail, is a perennial pattern of the true
spirit of & missionary address especially for its readiness to enter
Into the sympathies and feelings of his auditors. He does not
expect them to come to him but he comes to them; “as certain
even of your own poets have said.” Ii Paul on the Areopagus
had violently assailed Athenian customs or even spent his brief
address in showing how the Psalms are loftier and deeper than
any Greek poetry, while he might have held his place as an
Apostle to the Gentiles, he would have thrown serious doubts over
his own inspiration. dl

{Lo be continued.)
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OR CERTAIN CHARACTERISTICS OF THREE VERSIONS OF HOLY SCRIPTURE
PUBLISHED BY THE BRITISH AND FOREIGN BIBLE SOCIETY.*

By Brsucre

] BEGIN by expressing my regret that my turn as translator felltu me, as you know, af a time when I had no expectation of it,
owing to the inability of members, who preceded me on the roll, to
take their turn. 1 had sndeed for some time proposed, whenever my
turn should come, to take for my subject passages of Holy Scripture
in the versions commonly used by us; but I had not as yet made
my selection. And when [ named, almost at random, a passage
from the Old Testament and another Irom the New, it did not occur
to me that the latter embraced a context of remarkable difficulty,
which is scarcely a fair. test of the general merits of a version. ]
wish to say further that I have endeavoured, as far as possible, to
translate the Chmese as if i had been ignorant of the original, and
of any other version of it; and also to obtain my Teacher’s opinion,
whenever I referred to him, unbiassed by suggestions of my own.
Both the one and the other are, however, purposes not easy to
attain.

Some minor clauses of the sentences translated from the «dr-d
seem distinctly susceptible of two rendermgs, one of which is, and
the other is not, the true one. Notwithstanding opinions to the con-
trary, [ venture to think that a certain degree of ambiguity is near]
unavoidable in Chinese composition, unless we overload it wit
pronouns and particles. And if we do so the result is sentences
after the German model, alien to the Chinese idiom, which tend to
interrypt and weary the thought and intelligence of the reader. A
characteristic of Bishop Schereschewsky’s version 1s, undoubtedly,
his conscrentions endeavour to reproduce the full meaning of the
Hebrew original; yet it seems to me that the value of this version—
so wonderful a monument of scholarship and industry as it is—is
* Tho following paper was read before o meeting of the Hangchow Missionary

Association, when the writer was requested to offer it to the Editor of the Recorder
for publication. She Hanechow Association was set on foot some six or seven
years ago, with the two-fold object of promoting amougst the members the study
of written Chinese, and an acquaintance with that class of literature with which
Missionaries are Most concerned. Christian Tracts aud Books, portions of the
Confucian Classics and Schoolbonks, Buddhist and other non-Christian Tracts
have all, from time to time, been transtated for the Association. ‘Specimens of
versions of the Bible have now for the first time beev submutted. [tis the rule of
the that, after the reading of the translation, cach member in turn is
cabled upon to criticise the performance, the translator defending his own render-
ing, or uccepting Che emendation, as the case may bo. Aud finally the translator
is asked for his written opinion on the general merits of his subject, which are
further discussed by the meeting, each member in turn having on opportunity of
expressing his views. The passares translated on this occasion were Deut. 1V. 1
to 20, 1u the Delegates’ Win-li,and Bishop Schereschewsky’s Mandarin, versions;and 2 111. 1) the Delegates’, the Southern Mandarin, and the Mandarico
of the Pcking Committee. All the versions ure published by the British andBible Society. The translator's were accepted by the Meet-
ing yonerally as correct on the whole, and hia view of the characteristics of the
Yersions illustrated by the translations waa likewise generally approved.
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seriously impaired by the un-chinese reiteration of pronouns, and
concatenation ot subordinate clauses, which are the result * of the
endeavour. 4

Now, to compare briefly the two versions before us of Deut. rv.
1-20, with each other and with the English Version—I confess
at once that, as & presentation to the Chinese reader of the general
meaning of Moses, I preter the Delegates Win-li to the Bishop’s
mandarin. The former, if is true, contains, as I conceive, one
serious error in verse 19, and several minor inaccuracies. But
allowing for these, I think that each verse of the Chinese prsents a
fair equivatent of the corresponding verse in our English Bible,
and that a Chinese reader is more likely to obtain a fair notion of
the whole context from the Wiin-li than from the Mandarin.t

In verse 19 the Delegates appear to have chosen to refer the
relative “ which,” by a very strong eilipsis, to the worship of the
heavenly bodies as its antecedent, and not to the heavenly bodiesthemselves. As if it ran ;—‘ which worship the Lord hath divided
unto ete.” Only so can I account for the strange assertion they
have ascribed to Moses ;—“ The millions of the world have actually
worshipped them (the heavenly bodies) and moreover your God,
Jehovah, has tolerantly suffered it.” For such a reference of the
relative I find ne support in the Hebrew, so far as I can judge
of it, or in the Septuagmt, Vulgate, or Luther’s German; nor yet in
the three or four Commentaries I have consulted. Another error
of this version, I venture to think, is the rendering of the word
represented by “ordinances” in English, by “ritual precepts”
("6 4%,)1n Chinese. Neither the Hebrew Lexicon nor versions or
commentaries support such a rendering; the original word, in all
its Meanings, having to do wth the office of a judge rather than a
i riest.

In both these places the mandarin is obviously to be preferred.
On the other hand the almost punctilious endeavour to reproduce
the Hebrew phraseology with all its peculiarities has occasioned a
serious sacrifice of Chinese idiom, not to say, in one place at least,
some doubtful grammar. This place is at verse 7 of our Chapter,
where, possibly, an early misprint exists. The sentence, as I find
it, seems to resist all fair attempts to construe it. Some relief
would be afforded by the omission of the first 9% #9]; or one might

RRE SM AOE ES Le RRA ge IE T doperhaps read, APM RH
not pretend that tis is idiomatic Chinese, but thas it will construe,
and give approximately the same senso as the English Bible gives.
“i write these lines with a deep feeling of regret that Bishop Sohereschewaky's

continued indieposition makes it iu:possible for me to lay my views before him
personally, as @ atudent, very tar indeed beneath him in attainments, but
onimated by the same desire, which actuated him in his gigantic single-handed
oF to procure for the Chiuese the worthiest possible version of the Wordor God.

T I am not here to be understood as saying that I think classical Chinese a better
literary medium for the average render than mandarin, which is not my opinion:
but that, for Chinamen who can read both, the Win-li of the Delegates is likely
fo speak Blosea' meaning more adequately thau the Bishop’a version.

Ocsober. |
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The 9th and 18th verses seem to me encumbered by the concatena-
tion of subordinate clauses and the repetition of pronouns. dere
however I confess that my Teacher does not support my criticism;
and as J have no native scholar wholly unacquainted with the sub-
ject whose opimion [ might compare with his, I am glad on his
authority to think the style less obscure than it seems to me.

On the other hand I have found that the Catechists, who
read the Church lessons in the covgregation, usually prefer the
Delegate’s version of the Old Testament as more intelligible, and
hander for turning into the vernacular.

I come next to say a few words on the three versions repre-:
sented by 2 Cor. mz. These are virtually buf two, if 16 be true that
the Southern Mandarin, so called, 1s a version made for the Bible
Society, from the Win-li of the Delegates, by a Chinese scholar on his
own responsibility. A comparsion of the two in this difficult chapter
certainly tends to corroborate this account of the origin of the
Southern maucarin. Tn each instance of deviation from the authorized
English, or of free handling of a phrase in the original the two-are at
One. Jn both alike 2 #& stand for In both gavepodpever
‘( You) being manifestly,” is treated as an attribute of the letter, which
is styled by the one 49 #f and by the other 4 4A G& &y Ag, at the
obvious expense of the masculine plural participle of the Greek.
Both alike ignore the draxovia of verses 7, Sand 9. In verse 17 they
agree in taking ‘spirit’ as the subject of the proposition. And on
two confessedly difficult phrases where modern authorities, lke
Meyer and Winer, or like Alford and Stanley, are at variance, the
Delegates and Southern Mandarin are at one; viz; in the rendering ofin ¥. 13, and of in v. 8. The only
difference between them worth notice is that whereas in v. 18 the
Delegates render redéo (wrongly I think) by 3, the Mandarin (also
wrongly) omits it altogether.

In distinction from the paraphrastic style of these two versions,
that of the Peking Committee obviously aims at a full and faithful
rendering of the Greek ‘Text, and succeeds ina great measure 1
the attempt, especially 1f we read into the texs the alternative
rendering of vs. 7? sqq.

In the two disputed passages, vs 13 and 18, this versicn
adheres tothe view of the authorized Knghsh, making, avexedvns-6usvot agree with xdavuza, and rendering ‘ using 3
bright mirror to gaze.”

On the whole, blots more or less serious notwithstanding, |
venture to think 1b possible for a thoughtful student io gather the
Apostles’ meaning, in his by no means easy argument, from either
of the three versions before us.

In each of them I find the following points of the argument
presented distinctly enough. There is first the gently ironical protest
arainst the notion that their teacher and friend could need letters of
introduction either to the Corinthians themselves, or to any one
else ;—his true letter of credence being the fact of their conversion,
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by his mimistry but an actual miracle of the Holy Spirit ;—this
letter, laid up in his heart yet also famous andsignificant throughout
the Christian world, is offered as his only credentials to doubters
wherever there are any. Lhere is next the Apostle’s disclaimer of
self confidence,—the avowal that his qualification for the ministry of
the New Covenant is all derived from God.

The mention of the ministry suggests a statement of its dignity,
in the threetold prandetr of its subject matter, the New Covenant;
which, as spiritual, justifying and enduring, transcends thus the
ministry of the Law, which was literal, condemuatory and transitory,
and which carried, from the first, a presage of its trausitoriness in
the brief radiance of Moses’ face.

Then follows a renewed avowal of the Apostolic ground of con-
fidence ;—Moses needed the veil to hide the close of the quickly
fading gleam of heaven on his face,—token of the impermanence of
his covenant, of which to this day the Jews remain still unaware,
not because Moses 1s veiled any longer, but the veil has been
transterred to lis readers’ hearts. We Christians use no such veil.
The spiritual glory irradiating us, reflected in the bright mirror of
the Gospel from an unsetting Sun, knows not the disgrace of
vanishing. We have nothing to conceal, and, by our stedtast gaze
onthe unsetting, unwaning luminary, the Holy Spirit works in us
a growing comformity to the bright object itself, the glory of
the Lord.

This outline, I venture to say, may be consirncted almost as
well from either of our three Chinese versions as from our dear
Eoglish Bible itself.

Let me add in conclusion that, if we sometimes long for a
version, which shall:be at once good Chinese, and a faithful, but
net servile, reproduction clause for clause of sacred narrative, or
psalm, or precept, or prayer, we ought not therefore to undervalue
the approximations to such a version which we possess. We shall
not do so, lam confident, but shall gratefully acknowledge the
achievements of our forerunners and contemporaries, if we take the
trouble to inform ourselves concerning versious into other languages,
and notably concerning the famous Septuagint which was in the
hands of our Lord and the first Christians. By Jews and by many
eminent Christians this greaf version was at one time earnestly
believed to have been made under the influence of a special
inspiration. Yet we should be discouraged indeed if we had found
either of the chapters read to night so widely different from the
original, or made, I will venture to add, with so partial an acquaimt-
ance with the original languages, as very many verses of the Greek
Old Testament are found to be when compared with the Hebrew
Text. I have ventured this remark on the strength of my own
reading. But lest it should be thought that I am overstating
the case I refer my readers to the Article on the LXX by the late
Professor Selwyn, in Smith’s Dictionary of the Bible.

October. |
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K'ANG-H)I’S SYSTEM OF INITIALS COMPARED WITH THE
SANSKRIT CONSONANTS.

By &. H, Parker.

\V/ © shall now proceed to examine what K'ang-hi cails the Twelve
Bg ft Gr, which are divided into two groups, the first group

having reference to “open sounds,” [} AF), such as «4, ¢, ang,
ény, i, au, at, (ei, not existing) én, az, éu, and eo; and the second to
“close sounds” such as wa, we, eng, wéng, wu, (cau, not existing}.
‘cai, wel, wén, wan, (icéu, not existing), io. Thus the differentiator
of the two groups is simply the prefix w. ack group has six initial
consonants, 4, c/, cf, (f. e. Italiane) ési, 4, and /. These become in,
the second group Ae, chic, ew, tsto, fic, and pw. This, at least, is a
rough sketch of a.scheme which will need our careful and elaborate
analysis with a view to reducing 1t to order. Omitting the Hankow
and Szchuan dialects, whose utility for philological purposes is
absorbed in those of Peking and Yangchow, we proceed to give, in
six dialects, the actual modern sounds of K‘ang-hi’s charaoters as
collected from living speech. [See Zadie}.

There 1s much matter for reflection in the table before us.
Taking the initials first, we observe there are two classes: the words
under the first four imtials are evidently selected because they
represent not only the upper tone series, but the even tone as well.
There 1s no exception as to series mm the even tones, the two
characters Ef and ##@ having two sounds, and being evidently used
here with the upper sonud. And where it has not been possible
to use the even tones, as in the cases of Rg 25 £9 ff 54 GE AE RF
K‘ang-hi has, for some reason not apparent te us, invariably
preferred the entering tone. His selections are unsatisfactory, for
Rg 18 in most dialects read in the departing tone, whilst MB, #8 and
$ are oftener read with the lower eutermg tone than wich tho
upper. Still, surveying the table from the broad standpoint of
six widely diverging dialects, we are enabled to see clearly :—

1], That it is mtended to use the | 48 where possible.
2. That, where not possible, it is intended to ues the F A.
3. That, in intending these things K‘ang-hi is always right in

come dialect.
The next point is that the four initials are evidently intended

to be &; ch or és; At; avd chi or ési. This involves a very serious
change in our notions of what the Chinese standard iuitials are or
were conceived by them to be. ‘Lhe distinction between ch and és
is not so material as the distinction between ch or fs and chi or ési.

Tbe & initial ig most satisfactory, for, in almost every single
case, a pure and unqualified f exists to this day. The exceptions
ara two, 30 and Fe. ihe first character seems to have uo other use
than to represent the sound ‘ya in the Sanskirt word Shakyamuni
or Asdkyamuni, It is remarkable that the character fa bas nowhere

[September-



YODERN SOUNDS OP RUANG-HI'S CHARACTERS IN SIX DIALECTS.

A | B&B [ang] ®NG? y | ag! AL | EX | gw] BU 7 oO |
ING IN; 6] WU] CE| S| A | we) Be) RB) ORT) AY Oh

Orro | 1} Rl Re | wo | OB OB Bo | FS | i | OF
Al jm) a) mt] | RR) S| B | i | F

Or; No NOWOT character! | | fH | SS | BR lchamcee! | | KF! RH | F
(ic, lieLi eR) @ | @ | RH{ x | we | RB | wR

J | 2B} wR | HR | OO | | BR «=f A] RR | OR | OB
Peking chin | chte | Kane | keog | chi {| Kao | kai kin | kon | kou | kako
Yangchorw chin | chia | kang cbich'a | koa | kao kéeneg | kon | keo { = keo
Weachow) yr | kocis { djie | ken | koe | | ko | ko k> | ko |} kaw | ko

kaykia] kio | konng | keing*/| k’ao | koa | kai koung kang } kaa kea | keaks | ke | kong | kéng } ket ¢ kou | koi ken | kon | «kag | koka | kio | kong | kang | ke | kao | koi ken kien! kon | kea | ke
Peking ch’s | ché | chaog chih {| chao chin | cban | choa | C'SYaogchow: CH | tea | chie | teang | [| tsz | tem teln.g | chiei [| tseo | |.Weachow) .. | tsa | tsio | tsio | tang | ter | tside teang | tso | teu fy
POOCHOT chin | tiek | tiong | ting | i fj trea iting ching; chieng | chia | yi. bisCoton | LS | chin | chit | chong | ching | chi {| chin chen | chim | chao | iit
Hakka tin )«6©| «(chet 6] | «chin |) = 6 | chao chin tsam cebu | Isat:

chino &e
Peking chia chie | chiong { ching {| cht | chino | kai chio chin | chien chin jchio, chitechia | chio | chiang | ching | chi | chioa itsne chine ching | chici | chia chiak kakpy | ko | cio | koa | cing ct | ko | ka cng | cio | cio | ki
Foochow ky «ckounghoog, «king | ki | kaa | kai king | kieog | kia kia : kea kadx

Canton kn { kit | koug ikiog kang, ker | kan | kai kein «6 «so S kau k’an!) = kank
Hakia ka | ket, «kong [kinkaoy; kro | kaa | ka kim | Kee, Kien ken | x

Poochow
Canton
Hakks

lahio chiuo
Peking
Yaogchow; OH

Foochow | _%
Canton | TSI

chiechiia| chinng | ching | chi | chino
chio | chiang | ching | cht | chiostsi «=| «(dome 6) |
chia | chioug jhing chiang, chao | chientso | tsar | teintsia «| | =| | = Pe tsa |

ching | chien | chia | chuoching | | chia | chiak
tsange | (sio | tsi | Cla
ching | chieng chin chin} chioktsun | (sim | tsaa | echwok
tsin | {siam | ? tsa | {soxtaro

Peking la avg | ing f~ tt | tao | Ya in | ten | We | OeYangchow! { a lisoe | lug ¢ Ie | How | Ito ling | Be | ohm fty | laly| liso | ling | Ko | tee | ko ling | to |} do} y.
Poochory la liong | Jing | No | Kea | lave li | dang beng | hu | ye
Canton la ling | Jing | fet | lia | Jar] } fem f ko | bo | yayakin Isj | le® | hong | lin | = | Nao | foi lim { Ion, hen | he | Hiok
PekingYangchom| J | js® | yo jing jéo | ah | jca nonjo | jang | jéne | @rh | ja0 oan 2 Sfin «| yet | jo | 8 jakzi «=|: zing «|| ae Oe poe a a

nin siopgyong; ing | +! — {nten ogiou Ing v.odng; yoog | yia | yoKyo | youg | ying | & | pte yeo | inyio | yao | yok2 pying | yon | yiu | sgwk
® Tho asterisk means that the sound exists in tho distect, but that the character chosen by B'acg.hi is quite unknown in practics.Tho ¢, 18 6 stort

&, of a in the entering tone. It docs not mean that it is the short sound in the Cantoneso and Pekingese $e (Lim or ken).
Sy

Véenchow
Poochow | OFCanton |
Hakks
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two sounds whilst its bastard child 1s actually pronounced cia and
kia respectively in Wénchow and Joochow in each case against the
genius of the dialect, and for the word Hsakyamuni only. The
following is therefore our conclusion. That kia was the pronun-
ciation of #f when the Buddhists came and invented i. That,
notwithstanding the gradual lapse into chia in the northand ka in
the south, the tradition of the word Hsdkyamunt had, when K‘ang-hi
wrote, preserved a sound kia or ka which in reality was (and is)
foreign to the modern language of China proper, (3.e. the region of
Kwan hiwe or the old empire of China), and this to such an extent that,
whereas tradition caused a soft sound to be hardened north of the
River, for the same reason it caused it to be softened south of the
river. Then, $0 is a false initial introduced by pardonable accident.

The other exception is #g. Tins may have been a colloqmal
character once, and possibly there might have been some colloquial
sound A’ hovering about north China. Now, however, the charac-
ter appears for all practical purposes to be a useless and mystifying
one, unknown alike to serious literature and force. We think,
however, that we may quote ourselves as the vestige of existing
authority on the subject. lf reference be made toa paper entitled 4
Comparative Study of Chinese Dialects in the Asiatic Society's Journal
for 1877, it will be found that there is a “ characterless”’ Pekingress
word cht meaning the “sht in a gown.” Tf similar reterence be
made to comparative lists of characterless words published from
time to time in the Ching Review, it will be found that similar
characterless words with the same meaning exist in Foochow, Can-
ton, and Hakka, namely: ‘hae’ ‘kei and ‘k%. In Yangchow the
same slit is called ‘ch't or ch'a, so that we have the right tone in the
north, the right sound in the extreme south, and a wavering of
souncs in the centre.

With regard to the initial ch or ts, it will be noticed that és 13
quite as common as zsh {ch},—the old Scriptural question of the
Shibbaleth. Peking and Canton take ch (tsk) throughout. Yang-
chow and Wénchow take fs before an? or ii). Ts ig wnpronounce-
able in Foochow, so they either keep the sibilant soft or omut 1t
altogether. Hakka alone has the three forms ¢, és, and ésh.

The initial Ai is very interesting and regular. North of the
River it is softened with almost absolute uniformity. In the south
it is as invariably hardened ; whilst at Wénchow the remarkable ce
initial exists—-sometimes like &/, sometimes like chz, and sometimes
like ch, and yet never exactly any of the three. Just as in the Hakka
which I studied it is impossible to distinguish between ker, and kien,
so in Wénchow chung is softened into ciung, and Arun hkewise into
clung. In the same way at Yangchow there is no distinction between
ci, ie, and tei, so that, (the x final not existing), Fi and #7 are both
pronounced either chiei or chei or chie in that last named dialect.

As to the initial cht or ési, it will be noticed that there are as
many hard (i.e. és) instances ag soft (t.e. ch or tsk) in our six dialects.
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It is remarkeble that Yangchow-softens all these, Canton does the
reverse, whereas in the case of the ef or és initial the facts were just
the reverses. It is interesting to find that K‘ang-hi selects the
character BE for illustration. Besides its regular pronunciation of
chié, it basin Peking a moribund one of chia. As pointed out on
Page 24 of the Asiatic Society’s Journal for 1877, this sound is not
piven im Sir Thomas Wade’s Syllabary.

To sum up therefore; the four first imtials are divided
into two groups of two. A and és are the first group. Ki and fs:
are the second. Probably the Shibboleth question has never been
conceived by the Chinese at all: that is, the difference between $
and sh; ts and fsh (ch); tsiand chi. As I have pointed ont else-
where, 16 is important that those who interest themselves in philolo-
gical questions should not allow the arbitrary signs or letters which
we are bound to employ to entangle their conceptions of sound.
Neither s or 4 has any essential connection with the siblant which
we perforce write sh, ch, sch, si, sei in Bnglish, French, German,
Dutch, and Italian. The Spaniards appear to have no conception
of this sound, (apart from other languages), nor the Greeks. The
Russians have a special letter, and it is to be regretted that it 28 too
cumbrous and uncouth to be introduced for purposes of cosmopo-
hitan philology. The Greeks having no B (for 8 is pronounced hke
v); are obliged to wnte wpeLL & Co., when they wish to express the
sound pet, & Co. The connection of M and P with B is no more
essential than that of sand #4 with the entirely different sound si.

There is no difficulty about the initial 7, which is regular
throughout. There is often a tendency to replace /, by #, but that
ig 4 minor point irrelevant to the main question.

What the / initial originally was will be a troublesome question.
I am inclined to think that just ‘as the difference between ¢ and sh
may not have been conceived by the ancient Chinese so the difference
between z and 2 (as your and azure; leszar and leisure may not have
distinctly eritered their minds. Therefore, just as (owing to our
poverty in letters) I am obliged to say ¢s or ch, so I am obliged to
Say 8 OY 7. The question whether the Peking initial 7 is 7, y, or the
French 7, is often discussed with want of intelligence by students
of Pekingese. The answer is that the initial is what it 1s. i
English 7 is pronounced so softly that it sounds like the Peking
j, then that + is that 7 and consequently that 7 is the same as
that +. So with the y or the French ;. Moreover, some Pekingese
speakers according to their origin speak it harder than others, Just
as amongst English speakers no Scotchman, however English in
breeding, ever mauls his 7, and no Irishman ever leaves out his 4.
Assuming thatthe ancient initial was z, we have both and &
accounted for. The z has softened into 2h (i.e. J) just as s has
softened into hs, #3 into ch &e. The finals must again be postponed.
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THE TRUTH ABOUT OPIUM—A REVIEW.
By Dr, DUDGEON.

[PHE Three Lectures under the above heading, delivered inLondon last year by Mr. Brereton, a solicitor in Hongkong,
and issued by the publishers to the India office, are very remarkable.
I have never read a work so full of sweeping and unsubstantiated
statements. The most rabid utterances of the most enthusiastic
missionary sink into absolute insignificance beside these bold self-
assertions of this lawyer. He states his opinions with an assevera-
tion worthy of a L5th century professor of Dogmatic Theology. As
a sample of the strong and unguarded statements interspersed
on every page, take the followmg—‘“the false and mischievous
teaching of the Anti-opium Society,” “riding a hobby to death,”
“desperate men advocating a hopeless cause,” “ Grasping at shadows
to support their theories,” “the false assumptions and fallacious
theories,” ‘opium on the brain,” “The totally unfounded, mere
shadowy figments, phantasies and delusions’ “(a species of very
minute pulverisation of language), “foul and untenable charges,”
“statements of fanatical missionary clergymen,” ‘ extraordimary
haliuctnations, strange delusions wild schemes, monstrous and
unfounded allegations,” “the history of the Society presents but
a record of energies wasted, talent misapplied, wealth uselessly
squandered, charity perverted and philanthropy run mad” and
SO On Gd The silliness, 1gnorauce and illogical reasoning
of the book are its own best refutation. It does nob deserve a
sober review. As the price of the book is somewhat deterrent I
mropose to enter more fully into a review of it, with the view of
showing the reader how paltry a work it Js. The home public and
especially those who heard the lectures delivered, are hardly iu a
position to expose the fallacies which are everywhere apparent to
students of China and the Chinese. The writer's object 1s to shew
the groundlessness of the charges brought against the Indian
Government on the score of their opium trade with China. He
claims to speak from ample experience, with no personal object
or in the interest of any party, but merely a wish to dispel
the most mischievous results which this unfounded delusion, which
has taken possession of the public mind, has produced. Onitside

the rexion of party politics no subject, we are told, has mvolved
so much controversy and about none are so widely different
opinions prevalent. One party accuses the Indian Government of
cultivating a drug with the acquiescence and support of the Imperial
Government and forcing it upon China for the purpose of adding
seven or eight millions sterling to the revenue, that merchants
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participate in this trade for gain; that the custom of smoking opium
is destructive to the physiscal and demoralizing to the moral nature
of its voteries; that China regards the trafic with horror and that it
hinders the spread of Christianity. The opposite opinion if is said
is held by all the foreign residents in China excepting the mission-
aries, Of this large number not 1 per cent will be found who will
not tell you that the Anti-opium Society’s views are utterly pre-
posterous, false and artificial; that opium smoking is a harmless if
not absolutely beneficial practice; that it produces no decadence
in mind or body; that the allegations as to its demoralising effect
are simply ridiculous; that the custom is universai throughout China;
that it has probably been so for more than a thousand years; and
that the practice is only limited by the means of procuring the
drug. Such is the writer's experience. [t 1s corroborated by others,
therefore he asserts it as fact. This antiquity and universalzty of
the practice is repeated more than a score of times, the proot
adduced being the mention by some one (most probably Dr. Edkins)
who translated the poem of Suche incorrectly, as l have elsewhere
shown, speaks of the use of opium as prevalent in the llth century
instead of gruel made from the seeds or a decoction of the capsules
because mentioned in a poem of the period.

Notwithstanding the assumption of the universal prevalence of
the habit, we are gravely informed that China 1s a poor country and
that only the well-to-do can afford to smoke like people in England
who can afford to drink tea, wine, beer and smoke tobacco. But is
it not a fact that the very poorest with us drink tea and smoke
tobacco, a conditition deeply regretted by the medical faculty. So
iS it m Chima with regard to opium and spirits. It is the poor who
are chiefly addicted to them and first because they are poor,
paradoxical as the assertion may seem. And if the poor pre-
dominate in China, as unquestionably they do, how then can the
habit be general and universal { he reason for this belief we are
told is, that foreigners mix daily with the Chinese, know their
ways, hear them talk, and buy and sell to them. Such reasoning
might suit the discussion of its imnocuousness or otherwise but
what has it to do with the prevalence of the habit in all Chinaf
No class of foreigners at the Treaty Ports, and we presame it holds
true also of the British colony of Hongkong, which is not included
in China, and least of all the merchant class, who do not speak the
language of the people, has had much if any social intercourse with
them. Few foreigners are admitted into the “holy of holies” of
a Chinese family. We are likewise informed that this island colony
1s the place where the consequences of opium smoking in their
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fullest force would be found. {t is the head-quarters of the trade,
the Dept from which all other parts of China are supplied with the
drug. It 1s the port whence prepared opium is exported to the
Chinese in all other parts of the world; the natives there get better
we ges and make larger profits and therefore are better able to enjoy
the luxury of the pipe. And yet the evils of the habit are not
found there in the slightest degree. Efforts to find the rictims of
the dreadful drug have proved unsuccessful. Among the lawyer’s
clients there were not five per cent who did not smoke opium and of
some 500 persons in all he has ever known, none ever shewed
any symptoms of decay. The only sign of opium smokmg observed
was the discoloration of the teeth, stmular to that caused by tobacco,
which he endeavours over and over to prove is the more injurious
practice. We had no idea opium smoking lead to such frequent
hiigation among its votaries. We believed the habit to be a quiet,
unobtrusive and peaceful practice. Surely 95 per cent of the
native population of Hongkong is not addicted to the habit. Are
not all opium smokers also tobacco smokers and might not the
ciscolorvation of the teeth be due as much to the one as to the other f
At all events it would be difficult to apportion out the blame. The
absence of the tooth-brush might also perhaps reasonably bear
part of the responsibility. But is Hongkong the best field for
observation of the consequences of opium smoking? We hardiy
think so, There is the restraint of public opiion, created and
jostered by the foreign community; there 1s occupation for mind and
body and instead of higher wages and larger profits adding to the
opium consumption, the reverse will probably be found the. case.
Rising markets and higher wages at home have only resulted in a
deficit in our last year’s drink bill. The luxuries and comftarts of
a western kind to which these Chinese subject of ours aspire, better
houses, clothing and education for their children, more splendid
interment at death for themselves, the amassing of wealth which
is the Chinaman’s greatest ambition, the habit of regularity in
busmess necessitated by contact with foreigners, notions of res-
pectability, better food supplies, ventilation, water supply and
drainage, these end other things make Hongkong exceptional in my
Opinion. In former days when the laws of the mainland were chiefly
enforced, it might have been so, but not now where all restraint 1s
withdrawn and shops are everywhere, with some exceptions, allowed
to sell, not opium, but foreign medicine and smoking dens gre
publicly allowed and edicts are disregarded. Poverty, corruption, and
misgovernment are rampant, the people are badly and insufficiently
fed, clothed and housed, education of the young is comparatively
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neglected, the native cultivation of the poppy is flaunting its randy
flowers everywhere and fhe emperor and officials are Lving and
administering their government, very largely at present upon opium
taration. All this is different in Hongkong, the island of fragrant
streams, not so called, however on account of the opium aroma
permeating the round globe where ever a pigtail is to be found.

two or three firms, 1b 1s dented that the merchants
are making “ pricely fortunes” out of the trade. Formerly 1b was
not so when the great British firms of Hongkong, Canton and
Shanghai were largely, if not almost exclusively, engaged in the
trade. Those opium kings have now been dethroned, have died
immensely wealthy or, as im some cases, in peuury or have come to
an untimely end, which some have, most uncharitably, we think,
ascribed to an avenging providence, and now the enriching trade
has fallen almost entirely into Jewish and Parsee hand. This cone
finement of the trade to a few Indian firms is not, we are told, owing
to the Hnitish merchants holding opium to be an unclean thing.
Holding the trade to be perfectly proper and legitimate, there is
not a British firm which would not engage in it to-morrow, if it
proved a source of profit. Before now some British merchants have
retired from opium trading firms rather than injure their conscience.
They at least had eyes and heart to see the ruin the drug was causiny
among their fellow men. One American firm, we have been told,
stamped its goods as not being engaged in the opium trade and I
very much question whether there are not even now in Shanghai,
Hongkong and elsewhere, high-souled merchants who would scorn
to engage in any trade, however profitable, which pandered to the
vices and inimoralities of the Chinese. As 2 salve to the stricken
conscience we have known retired opium merchants start opium
asylums 11 China and subscribe munificently to the funds of the
Anti-oplum bdociety.

I shall not here enter upon the question of the ease and rapidity
with which the habit is formed, of the difficulty of its abandonment,
ot the very small percentage af those who can, for a time, take it at
odd times and let it alone according to pleasure, of the great
tendency to increase the dose if means allow and such hike questions.
Generalities are apt to be misunderstood and exceptional cases are
adduced in opposition to the general tendency of the habit. I have
been at some pains to divide out the smokers into classes with a
view to decide the disputed question of its injury to body and purse.
take the following figures as approximative. Among the well-to-
do the proportion of smokers may be 10 per cent, among the poor
20 per cent, among the general adult male population in cities say
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30 per cent, 9 non-opium cultivating country districts, among
males 2 or 3 per cent, among the females 1 or 2 per cent.
Among the smokers the proportion of the sufficiently well off may
be 20 per cent, of poor 80 per cent. In regard to the subject of
distinguishing opium smokers, of those who smoke regularly 80 per
cent are easily distinguished and 20 per cent not perhaps so easily,
unless to the highly practised eye. Of those who smoke not so
regularly as to times but where habit must still be satisfied, who
attend to busines regularly more than 10 per cent are easily
distinguished. All who smoke ashes, that is the inveterate, old and
confirmed smokers, are easily recognised; of those who eat ashes
that is the very poorest, he that ruus may read, they are in a still
worse plight. Of the regular smokers whose habit must be gratified
at a certain fixed time there may be 60 to 70 per cent; of those who
can put off on account of engagements etc. for a short time 30 to
40) per cent. Of these irregular smokers as to hours there are those
who have and those who ave not leisure, all however have the habit
OY ei. Of so-called moderate smokers there may be 20 to 30 per
cent with a strong tendency to merge into the immoderate class of
whom there are from /0 to 80 per cent. These latter cannot get up
in the mornmg, cannot sleep at might and so business is neglected.
When the smoker 1s asked what quantity be smokes, he almost
invariably tries to palhats and mitigate the dose; he says he smokes
but little,; but observe him on the couch of an evening and he
takes long continued mbalations. When he enters our asylum he
tells the same untruth, mimmising the evil, but this is soou found
out, the graduated remedial measure proving inswiicient for his yn.
Loss of time and hence neglect of busmess ts one of the most common
of the resultant evils and thus affecting the wealth of the individual.
This 1s so among the ligh officials who require every morning
to appear at the audience. They are roused up with the greatest
difficulty, require to have their pipe before goimg, their servants
require to keep pressing them on and they arrive at the Palace too
late. The soldiers on duty fail to be at their posts at the opening
of the city gates or at parade and the officers are deceived im Various
Ways. The merchant appears too late on the exchange or market
to transact business with profit, and must take what is left and at
higher prices. The handicraftsmen are forestalled in their work by
their non-smoking confreres. The farmer rises late to find his farm
servants neglecting the farm and when he goes to market with his
grain comes late and is obliged to take whatever price 1s offered.
When the habit is abandoned all this is changed, the smoker
becomes a new creature physically; he becomes fat where once he
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was spate and lean, his face loses its dusky hue, his home is happy.
His wife and the children borne to him before the habit was con-
tracted (for any born during his addiction to the pipe are sickly and
rarely live) rejoice in better clothing and more comfort, business
flourishes aud he invites his benefactor to a feast, erects a tablet
to commemorate his release, placards his district with bills setting
forth his cure, sends his children to school and the chance is
that he will become a Christian, to the first missionary who passes
that way. And all this is not ephemeral. Ihave seen cases of
backsliding especially among the young and unmarried but 1 know
also of numerous cases where they have faithfully eschewed. the evil
for twenty years, and given every promise of holding on. Their
gratitude at the deliverance is unbounded.

Who has not known of wealthy families reduced to beggary by
opium ; wealthy magnates whose sons continued the practice till the
family patrimony disappeared and no member of it survives. A
large number of the houses owned by foreigners in Peking were
purchased from their former owners by virtue of straitened circum-
stances caused chiefly by opium smoking. Large numbers of high
class houses, some of them small palaces, have been offered me for
sale, from similar causes. We are told by Col. Mesny that opium
smoking officials are but poor officers. They are usually weak-
minded people unfit for anything, and generally untrustworthy.

Not more than 2 or 3 per mille smoke without apparent injury.
Such persons must have three qualifications which are rarely found
in the smoker (1) wealth (2) good living (3) a perseverance and
constancy of purpose. Rarely do these three meet in one individual.
The two following cases have been reported to me. An official
70 years of age, had smoked for 50 years 7 mace daily. tHe was

very lean. He did everything by clock work, sleep, meals and
work. He buried his opium in the earth for one hundred days to
free it from it heating properties or “fire” as it 1s called. He took
a mouthful repeatedly during the day but never indulged long 1n
it at once. He laid down the pipe at once when he had reached
nis imposed limit. It never became a plaything with him to wile
away the time and turn night into day. He kept fixed hours,
retired to rest at a certam hour, and xezer transgressed. He
nourished his body on the richest soups, ate abundance of mutton,
duck, fowl etc. The other was a fat man of 50 years of age who
had smoked for 30 years and he also observed the strictest regu-
larity in all things.

(To be continued.)
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Missinnaty
Owing to @ press of wmatier we are obliged the hold over

Correspondence and Book Notices.

Births, & Deaths. AT Peking, October 15th, Mr. Ousson,
of the B. and F’. Bible Society, toMissBIRTHS.

At Chefoo, on September 19th, by Rev.
M. T. Yates D.D., assisted by Rev.
C. W. Mater D.D., Rev. W. §S.
Waker of the Southern Baptist Mis-
sion, Shanghai, to Miss L. Mareer
of the American Presbyterian Mis-
Sion, Tang chow-foo.

On July Ist, in a railway accident in
the United States, S. I. McKee.,
Iisq., father of Rev. W. J. McKee,
of Ningpo.

On the 27th July, at the Berlin Found-
ling Hospital, Hongkong, Rev. I. W.
Lours of Fukwing, Rhenish Mission.

At Hanechow, on October 6th, the
infant daughter of Rev. and Mrs.
J. H. Sencewrex, Church Miasion.

At Hangchow, on October 10th, ELLEN
JENNINGS, wife of Rev. J. H. Sepae.-
wick, Churez Mission.

At Hongkong, on the 25th of May,
the wife of the Rev. W. Drernrca of
Fukwing, Bheuish Mission, of a son.

At Chongtshun, on the 16th of August,
the wife of the Rev. H. Zreater, of
the Basel Mission, of a dauahter.

AT Shanghai, August 3let, the wife of
Rev. AnpRew Dowstey, B.A. Church
of Scotland Missionary, Ichang, of a
son, Ogilvie Robert Kennedy.

At Hangehow, on the 7th September,
the wife of Rev. J. L. Starr,
American Presbyterian Mission,
South, of a son.

At Shanghai, Ootober 6th, the wife
of Rev. R. EB. Apsey, American
Presbyterian Mission, Nanking, of a
son, Robert Parsons.

At Hangchow, October 5th, the wife
of Rey. J. H. Sepcewrer, Church
Mission, of a daughter.

ARRIAGES.,

AT 36 Windsor Terrace, Glasgow, Scot-
land, on the second August, by the
Rev. Tromwas Barolay, M.A. of
Formosa, assisted by the Rey. James
M. Waught of Abbotsford Church,
the Rev. Joun C. Gibson, M.A. of
Swatoy, son of the late Professor
Gibson D.D., to Agues Gillespie,
only daughter of the late George
Barclay.

At the Cathedral, Shanghai, on October
6th, Mr. Geo. ANDREW and Nites
Jessic Frnptay, both of the China
Inland Mission.

ABRIVALS.—On September Ist, Rev.
C. Lerman, Mrs. Leaman and two
children of the American Presby-
terian Mission, Nanking, on their
return. Miss Reifsnider, M.D., to
join the Woman’s Union Mission,
Shanghai. On September 6th, Miss
Spencer to joiu the American
Episcopal Mission at

At Shanghai, October 4th, Rev.
V. C. Hart, Superintendent of the
American Methodist Episcopal Mis-
sion, Kiukiang, on his return; Dr.
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and Mra. Crews to join the same
Mission at Chung-king in Szech‘uen
Province;Rev. and Mrs. W. Longden
to commence work at Nanking in
connection with the seme Mission;
Rev. and Mrs. P. D. Bergen to join
American Presbyterian Mission at
Toj-nap-foo. key. and Mrs. Price
and three children to join the A. B.

_C. F. M. Mission in TLai-yuen-foo
Shans: Province.

At Shanghai, October 10th, Sir.and Mrs. Geo. and infant,
Miss Agnes Dowman and Miliss
Elizabeth Batland, to join the China
Inland Mission.

At Shanghai, October 11th, H.N.
Allen M. D., aud wife to join the
American Presbyterian Mission.

At shanghai, on October 15th
Mr. and Mrs. Williamson and two
children aud Miss. Horne of the
China Inland Mission ov their re-
turn; Messrs. O. Stevenson and H.
Dick to join the China Injand Mis-
sion at Neanking.

At Shanghai October 25th, Dr.
and Mrs. S. P. Barchet and family
of the Am. Missionary Union, Ning-
po, on their return; Rev. and Mrs, J.
Gilmour and family of the London
Mission, Peking on their retarn;Rev.
aud Mrs. Rees and child to join the
London Mission at Peking.

At Hongkong on October 16th,
Rev. Mr. Bonfield fo join the Lon.
don Mission at Amoy.

¥ *
Derparturrs,—Per steamer Laertes
Dr. H. R. Smith and family of the
American Presbyterian Mission,
Weihien, for U.S. A—Home ad.
dress, Martinsbarpgh,

Blarr Co.
Penn.

*.™
SHANGHAL—The American Presby-
terian Alission Press has issued a new

catalorue which can be obtained,
gratis, upon application. Under the
heading “Bocks published for the
Presbyterian Board of Foreign
Missions” are 10 Commentaries on
parts of the New Testament and
106 other books, principally Tracts,
In wiin-li and mandarin. Hesides
these there is a large collection of
Tracts belonging to the ‘Religious
Tract. Society” of London, all in
Chinese, School Books, Medical
works, books for students of the
Chinese langnage and last but nof
least the list of books published by
the School and Text Book Series
Committee. It is the most complete
catalogue ever issued by the
Mission Press.
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FE BEST METHOD OF PRESENTING THE GOSPEL TO THE CHINESE.
By Rey, ArtrHor H. Syird.

(Continued from page 409.)

i], PREACHING TO CHINESE CHRISTIANS.

Wf OCH of what has been said ander the preceding head, is equally
applicable here.

1, Praaching to Chinese Christians, should be of the most
praciica’ character. The obstacles to the establishment of a strong
Christian Church in China—whether they are external or internal,
are practical obstacles. They should be taken hold of ‘by the nub
end.’ There is some danger of our riding theological hobbies, of
discoursing upon Doctrine in the abstract, without making anything
concrete and vital to the Chinese. A sermon should not he 2
mere spy-glass with a great number of joints through which
it is hoped that some will catch a new and magnified view of truth.
It is too difficult for the Chinese to get the focus, and there 18 too
great danger of their looking through the wrong end, and seoing, if
indeed they see anything—only ‘the infinitely little.’ A. good
sermon should rather be likean inscription, projecting its characters
before the eye, with form and ‘substance, not. mere shadows, but
having length, breadth and thickness. If, in addition to this the
fipures can be made vital and animated with a living scene, onr
success will have been almost complete. The bulk of our Sabbath
audiences, even at their best, are mere children of a larger growth.
hey must be treated as such. Some of them absolutely require
pictorial narrative, and wil) assimilate nothing else. To some the
parables of Christ are the most effective vehicles of truth. Such
truth must be made, not only level fo the appreheusion of the
dullest, but it must be made applicable to each individual case. A
chapel should be a Gospel Dispensary, where every case should
receive its own diagnosis and, as far as possible, its own treatment.
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Imagine a Dispensary where the physician should prescribe to all
who came on one day a dose of rhubarb, and to al! who presented
themselves the next day, a blue pill! Our chapel preaching on
Sundays, should be as unlike this as possible. The foreign mission-
dry in China can not be, and can not become, a visiting pastor, as
we understand that term, except ag he does his work by proxy.
There is no remedy but to seek such opportunities as may be open
to him to reach individuals, and in pubhe discourses so to present
his truth as to hit mthe exact center known cases. He should
strive to strike every hearer at least once. He must show the man
who wishes to be baptized, but who can not give up his opium, that
Christianity came not to send peace but a sword. He must enforce
on the conscience of the mean max, that Chnistianity, hke idolatry,
1s to cost something. te must show the woman who has an idiot
son, whom she can not refrain from reviling and beatmg, that
Christ can make even her burden hghter, i she will but cast it upon
tam. His business, in short, is to make it practically apparent that
Christianity is the art of mght hving, and while he may seldom
think it wise to decide points of casuistry, he should teach princi-
ples, which, rightly applied, will enable his hearers to decide.
The difference between a principle and a rule is vital, 2t is the
difference between 2 compass and a railway track. The latter is
iron and inflexible. The former has a needle which is poised on a
pivot, and is subject fo variations in different latitudes, indeed the
whole binnacle swings m its gimbals m 2 condition of equilibrium,
yet the needle still points to the magnetic pote. We should try to
give a biblical compass to every convert. It 1s related that a little
prand-daughter of Dr. Emmons cane to him one day with the
inquiry, whether it is true as currently reported, that the Moon is
made ot Green Cheese. Instead of enlightening her darkness, the
shrewd old theciopian sent her back to tae Bible to ascertain the
point for herself. After a brief, and Emmons-like quest, she
returned saying, ‘Itis not true, grand papa. The Moon is not
mzde of Green Cheese.’ ‘How do you know that; he inquired.
‘Decause, answered the child, ‘the Moon was created first, and
Cows atterward!’ We should aim so to teach the Chinese that
Green Cheese heresies will be detected by their own inquiries. The
kind of practical preaching here imdicated will, if followed up by
efforts with and for individuals, help to prevent the Christian
Churches gathered among the Chinese, from being simply ‘ baptized
heathen.” The Chinese are preeminently a greparious race. Ta
follow a leader, is unto them an instinct rather than an acquirement.
Whatever the lesson, if it is to be learned by rote only, they cau
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learn it. The whole system of Chinese education prepares them to
receive in one bolus, indigestible masses of what may prove to he
either wisdom or nousense. Which it may turn out to be, they are
by n0 means concerned, to discover. thus & toothless old woman,
who has for half-a life-time maintained a local reputation as an
Exorciser of evil spirts (2ao-mo) accepts Christianity, and learna to
repeat the Lord’s prayer with the same facility which she displayed
in reciting the abracadabra of her former cailing. Does she under-
stand this prayer or any other ? ‘It isa good thing’ said an old
woman of seventy who wished to be baptized, her small, rat-lke
eyes trembling with all the imtelligence of which she was capable,
when she was asked her reasons for desiring baptism. ‘It is a good
thing, and that is all there is about 1t!’ Scholars who can recite
the Book of Odes from beginning to end without hesitation and with-
out @ glimmer of an idea as to the meaning of a single rhyme, are
not likely to be troubled by a shorter catechism, ora still shorter
creed. A child in a London school, who could repeat the catechism
without a break or stumble, was called upon to write out one of his
answers, and this is what he wrote:

‘My duty toads God is to bleed in him to fering and to loaf
‘without your arts withold my mine with old my sold and with my
‘sernth to whirchp and to give thanks to put my old trast im him to
‘call upon him to owner his old name and his world and to save
‘him truly all the days of my life’s end.’

Any process by which we can ascertain exactly how much or
how little our converts really know is most useful m showing us how
to give them the help which they so much need. In a volume ot
posthumous sermons by the celebrated Dr. Tyler, Professor of
Theology in the Hast Windsor Theological Seminary [now removed
to Hartford] there is 2 discourse on the topic; ‘The sinfulness of
Stupidity.’ That is a good subject for the Chinese. The word
* Stupidity’ is here however employed in the technical sense common
in New Englend Theology to denote a person who 1s almost hope-
lessly indifferent to Christian truth. There is a sense 1D which some
audiences of Chinese Christians are.as unimpressible as Chinese
heathen. They have learned a few fundamental truths and that 1s
the'end of it. They never retreat from that position, but then,
on the other hand, they never advance beyond tt. There are wide
differences between city converts and country converts, and between
those in-one place and those in another place under conditions
apparently the same, but the general fact of a certain baptized
apathy will not be disputed. One man of this class remarked
of 2 sermon; I have heard beyond that (HF J). We must
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try and preach, so as to shake this class of hearers out or their
spiritual coma. A countryman who had listened with intelligent
interest to the story of the creation, inquired ; Have you any
other instruction to give? Richard Baxter, in his ‘ Reformed Pastor,
offers some shrewd advice as to the best way of dealing with
opinionated and self conceited persons who are more ready to teach
than to be taught. ‘Preach,’ he says, ‘to such auditors as these,
some higher points which shall be above their understandings. Teed
them not always ‘milk’ but sometimes with ‘strong meat’; for if
exceedingly puffs them up with pride when they hear nothing from
ministers but what they already know, and can say themselves; this
it is that makes them think themselves as wise as you, and as fit to
be teachers, and it is this that hath set so many of them on preach-
ing, for they believe that you know no more than you preach.’ It
is said that Baxter himself made it a point to preach about once a
year, 2 sermon that hardly any one could understand or follow,
with @ view to affording his people a practical demonstration that
he did not ordinarily preach all that he knew, and that he had at
his command vast reserves. Whatever may be thought of the
propriety of sach a course as this toward congregrations in Chris-
tian lands, it is undoubtedly desirable to produce in the minds of
Chinese Christians an abiding conviction that the Bible is a great
book—a deep hook—a profound, an infinite Book; that 16 takes hold
on the humar soul, and embraces the whole compass of human life
here and hereatter.,

We must endeavor to make Chinese Christians feel that,
whatever their knowledge, experience, and attamment, there are
continental areas of Christian truth yet untraversed, and oceanic
depths yet unfathomed and unfathomable, yet so as to incite, not to
discourage them—so as to attract, and not to repal.

2. Preaching to Chinese Christians should observe propertion.
Wo sheuld rightly divide the word of truth, not only adapting our
instruction as far as possible to each individual hearer, but exhibiting,
as much asin us lies, the principal truths of Christianity mm due order,
and with due relative emphasis. It is felt that such an adjustment of
preaching as secures this due proportion, is always one of the most
difficult problems of the practical pastor anywhere, and to gain 16
as one of the last results of a sanctified pastoral experience. There
are, as alreadyre marked, on the one hand some converts who appear
almost incapble of any advance in Christian truths. For these we
need dine up line, precept upou precept, here a little and there a little.
Hur audiences in point of capacity, ara most heteropeneons; the
average intelligence, let us not forget, even of Christian auditors 1s
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necessarily low. They know but httle and they forget. much.
Skillful care will doubtless enable the wise preacher to combine even
in the same discourse, thoughts which shall be helpful to many
different classes, though he may not succeed in dividing the word to
ali in the same proportion. Much that is still preached in the
pulpit of Western Lands, where generations of hereditary religion
have left many fossil deposits may sately be omitted, In some cases
the lava from religious vuleanoes—now happily nearly or quite
extinct—has buried the soil almost out of sight. It is hard even
for an intelligent Occidental Christian to undersiand thoroughly
all the endless ramufications of Christian sects. To the Chinese they
are of necassity almost entirely unintelligible. We do not know
how to explain them nor what to call them. There 1s perbaps no
perfectly satisfactory term in Chinese, to denote the distinction
between sub-lapsarianism, and supra-lapsarianism. Jt 1s by no
means an unmixed advantage that the Chinese do not know all that
is to be known about the history of Christianity. Thera is much
which we could wish rather to bury under ground, than to proclaim
from the house-top.—The practical presentation of the Evidences of
Christianity will assume, in preaching to Chinese Christians, a very
different shape from that which it assumes in England or in the
United States. The Chinese mind is not analytical, They do not
trace back and sift out, as ages of more or less scientific traming have
taught us to do. The questions, for instance, raised m the Pro-
to Dr. Legege’s translation of the Classics, as to the
identity of the modern text and tho ancient text,—such inquiries
as Western scholars raiso and exhaustively discuss with regard to
the least important works of antiquity,—do not, it may safely be said,
even suggest themselves to one Chinese scholar in a thousand, and
not one in ten thousand of those fo whom the questions have per-
haps occurred, takes the trouble to pursue them independently, and
to reach a conclusion for himself. Indeed the study of the Evidences
of Christianity, as we understand it, resembles the study of
Chemistry. On the part of the Chinese both the ideas and the
symbols of the ideas have to be first imparted and then interpreted.
How far this spirit of inquiry is to be aroused in order the more
thoroughly to afford a firm basis for faith, how deeply we shall dig,
with a view to great security of foundation, each thoughtful preacher
must cautiously, and prayerfully, decide for himseli.

We need not pursue the subject into the presentation of the
leading doctrines, nor attempt to settle what the proportion shall
ba. Our task is complete when the question has been stated, how-
ever inadequate the statement.
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3. In order to preach well to Chinese Christians (or to
any other} 16 1s necessary to have what Dr. Bushnell called 2
‘Reith Talent.’ The education, and the civilization of the Chinese,

a3 we can not too often remind ourselves, are radically different
from our Own. Kven human nature in China frequently presents
itself in ‘what appear to us distorted forms. Atter a longer or a
shorter experience, most mussionaries sometimes feel that the
regeneration of Ching as a whole, or even of any individual in it,
is 2 work too great to be accomplished. Many 2 missionary has sat,
like Khjah under his jumper tree, and in deep despondency of
spirit has exclaimed with Paul; ‘ Who is sufficient for these thing ?’
Jt is currently reported that there are some most zealous missionaries
in China, who are faithfully preaching the Gospel, not because they
expect the Chinese to believe and accept it, but simply as a
“testimony.’ A man was once observed climbing a, tall tree. Just
as he reached the upper branches, a black-bird flew past and lit
upon another tree. The man then descended and climbed the
second tree, from which the bird flew as before, alighting upon
another tree, where his pursuer, still undiscouraged, followed him.
A. spectator, who had for some time watched this process, observed
to the tree clamber; ‘You surely do not expect to catch that bird,
in that way, do you ? ‘Qh! no,’ was thereply, ‘but EF thought I would
worry hine @ Missionary work in China is at times of the most
encouraging nature and at times the reverse; but those missionaries
who do not expect that the Chinese will be converted, and the
height of whose ambition is to ‘worry’ them a little, are certainly
not to be envied.

In the early days of the State of Illinois, the Legislature passed
a bill which had for its object the regulation of the currency of that
new region. The native of France who, as Lieut Governor presided
over the State Senate, recognizing the futility of the measure,
reported the result to that body, in the following terms; ‘ Ghenile-
men, the billis passed, but ghentlemen I bets you five hundred
dollars that he never comes to nothings!’ The man who can safely
risk five hundred dollars that bis preaching ‘never comes to
nothings’ would do well to call a halt. To bring Chinese Churches
to a condition of self-support, to teach them to maintain efficient

‘discipline, to develop within them an earnest missionary spirit-—these
are high aims and aspirations but if their realization is not believed
to be possible, how can they be held up ag reasonable objects of
pursuit? At 2 certain missionary prayer’ meeting one of the
speakers observed that we ought not to expect too much from the
Chinese, who are not Anglo-Saxons but Asiatics, The leader of
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the meeting judiciously replied that 16 is worth remembermg in this
connection that Christ was an ‘Asiatic; the Apostles were
‘Asiatics.’ The point is well taken, and is worthy of attentive
consideration.

4, To those who have followed us thus far, other and scarcely
less important considerations concerning preaching to the Chinese
will have suggested themselves. One only can be here named.
It applies, like the last specification, equally to preaching addressed
to Heathen and to that directed to Christians. The preacher must
have a love for those whom he is trying to save. With all them
many excellent qualzties, the Chinese are not, mn general, people to
whom, for their own sakes, a foreigner is likely to become excessively
attached. ‘I love Heung,’ said an intimate friend of Phorean, ‘ but
{ can not like him.’ Doubtless there are many who feel for the
Chinese the love of benevolence, who can not contrive to hke them.
That a missionary should be engaged m a perpetual mtrospection in
order to scrutinize his motives, and to ascertain the register of his
feelings, is not desirable. That he should be deeply drawn to the
work in which he is engaged, and that he should regard it as his
calling, is, however, indispensable. One who does not love the
Chinese, will soon weary even of conducting 2 medical dispensary
for their benefit. He will weary of preaching much sooner, because
he will be very unlikely to witness any cures. Mere professional
enthusiasm will not, in either case, supply an impulse sufficiently
powerful and sufficiently permanent to lead to anything valuable.
The great motive to Christian effort of any kind is the love of Christ
constraining us. He came from Heaven to earth to redeem the
race, and sends his disciples everywhere to proclaim that redemp-
tion, The firsi duty is to go—the next to deliver the. message.
fn one of Christ’s most instructive parables, there 1s a very suggestive
expression. Before the Good Samaritan could do anything for the
relief of the unfortunate traveller, it was first necessary that he
should ‘come where he was’ It is thus that sympathy is actively
excited, by actual contact with suffering. There are many m our
day who are quite willing to drop the injured man 2 postal card,
or if necessary write him a letter, perhaps they might even subscribe
five or ten dollars a year to send him a message. This is well, so
far as it goes, but in the end, before anything truly valuable can be
done for the wounded traveller, ii is necassary to come tohere he 28.
Having got thus far, some are for gradually educating the patient
up to the level of the beast upon which they themselves are riding.
Others are not unwilling to play the Good Samaritan, but with
the omission of the oil, the wine, and the two-pence. The method
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which Christ has indicated, is, however, the only one which in the
long-run accomplishes anything. To imitate the good Samaritan, is
in an imperfect manner to imitate Christ, and to exhibit Christian
lovein Christian act. Without this love no industrious ingenuity
will succeed in saving a soul; with this love no one need despair of

Preaching to the Chinese is a task for Angels. But it has pleased
God to commit this treasure to earthen vessels, that the excellency
of the power may be of God and not of us. Perhaps no better
advice can be given to those who preach to the Chinese, than that
which is constantly offered to those who wish to be saved—tirst fo
work with as single hearted energy as if the result were dependent
wholly upon themselves, and then to commit the matier entirely to
God, as if that result were altogether dependent npon him, for 16 is
he that worketh bi us both to will and to do. It is thus only that
we may become workers together with God, thus only ‘tnat we
shall reap in due season, if we faint not.

THE TRUTH ABOUT OPIUM—A REVIZW.
By Dr. DUDGEON.

(Continued fron page 422.)

In order to appreciate the pecuniary effects of opium smoking
upon a man we must divide the smokers into four classes (1) Those
of great wealth estimated at Tis. 100,000. They cannot be said to
injure their wealth by the habit but not so their body. To this
class belong the very wealthy merchants in Shanse and. throughout the
empire. These men teach and encourage their sons to smoke opiunt
from sheer avarice. They find that by so doing they save money
and keep it in the family. But for opium smoking the sons would
be squandering the money in other more objectionable ways.
These persons rarely live beyond 40 years of age. In 10,000
smokers, 4 or 5 of such may be found in China. The case may be
somewhat different in Hongkong and the Treaty Ports. In tho
sccond and third generation, the practice, if still kept up in the
family, may to some extent directly or in directly affect even their
worldly substance. -I have known a few such cases. (2) The middle
wealthy class whose wealth perhaps amounts to Ts. 5000. it may
have been left to them as a patrimony or they may have made it in
busimess. They are unable to manage their own business and require
to employ servants. Their habit prevents them from looking alter
their business and thus it comes to injure both hody and purse,
but the latter not seriously. Their income is treble what they
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spent in opium.
will be found (3) The lower wealthy class, including the smaller
merchants, whose capital may amount to Tis. 500 of whom 4 or 5
per cent are to be found among smokers. This class spends
about 3/10 of their mcome upon opium. (4) The poor classes
and all below; they live as best they can, they pawn their effects,
borrow money, do a small business but waste their time at the pipe
and so lose their busmess or make much less than their non-
smoking neighbours and almost the whole of their earnings are
spent upon the pipe. Of the lowest strata, of this class, beggars,
thieves, night police and such like I need not say one word.

I hope these few remarks will exonerate me from the charge
of any sweeping assertion preferred by my correspondent. The
practical questions involved in the Chetoo Convention, the abolition
or modification of the Indian monopoly and their effect upon trade
I do not attempt at present to-discuss.

But to return to Myr. Brereton ; our author ridicules the idea of
a handful of British merchants debasing a country larger than
Europe and with a greater population, and he triumphantly asks 1s
it not impossible for England, a small and distant country to be able
to demoralize, debauch and corrupt (more minute pulverisation) the
people of these eighteen provinces, all speaking moreover diferent
dialects ? Another argument of a similar nature is derived from
Chinese prejudice against foreigners and he here asks “Is it reason-
able to suppose that they would simultaneously adopt the practica
of opium smoking when introduced by the despised foreigner!” How
is forcing opium to be explained when people despise our customs
as they do our religion? How is a smai quantity (6000 tons
annually!) able to demoralize and degrade the whole people ! Let
the author compare the rapid spread of evil, enthetic and symotic
diseases, vaccination, spirit drinking, tobacco smoking etc, througnout
the world and he will no longer wonder at the spread of opium,
But has opium spread so rapidly after all! After 2 trade of over
100 years, the great body of the people are still free irom the vice.

The charges brought against the British Government ere ther
formulated and itis said that since the days of Judge Jeitreys never
was there such a terrible indictment nor one so utterly unfounded
as happily it ts. The arguments against opium are substantially
those formerly brought against slavery. The auther praises the
Tudian Government and our own for their sincere desire -for the
diffusion of happiness amongst all peoples and refers to the abolition
of slavery by ourselves and the U.S., where by the by it is remarked
that it cost them in money far more than our national debt, the growth

TRE TRUTH ABOUT OPIUM—A REVIEW.

Out 7 1,000 of such smokers 4or 5 of this sort
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of centuries (?) The sublime and ridiculous he says conld not be
more vividly brought face to face than by comparing the acts of the
country in relation to slavery and these utterly insignificant objects
of the Anii-opium Society. He is wild at his country being so
blamed, a country that is generously anxious to protect the weak
against the strong all over the world and that if we were but guilty
of but one half of this attributed wickedness, the nation would rise
as one man and crush it down. Englishmen in China have the
same warm love for their country and as keen a sense of their
country’s honour and digmty as people at home.” [ have heard
merchants say that they came to China to make money by hook or
crook, in any and every way as fast as they could and afterwards to
return home to enjoy life there. T have at times remonstrated with
some, not British, on the injury their trade was doing to the morals
of the Chinese and damaging to the fair name of the moro
honorable foreigners, the Christianity and morality they profess
and the countries they represent. I succeeded through the Society
for the Prevention of Vice in England in having the trade in certain
immoral articles brought to the attention of the 'rench Gevernment,
The imterests of the poor Chinese, m over sized cottons, white
anti-opium powders, and various other things, do not enter very
largely into the calculations of some of the smaller merchants. It is
however fortunate that these things bring their own reward in the
long run. Some former merchants who amassed great wealth
through the opium trade, pricked in their conseience, have founded
opium asylums or contributed largely towards the amehoration of
the people out of a sense of justice. Like the unrghteons gains
perhaps im many cases of Chinese officials who satisfy their con-
science by establishimg soup kitchens and charity schools. What has
been said and written of British merchants in the matter of opin
relates to a by gone period. At the present time I heartily endorse
the opinion expressed by Mr. Brereton, so far as my experience and,
observation go. he author adduces the Customs Yellow Book
on opium against Mr. Turners statement of the recent growth of the
poppy iu China. ‘The sentence referred to in the Yellow Book 1s
the one now so often quoted but which I have elsewhere shewn to
have no foundation whatever, viz. “that native opium was known,
produced and used long before any European began the sale of the
foreign drug along the coast.” Mr. B. quotes this work when 16
suits his own preconceived opimions but is silent or does not sec
their bearing upon his idea of the general and universal use of
opium im China. The Inspector General’s highest estimate, includ-
ing both the forcien and native drug does not execed 2/3 of
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J per cent of the population or oue million smokers as against
300,000,000 of people. This snrely indicates a condition of the
habit far trom from being universal. It is not my business at
present to cavil with this estimate, I have elsewhere discussed x.

We are next treated to a description of the prosperity of
Hongkong and its contented native population of 150,000. ’Conld
such a place exist if we were demoralizing and ruining the people
of China?” Then follows a portrayal of the injustice and corrup-
tion of Chinese officials. This is followed by a description of the
opium patients af a medical missionary hospital who are simply
impostors, generally broken down thieves, sneaks and scoundrels,
the very scum of the people, the craftiest, meanest and most
unscrupulous on the face of the globe, and these are the patients.
that desire to be cured, are taken in, fed, clothed, and literally
dosed with opium, then dismissed as cured, reports of their cure
being sent to the of China, and then the lepers are dismissed,
cleansed and made whole buf only to enable them to prey ouca more
upon the industry of the community.” As there are no missionary
hospitals at Hongkong, the author must have drawn largely from
his inner cousciousness. This is & caricature of the good work
accomplished in asylums for these poor wretches but untortunately
for the writer, the victims pay their own way and their opium js
usually completely cut off on entering the Refuge. And these are
the cases and the stories, we are told, that have caused much of this
uproar about opium smoking. That there is not a particle of truth
in any one of the cases is proved thus; a man who smokes must be
a well-to-do man. A well-to-do man will not go to the foreign
hospital but send for a native doctor. Ergo, it is only the broken
down pauper, thief and beggar who in his last extremity seeks
admission to the hospital !

We are next treated to a discussion of Chinese ancient civiliza-
tion, shewing that the Chinese are not a simple unsophisticated
people who could be persuaded into opium smoking. Hor crait and
subtlety, a Chinaman is equal to a European'and therefore they are
not so silly as to allow us to poison them !

Again, the absence of all mention of opium in the valuble and
exhaustive work of Archdeacon Gray of Canton, who was so long im
China and who was more Chinese than the Chinese themselves is
used as an argument in favour of opium. It is thought remarkble,
which I admit it certainly is, that he should be silent upon the
alleged iniquities of the opium trade in his large work on the
customs and manners ot the Chinese, If true, there must be some
strong reason for its absence.
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The author recurs to the character of the Chinese and quotes
from the “Middle Kingdom” whose author, he wrongly says, isa
missionary clergyman. (Dr, Wilhams was Secretary of the U.S.
Legation at Peking and is now professor of Chinese at Yale College.
There is portrayed the Chinese viriues and vices, conceit and
arrogance. They possess unquestionably many virtues and many fou)
vices, amongst the former is commercial honour and probity, and the
author therefore apain asks “ are these the men to allow themselves to
be befooled with opium? ” Another virtue named is abstemiousness
both as regards opium smokimg and spirit drinking* and since it is
admitted on all hands that they are abstemious as regards spirits
would they indulge in excess in opium? In another place within
the same covers it is sought to be proved that opium saved the
Chinese from being great drunkards, and if they failed to be
abstemious in regard to drink then, which was resorted to chiefly
like opium now for aphrodisiac purposes, is it not likely they might
go to excess 1n opium smoking. J present this merely as argument,
being myself convinced of the abstemiousness of the Chinese in
former times 28 now. Lhis virtue however does not arise from any
dislike to spirits or from any notions of sobriety but their com-
parative temperance is ascribed more to the spirit bemg taken
with warm and to the fact that being so coarse and con-
taining a quantity of fusil oil which is poisonons, the very smallest
quantity flushes their faces and mounts to their heads and
induces them to remain in the honse to conceal the suffusion,
although they are not drunk. They are rapidly becoming strongly

* Dr. Williams is made to say that 2000 B.C. the manufacture of spirits waa forbidden
in China, yet the trade etill flourishes there. This is simply an abuse of
laugnage; it waa not spirits but a weak sort of wine fermented from rice. Iu
view of the opinions held as to opium being a cure and a substitute for drink
take the following facts relating to the distillation of spirits in Chibli, one of the
18 provinces, from the yearly official report as, furnished me by « corres-
pondent. 1878 the then Viceroy of the Province, Le Hung Chang, memorialised
the throne as did the censors also that in view of tho famine then raging in
Chihli, Shanse, Honan-and Shantang, the consumption of millet for distillation
purposes should be stopped in order that the prain might be appropriated for
food. The Edict which followed proved ineffective like so many that have been
agaimst opium and for the same reasons, that it would have impoverished
the official’s pockets. The report for this province speake of 1200 large diatilleries
which use daily ten tan of millet, ove tan being equal to 120 catties and costing
per fan nine mace at ordinary rates. This gives us 1200 tan
per annum and this at nine mace~T le, 39, £20,000. ‘There are there used in the
production of spirits in Chihli 4,300,000 tan of the volue of Tis. 39,420,000 for
tan of the value of Tis. 39,420,000 for the red millet. Besides tins there is the
gratin of which shot mi spirits ia also made. Jf only half of this quantity of
millet could have been saved from distillation and sent to the famine districts what
a great relict would have been afforded and especially in the adjoining province
of Shanse, where the famine raged so fiercely. And yet with tremendous famme
Sefora the officials and backed with an Imperial Edict, and humanity and pity
for their suffering country men to move their heart, of whom the moat horrible
tales reached us, those distillers bribing tho officiala were able to carry on their
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addicted to our fragrant wines. Those who have tasted champagne
are passionately fond of it and brandy to a less degree. The only
draw back to a large consumption is the high price of our wines.
Opium is soothing as well as stimulant. It is taken by the well-to do
in the bosom of their families and the recumbent position suits well
with the disposition of the Chinese constitution. Therefore every-
thing so favours, especially at night, heavy opium smoking. And
so we find it. Those who have mdispensable duties to discharge
and a certain respectability to keep up restrict themselves fo a
definite amount, the simple satisfaction of their yi, and rarely
transgress, ‘he transgression to any great extent is as great a
source ot discomfort as the insufficient satisfaction of the habit.
Chinese economy is quoted as another virtue, opposed to the belief
that they are great opium smokers. Whero the insatiable craving
has to be appeased nothing 2s allowed to stand in the way. The
smoker rarely, if ever, looks at the money spent in the pipe as
uselessly thrown away. He regards the habit as part of his constitu-
tion which requires satisfaction as much as and more imperiously
than hunger.

Of those who smoke opium, a very small percentage, we are
informed, probably one per mille, indulge in it to any considerable
extent. His behef is that with those who. habitualty practice it,
opium smoking exercises a beneficial mfluence. It is not only
harmless but beneficial to the system whilst spirit drinking injures
the health. He is not even disposed to admif that opium eating in
moderation is a baneful practice, the medical evidence being at
present conflicting.

In the second Lecture he returns to the charge of untruthtful-
ness of the Chinese and cites instances from his own practice in order
to throw discredit upon the statements made to the missionaries.
He speaks of the evidence of the latter as hearsay and untrustworthy
and therefore of the worst and most unreliable kind. He makes a
curious mistake in supposing that because the competitive system
exists in China, there is no regular hereditary nobility nor any

ordinary work with little or no hindrance. A merchant of high standing in
China and one of the shrewdest and most far eeeing of men, wrote thus to
friend speaking of the prevalence of native opium and the necessity of puttiag it
Gown, and not alone the Indian growth adde, “ Meanwhile the good agitators
about opium are shutting their eyes to the fact that production and consamption
of native alechol 1a daily increasing, And yet not a word is ever heard about
this great national evil. Just enquire of the native coal mine owners and you
twill sea that the greater part of the coal raised from the earth 1g consumed bythe of Alcohol, I know that it igs so in Shantung and I hear that the
K‘niping (in Chihli) coal has been largely bought for the same purposes.”
One of the immediate effects of opening coal minea in China will be the cheapening

*

of the price of alcohol, aud the consequont increased consumption and increased
drunkenness.
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missionaries, in other places with the Inghest respect. He
accepts them as undoubted authorities on all subjects but opium.
He does not consider that the Chinese will give true answers to their
queries. He does not believe in the sincerity of Chinese Christians.
Asa rule, he say, they are far less honest and more untruthful than
ther heathen countrymen. He discredits altogether the testimony
of such people as of the shghtest value and yet these are the persons
from whom the missionaries derive their knowledge of opium
smoking and 1t elfects. Mr Brereton credits the missionaries with
ears but no eyes. Nine tenths of the evidence adduced, 1 believe,
against opium by the missionaries has been visual not acoustic
testimony. it meets the missionary in his work at every turn and
is the chief cause calling for church discipline, for Protestants and
Roman Catholics alike unite in refusing church membership to
opiam smokers and the verdict of the Chinese as te this measure ts
wuould be fatal to a church that admitted opium smokers. that
Mr. B. does not think more than 5 per cent of all the professing
Christians in Ching sincere. They are drawn too from the humblest
classes; the merchant and shop-keeper class would be ashamed to
adopt Christianity. This condition of things was so also in the time
of the great founder of the Religion. “ Not many mighty, not many
great not many noble are called.” The writer has apparently not
read his widdle kingdom to profit, or he would have known of the
celebrated Paul and his daughter Candida. The whole of this farago
of nonsénse of his is a downright libel of common honesty. The
missionaries have no success in China and the subterfuge resorted
to is to lay the whole blame at the door of the Indian opium trade.
The Chinese who know the weakness of the missionaries 2re said to

‘play upon it. He supposes the Chinese Government to have found
out the weak side of the missionaries through the /vriend of China
published at Shanghai. This monthly magazine we believe 18
printed in London and very little if any notice is taken of it in the
Shanghai papers. Anti-opiam opinions are not extremely palatable
anywhere in China among foreigners. Aa thinks that if the trafic
were put a stop to, such a feeling of contempt for English common
sense and, in consequence for the religion of Englishmen would ensue,
that the spread of the Gospel in China would be further retarded.’
The anti-opiumists he compares to the monomaniac, sane upon every
subject but one and upon that thoroughly dait.

He looks upon the China-U.8.A. Treaty relating to opium res-
trictions as simply 4 farce. Nothing more utterly absurd, deceptive
and dishonest ever formed the subject of an international treat: ‘They
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Tn some places he speaks most disparagingly of the
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whole thmg was utterly false and misleading. He ascribes this
craity and ridiculous clause to American smartness and Chinese
astuteness. The stipulation to prevent Chinese subjects from
ymporting opium into the U.S. he considers absolute nonsense. if
the U.S. Government had really intended to prohibit opium they
should have extended the prohibition to all classes; in fact to have
made Indian opium contraband. He calculates the amount cor-
sumed in California at £100,000 per annum, by the Chinese popula-
tion. Lhey are there well-to do and wherever a Chinaman has the
money he must have his opium pipe. This treaty was quoted in the
House of Commons by Mr. Pease as shewing that the Chinese
authorities were honest in their expressed desire to put an end to
the trade. Mr. Brereton laughs at the whole “bogus” treaty and
thinks it a piece of finesse. It was an attempt, he thinks, to hoodwink
Join Bull, by putting into the treaty this clause which each party
well knew meant nothing’ to the other. Justice is not done hers to
the patriotic feelings of the Chinese statesmen who see that opium
is Working a& great evil in their country. Their action was but a part
of a determined general policy which they have carried out in
relation to the new Russian and Brazilian treaties and wluch it is
intended te apply to all other treaties as they fall due, with the
object, apparently, of isolating Great Britain and gaining the moral
support of the non-opium importing countries. If opiam be so
general and universal and therefore so indispensable to the Chinese
whether at home or abroad, it strikes me asa wonder that Mr. Brereton
did not suggest an easy solution of the Chinese difficulty in the U.S.
viz, cut off their opium supplies and every pigtail within a month
would have left the country. It would have saved a great deal of
awkward discussion and agitation in the U.S. and rendered un-
necessary the late commission. Mr. Brereton’s silence is perhaps to
be accounted for in this respect by a tender regard for his clients,
the Hongkong opium Syndicate.

He laughs at a letter in the Zimes stating that among 100 mis-
sionaries in China not one would receive a couvert lis church
until he had made a vow against opium smoking. He thinks the
converts being so poor and the very dregs of the people, there would
be no difficalty in obtaining such a pledge. And yet he considers
opium too dear for the poor to become addicted to it. Why cannot
au lawyer of all men, make his reasommng hang beiter together ?
Others, who pronounce no opinion regarding the class of converts,
say that opium isso awfully cheap that the very poorest can have
their pipe and yet retain sufficient for their da:ly wants, although
their wages are proverbially low. The missionaries, we are told,
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do not smoke opium themselves and- therefore they have not the
means of refuting the falsehoods related to them or of testing thei
accuracy. ‘To such a mode of reasoning it may he enough to retort
that Mr. Brereton, not having smoked opium is unable to disprove
their statements. Is it necessary to have stolen or toid‘a he to know
what theft and falsehood are ? All the stories heard by the mission-
aries are sent regularly to London by each mail and retailed at
Exeter Hall and: elsewhere. Travellers with opium on the brain
come to Hongkong, we are told, visit the Tung wah Hospital and see
there a number of wretched objects Jabouring under all kinds of
diseases, and they go away impressed with the beliet that all the
patients shown to them are victims of opium smoking; and afterwards
an opium shop, and there they see victims who are perhaps that
very mght planning a burglary or piratical expedition. Such travel-
lers, after spending afew days at Hongkong, Canton and Shanghai
return home believing that they have done China when in reality
they have only done themselves. They are supposed to have the
excoethes seribendi, write a book and so keep up the delusion.

Tis pleasant sure to see one’s name in print,
&. book's a book although there’s nothing in.

What does Mr. B. know of China and what has he seen of
China and the Chinese that he can afford to speak thus? He has
at all events succeeded in writing a book, with nothing of sense,
reason or fact in it and with half its bulk made up of padding of
other men’s material. This supposed traveller’s persgrinations in
search of opium victims is minutely and [comically described.
Smokers are said to be found generally in one of the criminal classes,

‘He concludes his picture by stating that missionary clergymen are
accepted as the most reliable witnesses but in reality they are the
worst informed ; they are in fact the victims of their own delusions.

He then enters upon the exposure of some ten fallacies, which he
had mentioned at the close of his first lecture. The first that opium
is and has been confined to a small percentage of the people and all
the evidence that is really wanted to refute this fallacy he says is the
Customs Yellow Book on opium. And that book, if it tries to prove
one thing it 1s this very point of the small percentage of the popular
tion addicted to opium smoking viz., for Indian drug 1/8 of 1 per cent
and taking the native growth as equal to the imported article, making
im all 2/8ds of 1 per cent which is so infinitesimally trifing that the
Juspector General says it “touches neither the finances of the State,
‘nor the wealth of its people nor the growth of its population.” Aite.
quoting Sir Robert Hart in favour of his contention, he differs from
him and thinks that there may be an additional 65,000 chests or a
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little more than half the Indian amount. This does not hovever |
improve his position one whit. The percentage is still infinitesimally

What is he to do? He quotes from certain Commissioners
of Customs as to the difficulty of obtaining statistics of the native
growth, but even this does not improve his position holding as he
does that the habit is all bat universal, for on his own shewing, aided
by the Customs publication to which he refers to refute the fallacy
of the Anti-opium society, he cannot make 1 per cent. But be adds
i Sir Robert could have got fair returns, no doubt the estimated
quantity of native grown opium im China would probably have
reached three or four times the amount given. But even this does
not bear out his contention. Then he adds “Mr. Hart does not
purport to give in this bock. correct returns of the quantity of opium
smoked or imported much less the quantity grown in China.” This
1s a most strango statement, the book having been expressly written
with the object of armving at an answer to the question how many
smokers does the Indian drug reach. He sums up thus under this
head. “I think it 1s now perfectly clear from Mr. Hart’s official
volume that opium 1s smoked generally throughout China, the only
limit to its use bemg the means of procuring the artacle.” Strange
language and still stranger logic. The author has made a pertect
muddle of his refutation of this so-called fallacy and. mstead of it
being the reasoning of a cool headed lawyer, one might sappose it

the ravings of an inmate of some lunatic asylum.
But let us proceed to the Third Lecture in which the remaimng

fallacies are taken up and exposed. No. 2 fallacy is that opium is
more injurious than spirit drinking and to this is coupled fallacy
No. 4 which is a kindred one, that opium is acknowledged as a
valuable medicine. Dr. Pereira and Taylor are quoted. The alco-
holic poison causes various diseases which are absolutely incurable,
because a medical man cannot give a man new tissues; on the other
hand, let the quantity of opium taken bo mach or little, it 1s always
curable. It produces no organic change, it impairs the appetate bub
that is ail. Opiura, ‘if modérately indulged in is beneficral and, if
immoderately used is comparatively innocuous; while spirits if
freely though not inordinately used are sooner or later absolutely
destructive to the system. On the first page of the work opium 1s
said to be pertectly innocuous. Now, its immmoderate use 13 only com-
paratively so. He says quoting from Dr. Pereira, opium is a remedy
for the horrible viee of drunkenness. Insanity or acts of violence,
it is said, have never been alleged as effects of opium smoking.
He seeks to make a distinction between eatmg and smokmg opium.
He quotes Dr. Oppenheim, but only to refute him by Sir Georg®
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Rird wood. Ho quotes also Dr. Eatwell to shew that proofs are still
wanting to show that the moderate use of opium produces more
pernicious effects than does the moderate use of spirituous liquors
while it is certain that the consequences of the abuse of the former
are less appalling in their effect and less disastrous to Society than
the latter. sir Robert Christian quoted im another part of the same
book says, “Opium when smoked produces apparently the same
resuits 88 when swallowed,” “Not only is opium,” our author con-
tinues, “innocuous but positively beneficial to the system, m this
respect like smoking tobacco which 1s a periectly harmless practice.
Opium smoking is a complete preservative against dram drinking
and arunkenness. Although tobacco smoking is agreeable, opium
18 much more so and more beneficial. Tobacco has no curative
powers, Opium is the most valuable medicine known. There 18 one
property peculiar to opium and that is that if is not volatslisable.
Combustion destroys its active property” and a.httle farther on he
says “the only way therefore he can get any of ¢he active property
into his system is by smoking it like tobacco” which looks very
much like a contradiction in terms. Tobacco is volatilbsable and he
makes the difference between the two consist in this, that im tne
case of opium you inhale the mere smoke of a valuable aromatic
leaving nothing behind it in the month, but in its passage exerting
a harmless and pleasant stimulating effect upon the nerves. Nico-
tine, the alkaloid of tobacco is a deadly and rapid poison, morphisa
only in excessive quantity. When the profession comes to know
opium better, 14 is to put down not only spimt drmnking but to
supersede tobacco altogether.” One is inclined here to cry out, ch
httie knowledge is a dangerous thing.” The above medley must
de left to its own refutation. The experience of China certamly
does. not pomt to opium ousting spirits and tobacco. The anti-
oplum craze he compares to the anti-tobacco craze and he predicts
the same end to it. He then goes on to quote from Sur George
Birdwood and Dr. Thudicum, whose views are given in the
appendices, forgetting ail the while, in respect ‘to the latter that he
holds to the volatilisation of at least a portion of the morphia in
smoking, which is opposed to both Brereton and Birdwood’s
VIEWS. Lhudicum finds it not only a harmless but a valuable cura-
tive practice, just by reason of so much of its active principle bemg
smokeable. Could an astute lawyer not have made three short
lectures consistent and logical f He then quotes from @ medical
mend in London to the effect that opium like tobacco is comparac
tively harmless, for it influences only the nerves and produces no
organic disease, On page 124 he comes back to the old charge
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against the Anti-opium Society for asserting that the Indian impor-
tation was the origin of the custom of smoking or at least that it
made the natives smoke more than they would otherwise have done,
And now to prove this point he adduces the Customs Yellow Book
to shew that the 100,000 chests from India only give a few grains
to each person of the vast population, (even supposing all smoked.)
He does not seem to see the bearing of this on some of his own
advanced opinions. After this the agam launches out’ against the
evil of drunkenness at home. He talks graphically of the devil’s
punch bowl sufficiently full of the spirits drunk in the U. K. in 1880
for the whole population to swim in and that the tears of broken
hearted wives, widows and orphans would produce a hitherto
unknown ocean of misery.

The third fallacy which has to be refuted is that the supply of
opium regulates the demand and not the demand the supply. This
idea 1s scouted as preposterous and absurd. But is there not some
truth im itf Has not the establishment at home of gorgeous and
numerous gin palaces been found to increase the imsobriety of the
people? hence the agitation to lessen the number of public houses.
Before the habit became so prevalent in China and still to some
extent, the supply withont doubt has created the demand. It was
particularly so in the early days of the trade. Do the opening of
facilities in a new locality not have this effect, were it from no other
feeling than curiosity, of stimulating its sale? Its famed aphrodisiac
and curative virtues etc. would create a desire to try it were
it placed within reach. The Indian drug is said to be many tames
stronger than the native drug and to contain much more morphia.
The writer does not observe that according to his own theory
morphia, not being volatilisible ¢.¢. smokeable, is inert. The value
of the Indian article, which by the by is very poor in morphia, must
be owing to other properties. Jé 1s its rich aroma which captivates
and it is in this study of adulteration, for such 16 unquestionably is,
that the Indian drug excels the native.

In fallacy No. 5 Mr. B. combats the view that all or nearly all
are inordinate smokers or necessarily in the way of being so and
that once the custom has been commenced it cannot be dropped
and that the consumption is daily increased. He dismisses this
point in a few lines and certainly fails te refute it. The tendency 1s
certainly towards immoderate use. The fascination is such that it is
with difficulty abandoned. The virile powers are in complete abey-
ance until the habit is gratified and we know what a power this holds
over the Chinese sensual constitution (but that is a subject upon
which J] must not write in those columns) the evil result flowing
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from its: abandonmezt or even considerable diminution are dread-
fully feared. The tendency is gradually, for some years at least,
towards an increase in the daily consumption with the old and
wealthy confirmed smokers who cannot smoke more by reason of
the impossibility of extending the day of 24 hours. Spirits are then
hadi recourse to and when this stage is reached the man smokes his
own ashes and is utterly useless. He never rises from his- couch.
The habit certamly grows by what if feeds upon. Mr. Brereton says
natives will smoke off and on for two.or three days and then not
smoke for a week or more. I should like to know what percentage
such smokers bear to the entire body of smokers ! But finding hin-
self on not very safe ground he concludes thus, “Buf the truth is the
habit is a pleasant and beneficial one and few desire to discontinue it”
which in is keeping with his first principles. No. 6 fallacy follows, for
they are formidably arranged in this manner and likewise italicised.
—viz that the Cimmese (covernment is orever was anxious to put a
stop or check to the use of opium. Fallacy No. 9.is taken along
with it, viz that the Chinese opposition arises from moral causes.
This is termed preposterous nonsense. Nothing was ever more
fallacious or more untruthful than that the Chinese Government is
or ever was anxious to put a stop te the trade on moral grounds.
Once and again the writer asserts that the object was to protect the
native drug, prevent bullion from leaving the country and generally
to exciude foreign goods. In answer to this charge it 1s enough to
say that edicts against opium were issued long before there was any
native growth ; that those against the drammage of silver did not come
up tell the seccond and third decades of this century when the trade
had enormously imcreased, and the third count is equaily invahdated
for in the early days of the E. I. C. arrangements were made at
Canton by whick the legitimate was separated from the illegitimate
trade. Mr. Brereton then says, and we think in his position pertin-
ently too, if the Chinese Government really wanted to put a stop
to or check the use of opium, they would begin by doimg so them-
salves. They would first put down ths native growth. T sdmit this
to be one of the great difficulties lying im the way of England domg
anything. But for this the Indian growth wouid be easily put down,
all financial considerations being put aside. lé 1s somewhat strange
that the Indian growth first created and stimulated the native growth
and then this said native growth is made the pretext for continumng
the indian drug. Mr. Brereton in answerimg for the remissness of
the Chinese Government in not taking action, falls back upon the
antiquity of the drug im China that the people are law-abiding and
the reason therefore why the cultivation is not suppressed is on
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account of the revenue derived from it and because the habit 1s
ancient, known to be not only harmless but beneficial. Drunkenness
too would follow the abandonment of opium and the wish is ex-
pressed that we could so convert our drunkards. But compare
Mr. Colquhoun’s description of the rice spirit drinking Shans end
the opium smoking Chinese and the benefit thus to be gained
will disappear. Mr. Brereton says no government will attempt to
interfere with the fixed habits of the people especially when these
habits have existed many centuries 1f not thousands of years and
where they are known not to be injurious to themselves or to
the safety and stability of the state and to be im fact harmless.
Now he turns round upon the Customs Yellow Book he so dearly
loves to quote and this time he is not inchned to place such
reliance upon it. Jt does not suit his argument. “ Mr. Hart's
statement is admittedly a mere haphazard one, and the data
of the Commissioners is but the gossip collected by them at the
Treaty Ports.” Quoting from recent Consular Reports as to the
great increase in the growth, he concludes that. the Chinese Govern-
ment has no real desire to put 16 down. Their action 1s explained
not on moral grounds but from a desire to prevent sycee going out
of the country. Now does any reasonable man suppose that the
way to prevent sycee from flowing out of the country 1s to suppress
the native drug and encourege the foreign import ! The object of
the Chinese government, he says, is to get a higher duty xf they
cannot get rid of it altogether and herein hes their whole object.
And is that not also a very reasonable one? They cannot do away
with the Indian import because of treaties; are they to be prohibited
from agitating for at least an increased tax f They have declared
over and over that mere revenue is not their main object but to
enhance the price of the drug and so make 1f prohibitive to a large
extent in order to save the people. The same rule obtains m the
west regarding the taxing of ardent spirits. A revenue said to be
£2 millions by Mr. B. is certainly raised but it is absolutely trifimg
for the consuming party compared with that of India, the importing
party, which is quintipled. The Imperial edicts we hold are not
shams. The provincial officials are corrupt and badly paid; they see
no prospect of putting down the foreign import, the native 1s hghtly
taxed where taxed at all by the local officials or their underlings, the
native drug can therefore be sold at several times the profit accruing
from cereals and yeb at a considerably lower price than the Indian
and thus the native growth is stimulated by the handsome profits
derived, the Emperor receives an import duty, the people dont
see why they should not participate in the profit of the lucrative
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trade and why all their money should go to foreigners, and so from
these and other considerations the evil 1s permitted and growa.
Moreover the Chinese Government has long been under minors and
women and nobody dare take the responsihihty of putting forth
efforts to crush the evil and so precipitate most probably, so the
Chinese fear, another war with England. The country is poor,
communication is bad and slow. The Government during the last
forty years has been embarrassed by its foreign and intestine wars.
Some of these very wars were waged with the object of putting a stop
to opium (what she has honestly done to stop the evil has by reason
of outward circumstances caused its greater spread). the prospect
being thus sc discourging and it bemg impossible {so they think)
to get England ever tc forego her Indian revenue from opium, the
Chinese officials in despair have winked at their own native growth
with the ultimate object of starving the foreign import and then
of grappling with the evil within their own borders. it is a
desperate remedy no doubt but we dare not say it will not succeed.
Edicts are still in use; the conscience of the country is kept alive to
the subject, official proclamations are everywhese posted and the
people approve of the action of the government. The other day
an official in Shanse was dismissed for opium smoking on the
representation of the present energetic and anti-oplum Governor,
Chang OChih-tung, who seems in dead earnest on this subject. The
other day also an edict was promulgated in answer to a severe
memorial by a censor called Liu, suggesting that three months
should be allowed to give up the practice and those officials failing
to do so to be summarily dealt with. If any violate the law and
are informed against there will be no mercy shown them, but the
punishment will be very severe. Our opponents may say this and
similar edicts are simply intended for the British Government. But
1 for one, from what I have heard and still more seen of the higher
officials in private, and few if any foreigners have had more dealings
with the higher officials in private, believe in their honesty and
sincerity. The course of the Chinese Government throughout has
been consistent and they seem in all they undertake to have the same
object im view. Brereton affirms these edict to be shams, says they
are never heeded and yet they please the people. These proclama-
tions, he continues, are never intended to be put into effect and Mr.
Turner knows this perfectly well, but believes only what he wishes
to ba trve. It is of course vnknown to the author of this diatribe
against the Chinese Government that the edicts in the early part of
this century did put down the native growth and it was not till the
legalization of the drug in 1858 or a few years previously im some
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cases owing to the embarrassment of Hien Feng’s reign, that it
hegan again to appear. The poppy bas been frequently torn up
by the roots and the growth kept m check by these edicts and the
energetic action of local officials. Upon strict investigation it will
be found that even in the South West province the native growth is
of recent origin, all views to the opposite by Consular and Customs
authorities notwithstanding. Kilsewhere I have shewn the untena-
bleness of the view of the ancient growth in Szech’uen and ¥ innan.

Then follows the argument that because China is civilized, is
it possible that this mvaluable medicine could only have been
recently grown [ Ié has been cultivated throughout the whole con-
tinent of Asia for thousands of years and is it likely that the oldest
and most civilized of all Asiatic nations, the very garden of Asia,
would be the last to introduce the culture of this valuable drug?
According to Dr. Martin they knew alchemy before 16 was even
heard of in Europe and are these a people likely to be ignorant of
this indispensable medicine or to neglect its cultivation throughout
their fertile country ! All or nearly all the medicines of the British
Pharmacopoeia and a great many more have been known to the
Chinese for hundreds if not thousands of years. It 1s possible to
prove anything by such reasoning as this. Were this truth about
opium a testamentary document, it would not be difficult to prove
the msanity of the writer. it

Fallacy No 7 is that British merchants are making large
fortunes by the trade. It may vow be admitted on all bands that
British merchants heave little or no concern with the trade. But it
was not always so. And if so now, the more reason the trade
should be stopped if on no other than purely selfish grounds for it

would not be difficult to show that the opium trade as formerly
carried on is a great hindrance to British legitimate trade by
embittering the Chinese feelings against us and in every way plac-
ing obstacles and restrictions in the path of our trade. British trade
properly so called is being sacrificed to the Indian revenue. lf we
had approached China as we did Japan might not our relations ab
the present day have been widely different ¢

The next fallacy (8) to be exposed is that the discontinuance of
the supply from India would stop or check the practice of opium
smoking. This is considered 2 delusion. It is supposed that the
native cultivation of the poppy would be largely increased in China;
and if the government be not sincere, certainly this would be the
result. But if with their views of the physical evils of opm and
their past action, they did not then prohibit effectively the native
growth, they would not only lose all face, to quote an expressive
Chinese phrase, with England and foreign governments, but what
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to them is of more consequence, with their own people. In fact I
question whether such a government conid exist, under such cir-
curostances, for if is quite well known that their present ineffective
action is the result of the outside pressure. They tmed long to

_ keep the humilation of their foreign treaties Irom their own people.
No one has yet succeeded in demonstrating the bad faith of the
government in the matter of opimm, for by relaxing the prohibition
against opium and favouring the foreign ixport, they might enrich
themselves beyond measure and it 1s well-known that owing to
rebellions, famines, mundations and foreign wars their finances are
not in a healthy condition, yet for the sake of their country they
prefer to continue their opposition to opium and so forego revenue.
The saying of the Emperor Tao Kwang is as true now of the
Chinese Government as it was 40 years ago when urged to legalize
the trade. ‘Tt is true I cannot prevent the introduction of the
flowing poison; gain seeking and corrupt men will for profit and
sensuality, defeat my wishes; but nothing will induce me to derive
a revenue from the vice and misery of my people.” Well might our
author say as he does in another place, when once the Chinese ara
Christianized they may be able to teach us morality and virtue; a
terrible commentary on our oplum trade | Sir Robert Hari is again
quoted as proving his contention here but no where 1s this subject
touched upon in the opium brochure of the Customs. Nothing is
there said against the smcerity of the government, in fact rather the
reverse, for in spite of the asserted statistical percentage of inno-
cuouness of the drag, the Chinese still do not desist from attempts
to check the consumption. The author tells us that the missionaries
speak of the horror of the Chinese Government of opium but not of
the horror of themselves the missionaries. Their feeling against
missionaries here referred to and found in the celebrated saying of
prince Kung to Sir R. Alcock, which was first communicated by the
present writer to a friend who gaye it publicity, referred to the R. C.
Missionaries as did also the work entitled “ Death Blow to Corrupt
Doctrine” and the circular on missions, which was stifled in its birth.
The Romanist missionaries have always given much trouble to the
Chinese Government by virtue among other things of the assertion
of the “imperium tn waiperio’ in the matter of their converts. On
page 144 Mr. Brereton is guilty of great want of taste in his un-
substantiated charged, where he insinuates “that Prince Kung and
all the Imperial magnates including Li Hung Chang, that strictest
of moralists, revel in the very Indian drug they affect so to abhor.”

Mr. Brereton holds that if Sir Robert Hart had been perfectly
untrammelled and could have spoken as 2 private individual, a
much stronger protest from him against the false doctrines diffused
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by the Anti-opium Society would doubtless have been published,
but im the face of the opinions respecting opium professedly held
by the mandarins, Mr. Brereton conceives Sir Robert was a little
cautious, but as matters stand his book shews how fallacious, mis-
leading and mischievous the teachings of the Anti-opium Society are.
This 1s a charge which is tantamount to Sir R. having sold himself
to his employers which we utterly repudiate. The work it seems to
me tells with even more force against Mr. Brereton’s views. (And
yet” he says “mm the face of this most damaging official Yellow Book
we are calmly and seriously told that we are demoralizing and ruin-
ing the whole nation because we send & comparatively small quantity
of pure and wholesome opium.” the Yellow: Book in question 1s
not official in the sense of emanating from the Chinese Government.

But adds Mr. Brereton “Supposing we stop the British Indian
we could not prohibit its exportation from Malwa.” ts the
use to which we pat the acquisition of Scinde unknown? Did it nob
prevent the Malwa opium from being exported by the Portuguese
port of Damaun and oblige it to be brought to Bombay where we
raised the duty upon it from 200 rupees, then to 300 and afterwards
‘to 400 rupees per chest ? Aiter this and in view of our position and
power in India, to be told that we could not prevent the exportation
of Malwa, is prenosterous. The same power which enabled them to
levy 400 rupees per chest would avail to levy 4000 or prohibit it
altogether. We are therefore as responsible for Malwa as for the
Bengal drug. In this tenor wrote Dr. Medhurst im 1855 to our
Superintendent of Trade and thus it appears in the Blue Book of
the period. China herself may be left to deal with Persia Egypt,
Mozambique, etc.

Mr. Brereton puts in a plea for smuggling on the ground “That
for centuries the recognised international law of Europe has been
that one nation is not bound to take cognisance of the revenue laws
of another. He says we never gave the smugglers of opium into
China any encouragement.” Did not Lord Palmerston, that bellcose
“interventionist” plainly inform the British Superintendent of Trade
constantly to bear in mind and to impress upon British Subjects
the necessity of conforming to the laws and usages of the Chinese
Empire, and did not Capt Blhiot tell the smugglers that the British
Government would nof support them in their clandestine trade
Capt Elliot did police daty for some time in the Canton mver,
but this was unpalateable to the smugglers and orders came
from home to desist as it was an insult to the sovereign power of
China ! And was not a naval officer at Ningpo, I think, qmetly
rebuked for his zeal against his countrymen engaged in the
contraband trade ? And did not the same Lord Palmerston mform
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Captain Elliot to acquaint the Chinese Government that 1b 1s scarcely
possible that a permanent good understanding can be marntained
between the two governments, if the opium trade be allowed to
remain upon its present footing !

For once Mr. Brereton, in speaking of the smuggling trade
admits large fortunes were made, although he is constantly taunting
Mr. Turner ebout his charge of princely fortunes being made by the
merchants. He asserts that the contraband trade proves the demand
and that it was highly valued and it was on their invitation that
the drug was mtroduced. Strange abuse of language this. {lan
Mr. Brereton have read our Blue Books of that period f And they
are not the ravings of missionaries but the despatches from our own

Since 1842, he asserts, that although not mentioned m
the treaty, opium was openly allowed into the country. After
that time there was no more smuggling as far as Europeans are
eoncerned. No, the Chinese had been taught a valuable lesson by
the first war, loss of blood, treasure and prestige, a large opium
indemnity (to the smugglers, although they had been toid they
should receive no support from his Government, but this was not
encouragement !) and the opening of several portsto trade, which
they did not soon forget and every official was afraid to touch the
subject for fear of losing his own head or of precipitating another
Wr. After remonstrance upon remonstrance by Sir H. Pottinger to
the High Commissioners that they should represent to the throne the
advantages of legalisation, the reply, indicating the same obstinate
resistance was, “ The officers of China shall certainly be enjoined to
confine their jurisdiction in that respect to the soldiery and people
of the country, not allowing them to make use of it. Whether the
merchant vessels bring opium or not China will not need to inquire
or take any proceedings with regard thereto.”

We are next favoured with Mr. Lay’s letter regarding the mode
in which the opium clause with the duty thereupon was inserted
into the Tariff Regulations of the Treaty of Tientsin. This letter
originated through the use of the word force applied to the insertion
of this clause. Mr. Lay shows: that the Chinese were under no
restraint. Mr. Brereton puts it in a much stronger light. He says
“The Chinese Commissioners as @ mttaer of course and without any
pressure whatever proposed to put down the duty at ‘laels 30 per
picul.” No one for a moment doubts Mr. Lays statement of the case.
So far as it goes it 1s correct. But is there not a great deal unsaid ?
How did the Taels 30 import duty come to be fixed uponf Who sug-
gested and proposed it? Was it the Chinese? Why was it put at this
figure? And if so low te prevent smuggling or injury to the Indian
why are the Chinese so anxious now to have it increased? Why is
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opium inserted into the tariff as yang yok (foreign medicime) ?
answer to these questions would a tale unfold ? This term ‘foreign
medicine’ speaks volumes for the Chinese position and indicates their
utter inabilty to prevent the legalization and their determination
to slur over the difficulty, and not outrage the conscience of the
country and so give the emperor some face. They had been defeated
a, second time, more blood, treasure and concessions to the outer
barbarian, and now how could they refuse to legalize the drug (but
not as opium) at the conclusion of the war ¢ From enquiries made at
many of the high officials, the impression on their minds 1s certainly
that the opium trade has been forced upon them by a power superior
in arms but not in virtue, and the msertion of in the table of the
legalizing clause was extorted from them under circumstances when
it was utterly impossible to resist. The Hnglish had long been
fully determined to see it legaized and rather facitly approved of
the smuggling hoping thereby to shew the Chinese that it would be
for their benefit to legalize it and so collect @ revenue. They hoped
that the exigencies of the Chinese exchequer would have compelled
the measure some twenty years before if came.

The Indian menopoly is discussed and all the old arguments are
used. The trade is an exceptionable one; it 1s an ancient industry in
India; the Portuguese carried it on before us and if done away the
alleged evils to China would be greatly imtensified and the revenue
of India greatly dimimshed. The objections to throwing open the
trade are referred to—the small ryots would be at the mercy of the
usurers, Who are the curse of India, the usurers would profit by
the production instead of the growers—revenue derived direct or
indirect from cpium, the morality remains the same.

The last and chief of the fallacies, phantasies and delusions 1s
the hindrance that opium presents to Christianity. We send only
6000 tons of opium annually which inflicts no appreciable injury,
according to the best authority. If we stopped the import, the
Chinese would find some other reason for rejecting Christianity.
The greatest hindrance, he says’ and herein no oue will perhaps differ
from him in view of the opium trade, is that our own practice differs
s0 much from our preaching. Why should the Chinese therefore
be asked to change their religion for ours! The most enthusiastic
missionary could not have produced a more powerful argument in
favour of this so-called fallacy. The trade is opposed to the golden
rule whether that ruie be expressed, positively or negatively.

He reverts again to the time immemorial argument (what a
responsibility rests upon these for putting such an unsound argument
into his hands) and asserts that we might as well fry to reverse the
course of the Niagara. The whole superstructure would apparently
topple down about his ears but for the mistranslation of that poem of
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the missionaries, charter by which they are at hberty to preach the
gospel there. The missionaries cry down the treaty for one particular
and rely upon it for another.

This anti-opium crusade is therefore as unjustifiable as it is
mischievous; it encourages the Chinese to make untenable demands
upon us under false pretences; 16 mterferes unwarrantably with an
industry affording subsistence to millions in India; it aims at
cutting off 7 or 8 millions from the Indian revenue now expended in
ameliorating the condition of its vast population. By this argu-
ment it is perfectly lawful to demoralize and ruin a neighbouring
country for the sake of the good it does to our own. In conclusion
he recommeneds that the funds of the Anti-opium Society be piven
to the missionaries to give them a little more care in the hostile
climate and the bitter fight that is before them.

We have now finished this most unpleasant task of reviewing a
work which would have been more to the author’s credit hed he
never delivered and published the lectures which it contains. We
have followed him page by page, tedious though the task has been,
with the object of giving the reader @ correct view of this mos;
remarkable book. In after years it may be said that this book did
more than anything else to bring about the very end against which
it was written. It is altogether an ev parte statement and we hope
his opium clients will be grateful for the whitewashing which he has
given the-business in which so many of them are engaged. T have
visited these “prepared opium” dens in Hongkong and f was never
more struck with anything than the ghastly appearance of the men,
not one of whom I was told was an opium smoker. Even io such
dens, the victims of the drug were not wanted. What a commentary
on the innocucuness of opium |

The Spectator of September 16th, 1882 has some very sensible
remarks in its review of Mr. Brereton’s work. It asserts that the
tone of the book injures it; that missionaries can have no object in
denouncing opm smoking, except the good of mankind; cessation
of the trade would bring them no advantage and if the poppy became
extinct the Chinese would not become Christians any faster. They
condemn it because lable to abuse and when abused, singularly
injurious. That they may exaggerate the evil they condemn, or rather
be blind to the beneficial side of the indulgence is likely enough,
but 161s no reason for scolding at them, at whats, af the most,
only a little over zeal. Opium smoking is not a virtue any how,
that it should not be condemned. The Spectator does not think
much of the writer's testimony as to the absence of injurious elfects
upon longevity and brightness of mind; he produces no evidence
as to rts beneficial effects, nor on his theory is any wanted.

TEE TRUTH ABOUT OPIUM—A REVIEW. | November-

The Tientsin treaty so much denounced by missionaries is
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THE NUMBER OF BUDDHISTS IN THE WORLD.
By tue Bpiror.

[N considering the population of the Earth, besides arriving at thenumber of the inhabitants of the several countries and continents
it is not unusual with many writers to classiiy the populations of
the various nations according to their religion; stating how many
are Christians, how many are Confucianists and how many are
Buddhists. In stating the number of Christians and Mohammedans
there is a general agreement among the various authorities as to
their respective numbers. This arises from the fact that in the lands
where these religions are found the census of the population is taken
with a good degree of accuracy: and the people are classed by those
who are engaged in taking the census according to their declared
or manitest wishes. But in the statements of the number of Bud-
dhists, as published by different authorities, there are great dis-
crepancies, as will appear from the following details. Thus Hassel,
in the Penny Cyclopedia, estimates the number of Buddhists to be
915 mallions. Johnstone in his Physical Atlas gives the number of

Buddhists as 245 millions. Perkins in Jolnson’s American Attias
states the number of Buddhists to be 320 millions. Professor New-
man estimates the number of Buddhists to be 867 millions. See “The
Ten Great Religions,” p. 146. Other authorities estimate the number
of Buddhists to be 450 millions; and Mr. Edwin Arnold, in his
preface to the Light of Asia, states the number of Buddhists to be
47) millions, a number which is equal to one third of the population
of the globe.

Tt is evident from this wide diversity in the statements of the
number of Buddhists, that the data npon which the estimates are
made are not certain; and that the different authorities are guided
by very different principles in fixing their estimates. For if the
number of the followers of Buddha in each of the several countries
where this religion is followed was known, the grand total of Bud-
dhists could easily be ascertained: and there would be unitormity
in the number as given by different writers on the subject. LT
attempt to discover the cause of these discrepencaies by referrimg to
the countries in which Buddhists are found.

The countries in which Buddhists are found in large numbers
are the following; viz, Ceylon, Siam, Burmah, Thibet, Mongoha,
Manchuria, Annam, China, Corea and Japan. But the extent to
which Buddhism prevails in these several countries differs very
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greatly. In some of them it 1s the state religion and is followed by
all the people as in Siam, Burmah and Thibet. In some of them it is
the religion which is followed by the great mass of the population,
almost to the exclusion of all other religions as in Ceylon, Mongolia,
and Manchuria. But m the other countries 2s Annam, China,
Corea and Japan it exists m connection with other religions. In
these last named countries 1t was Introduced at a very early period
ot the Christian era; it has its priests, its temples, its monasteries,
its forms of worship, its feast days and its following; but Buddhism
is by no means to be considered as the only religion of these
countries, nor even as the most prevalent rehgion therein.

It will be evident to every one who investigates the subject,
that the great cause of the wide discrepancies in the estimates of
the different authorities as quoted above, is the difficulty of arriving
at the correct number of Buddists in the population of China. One
authority who gives the number of Buddhists to be 340 millions
gives 80 millions as the number of Confucianists, classifying the rest
of China, as Buddhists. If this authority estimated the population of
China to be 350 millions and only counted 80 millions as Con-
fucianists this would leave 270 millions of the population of China
to be classed as Buddhists leaving the other 70 mullions of his
estimate of the number of Buddhists to be made up from the
population of the other countries in which Buddhism 1s found. Some

of the authorities whose estimates are quoted above, must have
counted the whole population of China and Japan as Buddhists m
order to make up the numbers as given by them. I express this
Opinion by way of inference, because in none of the authorities
above referred to was there any statement given of the number of
Buddhists in each several country, but only the one statement of the
number oft Buddhists in the world. But every one who will con-
sider the facts of the case, must see at once, that the enumeration
of the whole, or even of a large part, of the population of China and
Japan as Buddhists is erroneous ; because in China avery large part
of the people as well as the government are Confucianists; and in
Japan the government and a large portion of the people are Shinto-
sts. Before any reliable estimate can be given of the number of
Buddhists m these countries it is necessary to settle upon some
principles to guide us in classifying the population of those countries
where several religions are recognised among the people. In
the countries of Europe and America, when the census of the popu-
lation is taken by their respective governments great accuracy 1s
attained in regard to the number of those who adhere to the several
religions which are found in the different countries, When the
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census is taken in Great Britian and Ireland not only is it ascer-
tained how many in each country are Protestants and how many
are Roman Catholics; but itis also ascertained how many of those
who are classsed 2s Protestants are connected with the several
Protestant denominations; stating how many adhere to the Estab-
lished Church of England, how many to the Established Church of
Scotland, and how many are Wesleyan, how many are Baptists
ec. The same accuracy in stating the number of the adherents to
several religious faiths which are found in the country is found in the
census when taken in Germany, France and Italy. In the census
recently taken by the British Government in India the population of
the several provinces are classified in reference to their religions as
“Hindus,” “Sikhs,” “Mohammedans,” “ Buddhists,” ‘ Christians,”
Others,” and “Religion not Known.” When the census of any
country is taken in this manner the number of the adherents of
each system of religion is easily arrived at. In all western lands
there are many of the population who are not very decided or
pronounced as to their religious opinions. Y fancy that if a minute
inquiry was made as to the principles which guide those who take
the census in Great Britain, Germany, France and Italy, it would
be tound that a very large number of the population are classified
as being connected with the established rehgion of each country,
who have but little religious preference of any kind, or, in other
words, that it is the prevailing usage in classifying the popula-
tious in different western lands to consider all those of the popalation
as belonging to the established religion of the State whe do not
express their positive dissent therefrom. Hence in the United
Kingdom a large part of the population is classed as connected with
the Established Church of England who have but little predilection
for that church, because they do not express their dissent there-
from; and because under these circumstances it'1s the the most
natural thing to class them with the Established Church. So 1n

France and Italy a very large part of the population is classed as
Roman Catholics though they attend very indifferently upon the
rites and ceremonies of the church. But in childhood most of them
were baptized according to the rites of this church, their marriages
were solemnized by the Priests of this church and the mites of this
church are used at the funerals which occur in their families. In
these circumstances, though many of the people neglect the regular
services of the church, and. some of them are skeptical as to the
doctrines of the church, yet by usage and general consent the great
mass of the population of these countries is classed as Roman
Catholics. The same usage is found in all the other countries of
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Greek Church, because that is the national church, notwithstanding
so many of them do not attend upon its mtes and ceremonies, and
do not conform to its requirements. In Ching it is well known that
there are three religions; the Confucian,* the Buddhist and the
Taouist. It is also true that many of the inhabitants of China
worship according to the rites and ceremonies of each one of these
religions; and worship nearly all the objects of worship which aro
held sacred by the several systems of belief. In this state of the
case we cannot class them all as Confucianists, neither can we class
them all as Buddhists as some have done, nor all as Taonists.
But how shall we assign the population to their respective classes ?
What principles shall guide us in assigning a portion of the popula-
tion to each one of the several religons ? The census of the popula-
tion which has been taken by the Chinese government affords no
help in making such a classification of the population, as in no
census has any note been taken of such a division of the people.
Before we proceed to classify the population of China according
to religious belief it is necessary to settle some principles to guide
us from the usages which prevail in like matters in other lands.

It is quite true that these three religious are found in all parts
of China; that the temples of these several faiths stand side by side

mm the cifies and m the country. Many of their various ceremonies,
much of their worship occur on the same days; and many of the
people worship at all the various shrines. But still there is a very
marked diiference in the position which is occupied by these respec-
tive systems among this people. Confucianism is the oldest religion
ot China. It is also the national religion of this empire. It is the
religion which is authorized by the Imperial Statutes. It 38 the
only region which has an authorized and established ritual and the
worship accordiig to which is appointed by law. The emperor
himself is the chief worshipper at. the high services on state occa-
sions. livery officer in the Empire worships according to the
established ritual in his own official residence and ijn the temples of
his own district. And each and every family worships its ancestors,
according to the Confucian faith, on the 1st and 15th of each month
* I conform to usage in speaking of Confucianism as one of the religions of China.

‘ahia does not mean that this native cult originated with him. It was prevalent
an Ching long before he lived. But as he arranged and transmitted ita Canonical
Books and gave his sanction to it, it bas become customary to designate the
indigenous systems of religious worship ag Confucianism. The objects of wor:
ship according to its ritual are Heaven, earth, the san, moon aud stars, the
gods of the land and the grain, the goddess of silk culture, the god of healing,
the god of literature, the god of war, and more important than all the worship
of ancestors. Confucianiam comprehends thia system of roligion as well as the
pelitical and ethical syatems of Confucius.

‘OR NOMBER OF BUDDHISTS [IN THE WORLD. | November-

The inhabitants of Russia are classed as adherents of the
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and at the four great festivals of the year and on the proper birth-
day; these four great festivals are all connected with Confucianism.
Buddhism and Taouism are folerated, but only as inferior and less
respected systems of popular superstition, but they are not on an
equality with the Orthodox faith, Confucianism has the precedence
and preéminence im every thing aud every way. Its Canonical
Books, the Five Classics and Four Books, are the recognized found-
etaon of all their philosophy and religion. These are the text books
in all their schools of every kind and class, from the lowest to the
highest. The themes at the literary examination throughout the
whole empire for the coveted degrees are taken from these Canonical
Books. The gods which are acknowledged by the Confucian
system are found in the idol loft of every family in the land. The
principal worship and rites at births, marmages and deaths in the
families of all classes of the population, are those of the Confucian
faith. It is also true that some of the Buddhist and Taouist goda
are found in the idol loft of many families, and that ceremonies
from one or both of these faiths are joined with those of the Con-
fucian faith at births, marriages and funerals. But 3b remains trae
that the principul ceremonies at these three great events are accord-
ing to the Contucian faith. In my intercourse with this people
doing these thirty nine years, I have met with very few persons
indeed, apart from those who are Christian, who disavowed their
belief in Confucianism or their non-adherence to it.—Whatever the
people hold in regard to Buddhism and Taouisin it is not to the
renunciation or neglect of Confucianism ; but it is held in connection
with and in addition to the belief in Confucianism.

Ihe sentiments and opinions of the people of China in regard
to Buddhism and Taouism are conformed to the teachings of their
orthodox rituals and authorized mannals. In these they are spoken
of and regarded as heresies, while Confucianism is the Orthordox
or Correct Doctrine. The Seventh Maxim in the Sacred Edict of the
{llustrious Emperor Kanghi, hich is ordered to bs read on the Ist
and 15th of each month for the instruction of the officers of the
government, reads thus; ‘‘ Degrade strange religions in order to
exalt the orthodox docirine.” Milne’s Translation. In the expla-
nation of this maxim by the Emperor Yung Ching, Confucianism is
designated the correct and orthodox doetrine, while Buddhism and
Taouism are classed among the perverse heresies; and the people are
warned against them and exborted to forsake them and avoid their
deceptions. When preaching to Chinese audiences the preacher,
whether foreigner or native may denounce the follies, the supersti-
tions and the idols of Buddhism and Taouism and carry the feelings
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and the concurrence of the audience with him. But 7 be com-
mences to decry any of the doctrines of Cufucius; or to argue
acainst any of the forms of worship which are sanctioned by the
national religion, as that of the worship of ancesters, or of Confucius,
he at once arouses the feelings of all his audience im dissent from
bis utterances. The honorary tablets which have been conferred by
successive Emperors, at different periods, have marked the increased
reverence with which he has been regarded with the lapse of time.
He has been styled “The Ancient Holy One,” ‘*The Great Sage,”
“The Most Holy Ancient Sage Confucius,” The Perfect, Most
Holy Ancient Sage Confucius.” A more popular form is expressed
in this form taken from a sacrificial prayer, ‘He is the rule and pat-
tend of the hundred Kings, the Teacher and Exemplar of the myriad
ages,” These sententious expressions express the sentaments of the
people in regard to him. No one has arisen to contest his claim
to preeminence in their estimation.

It is to be remarked that the estimate of Confucius, and the
hold of Confucianism upon the hearts of the people, so far from
showing any evidence of declining has manifested mcreasing power
and influence with each successive dynasty. Wence, both as expres-
sive of its own sentiments and as the surest way of commending
itself and its policy to the people, each dynasty has sougnt to
exceed the preceeding dynasty in its homage to Confucius. This
has been manifested in conferring a ligher title upon him which 1s
henceforth ingsoribed on the tablets before which the worship and
offering’s are rendered. Myr. T. Waters, in his * Guide to the Tablets
of the Temple of Confucius,” says; “The Emperors of the present
dynasty have outdone all others in the services they have rendered
to the honour and worship of the Sage and his saints. Under them
has heen enforced, for the first time, the rule that every city and
town should have its temple.”

Dr. Legge, in “The Religions of China,” says: at the present
day he is worshipped twice 2 year on certain days in the middle of
Spring and Autumn. Then the Emperor goes in state to the
Imperial College in Peking, and performs the homage, and presents
the appinted offerings before the spirit tablets of Confucius, and
four of his most famous disciples. These are the words of the
principal prayer on the occasion :—“ On this month of this year I,
the Emperor, offer sacrifice to the Philosopher K'ung, the ancient
Teacher, the perfect Sage; and say, O Teacher, in virtue equal to
Heaven and Earth, whose doctrines embrace tho times past and the
present, thou didst digest and transmit the six classics, and didst
hand down lessons for all generations.” p. 148.
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In “The Middle Kingdom, Williams says; there are 1560
temples dedicated to Confucius; there are, itis said, 62,606 pigs,
rabbits, sheep and deer, and 27,000 pieces of silk annually presented
upon their altars.” Vol. II. p. 239. In Peking, as Dr. Legge states,
the homage is paid, at one of the temples, by the Emperor himself.
In the other temples under this dynasty the law is “that the chief
civil ofticer aft each place shall conduct the worship.”

In the Sacrificial Ritual which is used at these services occurs
the following ode in praise of Confucius. There is a hearty response
of concurrence in every inhabitant of China to this laudation of their
great Sage the transmitter of the cult which is indigenous to China.

* Confucius! Confucius! How great is Confacims ;
Betore Confucius there never was a Confucius;
Since Confacius there has never been a Confucius ?
Confacins! Confucina! How great is Confucius,”

It when a census of the population is taken in China the people
were questioned, as they are in western lands, and required to say
how they wished to be classed as Confucianists, or Buddhists or
Taouists, one or the other, to the exclusion of the others, itis my
opimon that 19/20ths, 1f not 99/100ths, of the people would claim
to be designated as Contucianists. This adherence to Confucianism
foilows.as a matter of course by all loyal subjects of the Empire
because 16 1s the national religion and it is associated im their minds
with all that preeminence and renown which belongs to the Empire
and the race. Contucius is associated with all the strongest and
most interesting associations of their whole lives; as the tablet has
been regularly worshipped on the Ist and 15th day of every month
by all those who have attended schocl for any length of time; and
more devoutiy by all those who have sought hterary honors. The
tablet of Confucius is found in every school room and College in the
whole Kimpire. And when the position and miluence of the literary
class in Chima 1s considered, 1t will be no surprise to any who
carefully consider the subject that the population of China are
Confueianists.

This view of the matter 1s confirmed by the opimions of the
best students of Chinese institutions and Listory. Dr. Wilbams in
‘The Middle Kingdom” says; “This brings us to the consideration
of the real religion of the Chinese, that in which more than anything
else they trust, and to which they look for consolation and reward,
the worship of deceased ancestors. * * * The heart of the nation reposes
more upon the rites offered at the family shrine to the two “living
divinities’ who preside in the hall ef ancestors than to ali the rest?”
Vol. 11. p. 259, ‘In China no one is called a Buddhist except the
priests and nuns; and the same is true in Japan and: Lewchew, and
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probably im Corea, in all of which Buddhism has no support from
government, though approved by many officers.” p. 250. Dr. Edkins,
who has written so fully and ably on Chinese Buddhism says in
answer to inguiries by me, “Strictly speaking no. Chinese could
be called Buddhists, except those who have their heads shaved,
of either sex; ¢.c. the priests and nuns of this faith.” Dr, Edking
also remarked, “Chinese Historians only class priests and nuns as
Buddhists and even they have strong leanings to Confucianism.”
In his work “ Religion in China,” Dr. Edkins says “ The religions
of Confucius, Buddha and Tao are truly national, because the mass
of the people: believe in them all. They are far from feeling it to be
meconsistent to do so. Philosophers may not know what to do with
a fact like this; but itis true nevertheless. Those who themselves
have a devoted love of truth, do not understand how any one
should belong to three religions at once. Hence some writers have
parcelled out the Chinese among these systems, assigning so many
millions to one and so many to another. In estimating the number
of Buddhists in the world, one hundred and eighty millions of
Chinamen are placed by one author at the head of his enumeration
of nations. He has obtained this number by halving the whole
population; a process conveniently short, but far from giving a
true view ot the case. Some other mode of elassification must be
employed.” Religion m China, 2nd Edition p. 58.

{ have suggested some prixciples that should puide us in
making such classification, with what success I leave to my readers
tO say. { simply apply to the Chinese the principles that are applied
in Western lands classifying the population among the several
religions that are found in those countries. By applying those
principles I have arrived at the result that the great mass of the
population of China is to be classified as Confucianists. It does
not militate against the result that many of them, in connection
with their Confucian faith have a belief in some of the teachings of
Buddhism and Taouism, and worship some of their idols. This
same thing is found to exist very commonly in the populations of
western Jands. In the Protestant demoninations, many views
are held in common with the adherents of other creeds because
such views are common to all Protestants Christians. But they
differ on the essential point of their respective creeds. {t is the
common belief of the adherents of the three religions of China that
a plurality of gods may be worshipped. There is no exclusive claim
for the worship of only one God. Hence the Confucianists see no
inconsistency in worshipping the gods of the Buddhist and Taonuist
faith with their respective rites, in addition to the gods presented

[ November-
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in the Confucian faith. But when Buddhism teaches any thing
contrary to the “five cardinal virtues,” “the five relations” and
‘the worship of ancestors” which are the distinguishing teachings
of Confucius they adhere to Confucius, and they should, by the
same principle that guides in smilar matters in western lands, be
elassified as Confucianists.

The principles and teachings of Confucius have been fully
eccepted by the inhabitants of Corea and Annam. The religion of
this system is recognized as the state religion of theses kingdoms.
Buddhism and Taouism have both been introduced into Corea, and
the former has at various times had great success in securin
votaries. But in the most recent history of that kingdom, “ Corea,
the Hermit Nation,” the author, Mr. Griffis says, ‘ Confucianism
overspreads the whole peninsula, but during the prevalence of
Buddhism, from the fourth to the fourteenth century, i¢ was
probably fully studied and practised by the learned classes. Under
the present dynasty, or from the fifteenth century the religion of
China has been both the official and popular cult of Corea, long ago
reaching the point of bigotry, intolerance and persecution. Taouism
appears to be litle studied.” page 330. While we have not the
same definite information in regard to Annam, the similarity of the
institutions aud usages in that country to those in China leads me
to the conclusion that the people of Annam ere to be. classed as
Confuctanists. Japan is the only other country that requires to be
cousidered. Japan has two systems of religious faith, viz., the
native cult which is called Sintoism, and Buddhism. It is true
that the teachings of Confucius were introduced into Japan in the
third century of the Christian era, and the “ Four Books” have
formed the basis of their educationai system. But it was mainly
Confucius’ teachings on political science that have been received
into Japan. Sinto-ism means the “the way of the gods,” and means
simply the worship of the gods according to their native mythology.
The system is @ worship of the objects of nature. The chief divinity
is the Sun-goddess which goddess is regarded not only as chief
divinity in Japan but she is regarded as the Patron of the kingdom.
The Mikado regards himself, and he is so regarded by the people,
asa descendant of the goddess and as holding the kingdom by
divine right trom her. In connection with this worship of the
objects of nature is the worship of ancestors. This is a. ve
important part of their worship as the ancestral shelf 1s found in
every house. Tt is the part of idolatry which converts to Christianity
give up with the greatest reluctance.

But 1¢ would appear that the uative system of worship had not
the strength to meet Buddhism in Japan that Confucianism had in
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Chima. This may have been because there was no sage in Japan
holdiag the position that Confucicus does in China. Neither is
there such a collection of Canonical Books coming down from early
ages and so intimately connected with fhe national life and Govern-
ment. However that may be, Buddhism appears to have hecome
more rooted in Japan than in China. The two systems of Shintoism
and Buddhism have become very much joined together in the minds
of the people. “Some of the gods of old Japan were recognized
as incarnations of previous Buddhas.” This would indicate that
Buddhism iu Japan conformed to the native system in order to get
more firmly rooted. The people while adhering to the worship of
ancestors call mdiscriminately for help upon the Shinto Sun-goddess
and on the Buddhist objects of worship. A correspondent writes,
“In 1868, through a spirit of patriotisn, the Mikado and thegovern-
ment did all in their power to uproot the Indian religion and to
make Shinto all. This effort has met with so little success that Bud-
dhism is now gradually regaining its old position of “ better half”
in this curious alliance.” This same correspondent remarks ; “ Only
two Buddhisht sects, viz., Nichiren and Monto sects forbid their
adherents to worship the Shinto gods. The Monto sect 1s powerful
and energetic, and with the Nichiren sect may take in a third of
the population, though there are no statistics on the subject.”

Under these circumstances it is very difficult to classify the
population of Japan. If when a census of the population of Japan
was taken the people were required to declare their preference, a
large majority would probably declare themselves Shintoists. But
in the absence of any statistics it may be the safer way, as there is a
kind of union of two systems in the minds of the people, to consider
one half Shintoists and the other half as Buddhists according to
the Japanese type of Buddhism. This would make the number of
the followers of each system to be 18 millions.

It remains to arrive at the population of the several countries in
which Buddhism is accepted as the religion of the inhabitants, as
Siam, Burmah, Thibet, Ceylon, Mongolia and Manchuria. The
population of each of these several countries is not well ascertained.
No two authorities give the same number. Siam is stated by some
to have a population of 6 millions. Thibet is also stated to have
6 millions and Birmah is estimated to have 4 millions. Ceylon has
2 millions, Mongolia 2 millions, and Manchuria 10 millions. In the
recent census of India the number of Buddhists is stated to be
in all the provinces, 4,342,407. Of this number 3,251,589 reside
mm British Burmah. This only leaves 1,090,846 for the whole of
india. If it is considered that only the priests and nuns of this
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faith in China are to be considered as Buddhists, we have no data
to settle the number cf these religionists in the Empire. Bub uw
we consider there are some devotees who have not shaven their
heads and estimate the number of Buddhists m China, Corea and
Anuam to be 20 millions we have made an estimate which must be
considered by all who have studied the subject to be a large one.

If we tabulate the population of these various Countries it will
give us the aggregate of those who may classified as Buddhists.

Siam, 6 muilhons.
Thibet, 6 3)Burmese ve meee
Indie, 4,349,407.
Mongolia, 9 millions.
Manchuria, eee @ee oan ave eae ees eve 19 33
ine eoaan, eeft ees ees @ed @e6¢@ 33

‘Lotal, (2, 342,407.
The considerations presented in this paper, 2f accepted, will

have the effect of requiring that Confucianism shall be enumerated
as one if the religions when classifying the population of the world.
according to religions. The number of Confucianists will vary as
stated by different persons because of the different statements of the
population of China. These range from 255 milhons to 369 millions.
If we estimate the population of China, Corea and Annam to be
300 millions and deduct 20 millions for Buddhists and 15 muilbens
for the Mohammedans it will leave the number of Confucianists to
be 265 mollions.

CHINESE EDUCATION.
By Rev. C. W. Matrer, D.D.

BOFH the amount and the quality of Chinese education is veryotten overestimated. It has been repeatedly stated in books
and papers in the west that all the Chinese could read. I nead not
say how wide this is of the truth. Many also who live in China have
an exagcerated idea of the number of Chinese who can read. Lt 39

not likely that as many as one-third of the boys in China ever go to
school at all, and of those who start to school only a smal! proportion
ever become scholars. The parents of many are unable to keep
them at school, and many others are disheartened or disgusted by
the dull routine of committing by rote so much that they do not
understand, so that by far the greater number stop short before they
have really entered the domain of Chinese learning. They know
the names of a good many characters, but kyow little or nothing of
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their meammng or use. They may pick out the general sense of a book
written in colloquial, or by practice may learn to read and write the
special characters required in keeping the accounts of @ certain
business, yet it is a great mistake to say that such persons can read.
They only can be properly said to read, who can read and understand
with facility any ordinary book. L doubt if there ts es much as one
in ten of the men who can do this. Dr. Nevius, in his ‘‘ China
and the Chinese,” estimates two m ten, but he now admits that
this estimate is foo high for North China. The truth is that the
Chinese written language as at present learned and nsed 18 80
difficult that im order to read it is necessary to make learning a
profession. Education can never become general in China unless
the written language is simplified and improved. Thus, though
difficult, will no-doubt be done when the philosophical and practical
spirit of the west permeates China.

Passing by the amount of Chinese education, let us consider a
little more carefully the quadéy of u. Little can be said in its favor.
It fails in great measure to accomplish the true end of an education.
The means used are indeed fairly well adapted to the end proposed,
but the end is not the true end. It is both defective and unsound.
It is but s superficial view of Chinese education that praises 16 with-
out stint or thinks 1t cannot be supplemented or improved.

V.—Chinese education fails to develope the faculties of reason and
reflection, The Chinese system of study 1s well adapted to train the
memory, and this in, so far, is a capital excellency. Tt is attamea
however at the expense of neglecting the reasoning powers. When
a boy starts to school he is set to committing by rote books which
he cannot understand, and which the teacher makes no effort to
explain. Lhis committing to memory ts his sole business. He has
no other sludies. Book after look is committed and revietved. Thig
process 1s generality kept up for about five years without variation
or reliy except a httle proctice in penmanship. Only after such a
tedious and discouraging process as this, does the teacher begin to
introduce ns pupil to the meaning of the high Wen-le he has been
learning. In some cases no doubt the work of explaining begins
Sooner, yet five years 1s the theoretical time piven to preliminary
memorizing, and in the case of lazy teachers or dall pupils this time
is often exceeded. I have known boys who were in school six or even
seven years before any books were explained to them. It is hard to
anything more discouraging to a school boy than this. tt
1s no wonder that many are discouraged and stop short before they
learn to read. Nor does this process of rote committing cease when
the explaining begins. It is kept up as long as the boy gocs to.
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school, or there are any more classics or to commit.
Moreover the explaining is but another form of committing. ‘The
explanations are at most as fixed as the text of the classics. ‘The

pupil hears them from the teacher and is then required to reproduce
them without addition, subtraction or modification. They are simply
the emgmatical style of the books expanded into colloquial together
with the history and mythology connected with the events referred
to. Lhe mental discipline obtained by the study of mathematics
and metaphysics is wholly wanting in Chinese’ education. They
jearn to remember but not to reasen.

Chinese education fails to tmpart useful knowledge. The
traiming of the mind and the acquisition of knowledge should ever
go hand in hand, and together they constitute a true education.
Chinese education is confined entirely to one thing viz., the know-
ledge of the Classics. These classics include the history, poetry and
religion of ancient China, together with the teaching and doctrines
of the Sages. Logether they constitue a sort of moral-political
economy. . I'hey are brief in themselves, though the comments on
them are very voluminous. Tho Chinese school boy learns them
by rote and repeats and explains them over and over again.
Beyond this he never goes, It is simply over and over this narrow
routine, without one attempt or thought of going beyond. All the
wide domain of human knowledge is left untouched. Not even the
use of the abacus is taught in schools—much less is mathematics or
geography or natural science or general history ever thought of.
Lhe educated Chinaman learns in his classics that the heaven is
round and the earth square, and opens his eyes in incredulity
when told that the earth is round, the sky boundless. The sage has
told lum that the foundation of knowledge is in the investigation of
nature, yet he knows nothing about nature nor does he attempt to
learn. Ho plumes himself on knowing everything worth knowing
while im fact he knows almost nothing. He knows no more of the
world outside of China than a Hottentot does of Latin. Bren the
lustory of China, except so much of it as is contained in the classics,
is not taught in schools, but picked up by extraneous reading.
the same is true of geography. Chinese scholars have heard of the
nations of ihe west, bat thoy have no idea vf their size or their
relative situation. Music is lauded in the classics, but it 3s not
taught in Chinese schools. Astronomy also is highly esteemed but
it is not taught in Chinese schools, and only studied by ‘a few men
who have a special bent in that direction. In a word Chinese
education so far as useful knowledge is concerned is a sham.
Fretending to instruct it leaves the student, after years of hard
albor, ignorant of the first principles of useful knowledge, yet filled
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with insufferable conceit in that he knows how to write and define
so many of those empirical characters, and can quote ghbly the
apotheems of the Sages. This is the grand defect of a Chinese
education. It fills the mind with the mere shell and shadow of
learning, and cheats the learner into the vain conceit that he knows
everything worth knowing when in fact he knows little or nothing,
and what he does know is worth little or nothing.

education prevents instead of producing a healthy
deveiopement of the nazi.

it trains the memory at the expense of the reasoning powers,
and dwarfs the mind by giving it a distorted growth. Keven the
memory is not tramed comprehensively. Tt is filled with lines and
strokes, with rhymes and definitions. It fixes on sounds rather
than ideas, signs rather than things, particulars rather than priv-
erples. The underbrush is so stimulated that the trees cannot grow.
A mighty aggregation of trifles dams the channels of great thoughts.
Minute details shut out all comprehensive ideas—hke Chinese
carving ib 1s elaborate in detail but wanting in breadth and unity
of design. Again Chinese education in failing to impart knowledge
fails to give the mind the proper means of growth. Knowledge is
the food of the mind. It grows by acquiring. The Chinese feed 1t
on husks, or rather starve it on morsels when it craves mouthfuls,
cheat it with stones when it asks for bread. Modern education
ranges over the abstract fields of mathematics, dips into the great
principles of mental, moral and physical science, and acquaints
itself with the grandest developements of human life and character
in all ages and nations. Fed with such food as this the mind
grows to vigorous and syrametrical proportions. The msipid diet
of Chinese characters and Chinese classics produces at best but a
dwarfed and unhealthy growth.

Chinese education is 2 treadmill. It goes round but not for-
vcard. It begins and ends in those same old classics, It repeats
forever the explanations and comments which are prescribed as
orthodox, and writes in the same style on the same texts. (Fenera-
tion after generation it melts over and over again the same metal in
the same crucibles and casts it in the same moulds. Novelty and
on¢inahity are defects rather than excellencies. Honors and emolu-
ments depend upon conformity to the old models. To combine
and recombine with the preatest ingenuity the old ideas and old
phraseology of the classics, is the highest attainment of scholarship.
By this process thought is limited to the stereotyped forms of the
books, and so repeats itself in endless monotony. The Chinese mind
18 like a donkey with eyes hooded and head tied fast to the centre of
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the mill he is compelled to turn. He travels all day but never gets
beyond the well beaten track that goes round his mill. Nothing so
aptly epitomizes the central idea of Chinese education and Chinese
itstitutions as the hooded donkey with his nose drawn in towards ‘the
centre as he stupidly and patiently trudges round and round the same
old track. The discovery of gunpowder and the mariners compass
has frequently bean attributed to China. But the origin of these
inventions is shrouded im obscurity. China has herself no account
of the time and circumstances of their origi. She cannot be said
to claim the discovery. History records no discovery she has made.
Her new things are adopted from others, not discovered by herself.
Her system of education discounts origiality and frowns away the
idea, of invention. The Chinese scholar has no thirst for knowledge.
He is characteristically uninguisitive. He has no desire for new or
nove! ideas. Here and there a man 1s born with an irresistible bent
of mind and he follows it out despite the repressive effect of his
education. Thus have been produced most of the Chinese treatises
on special subjects. It is still true however that the average Chinese
scholar is not an investigator. He is satisfied with the attainments
of the past. He looks with no longing eyes on the great untrodden
fields of speculation and discovery, and is well content to retread the
familiar footsteps of other thinkers. His mind has adjusted itself
to its leading strings and 13 supremely satished with the bondage.

Chinese education is retrospective. Like everything else in
China it looks back uot forward. It teaches 1ts pupils to imitate his
ancestors and to worship them as gods, to care for his parents rather
than for his children, to raise monuments and burn incense to tha
dead, rather than to plan and labor for the happiness of the living.
It looks back with never ceasing admiration to the golden age of
classic times. [ts highest ambition is to réproduce the past.
rhymes over the old words, repeats the old comments, discusses the
old themes, uses the old similes, thinks the old thonghts, and does
the old things. Thus the Chinaman has for ages stereotyped his
ming and character. Ris hie is a constant repetition. His thoughts
ran in the old grooves with as much as uniformity as the piston rod
follows its guides. Thos Chinese education turns the face backward'
It has no future. It gives birth to no aspirations. it suggests
nothing higher than ttself. Its central idea is being, not dog. It
stagnates the mind instead of stimulating it.

LV .—Chinese education perverts the moral sense. The classics are
as we have seen, the sole and only text book used in Chinese schools.
Idolatry is everywhere taught in these classics, and must of course
debase and pervert the moral nature, but what is of still more potency
in this regard is the fact that they exalt man and forget God. They
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fill the whole horizon with the past and the present and shut out the
future. By so doing they ignore the only true basis of moral action.
Professing to teach all truth they omit the most essential. No nation
or people ever did or ever can rise to anormal standard of mora)
action without a belief in God and a future state of rewards and
punishments, These are the necessary foundations of a healthy
conscience. When Chinese sages and their interpreters excluded
them from their ethical system they built without any moral founda-
tion. China has gradually developed im civilization but she has not
rmsen in morals. The real moral sense of her people is probably
lower than that of any other nation. Ber educational system embo-
dies and perpetuates this fundamental mistake, and im ‘so doing
obscures and deforms the moral sense of her educated men.

The effect of the Chinese wen-chang or literary essay, as it
stands connected with the system of examinations, ts also to pervert
the moral sense. This was first suggested to me by a Chinese
Christian who is also a scholar. It may seem it first sight to be an
exaggeration, but a little examination will shew its truth. Nearly
every Chinese literary essay is 4 species of falsehood. lt is an effort
to male that seem to be something which 1s nothing. It assembles
many words and marshals them in imposing array, but they are no
more than a dress parade of uniformed men in hollow squares.
Rhetorical forms are mistaken for thoughts, similies are put for
argument, and rhythm takes the place of sense. The writer assumes
to understand what he knows he does not. tle exalts to the skies
mere platitudes, and considers it the lighest triumph of his art to
extract from a text what 1s not in if. Instead of giving a theme
containing an idea the examimers generally try to do the very op-
posite. They join together fragments of two irrelevant sentences in
order to puzzle the essayist and task his mgenuity. Thus the writer
is put on training in the art of deception. High sounding words and
rhythmical sentences are carefully collated and ingeniously arranged
and made to bear the semblauce of profundity and acuteness, and
so well does the Uhinese scholar learu his art that he oftentimes
deceives not only ius reader but also himself. Few of these essays
will bear translating, The “sounding brass and tankling cymbal,” of
their rhetoric glides away from the translator, and he finds himself
trying to lay hold of a shadow. A few years ago a translation of
the essay of a successful competitor at the provincial cxamination at
Foochow was published in the Aecorder. It was av elaborate collec-

tion of rhetorical old saws woven into a labyrinth of transcendental
nonsense. In the original it was no doubt elegant but it was as des-
titute of ideas as a jelly fish is of bones. A Chinese essay is an artistic
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lie and its constant practice schools the mind in the art of deception.
Again the conditions uuder which the Clunese cssay is written
lead the writer to sacrifice his own judyment, and give for truth
and reason the dicta of others. Both themes and the ideas to be
dedaced from them are regulated by law as well as by unchaneeablo
custom. ‘l'o depart from the prescribed ideas and forms is to
sacrifice the prospect of a devree. Hence wlule the writer is true
to the rule jhe is often false to lumselft. iis process continually
repeated depreciates the value of truth, and dulls the perception of
its sacredness. Chinese scholars are notorions even in China for
deceit aud duplicity, and these qualitics 1 do not hesitate to
assert are the natural result of their eduction.

These and other less promment defects m Chinese education
more tlan warrant a demand for reform, Whatis needed is not
education in western languages nor yet the adoption of western
methods but such an improvement and modification of the native
system as will make it subserve the Ingh ends of a true education. ©
[tis a mistake to suppose that the classics can be dispensed with im
Chinese schoo)s. While them written language remains as at present
the classics must form the basis of Chinese education... The style
and the grammar of their written language hes in its numerous
crystalized forms and expressions. But these forms and expressions
are derived from the classics and cau only bo fully understood and
appreciated by a thorough acquaintance with the classics. The
reason why foreigners do not acquire the art of writing Chinese is
precisely because they do not learn it where alone it can be learned
viz., in the classics. Nor can the ter-chany be discarded, though its
evils may be largely avoiced. The wen-chang embodies the Chinese
idea of elegance in style. lor the purpose of cultivating and attain-
ing to this elegance the «zen-chang is an essential. As fast as w
more correct taste is developed the wen-chang will change.

An educational system for Cluna at the present time should
include in addition to their own classics; first the primary branches
such as arithmetic, geography &c, second the physical sciences, and
third the exact sciences. The first.are needed to promote general
intelligence and liberalize the minds of the common people; the
second are needed to enlighten and cnlarge the mind by filling it
with true and useful knowledge and the third arc needed to develope
the mental faculties symmetrically and stimulate men to think and
act for themselves. If with these modifications in the course of
study the Chinese government should pursue an enlightened and
hberal policy in regard to the general establishment of school
facilities for the whole people incalculable benefit would result to the
nation and through them to the world.
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that very fascinating book “Memories of old Uriends, oyCaroline Fox, occurs the pleasant suggestion of a Calendar
of odours for the English months.

The specimen supplied from a most unexpected quarter, the
pen of J. 8. Mill in 1840, is, however, defective and incorrect ; for
the compiler considers that the sweet breath of nature in Englend,
end apparently in Cornwall, begins to charm in March and 1s spent
atter July.

He gives us the laurel flower for March; violets, wall-flowers and
apple bloom for April; lilac and stocks for May ; mignonette, beans,
roses, and hay for June; honeysuckle and the lime tree for July.

Now along the Under cliff in the Isle of Wight, and in Sussex
and some other southern countries, the primrose, surely not wholly
2 scentiess flower is often found in sheets at the end of January ;
sweet viclets generally blow earlier then April; while in most
English gardens, Summer odours linger on far into the Autumn.
So that this Calendar is capable of revision; and England will be
found to be more lastingly fragrant than some suppose.

The subject, however, has suggested to my mind the remem-
brace that Chine too has materials for a calendar of odorous fiowers.
It is remarkable how early in the year sweeb scents greet us on
China’s hills and plains, and how widely they are spread over the
year. Very soon after the Chinese New years day, in February,
the fragrant orchid, the Lav-hua, is brought in from the hills for
sala in great quantities, and may be seen and its fragrance noticed
in many a Chinese home. Then follow the narcissus and the banksia
in March and April; and on the rocky hills, red now with azaleas
for hundreds of mills, wistaria hangs in festoons. In April also
beans are in dower: and these with the yellow blossoms of the oi!
plant, make it a fragrant mouth indeed.

In May the country air is sweet with wild honeysuckle and
dog roses. In June follows the luscious gardenia; and in July
among the mountain glades large white lilies are to be found, wth
a rich fragrance; but in this, as in some other imstances, it 13°3
private and local breath, not a pervading odour such as thoso
specially enumerated in the calendar alluded to above.

In September and October, however, and even in August for
some early flowering varieties, the delightful Olea fragrans (ues
hua), scents the air in city and country alike. Perhaps I may he
permitted to quote here from some stanzas which appeared about
ten years ago in the Chinese Hecorder’;
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Sweet flower! thy fragrance comes af Jaat,
Borne on the wakening Northern blaat,

Sure sign of Summer flown >
Keach village now is redolent,
And éven the city knows they scent,

From-high-walled gardens blown.
Thou gift from Heaven to earth defiled,
Siveot is when virgin Eden amiled,

J hail thy anuoual bloom !
Thou to the toil-worn sons of men,
Through bovel door or opium-den,

An Eden sigh art come,

November and most of December are practically scentless in
North China, though doubtless the South can prolong the season of
scent. But in mild seasons at the end of December, and generally in
the early part of January, the sweet Jammay or waxen almond (chimo-
nantnes fragrans) blooms before its leaves appear, and it is scarce over,
when the delicious white and pink double almond, richly fragrant,
breathes out the old year, and welcomes the new for the Chinese.

Most of the readers of the Chinese Recorder have probably
seen or heard of the popular Buddhistic ballad Hua-ming-pao-chian,
‘¢The Precious Scroll of the Flower Names ;” but a brief notice of
if in connection with the subject of 2 Calendar of flowers for China, |
may not be out of place.*

lt consists of twelve stanzas of twelve lines each, commencing
with the name of 2 flower which blossoms about the time of ono of
the Annual feasts. There are in all twenty-four of these feasts,
some of them lunar, some which depend on the sun.

Lhe twelve flowers selected for this Calendar are the Camellia,
Apricot, Peach, Rose, Pomegranate, Lotus, Balsam, Olea Fragrans,
Aster, Hibiscus, Licht, and Lammay. Prefixed to the stanzas js an
exhortation to the reader not te coufound them with common tales
or play books; but to read them out seriously and clearly, so that
all may hear and understand.

Then follows the invocation “I betake myself to Amidabha
Buddha” and then a couplet to this effect.

“The fine Bock of Flower-names is opened to-day ;
All Buddbas and Poosas be with us, we pray.”

‘tne suceessive stanzas inculcate virtue im the different social
reiations. for instance, the first reminds danghters-in-law of their
obligation to their husband’s parents. Let them think that they in
turn may bscome mothers-in-law. Dutifulness at home will be ree
warded by Lord Heaven. In the following stanzas, children, hus-
bands and wives, elder and youuger brothers, sisters-in-law, neigh-
bours, the rich, childless persons, and other classes, are successively
* Hor a further notice of this, and a complete translation by Bishop Moule of the

Chriatian balled referred to below see Appendix |II. Story of the Chehkiang
Mission, Seeley & Co.
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exhorted or condoled with. I give a specimen or two, very roughly
rendered, but with the effort to retain the rhythm of the original.

Here is an exhorlation fo neighbourly kindness, under the
sanction of the lotus flower.

Ct. Proverbs, xxvii. 10.
Klder aud younger brothers are thus exhorted, with the rose

“angry and brave’ looking on.
When united, yonug and old,
your dust will turn to gold;
If your hearts with envy burn,
All your gold to dust will turn.”

geet, WAALS oleThen again, while the balsam or “ Phoenix-fairy” is syringin
up treely in the crevices of paved courts, “superior” people are
exhorted to carly msing thus.

“With the cock crow rise, I pray;
Three moons thus will add a day.”

With the Hibiseus blossoming in the tenth month all are
warned against crime and its sure recompense, thus,

Home’s small troubles call not grief ;
Prisou's stoes knew no relief:
Gaol from hill top view afar!
Who'd view hills through prison bar!
Bad and good, rewards await,
Same Come early, como Jate.

And the hallad closes with these incentives to speedy repentance,
and calling on Buddha, while the sweet Lammay is opening its blos-
soms to the wintry au. (Yen-lo is the Hindoo Yama the king of hell}.

Life when called, no money bnys,
Yen-lo’s temple pity flies;
Yen-lo summons at midnight,
Dare you wait till morning light ?

The epilogue in four lines runs thus. -
* Now here this fine book of tho Flower names ends;

Honour futher aud mother, my worshipful friends;
Flower name lore you receive in your spirit,
To build Buddba’s tower were not so preat merit.”

This ballad, primted in the cheapest manner, sells for less than
a halfpenny, and 1s much read and learn by heart.

Now it occurred to some of the Missionaries in Hangchow,
about eight years ago, that a simple Christian tract, cast in the
same forin might become popular, and if so, serve as a useful
harbinger of other Christian books. Lhe idea was readily caught
by a Christian Chmaman who before his conversion was an artist
and public singer. He limited himself to a hundred lines; four as a
prolcgue, and eight for each of the twelve months. The Buddhist.
principles of his model are met by dissuasives both in the prologue,
and in the body of the poem. A. brief prayer to God for pardon,
protection, and salvation is added, together with a few explanatory

“Friendly neighbours better are
Than near relatives afar.’
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words on prayer, and on the words God, Jesus, and Holy Spirit.
same order of flowers 13 observed for the months, with the exception
of the eleventh month when instead of the southern lichi, the
lammay is substituted; and the lammay of the twelfth month in
the Buddhist ballad is changed for the almond in the Christian song.

A title page is added, consistmg of a border of flowers enclos-
ing two figures a singer and a flute player. The little book is
in very neat style, and may be had for 10 cash a copy.

I append a few specimens of the brighter and nobler teachings
of this Christian flower song.

‘In the stxth moon the lotus gleams fair from the lake;
Honour father and mothor for pisty’s sake;
Thy mother toiled sora though the air was ablaze,
To nurse and to feed thee through weary dog-days;
Thy parents’ kind goodness thon ne’er wilt repay ;
And our Father ia heaven is far kinder than they.
Ungratefal to heaven, perdition’s our doom,
Xet Jesus’a suretyship lightens the gloom.

The Christian ballad has one advantage which the Buddhist
ballad lacks, namely a connection observable between the special
exhortation given-and the season to which it is attached. The
elghth stanza for instance runs thus.

‘In the eighth moon sweet Kuei flowers perfame the feast,
Whon the pink of our scholars go in to the test.”

The Kuei hua is associated with the literary profession, and in
tact comes into flower at the season when the periodical examinations
are held in each provincial capital twice in every thres years.

The stanza proceeds
“Hoping well to high offico through learning to come,
Gild their forefather’s name, lift the old house at home.
But the glory of this world flies vainly away ;
‘lis a stage, aud mere puppets we'ra acting our ploy;
Yet obey Heaven’s Edict, trast Jesas’a word,
And win joy evermore in the House of the Lord.”

The tenth stanza is another good specimen of this natural
connection between the flower, the season, and the lesson,

Hibiseug iu blossom! tenth moons “little spring,”
Now home the rich harvest loads briskly they bring.
Fill the bara, feed the body; there's all our concern,
To nourish our spirits, ab! when shall we learn.
Pray you, sirs, to seck Heaven betimes now apply ;
Find a moment to heed the good news from the sky.
Faith in Jesus’s Gospel from sin can release,
Bring us safe to Heaven’s hall, fill our souls with sweet peace.

And the ballad closes thus, once again drawing the lesson
directly from the special time of the year.

“In the twelfth moon the Almond.tree spreads its sweet flowers,
The new year and Heaven's kingdom come fast with the hours;
As the creditor reckons our debts full amount,
So God, of our souls, for lifes sins takes account.
And can one of the Poosa my soul’s debt discharge ?
Or a holy man bail me and set me at large ?
No! there's no one buat Jesus, His cross, and His worth,’
Can save and convey me to heaven from earth.”Pp
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Now 2 religion like Buddhism which makes so much of ont-
ward nature, cannot fail to exercise @ certain fascination.

A popular ballad we find set by Buddhist skill amidst a wreath
of blossoms, and moral precepts are made fragrant by the breath of
flowers. It is the same with Buddhist temples generally. Tha fairest
spots are selected in the hills; and though the inside of the build-
ings is full of thé evils and follies of idolatry, yet the outward effect
adds not a little to the picturesqueness of Chinese mountain scenery.
There are the broad roofs, with inscriptions in gold ranning along
the ridge; there are the curved and twisted eaves; the red walls ;
the great courts planted with olea fragrans or camellia trees; and
the whole surrounded by a fringe of pale green bamboo, bending
and swaying in the wind.

T used in former years to visit a temple not far from Ningpo.
it was pleasantly situated on a hill side, with a peep of the sea from
a spot close to the temple entrance. But the chief charm to my eyes
lay in the inner court, to which the priests willingly admitted me,
There under the April sunshine stood two magmificent double
camellias, some 18 or 20 feet high; one red the other white. The
full blown blossoms were falling with the gentle breeze in a shower
of beauty; and the priests allowed me to pick from the trees (which
they evidently prized) some opening buds, accepting m return
Christian books.

The great monastery of Tten-t'ung near Ningpo, formerly a
favourite resort for foreigners, isa good specimen of the setting of
a Buddhist temple in a ring of trees and hills. Lt lias near the foot
of one of the finest hills in the neighbourhood, T'ai-peh-shan, nearly
2000 feet in height. The southern face of this hill overlooking the
monastery is densely wooded, and abounds with wild boar. I 1s
well to take a guide when you first ascend the hill, as the dangerous
pit falls to catch these animals (with a small entrance and widening
mwards) are carefully concealed. I climbed the hill twice during
the sommer of 1862. The first time I ascended ona blazing July
afternoon; and was amply.repaid by the magnificence of the view.
Ningpo with its great plain, and the amphitheatre of hills beyond
lay to the North-west. The beautiful Lakes to the South and
South-east shone like a shield. Nimrod sound and the bare wall of
the seaward hills seemed just within reach below us; and then to
the East and North-east lay the Chu-san Archipelago: and the
broad sea beyond.

The sounds of life came up from the monastery nestling far
below. Tho vory articulate words could almost be heard. The

“Thera in the sylvan solitnde,
Lord Buddha lives.”’
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click of the rattle used by the watchers against birds aud wild boar:
the water wheels creaking whirl; the hum of the five o’clock service
in the great hall; and the shout of the husbandmen calling to the
buffaloes i the rice fields below the monastery buildings were dis-
tinctly audible. The boom of a cannon also could be heard some-
times in the distance. Capt Roderick Dew and his squadron had
just driven the out of Ningpo; and he was preparing
to follow them 80 miles further up the mver and to drive them from
Yu-yiao. Those were the sad days also of the civil war in America
and of the cotton famine in England; and as one result of tho crisis
the winding course of the Ningpo river from Chin-hai to the city
itself, was white with sails of merchantmen engaged in the cotton
trade befween Ningpo and Inverpool.

The second time I mounted this fine hill, I started by moon-
light, just as a priest was goig trom court to court rousing the
slaumberers for the three o’clock service. {1 reached the summit in
time to see the sun mise over Chn-san and the sea.

Now surely this love or flowers, this appreciation of the beauties
of outward nature, must not be monopolized, must not be perverted
by idolatry. Buddba, & mere man, and from a foreign country, has
usurped in the hearts of a third of the human race the reverence and
devotion due to another. With the keenest appreciation of the
singular charm of his character and aim as described in Buddhist
legends, we yet know that not one opening fragrant biossom, not
one drop of reireshing rain, not one whispering breeze, ever owed
allepiance to the law of Buddha; but to the creative power and to
the upholding energy of the Lord Jesus Christ. The hills and plains,
the trees and flowers, the seas and mighty rivers of Chima are His
handiwork, and to Him ali the Chinese owe life and breath and all
things. Some of my readers may have been inclined to exclaim
while we have been describing Ching’s calendar of blossoms, that
the breath of English violets in spring time, or of Jinglish hay fieida
at midsummer, would be better than all the sweet scents of China.
Yet surely this land of our adoption is a “glorious land” in hill and
stream and plain; and sweet from to time with the breath of flowers;
and we trust that ere long mingled with the mcense of the month's
flowers in their order, and the songs of birds, and the music of
sighing breeze and breaking wave, there shall ascend to Heaven
from China, no longer the faint odour of incense and burning
candles in idol temples, no longer the murmur of incantations to
dead men and helpless images, but the universal adoration in His
Names who is the worlds Maker and Redeemer, of tho eternal
Three in One.
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KANG-HI'S SYSTEM OF INITIALS COMPARED WITH THE!SANSKEIT CONSONANTS,

[‘ANG-HI'S next group of syllables is not nearly so satistactory.
[See Table. } As before we had & hard and & or soft, so

now we have ke hard and Au soft. The same may be said of fsw or
chee hard and ¢sti or chu soft. It will simplify our conception of the
Chinese initials very much if we consider dan, we ae. to bear the
same relation to tan wei that to (ts or oo) does to @ To put a 4
before the @ is superflous for purposes of philological enquiry.
The semi-consonautal power of w and ¥ as initials may be more or
less apparent in this or that dialect, but the leading principle 1s
that & and fs (or ch) are qualified by « and 4. As before the & and
ts were distingnished from their soft forms 4: and tsi (Ay and 7%),
so are now Au and feu distinguished from their soft forms 47u and
djs (cit and £%) and, as before, the pomt of distinction does not he
between %3 and ch, but between f hard and és softened,——between
ke hard and &y softened.

If reference be made to our Jast list, it will be found that no
distinction has been attempted to be drawn between / and &, or
between 7 and ji. So in the persent case no distinction is mado
between éo and dé, between ju and #2. Being originally iiquids,
they are liquified no further.

From the meompletness of the list, (as copied from K‘ang-hi),
it will be seen that the imperial lexicographer has not been able to
find characters for ail the sounds comprised in his 43 29 }f scheme.
Jwo. whole columns are vacant (au and cx) besides two thirds of a
and ai, and one-third of ang and o. Besides this, he has been
driven to select some characters which, for all practical purposes,
are now obsolete.

The fret row, ke or Au, is successful. in ali six dialects Ay
pure and simple, or slightly mutilated by time, still exists as it did
200 if not 2000 years ago. Ihe two queries mean that the Hakka
authority or record is wanting or doubtful. It will be noticed, how-
ever, that in the Wénchow dialect the strong t has in two cases ‘not
succeeded In the struggle with what we must (owing to the poverty
of alphabets) call the weak tv, ie. dd or yii. Any one used to
K‘ang-bi's dictionary will have been struck by the apparent con-
fusion between to and ¥. the true way to regard it is the struggle
between and a, or Hu and iid Our paper on the Wénchow dialect,
when it apears, will illustrate this.

By BE. H. Parker.
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In the case of the second initial ésw or chw, it must be evident
that distinction between these two was never contemplated by the
Chinese mind. In Peking and Canton the sibilant between the ¢
and t 1s soft in all cases but one (éshw or cht): of course chung is
the came ase hwung, and chu the same as lieu. So also cho is
alternatively written chuo by Sir T. Wade, and és‘un is written
tstwén by Mr. Balfour, herein shewing that the « still strikes some
ears. In Yangchow the sibilant is universally hard, but in that
dialect, though a preference is on the whole given to s, as a matter
of fact 's and sh are not distinguished, as shewn in our paper on the
Yangchow dialect. The Wénchow sounds are half hard and half
soit, and it is singular to remark that the hard ¢s joins itself with
u, whilst the soft ¢ ({ or ¢ hs) joins itself to # and o. OY CUuUd
would do as well as ciio, and ewiing would do as well as ctung;
ior, as we have explained in our coming paper on the Wénchow
dialect, the initial c is inseparable into consonant. and vowel. In
foochow the sibilant between ¢ and w either disappears or is soft.
in that dialect s4 does not exist by itself, and on the other hand sh
and not ¢ must exist after ¢ All sk become s, and all és become
ish (ch) or ¢. In Hakka the division is about equal. It will be
noticed that in three dialects the character #5 takes the alternative
pronounciation or k'o, kt or k*u which is sanctioned by the
dictionaries: also that in this or that dialect only one sound is
known with or without aspirate, whilst in others one or both- sounds
are known with and without aspirate. Ihe notes of interrogation
need not in every case be explained: suffice it to say, generally,
that the facts are not in our judgment of the very first class
In certainty: unless both living native authorities and diction-
aries agree, we accept no statement as first class, whoever the
auther of the dictionary may be, and whoever the native authority.
In the cases of 48 and we leave blanks, as we have no record
of any native authority knowing anything abont either of those
characters, whilst any facts the dictionary can give us must have
in the first instance come from a living mouth. In short, the
words are practically dead, at all events for philological purposes.
in fact K‘ang-hi himself tells us, that the first “was once a
local word.”

In the case of the third initial Li, it will be seen that in all
halects, both transversely and perpendicularly, the initial is fairly
mamtained to this day. he transition from & to ch, from iung to
ung, irom. ung to ting and iiing, from iu to io and da, and from ihe
to Aw and may be distinctly traced,
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The character Hi(Aiang) is left blank, According to K‘ang-hi it
is a form of the character #-. Assuming that K‘ang-hi had this
character in his mind’s eye, we find the six modern pronunciations
would be djdoa, kivong, wong, Mong.. Thus the
Wénchow dialect is the only one wher there is the slightest trace of
$4, Now d is the lower form of ¢, and toa represent both wang and
ung: thus | and are yiioa (tdoa) or toa and dao. Hence we get
precisely ciioa or very thing we want. But K’ang-hi
might as well have said and hed done with it.

The first character in the fourth row, #4, is known in history,
but could hardly ever have been colloquial. We have only modern,
evidence from two dialects, which, though not of first class value,

‘seems to shew that a sound different from # 1s intended. Though
in the case of Pt there is no trace of the initial fsa, still this
character is the same as BS and it may have been by accident
that the sounds of the two have become lexicographically com-
bined, for 2 is chuny and #8 is chung in The character
7H is satisfactory, but the other three make a rather unsatis-
factory show.

Of the fifth row of characters only half are at all Likely to be
know by any reasonably well-read Chinese. The character 7 has
two sounds, the one (evidently not intended by K‘ang-hi) bemg a
local name near Canton. Hence by accident we have.a record of
its modern sound. It is noteworthy that m modern Pekingese
one occasionally catches the unusual sound fing hong “sulphur,”
and that in Wénchow certain words of the class may be pro-
nounced Hoe or #O or ae, which by analogy would stand tor dang
or duang.

The sixth row of characters are even more disappointiug, as
the initial intended by K‘ang-hi hardly appears at.all in modern
Chinese,—as seen in these six dialects.

The total result of the examination into this and the previously
published table appears to be this. The Chinese have clearly con-
ceived the initials & and és aud the twelve vowel finals here given,
(c e % and their nasals and diphthongs). That they have also
conceived of & and ts modified by a liquid or vowel consonant ¢ or J
inseparable from # and Zs; (that is as in kyang and tang); carrying
the same twelve finals. That they have conceived of % and é again
modified by and inseparable from a vowel-consonant w or we; and
once more modified by yé or ii, That they have also conceived the
initials 7 and ¢, but that these being already liquids could only be
modified by # and not ¢.
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BIBLE ANIMALS.

Rev. RK. H. Graves, D.D.

SEVERAL years ago an attempt was made by comparing the
different Chmese versions of the Bible and by independent

investigation to find out the nearest Chinese equivaients for the
plants of the Bible. At the close of a series of articles on the
subject in the Chinese Recorder the wish was expressed that some
one would attempt to do the same thing in order to. elucidate Bible
oology. As no one has taken up this work and as I have recently
made some investigations in this direction in preparing some notices
of Scripture Natural History at the request of Dr. Wilhamson, I
propose to publish some notes on Bible animals.

In these notes I have been guided chiefly by the views of
Canon Tristram who 1s an acknowledge authority on Scripture
Natural History.

Ares, Kophim.—(1 Kings x. 22: 2 Chron. rm. 2], only) Tt ig
very remarkable that the terms by which these ariacies (ivory, apes
and peacocks) are designated in the Hebrew Scriptures, are identical
with the Tamil names by which some of them are called in Ceylon
at the present day.”’ Sir &. Tennant. Most of the Ceylon guadrumana
have short fails and belong to the genus Semnoprthecus.

Two terms are used by the Chinese translators in rendering
Rophim. i HE (Medhurst and Shereschewsky) and 39 #¢ (Bridgman),

# in Pun T¥ao) seems to be the general term for Quad-
rumana. The #& (Proboscis monkey) and #R (Gibbon Wms., but 2)
are represented as having long tails, while the #8 GZ) and 7 are
pictured as tailless or nearly so. Williams mives #M as senmnopithecus
and #% as a small species of monkey, probably a semnopithecus.
Either term the more general 3% ‘‘apes” or the more limited
4 3% (Semnopithecus) will do; perhaps the former is preferable.

Ass, Chamor c&.—All render correctly The Hebrew has
three words (1) Chamot, ‘“he-ass” (2) Athon, “She-ass”’ and Ayr,”
ace nolt.” If we wish to make the distinction m Chimese it is
easy to do so by adding Zh ac.

Witp Ass,—All render 5 ig.
Banaer, Tachash.—There is 2 difference of view among scholars

as to the ammal referred to by this Hebrew word. The Chinese
versions have generally followed the Enghsh and take it for a
land animal (Medhurst however has # 7 in Exod.) Lhey generally
translate by 3% sable (mustela or by badger. The descrip-
tion of the # in the = > and the A Hi agrees very well with
that of the badger. (meles tavus) Tristram and Haughton (Smh’s
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Bible Dictionary); both incline to the sea or some similar animal as
the representative of tachash. Perhaps 4g #4 seal or He FE dolphin
would be as good Chinese equivalents as we can find. If a land
animal is preferred $ would probably be best.

Bar, Atalleph.—All the Chinese versions have i #% —dat.
Brae, D6i—All render fe.
beasts, but in Job meaning hippopotamus.

Bridgman renders by jaf 4 river-ov, the others by Fe BR or B
large beast. The passage in Job seems to refer fo some species of
animal and not to be a general term. AS behemoth 18 supposed by
many to be derived trom the Coptic pehemont which means .o
ox,” I think gf ¢ is to be preferred in Job. When the Hebrew is
a general term and means “beasts” or “large beasts” the other
rendering is suitable.

Boar, WILD, chazir.—({Ps. uxxx. 18, only). The Chinese trans-
jators render BP #€ (mand.) and A. As the Hebrew term applies
alike to the wild and the domesticated animal ZX would seem to be
preferable, or if a more colloquial word is preferred.

BULL witD, 7d.—(Deut. xiv. 5: Is. ur. 20, only). Chinese BF
and Bp 4b. Tristram thinks the Zo may be the Oryz, a large
antelope called “wild cow’ by the Arabs. So Haughton (Bible
Educator). The Sept. translates in Isaiah by opvt. I think that
fee, £8, BS, or some word for « large deer or the nylghan would he
the best Chinese equivalent for the Hebrew word.

Carrtz.—The : collective term is translated % Y& or WY.
Seven different Hebrew words are used to denote, bull, bullock,
heifer, ox &c.; these are rendered into Chinese according to the
meaning or context.

Cuanots, zener.—(Dent. x1v. 5, only). Tristram and Haughton
take the semer to be the wild sheep nearly related to the mouflon.
if Chinese, Scheres and Medharst translate by which is a species
of elk or deer. {t is figured in the Encyclop. of natural History
= 4,48 a spotted deer, and described as frequenting marshes.
Bridgman translates, }4 which is figured as an antelope or wild
goat and described as having ronnd, crooked horns; Wms., refers
it to Antilope crispa. It is also called $4 3 and sometimes translated
as “chamois.” The Ax #4 describes this animal as having 9 tails
ranged under the belly from the forelegs, referring, I suppose, to
its having long hair. Of the two words [ would prefer # 3, but
$} =F would be better, as we must reserve 4 for “pypgarg.”

Congr, Shaphan.—(Ps. crv. 18: Prov. xxx. 24-26, &c.) The
Chinese versions all transfer and write 4) %; the Mandarin version
nas {lj Gl as an alternativer endering. There seems to be no doubt
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that the animal in question is the Hyrar Syriacus, a singular animal
resembling a rabbit, but classified from its dentition with the hippo-
potamnus. he Germans call the hyrazr “Kitppdachs” i.e. “rock-
badger” and the Dutch call the South African hyraz, “dasse’
“badger.” if the word 1s translated into Chinese I would suggest
98 as an equivalent suiiciently correct, thongh perhaps we may
retain the present transferred term. varieties are figured, the
An) Ai and the 3 4% (compare “ground-hog” the common names for
the American badger).

Doa, Keleb.—(Job xxx. 1, eé passim). The Chinese Scriptures
have 4 and RK. The AH and = say that the distinction
between the two terms is that #J is a young dog, one that has
never had pups; while sR has a curved tail and descending (lit.
hanging) claws. FR seems to mean a large dog and if a smaller one,
but the terms are used indiscriminately except that 4 is rather
more colloquial. As the Syrian dogs, except the greyhound and
shepherd’s dog, are a vile race and the Bible often uses the term as
one of contempt I think ja) would better convey the spirit of the
original.

Drouepary, Becer, Bicrah.—C(Is. rx. 6: Jer. rt. 28, only) several
Hebrew words are translated “dromedary,” im the English version,
but dierah is the only one that refers to that animal. In Chinese
the Mandarin version translates $f 3 BE “single humped camel’?
in Isaiah and ajy 4] BE (“young female camel”) in Jer. Bridgman
has the same as Mandarin in Isaiah, and EE ‘“‘camel” in Jer.
while Medhurst has fe in Isaiah, and “female camel” in Jer. AS
the word “‘camel” in Seripture always refers to the single humped
species Cameius dromedarius there is no reason for the employment
of the term in Mandarina version of Isaiah. Lhe word “dromedary”
means as the name denotes, simply a swifter beed of camels, ze. one
used for fasé traveling iw distinction from a burden bearer. The
AS Hi calls the swift running camel fil JH or “windfooted” “because
it is as swilt as the wind and can make 1000 #& ina day,” I would
render therefore JF fe or IR, fil BE, if itis considered desirable to
preserve the distinction between Becer (masce.) and Bicrah (female).
we may follow the Mandarin version in Jer.

MLerHANT, Habim.—(1 Kings x. 22.) Lhough Iyory is repeat--
edly mentioned im the Bible, the Elephant is only once named.
specifically. The word 1s the Tamil for Elephant. In the Assyrian
Inscriptions the elephant 1s also called “ Habba.” Chinese &.

Fattow-peer, Yachmir.—({Dent. xv. 5: 1 Kings ry. 28, only)
The English version renders Yachmér “ fallow (te. yellow) deer,’’
but naturalists take it to mean the bubale, 2 large antelope like
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the haarte beest of So. Africa (Haughton, Tristram.) in Eyre
Spottiswoodes Aids to Dible students however Tristam says that
yachmir is the rosbuck.

The Chinese versions have jf RY, (Mandarin Deut.) BE (Man-
darin Kings and Bridgman) 3% fe (Medhurst). Wms., gives “roe”?
for the first, but the = > says it is the same as gf which Wma.,
says 1s a deer hke the musk deer. B& gives as a large deer
like an elk. The = 4 figure the two animals as quite similar,
bué says the former has tusks and that the latter frequents marshes.
Perhaps Bt is to be preferred.

Ferrer, Anakeh.—(Lev. x1. 30, only) all are agreed that the
ferret is not the animal here meant. The 70 translate “shreev-
mouse ;” the Rabbins prefer “hedgehog” but naturalists now agree
Iu supposing that some species of lizard is meant.

The Chinese versions all render {4 i, which is described as a
red spotted lizard with a short body and long tail. Wins., says the
name is apphed to the gecko but the description rather suits a
species of chameleon. We cannot improve on the present version.

Fox, Shéal.—The Hebrew word includes the jackal, Chinese
As iE. The Chinese often describe the fox as a sprite rather than
a real animal, or say that ehosts ride it. The description of the 7H
suits the real fox much better than that of the #f. The Chinese
called in Canton 52 7 vesembles the raccoon.

Goat.—There are scveral Hebrew words rendered “goat” all
referring to the same animal, but distinguishing old and young,
male and female &c. 32 in Chinese primarily means goat. The goat
is translated [ff 26 to distinguish from the sheep (24 3% ze. cotton
or floss goat.) Now however 26 means all ovine animals, including
goats, sheep and also some antelopes. The ‘‘ Pen Tsao” says little
of sheep except under the head of “Broad tailed sheep” where it is
interesting’ to find the story of sheep whose tails have to be
supported on httle carts. Herodotus mentions the same fact, and
Harris (London, 1703) figured “an Eastern sheep drawing his fatt
tayle in @ cart.” Yan Lenaep (“ Bible Lands pages 198), says it is
a fact that the tail is occasionally supported by a little cart.

Witp Goat, Ydel—(Job xxxix. 1, &c.) Ako (Deut. x1v 5, only).
The first without doubt denotes the wild goat or ibex of Arabia
(Capra beden) and is translated into Chinese by 8} 2 or ji (the
former preferable). Alo 1s supposed by some to mean the Paseng
(Capra egagrus) by others the roebuck &c, while others take it to be
a synonym of the ydel. Mecchurst aud Mandarin version render RF,
which Wms., says is the muntjak (Cervudus Reevesii); and Bridgman
renders which is an ells or large cervine animal (6 feet
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perhaps the rxy/ghan. The 4. #8 says it is} aniclope erispa. Perhaps
Bridgman’s term, which is also written #@ under the radical =, and
which is figured in the = sf cyclopedia as a sheep, is to be preferred.

GREYHOUND.—(Prov. xxx. 31, only). The marginal translation
‘horse’ 1s probably the correct one and. the Mandarm version so
renders.

Hann, Arnebeth.—(Lev. x1. 6: Deut. x1v. 7, only). The Chinese
versions all render % which means either the hare B % or the
domestic rabbit G H or RH.

Harr and Hinp. Ayyal, Ayyalah.—All render by #E the general
term for dear.

xv. 28, &e). The Hebrew Ksppod,
translated “bittern” in authorized version is supposed to denote the
hedgehog and the porcupine which are classed together by the Arabs.

The Chinese versions render ji} 49 which is the hedgehog
(Erinacens dealbatus), Williams. The figure and description of the
me, lei also agrees with the hedgehog. cannot find any description
of the Wij 7H in the AL BS or the = 4 Encyclopedia.

Horse, Sus (passim).—-All render FE. Recesh which “really means
a swift horse’ is so translated in Mandarin and Medhurst’s versions,
but Bridgman, following the English version “‘ dromedary” renders
Pe. Rammac (Esth. vii. 10,) means “a mare’ but is rendered by
the Chinese translators. Parash which Tristram says “certainty
means a cavalry or riding horse” is rendered “horseman” in English
version which is followed by the Chinese translaters, who also some-
times render EZ.

Hyzwna, 7zeb4a.—(Jer. xi. 9, only.) This word rendered “‘speck-
led bird” in the English version probably means the hyena. Bridg-
man following the English renders birds, the other two Chinese
versions render UF JR “striped wolf’ which is probably as well as
we can clo.

JacKaL, t.e.—“howless” is translated “wild beasts” in
Kinglish version; $f ic. wolf in Mandarin version and $F 4 7c.
‘wild dog” in the other two Chinese versions. ux, translated
“dragon” in English versions is rendered in the Mandarin versions
by # 3 “yellow fox,” and in the other two by Be R as above.
Shual, (from which our English word jackal is derived) is rendered
by 7h #2 in all three versions. While shua? means fox its also
includes the jackal, As the jackal is a dog (canis aureus) perhaps we
cannot clo better than translate it Bf Wheres the fox 1s referred
to we seem shut up to J FE.

Leorarp, Names.—Z4 is of course term used in Chinese.
Lion, Aryeh &c.—AL render Hf. fH means the “deader,” or as
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we say the “king of beasts.” The Hebrew has several other words
for “young lion, old lion” &c.

words are rendered mole in the English version.
One of them “7inskemeth,” is probably a lizard, and 1s so rendered
by the Chinese translators of iF. The other Chephorperoth means
either “diggings of rats” ¢.e. rat holes, or “ burrowing rats’ 2.
the mole-rat (Spalae typhits). There igs no true wole in Palestine
(Tristram). The latter word occurs only in Is. m. 20, and 1s rendered
into Chinese by ff (Mandarin), B2 fi (Medhurst), and kt ff
(Bridgman). I would prefer the last. Medhnrst’s term is aigo used
for the (Williams) and is liable to be misunderstood. The
description of the agrees well with the mole.

Movsz, Akhbar—The Hebrew term is applied to every small
rodent of which there are over 20 in Palestine. In Lev. x1. 29, the
Chinese versions all have 7 which seems to be the “field monse”
like the Hebrew word, is applied toall the small rodents. Where
field-mice aro clearly meant as in [ Sam. vi. 5, woe may render
Oil or 8 ff.

Mut, Pered, Pirdal.—All render
Pyoara, Dishén.—(Devt. xv. 4, only). Our English translators

have transferred the Sept. Greek word, which means “‘whiterumped,”
and possibly was the generic name for all “ white-rumped”’ ante-
lopes. Iristram takes the dishéxz to be the addax (Antelope addax)
a jarge animal $ feet high. In Chinese the Mandarin and Medhurat
have #§ 3 or EE 26 which is probably the best word we can use.

Ror, ézeb?.—The “roebuck’” or “roe” of our version is the Arabic
grdzat, our gazelle. In Ghinese the Mandarin and Medchurst trans-
Jate by RE yan, whichis a female deer, hind; Bridgman’s trans
is better, as it means an animal “graceful and elegant in shape,”
which are the chief characteristics of the gazelle in some of the
Scripture references. Besides, wo have both male and female
mentioned ézebi, and izebiyah, and we could not well translate tho
masculine form by a word denoting the female.

Satyr, Sdir.—The Hebrew word is so translated in English
version in two passages, viz. Is. 21, and xxxtv. 14. The word
meaus “he-goat” and Js usually so translated, but in Lev. xvi. 7, and
in 2 Ghron., xr. 15, i¢ is rendered “devils.” The prophet probably
refers to some fabulous wood demons, (Tristram) or as some think
to baboons (Kay, in Speaher’s Com.)

In the first passage im Isaiah the Mandarin and Bridgman
translate “wild goats” and “goats” and Medhurst “demons” @ &;
in xxuiv. [4, Bridaman has “ goats” while the Mandarin and Med-
Horst have fi] tk WR 7. The letter term Wms., gives as “naiads”
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‘fountain nymphs.” If we assume with Tristram (with whom [I
agree) that some fabulous wood demons are referred to, ff fix, whom
Wms., defines as beings “with a man’s face aud four legs,” “ogres,”
“brownies,” would be the best word. _

SHeep, Sch &c. passim.—All translate Be, see Goat.
Swine, chazir, yopoo Lev. vi. 7, &c.— i and ZX are used in

the different versions. K‘ang Hh gives the latter as a generic name
including ¥¥ and ¥% and says the pig is called Shi becauso of itsin eating. The Pex 7s‘ao gives several names and says
they are all local names for the same animal. So either of the
above terms may be used. In Cantonese usage }% is the ordinary
term and 2 is confined to books. It is interetsing to note the idea
of uncleanness connected with the pig though the flesh is used so
universally in China.

Unicorn, reém.—Nuamb. xxii. 20, &e. Our English unicorn is
» mistranslation. The Reém is the “Anerochs” of the Germans, the
srus of Casar, Bos primigentus of naturalists. (Trist.) The Mandarin .
BY 4: is to be preferred to 5¢ of Medhurst and Bridgman.

choled.—(Lev. x1. 29, only) [here is no doubt that the
“weasel” is meant by the Hebrew word. There are several species
in Palestine, including the polecat and ichneumon. In Chinege all
the versions render fit ft correctly.

According to the Pén Ts‘ao and the = 4 Encyclopedia, this
animal “stinks” and “‘eatches rats.” Like the Hebrew the Chinese
word thus seems to include polecats and ichneumon.

Werate, tannin.—xnroo Gen. 1. 21: Lam. 1v. 3, &c. The Hebrew
tannin does not necessarily mean a sea monster, but in some places
means terrestrial animals, and is translated “dragon” meaning
great serpents and crocodiles. Thus ix. vi. 9: Ps. xcr. 13, &e.

The Chinese versions all have ~ #1 or Gy (8% in most places
where English version has “whales.”” However in Lam. tv. 3, where
the whale or one of the cefacea is evidently referred to the Mandarin
has “wolves” and Medhurst and Bideman have “wild dogs”
“yackals,” Ef’ oK.

As tannin has so wide 2 signification the only way 1s for trans-
lators to see from the context whether a land or a sea animal is
meant and translate accordingly.Wor, xuix. 27: Hab. 1. 8, &c. The name of this
well known animal is translated in Chinese by or $f 9A in all
the versions.

With this ends the list of Mammalia mentioned in Holy Writ.
The Birds and Insects should also be identified and have some one
term affixed to them in any standard version of the Bible.
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INFLUENCE OF THE NATIONALITIES UPON THE CHURCH.

By Rev. L. N. Waserer, D.D.

E assume it to bea well known fact that the Universal, or
Catholic, Church has taken into her bosom, in a more or less

modified form, the ethnic characteristics of the ancient civilizations.
A few historic references will suffice to bring this subject clearly
before the mind.

Within the domains of sacred history, we everywhere encounter
the Greek influence. The New Testament is Greek. The Greek

spirit trained the Church after the manner of schools and secret
orders; planted in her the germs of Christian art, the human ideals
of grace, beauty and intellectual civilization; gave attraction to
her forms of worship, and hfe and development to her dogmatic
and speculative theology. From this source, also has she largely
received her inheritance of the fanaticism of the schools, pride of
orthodoxy, the controversial spirit; besides, that “humanitarianism,”’
or doctrine of natural goodness, which leads men to put on the form
of godliness but deny the power thereof.

More even than the Greek, do we here see the Romen spirit.
It was early manifested in the effort atter a political organization
and uniformity in the Church; m the militant character which it
imparted to Christian propagandism, and which was both consistent
with, and helpful to, faith and missionary zeal. The covenant rites
were named sderanents, doubtless with allusion to the military oath;
and the Christian confession became the watchword of the soldiers
ot Christ. But the Roman government was imperial, despotic and
tyrannical. Four fifths of the people were slaves, and little or
nothing was known of the principles of toleration and non-interven-
tion. Political and ecclesiasiical despotism thus became united in
the administration of law; seeking by edicts and: penalties to
exterminate heresy and crush out paganism. The title, ensigns,
and prerogatives of severergn pontiff were accepted by Christian
emperors; and they were ultimately devolved upon the metropolitan
bishop. This imperial, papal, or absolute spiritual world monarchy,
is well desiguted as ‘‘ the heaviest burden which the Church has
ever inherited from the nations.” Ancient Rome had her Apotheosis,
modern Rome her canonization of saints; and this fact, perhaps
more than any other, illustrates that wide departure from primitive
spiritual life which characterized the 10th century.
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While to the Syrian Church must be awarded signal merit as
to the mtroduction of Christianity into the pagan world, the
reproach of first having blended Christianity with paganism, and
the degeneracy which her conversions en masse entailed upon the
Church, must also be charged upon the Samaritan. and Syrian
national character.

The settlement of the Arabs in Spain, and the intercourse of
the Crusaders with the Arabs in Palestine and Syria, exercised a
wide influence upon western society: so that we may trace an
intimate connection.between the wandermg Bedouins and the
Quixots of the Middle Ages; the waylaying sheiks of the desert
and the marauding knights of the same period; and even the
harem itself and the regimen of women which prevailed at the courts
of Catholic princes. Not less powerful were the spiritual influences
imported into Christendom irom Arabia, and which had much to do
with the manufacture of legends, the development of Mariclatry
and a wonder-loving fanacticism; besides piving origin, in all
probability, to the mechanism of legal devolion and the use of
the rosary.

We might also note how the imstitutions of the Church, as
modified by ancient forms of thought, made their impress upon the
later races, apd were in turned influenced, especially by the
Teutonic and Anglican national characteristics. But we will be
content. with this simple reference to what might be made the
subject of interesting aud profitable mquiry.

A consideration of the influence upon the Chureh of early
systems of philosophy, is all important in the present discussion.
With Aristotle, more than three centuries before Christ, closed the
Socratic movement in the world of speculative thought. Greek
philosophy, in its relation to Christianity, possessed a propaedeutic
otiee. Before the time of Socrates, there was a general prevalence
of skepticism. The method of this great master, as expounded and
applied by his two illustrious disciples, removed the prevailing
doubt and levity. It was, to a remarkable extent, a successful
attempt of human reason—perhaps aided by some ray from the
Divine Logos—to solve the stupendous problems of existence, of
knowledge, of duty; an attempt to explore the incognita of
thought and feeling, of mental and moral phenomena. We cannot
well deny the assertion of one writer that fhere 1s a natural
‘sympathy of reason with the ideas of truth and righteousness and
goodness, as they dwell in the reason of God.” We must certainly
believe that man was created alter the Divine image and likeness ;
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and that, although deeply fallen, there remains some vestige of
his primal nature.” It is safe to affirm that man, even in a state
of moral darkness, possesses some authentic standards of truth,
clearly implied in such inspired expressions as—‘‘a feeling after
God,” “a law of the mind,” “when they knew God they glorified
him not as God,” “the true Inght which hghteth every man that
cometh into the world.’”’ Judaism had its work of preparation for
Christianity, but not Judaism alone. As God is “the Father of the
spirits of all flesh,” and as He “determined the time of each nation’s
existence, and fixed the geographical boundaries of their habitation
in order that they may seek the Lord,”—So “in the fullness of
time,” He “sent his own Son into the world.” pt. Paul in Gal, ry.
1-8, represents the Gentiles as well as Jews have been children and
heirs waiting under tutors and governors for the full inheritance ;
implying that Gentileism 1s viewed in the aspect of a preparatory
dispensation, or an imperfect stage to Christianity. Lhe “fullness
of time” includes the consummation of the Jewish dispensation, and
the maturity of that age which had perfected the Greek language,
making it the adequate vehicle of Divine thought, and had developed
a certain all-pervading culture. The Greek laboriously cleared
away the rubbish of centuries, aud laid bare many of those ideas
which are imbedded in the human reason, thus forming a founda-
tion on which the Christian system could plant its higher truths,
To have thus fulfilled a preparatory mission, was to modify
and give somewhat of shape to those methods of thought and
culture which were destined to be of so much service in building
up the kingdom of Christ. There is a deep philosophy—not
without some tincture of rationalism—in the words of Emilio
Castelar : ‘‘ Every people, every race, every nation creates or accepts
the religious ideal most in harmony with its political and social
tendencies.”

In this hasty and imperfect outliming of a broad subject, is
there evolved anything of practical value to missionary workers
in Chinaf Will the forms of Christianity be, in any important
sense, modified by the Chinese nationality, by the systems of
fundamental beliefs existing in this ancient empire? Viewing the
subject in the light of universal history, we are obliged to give an
affirmative reply; but to define exactly where the lines of influence
shall rest, and how far they shall reach, would be a task not easily
performed. Nothing more will be here attempted than to offer
2 lew observations bearing on these two questions: Is it wise
for missionaries to opposo in all things, to seek to supplant and
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atterly destroy, the Chinese religion, philosophy, and civilization ?
If not, to what extent should we be prepared to appropriate and
aagimilate f

Perhaps no one will affirm that the gigantic systems of error
and superstition we are called upon to oppose are wholly destitnte
of any form of verity. there appears to exist among the people of
China a wide recognition of the ways of Providence. The Great
Supreme is regarded as the bountiful giver of all good. Do general
and deep seated is this conviction that these and like expressions
are on almost every lip, “‘ Heaven gives us all things;” “ We live
on the bounty of Heaven.” in the Shoo-king, the founders of tro.
dierent dynasties are represented as issuing manifestos in which
there 1s a clear recognition of the will of Heaven; and in the ritual
of the last dynasty the creative power of the Supreme is acknow-
ledged, and He is spoken of as “forming all things like a potter,”
and as The maker and Parent of the nniverse.” lé is not demed
that the philosophy of the Chinese, as expounded in the annotations
of the sacred books, is essentially atheistic; and that it is the habit
of the common people to speak of the visible heaven and earth in
the sense of God or gods. Nevertheless, underneath this materialism,
there is, one can hardly doubt, a “feeling after God,” a sentiment
which points to the active superintendence of Deity in the affairs of
life ; and the idea of a just and inevitable recompense has a strong
hold upon the Chimese mind.

Why 1s it that Chinese, notwithstanding their mass of ignorance
and corruption, are singularly free from the public exhibition of the
grosset forms of immorality? Why is it that their sacred hterature
is completely exempt from every thing like a licentious character
and every kind of vulgar and offensive expression? Why is it,
that, in their idolatrous worship, all nmmoral ceremonies are pro-
hibited, and there is no trace of those forms of idolatry, found in
every other non-Christian country, which have been associated with
human sacrifices and the deification of vice f Can we find a more
rational interpretation of these facts than to suppose the existence
of fundamental and eternal truth, in some of its manifestations,
however imperfectly expressed and still more imperfectly under-
stood ? As, for example, in addition to what has been said, the
ideas of the family, of parental authority, and of immortality. Wea

musi add the fact that China possesses a written history, extending
far back into the primitive ages; a political system extensive and.
complicated, yeh harmonious and efficient; a hterature at once
polished, prolific and philosophical.

It wonld hardly be expedient to attempt the extermination of
systems which have prodaced such results. Tt were better to follow



the example of the first great missionary to the Gentile world.
Paul “to the Jews became as a. Jew,” because he recognized in
Judaism the same fundamental truths which uuderhe the Christian
faith, if, as at Mars Hull, he became in any sense at one with
heathenism that he might gain the heathen to Christ, he did not
deal in hollow compliments nor have recourse to a pious frand; but
took this method because he found in heathenism some elements of
trus religious thought, and a state of mind capable of inquiry into
the mysteries of @ divine reveiation. Carrying out the spirit of the
apostolic example in our missionary teaching, we might be able to
modity and give direction to fiose influences which the pre-existing
systems of China must inevitably exert upon the Christian Church,
as we could not do by attempting what would be impossible—their
complete overthrow and destruction.

It is hoped that in the language here employed there is no
undue exaltation of paganism. Of the most perfect philosophy
ever developed by human reason, viz, the Greek, it must be
said that its Iighest office was to demonstrate the necessity of
revelation. Christianity was brought into. contact with it at the
moment of its exhaustion, and shed an effulgent and convincing
lieht at those points where it had abandoned the minds of men to
doubt and despair. It may be remarked with great emphasis
moreover, that while we seek to absorb into the sphere of
Christianity all that 1s really valuable in the social, political and
religious life of this people, and transmit the same to future ages—
even as the best results of the Hebrew, Greek and other ancient
civilizations were appropriated end assimilated, and remain to this
day—we should ever bear in mind the subtle and dangerous power
of pagan idolatry. By giving no place to the man of sin, we may
hope to avoid, in some measure, the weaknesses and mistakes of those
who gave to the Church her sinister dowries of national defects.

One can hardly believe that there will be developed in China
the very same denominational types of Christianity as now flourish
in the West. Itis conceivable that the Chinese mind may even
demontrate the possibility of adding somewhat to our common
treasures of sacred learning and church polity. Wo are led to
think that religious toleration will not be the growth of centuries in
this land. Should Roman Catholicism ever gain political power,
there will be no call from Protestants for an “ Edict of Nantes.”
The Seviptures will naturally come to be regarded as a venerable
aud conclusive authority on ail religious topics. It will be no
dificult matter to build up everywhere a common school system
and educational institutions on the basis of a broad culture, as the
nucler of these already exist; and the. eleemosynary idea can reaildy
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be expanded into a wide and practical charity. Much may be hoped
for from a national characteristic thus set forth by Consul Medhurst:

“Qnty let an intelligent Christian spirit once take hold of and
possess the millions of China, and you shall secure a permanent
investment of highest good for all mankind; for, although slower
and less docile than the Japanese, harder to win by far than tho soft
islanders of the Pacific, and less sensitive and responsive than the
African, the Chinese have vastly more depth and stability than any
of them.”

Bat there is an unfavorable aspect to this question. The
Christian Church m Chine will undoubtedly produce able preach
ers—she has produced them—free and forcible in the use of
illustrations from history, and clear and orthodox in presenting the
thé spiritual aspects of religious life; but, for some time to come,
there will be need of supervision in the work of the pulpit. The
(ei Ping rebellion has taught us that missionary control must be
exercised in the study of the Bible. There will be undue tendency
to exalt the Fatherhood of God; too little thought of placing
emphasis on the Divine Incarnation. Chinese morality is a hollow
show; this applied to Christianity, and we. have formalism. The
worship of the dead may have such a hold on the national feeling
as to never absolutely yield its power; and unless something can
be devised to foster a sentiment of reverence for ancestors, at the
same fime discarding all that is essentially idolatrous, we may
look for ever recurring tendencies to demonomy or the Romish
calendar,

COREAN NEW TESTAMENT.
Be Rey. J. Ross.

[© 38 now about ten years since I wrote my first article to the
Recorder giving an account of my first contact with Coreans at

the village called the “Corean Gate.” My interest in the people
deepened with the progress of the years and as, after many amusing
and futile attempts, I was able to find a clue to their language, I
resolved to have the Scriptures in part or wholly translated into
that language. This reselution was all the more decisive. on dis-
covering that everybody in Corea knew their beautifully simple,
phonetic alphabet, that “even all the women and children could
read it.” As fegards its civilization Corea stands in relation to China
much as Japan did, for Japan as now independent of direct Chinese
infiuence. Examination for degrees in Corea is now wholly in
Chinese, knowledge of which alone entitles a Corean to the name of
an “educated” man, the person who can read and write Corean only
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being an “ illiterate.” Only the other day I read a paragraph in a
newspaper in connection with the coronation of the Czar in Moscow,
stating that the nobles and higher classes in Russia converse in
French, regarding the use of their native tongue in polite conversa-
tion as beneath them. If Pansclavism can tolerate suck contempt
for the Russian language we need not greatly wonder if cultivated
Coreans affect Chinese in the same manner. They much prefer
literature in Chinese good Wenr-it to writings in their own tongue.
From the first J was therefore prepared to expect no great en-
couragement in work of this kind from Corean hiterata ; eat l was as
little deterred by this consideration as was Wickliffe in preparing 2
translation into the language of the people. Corean scholars know
pothing of mandarin except those of them who come to Manchuria,
but they read and write Wen-it as easily as Chinese scholars. For
fully a year our Corean members have been taking into their native
Jand copies of the translated Gospels and the Scriptures in Wen-:,
Tho similarity of their rephes to my enquiries as to the manner of
reception of these book often amused me;—‘*‘ Scholarly men read the
Corean and also the Chimese; they prefer the Chinese.” “Do they
understand the Weneli ?” ‘ Not very well.” ‘Do they understand
tha translation ?” “Oh of course! that requires no comment. ANY
one can understand that.” ‘Why do they prefer the Chinese ?”
“Because it is the literary style and they lke to read Chinese.”
This is true only of the literary men, the great majority being
entirely ignorant of the Chinese character, but reading with ease
their own language. Coreans are at present ful] of curiosity regard-
ing foreigners and eager to read of their religion. To test the un-
varying saying that all Coreans could read their own language, five
years ago I gave the Gospel of John newly translated to a Corean
who didn’t know a letter” 7.e. of Chinese. Saveral hours after he
re-appeared stating that the had read it through; he had under-
stood all the words employed in it.

[ have found several objections to the published translations.
The most important 1s that the book 1s fragmentary. A tew hnes
are devoted to a subject and then a totally different matter is intro-
duced. Another is, that the narrative is so frequently broken up
by peculiar sounds, their interpretation following ; why should these
sounds not be rejected and the interpretation alone retained thus
making a continuous and smooth reading f A third 2s the peculiar,
and to the Corean uncouth, forms of the names of men and places.
The first two objections apply to the original Greek no less than
to all translations of the Gospels. The second arises from the intro-
duction of Aramaic words as Taltha cumi, Bi, Bt lavw sabachihant,
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or such as “Cephas which is by interpretation Peter.”
pased on my transliteration of Greek names, which constituted some
diiiiculty for a time. All our Corean translators would have preferred
to retaan the names and transliterate them. But 1£ Chinese
transliteration so metamorphoses the familiar names that they are
scarcely distinguishable, the same reproduced from Chinese through
Corean letters would be quite unrecognisable. Abraham would -be
Yabegnahan, Peter, Bidug &c. ihe beautiful and fexible alphabet of
Corea admits of a very near approximation to Greek names, indeed.
these could be almost wholly correctly wmtte mn Corean but for
the tack in the latter of letters 4 f and In finally deciding to
represent Greek names as nearty as possible in Corean £ had regard
more to the tutmre than tke present. indeed even now our few
(orean members dave become familiar with the unusual sounds.
Acquaintance with the Scriptures will make them familiar to all,
and a Corean will quickly learn to pronounee Aéd-ra-ham as it
should be done.

While treating of the Corean alphabet I am reminded that
Japanese literati were not Jong ago expressing their dissatisfaction
with mongrel syHabary and their desire to be rid of Chinese.
in Corean they have a simple phonetic alphabet which if I am not
greatly mistaken they would find to be exactly what they are in
quest of. dninitely better it certainly would be than the adoption
of the mconstant Roman letter, and it will tax their ingenuity and
abihty to create its equad. ihey should certamly examine Corean
betore thelr Sinai choice. They will find in “Korean speech” *
ample materiais for guidance and sufficient proof of the reasonable-
ness of my suggestion.

Bui to the excellencies of the Corean alphabet must be addedan defact, Because phonetic it compels the writing of
Corean words as pronounced in the district of the writer. Though
the words of the Corean language are of uniform use throughout all
the provinces, with the mixture of remarkably few provincialisms,
the word are variously spelled in different provinces. Our first
sransiations were necessarily written according to the pronunciation
of Pingan province, whence came all our translators. But m subse-
gnent translations and second editions we have taken care to write
out the pronunication of the capital even though Pingan pronun-
ciation is said to be generally understood.

in one particular I have taken the liberty of introducing a
considerable change in my translations. Coreans in both speech and
writing are very punctilious in distinguishing the social position of
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POrsoLs. Equals in age or rank may employ the direct form of
speech, but strangers or persons socially unequal could not use the
direct “thou” or “you” of English and Greek. To them such use of
the second personal pronoun is disrespectful in the extreme. This
hag influenced, all the translations. When God is addressed [
have always used the mdirect mode of address, ¢.g. 1n the Lord’s
prayer every “Thy” is translated by “Father's” the term with
which the prayer commences. When the disciples address Jesus,
they are translated as always usmg the indirect mode “ Lord” or
Toacher,’? Bven in Chinese I always use the mdirect mode m
prayer as the direct 1s not reverential. Coreans attach much more
importance to the form of address than do the Chinese; this change
is essential to accurate translation. Verbal transiation is not true
translation. You must have the full sense of the onginal in
idiomatic language, and mere hiteral translation can never be
idiomatic. My aim has been to present the real sense in idiomatic
language aud literal verbal translation had te wait upon these
two conditions. e.g. Coreans have no “eyes” in their needles but
they have “ears,” hence the Corean of a well know passage is
it ig easier for a camel to pass through the ear of a needle” &e.

One of the most important matters to be decided in every trans-
lation of the Scriptures is the names of the Deity and of spiritual
subjects; with most of these we had little trouble. Neither of the
terms employed iu China for “ God” 1s admissible in Corean. The
term [| #7 in Corean Shang-de, is known in its classical sense to
scholars only, to others not atall, as Taoism, which has adopted it in
China, has no following m Corea. The term #4, in Corean Shin, is
never used alone and when employed it is invariably as in the Chinese
classics 5 9, pronouned goor-shin, this order of the two terms being
constant, and as in China, they are the counterpart of the /ares and
penates of the Romans. Hence both terms were inappropriate for
Our purpose. In the Corean-French Dictionary I discovered that
the Roman Catholics have transliterated their Chinese terms, among
others FE = tiun-joo. Years, however, before the appearance of that
dictionary [ had adopted the name in universal use in Corea, nor
have I ever met a shadow of objection agamst it. Strange to say it
ig the native Corean for the Roman Catholic term. The Corean for
“heaven” is hanal, for “lord” or “prmce” nin, originally Chinese ;
and Hananin is the term by which Coreans everywhere acknowledge
the Ruler above and the supreme on earth. This term I have tested
in every way with Coreans and my conviction is that the introduction
of a foreign term would bea serious mistake. When Shin is used
apart Irom goot it is the Chinese term for “heart,” hence shiung shin
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would be “holy heart.” The Romanists use this term, but though
inclined at first to employ it, important reasons aiter long and
mature deliberation with Coreans have made me change it to Shiung
riung Chinese fing. The Coreans already use riung for the “ spint”
of man. ‘The only notable fact connected with the name “ Father”
is that the Corean of it is the same as the Hebrew.

Of other terms those presenting any difficulty were ‘‘ baptism,”
‘Sabbath’ and ‘* Passover.” For baptism I could not adopt the
Chinese term as it would not be understood, nor could I translate
it, for * Wash-Rite”’ would be nonsense. The Greek term has
therefore been retained, as has been the term “Sabbath.” “Passover”
1 have translated literally through I am not guite sure whether the
term Pascha should not have been used. The retention of these terms
involved explanation which was done in as few words as possible
atthe end of the first edition of Luke and John. AD interesting
fact in connection with the term for “angel” is that the Coreans
beheve in angels carrying out the will of Hananim “ministering
spirits sent forth to minister,” and these they believe to be not the
spirits of dead men but angels in our sense of the word. For these
they have two names niug-sa and bagsa, both of which denote
‘strong’ angels, or cherubim. As however I am not quite familiar
with the ideas generally regarding them and thew office 1 have
employed tho Chinese term éiunsa which is said to be universally
understood by Coreans.

My mode of translation from the commencement has been to
get.a translation from the Chinese by a Corean scholar. Almost
ail our translators knew mandarin as well as Wen-és. As they have
been fairly intelligent men and scholars, their translations gave-an
exact idea of the meaning derivable by ordinary scholarship from
the Chinese Scriptures, and even in this light the work has been
very interesting. This translation was a first drait, very serviceable,
yet remarkably few verses could be passed without corrections of
a more or less serions kind. With the Greek and English of the
Revised edition this draft is carefully compared word with word,
clause by clause and sentence by sentence. This caretul translation
is then copied out and the process repeated. Then the work
was laid aside for a time after the Greek concordance was put
thoroughly in requisition over if. In subsequent translations a
happier rendering of a particular word would occasionally occur
and then the concordance was again In use. This process was most
needful in the case of synonyms as praise, bless, exalt, extol, rear,
terror etc. Greater familiarity with Corean will doubtless discover
improvements in this province, but the sense of the published
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version will not in any case be seriously affected. Owing to its
extensive borrowmg. from Ohinese the Corean language has more
synonyms than our English, not merely synonyms which approach
each other in signification but such as are indistmguishable as
hanal and tun, heaven, saram and em, man. - These can be at any
time interchanged but except to avoid vulgarity of style 1 have
always leaned to the use of the native instead of the borrowed
word, as Saxon rather than Latin words form our English Bibles.

Translations through Chinese have made my work considerably
lighter, lt has also convinced me that from the Corean version a
Corean scholar could translate an improved Chinese version. This
mmprovément would be more than m shades of meaning. A few
exampies from Romans, my last translation, will suilice to show this.
The 9th and 10th verses of Romans Sth end in the interrogation
s¢, My Corean’s translation was therefore... “ How can we escape
punishment ?”’ . ‘f How can we be saved?” This is exactly the
reverse of the original. When J translated the passage affirmatively
the GCorean exclaimed that now the words tere consistent with
context. If the interrogative is retamed a % should be inserted to
read ‘How shall we not escape punishment?” &c. In 6, 9 are
are the words @) hk 7, “whom death rules,” also the opposite of
the sense intended. In 7.20 the writing 1s not quite correct, stand-
mg JER AAA SG &e., it should read Fp Ak KFA
dE Fe &c.; and in verse 23 a “not is inserted inversing the meaning.
Serious faults like these are however rare, and ail faults are confined
to the use of the particles. The Chinese version has saved me much
trouble im connection with terms relating to time, money, weights
&c.; and many of the technical terms im the translation. 1 have
been indebted aiso the to Corean-French dictionary notwithstanding
its faults of omission and. commission. It has formed an excellent
test for the accuracy of the translation. My chief help however has
been derived from the Revised Translation, the close study of which
has led me to the conclusion of one of its English critics, that though
a “comparative failure as a translation, as a commentary it is
invaluable.”

it is now more than a year since the Gospel of Luke in Corean
was first printed. My colleagne, Mr. Macintyre, had translated it
four or five times and I had the beneftt of his work. Soon there-
atter John followed. ibe origmat edition was 8000 copies of each.
Of these most have been introduced into Corea by our Coreen
members, who then numbered four and are now more than double.

of these are itinerating over the province of Pingan as agents
of the British and Foreign Bible Society. Another member who
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is with relations of his in the Capital has had a nomber of books
sent him for distribution there. He is eager and frequentiy writes
for the presence there of a preacher. A second edition of Luke is
already printed and to be by request bound up with Acts which 1s
also printed. Two thirds of the New Testament an now ready for
the press. Besides the Scriptures there have been circulated in
Corea several thousand of a small tract by Mr. Macintyre intro-
ductory to the New Testament, and thousands more of a “ Catechism
of Biblical Doctrine” and of “True Happiness,” both of which are
reprinted. From every one who has any share in the work of
circulation I have the same fale of eagerness to read our books and
regrets are frequent that the people did not long ago have the
opportunity of learning “ this religion.” Long acquaintance with
the people has Jed me to believe that mission work among them will
resemble the work in Japan rather than that in China. They
resemble the Japanese in possessing neither the intellectual force nor
the conservative pride of the Chinese. When Corea and Japan
learn of westerns they simply change their teacher. [tis more difficult
for the hitherto independent and teaching Chimaman to acknowledge
his need of instruction at the hands of the western; yeb the
Chinaman’s backbone is not quite as stiff as 16 was ten years ago
and even he is learning to bow with more grace to his volunteering
western i1nstructor.



MISSIONARY NEWS.

Missionary
atarrisge: & Deaths.

| November-

BIRTHS.
At Ta-li-fu, on August 20th, the wife

of Geo. W. Criarxe, China Iuland
Mission, of a son.

At Tstnchau, Kausuh, on September
Srd, the wife of Mr. G. Panxer, of
China Intand Mission, of a daughter.

AT Chefoo, on September 17th, the wife
of Mr. A. G. Parrott, China Inland
Mission, of a dauelter.

At Chenta, on September 25th, the
wife of Mr. J. H. China Inland
Misstou, of 2 900.

At Tai-yaen-foo, on October 15th,
the wite of Rev. J. J. Arwoop,
A.B.C.F.M., Mission, of a son.

AT Wachang, on November 7th, the
wifo of Rev. H. Sowersy, Americano
Episcopal Mission, of a daughter.

At Soochow, on November 12th, the
wife of Rev. H.C. DuBoss, American
Presbytertnu Mission South, of a son.

In Bowling Green, Keutueky, U.S.A.
October 9th. By Rev. J, L. Catpwett,
Rov. Henry M. Woops, of the Synod
of Virginin, nod Miss Josiz Under-
TOod.

At Shanghai, December 18th, by the
Rey. ARCHDEACON MOooLeE, assisted
by Rey. I’. R. Ssrrra, Rev. A. RB.FuLuer aud Miss M. Ig.
of the C.M.5S. Shaoling.

At Shanghai, December 18th, by Rev.
GEL AppLetron, Mr. Water Exens,and Miss Farnuan, of
the American Presbyterian Mission.

Ar Shanghai, December 20th, by Rev.
W, J. Boonz, H. W. Boone, Esq.
M.D., of the American Protestant
Episcopal Mission, and Miss ANNreof the Woman's Union
Missions.

AT Ningpo, on November 15th, the
wife of Rev. J. C. Hoare, C.M.S.

AT Ta-lt-fu, on October 2th, the wife of
G. W. Guarke, China Iuland Mission.

Arnivats.—At Shaughai, October
Sist, Mv. and Mrs. Pearse and one
child of the China Inland Mission,
on their return; the Misses Black
aud Miss Muir to join the same
Mis3ion af Ganking.

At Shanghai, Oct. 3lst, Mrs. G.
Jobn, L.M.S.Hankow, on herroturi.

At Shanghai, November 1st
| Rev. and Mrs. H. Blodgett, of the
A.B.0.I.M. Mission, Peking, on
their return; Rev. and Mrs. H. P.
Beech to join the same Mission; Mrs
Reuben Lowrie, Rev. S. Lowrie
and Miss Lowrie to join the Amer-
ican Presbyterian Mission, Peking.

At Shanghai, on November 15th,
James B. Neal Isq., M.D., nud wife
to join the American Presbyterian
Mission, at Tang-chow-foo.

At Shanehai, November 29th,
Rev, G.R. Mills, D.D., of the Amer-
ican Presbyterian Mission, Tang.
chow-foo, on his return.

At Shanghai, Nov. 29th, Jolin
Henry Sturman, William Kdward
Burnett, China Inland Mission.

At Shanghai, on November 39th,
Messrs. W. M. Uperoft, J. Walley
and D. Murray to juin the British
and Korean Bible Sociaty.

At Shanghai, December 6th, Rey.
aud Mrs. Graves, of the American
Protestant Episcopal Mission, for
Wechang, fon their return) Biss
Ella Swinney, M.D., to join the
American Seventh Day Baptist
Mission at Shanghai.

At Shanghai, on Decomber 13th,
Revy.and Mrs. Valentine (retarning)
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Rey. and Mrs. Horsbargh and Miss
Smithewman to join the C.MLS..
Mission.

Aé Shanghai, December 28th, J.
M. Mathewson, Esq., M.D., to join
the American Presbyterian Mission,
at Wei-hien, Shantung Province.

**
Departuges.—Per s.s. * Stentor”
November 7th, Mrs. Schofield and
two children and Miss Lancaster of
the China Inland Mission for Eng-
land.

From Foochow, on December 5th,
Rev, N. Sites and Jalia E. Sparr,
M.D., of the American Methodist
Episcopal Mission, for U.8.A., via.
India.

From Shanghai, on December
Jth, per g.s. “Glaucus,” Miss Jennie
Auderson, of the American Presby-
terian Mission, Chefoo, U.S.A.

From Shanghai, December 20th,
per—P. & O. ss. Kaiser-t-Hind.
Mrs. M. J. Farnham and Miss Kate
Farnham, for Marseilles.

From Hongkong, for England by
U.S.A. Rev. H. J. Masters, of the
Wesleyan Mission, by the Paciic
Alail €.s. City of on December
14th, 1883.
Drowved.—On the evening of July
27th, 18838, Hunter Merle Corbett,
son of Rey. Hunter Corbett, Chefoo,
China, was standing on a large rock
on the bank of Leatherwood River,
Pa. U.S.A. The stream was higher
than ever known before and cevered
with timber and trees; Mill-dams
aud bridges were swept away and
general devastation prevailed. With-
out a moments waruing, the rock
on which Serle was standing pave
way and he was thrown into the
current, Two hours later lis body
was found, o long distance down

the stream, lodged in a tree. Merle
vas in lis 16th year. He hoped
to return to China to engage in
Missionary work as soon as he had
finished the course of study at home.

6
Cageroo.—The Missionaries of the
American Presbyterian SMission have
all returned from their Atntamn
tours. All report progress. Rev. H.
Corbett received 200 te the Churehs
Rev. J. L. Nevius D.D., received 50.
Rev. J. A. Leyenberger reports no
accessions, but much interest among
the peoplo whom he visited. Arliss

Anderson found a pleasant welcome
in the villages she visited. She is
now en route to the United States
upon the invitation of the Woman's
Board of the North-west.

*

SHANGHAI—IJt is thought that a
new impalso will be given to work
among women and children herve by
the arrival of two female physicians,
one Dr. Reifsnyder connected with
the Womuns Union Mission: the
other Dr. Ella Ff. Swinney in
connection with the Seventh Day
Baptist Missten.

Some of the buildings of the
American Methodist Collero are
approaching completion. The High
Schools are well attended.

Bishop Schereschewsky has final-
ly felt obliged to hand in his
resiguation as there is httle hope
that hea will ever be able to resume
episcopal duties. His successor 78
not yet named.

4,4
Caxnroxy.—The excitemen$ conse-
quené upon preparations for war
had hindered missionary operations.
Several Chapels liave been destroyed
There is a great dual of nueasiness
among the natives.
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Hotices of Recent Publications,
A Pronouncing and Defining Dictionary of the Swatow Dialect arranged

according to Syliabies and Tones. By A. M. Fielde, of the American
Baptist Mission, at Swatow, American Mission Press, Shanghai, 1883.

Taw work occupied the anthor in
its preparation four years. Tt cone
tains 617 pages and includes 5442
Chinese characters. In the Intro-
duction are tables of exercises it
the tones, nasals, and esptrates, and
changes of tones in combination,
together with a list of Radicals.
Under each character to be
defined are figares indicating the
radical to which it belongs, the
mumber of strokes of which it is
composed and the page on which
it is found in William’s Dictionary.
Tho latter is a new and valuable
feature enabling a student to turn

readily to the stores of that large
work. The examples under each
character are in romanized Chinese.
Then follow definitions’ in English.
The number of these examples,
especially under moro important
words is unusually large and is
characterized by such variety that
the full scope of acharacter js easily
apprehended. The work represents
a vast amount of painstaking, and
toil, and will prove an invaluable
help to those engaged in the study
of the Swatow dialect.

For sale at Messrs. Bradley & Co.
Swatow. Price, in sheets, 38,00.

The Middle Kingdom : By 8S. Walls Williams, LL.D., Professor of Chinese
Language aud Literature at Yale College; author of Tonic and Syllabic
Dictionaries of the Chinese Language. Two volumes. New York, 1888.

We are happy to state that the re- by Dr. Williams during the later
vised edition of this standard work years of his residence in China, as
on China hes made its appearance. well as the most recent information
It is greatly enlarged aud improred respecting all the departments of
in its oxternal appearance aa well the Empire. Many new illostra-
as its contents. ‘The Publishers tions have been added and the best
have greatly improved the work in of the old engravings have been
the Jargeness and clearness of the retained. An important feature of
type as well as the number and the new cdition is a Jarge map of
character of the ilastratiens. TEé the empire from the best modern
ig now in two large 8vo. yolames authorities, more complete and
with some sixteen hundred pages in accurate than any map of the coun-
the two Vols. The Publishers say, try hitherto published.”
‘This new issue is practically a new the summary notices of Mission-
book. Tho text of the old edition ary labors is continued down to
has been largely rewritten and a vast 1877. The history of recent events
amount of new material collected is piven with greater or less full-
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ness to 1880. The pcblishers are
fortunate in having Such an en.
lavged and improved edition to
publish: and the Author is fo be
congratulated on having it published
in such a handsome style. The

The China Review. Nos I dé II. of Voi. XI.
October, 1883.

Tat pages of this last number of
the year are more than full. We

have only space to notice these tivo
numbers of the new volume which
aro full of papers of the asual
interest. The article by Myr. G.
Jamiesonon “The Tributary Nations
of China” is of special interest at
this particular juncture of affairs.

NOTICES OF RECENT PUBLICATIONS.

price in New York is $9.00. We
suppose if well soon be on sale in
Shanghar and Hongkong, The
work needs no recommendations.
We only need bring 16 to the notice
of our readers.

July-August aud Septemder-

Lhe paper by BR. on “Chinese
Guilds and their Kules” will be of
particular interest to those who are
interested to know how ib is that
the Chinese guilds are condacted
with such efiiciency and success.
[t may bo safely said that in no
other country are guilds managed
with such skill.


